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(Founding Date in Parentheses) 
Alabama ....................... ............... ........................... ..... ....... ............................. Spring Hill College, Mobile (1830) 
California ..................................... .............................................. ............................ Santa Clara University (1851) 
University of San Francisco, San Francisco (1855) 
Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles (1914) 
Colorado ............................................................................................................. Regis University, Denver (1877) 
Connecticut .................................................................................................... Fairfield University, Fairfield (1942) 
District of Columbia .............................................................................. Georgetown University, Washington (1789) 
Illinois ................ ................ .............. ............................................... Loyola University of Chicago, Chicago (1870) 
Louisiana .................................... .................... ................... Loyola University of New Orleans, New Orleans (1912) 
Maryland ............................... ...... ........ ...... ..................................... Loyola College in Maryland, Baltimore (1852) 
Massachusetts .............................................................................. ..... College of the Holy Cross, Worcester (1843) 
Boston College, Boston (1863) 
Michigan ............................... ............................. ......... ......... .... .. .. ....... . University of Detroit-Mercy, Detroit (1877) 
Missouri ................... ........................................... ..................................... Saint Louis University, St. Louis (1818) 
Rockhurst College, Kansas City (1910) 
Nebraska ..................................................................... ................................. Creighton University, Omaha (1878) 
New Jersey ...................................................................................... .... ... Saint Peter's College, Jersey City (1872) 
New York ............................................................ ................................. Fordham University, New York City (1841) 
Canisius College, Buffalo (1870) 
Le Moyne College, Syracuse (1946) 
Ohio .............. .. .............................................................................................. Xavier University, Cincinnati (1831) 
John Carroll University, Cleveland (1886) 
Pennsylvania ........................ .. ......................................................... Saint Joseph's University, Philadelphia ( 1851) 
University of Scranton, Scranton (1888) 
Washington .................................................................................................. Gonzaga University, Spokane ( 188 7) 
Seattle University, Seattle (1891) 
West Virginia ............. ............... .... ....................................................... .Wheeling Jesuit College, Wheeling (1954) 
Wisconsin .................. ......... ............................. ....................................... Marquette University, Milwaukee (1881) 
(Seminaries and high schools are not included in this list.) 
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AD MAJOREM DE/ GLORIAM - "FOR THE GREATER GLORY OF GOD" THE JESUIT MOTTO 
REGIS UNIVERSITY 
Regis University IS a coeducational university which comprises 
Regis College, the School for Professional Studies and the 
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions, all conducted in 
the Jesuit tradit1on at the Lowell campus, Denver, Colorado, and 
at other institutional s1tes in Colorado and Nevada. 
THE SEAL OF REGIS UNIVERSITY 
Symbols used in the seal include the following: 
The Latin Universitas Regisiana Soc1etatis Jesu translates as 
"Regis University of the Society of Jesus" and names the 
University and its sponsoring organization, the Jesuit Order. 
The crown is a symbol of the University's patron, St. John 
Francis Regis. The word regis in Latin means "of the King." 
John Francis Regis, Jean-Francais Regis m his native lan-
guage, was a Jesu1t saint who lived 1597-1640. Known as 
the "Father of the Poor," he was a teacher, missionary and 
champion of the outcast in the Massif Central, a mountainous 
district of France located west of the Alps. 
1877 IS the founding date of the University. 
The mountams are symbolic both of the Rocky Mountains 
and of the mountains of the Massif Central where St. John 
Francis Regis lived and worked. 
The letters IHS are the Greek letters Iota, Eta, Sigma, the first 
three letters of the word "Jesus." The letters IHS within a 
sunburst comprise the seal of the Society of Jesus. The Jesuit 
seal is found on the pediment at the front entry of Main Hall, 
Lowell campus. 
The alternating stripes (originally red and gold) are from the 
shield of the Onaz-Loyola family. St. Ignatius Loyola, born in 
1491, founded the Jesuits in 1540. 
The motto "Men And Women In Service Of Others," in Latin 
Homines Ad Serviendum Aliis, is an expression used to 
describe the purpose of Jesuit education: to form men and 
women who use their knowledge and energies in the 
unselfish service of others. The motto also expresses the 
desire of Regis' faculty and staff to be of serv1ce to students 
and the community. 
REGIS COLLEGE CHANGE TO 
REGIS UNIVERSITY 
Regis College adopted Regis University as its mstitutional name 
effective July 1, 1991. 
The academic structure of the institution retains Reg1s College as 
the name of the unit offering the traditional undergraduate pro-
gram, which offers a full range of programs in the liberal arts, sci-
ences, business, and education. Additionally, one graduate pro-
gram is offered through Regis College. The School for Professional 
Studies serves adult learners through a spectrum of innovat1ve 
professional undergraduate and graduate degree programs (e.g., 
business administration and computer science undergraduate pro-
grams and master's degree programs in management, computer 
information technology, and liberal studies). The Rueckert-
Hartman School for Health Professions offers undergraduate pro-
grams in nursing, health information management, and health 
care administration. Graduate programs are offered in nursing, 
physical therapy and health services administration. 
Regis currently serves students m both graduate and undergradu-
ate programs through three academic un1ts at nine campuses. 
Current campus locations are north Denver (Lowell), Avrora, 
lnterlocken at Broomfield, DTC, Colorado Springs, Fort Collins, 
Longmont, and two in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
u" 
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REGIS UNIVERSITY HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS 
1877 Regis University, then known as Las Vegas College, was 1952 Regis rece1ved accreditation from the North Central 
established in Las Vegas, New Mexico. Association of Colleges and Schools to grant four-year 
degrees. 
1884 A second venture, known as Sacred Heart College, was 
started in Mornson, Colorado, while Las Vegas College 1956 The first female faculty member was hired. 
continued to operate in Las Vegas, New Mexico. 
1957 Reg1s had 1ts first graduatmg class of more than 100 
1887 Las Vegas College and Sacred Heart College were com- students. O'Connell Hall student residence and the 
bmed and moved to the newly completed Main Hall in Student Center were completed. Renovation of other 
Denver, Colorado, where the joint operation was known major campus buildings, extensive renovation of campus 
as the College of the Sacred Heart. facilities and re-landscaping were completed. 
1888 Classes began with 75 students on September 5. 1958 The Civis Princeps award was created to recognize out-
standing citizens of Colorado. 
1889 The College was empowered to confer university and col-
lege degrees by an Act of the State Legislature of 1960 The Regis College Field House was completed. 
Colorado on April 1. 
1963 The Student Center was substantially enlarged. 
1890 Ten degrees were awarded. 
1964 DeSmet Hall student res1dence was completed. 
1911 The gymnasium, now known as the Robert J. O'Sullivan 
Center, was completed behmd Mam Hall 1966 A $2.2 million capital fund-raising campaign was com-
pleted, and the Science Building and Dayton Memorial 
1921 On April 19, the Articles of Incorporation were amended Library (built w1th a grant from Mrs. Elizabeth Dayton) 
to change the name of the College to Regis College. The were completed. 
North Central Assoc1at1on of Colleges and Schools grant-
ed accreditation as a JUnior college. 1968 The status of Regis College was changed to that of a 
coeducational institution, effective September 1. 
1922 Reg1s purchased an additional 40 acres of land, extend-
mg the campus to its present boundaries of Federal and 1972 West Hall student residence was completed. Dav1d M. 
Lowell Boulevards on the east and west, Regis Clarke, S.J., became the 22nd President of Regis College 
Boulevard (formerly West 50th Avenue) and West 52nd and the first President to hold office by v1rtue of a vote of 
Avenue on the south and north, totaling 90 acres. the Board of Trustees, rather than by appointment by the 
Provincial and approval by the Trustees. 
1923 Carroll Hall student residence and an addition to Main 
Hall were completed. 1973 The American Association of University Professors was 
voted as the collective bargaining agent for the Regis 
1924 Lay members joined the Jesuits on the faculty of Regis College undergraduate faculty. 
College. 
1974 The Un1ted States Army Medical Equipment and Optical 
1937 Regis Men's Club was created as a lay board to adv1se School program was established. 
Jesuit Trustees on pub icity, advertising, facilities, and 
alumni relations. 1975 Carroll Hall was renovated and became the residence for 
the Regis Jesuit community. 
1944 The dramatiC effect of World War II on enrollment was 
shown when Reg1s graduated three students. 1977 Centennial Year. Regis Career Education Program 
(RECEP), the first accelerated undergraduate program for 
1945 Coeducational evenmg classes were established. adults, began in Colorado Springs, Colorado, at the 
request of Fort Carson. 
1949 The building which now houses the St. John Francis 
Regis Chapel was completed. 1978 The President's Council was established. MBA (Master of . Business Administration) was established as the first 
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1979 The High School and College became separate corpora-
tions under separate leadership. The Regis Career 
Education Program II (RECEP II) was established in 
Denver. 
1980 The $5 million "Campaign for Commitment" was com-
pleted. 
1981 The campus at Colorado Springs, Colorado, was established. 
1982 The old gymnasium was renovated and dedicated as 
Robert J. O'Sullivan Center to house the Regis College 
Theatre and offices for RECEP II. The Master of Arts in 
Adult Christian Community Development (MAACCD) pro-
gram was established. 
1983 The administrative reorganization was carried out: four 
Vice Presidents directly under the President; Academic 
Dean for Campus Programs and Academic Dean for 
Career Programs directly under the Academic Vice 
President. The Southeast campus was established. 
Renamed the Denver Tech campus in 2001, it is now 
located at Harlequin Plaza in Englewood, Colorado. 
1987 The Coors Life D1rect1ons Center, built with a grant from 
the Adolph Coors Foundation, was completed. 
1988 Regis assumed responsibility for Loretto Heights College, 
and moved Nursing and University Without Walls pro-
grams from the Loretto Heights campus to the Lowell 
campus. A Regis University student was recognized as 
an American Rhodes Scholar. 
1989 The College completed the $15 million "Commitment to 
the Future" development program by raistng $16.5 mil-
lion. The Boulder, Colorado, campus was established. 
1990 Regis Jesuit High School moved to Parker and Arapahoe 
Roads in southeast Denver and the College purchased 
and occupied the high school buildings and grounds. 
1991 On July 1, Regis College became Regis University with 
three const1tuent schools, Regis College, the School for 
Professional Stud1es, and the School for Health Care 
Professions. 
1992 The Board of Trustees named Michael J. Sheeran, S.J., 
President of Regis University, and David M. Clarke, S.J., 
Chancellor. 
1993 Michael J. Sheeran, S.J., was inaugurated as the 23rd 
President of Regis University. On August 12, Pope John 
Paul II and United States President William Jefferson 
Clinton met in the President's Dining Room in Carroll 
Hall . Regis University School for Professional Studies 
mtroduced an accelerated bachelor's degree completion 
program in business administration through Mind 
Extension University (the Education Network), a sub-
sidiary of Jones Education Networks, Inc. Regis College 
2006-07 
English faculty member Joanne Karpinski received a 
Fulbright Professorship to teach at Moscow University. 
USA Today named Regis University student Hung Pham 
to its College All-Academic Team. 
1994 Reg1s College Chemistry faculty member Surendra 
Mahapatro received a Fulbright Professorship to teach in 
Belize, South America. 
1995 School for Professional Studies faculty member Matjaz 
Bren received a Fulbright Professorship to teach in 
Slovenia. 
1996 Regis University, tn conjunction with the PeaceJam Youth 
Conference, hosted Nobel Peace Laureates Betty 
Williams and Rigoberta Menchu Tum. 
1997 Regis received a $3 million gift from an anonymous 
donor in memory of alumnus Father C.B. "Woody" 
Woodrich's service to the poor and indigent. It IS the 
largest single gift in Regis University history. The campus 
at Fort Collins, Colorado, was established. Dayton 
Memorial Library was rededicated after a $5 million ren-
ovation. Nobel Peace Prize recipient His Holiness the 
14th Dalai Lama of Tibet visited Regis. 
1998 Nobel Peace Prize recipients Archbishop Desmond Tutu 
and Mairead Corrigan Maguire visited Regis. Regis 
Un1versity received the charter to host the first American 
Chapter of the Gerard Manley Hopkins, S.J., Society. 
School for Professional Studies faculty member Jonathan 
Hochberg received a Fulbright Professorship to teach in 
Uruguay. The Board of Trustees approved internal 
restructuring that created the position of Provost and 
Vice President for Academic Affairs. The Institute on the 
Common Good was established. 
1999 The School for Health Care Professions hosted former 
American Red Cross President Elizabeth Dole as the 
keynote speaker marking the lOth anniversary of the 
school. Regis University was recognized for leadership in 
the field of student character development in The 
Templeton Guide: Colleges that Encourage Character 
Development. The University was one of 100 colleges 
and universities named to Templeton's Honor Roll. 
Campuses at Las Vegas, Nevada, and lnterlocken at 
Broomfield, Colorado, were established. Nobel Peace 
Prize recipient Jose Ramos-Horta visited Regis. 
2000 USA Today named Regis University student Charity 
Tillemann-Dick to its College All-Academic Team. The 
Center for the Study of Accelerated Learning was inaugu-
rated in the School for Professional Studies. The Institute 
on the Common Good brought Nobel Peace Prize recipi-
ent Oscar Arias to Regis. The Arboretum at Regis 
University was dedicated on the Lowell campus. 
In August, the School for Health Care Professions ush-
ered in the University's first doctoral program in Physical 
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Therapy. Head Men's Basketball Coach Lonnie Porter, 
Colorado's winningest men's college basketball coach, 
surpassed his 400th win, and was inducted mto the 
Colorado Sports Hall of Fame. Nobel Peace Pnze recipi-
ents Adolfo Perez Esquivel and Elie Wiesel visited Regis. 
New Ventures separated and became a not-for profit cor-
poration of Regis University. 
2002 Nobel Peace Prize recipient Jody Williams visited Regis. 
Residential townhouses were built to accommodate 180 
students in two-story townhouse apartment "flats." Regis 
University began a year-long celebration of its 125th 
anniversary. 
2003 John Hume became the eleventh Nobel Peace Prize 
Laureate to visit Regis since 1996. A second campus in Las 
Vegas, Nevada opened. The Ranger Dome was completed. 
2004 For the lOth consecutive year, U.S. News and World 
Report ranked Regis University a top school in the west. 
Thanks to a $5.8 million gift from Doyle and Margaret 
Hartman, Carroll Hall was completely renovated. In May, 
27 members of the first class in the Doctorate of 
Physical Therapy program received their degrees. The 
first stage of a major renovation of Main Hall opened the 
third and fourth floors for office and classroom use. The 
Center for the Study of War Experience officially opened. 
The School for Health Care Profess1ons was renamed the 
Rueckert Hartman School for Health Professions. 
2005 Ground was broken for the new chapel to be constructed 
over the site of the O'Sullivan Center. S1ster Helen 
Prejean, C.S.J., author of best-selling Dead Man 
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HISTORY OF REGIS UNIVERSITY 
In 1540, when lgnat1us Loyola founded the Society of Jesus - a 
community of companions and scholars resolved to serve their fel-
low men - a guiding principle of the Society was that it would 
meet the needs of its age and would "form leaders who would 
carry forth into their personal and professional lives a mission of 
service to others." For four centuries, the Jesuit fathers have been 
perfecting an educational tradition of academic excellence, value-
centered education, and service to the community. 
The Society of Jesus (Jesuits) is an international Roman Catholic 
religious order of priests and brothers known for its missionary 
and educational work. The Jesuit education network extends to 
more than 2,000 institutions of various types and levels, mcluding 
177 universities and 356 high schools. Ten thousand Jesuits and 
nearly 100,000 lay people provide education for more than 1.8 
million students in 56 countries around the world. In the United 
States, there are 46 Jesuit h1gh schools and 28 Jesuit colleges 
and universities. 
Regis University has continued the JesUit tradition since 1877, 
when a band of Jesu1t missionaries from Naples, Italy, carved out 
a college on the edge of the desert in New Mexico, and named it 
Las Vegas College. 
In 1884, Bishop Joseph P. Machbeuf of the Diocese of Denver, 
eager to have a respected school for boys in Colorado, persuaded 
the Jesuits to open a new college in Morrison, Colorado, named 
Sacred Heart College. In 1888, when the Morrison site proved too 
remote, Dominic Pantanella, S.J., the first president, moved the 
college, now combined with Las Vegas College and known as 
College of the Sacred Heart, to its present location in northwest 
Denver where 1t mcluded the College and an associated Jesuit 
high school. 
Through an 1888 act of the Colorado state legislature, the College 
was empowered to confer college degrees, and the first graduation 
exercises were in 1890. In 1917, the College established a four-
year curriculum separate from the h1gh school and, in 1921, the 
high school and College were renamed "Regis" in honor of St. 
John Francis Regis, a 18th century Jesuit missionary from the 
mountains of France. 
Main Hall, built in 1887, was the only building on the campus 
until expansion began in 1911 with the addition of the gymnasi-
um (Robert J. O'Sullivan Center). Today, the Regis University 
Lowell campus comprises 17 buildings on 90 acres. 
Regis was initially accredited by the North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools (NCA) in 1921. In 1952, Regis was accred-
ited by the NCA as a four-year, degree-granting college. Student 
enrollment has increased steadily, with a large expansion coming 
immediately after World War II as a result of the G. I. Bill. 
Recognizing the need for educating men and women together, the 
College became a coeducational institution in 1968. In 1979, 
because of the expanding needs of high school and college educa-
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tion, Regis Jesuit High School and Regis College became inde-
pendent institutions. 
In 1977, Regis College began to offer selected programs to adult 
learners through classes at Fort Carson and Peterson Air Force 
Base and in temporary faci lities at St. Mary's High School in 
Colorado Spnngs, Colorado. Since that time, career programs (cur-
rently named School for Professional Studies) has expanded to 
include master's degree programs in business administration, 
computer information technology, education, counseling, manage-
ment, nonprofit management, software and information systems 
and an individually designed program as well as a wide choice of 
undergraduate majors, offered at several campus and off-campus 
locations. In 1981, Regis acquired a permanent locat1on to house 
its Colorado Springs programs. 
In 1981, the Board of Trustees established "The National 
Commission of the Future of Regis College" to examine the 
College's purposes and develop a plan for its future needs. 
Drawing upon the expertise of distinguished corporate, civic, reli-
gious, and educational leaders, the National Comm1ssion offered 
257 recommendations, which outlined for the Board of Trustees 
an Imaginative and vigorous v1sion of Reg1s. The result was the 
de\lelopment, implementation, and successful completion of the 
College's largest fund-raising effort in history-the $15 million 
"Commitment to the Future." 
The Commitment to the Future was a key element in assuring the 
future success of Regis University. In addition to that major effort, 
the University is fortunate to include among its resources, the funds 
contributed by individuals, corporations, and foundations in general 
support of the University and in support of specific programs. 
In 1988, health care programs were established at Regis 
University when Regis acquired Loretto Heights College. Three 
years later (1991), the Health Care Programs became the School 
for Health Care Professions. The name was changed to the 
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions in 2004, and the 
nursi~g department name changed to the Loretto Heights 
Department of Nursing. 
THE MISSION OF THE UNIVERSITY 
Regis University educates men and women of all ages to take leader-
ship roles and to make a positive impact in a changing society. 
Standing within the Catholic and United States traditions, we are 
inspired by the particular Jesuit vision of Ignatius Loyola. This vision 
challenges us to attain the inner freedom to make intelligent choices. 
We seek to provide. value-centered undergraduate and graduate 
education, as well as to strengthen our commitment to community 
service. We nurture the life of the mind and the pursuit of truth 
within an environment conducive to effective teaching, learning, 
and personal development. Consistent with Judea-Christian princi-
ples, we apply knowledge to human needs and seek to preserve 
the best of the human heritage. We encourage the continual 
search for truth , values, and a just existence. Throughout this 
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process, we examine and attempt to answer the question: "How 
ought we to live?" 
As a consequence of Ignatius Loyola's vision, particularly as 
reflected in his Spiritual Exercises, we encourage all members of 
the Regis community to learn proficiently, think logically and criti-
cally, identify and choose personal standards of values, and be 
socially responsible. We further encourage the development of 
skills and leadership abilities necessary for distinguished profes-
sional work and contributions to the improvement and transforma-
tion of society. 
EDUCATIONAL GOALS 
Based on hope in the goodness of human life and responding in 
solidarity w1th Jesus Christ, "Who came to serve, not be served," 
we seek to: 
loll6 
Provide our students with an excellent education in which 
they develop the ability to think critically, perceive compre-
hensively and perform competently. 
Offer a liberal education in the arts and sciences that devel-
ops talent and abilities, promotes awareness of career alter-
natives, and prov1des the practical skills necessary to pursue 
such careers. We believe that recognizing the cont1nuum 
between conceptual rigor and practical application enables 
our students to adapt to new situations throughout life. 
Examine the dominant values that constitute society. We pro-
vide our students with the experience and understanding nec-
essary for establishing their own framework of values within 
which they can make moral judgments and personal choices. 
In this way, we help empower students to make a pos1tive 
impact on a changing society. 
Investigate the theories, methods and data of academic disci-
plines, as well as their underlying assumptions and values. 
Promote an atmosphere of personal concern for each student. 
This includes conscientiOus advising, substantial interaction 
between faculty and students, and close attention to each 
individual's personal intellectual growth. 
Concentrate our limited resources as a private and independ-
ent institution on select areas and extend these resources by 
forming partnerships with other organizations. In this way, 
the Un1vers1ty attempts to be innovative, both educationally 
and technologically. 
Mot1vate students, faculty, and staff to put their wisdom, 
skills, and knowledge at the service of humanity. 
Expand the presence and influence of the Jesuit vision and 
values, wh1ch are derived from the lgnatian, Catholic, and 
United States traditions of education. 
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UNDERGRADUATE CORE EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Framework and Goals 
From it origins in the Renaissance and Reformation, Jesuit educa-
tion has provided leadership in bringing the traditions of 
Christianity and classical learning in fruitful engagement w1th new 
developments in thought and culture. Th1s task remains central at 
Reg1s University, where the core educational experience seeks to 
prov1de all undergraduate students with Jesu1t liberal arts educa-
tion. The core educational experience challenges students to 
reflect on trad1tion, continuity, and change, and to explore the 
question "How ought we to live?" in terms of the developm~nt of 
Western thought from classical to contemporary. 
Inspired by Catholic tradition and lgnatian spiritua lity, the core 
educational experience at Regis celebrates the essential goodness 
of the world and the joy of learning. This education is grounded in 
the belief that faith and reason are complementary; it emphasizes 
the basic values of human dignity, diversity, freedom, and justice; 
and it promotes the formation of conscience and character 
through imaginative and critical discernment. The core education-
al experience aims to develop the whole person. It seeks not only 
to enable students to meet the chal lenges and goals of their per-
sonal and professional lives, but also to cultivate the1r leadership 
in service to others and in work for the common good. 
The Regis Un1versity core educational experience engages stu-
dents in an academic environment that both models and nurtures 
the beliefs, commitments, and goals that are central to Jesuit lib-
eral arts education. The mentoring relationship between faculty, 
staff, and students IS central to this experience. While required 
core courses are essential to the core educational experience, core 
goals and themes inform all academic maJors and professional 
programs, as well as campus and community activities. 
Characteristics of the Core Educational Experience 
The specific structure of the core educational experience varies 
within each of the University's three schools because of the differ-
ent student populations and instructional formats in Regis College, 
the School for Professional Studies, and the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions. Nonetheless, the core educational 
experience in all three schools is characterized by: 
Development of the Whole Person 
The core educational experience is designed to nurture the whole 
person: head, heart, and hands, intellect, sensibi lity, and skills. The 
whole person, however, is not understood in terms of an isolated 
self. Rather, Regis seeks to develop leaders whose compassion and 
concern for others inspires them to contribute to the common good. 
Academic Challenge 
Regis University 1s comm1tted to academic excellence: the disci-
plined search for knowledge and the joy of discovery and under-
standing. The core educational experience is designed to strength-
en students' skills in critical reading and thinking, speaking and 
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writing, research and scholarship, and the use of information 
technologies. Students are encouraged to become partners in a 
collaborative process of learning and discovery. 
Liberal Arts Foundation 
The core educational experience promotes literacy 1n the major 
academic disciplines the arts, the humanities, the natural sci-
ences, and the social sciences. By giving students an opportunity 
to explore the questions, methods, and understandings of different 
disciplines, the core educational experience establishes a broad 
foundation for more specialized studies. 
Integration 
The core educational experience challenges students to integrate 
new learnmg with prior knowledge and personal expenences. It 
seeks to strengthen habits and skills of integration, thereby 
encouraging students to become life-long learners and to achieve 
more comprehensive understandings of truth. 
Ethical Inquiry and Reflection 
By challenging students to examine the ethical dimensions present 
in all of their studies, the core educational expenence seeks to 
cultivate the habit of critical reflection on values. Students are 
encouraged to reflect upon crucial human concerns and to 
strengthen values that lead to sound decisions and just actions. 
Spirituality and Religion 
Rooted 1n the Roman Catholic tradition, Regis University is committed 
to integrating faith with learning. The core educational experience fosters 
a critical appreciation of religious questions and spiritual experience. 
While special attention IS given to Catholic philosophical and theological 
tradition, the core educational experience also involves exposure to other 
philosophical and religious traditions. It encourages mutual respect and 
genuine dialogue in the context of a shared search for meaning. 
Concern for Social Justice 
The core educational experience seeks to nurture a life of service 
for the common good and a commitment to work toward a more 
JUSt and peaceful world. By challenging students to develop the 
analytical skills necessary to understand relationships of power 
and privilege in contemporary society, the core educational experi-
ence strives to cultivate respect for human diversity and a special 
concern for the poor and the oppressed. 
Global Awareness 
While contemporary individuals operate in many different social 
contexts, the Jesuit tradition has always been global in its hori-
zons and outreach. Thus, the core educational experience furthers 
students' appreciation of the diversity of persons and cultures, the 
complexity of relationships in the new and evolving international 
order, and the impact of humans on the natural environment. 
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Leadership 
Regis University is committed to developing leaders in the service 
of others. Recognizing that there are many forms of leadership, 
the core educational experience challenges students to strengthen 
their personal leadership skills through academic courses, service 
learning experiences, and other campus and community activities. 
Special attention is focused on refining students' abilities to listen 
and to engage in dialogue in diverse settings. 
GRADUATE STATEMENT 
Graduate degree programs at Regis University emanate from and 
embody the University mission of educating men and women to 
take leadership roles and to make a positive impact in a changing 
society. These programs provide a rigorous, focused, value-cen-
tered professional education rooted in the Jesuit Catholic tradition. 
Graduate education at Regis University is learner-centered. Learners 
and facu lty are full partners in an educational relationship that 
emphasizes academic excellence, active and collegial participation 
in the educational process, practical application of theory, ethical 
processes and decisions, and a commitment to lifelong learning. 
Regis University's graduate programs infuse professional education 
with Jesuit ethos and values, develop the whole person, and fos-
ter professional competence. 
Regis University graduate programs are characterized by: 
Openness - a respect for others and their perspectives; 
Optimism - an affirmation of the goodness of the world and 
of the human dignity of all people in it; and 
Other-centeredness - a conscious move beyond self to an 
appreciation of the interconnectedness of human beings and 
their actions. 
Regis University graduate programs purposefully emphasize: 
Academic Excellence 
Regis University graduate programs are committed to aca-
demic excellence: the disciplined search for knowledge and 
the joy of discovery and understanding. Regis University 
expects each graduate student to achieve mastery in a disci-
pline, including the ability to integrate and extend knowledge 
to contexts outside the classroom and to effectively translate 
theory into practice. Graduate learners are also encouraged to 
be active partners with faculty in the collaborative process of 
learning and discovery and to become lifelong learners. 
Leadership 
Regis University graduate programs develop leaders in the service 
of others. In this context, leaders are communicators with vision 
who analyze problems, find and implement solutions, and struc-
ture and facilitate processes to make a positive impact on society. 
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Ethics 
Ethical decision-making and behavior are fundamental compo-
nents of Regis University graduate programs. Ethics in Reg1s 
University graduate education guides individuals to make a 
conscious effort to apply ethical principles to decisions; to 
integrate and broaden the considerations surrounding the deci· 
sions; and to examine carefully the consequences and implica-
tions beyond personal and organizational self-interests. 
Social Justice 
Graduate programs at Regis University strive to nurture a life 
of service for the common good, to cultivate respect for 
human diversity, and to strengthen a special concern for the 
poor, the marginalized, and the oppressed. By emphas1zmg a 
concern for social justice, Regis University graduate programs 
reinforce an individual's commitment to be an active and pro-
ductive member in society and to work for structural change 
to protect the disenfranchised. 
Global Awareness 
Regis University graduate programs are committed to prepar 
ing learners to live, work, and lead in an increasingly inter· 
connected global society. Graduate programs strive to create 
a learning environment that celebrates diversity, values the 
uniqueness of the individual, and instills a passion for JUStice 
for all people. 
REGIS UNIVERSITY BEHAVIORAL GOALS 
With respect to "Livmg the MISSion" 
llll8 
At Regis University we practice what we teach by bemg com-
mitted to buildmg and sustainmg a culture that values the 
dignity, diversity, and contributions of all its members. With 
mutual respect and justice, the Regis community seeks to live 
the Jesuit mission by: 
Maintaining the highest ethical relationships within the Regis 
community as well as with partners, suppliers and other 
business entitles, the Catholic Church, other religious tradi-
tions, and educational institutions. 
Fulfilling our obligation to society by supporting women and 
men in the Jesuit tradition to be leaders in their families, 
communities, and vocations. 
Achieving a unique student experience by providing values-
centered education with rigorous academic programs, a focus 
on life-long learning and service to others that prepares stu-
dents to contribute to the transformation of society. 
Reviewing and strengthening the contmumg health and finan-
cial viability of the University with strateg1es and resources 
that are responsive to the Mission. 
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Acknowledging and affirming exceptional contributions, seek-
ing fair and equitable rewards, and providing opportunities for 
self-expression and growth in the Regis community. 
Regis University thrives when all members of the community 
act to promote a culture that is congruent with the Mission. 
UNIVERSITY OUTCOMES 
--------------------
For centuries, the Jesuits have been perfecting an educational tra-
dition of academic excellence, value-centered education, and serv-
ice to the community. As a Jesuit institution, Regis University is 
deeply embedded within that heritage. Central to the tradition is 
the fact that the mission of the University is the driving force 
behind all educational programs. The mission can be no less cen-
tral when the issue of assessment of student academic achieve-
ment is engaged. 
Over the past decade, the assessment of student academic 
achievement has gained a prominent place on the agendas of 
institutions of higher education. The North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools-Higher Learning Commission indicated in 
1991 that some formal plan for outcomes assessment would be 
required to maintain accreditation, In complying with the North 
Central Association mandate, Regis Umversity developed a plan 
for the assessment of student academic achievement. 
From our mission, a set of University-wide Outcome Statements 
was developed. The goal of developing these statements was to 
transform our mission and educational goals into explicit and ulti-
mately measurable declarations that captured the collective think-
ing of the faculties of the University. In effect, the University 
Outcome Statements become the operational foundation for 
assessment of student academic achievement. These University-
wide outcome statements are broad-based and address every 
aspect of the Umversity mission related to student learning and 
academic achievement including learning within a specific aca-
demic discipline or cross-disciplinary area and learning in general 
education. The statements also identify the need for graduates to 
be well prepared for lives of work and service. Finally, the 
University Outcome Statements encompass some of the critical 
attitudes and personal values Reg1s feels are important for citizen-
ship in a global society. 
The University Outcome Statements are listed below. 
All students graduatmg from Regis University should have: 
In-depth knowledge of a discipline or content area. 
Knowledge of diverse cultures, perspectives, and belief systems. 
Knowledge of arts, sciences, and humanities. 
Ability to think critically. 
Ability to communicate effectively. 
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Ability to use contemporary technology. 
Commitment to ethical and social responsibilities. 
• Commitment to leadership and service to others. 
Commitment to learning as a lifelong endeavor. 
ACCREDITATION AND AFFILI ATIONS 
Regis University is accredited by the North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools-Higher Learning Commission (NCA-HLC). 
For any additional mformation regarding the Regis NCA accredita-
tion status-address ard phone/fax numbers for NCA-HLC follow: 
30 North LaSalle Street; Suite 2400 
Chicago, IL 60602-2504 
(312) 263-0456 
(312) 263-7462 Fax 
www. nca h igherlea rn i ngcom mission. org 
The Chemistry Department in Regis College is accredited by the 
American Chemical Society, Commission of Professional Training (CPT). 
The Health Information Management Program in the Rueckert-
Hartman School for Health Protess1ons 1s accredited by the 
Commission on Accreditation for Health Informatics and 
Information Management (CAHIIM). The programs in the Loretto 
Heights Department of Nursing in the Rueckert-Hartman School 
for Health Professions are accredited by the American Association 
of Colleges of Nursing, Commission on Collegiate Nursmg 
Education (CCNE). The Physical Therapy Program in the 
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions is accredited by 
the American Physical Therapy Association, Commission on 
Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education (CAPTE). 
Regis University holds membership m the Association of American 
Colleges, American Council on Education, National Catholic 
Education Association, Association of Jesuit Colleges and 
Universities, American Association of Colleges for Teacher 
Education, Associated Colleges of Colorado, Council of 
Independent Colleges, National Association of College and 
University Summer Sess1ons, and the National University 
Contmuing Education Association. Regis University is a full mem-
ber of the Association of Graduates Liberal Studies Programs. 
The University is approved by the Colorado, Nevada, and 
Wyoming State Departments of Education for preparing students 
for State Teacher's Licensure in early childhood, elementary, mid-
dle, and secondary levels, special education, and English as a 
second language. 
The University is authorized under Federal law to enroll nonimmi-
grant alien students. 
These accreditations and authorizations are intended to enable a 
student to obtain professional recognition of the degree he or she 
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receives from Regis University and its acceptability when applying 
for admission to graduate schools. 
In addition to the above affiliations, the University is represented 
in numerous professional and academic societies through individ-
ual memberships held by its faculty and administrators. 
The accreditation, approvals, and certifications of the University 
are based upon the University's status at the time of printing of 
this Bulletin. Accreditation, approvals, and certifications are sub-
ject to review and modification from time to time. 
THREE ACADEMIC AREAS 
Regis University comprises three separate academic units-Regis 
College, School for Professional Studies and Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions. 
Regis College offers a full range of undergraduate programs in the 
liberal arts, sciences, business, and education, and a Master of 
Arts in Education. 
The Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions includes the 
undergraduate program in Nursing with the traditional nursing 
option, the accelerated nursing option, and the RN-to-BSN 
(Bachelor of Science in Nursing) degree completion option (which 
is taught on campus, on-site at area hospitals, and online), Health 
Care Administration program and the Health Information 
Management program. The School also offers a graduate program 
in Nursing with Leadership in Health Care Systems, Family Nurse 
Practitioner (FNP), and Neonatal Nurse Practitioner (NNP) special-
izations, Health Services Administration, Clinical Leadership for 
Physicians Assistants, and a doctoral program in Physical Therapy. 
The School for Professional Studies offers undergraduate and grad-
uate programs for the working adult at multiple campuses across 
Colorado and at two campuses in Las Vegas, Nevada, as well as 
programs for learning at a distance. Undergraduate programs offer 
a wide choice of majors through accelerated classroom-based 
education, guided independent study, credit for prior learning, and 
distance technology. Graduate programs offer eight master's 
degrees. These degrees are delivered via traditional and accelerat-
ed classroom formats at multiple campuses; via guided independ-
ent study; video and internet. Graduate degrees include Master of 
Arts (MA), Master of Business Administration (MBA), Master of 
Nonprofit Management (MNM), Master of Science in Computer 
Information Technology (MSCIT), Master of Science in 
Management (MSM), Master of Science in Software and 
Information Systems (MSSIS), Master of Arts in Counseling 
(MACP), and the Master of Education (MED). 
UNIVERSITY SITES 
Regis University serves more than 16,000 students in both gradu-
ate and undergraduate programs through three academic units. 
Programs are offered at the main Lowell campus in north Denver, 
as well as at sites in Aurora, lnterlocken at Broomfield, Colorado 
Springs, DTC, Fort Collins, Longmont, and in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
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Facilit1es Use Policy 
The facilities of Regis University are provided solely for enrolled 
students and others engaged in University-sponsored business, 
educational or social activities. Persons who are not engaged in 
University-sponsored business, educational or social activities, 
including children, friends, or other tnvitees of students, may be 
restricted from using or being present in University owned or con-
trolled facilities at the discretion of the University. 
LOWELL CAMPUS 
The Adult Learnmg Center 
The Adult Learning Center houses office and classrooms, as well 
as an auditorium, for the School for Professional Studies and the 
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions. 
Carroll Hall 
This building includes administrative and faculty offices, laboratories 
(computing, physical therapy and nursing), and several meeting 
rooms. Administrative offices include the academic computing center. 
Regis College departmentS/offices housed in Carroll Hall include 
accounting, business division, Freshman Commitment Program, 
economics, education, English, modern and classical languages, 
history, political sc1ence, philosophy, physical education, Master of 
Arts in Education, and the Honors Program. 
The Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions is located on 
the third and fourth floors with the Office of the Academic Dean, 
all program faculty, and nursing and phys1cal therapy laboratories. 
Coors Ufe Directions Center 
This building was constructed in 1987 and houses the offices of 
Career Services and Personal Counseling, as well as the Fitness 
Program and the Health Center. 
The F1eld House 
The Reg1s Field House offers modern facilities for the University's 
intramural and Intercollegiate sports programs. It includes an 
indoor sw1mming pool, a 3,000-seat gymnasium, handball courts, 
steam room, and weight room, all available to students. Baseball, 
intramural, and soccer fields are located nearby. 
Fine Arts Building 
Formerly the chapel, this building houses the fine arts offices, stu-
dios, and gallery. 
Ubraries 
The libraries provide the Regis community with significant 
resources for research, areas for study, and professional ass1stance 
for research . 
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The libraries include Dayton Memorial Library on the Lowell cam-
pus and the Colorado Springs Library. Library services also extend 
to the DTC campus in Denver under a cooperative agreement with 
the Koelbel Library and to the Las Vegas, Nevada, campus 
through agreements with the Dickinson Library at the University 
of Nevada at Las Vegas and the Henderson District Publ1c Library. 
Dayton Memorial L1brary offers an extensive array of library 
resources and services. These include 400 individual study stations, 
numerous group study rooms, individual faculty studies, a multime-
dia production lab, and two state-of-the-art electronic classrooms. 
The Regis collect1ons contain more than 280,000 volumes and 
receive some 2,100 periodicals. An additional 20,000 full text 
journals are available online. Regis is a depository for federal gov-
ernment documents and offers a growing collection of audio-v1sual 
materials. The Father William E. Becker, S.J., Art History Slide 
Collection includes over 85,000 items. The archives of Regis 
University and Loretto Heights College offer unique historical 
resources for research. The Regis University Archives houses the 
Edward S. Curtis collection of photographs and history of the North 
American Indians. The collection of rare and antiquarian volumes 
also includes illuminated manuscripts from the thirteenth and fif-
teenth centuries. The library also contains the Notananni Political 
Collection, an assembly of over 4,000 items related to American 
presidential campaigns from John Adams to the present. 
Regis University uses the Innovation Interface, Inc. online system, 
which links the Reg1s libraries to the major academic libraries in 
Colorado, and prov1des access to more than 25 million volumes, 
as well as more than 160 databases and delivery services. The 
Regis online catalog and other electronic resources may be 
accessed by home computer. The libraries also provide electronic 
reserves and the full range of Internet-based information and 
research services. 
As a member of the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC), a 
national computerized network, the library has access to the 
resources of more than 3,000 member libraries. Materials not 
available on Regis campuses may be secured through the 
libraries' efficient inter-library loan services. 
The libraries are increasingly known for their teaching. The refer-
ence librarians are frequently in the classrooms lecturing on 
research skills. Regis is committed to promoting the skills of 
library research as an essential to lifelong learning. 
Loyola Hall 
Loyola Hall contains many classrooms, faculty, and administrative 
offices including the Off1ce of the Academic Dean for Regis 
College and the Writtng Center. Communications, criminal justice, 
experiential education, forensics, religious studies, SOCiology, and 
Summer Session offices are also located here. Other classrooms 
are located in the Science Building, the Field House, Main Hall, 
and the Adult Learning Center. 
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Main Hall, constructed in 1887 as the College's first building, 
stands as the landmark of the Umversity and houses many of the 
administrative offices, several classrooms and the Department of 
Fine and Performing Arts (Regis College). 
' 
~~t--.11 II' .. fll Residence Halls 
" I ~ Reg1s Un1versity offers three traditional residence halls-












" senior residence directors, residence assistants, residence chap-
lains, and peer ministers. Lounge and laundry facilities are found 
in each residence. As of fall 2002, the University also offers town-
house apartments for upper classmen, each with three bedrooms, 
full kitchen, two and one half bathrooms, and living room. 
The Science Building 
The Sc1ence Building houses the biology, chemistry, computer sci-
ence, mathematics, physics, and psychology departments. The 
University's well-known seismology unit is also located there. A 
lecture amphitheater, used jointly by the science departments, is a 
~ 
: 
1-~t-.. , 1111~11;~. special feature of the building's design and utility. Each depart-
t-~1-~.111--=-- ment has its own laboratories, faculty offices, and private faculty 
research facilities. 
1-1-41-lllllli.._.• The Student Center 
I 
The Student Center, as the name implies, is the center of campus 
1-~t-•ll.L.._.• activities. It houses the Office of Student Life, student government, 
' student media, Un1versity Min1stry, Secunty, Residence Life, and Student Activities. The University Bookstore, snack bar, Einstein's 























STU DENT LIFE 
MISSION STATEMENT 
In keeping with the Mission of the University, its educational goals 
and assumptions, the Office of Student Life strives to support the 
growth and development of Regis students through the following: 
J..u. • The Jesuit tradition of cura personalis, the care and concern 
for the individual human person. 
tm • An effort to integrate development of the whole person-spiritual-
ly, personally, socially, physically, intellectually and vocationally. 
-
Programs that develop leadership skills and encourage stu-
dents to assume positions of significant responsibility. 
Promotion of an academic atmosphere in all student activities 
and services . 
• Encouragement of students to exercise their freedom and 
judgment while respecting the rights and needs of the cam-
pus community. 
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• Activities that promote service to others on and off campus. 
Activities and services that maximize the opportunities for 
students to understand themselves and to grow and develop 
to their fullest potential. 
• To these ends, the University provides the following depart-
ments and programs to serve its students. 
SCOPE OF SERVICE 
The service information provided in this section applies to all 
University students with the following exceptions: Counseling 
Services, Student Health Services, Student Activities, Residence 
Life, and Athletics. These services, as described, are available for 
Regis College undergraduate students and the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions Nursing and Physical Therapy stu-
dents. Other services may be available to students and may vary by 
site and program. Services are subject to modification or termina-
tion at any time as detenmined necessary by the University and stu-
dents and other individuals may be subjected to service limitations 
and restrictions or may be denied services as determined necessary 
or appropriate by the University to protect it's educational and work 
environment and the safety and well-being of its employees. 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS 
The administrative responsibility for the supervision and coordination 
of the student life areas and staff rests with the dean of students. 
These areas include Career Services, Disability Services, Food 
Services, Leadership Development and Behavioral Health Promotion, 
Life Direction~ellness Program, Personal Counseling, Residence 
Life, Housing and Event Services, Student Activities, and Student 
Health Services. The dean of students is also responsible for oversee-
ing the student judicial system. The Office of the Dean of Students 1s 
located on the second floor of the Student Center, room 223. 
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH PROGRAM 
Provides prevention, education, crisis intervention, assessment, 
and referral related to substance abuse/addiction issues. 
Clinical Services 
Students who are disciplined for violating Regis' drug or alcohol 
policy are required to complete an assessment and intervention 
with our professional counselors. The goals of this intervention is 
to facili tate a discussion that will allow students to determine 
what role they want alcohol and other drugs to play in their life. 
Outreach Programs 
The Behavioral Health Program offers several professionally facili-
tated workshops on the Regis campus, in our local community, and 
at national conferences including topics such as violence preven-
tion and intervention, stress management, and substance abuse. 
The Choices Peer Education Program (www.regis.edu) is a nation-
ally recognized health promotion program that encourages stu-
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The BACCHUS Peer Education Club, which is responsible for con-
ducting awareness weeks and other educational and social pro-
grams for the Regis community. Peer theatre and peer support are 
additional methods used to increase awareness on campus. 
The R.E.A.C.H. (Responsible Educated Athletes Choosing Healthy 
Lifestyles) Program comprises student athlete peer educators and 
targets prevention efforts related to the unique issues student ath· 
letes face. 
The UnBar (MocktaJis) is a mobile bar that gives students the 
alternative of delic1ous non-alcoholic beverages at social functions 
and athletic events. 
CAMPUS SAFETY 
The Campus Safety Office exists to provide greater secunty and 
safety to the entire Regis Campus commumty. All known problems 
relating to the safety of people and/or to the safety of the 
University, a building, or personal property should be reported 
immediately to the Campus Safety Office at 303 458-4122. It is 
important that mc1dents be reported to provide max1mum security 
and safety to the Regis community. Security issues at the exten-
sion sites should be referred to the School for Professional Studies 
Operations and Administration Services Department. 
In addition, Campus Safety monitors the parking lots, tickets 
and/or tows improperly parked cars, and escorts students on cam-
pus at night if requested. The Campus Safety Office is located on 
the second floor of the Student Center. 
CAREER SERVICES 
Career Serv1ces provides an avenue for students to mvestigate the 
world of work, and provides the following specific services: 
Assists students in identifying their skills, interests, and abilities 
in order to set academiC and career goals. 
Teaches students the process of gathering, understanding, 
and using job market information. 
Increases student effectiveness in conducting a job search 
campaign. 
Provides listings of current full and part-time openings. 
Provides an on-campus recruiting program, which gives sen-
iors the opportunity to obtain initial interviews with major 
organizations. 
Provides an online resume system. 
Career Serv1ces conducts individual career counseling sessions 
and seminars on relevant topics such as resume writing, inter-
viewing skills, networking skills, internet job searches and prepar-
ing for graduate school. Current career information is available in 




Regis University is committed to ensuring equal access to pro-
gramming for qualified students with disabilities. Students with 
documented disabilities who are seeking accommodations must 
work through the Office of Disability Services (ODS). 
Eligibtlity 
To be eligible for services, qualified students with documented dis-
abilities must register with the ODS. Documentation must be cur-
rent in order to receive services. The ODS is located 10 the Life 
Directions Center, room 118; 303-458-4941; 
disability@regis.edu. Appropnate accommodations are based 
upon documentation. Accommodations are granted on a case-by 
case basis depending upon the disability and the documentation. 
Students may disclose and request accommodations at any time 
during the term; however, it is suggested that students disclose at 
the beginning of the academic career since accommodations are 
not retroactive. 
Five and eight-week courses are fast paced and read1ng mtensive. 
Since incomplete grades are seldom granted, these courses are 
expected to be completed during the term. Students should contact 
the program advisor and/or a member of the ODS if they have con-
cerns about a disability and the fast pace of these types of courses. 
FOOD SERVICES 
Regis has contracted with a food service company, Sodexho, for 
all meals served in the dining hall and the Ranger Grille. Spec1al 
diets recommended by doctors can be provided in most cases. 
The Office of Student Life should be contacted for these arrange-
ments. All freshmen residing on campus are required to take a 
meal plan, unless specifically exempted in writing by the dean of 
students, based on medical grounds. Request for such exemptions 
must be filed during the first two weeks of classes each semester, 
and the University requires sufficiently detailed medical informa-
tion from the student's physician to permit University officials to 
JUdge whether recommended diet restrictions can be met by the 
Food Service. 
Guests of members of the University community are welcome to 
use food services of the University. Use by guests is subject to 
charges established by the University and its food service operator. 
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
Leadership Certification 
Leadership certification is completed when students have had at 
least two experiences each in the following areas: 
Outdoor Leadership Adventures 
Community Service 
Learning from Experts 
Workshops and Conferences 
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Following these experiences, students write a mission/vision state-
ment that will help guide them during the rest of their time at 
Regis. Ideally, th1s track should be completed during the students 
first three semesters at Regis. 
Minor m Leadership Studies 
Regis College offers a multidisciplinary minor in leadership stud-
ies. The minor is designed to work with any maJOr field of study 
and covers leadership theory, research, and application. Students 
interested in completing a minor in leadership studies must sub-
mit an application, letter of mtent, resume, and letter of reference 
to the Office of Leadership Development. Applications are 
reviewed and selected into the minor by the Faculty Advisory 
Board. Requirements for the minor are listed in the Regis College 
section of this Bulletin. 
LIFE DIRECTIONS/WELLNESS PROGRAM 
At the core of Regis' Jesu1t philosophy is the belief that our sense 
_._ .. __ of well-being, or health, is a reflection of the extent to which all 
facets of our lives are in balance. Each of us must learn to con-
tend with the physical, psychological, spiritual, career, social, and 
IP~+~• intellectual dimensions that comprise virtually all aspects of our 
t_.,..oiiJ"'"'I-1!111111 daily lives as whole persons. 
t.-~att-•l The purpose of the Life Directions Center/Wellness Program is to 
~ .... -t-11!1111 educate students about various life choices, and to offer skills train-
ing to assist students in making choices and changes. Wellness serv-
ices and educational programs are offered through the departments 
1 .. -+-t-•• of Career Services, Disability Services, Leadership Development and 
Behavioral Health Promotion, Life DirectionstWellness Program, 
Personal Counseling, and Student Health Services. 
~~""'*-•• The purpose of the Fitness Program is to ass1st the students, faculty, 
w;:.o-~~--~ and staff of Regis University in their endeavors to increase or main-
tain their physical health. Specifically, the program focuses on exer-
cise and proper nutnt1on while recognizing that physical health is 
but one facet of total wellness. Services are available to all students. 
The Fitness Program offers students: 
A place to work out-the 6,000 square foot fitness facility 
housed within the Life Directions Center contains aerobic and 
strength-traming equipment-including both free weights, 
variable resistance machines, and a bouldering wall. The fit-
ness area is open seven days per week. 
Exercise gu1dance and fitness goal setting. Professional or student 
staff offer orientations to training principles and equipment 
usage, teach a variety of fun exercise classes, provide fitness test-
ing services, as well as exercise prescription and consultation. 
Nutritional guidance and goal setting for proper nutrition or 
we1ght management. Nutritional analysis, nutrition 
classeS/videos, education materials, and one-to-one consulta-
tion are offered. 
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The Fitness Program also sponsors special events and educational 
opportunities such as, exercise incentives, workshops, guest lectures, 
demonstrations, Healthy Heart Week, and blood cholesterol screening. 
OFF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES 
Students and faculty at Regis University are encouraged to take 
advantage of the diversity of educational opportunities and experi-
ence available within the vicinity of the University. Students are 
encouraged to attend campus events or engage in off-campus activi-
ties as a supplement to on-campus instruction and activities. 
Students are required to provide their own transportation to and from 
off-campus activities and events indicated within the local area. The 
Un1versity will generally provide assistance with transportation from 
the off-campus site upon request by a student, but assumes no obli-
gation to do so. Students are required to assume all liability associat-
ed with the1r transportation to and from, and attendance at, off-cam-
pus experiences whether for required or voluntary activities. 
PERSONAL COUNSELING SERVICES 
As a part of the Life Directions Program, Personal Counseling 
Services provides assistance to students in the areas of psycholog-
ical counseling, education programming, and consultative servic-
es. The primary focus of the department is to facilitate healthy 
emotional development. Counseling offers a safe and accepting 
environment in which to develop awareness and effective strate-
gies to handle crisis situations or persisting problems, and to grow 
in self-knowledge and understanding. 
A professional staff of licensed and qualified psychologists and 
counselors provides individual and group services, which include 
short-term counseling, long-term counseling when advisable, refer-
ral to a consulting psychiatrist when appropriate, and assessment 
of more severe psychological concerns. 
Services are available and free to full-time Regis College under-
graduate students, to Rueckert-Hartman School for Health 
Professions traditional and accelerated option nursing students, 
and to Physical Therapy students. Information disclosed during 
the course of therapeutic counseling to licensed or licensee super-
vised counselors or others providing counseling or mental health 
services is maintained and administered in accordance with the 
applicable laws of the United States and the State of Colorado. 
Personal Counseling Services also has some areas of emphasis, 
which include the Eating Disorder Program. This program provides 
information, evaluation, assistance, and referral/resources for 
treatment of eating disorders. In some instances, a student can 
receive counseling on campus; other times off campus referrals 
are appropriate. Psycho-educational groups and support groups 
dealing with this area are also available on such topics as body 
image, self-esteem, and compulsive eating. 
Personal Counseling Services also provides students psycho-educa-
tional groups designed to promote skill development in the areas of 
communication skills, stress management, dating and relationship 
issues, adjustment to college life, assertiveness training, substance 
abuse issues, and other relevant topics upon request. 
23~ 
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RESIDENCE LIFE, HOUSING AND EVENT SERVICES 
Residence Life, Housing and Event Services is responsible for all 
aspects of the residential program including selection and training 
of residential staff, room assignments, room changes, program-
ming, discipline, meal plans, and health insurance. This depart· 
ment is also responsible for conference services. All inquiries 
regarding these areas should be made to the Residence Life 
Office, which is located in the Student Center, room 216. 
Professional staff, senior staff, resident assistants, resident chap-
lains, and peer ministers staff each residence hall. The residence 
hall staff works to insure and promote the quality of community life 
in the halls through educational programming, spiritual develop-
ment, social activities, and advising. Campus housing is available 
to Regis College traditional undergraduate and Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions traditional nursing option students. 
STANDARDS OF CONDUCT 
Student conduct regulations are designed to afford individual stu-
dents maximum personal freedom, while protecting the rights and 
freedoms of others and matntaining the educational process. This 
necessitates good judgment, a sense of self-discipline and respect 
for the rights and privileges of others. University judicial officers or 
the Student Judicial Board hear cases of alleged violations and 
impose sanctions, including disciplinary suspension from the 
University. Although the goal is to redirect student behavior mto 
acceptable patterns, accountability for a senous VIOlation or failure 
to change behavior may result tn suspension or expulsion of an 
individual. A detailed summary of regulations and the student dis-
cipline process is available in the Student Handbook, which cov-
ers all University students. Students may request a copy of the 
Handbook from the Student Life Off1ce located m the Student 
Center. The Handbook is also ava1lable on the Reg1s website. 
Students' conduct and behavior including, without limitation, stu-
dents' adherence to ethical standards of conduct governing the 
profession they are preparing to enter and the University's Student 
Standards of Conduct, are continumg points of assessment in all 
programs, courses and activities engaged in by students. 
Notwithstanding the published performance assessment stan· 
dards, students' grades or academic progress may be impacted 
adversely due to unacceptable behavior or conduct. 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
The Office of Student Activttles is located on the second floor of 
the Student Center, room 214. The Intramural Athletics program, 
Club Sports Program, Student Government, Clubs and 
Organ1zat1ons, Outdoor Recreat1on program, and Best of Colorado 
program, among others, are housed in this office. Student 
Activities also advises various forms of educational and entertain-
ment programming, including (but not limited to) multi-cultural 
awareness, healthcare awareness, student involvement, and on-
campus activities. In addition, Student Activities coordinates spe· 
cial events including Orientation Weekend, Parent's Weekend, 
Thursday Thrills, and Ranger Week. 
:1124 
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Posting approval, leadership training and event organization are 
also available through the Office of Student Activities. 
Intramural Athletics 
Intramural athletics attracts participants from all three Regis schools 
who are Interested in part1c1pating in the wide variety of activities 
provided by the Intramural Sports Council and Student Activities. 
Regis Intramural Athlet1cs include men's and women's flag foot-
ball, co-ed volleyball, men's basketball, co-ed floor hockey, and 
men's/women's co-ed softball. Additionally, lntramurals sponsors 
several tournaments during the year, including doubles volleyball , 
bowling, and 3 on 3 basketball. lntramurals is supervised by the 
assistant director of Student Activities and are organized by the 
Intramural Sports Council (ISC), which includes Reg1s College 
sophomores, JUniors, and seniors. All Regis College students are 
Invited to apply for commissioner positions in April. 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES 
Student Health Services provides basic health care to traditional under-
graduate students enrolled in Regis College, to undergraduate nurstng 
students in the Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions, and 
to graduate students in the Physical Therapy program. 
Two nurse practitioners are available Monday-Friday from 9:00 
a.m.-5:00 p.m., with physician serv1ces also available by appoint-
ment for limited hours each week. Routine ambulatory medical 
care, treatment of minor medical emergencies, gynecological serv-
ices, prescriptions, minor lab tests, medical referrals, and selected 
vaccinations are available on site. 
Student insurance plans will be billed for office visits, lab tests, 
vaccinations and other services. Student health services will 
accept as full payment reimbursements received from student 
insurance for all services available in the center. Students will be 
responsible for un-reimbursed laboratory tests, vaccinations, and 
other charges incurred by Student Health Services from outside 
medical labs or providers. Prescription medications may be pur-
chased from the Student Health Service for a small co-pay fee. 
Prescriptions will only be billed to the Regis University-sponsored 
student health plan. 
Student health care records are maintained in accordance with 
applicable federal and state privacy laws. 
Health Requirements 
As a prerequisite to registratton, and according to Colorado state law, 
measles, mumps, and rubella immuntty are required for all Regis 
Untversity students under the age of 20 and for all students over the 
age of 20 if the student resides on campus. Students can be consid-
ered immune to measles only if they have physician documentation of: 
Two MMR (measles, mumps, rubella) vaccinations. 
Laboratory evidence of measles, mumps, and rubella immunity. 
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Jhis information becomes part of the student's medical record, 
which is mamtained and updated with each subsequent contact 
with Student Health Services. Students arriving on campus with-
out an updated immunization record are required to report to 
Health Services to arrange for these records and immunizations. 
As a condition of enrollment, all full-time Regis College, all 
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions pre-licensure 
nursing students, pre-licensure physical therapy students, and stu-
dents enrolled in graduate nurse practitioner programs must main-
tain hea lth msurance coverage. This requirement can be met in 
one of two ways: 
Automatically enrolling in the University-sponsored Student 
Health Insurance plan at registration 
or 
Waiving the Un1versity plan and presenting proof of and 
maintaining coverage by an alternative health insurance plan 
of the student's choosing with coverage at least as extensive 
as that provided by the University plan. 
A variety of communicable diseases exist that vary in degree of 
transmission to others and m severity of potential health risks to 
io"!!!~t-~,. individuals. These d1seases, ranging from infections such as chick-
en pox, measles, mumps and mononucleosis to tuberculosis, lep-
rosy, and acquired immune deficiency syndrome, generate differ-
P-~1-~111 ing levels of concern among various populations. 
Regis University strives to establish clear, consistent, and nondiscrim-
~....,.1-III!IMII inatory policies and procedures to deal with communicable diseases 
~....,. ... ,..... while concurrently acknowledging the right to privacy of individuals. 
These pol1cy and procedure statements are formulated on the basis 
of current medical and legal opinions regarding communicable dis-
!--~t-~11 eases with the goals of providing health awareness opportunities and 
extending proper treatment to all Regis employees and students with-
in the bounds of legal, moral and ethical responsibilities. 
~+l,.__.. Full policy statements regulating communicable diseases are avail-
able in the Health Services Office and the Office of Student Life. 
The University sponsors a wide variety of extra curricular activi-
~..,.CN--.!11 ties. Campus activities are aimed at creating a stimulating climate 
in which students may develop their leadership, physical, mental, 
and moral potential. 
~ .......... The Student Life staff provides resource people for organizations in 
planning and implementing programs. Although most co-curricular 
~-;..-rill organizations require full-time status for active participation, mem-
:--:;.._.• bership is not restricted, and almost anyone participating in the 
Regis community is welcome to join. Most organizations do 
require that the member be in good academic standing with the 
~ --11111'111 University. However, exceptions to this policy are considered by 
the director of Student Activities. 
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Student clubs, activities, and organizations are available to meet 
most cultural, academic, recreational, social, leadership, service, 
and spiritual interests. Anyone interested in finding a particular 
organization with which to be involved may contact the Office of 
Student Activities in the Student Center. Students are encouraged 
to develop their own organizations and can seek funding through 
the Student Activities Appropriate Committee. 
The following is the current list of active organizations for the 
2006-2007 academic year. 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
Student Activities Programs 
Best of Colorado: freshman and transfer student events 
Club Sports 
Ice Hockey (men) 
Rugby (men) 
Volleyball (men; women) 
Intramural Sports 
Basketball (men and women; 3 on 3; 5 on 5) 
Bowling (coed) 
Flag Football (coed; men) 
Softball (coed) 
Ultimate Frisbee (coed) 
Volleyball (coed) 
Last call: Seniors Only Program 
Reg1s Outdoor Club 
The Gathering: Christian Concert Series 
Academic Organizations and Honor Societies 
Alpha Epsilon Delta: Pre-Medicine Honor Society 
Alpha Sigma Nu: National Jesuit Honor Society 
Biology Club 
Business Club 
Cappa Gamma Pi: National Catholic Honor Society 
Lambda Pi Eta: Communication Honor Society 
Model League of Arab States: similar to Model United Nations 
National Society for Collegiate Scholars 
Neuroscience Club 
Phi Alpha Delta: Pre-Law Society 
Philosophy Club 
Polaris: a publication by the Honors Department 
Psi Chi 
Psychology Club 
Reflections: literary magazine 
Regis Association of Nursing Students (RANS) 
Regis Forensics Team 
Sigma Theta Tau: Nursing Honor Society 
Social and Special Interest Organizations 
Active Minds: Suicide Prevention and Mental Health Awareness 
Asian American Association 
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Chess Club 
Cho1ces: Peer Education and Health Promotion 
Circle K: service club 
Highlander: campus newspaper 
Insignias: student representatives for the Admissions Office 
J-CRU. Christian fellowship organization (non-denominational) 
JUSTICE. peace and justice organization 
KRCX: student-staffed radio station (101.5 FM) 
New Student Orientation Guides: a support system and resource 
for new students 
Ramblers: a singing and performing arts group 
Ranger Yearbook 
Rangerettes: dance team 
REACH: Regis Athletics Choosing Healthy Lifestyles 
REAP: Reg1s Environmental Action Program 
Regis Outdoor Club 
Romero House: a live-in community service experience 
Student Government Organizations 
Appropriations: hears funding appeals and distributes club funding 
Class Representatives: sponsors events for each class 
Executive Cabinet: responsible for providing strong leadership-lead 
by the student body President 
Healthcare Awareness Committee: host events to increase health-
care awareness 
Multi-cultural Awareness Committee: plans events to encourage 
cultural diversity 
Program Activities Council: plans weekly events on and off campus 
Student Involvement Committee: coordinates activities that 
enhance school spirit and extracurricular participation 
Student Judicial Board: responsible for hearing and deciding cases 
regarding student discipline 
Student Senate: addresses issues facing student body-cha1red by 
student body Vice President 
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR MISSION 
The adm1mstrative responsibility for the supervis1on and coordina-
tion of Athletics, University Ministry, and University Mission rests 
w1th the Vice President for Mission. 
ATHLETICS 
The Athletic Department at Regis University offers a wide variety 
of intercollegiate and club sport programs. The Athletic 
Department is responsible for assigning use of all indoor and out-
door facilities, as well as scheduling all intercollegiate, intramural, 
recreational, and special events. 
The University's intercollegiate teams are nicknamed the 
"Rangers." In men's sports, Regis competes in soccer, basketball, 
baseball, cross country, and golf. The men's teams compete in the 
Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference (NCAA Division II), and hold 
a membership in the Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate Golf 
Association. The women's intercollegiate teams also compete in 
the Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference (NCAA Division II), in 
volleyball, softball, soccer, basketball, cross country and lacrosse. 
:lil26 
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The Athletic Department is open 8:30a.m. to 5 p.m. each week- 1 
day, and is located on the 2nd floor of the Field House. 
UNIVERSITY MINISTRY 
As a Jesuit institution, Regis University is concerned with creating an 
atmosphere that enhances spiritual growth and a Judea-Christian 
response to life s1tuat1ons. A full-time University Ministry staff has 
primary responsibility for developing programs that foster deeper faith 
awareness within the total Regis community, and for translating this 
ind1vidual and communal fa1th into action and witness. 
University Ministry prov1des the following services: daily and 
Sunday celebration of the Eucharist, availability of the 
Sacraments, ecumenical opportunities for prayer and faith devel-
opment, days and evenings of recollection, special prayer and 
liturgical services, spiritual direction and advising, forums and 
interdisciplinary ventures, retreats, and assistance to persons 
experiencing grief. The University Ministry staff and Jesuit com-
munity are available to the entire University community. 
ENROLLMENT SERVICES ----------------------
The University reserves the right to deny admission, services, con-
tinued enrollment and re-enrollment to any applicants, students or 
other persons whose personal history, medical history, back-
ground, or behavior indicates that their presence 1n University 
facilities, programs, or activities, or use of University services 
would endanger themselves, the health, safety, welfare, well-being 
or property of the University, its employees, students, guests, or 
others, or would interfere with the orderly performance and con-
duct or the University's or affiliated agencies' functions. 
Enrollment Services at Regis University consists of Financ1al Aid, 
the Office of the Registrar, and Student Accounts. These three 
offices have a combined customer service area located on the 4th 
floor of Main Hall at the Lowell Campus to assist students with 
questions pertaining to all areas. 
FINANCIAL AID 
The Financial Aid office strives to help as many Regis University 
students as funds permit. Most awards are based on financ1al 
need. However, a limited amount of aid is available to students 
without need. Students are encouraged to contact Customer 
Service for financial a1d Information at 303 458-4126 or, if call-
ing from outside the Denver Metro area, toll-free 1-800-388-
2366, Ext. 4126. 
ADMISSION 
Financial aid awards are made after a student has been admitted 
to an eligible degree or certificate program of the University. 
FORMS 
Eligibility for financial aid is determined by the Free Application 
for Federal Student A1d (FAFSA), available on the Internet at 
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www.fafsa.ed.gov. Students should allow ample time for the 
processed document to reach Financial Aid. The Web is consid-
ered the fastest and most accurate way to complete the FAFSA, 
with a processing time of one to two weeks. 
Signed copies of federal tax returns (parent and student for 
dependent students; or student and spouse, 1f independent) and 
an Institutional Verification form may also be required. In order to 
meet Regis' priority funding date for the followrng academic year 
(summer, fall and spring semesters), a completed FAFSA must be 
received by the government processor by March 1. Returning stu-
l+lllliilii'+..-i!M dents applying ONLY for on-campus student employment, who do 
not plan to complete the FAFSA, should submit a Regis Student 
Employment Application by March 1. 
All continuing students must submit a FAFSA annually by March 
1 rn order to be considered for all types of financial aid. 
HOW ELIGIBILITY IS DETERMINED 
1:5~:;111 The Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) is analyzed 
U according to a need analysis approved annually by the U.S. 
Congress and implemented by the U.S. Department of Education. 
Components such as income, number rn family, number of house-
r-.--..-MI hold members in college, and asset strength are integrated into 
the formula The need analysis attempts to determine the amount 
students and their families can afford to contribute toward the stu-
~·-a.jl-4• dent's education for one year. This amount is called the Expected 
Family Contribution. Results of th1s analys1s are forwarded to the 
financial aid office(s) specified by students on the application. 
!J:i~=~~ Financ1al Aid determines reasonable cost of education budgets, 
includrng tuit1on, fees, room and board (for both campus resident 
students and students living off campus), personal expenses, and 
transportation costs. The budgets are designed to permit students 
to hve at a modest but adequate standard during the period of 
education. Students' Expected Family Contribution is subtracted 
~-..,.,._.,. from the cost of the education budget to determine financial need 
~-,....:t-... 1! or eligibility. Students who do not demonstrate financial need 
through th1s process may still be eligible for a scholarship, Federal 
U'~+t--.1'1!• PLUS loan, Unsubsidized Federal Stafford loan, or other forms of 
~  .... +t-•• assistance offered by Regis University. 
TYPES OF NEED-BASED AID 
After the student's completed need analysis has been received, 
Financial Aid personnel prepare an award "package" to the extent 
that funds allow for eacn eligible student. Students who do not 
qualify for need-based aid are notified. A description of the one or 
more types of aid that comprise an aid package follows. 
GRANTS (GIFT ASSISTANCE) 
Federal Pel/ Grant 
This is a federally funded program for students with extreme 
financial need. Application is made by using the Free Application 
for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). Federal legislation llm1ts Federal 
Pell Grant funds to students who have not earned a bachelor's 
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degree. The student's Expected Family Contribution, estimated 
costs, and enrollment status determine the amount of the Federal 
Pell grant. For 2006-2007, $4,050 IS the maximum award. The 
University disburses the funds. 
Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (FSEOG) 
This federally funded supplemental grant may be awarded to a 
student seeking a first baccalaureate degree. The FAFSA is used 
to apply for this grant. Students who qualify for Federal Pell 
Grants are considered for Federal Supplemental Educational 
Opportunity Grants. 
Colorado LEAP (CLEAP) 
This grant can be part of the financial aid package for Colorado-
resident undergraduate students who have extremely high finan-
cial need. The funds are limited. Colorado residl)rrts are automati-
cally considered for the grant when they complete the FAFSA. 
This award comprises federal and state funds. 
Supplemental LEAP ($LEAP) 
This grant can be part of the financial aid package for Colorado-
resident students who have extremely high financial need and are 
enrolled in a teacher certificate program. Students are automati-
cally considered for the grant when they complete the FAFSA. 
This award comprises federal and state funds. 
The College Opportunity Fund (COF) 
This program was created by the Colorado State Legislature. The 
program provides an amount of money (stipend) per semester 
hour paid by the State of Colorado on behalf of an eligible under-
graduate student. The amount of stipend is set annually by the 
Colorado General Assembly for students attending an eligible pri-
vate institution the stipend is 50% of the annually set stipend 
amount. The maximum stipend semester hours capped at 145 
semester hours, with an additional 30 hours of undergraduate 
semester hour eligibility available. For eligible Regis University 
undergraduate students the stipend will be awarded through the 
financial aid process. 
A COF undergraduate student at Regis University is a student who: 
Is classified as an in-state student. 
Is a graduate of a Colorado high school or has successfully 
completed a non-public home-based education program in 
Colorado or received a GED in Colorado. 
Demonstrates financial need through the studenfs eligibility for the 
federal Pell Grant program (student must complete the FAFSA). 
Meets any other eligibility requirements established by the 
Colorado Commission on Higher Education (CCHE). 
Students are required to apply for the COF stipend program 
through the College Access Network web site. This application 
needs to be completed only once in a student's lifetime. The link 
to the College Access Network (CAN) application is https://cof.col-
lege-access.net/cofapp/. 
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Colorado Student Grant 
Colorado Student Grants are state funds awarded to Colorado-resi-
dent undergraduate students with high financial need. Students 
must file the FAFSA. 
Governor's Opportunity Scholarship (GOS) 
GOS scholarships are funded by the Colorado General Assembly 
and are awarded to high financial need Colorado residents who 
are full time first-time freshmen. Students must file a FAFSA. 
Funding is extremely limited. 
Regis Grant 
A Regis Grant IS an award of Reg1s University funds for undergrad-
uate students. A FAFSA is required because grants are normally 
based on demonstrated financial need. 
LOANS (REPAYABLE ASSISTANCE) 
Federal Perkins Loan 
The Federal Perkins Loan is a federally funded loan with a portion 
of the loan contributed by Regis University. Loans are made 
directly by Regis University to graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents who provide evidence of financial need through the FAFSA 
process. Loans are repaid to Reg1s University. The interest rate IS 
5% and the repayment period beg1ns nine months after the bor-
rower ceases to be enrolled at least half-time. Loans under this 
program may not exceed $4,000 per year as an undergraduate 
student with an aggregate maximum of $20,000. Descnpt1ons of 
reasons for deferment and cancellation are detailed in the promis-
sory note, which must be signed and returned to Student 
Accounts each year prior to the disbursement of funds. Students 
must attend an exit interview before leaving the University at 
which time the loan obligations and contingencies are discussed. 
Federal Nursing Student Loan 
The Federal Nursing Student Loan is a federally funded loan with 
a port1on of the loan contributed by Regis University. Loans are 
made directly by Regis University to nursing undergraduate stu-
dents who provide evidence of financial need through the FAFSA 
process. Loans must be repaid to Reg1s University. The interest 
rate is 5% and the repayment period begins nme months after the 
borrower ceases to be enrolled on at least a half-time bas1s. The 
aggregate maximum for the loan is $13,000. Descriptions of rea-
sons for deferment and cancellation are detailed m the promissory 
note, which must be s1gned in the Student Accounts office each 
year prior to the disbursement of funds. Students must attend an 
exit interview before leaving the University at which time the loan 
obligations and contingencies are discussed. 
Subsidized Federal Stafford Loan 
The Subsidized Federal Stafford Loan is a federal loan available 
from private lenders (banks, savings and loans, credit unions) and 
approved by a state or guarantee agency. Annual loan limits are 
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$2,625 for freshman, $3,500 for sophomores, and $5,500 for jun-
iors and seniors. Graduate students may borrow $8,500 per year. 
Aggregate limits are $23,000 for dependent undergraduates and 
$65,000, including undergraduate loans, for graduate students. 
The lendmg institution charges interest at a fixed rate of 6.8%. 
After graduation, withdrawal or attendance on less than half-time 
bas1s, there is a s1x month grace period before the student must 
start repaymg the loan. The federal government pays the interest 
while the student is in school and during the grace period. To 
apply for the loan, students must submit a FAFSA. In addition, a 
separate loan application must be submitted to Financial Aid. 
Financial need is a criterion for eligibility. A 2% origination fee and 
an insurance fee of up to 1% may be deducted from the disburse-
ment amount. A sample repayment schedule is provided with the 
loan application. Students may have up to ten years to repay. 
Unsubs1dized Federal Stafford Loan 
The Unsubsidized Federal Stafford Loan is the same as a 
Subsidized Stafford Loan (see above) except that financial need is 
not a factor and interest must be paid or capitalized during the 
enrollment and grace period. Annual loan limits for dependent 
undergraduates are the same as those listed above for subsidized 
loans. Annual loan limits for the combined amount of subsidized 
and unsubsidized loans for independent undergraduates are 
$6,625 for freshmen, $7,500 for sophomores and $10,500 for 
juniors and seniors. The cumulative independent undergraduate 
loan lim1t is $46,000. Graduate annual loan limits are $18,500, 
With the subsidized eligibility capped at $8,500. The cumulative 
subsidized and unsubsidized loan limit for graduate students, 
mcluding undergraduate loans, is $138,500. A federal origination 
fee of 3% and a default fee of up to 1% may be deducted from 
the disbursement amount. Even though financial need is not a cri-
terion, a FAFSA must be completed and a separate application 
must be submitted to Financial Aid. 
Federal PLUS Loan 
Parents of dependent students may borrow on the student's behalf 
and graduate students may borrow PLUS on their own behalf. The 
annual maximum loan limit equals the student's cost of attendance 
mmus any financial aid. There IS no cumulative loan l1mit for a 
Federal PLUS Loan. Interest capitalization and repayment begin 
immediately upon loan disbursement with interest set at a fixed 
8.5%. A federal origination fee of 3% and a default fee of up to 1% 
may be deducted prior to disbursement. A FAFSA and a Federal 
PLUS Loan Application are required. Need is not a factor. A credit 
check and the absence of adverse credit history are required. 
EMPLOYMENT (EARNED ASSISTANCE) 
Federal Work Study 
Federal Work Study IS a federally funded work program with a por-
tion of the funds provided by Regis University. Awards are based 
on need. Funds are paid to the student every two weeks for work 
performed. A designated number of student jobs are in community 
service. Students must file the FAFSA and apply by March 1. 
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Colorado Work Study 
Colorado Work Study is a state-funded employment program for 
Colorado resident undergraduate students and is available to those 
with or without need. Students must complete the FAFSA for 
need-based work-study or the Regis Un1vers1ty Student 
Employment Application if they are interested in no-need work-
study and apply by March 1. Payment of work-study earnings is 
made every two weeks based on the number of hours worked. 
Regis Work Study 
Student employment positions on campus are available on a limit-
ed basis. Students who are interested in work-study as well as 
other types of aid must complete the FAFSA. Students who are 
only interested in work-study should complete a Regis University 
Student Employment Application by the March 1 deadline to be 
guaranteed consideration for this award for the following fall and 
spring semesters. Information about off-campus positions 1n the 
Denver metropolitan area may be obtained from Career Services. 
MERIT-BASED AID 
Some types of ass1stance do not have financial need eligibility as 
a qualifying factor. Rather, they are based upon academic, leader-
ship or athletic excellence. If the student receives both need-based 
and merit-based aid, the aggregate total may not exceed the stu-
dent's demonstrated need. 
Some scholarships cover tu1tion only. If a student receives more 
than one of the following scholarships, award funds may not 
,..:.~--..:t-iltll exceed the cost of tuition: Board of Trustees, Bonfils, Catholic 
Studies, Chamers-Palmer, Collins/Stewart, Employee Tuition 
Benefit (ETB), FACHEX, Forensic, Johnson, Natural Science, Regis •-"*-141 Achievement, St. Francis Regis, or Tuition Exchange. Regis 
University offers the following merit-based assistance: 
Board of Trustees, Blue and Gold Scholarships and Regis 
,~-...:t--..• Achievement Awards 
A limited number of Board of Trustees and Blue and Gold 
Scholarships are offered to entering Regis College freshmen with 
high scholastic achievement. The award is renewed each year for 
a total of four years (e1ght semesters) so long as the recipient 
maintains a 3.000 grade point average. These scholarships are 
not available during the summer semester. 
.. lll!'llai-_.. A limited number of Regis Achievement Awards are offered to 
~...,..,. __ entering Regis College freshmen with proven ability. The award is 
II 
renewed each year for a total of four years (eight semesters) so 
long as the recipient maintains a 2.750 grade point average. 
Natural Science Scholarship 
~~-;-llfll!l This full -tu1tion scholarship is awarded to Regis College freshmen 
and transfer students who plan to major in chemistry, biology, or 
mathematics. A test of proficiency is given at the University in 
February. Scholarships are renewable for up to four years of study 
.:-~--,.. (eight semesters for freshmen and four semesters for transfers) for 
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students who maintain a 3.000 or higher grade point average. 
Recipients must remain in the field of study for which the award 
was made. Natural Science Scholarships are not available during 
the summer semester. 
Forensic Award 
A limited number of awards are offered to entering Regis College 
freshmen and continuing students with competitive public speak-
ing skills. Interested students should contact the Communications 
Department. The award is renewable each year based on rev1ew 
of speech performance. 
Endowed/Restncted Scholarships 
Regis University offers nearly seventy endowed and annual scholar-
ships to students enrolled in Regis College, the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions, and the School for Professional 
Studies. These scholarships have been established through the 
generous support of foundations, corporations, and the University's 
alumni, parents, and friends. Scholarships are an investment in the 
students of Regis, and the University community 1s grateful for the 
vision of our scholarship donors. Scholarships are a very meaning-
ful way to honor families, friends, and loved ones. 
Criteria for each scholarship is determined by the donor and selection 
is made by the Scholarship Committee of Regis University. Eligibility is 
based on merit and/or financial need. The Scholarship Committee uses 
information provided by students in the general application process 
including the FAFSA and academic records. Students are automatically 
considered for scholarship awards at the time of application; there is 
no separate application for these scholarships. On occasion, students 
may be asked to furnish additional information for selected scholar-
ships. Scholarships are renewable for four years if the student main-
tains certain academic requirements and funding is available. 
Donors are interested in basic information about scholarship recip-
ients. By accepting the scholarship, a student agrees to allow the 
University to share this type of information with the donor. 
Endowed/Restricted Scholarships 2006-2007 
Alpha Sigma Nu Scholarship 
Stephen James Atencio Endowed Scholarship 
Bloedorn Annual Scholarship 
May Bonfils Memorial Endowed Scholarship 
Bruskotter Scholarship Fund 
George Rogers Clark Brant Endowed Scholarship 
Maybethe Rhodes Buck Scholarship 
Francis X. Bryne Memorial Scholarship 
Catholic Minority Scholarship 
Chambers-Hemmings Scholarship 
Cherne Endowed Scholarship 
Charles E. Collins Memorial Scholarship 
Colorado Springs Scholarship 
Conway Family Scholarship 
Coulter Foundation-M. Edward Timmins Scholarship in 
Undergraduate Business Studies 
Viola Vestal Coulter Foundation Scholarship 
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Margaret R. Doyle Endowed Scholarship 
Edna Dugan Memonal Endowed Scholarship 
Captain Ralph J. Dwyer, Jr., Memorial Scholarship 
Charles A. Frueauff Foundation Endowed Scholarship 
Lyle Gene Fuchs Scholarship 
Edward T. and Katherine Gibbons Scholarship 
Dr. James L. Guilianelli Endowed Scholarship 
William Randolf Hearst Endowed Scholarship 
Harry E. Hoewischer, S.J. , Psychology Award 
Charles and Rosalie Hora Scholarship 
Johnson Scholars 
Charles Gustav and Margaret D. Klempera Memorial Endowed 
Scholarship 
Stephen R. Krieger, S.J., Scholarship 
Robert J. Lacey Endowed Accounting Scholarship 
Leon Lascor Endowed Scholarship 
Alic1a M. Leavitt Memorial Scholarship 
Charles B. Lmdahl Endowed Scholarship 
Clare Boothe Luce Scholarship 
Jean and Dennis McDaniel Scholarship 
Captain Felix William McKenna, Jr., Scholarship 
Mile High Scholarship 
William T. Miller, S.J., Endowed Scholarship 
Monahan Single Parent Scholarship 
J. K. Mullen Endowed Scholarship 
Notarianni Family Scholarship in Memory of Elissa A. Notarianni 
Dominic Pantanella, S.J., Memorial Scholarship 
Paris, Paris & Cartone Scholarship 
Elaine Perry Endowed Scholarship 
Premier Bank Endowed Scholarship 
Mary L. Robbins Endowed Scholarship 
Freda Roof Scholarship 
Harry D. Rothenberg Graduate Endowed Scholarship 
Eugene H. Rourke Endowed Scholarship 
Joseph A. Ryan, S.J., Scholarship 
Schramm Endowed Scholarship 
Second Century Fund Scholarship 
Leah Anne Shiely Endowed Scholarship 
Herschel R. Shwayder Memorial Scholarship 
Special Education Scholarship 
Pauline Collins Stewart Endowed Scholarship 
Tracey Family Scholarship for Native American Students 
Trueblood Scholarship 
Undergraduate Nursing Scholarship 
UPS Annual Scholarship 
US WEST Endowed Scholarship 
Patnck D. Vinton Memorial Scholarship 
Ella Mullen Weckbaugh Campus Ministry Scholarship 
Ella Mullen Weckbaugh Memorial Scholarship 
Zarlengo Endowed Scholarship 
Colorado Scholars Award 
The Colorado Scholars Award (formerly the Colorado Scholarship) 
is an award funded by the Colorado General Assembly and offered 
by Regis University to Colorado resident undergraduate students 
for outstandmg academic achievement. Very limited funding IS 
available for this award. Students must meet the following mini-
mum elig1b1lity reqwements: 
!1130 
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Students must demonstrate academic excellence by achieving and 
maintaining at least a 3. 750 cumulative grade iXJint average; 
Recent high school students graduating from a Colorado high 
school in May 2005 or after must hold a minimum high 
school grade point average of 3.750; 
AthletiC Awards 
Athletes in baseball, volleyball, basketball, softball, lacrosse, cross 
country, soccer, and golf may be awarded athletic grants by the 
Athletic Department at Regis University. Students should contact 
the Athletic Department or coach of their sport. Additional aid 
may be awarded from other sources if the FAFSA is completed 
and further eligibility is indicated. Students who receive full athlet-
ic grants for tuition, fees, room and board may not rece1ve other 
gift or work assistance except for Federal Pell Grants. All awards 
must comply with NCAA or AIAW and conference rules, including 
the academic eligibility prescribed. Renewal conditions are set by 
the athletic department. 
OTHER SOURCES OF AID 
Academic Achievement Awards 
There are several awards, some with cash stipends, made during 
the academic year to students who achieve special distinction in 
various academic areas. Recipients are nominated by individual 
departments. Awards are made through the Financial Aid office. 
Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Grants are available to students who are at least one-fourth 
American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut and who are 1ssued an Indian 
Certification by their tribe. This grant is usually a supplement to 
other types of financial aid. Students should apply to a Bureau of 
Indian Affa1rs agency. 
Dependent's Tuit1on Ass1stance 
This program provides tuition for dependents of National 
Guardsmen, law enforcement officers, or firefighters killed or dis-
abled m the line of duty. It also assists dependents of Coloradoans 
who were prisoners of war or missing in action. Students should 
apply to the Colorado Commission on Higher Education. 
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation 
Students w1th physical or emotional handicaps may be eligible for 
assistance for tuition, fees, books, supplies, maintenance, medical 
serv1ces, and transportation. The Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation may be contatted for additional information. 
Employee Twtion Benefit (ETB) 
ETB 1s available to eligible employees of Regis University and to 
the eligible employee's spouse and dependent children. Eligibility 
for benefits vary according to the number of hours and months an 
employee has worked. Students must be admitted to an eligible 
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program and be eligible to receive the benefit. Complete details 
are Included 1n the ETB application available in the Human 
Resources Department. 
Faculty Children's Exchange (FACHEX) 
FACHEX awards are tuition-only grants offered by Regis University 
to Regis College undergraduate students whose supportmg parent 
works for a participatmg Jesuit Institution. A very limited number 
of FACHEX awards are made each year to new recipients. 
FACHEX awards are not available for use during the summer 
semester. Awards are renewed for four years (eight semesters 
maximum) if a cumulative grade point average of 2.000 or higher 
IS mamtained. 
Tuition Exchange 
I~~=~~ Tuition Exchange awards are tuition-only grants offered by Regis University to Regis College undergraduate students whose sup-
porting parent works for a participating institution. A very limited 
IC,~t:;ll number of Tuition Exchange awards are made each year to new recipients. Tuition Exchange awards are not available for use dur-
ing the summer semester. Awards are renewed for four years 
(eight semesters maximum) if a cumulative grade point average of 
2.000 or higher is maintained. 
Outside Scholarships 
The Fmancial Aid office at Regis University, high school guidance 
offices, and public libraries have listings of scholarships provided 
by companies, ind1v1duals, and trusts outside the University. The 
Regis University Web site provides access to a scholarship data-
base at www.regis.edu. The possibilities are many and warrant a 
.. ~ .. _.. ... few hours research. 
State Scholarship/Grant Programs 
Some states, such as Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, District of 
r-'~+--1111 Columbia, Massachusetts, Vermont, Pennsylvania, and New 
Hampshire, offer grant and scholarship assistance for students 
attending Reg1s University. Information on these programs may be 
obtained from a school counselor or the Higher Educational 
Ass1stance Agency in the student's home state. 
Veterans' Benefits 
The University is approved by the State Approving Agency of 
r~~--,. Colorado, a diVISion of the State Board for Community Colleges 
~~~-.~~!~!!!: and Occupational Education, to offer courses of education and 
training for veterans and eligible dependents under the provisions 
..-~ ..... ,_ of the Department of Veteran's Affairs. Additionally, Regis 
University is approved to provide the same service in the state of 
Nevada. Veterans and other eligible persons should obtain their 
certificates of eligibi lity from the regional office of the Department 
of Veterans Affairs (VA) before entrance into the University. 
The payment of benefits by VA differs according to half-time or 
lr~~:.t--fll!ll full-time enrollment. Students who are eligible for veterans' bene-
,. ._.._.1::11 .... ,. fits should check with the Regis University certifying official in the 
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Office of the Registrar for specific information about their particu-
lar program. Additionally, students receiving veterans' benefits 
must notify the Regis University certifymg official under the fol-
lowing conditions: 
The student is temporarily withdrawing from the program. 
The student IS permanently withdrawing from the program. 
The student is changing programs and/or majors. 
The student is attending another college or un1versity. 
DEFERRED PAYMENT PLANS 
Regis University offers a tuition payment plan to qualified Regis 
College undergraduates, Accelerated Nursing students and Doctor 
of Physical Therapy students. Other students are offered different 
tuit1on deferment options. Details are available through the 
Student Accounts office. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
Federal and state funds are restricted to citizens and permanent 
residents of the United States. International students who seek 
employment on or off campus must follow procedures specified by 
the Department of International Student Services in the Office of 
the Registrar in order to maintain legal status. If required stan-
dards are met, foreign students may apply for scholarships and 
institutionally funded grants. 
CONSORTIUM AGREEMENTS 
The Financial Aid Consortium Agreement is an agreement between 
Regis University and another eligible college to share enrollment 
information and records for student financial aid eligibility. 
Under the Consortium Agreement, Regis University acts as the 
Home school, meaning the student intends to receive his or her 
degree or certificate from Regis. The other school acts as the Host 
school. Students may take classes that Regis University approves 
for credit at the other college, and those credits will be transferred 
to Regis. Under this agreement, students can be considered for 
financial aid if they are at least half-time students, regardless of 
which school the student is attending. Students must renew their 
consortium agreement each semester. 
Registration/Enrollment 
Students should enroll in a degree-granting program at Regis 
University and create a degree plan with a Regis University advi-
sor. This plan can be altered with the advisor's approval. 
At the beginning of each semester, students must register for all 
courses they will take during that semester. If a student is taking 
courses at Regis University, he/she follows the standard registra-
tion process at Regis. Students who are taking courses at a Host 
school must meet with a Regis University advisor for pre-approval 
of their planned courses before they register. They can also com-
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plete a Concurrent Enrollment form (CEF) to ensure that courses 
at the Host school will transfer for credit at Reg1s. 
When registenng at a Host school, students should identify them-
selves as a Reg1s Un1versity student. If courses are taken at Regis, 
tuition is paid to Regis. If courses are taken at a Host school, 
tuition is paid to the Host school. 
Financial Aid 
Students attending a Host school should apply for financial aid 
through Reg1s University. Students must: 
Submit a FAFSA 
Complete an Authorization to Release Information form 
Contact the Financ1al A1d office at Regis Un1versity to 
complete any additional forms as appropriate 
Courses approved by the Reg1s University advisor and taken at a 
Host school are considered for financial aid eligibility. Students 
must notify Financial Aid if their enrollment plans change, since 
enrollment status affects financial aid eligibility. 
Financ1al aid is not paid until the Financial Aid office receives veri-
fication from the Host school that a student is enrolled at least 
half time. This occurs after the Host schools add/drop penod. Any 
credit refund from financial aid proceeds is mailed within two 
weeks after financial a1d is credited to a student account. 
Regis Un1versity has entered into a consortium agreement with 
the Colorado Commun1ty College System, which mcludes the fol-
lowing 13 Colorado community and junior colleges: 
Arapaho Community College 
Colorado Northwestern Community College 
Community College of Aurora 
Community College of Denver 
Front Range Community College 
Lamar Community College 
Morgan Community College 
Northeastern Community College 
Otero Jun1or College 
Pikes Peak Community College 
Pueblo Community College 
Red Rocks Community College 
Trinidad State Junior Coilege 
Students may individually enter into a consortium agreement with 
Regis University if attending classes abroad or at certain commu-
nity colleges not part of the Colorado Community College System. 
ENROLLMENT REQUIREMENTS 
In some cases, the student must be enrolled as a full-time student 
in order to qualify for financial assistance. Most aid programs 
allow for less than full-time attendance, but the student must gen-
erally be enrolled as a half-time student in order to qualify. The 
ll32 
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student award letter spec1f1es the enrollment requirements upon 








Credit Hour Requirement 
12 or more semester hours 
9 to 11 semester hours 
6 to 8 semester hours 
Credit Hour Requirement 
6 or more graduate semester hours 
3 to 5 graduate semester hours 
... 
NOTE: If taking undergraduate classes to meet requirements for a 
graduate degree, the student must have at least six undergraduate 
semester hours to be considered a half-time student. 
NOTIFICATION AND DISBURSEMENT 
When a student's fmanc1al a1d application is complete (all forms 
and reports received), it is reviewed by Financial Aid personnel. If 
a student is eligible and funds are available, an award letter is 
sent. The student should complete and return the Award 
Response Form (ARF) if any of the following situations exist: 1) 
the student is declining part of the award, 2) the student has 
received a scholarship or financial assistance not noted on the 
award letter, 3) the award letter is based on mformat1on which 
has changed (such as enrollment status or l1ving arrangements), 
or 4) the student is accepting student loans. Most aid is divided 
into two or three equal payments, based on the number of semes-
ters for which the student is receiving financial assistance. 
REGIS COLLEGE PROGRAMS AND TRADITIONAL NURSING 
OPTION OF THE RUECKERT-HARTMAN SCHOOL FOR HEALTH 
PROFESSIONS 
Federal Stafford and PLUS Loans 
Loan proceeds are disbursed in equal portions based on the num-
ber of semesters in the loan period, starting with the summer 
semester. If the lender participates in electronic funds transfer 
with Colorado Access Network (formerly the Colorado Student 
Loan Program), loan proceeds are credited directly to the student's 
account. If the lender does not participate in electron1c funds 
transfer, co-payable checks are available at the beginning of each 
semester for endorsement to be credited to the student account. 
Prior to disbursement of loan proceeds received by the University, 
Financial Aid must reaffirm eligibility for the funds, including cur-
rent enrollment of at least half-time status and receipt of all 
required forms (entrance interview, etc.). This reaffirmation of eli-
gibility occurs after the add/drop period for the academ1c program. 
Loan funds cannot be disbursed during periods of non-enrollment 
(i.e., between semesters). Please note that all loan proceeds must 
be disbursed on or before the last date of attendance for the loan 
period. Failure to do so may result in loan proceeds being returned 
to the lender for cancellation. 
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Federal PLUS loans are disbursed in two to three installments 
based on the number of semesters for which the student is receiv-
ing financial aid, and sent directly to Regis by the lender and 
payable to both the parent and Regis University. If the funds are 
electronically transmitted, they are credited to the student 
account. Any excess balance is refunded to the parent unless the 
parent provides written authorization to release the balance direct-
ly to the student. If checks are received, Regis endorses and for-
wards them to the parent for payment of outstanding charges. 
Grants, Scholarshtps, Federal Perktns Loans and Special Awards 
These funds are automatically credited to the student's account by 
the beginning of the semester, assuming enrollment can be accu-
rately verified. Before funds can be transmitted to the student's 
account, promissory notes and loan mformation sheets for the 
Perkins and Nursing loans must be completed. 
Students who are cross-enrolled (takmg classes outside their pri-
mary program area) will have funds credited to their accounts 
after the last add/drop date has passed for the program in which 
they are cross-enrolled. 
External Awards 
External awards are usually disbursed in two payments made out 
to the student and ma1led to Reg1s University. External award 
checks can also be made out to Regis University on behalf of the 
student. If endorsement IS requ1red, the student will be notified. 
Student Employment Awards 
Student employment awards are paid by check or, if selected, by 
direct deposit to a bank account every two weeks during the 
award period, according to the number of hours actually worked. 
Therefore, employment awards are not available to meet direct 
costs at the time of registration. If the entire employment award is 
not earned by the student, it is not replaced with other funds. 
Credit Balance Refunds 
Any funds in excess of student expenses billed by Regis University 
may be used for other allowable educational expenses such as 
books and l1vmg expenses. These funds are not available until 
after the add/drop period for the semester has ended. Students 
should plan ahead and have sufficient resources to meet living 
costs for at least the first three weeks of the semester. 
A cred1t balance refund check is automatically generated from 
Student Accounts within 14 days after funds are credited to a stu-
dent account. Students should contact Student Accounts for infor-
mation regarding dates when refund checks are available. 
SCHOOL FOR PROFESSIONAL STUDIES AND RUECKERT-
HARTMAN SCHOOL FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONS PROGRAMS 
Federal Stafford Loans Disbursement 
Federal Stafford Loans are disbursed in equal portions based on 
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the number of semesters in the loan period. Depending on the 
lender used, loan proceeds are either disbursed as checks or 
through Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT). 
If EFT is requested on the loan application and the lender partici-
pates in the process, loan proceeds transfer directly to the student 
account each semester once all disbursement requirements are met. 
Disbursement by check must be endorsed at the beginmng of 
each semester to be credited to the student account. Notification 
is sent to the student when the check has been received. PLUS 
loan disbursements made by check are made jointly payable to 
the parent borrower and Regis University and are ma1led directly 
to Regis. Student Accounts will notify the parent borrower if 
endorsement is required. 
Prior to disbursement of loan proceeds received by the University, 
Financial Aid must reaffirm eligibility for the funds, includmg cur-
rent enrollment of at least half-time status and receipt of all 
required forms (entrance interview, etc.). The reaffirmation of eligi-
bility occurs after the add/drop period for the academic program. 
In order to comply with federal disbursement regulations while 
allowing maximum registration flexibility, Financial Aid monitors 
the student's enrollment status after each add/drop period in order 
to establish eligibility for loan disbursement based on half-time 
enrollment. Loan proceeds will be released after the add/drop 
period for the academic period (i.e., 5-week 1; 5-week 2; 8-week 
1; 10-week 1). Therefore, loan proceeds may be released at a dif-
ferent time each semester depending on the student's enrollment 
(i.e., when half-time status is established). The Loan Disclosure 
Statement rece1ved from the guarantee agency will note a generic 
disbursement date which may or may not match the actual dis-
bursement date based on the student's half-time enrollment. 
The Financial Aid office must receive a Verification of Enrollment 
form for undergraduates who are concurrently enrolled in a school 
that has a consortium agreement with Regis University before dis-
bursement can be made. 
Loan funds cannot be disbursed during periods of non-enrollment 
(i.e., between semesters). All loan proceeds must be disbursed on 
or before the last date of attendance for the loan period. Failure to 
do so may result in loan proceeds being returned to the lender for 
cancellation. 
An entrance interview requirement must be met before a new stu-
dent borrower's loan proceeds are released. Also, an exit interview 
is mandatory for borrowers leaving the University. 
Any remainmg funds in excess of direct Regis University costs will 
not be available until after the appropriate add/drop period for the 
semester. Therefore, students should plan to pay for books and 
living expenses from sources other than financial aid and should 
consider aid as a reimbursement. 
If a credit balance remains, after tuition and fees are paid, a 
refund check is generated and mailed within 14 days. Students 
should contact Student Accounts for information regarding dates 
when refund checks are available. 
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Disbursement of Grants, Scholarships, Perkms and Nursmg Loans 
These funds are automatically credited to the student's account 
within five working days after the close of the official add/drop 
period for the semester, assuming enrollment can be accurately 
verified. If the student's program has multiple sub-sessions or aca· 
demic periods within the semester, grant and scholarship funds 
are credited after the last add/drop period for the semester. 
If the student has cross-enrolled in a different academ1c period, 
the add/drop dates for that academic period apply, and credit for 
grants and scholarships may be delayed. 
Promissory notes and loan information sheets for the Federal 
Nursing and Federal Perkins Student Loans must be completed 
before funds can be credited to the student's account. 
Work-study funds are paid by check or, if selected, by direct deposit 
to the student's bank account every two weeks during the period, 
and are therefore not available to meet expenses at registration. 
SELECTIVE SERVICE REGISTRATION 
In September 1982, Congress passed legislation linktng draft regis-
tration requirements with eligibility for federal financial aid. Effective 
July 1, 1983, all individuals required to register for the draft, 1n 
accordance with the Military Select1ve Service Act, must comply 
with this mandate or forfeit eligibility for federal student aid. 
SATISFACTORY ACADEMIC PROGRESS 
The U.S. Department of Education requires Financial Aid to monitor 
the academic progress of students who are receiving federal, state, 
or institutional assistance. All hours attempted and completed are 
reviewed at the end of each semester. Cumulative grade point aver-
ages and maximum hours of fnancial aid eligibility are monitored 
once per year after spnng semester. The full policy for Satisfactory 
Academic Progress is posted on the Regis University web site. 
REFUNDS DUE TO WITHDRAWAL 
Scholarships, grants and loans normally are not credited to a stu-
dent's account until after the add/drop penod for the student's aca-
demic program each semester. At this time enrollment status 1s 
verified and, if required, adjustments are made. Financial aid is not 
credited to a student's account if no enrolled hours can be verified. 
Students who completely withdraw after a1d has been credited 
may have their aid adjusted in accordance with federal and state 
regulations. 
Students withdrawing from the University should be aware of the 
following: 
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To officially withdraw, Regis College students should contact 
the Retention Coordinator in the Office of Admissions; 
RHSHP students should contact the director of their program; 
and SPS students should contact their program advisor. 
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Students who leave the University and do not formally With-
draw are assigned a grade of "F" (failure). 
Withdrawal does not eliminate ftnancial obligation to the 
University. Charges owed to the University at the t1me of 
withdrawal are the student's responsibility based upon the 
University's tuitron and housing refund policies. Details of 
these policies are available in the Student Accounts office. 
There are specific federal, state and University withdrawal 
policies regarding tuition and fees, housing charges, refunds 
to financial aid programs and repayments resulting from with-
drawal. The student's withdrawal may result in a return of 
funds to the federal financial aid programs, and the student 
may have to re-pay those funds. 
When withdrawing, there are three situations that may require 
immediate repayment of financial aid funds: 
If University charges are reduced as a result of withdrawal , 
and a student account credit balance is created, these funds 
may be used to repay financial aid programs, depending on 
the amount of financial aid and the date of withdrawal. 
A student may have to repay financial aid funds that are in 
excess of an amount determined to be reasonable for the length 
of enrollment. This repayment is based on federal guidelines. 
If withdrawal occurs pnor to fully establishing enrollment eli· 
gibility, the entire financial aid award, including any credit 
balance, will be repaid to the financial ard programs. Th1s 
may result in a balance due to the University. 
Earnings in work-study programs are pa1d through the time of 
withdrawal. Students may not continue work-study after with· 
drawing from the University. 
Financial aid is for enrolled students only. Except in rare situations, finan-
cial aid cannot be disbursed after withdrawal. Students who receive 
financial a1d and withdraw may be placed on financial aid suspension. 
Refer to the full Satisfactory Progress Policy on the University web site. 
Information regarding the federal regulation for calculating refunds 
and repayments and the order of financ1al aid programs to which 
aid is restored is included in a detailed Return of Financial Aid 
Funds policy statement available in the Financial A1d office. 
STUDENT ACCOUNTS 
TUITION, FEES, ROOM AND BOARD CHARGES 
TUition, fees, room and board charges are posted to students' 
accounts as they are assessed. Current rates charged can be found 
in each college/school section of the Bulletin. Payments are applied 
to accounts when received by the University cashier. Students may 
call Enrollment Services at 303-458-4126 with questions concern-
ing their account. If calling from outside the Denver Metro area, 
the toll-free number is 1-800-388-2366, Ext. 4126. 
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FINANCIAL POLICIES 
The tuition, fees, and other charges descnbed in this Bulletin are 
good faith proJections for the current academic year. They are, 
however, subject to change from one academic term to the next 
as deemed necessary by the University in order to meet its finan-
cial commitments and to fulfill its role and mission. 
There may be other fees and charges that are not specified in this 
Bulletin. These fees and charges may be ascertained by contact-
ing the University office that administers the program or activity in 
which the student intends to enroll or engage. Additionally, a non-
refundable tuition deposit may be required by an individual pro-
gram upon official acceptance to the University. 
Past due student accounts or other financial obligations will accrue 
interest at the rate of 1.5% per month {Annual Percentage Rate of 
18%) on the unpaid balance until fully pa1d. The University will 
not register a student or issue official transcripts, diplomas, or 
other educat1onal credentials or certifications to or on behalf of any 
student or former student with a financial obligation, which 
includes without limitation, Federal Perkins, and Federal Nursing 
loans. Students who incur financial obligations to the University are 
obligated to the University for past due loans and accounts includ-
ing but not limited to, collection fees, court costs, attorney's fees, 
administrative costs, and pre- and post-judgment interest. 
International Students 
International students are required to pay prior to registration. An 
exception may be made if the student completes and signs an 
International Exception Payment Policy form which is available on 
the Reg1s Un1versity website at www.regis.edu. 
REFUNDS OF TUITION 
Students are permitted to Withdraw from an individual course, from 
all courses for an academic penod, or from their program. 
Information about withdrawal procedures and deadlines is available 
from each school. At the beginning of each course {through the 
add/drop period), tuition is refunded at 100%. Subsequent to the 
add/drop period, tuition 1s refunded on a prorated basis through 
60% of the academic period. After 60% of the academic period 
has elapsed, there is no refund of tuition. The refund calendar for 
each academic period is available at all Regis University sites. 
PAYMENT POLICY AND PAYMENT OPTIONS 
Semester-Based Programs 
Semester-based programs include the following: 
Regis College Undergraduate 
Traditional Undergraduate Nursing 
Doctor of Physical Therapy 
Tuition and fees are due on the first day of the month prior to the 
start of the academic period. Students that register within a week 
of the start of the academic period may not rece1ve an invoice 
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before payment is due. Loss or delayed receipt of the bill does not 
relieve students of the obligation to pay on time. Invoices can be 
faxed to expedite tuition and fee payment by the due date. 
Students can access WebAdvisor for current and upcoming 
charges and due dates as well as pay online. To obtain a copy of 
an mvo1ce or for additional information, contact Enrollment 
Services at 303-458-4126. For more student accounts informa-
tion, students may access the website at www.regis.edu. 
Available Payment Options 
cash, check, money order 
credit card {Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express) 
WebAdvisor online payment 
Regis Payment Option {RPO) 
personal deferment with a fee 
Paying with Cash, Check, Money Order or Credit Card 
Payment can be made in person, by phone, fax, or mail. 
Payments made by cash, check, or money order are accepted at 
the Cahier's Office located on the Garden Level of Main Hall. In 
add1t1on, payments can be mailed to Regis University, P.O. Box 
173861, Denver, CO 80217-3861. For proper allocation of 
funds, it is required that payments be accompanied by the invoice 
payment stub and that the Regis University Student I.D. number 
or social security number appear on the check or money order. 
Credit card payments are accepted by phone or fax. Call 303-
458-4126 or toll free 1-800-338-2366 Ext. 4126 or fax your 
credit card payment to 303-964-5449. 
WebAdvisor Online Payment 
Payments can be made online at http://webadvisor.regis.edu. 
Regis Payment Option (RPOJ 
A convenient interest-free Regis Payment Option {RPO) is offered to 
students enrolled in semester-based courses in the Doctor of Physical 
Therapy and Regis College Undergraduate Programs. This plan 
makes tuition payment more manageable by spreading all or part of 
the semester tuition expenses over four or five monthly payments. 
The enrollment cost for the Regis Payment Option requires a non-
refundable $50 per semester enrollment fee to cover the adminis-
trative cost of this plan. Interest charges will not be assessed on 
the plan balance. However, finance charges begin to accrue 30 
days following the payment due date on late payment amounts. A 
$15 penalty will be assessed for each late payment. Please refer 
to www.regis.edu for further information. 
Sponsored Billmg 
Deferment with Tuition Voucher - If the student's employer has 
signed a third-party agreement with Regis University or the student 
is eligible for an external scholarship, the student may qualify for 
third-party billing to the employer or sponsor. Students may request 
a Sponsored Billing {Third-Party Billing) information sheet for 
details. Please note: Sponsored Billing is different from employee 
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tuition reimbursement whereby the student is responsible for pay-
ing the tuition and is reimbursed at a later time by the employer. 
Confirmation of Registration/Registration Invoice 
A registration invoice is mailed to students after registration or 
changes 1n registration. 
Non-Traditional Programs 
Non-trad1t1onal programs mclude the following: 
Regis College 
Master of Arts in Education: Learnmg and Teaching 
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions 
Accelerated Nursing 
Health Care Administration 
Health Information Management 
RN-to-BSN Opt1on 
Master of Sc1ence in Nursing 
Master of Sc1ence 1n Health Serv1ces Administration 
Master of Sc1ence 1n Clintcal Leadership for Physician 
Assistants 
Doctor of Physical Therapy 
School for Professional Studies 
Graduate Programs 
Undergraduate Programs 
For non-traditional programs, tuition and fees are due at the end 
of the first week of the academ1c period. Students who register 
within a week of the start of the academic period may not receive 
an invoice before payment is due. Loss or delayed receipt of the 
bill does not relieve students of the obligation to pay on time. If 
payment is not received by the due date, a $75 late fee, per 
course will be assessed to the student's account and all past due 
amounts, need to be paid prior to further registration. Students 
can access WebAdvisor for current and upcoming charges and due 
dates as well as pay online. Invoices can be faxed to expedite 
tuition and fee payment by the due date. To obtain a copy of an 
invo1ce or for additional information, contact Enrollment Services 
at 303-458-4126. For more 1nformat1on on Student Accounts, 
students may access the website at www.reg1s.edu. 
AVAILABLE PAYMENT OPTIONS 
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cash, check, money order 
credit card (Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express) 
WebAdv1sor online payment 
TUition Deferment Options 
Personal Deferment 
Sponsored Billing with Tuition Voucher 
Financial Aid Deferment (must have sufficient guaran-
teed financial aid to cover all expenses). 
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Paying with Cash, Check, Money Order or Credit Card 
Payment can be made in person, by phone, fax, or mail. 
Payments made by cash, check, or money order are accepted at 
the Cashier's Office located on the Garden Level of Main Hall. In 
addition, payments q~n be mailed to Regis University, P. 0. Box 
173861, Denver, CO 80217-3861. 
For proper allocation of funds, 1t is required to: 
make sure payments are accompanied by the Invoice 
payment stub 
or 
notate the specific term, (06FA, 07SP. 07SU) to allocate pay-
ment to and write the Regis University Student I.D. number 
or social security number on the check or money order. 
Credit card payments are accepted by phone or fax. Call 303 458 
4126, 303-458-4129 or toll free 1-800-338-2366 Ext. 4126 or 
Ext. 4129 or fax your credit card payment to 303-964-5449. 
Tuition Deferment 
Personal Deferment with Fee 
Regis University offers a convenient option to defer tuition. 
Students may defer tuition for 55 days after the end of the course 
using the Personal Deferment with a Fee. Deferred tuition is due 
in full, on or before the deferred payment due date. Course fees 
cannot be deferred. 
Personal Deferment forms are due on or before the tuition due 
date. The use of any deferred payment option creates a financial 
obligation between the student and Regis University. A transcript 
release may be applied to the student's record throughout the 
deferment period. For assistance contact Enrollment Services at 
303-458-4126 or toll free at 1-800-388-2366 Ext. 4126. 
The deferment fee varies according to the length of the academic 
period associated with the course. Payment of the deferment fee 
is due by the end of the first week of the academic period and 
must be accompanied by a completed Personal Deferment form. 
Deferment fees are not transferable or refundable. 
The per-course fee charged for this service is as follows: 
$30 - s1x week or less course 
$35 - seven to eight week course 
$40 - nine to ten week course 
$60 - eleven to twelve week course 
$70 - thirteen to sixteen week course 
If tuition payment is not received by the deferred due date, a $75 
per-course fee is assessed to the student account and all future 
academic period registrations may be dropped. If a company reim-
burses the student for tuition, it is the responsibility of the student 
to pay by the tuit1on due date. The personal deferment is not 
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dependent on grades being sent or received, and payment is due 
on or before 55 days after the end of the academic period. 
Sponsored Billing 
Deferment with Tuition Voucher - If a student's employer has a 
sponsored billing agreement with Regis University, students may 
qualify for billing to the sponsoring organization. This is different 
from employee tuition reimbursement whereby the student is 
responsible for payrng tuition and is reimbursed at a later time by 
the employer. Students should consult with their employer to 
determine if a direct billing agreement has been established with 
Regrs University. If one has been established, the student will 
need a "Tuition Voucher" or letter of credit from the employer 
which includes student name, social security number or student 
ID, course title(s), tuition amount, name, and address and contact 
information on where the bill should be sent. The Tuition Voucher 
should be submitted to Enrollment Servrces at the Lowell 
Campus, mail code A-8. The Tuition Deferment form and Tuition 
Voucher may be faxed to Enrollment Services at 303-964-5418. 
It is the responsibility of the student to obtain a Tuition Voucher 
from the employer for each course and ensure that it is received 
at Enrollment Services by the end of the first week of the academ-
ic period. If for any reason a sponsor refuses to pay, the student is 
responsible for all charges. 
If the sponsor payment is not sufficient to cover tuition and fees, 
the student will have to either pay their portion or make payment 
arrangements using the Personal Deferment by the due date for 
that class. 
Financial Aid Deferment 
The award letter specifies the amount of financial aid that the stu-
dent is eligible to receive each semester. If loans are to be used, 
students must have completed the Loan ChangE'/Award 
Acceptance form, and Financial Aid must have guaranteed the 
loan. If financial aid is not yet guaranteed by the first week that 
classes begin, or if guaranteed financial aid is not sufficient to 
cover tuition and fees, the student will have to either pay in full or 
make payment arrangements using the Personal Deferment with a 
Fee form, which can be found on the Regis website at 
www.regis.edu. 
Confirmation of Registration/Registration Invoice 
A registration invoice is mailed to students after registration or 
changes in registration. 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
The following policies apply to Regis College, Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions, and School for Professional Studies. 
Students are advised, however, that when policies exist in an aca-
demic program or department that differ from the general policies, 
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the program or department policy listed in the appropriate section 
of this Bulletin takes precedence. 
UNIVERSITY CHANGES IN PROGRAMS, COURSES AND SERVICES 
The University reserves the right to terminate or modify program 
requirements, content, and the sequence of program offerings 
from one academic term to the next for educational reasons it 
deems sufficient to warrant such actions. 
Further, the University reserves the right to terminate programs, 
courses or services from time to time for financial or other reasons 
it determines warrant such action. The content, schedule, require-
ments, and means of presentation of courses may be changed at 
any time by the University for educational reasons that it deter-
mines are sufficient to warrant such action. Programs, services, or 
other activities of the University may be terminated at any time 
due to reasons beyond the control of the University including, but 
not limited to, acts of God, natural disasters, destruction of prem-
ises, labor disturbances, governmental order, financial insolvency, 
or other reasons or circumstances the University determines war-
rant such action. 
The course descriptions contained in this Bulletin are based upon 
reasonable estimations and projections of faculty qualifications and 
availability, and other appropriate educational considerations. The 
matters described are subject to change based upon changes in Cir-
cumstances upon which these projections were based as deemed 
necessary by the University to fulfill its role and mission, meet 
accreditation standards, and for other reasons described above. 
Changes in programs, courses and services are applicable to 
degree plans and other programmatic plans. 
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY 
Each student is personally responsible for information in this sec-
tion. Failure to read and understand these regulations does not 
relieve a student of responsibility. Further, any announcements 
concerning academic regulations or programs published in th1s 
Bulletin are binding on all students. 
Academic advising is provided to assist students in planning their 
academic programs. Advisors are not authorized to change estab-
lished policy of the University. Students are solely responsible for 
ensuring that their academic programs comply with the policies of 
the University. Any advice that is at variance with the established 
policy must be confirmed by the appropriate Dean's Office. 
TRANSFER/COMPETENCY-BASED CREDIT 
Undergraduate 
Transfer credit is awarded for college-level work completed at 
other colleges and universities that are accredited by a regional 
accrediting association (e.g., North Central Association of Colleges 
and Schools). Undergraduate transfer courses in which grades of 
"C-" or better have been earned are equated to Regis courses 
when possible. Otherwise, acceptable courses are assigned an 
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appropriate department prefix and course level (upper division 
"UD" or lower division "LD"}. A maximum of 98 semester hours 
may transfer toward an undergraduate degree. Quarter hours are 
converted to semester hours by using a 3:2 ratio. 
Competency-based credit may be awarded for approved non-class-
room experiences. This includes recommendations by the 
American Council on Education for military and corporate training, 
Regis University credit-by-exam, Prometric Learning Center credit-
by-exam, national standardized exams (College Board Advanced 
Placement [APJ Examinations, College Level Exam~nation Program 
[CLEPJ, Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support 
[DANTESJ subject standardized testing program, National 
Programs on Noncollegiate Sponsored Instructions [PONSIJ, 
International Baccalaureate Program [IBJ, ACT Proficiency 
Examination Program [PEP], National League for Nursing [NLNJ 
tests}, and life experience credit. When students are granted com-
petency-based credit for a course, the credit is considered as a 
substitute for the course. If advanced placement is granted with-
out credit in a subject area, the hours required must be satisfied 
by taking advanced courses. 
Acceptance of transfer or competency-based credit varies by 
degree program. 
Graduate 
In graduate programs for which transfer cred1t is permitted, transfer 
credit is awarded only for graduate-level course work for which a 
grade of "8-" or better has been earned at other colleges and uni-
versities that are accredited by a regional association (e.g., North 
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools}. Of the 
total semester hours requ1red for any one of the graduate degree 
programs, no more than 20% of the total semester hours required 
may be comprised of transfer course work or course work included 
in a previously earned graduate degree from a transfer institution or 
from Regis University. Transfer credit is approved by the dean or 
designee of each graduate program. Only credit completed within 
the last ten years is eligible for transfer consideration. Transferable 
graduate work is equated to Reg1s courses when poss1ble. Quarter 
hours are converted to semester hours by using a 3:2 ratio. 
Graduate degree programs may have more restrictive or more spe· 
c1fic transfer credit policies in addition to the general policies stat-
ed above. Specific transfer policies appear in the appropriate grad-
uate degree section of this Bulletin. 
REGISTRATION 
UNIT OF CREDIT 
The unit of cred1t at Regis University is the semester hour (SH}. 
Throughout this Bulletin, references to "hours" of University credit 
or "credit hours" are intended to denote semester credit hours 
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12 or more semester hours 
6-8 semester hours 
6 or more semester hours 
3-5 semester hours 
Refer to the appropriate school/program section for policies and 
procedures on course overload. 
CLASS LEVEL 
Undergraduate student class level is determined by the number of 










92 or more 
Course work in progress is not used when determining current 
class level. 
CLASS ATIENDANCE 
Students are expected to make every effort to attend all class 
meetings. Attendance standards may be established by individual 
instructors and reflected in the course syllabus. 
COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM 
Standardized course numbers used by Reg1s University according to 
academic rigor of the course are distributed in the following ranges: 
100 - 199 
200 299 
300-399 





Lower division (freshman level) 
Lower division (sophomore level) 
Upper division (junior and senior level) 
Post-baccalaureate (graduate level; not part of 
a master's degree program) 
Masters (graduate level) 
Doctoral (graduate level} 
Additional course number designations are applied to courses that 
have specific content for undergraduate and graduate work. The 




Independent Study: Research under the direc-
tion of a faculty member in a discipline or topic 
of study not covered in a scheduled course. 
Seminar: Intensive research under the direction 
of a faculty member in a theme or topic specif-







ic to junior, senior or graduate level, major or 
minor study. 
Sen1or/Master's Project: Capstone experience 
representing significant effort on the part of the 
student in demonstrating understanding of the 
program emphasis. 
Professional Paper: Qualitative research with10 
an organization that enhances the future effec-
tiveness of the enterprise. 
Internship: Pract1cal experience in a field of 
study applicable to the student's career choice. 
Thesis: Advancement of an original point of 
view as a result of research and an opportunity 
to defend it before a faculty committee appointed 
by the department/program director. 
Courses that are taught in sequential order and 
require further study for topic completion. 
Courses that are grouped under a broad topic or 
theme of study, with allowance for repeatability 
under different sub-topics and letter designations. 
COURSE PREFIX DESIGNATION 
In addition to the number identifying where a course fits within a 
discipline, each course is assigned a prefix that identifies the 
appropriate discipline, field or department. For example, the 
numerical designations for courses 10 Chemistry are preceded by 
CH, in English by EN, and 10 Rehg1ous Studies by RS. 
Add/Drop 
Changes in registration (add/drop) for Regis College students must 
be submitted on the official add/drop form during the add/drop 
period to the Office of the Reg1strar. For students in the Rueckert-
Hartman School for Health Professions and the School for 
Professional Studies, changes may be initiated by the student tele-
phoning the appropriate program office or by adding or dropping 
on WebAdv1sor, the web-based student information system. No 
course may be added or dropped after the final day of add/drop 
de::.ignated in the schedule of courses (made available through the 
appropriate program office). 
Each student is responsible for completing, dropping or withdraw-
ing from all courses listed on his or her schedule. The schedule is 
retained in the Office of the Registrar on the database system and 
10 hard copy form, as appropriate. Credit is given only for courses 
that appear on the schedule. Students who are registered and fail 
to attend receive a grade of "F" for the courses. 
SPECIAL REGISTRATION 
Special registration requests are not available on WebAdvisor. 
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Independent Study 
Independent Study is individually supervised research under the 
direction of a faculty member 1n a discipline or topic of study not 
covered 1n a scheduled course. Approval and registration must occur 
pnor to the add/drop deadline. The course number generally used is 
490 for the undergraduate level and 690 for the graduate level. 
Special Study 
Special Study is defined as a normally scheduled course that is 
not available at a time or locat1on that 1s feasible for timely com-
pletion of graduation requirements. The course prefix, number and 
title are the same as the regularly scheduled course. Course 
reqUirements are met under the supervision of a faculty member 
who is approved to teach the course. 
Extended Study 
Extended Study provides a means for students to earn one semes-
ter hour in addition to existing credit value for a course. The course 
prefix, number and title are the same as the course listed in the 
Schedule of Courses. Extended Study requirements are met under 
the supervision of a faculty member who teaches the course. 
UPPER DIVISION REGISTRATION 
Regis College and traditional nursing freshmen and sophomores are 
permitted to take upper division courses only if they have complet-
ed the prerequisites and if they have obtained the permission of 
the instructor of the course. Normally, that approval is given by 
obtaining the instructor's signature on the Registration form pnor to 
submitting the form to the Office of the Registrar. Juniors and sen-
iors must also complete the prerequisites of an upper division 
course as listed in this Bullet10 before enrolling for the course. 
COURSE AUDIT 
Prior to graduation, students desiring to participate in a course for 
personal enrichment and exploration are permitted to audit a 
course with wri~n permission from the associate dean (Regis 
College Programs) or designated administrative staff/program 
director (the School for Professional Studies and the Rueckert-
Hartman School for Health Professions programs, respectively). 
Students are expected to participate in the course by maintaining 
normal attendance and completing course assignments but are 
exempt from assigned tests. Students receive an "AU" grade with 
no credit earned and are charged the regular tuition rate. Some 
programs do not permit aud1t10g. 
Students should contact the appropriate program for information 
and permission regarding the audit option. Exercis10g the audit 
option must be completed by the add/drop deadline. 
COURSE REPEATABILITY 
Except under the grade improvement option, courses should not 
be repeated. It is ultimately the responsibility of the student to 
assure that courses are not erroneously repeated. Should a course 
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be erroneously repeated, the last entry is the only one for which 
credit hours are earned and grade pomts are calculated 1n the 
grade point average. There is no refund of tuition for courses erro-
neously repeated. If a course is repeated at another institution, it 
is cons1dered duplicate credit and is not accepted 1n transfer. The 
Regis course remains on the student record. 
GRADING 
University-Wide Course Grading System 
The table that follows includes grades, grade pomts and grade 
descriptions used for all courses at Regis University. When grade 
descriptions differ for undergraduate and graduate courses, the 
undergraduate grade description is listed first with the graduate 
grade description following the forward slash (/). 
Grade Grade Descnption 
Points (Undergraduate/Graduate) 
A 4.00 Outstanding scholarship 
A· 3.67 
8+ 3.33 
8 3.00 Superior work I Satisfactory 
8- 2.67 
C+ 2.33 
c 2.00 Satisfactory I Unsatisfactory 
c 1.67 
D+ 1.33 
D 1.00 Unsatisfactory 
D- 0.67 
F 0.00 Failure (no credit) 
p * Pass (grade of "C" or higher I grade of "8" or 
higher) 
N * No Pass (no credit) 
AU * Audit (no credit) 
w * Withdrawal 
1/- * Incomplete - the grade accompanying the "I" 
becomes the permanent grade if additional 
work is not completed and a different grade 
submitted by the incomplete deadline for the 
course. 
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IP/N * In Progress No Pass (No Credit) 
IP/F * In Progress Failure (No Credit) 
y * Instructor did not submit grades by deadline. 
Where no grade points are indicated, the grade does not calcu-
late into the grade point average. 
PASSINO PASS GRADES 
Pass/No Pass (P/NP) grading is available for courses with regular 
grading for Reg1s College undergraduate students, Rueckert-
Hartman School for Health Professions traditional option nursing 
students, and some School for Professional Studies courses. In 
some graduate programs, selected courses permit P/NP grading. 
All Veterans must contact the certifying official in the Office of the 
Registrar before registering for a course on a Pass/No Pass basis. 
Regis College and traditional nursing students only: 
The P/NP option is available to undergraduate students who 
have completed 30 hours of graded coursework. Transfer stu-
dents must have completed 20 hours of graded course work 
at Regis before they may exerc1se the P/NP option. Students 
on academic probation are not encouraged to take courses 
(w1th the exception of remedial courses) on a P/NP basis, but 
may do so with the approval of the appropriate dean. 
The P/NP option may be exercised for only one course each 
semester and the total number of hours that may be taken on a 
P/NP bas1s for credit at Reg1s 1s limited to 18 semester hours. 
The P/NP option may be exercised for only two of the Core 
studies course requirements. Also, the option cannot be used 
for courses in the area of the major or minor, except for expe-
riential courses, such as field expenence, approved by the 
individual departments or divisions and for student teaching 
courses in the Education department. 
If a student changes his or her major and has already taken a 
requ1red lower div1s1on course 1n the new major area on a 
P/NP basis, the course meets the requirement. Upper division 
courses are evaluated by the department or division as to 
whether or not the course(s) should be accepted. 
To register for a course on the P/NP basis, the student must 
obtain a special form from Enrollment Services and return it, 
properly completed, no later than the last day of the add/drop 
penod for the semester. This requ1red form is 1n addition to 
the regular registration forms. After the add/drop period, a 
student cannot request a grading change for the course. 
The min1mum passing level for undergraduate courses taken 
on a P/NP basis is a "C." The student receives appropriate 
hours of credit toward graduation for a "P" grade, but that 
grade IS not calculated in the grade pomt average. The stu-
dent does not earn credit hours for an "N" grade, nor is that 
grade calculated 1n the grade po1nt average. 
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Students enrolled in experiential courses under the P/NP 
option, (e.g., field experience course in accounting, business 
administration, economics, psychology, or sociology, etc., and 
student teaching courses in education), are eligible for the 
Dean's List provided they are enrolled for a total of 15 or 
more hours, of which 12 are graded hours. 
GRADE OF INCOMPLETE 
A grade of Incomplete or "I" denotes that the required work for 
the course is mcomplete due to unforeseen circumstances. 
Unforeseen circumstances mean, for example, that an accident, 
an illness, a death, or a major life transition has occurred. This 
grade is awarded at the discretion of the instructor and is submit-
ted with an alternate grade (i.e., 1/D, 1/F). 
A student must subm1t a written request (or school form) to the 
instructor that an incomplete grade be assigned. The length of 
time and the remaining requirements to complete the course are 
determined by the mstructor; however, the maximum length of 
time for completion is the end of the following semester. Summer 
semester does not apply to Regis College/Traditional Nursing stu-
dents. Faculty w1ll notify students in writing of the 
approval/denial of their request and provide instructions and 
guidelines required to resolve the incomplete grade. 
If course work is not completed by the end of the next applicable 
semester and a grade change form submitted by the mstructor, 
the incomplete grade reverts to the alternate grade assigned by 
the instructor and 1s calculated in the grade point average. Some 
programs have restrictions on alternate grade assignment, so stu-
dents should refer to the appropriate program or department sec-
tion of this Bulletin for specific information. 
Due to rare circumstances, a student may request, in writing, that 
an extension of the incomplete grade be granted. The extension 
must be approved by the academic dean or hiS/her designee for 
the respective program/school. 
Consequences of an Incomplete Grade 
Teacher licensure/certification or any graduation completion 
postings cannot be recorded on the academic transcript until 
incomplete grades are changed and a set grade point average 
is calculated. 
Army regulations require students receiving tuition assistance 
to complete coursework within 60 days of when the incom-
plete is assigned. Some corporations may not reimburse 
tuition monies if the grade of incomplete is assigned. 
Students already on academic probation who receive an 
mcomplete grade will be continued on probation. 
Students who are on financial aid and receive an incomplete 
grade will be subject to review and may be placed on 
Financial Aid suspension. 
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Grade of In Progress ("IP") 
In Progress "IP" grades may be assigned to students in a gradu-
ate-level capstone project/thesis course where it may be appropri-
ate for a student to take longer than the academic period provided 
for assignment completion. If the course instructor agrees that the 
student should be given additional time, an "IP" grade may be 
assigned. The student can be granted a period of up to 24 
months to complete the required assignments. The grade recorded 
on the student's record is "IP/F" or "IP/N" depending on whether 
the grade for the course is a letter or PasS/No Pass grade. If the 
student does not complete the assignment within the 24 month 
period the "IP" grade reverts to the alternate "F" or "NP" grade. 
The decision on the completion deadline is determined by the 
instructor in consultation with the student; however, the final deci-
SIOn is made by the instructor. Some graduate degree programs 
may have a more restrictive time frame on maximum completion 
time for an In Progress grade. More specific policies may appear 
in the appropriate school sect1on of this Bulletin. 
The student is not officially registered during the period of the "In 
Progress" unless the student is off1cially enrolled in other courses; 
and, therefore, may not be eligible for financial aid or other bene-
fits during the "In Progress" period. 
"IP" grades will only be assigned for the graduate-level capstone 
courses where a project or a thesis is the primary output of the 
course. In Progress is not appropriate for other courses where 
there is a definitive end date. In those cases the appropriate grade 
is Incomplete. 
REPEAT GRADE IMPROVEMENT OPTION 
Students have the option of improving a grade earned in a course 
at Regis University by repeating the same course at Reg1s. The 
following guidelines apply: 
• Regardless of whether the repeat grade is higher or lower than 
the original grade, the last grade earned is the grade for which 
credit is awarded and grade points are calculated in the grade 
point average. All previous grades are replaced with an (R) 
notation and, the hours are recorded as zero (0.00) with a 
repeat notation indicating that the course has been retaken. 
Courses taken for grade improvement must be taken with the 
same grading option (i.e., letter grading versus PasS/No Pass) 
when repeated. 
If a student withdraws from a course being taken for a repeat 
grade, the original grade remains on the transcript and a grade 
of "W" is posted to the transcript for the second course. 
The Repeat Grade Improvement Option applies only to grades 
earned from Regis from the fall semester of 1972 to the present. 
The Repeat Grade Improvement Option may be exercised only 
while the course requested for repeat remains active in the 
University's curriculum. Substitutions of similar or revised courses 
for the original course are not allowed. Upon graduation, the 
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record is sealed and the Repeat Grade Improvement Option is no 
longer available for that educational intent. 
APPEALS OF DISPUTED GRADES 
Students should refer to the appropriate college/school section for 
policies and procedures governing grade appeals. 
CHANGE OF RECORDED GRADE 
No final grade of A, A·, B+, B, B·, C+, C, C·, D+, D, D·, For W 
submitted to the Office of the Registrar is changed unless the 
change has rece1ved the written approval of the appropriate aca-
demic dean or his or her designee. Forms that allow the instructor 
to explain why a change is necessary are available to the instruc-
tor through the Office of the Regtstrar. Once this form has been 
completed by the instructor, the form is submitted to the office of 
the appropnate academic dean or designee for approval. As of 
January 1, 1983, no grade may be changed after it has been on 
the permanent record for one calendar year. This does not include 
courses retaken for repeat grade improvement. 
It is expected that great care and attention is given in the award· 
ing of grades so that the need for change is minimal. It is also 
expected that no instructor give a grade of "I" (Incomplete) unless 
unforeseen circumstances make it necessary. 
GRADE REPORTS 
Only final grades are official and entered on the student's perma-
nent record. Official grade reports for students enrolled in Regis 
College are mailed out at the end of each academic period. 
Begtnntng fall 2003 semester official grade reports are not mailed 
to students enrolled in the School for Professtonal Studies and the 
Rueckert Hartman School for Health Professions. 
Grades for all current students are available online through the 
WebAdvisor link at www.regis.edu. Additionally, students may 
request an official grade report via phone, fax, e-mail or online. All 
official grade reports are mailed to the students' permanent 
address. Midsemester grades, if applicable, are mailed to both the 
local and permanent addresses. Regis College undergraduate stu-
dents may elect to have grade reports mailed to an alternate 
address by completing the appropriate form, available in the 
Offtce of the Registrar. 
Under federal legislation (the Family Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act of 197 4, as amended), grades may be released to 
parents or other parties only with the student's written authoriza-
tion, unless the parent claims the student as a dependent for fed-
eral income tax purposes and provides appropriate documentation. 
Release Authonzation forms are available in Enrollment Services 
or online at www.regts.edu. 
CALCULATION OF GRADE POINT AVERAGE (GPA) 
Only grades and credits earned at Regis Untverstty are used to 
calculate the student's grade point average. The grade point aver-
age is calculated by dividing the total number of grade points 
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earned by the total number of attempted credits. Grade points 
earned are calculated by multiplying the number of credtts for a 
course by the grade points associated wtth the grade receiv~d. . 
Appropriate grade points for each grade awarded by the Umverstty 
appear in this sectton of this Bulletin under the Uni~ersity-~id~ 
Course Grading System headtng. When no grade potnts are tndt-
cated, the grade and the credits do not calculate into the grade 
point average. 
STUDENT RECORD~S ______________ _ 
CONFIDENTIALITY OF STUDENT RECORDS 
Regts University maintains an educational record for each student 
who is or has been enrolled at the University. In accordance with 
the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 197 4, as amend-
ed, (hereafter the "Act") the following student rights are covered by 
the Act and afforded to all eligible students at Regis Umversity: 
The right to inspect and review information contained in the 
student's educational records. 
The right to request amendment of the contents of the stu-
dent's educational records if believed to be inaccurate, mis· 
leading, or otherwise tn violation of the student's privacy or 
other rights and the nght to have a heanng concerning such 
amendment request. 
The right to prevent disclosure without consent, wtth certain 
exceptions, of personally identifiable information from the stu-
dent's educational records. 
The right to secure a copy of the Universtty's policy. 
The right to file complaints with the U.S. Department of 
Education concerning alleged failures by Regis University to 
comply wtth the provtsions of the Act. 
Each of these rights, with any limitations or exceptions, is 
explained in the University's policy statement, a copy of which may 
be obtained from the Office of the Registrar or online. The point of 
contact within the University for the exercise of all rights and the 
access to all information concerning student rights under the Act is 
the Office of the Registrar. This specifically includes, but is not lim-
ited to, the procedure for amending a student's educational record, 
the procedure for filing a complaint to determine accuracy of a stu-
dent's educational record, the procedure for filing a complaint with 
the U.S. Department of Education, and the policy for determining 
whtch tndividuals within the University are "school officials" and 
what constitutes a "legittmate educational interest." 
The University may provide directory information in accordance 
with the provtsions of the Act without the written consent of an 
eligible student, unless it is requested tn writing that such infor-
mation not be disclosed. The items listed below are designated as 
Directory Information and may be released to any person for any 
purpose at the discretion of Regis University, unless a written 
request for nondisclosure is on file: 
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Name, address, telephone number, e-mail address, dates of 
attendance, class. 
Previous institution(s) attended, major/minor field of study, 
awards, honors, degree(s) conferred. 
Past and present participation in officially recognized sports 
and activities, phys1cal factors of athletes (height and 
weight), and their date and place of birth. 
Current eligible students may prohibit general disclosure of this 
Directory Information by notifying Enrollment Serv1ces in writing. 
Situations involving nonrelease of Directory Information that are 
deemed as "extraordinary" by the student should be brought to the 
attention of the University Registrar. Regis University honors the 
request for one calendar year only; therefore, the student must file 
the request on an annual basis. The student should carefully consid-
er the consequences of any decision to withhold any category of 
Directory Information. Regardless of the effect upon a student, Regis 
University assumes no liability that may arise out of its compliance 
with a request that such information be withheld. It is assumed that 
the failure on the part of the student to request the withholding of 
Directory Information indicates the student's consent to disclosure. 
Any questions concerning the student's rights and responsibilities 
under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act should be 
referred to the Office of the Registrar. 
General information and forms pertaining to FERPA may be found 
online at www.regis.edu. 
STUDENT NAME CHANGE 
Reg1s University maintains an educational record for each student 
who is or has been enrolled at the University. These records are 
maintained under the name submitted to the University on the 
Application for Admission. 
Any student desiring to change his/her name on educational 
records must submit a Change of Name Affidavit. These forms are 
available 1n Enrollment Services or online at www.regis.edu and 
must be notarized unless the request is made in person and photo 
identification is presented to a Regis University staff member. 
TRANSCRIPT REQUESTS 
Transcripts of credit are available free of charge through the Office 
of the Registrar. A 24-hour transcript information line is available. 
Students may call 303-458-4394 to obtain detailed information 
regarding ordering transcripts. Additionally, transcript ordering 
information/forms are available on the Regis University website at 
www.regis.edu. 
Policies and procedures governing the issuance of transcripts are 
as follows: 
Financial obligations to the University must be satisfied; and 
Requests for transcripts must include the student's signature 
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for release of this confidential information. Transcript requests 
by telephone or e-mail are not accepted. 
Current Students 
If you are a current student, unofficial copies of transcripts may be 
viewed or downloaded from WebAdvisor accessed via 
www.regis.edu. 
ACADEMIC STATUS NOTATIONS 
Students in good standing have either no academic status notation 
on their transcript or an academic status of "Probation Removed" 
and are eligible to continue, return or transfer elsewhere. A student 
with an academic status of probation ("Admitted on Probat1on," 
"Probation New," "Probation Continued"), suspension ("Academic 
Suspension"), or dismissal ("Academic Dismissal"), has the appro-
priate notation recorded on the transcript. A student may continue 
or return when in a probationary academic status, but a suspended 
student is not eligible to return for one calendar year. A student 
who 1s dismissed from the University is not eligible to return. All 
transcript notations are recorded within the appropriate semester 
from approximately 1950 to present. See school section for 
detailed information on academic status. 
DISCIPLINARY STATUS NOTATIONS 
"Disciplinary Suspension" and "Disciplinary Expulsion" are record-
ed on the academic transcript within the appropnate semester. 
Students may petition to remove "Disciplinary Suspension" from 
the transcript by appealing to the Vice President for Mission and 
Student Development. Notification of "Disciplinary Expulsion" 
appears on the transcript for five years. Following that period, a 
student may petition the University to have this notation removed 
from the transcript. A student who is expelled from the University 
is not eligible to return. 
ACADEMIC DISHONESTY POLICY 
Regis University is committed to intellectual integrity in its aca-
demic pursuits. Sanctions may, therefore, be imposed by the pro-
grams, areas, departments or divisions (hereafter referred to as 
departments) of the University for cheating (defined as using inap-
propriate sources of information on a test) or plagiarism (defined 
as presenting as one's own the ideas the words or products of 
another). Such sanctions may include a failing grade on the 
assignment, failure of the course, or expulsion of the student from 
the course or the department, and they are decided upon and 
imposed by the department after consideration of the evidence. 
Academic dishonesty also includes forgery and unauthorized alter-
ation or misuse of one's own or another student's academic 
records. It also includes knowingly furnishing false information 
when seeking admission to Regis University. Detailed regulations 
on Standards of Conduct are available in the Student Handbook, 
which covers all University students. Some programs/schools may 
have more specific policies and procedures for Academic 
Dishonesty. These policies and procedures appear in the appropri-
ate section of this Bulletin or in the program/school handbook. 
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
GOVERNING BULLETIN 
Undergraduate: Regis College 
Undergraduate students must adhere to the Core Stud1es requrre 
ments published in the Bulletin in the year in which they entered. 
Graduating students must also meet the major(s) and mrnor(s) 
requirements as stated in the Bulletin in effect when the major(s) 
and minor(s) were declared and approved. Undergraduate Regis 
College students who do not complete a Leave of Absence form-
or if the form has expired (after two semesters) and they return to 
Regis College-must meet the current Core and major/minor 
requirements. Requests for exceptions should be made in writing 
to the academic dean. 
Undergraduate: Rueckert-Hariman School for Health ProfessiOns 
Undergraduate students with current signed degree plans adhere 
to Core Studies and major/minor requirements as defined in the 
degree plan. 
Undergraduate: School for Professional Studies 
Undergraduate students with current signed degree plans adhere to 
the degree requirements as defined on the Degree Plan. 
Undergraduate students without a srgned Degree Plan must adhere 
to the degree completion requirements as stated rn the University 
Bulletin in effect at the date of acceptance rnto the program. 
Graduate: All Schools 
Graduate students with current signed degree plans adhere to 
degree requirements as defined in the Degree Plan. Graduate stu-
dents without a signed Degree Plan must adhere to degree com-
pletion requirements as stated in the University Bulletin in effect 
at the date of acceptance into the program. 
DEFINITION OF A MAJOR 
The major consists of a minimum of 18 upper drvision hours 
(courses numbered 400 and above), with grades of "C-" or better 
requrred rn one subject area. 
Most major areas require additional lower division course work and/or 
additional upper division course work beyond the minimum of 18. 
See requirements for specific majors in each school. 
MAJOR DECLARATION 
By the end of the sophomore year, each Regis College undergrad-
uate student must select a major area. In some majors, even earli-
er decisions are encouraged. The programs rn accounting, busi-
ness admrnrstratron, computer science, economics, education, and 
the natural sciences require careful planning in order to meet all 
requirements in four years. For Regrs College undergraduate stu-
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dents, lower division requirements must be satisfied prior to sub-
mitting a Major Declaration form to the department for approval. 
Major Declaration forms may be obtained from the Regis College 
Dean's Office and must be filed with the appropriate department. 
The major indicated on the Application for Admrssion form and 
the subsequent degree plan serve as the declaratron of a major for 
all other Regis University programs. 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
To earn a double major, all requirements for both majors must be 
met (including a mrnor if erther major has a required minor in a 
specific area). A written and/or comprehensive examination may be 
required in the majors selected. When both majors are offered 
within the same degree (e.g., Bachelor of Arts), that degree is 
awarded. When a double major consists of one major from the 
Bachelor of Arts and one major from the Bachelor of Science, a 
single degree-the Bachelor of Arts and Science-rs awarded. 
When one of the majors is offered wrth the Bachelor of Science rn 
Nursing degree (BSN), only the BSN degree is awarded. In all 
cases, both majors are recorded on the diploma and the transcript. 
Students seeking a Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, or 
Bachelor of Arts and Science degree must select one of the majors 
as the first or primary major. Students seeking any other degree 
must select the major offered within the degree as the primary 
major. If the two majors are offered by different programs or col-
lege/schools, the academic dean of each must approve the request 
for the double major and assign an advisor. Each dean or designee 
rs responsible for written notificatron to the Unrversrty Regrstrar, the 
appropriate program director, and the student of the action taken. 
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 
No course in whrch the candidate received less than a grade of "D·" 
is acceptable credit for the Core Studies requirements. However, rf a 
particular Core Studies course is also being used to meet depart-
mental or major/minor requrrements, the minimal acceptable grade 
for the course may be higher depending upon the program and 
whether the course is meeting lower or upper division requirements. 
Students should refer to the appropnate program or department sec-
tion of this Bulletin for specific grade requirement informatron. 
In addition to the completion of the academic requrrements in 
Core Studies or major/minor requirements, the following are also 
required of each degree candidate: 
Students must complete 128 semester hours of academic 
course work in which the candidate has earned a minimum 
cumulative Regis University grade point average of 2.000. 
Of the 128 semester hours required for graduatron, Regrs 
College undergraduate students must complete 36 semester 
hours at the upper division level, School for Professional 
Studies undergraduate students must complete 30 semester 
hours at the upper division level. 
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No course in which the candidate rece1ved less than a grade 
of "D-" is acceptable credit toward fulfillment of degree 
requirements. 
All undergraduate students are required to complete a mini-
' mum of 30 semester hours at Regis University. 
Regis College undergraduate students are expected to com-
plete their final 30 semester hours prior to graduation at 
Regis University. 
Student must complete a major consisting of a minimum of 
18 hours of upper division course work in one subject area 
unless an interdivisional or flexible major is involved. A major 
is intended to provide organization, intensive work, and a 
comprehensive understanding of one field of knowledge. 
A minor is optional in Regis College and m the School for 
Professional Studies except for maJors that require a specific 
minor. A mmor area is not required in the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions undergraduate nursing program. If 
a mtnor is chosen, the minor area is selected in consultation 
with the major advisor and consists of a minimum of 12 upper 
division hours in one subject area. Some minor areas may 
require additional lower division credit hours and/or additional 
upper division credit hours beyond the minimum 12. The minor 
should support the development of the major and aid the stu-
dent in reaching his or her ultimate educational objective. 
No course in which the candidate received less than a grade of "C-" 
is acceptable credit for meeting upper division major or minor 
requirements. Some programs or departments require a grade of 
"C-" or better in the lower division requirements in the major. 
A transfer student must complete a minimum of half of the 
upper division hours in the major area and half of the upper 
division hours in the minor area at Regis University. 
(Exceptions to this policy are noted under "Departmental 
Regulations" in the departmental sections of this Bulletin.) 
Any course(s) taken toward fulfillment of major requirements 
may also count toward fulfillment of the Core Studies require-
ments. A single course cannot, however, satisfy two Core 
Studies reqwements. 
Upper division courses required to meet one major or minor 
cannot be counted toward a major or minor in another disci-
pline except under the following conditions: 
In the event that the upper division requirements for a 
major exceed 18 upper division hours, those excess 
hours may also be applied to another major or minor. 
In the event that the upper division requirements for a 
minor exceed 12 upper division hours, those excess 
hours may also be applied to another major or minor. 
Courses that satisfy lower division prerequisites for more 
than one major or minor may be double counted. 
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The successful passing of a written and/or oral comprehen-
sive examination in the major field may be required by the 
academic department. The senior student who declares a 
double major must be prepared to take a comprehensive 
examination in both majors. The senior student with an inter-
divisional or flexible major may elect to take his or her com-
prehensive examination in any area in which he or she has 
accumulated 12 or more upper division hours. The scope of 
the material to be covered in these examinations, including 
departmental reading lists, is assigned by the department 
chairperson or director. The examination dates, places, and 
times are posted well in advance. 
CONCURRENT BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
Occasionally, students are interested m earning two concurrent 
baccalaureate degrees at Regis University. The student must select 
one of the degrees as the first or primary degree. After admiss1on 
to the primary program, the student must submit a written 
request for admission to the academic dean of the second pro-
gram. If the dean approves the admission, that dean is responsi-
ble for notifying the dean of the pnmary degree program, the 
University Registrar, and the student. Generally, the student com-
pletes the Core Studies requirements for the primary degree. If the 
second degree is offered from a college/school other than that 
offering the primary degree, the academic dean of the second col-
lege/school may require additional course work to meet Core 
Studies requirements. 
Major requirements for both degrees must be fully met. One-half 
of each major and one-half of any minor (if required by the major 
or if one is chosen) may be transferred to Regis upon entrance. All 
prerequisites and lower division requirements for the chosen 
majors and/or minors must be satisfied. Generally, courses utilized 
to meet upper division major requirements of one baccalaureate 
degree cannot be double counted to meet upper division major 
hours required for another baccalaureate degree unless the upper 
division hours are in excess of 18 hours. If necessary, substitute 
courses are designated by the appropriate academic dean. Each 
candidate must complete a minimum of 30 hours of residence at 
Regis for each degree. A minimum of 158 total credit hours is 
required to earn two degrees concurrently. In all cases, two diplo-
mas are awarded and both degrees are recorded on the transcript. 
ADDITIONAL BACCALAUREATE DEGREE 
Changes of professional objective or special interests occasionally 
require attainment of a subsequent degree for individuals who 
have already completed a baccalaureate degree. Applications for 
admission to undergraduate study for an additional bachelor's 
degree must be submitted to the appropriate admissions office. 
The previously earned baccalaureate degree must be from a regional-
ly accredited institution. Additional course work in Core Studies 
requirements, including philosophy and religious studies, may be 
required. Major requirements for the additional degree must be fully 
met. One-half of each major and one-half of any minor (if required by 
the major or if one is chosen) may be transferred to Regis University 
upon entrance. All prerequisites and lower division requirements for 
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the chosen major and/or minor must be satisfied. Courses utilized to 
meet upper division major requirements of the previously earned bac-
calaureate degree cannot be double counted to meet upper division 
major hours required for an additional baccalaureate degree, unless 
the upper division hours are in excess of 18 hours. If necessary, a 
substitute course is designated. Each candidate must complete a 
minimum of 30 hours of residence at Regis University subsequent to 
completion of the previously earned degree. 
If the previous degree is from Regis University, the same stipula-
tions apply including the requirement of 30 additional hours of 
residency at Regis University. 
ADDITIONAL MAJOR 
Students who have already rece1ved a baccalaureate degree from 
Regis University and wish to complete an additional major may be 
readmitted for that purpose. The student must complete all 
requirements for the additional major. Major requirements formerly 
completed for a baccalaureate degree from Regis University cannot 
be double counted to meet the required number of upper division 
hours of an additional major, unless the upper division hours 1n the 
previously earned major exceed 18 semester hours. Upon comple-
tion of the major, the student is awarded a certificate of completion 
of an additional maJor. The student's permanent academic record 
indicates that requirements for the second major have been met. 
GRADUATE DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
In addition to the completion of specific degree requirements, the 
following are also requ1red of each graduate degree candidate. 
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Complet1on of a minimum of 30 semester hours of 600-level 
or 700-level academic course work in which the candidate 
has earned a minimum cumulat1ve Reg1s Umversity grade 
point average of 3.000. 
All graduate students must complete all degree requirements 
within six years (72 months) from the date of the signature 
on the Degree Plan. Some Regis University degree programs 
may have more restrictive time limits on degree completion. 
All graduate students are required to complete a minimum of 
80% of the total semester hours requ1red for a graduate degree 
(600-level or 700-level course work) at Regis University. 
No course in which the candidate earned less than a grade of 
"C" (e.g., "C-") is acceptable credit for fulfillment of graduate 
degree requirements. However, the minimal acceptable grade for 
course work may be h1gher depending upon the program. 
Students should refer to the appropriate program or department 
section of th1s Bulletm for specific grade requirement mformation. 
If a "C" grade is acceptable for courses required for the 
degree, a max1mum of two courses with a grade of "C" may 
count toward graduation requirements. 
Of the total semester hours requ1red for a graduate degree at 
Regis University, no more than 20% of the total semester 
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hours required may be comprised of transfer course work or 
may comprise course work included in a prev1ously earned 
graduate degree from a transfer institution or from Regis 
University. Additionally, this course work must fulfill specific 
course requirements for the graduate degree. 
The successful completion of a Master's Project, Master's 
Thesis or equivalent and/or written or oral comprehensive 
exams may be required by the degree program. 
CONCURRENT MASTER DEGREE 
To earn and be awarded two Master's degrees from Regis 
University, w1thin the same semester, all requirements for both 
degrees must be met (including prerequisite courses). 
The student must meet all admissions requirements for each 
degree, be accepted as a student in each degree, and assigned an 
appropriate adv1sor for each degree. The student will select one 
degree as the primary academic mtent and the other degree as a 
secondary academic intent. 
Each program's requirements must be satisfied with distinct 
courses. A capstone must be completed for each degree. 
For graduation requirements, a student submits two separate 
graduation applications, one for each degree to be awarded. Two 
diplomas will be issued. Each diploma will be issued separately. 
Students must maintain a minimum cumulative grade point aver-
age of 3.000 in each program. Failure to do so will result in pro-
bation/suspension. The academic transcript will not separate out 
course work for degrees, but both degrees will be posted when 
they are awarded. Students may apply two "C's" to each degree. 
Individual programs may have more restrictive requirements. 
Students will have SIX years to complete both degrees. 
ACADEMIC CERTIFICATES 
Refer to the appropriate school/program for academic certificates 
available and for completion requirements. 
GRADUATION PROCEDURES 
APPLICATION 
The Application for Graduation form must be submitted to the 
appropnate college/school before eligibility for graduat1on can be 
evaluated. Specific application deadlines and the Application for 
Graduation form are available from individual program offices or 
online at www.regis.edu. 
A Regis Umversity cumulative grade pomt average of 2.000 IS 
required for undergraduates to apply for graduation. A Reg1s 
Un1vers1ty cumulative grade point average of 3.000 IS requ1red for 
graduate students to apply for graduation. Failing to apply by the 
deadline or fa lling below the required cumulative grade point aver-
age may delay graduation to a subsequent semester. 
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DEGREE AWARD(rRANSCRIPT POSTING 
Students graduate within the semester that all requirements are 
met and documentation of such is received by the appropriate col-
lege/school. Incomplete grades, late application for graduation, 
late receipt of transcripts of transfer credit, or late processing of 
Waiver Substitution forms will result in the degree being awarded 
in a subsequent semester (the degree is awarded in the semester 
in which all documentation is received/approved). Regis reserves 
the right to deny or revoke a degree or other academic credential 
if obtained by misrepresentation, fraud, mistake, or error. 
Degree awards are posted to the Regis University transcript once 
all documentation of completion is received by the Office of the 
Registrar from the appropriate college/school. 
Once a degree is awarded, the Repeat Grade Improvement Option 




Undergraduate students who have earned 128 or more credit 
hours and who have completed all requirements for graduatton 
are eligible for graduation honors. 
Undergraduate program students who have completed 60 regular 
graded semester hours of Regts course work are awarded gradua-
tion honors according to the following cumulative grade point 
average standards: 
Summa Cum Laude 





3.500 - 3.699 
Undergraduate program students who have completed between 
30 and 59 regular graded semester hours of Regis course work 
are awarded academic honors according to the following cumula-
tive grade point average standards: 
Summa Cum Laude 




3. 750 - 3.849 
NOTE: Since graduation honors are based on grade point average, 
regular graded semester hours and graduation honors are deter-
mined only by course work that earns grade points. (See 
University-wide Course Grading System in this section of this 
Bulletin for a listing of grades that earn grade points.) 
Graduate 
Graduate students who have completed masters or doctoral 
degree requirements with a cumulative grade point average of 
3.850 or better for 600-level or 700-level courses are awarded 
graduate honors. 
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Graduation honors are reflected on the academic transcript when 
the degree is posted. 
ATIENDANCE AT COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES 
Attendance at commencement ceremonies is encouraged. The Regis 
University Office of the Registrar is notified of the student's intent to 
participate in commencement through the Application for Graduation 
form. Undergraduate students are permitted to march in commence-
ment if they are within 15 semester hours of completing their degree 
requirements. Graduate students are permitted to march in com-
mencement if they are within six semester hours of completing their 
degree requirements. Graduates are listed in the commencement 
program for the commencement in which they march. 
DIPLOMAS 
Diplomas are mailed to the student upon confirmation of the com-
pletion of all degree requirements. However, diplomas are not 
released if any financial obligation to Regis University exists. 
REGIS UNIVERSITY GRADUATION RATES 
The cohort includes students who enrolled as first-time, full-time, 
certificate, or degree-seeking undergraduate students for a given 
fall semester. The Graduation rate is calculated by the percentage 
of cohort students who graduate within six years of entering the 













Questions related to graduation/completion rates should be direct-
ed to: 
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REGIS UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC CALENDAR - 2006-07 ACADEMIC YEAR 
The followmg is a list of start/end dates for each academic period by calendar type and by program. Academic period parameter dates as 
well as actual dates that classes begin/end and add/drop end dates for each program are specified. Refer to www.regis.edu for revisions 
to the 2006-2007 Academ1c Calendar. 
SEMESTER 
Programs Included 
Doctor of Physical Therapy 
Master of Arts in Education 
Master of Science Nursing 
Regis College Summer Programs 
Regis College Traditional Undergraduate 
Reg1s Jesuit H1gh School, Holy Family 






Gu1ded Independent Study 










Master of Arts: Licensed Professional Counselor 
Master of Education: Denver 
Master of Education: Las Vegas 
Master of Science in Nursing 
Master of Sc1ence in Nursing: Family Nurse Practitioner 
Master of Sc1ence in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner 















Doctor of Physical Therapy 
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10 WEEK 
Programs Included 
Health Serv1ces Administration 





1 OW2-Spring 2007 
8 WEEK 
Programs Included 





Master of Arts: Las Vegas 






Master of Business Administration: Denver 
Master of Business Adm1mstration: Las Vegas 
Master of Education: Denver 
Master of Education· Las Vegas 
Master of Nonprofit Management 
Master of Nonprofit Management: Pastoral Ministries 
Master of Science in Computer Information Systems 
Master of Science in Management 





















Doctor of Physical Therapy Transition 








Master of Science in Clinica l Leadership for Physician Assistants 








Master of Science in Nursmg: Leadership (Campus-Based and Online} 
Classes End Add/Drop End 
09-24-06 07-31-06 
12-03 06 10-09-06 
03-04 07 01 -09-07 
05-13-07 03-19-07 







Master of Science in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner (Campus-Based and Online} 
RN-to-BSN Degree Completion (Campus-Based and Online} 
Traditional Nursing: Work Site (Outreach and Choice} 
Period Registration Start Classes Begin Classes End Add/Drop End 
8W1-Fall 2006 06F8W1 06-05-06 08-28-06 10-22-06 09-05-06 
8W2-Fall 2006 06F8W2 06-05-06 10-23-06 12-17-06 10-30-06 
8W1-Spring 2007 07S8W1 10-09-06 01-08-07 03-04-07 01-16-07 
8W2-Spring 2007 07S8W2 10-09-06 03-05-07 04-29-07 03-12-07 
8Wl-Summer 2007 07M8W1 02-12- 07 05-07-07 07-01-07 05-14-07 
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SPS Undergraduate Program: Colorado Springs, Denver, Las Vegas 
Period 
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REGIS COllEGE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM 
INTRODUCTION 
Reg1s College of Regis University offers a wide range of programs 
in the liberal arts, the sciences, education, and business. Founded 
in 1877 by the Society of Jesus, the College is firmly rooted in a 
450-year old tradition of ~cademic excellence and value-centered 
education. A main focus of the mission of the College is to edu-
cate men and women of all ages to take leadership roles and to 
make a positive impact in a changing society. The College primari-
ly serves traditionally aged undergraduate students who may 
choose from 24 structured areas of study or who may design their 
own program through the interdisciplinary and thematic major 
plans. A low student/faculty ratio permits small classes and learn-
ing formats that encourage critical thinking, thoughtful discussion 
and well-developed communication skills. 
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE OFFERINGS 
OFFICE: Office of Admissions 
Regis University 
Mail Code: A-12 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, CO 80221-1099 
303-458-4900 
1 800-388-2366, Ext. 4900 
303-964-5534 fax 




























BACHELOR OF ARTS AND SCIENCE 
This degree consists of a major from the Bachelor of Arts and a 
major from the Bachelor of Science majors list. All requirements for DJI§I 
both majors must be met m order for this degree to be awarded. 
CLASSICAL BACHELOR OF ARTS 
In the Jesuit system of education, 12 upper division semester hours 
of Latin plus 12 upper division semester hours of Greek or a mod-
ern language are required to qualify for the Classical Bachelor of 
Arts. The degree is offered with majors in English, French, History, 
Philosophy, Politics, Sociology, and Spanish. Courses in classical 
language are offered if the need arises and the demand is sufficient. 
SPECIAL MAJORS 
The following major alternatives are available for students com-
pleting Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Arts degrees. 
Double Major 
To earn a double major, all requirements for both majors must be 
met. A written and/or comprehensive examination may be 
required in the majors selected. 
Interdivisional Major 
Some students may wish to select an interdivisional major to sat-
isfy pre-professional requirements or special interests. Selection of 
the major should be made only after consultation with the associ-
ate dean for Regis College. The interdivisional major is composed 
of 42 upper division semester hours completed in four different 
discipline areas, all requiring grades of "C-" or better. The maxi-
mum number of hours in one subject (discipline) that can be used 
toward the 42 is 15; the minimum is six. 
Applications for an interdivisional major may be obtained from the 
Regis College Dean's Office and should be filed during the second 
semester of the sophomore year. All majors and minors listed in the 
Degree Offerings section may be used for an interdivisional major. 
With this major, the student may select the discipline area h~she 
wishes to use as the lead or pnncipal area, as long as at least 12 
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or more upper division hours are accumulated. Whether or not a 
comprehensive examination is required is determined by the aca-
demic department represented by the lead area. The degree to be 
granted (BA or BS) is also determined by the selected lead area in 
the interdivisional major. 
A thematic major is a self-designed, individualized program of 
study built around a theme or topic for which there is no formally 
established program at Regis College. The thematic major is com-
posed of a minimum of 24 upper division semester hours. The 
thematic major may be declared if there are sufficient courses 
available among the offenngs of the University as a whole or a 
nearly sufficient number of courses augmented by a small number 
of independent study courses taken under appropriate faculty 
direction and/or by a small number of courses taken at other insti-
tutions. However, a minimum of half of the upper division hours 
in a thematic major area must be completed at Regis. 
The Committee on Extraordinary Studies, which is composed of 
faculty drawn from the Regis College Undergraduate Program, IS 
des1gned to advise and gUide a student in construction and pursuit 
of a thematic major. Interested students should contact the chair of 
the committee by referral from the Regis College Dean's Office. 
MINOR AREAS 
The completion of a minor area is optional except for majors that 
require a specific mmor. The mmor area consists of 12 upper divi-
sion semester hours in which all grades earned must be "C-" or 
better and with an overall GPA of 2.000. Departments and pro-
grams may specify courses required for the minor. Courses that 
are not specified for a minor are selected in consultation with the 
major advisor. The minor area should lend support to the develop-
ment of the major and the ultimate objective of the student. 




























Peace and Justice Studies 
Philosophy 
Physical Education 














The thematic minor consists of 12 upper division semester hours 
built around a theme or topic for which there is no formally estab-
lished minor at Regis College. Interested students should contact 
the Reg1s College Dean's Office for additional information. 
Double Minors 
To earn a double minor, all requirements for both minors must be 
met. A minimum of 12 semester hours of 400-level course work 
must be completed in each minor area. 
DIVISIONS/ DEPARTMENTS 
The names following the areas of academic study below are the 
Division Director, Department Chairs, and Area Coordinators for 
the 2006-2007 academic year. 
DIVISION OF BUSINESS 
(Accounting, Business Administration, Economics) 
Rev. J. Daniel Daly. S.J., Ph.D., Director 
DEPARTMENTS 
Biology: Michael J. Ghedotti, Ph.D. 
Chemistry: Surrendra Mahapatro, Ph.D. 
Communication: Janellen Hill, Ph.D. 
Computer Science: David B. Bahr, Ph.D. 
Education: Kathleen Nutting, Ed.D. 
English Language and Literature: Daryl W. Palmer, Ph.D. 
Department of Fine and Performing Arts: William Sutton, M.F.A. 
History and Politics: James B. Guyer, S.J., M.A. 
Mathematics: Linda L. Duchrow, Ph.D. 
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Modern and Classical Languages and Literature: Deborah B. 
Gaensbauer, Ph.D. 
Philosophy: Ted S. Zenzrnger, Ph.D. 
Physics and Astronomy: Norbert A. Roughton, Ph.D. 
Psychology: Rona J. McCall, Ph.D. 
Religious Studies: John F. Kane, Ph.D. 
Sociology: Gilbert C. Gardner, Ph.D. 
SPECIALIZED AREAS OF STUDY/SERVICE 
Catholic Studies: Thomas B. Leininger, Ph.D., Director 
Core Studies: Paul D. Ewald, Ph.D., Interim 
Crimrnology: G1lbert C. Gardner, Ph.D., Director 
Environmental Studies: Catherine Kleier, Ph .D., Director 
Experiential Education: Lynne K. Montrose, M.A. 
Forensics: Robert Margesson M.A., Director 
Freshman Commitment Program: Victoria A. McCabe, Ph.D., 
D1rector 
Honors Program: Thomas Bowie, Ph.D. , Director 
Neuroscience: Jose M. LaFosse, Ph.D., Director 
Paracurricular Program: Thomas E. Reynolds, Ph.D., Director 
Peace and Justice Studies: Byron Plumley, Ph.D., Director 
Physical Education: Nan Williams, M.A., Director 
Pre-Law Adv1srng: James L. Riley, Ph.D. 
~~--illil~ Pre-Med/Pre-Health Advising: Joan Betz, Ph.D. 
Service Learning: Melissa Nix, Program Coordinator 
Student Academic Services: Roger D. Martin, Ph.D. 
Women's Studies: Lisa Garza, Ph.D., Director 
Writing Center: Carol Rossini M.A., Director 
Writing Program: David M. Hicks, Ph.D., Director 
EXTRAORDINARY ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
HONORS PROGRAM 
The Honors Program is available to self-motivated, conscientious 
Regis College students who wish to complete an alternate path-
way through the Core curnculum and be distinguished as an hon-
ors graduate. Honors students form a vibrant community of young 
scholars who are committed to making the most out of their time 
at college. Honors students are natural leaders across the campus 
community, tend to thrive on challenges, and enjoy working 
together to realize their full intellectual potential. Additionally, 
honors students are eager to integrate their intellectual lives into 
the1r personal, community, and world experiences. 
Honors Program students enjoy an integrated sequence of Core 
Semrnars designed especially for them by faculty across the col-
lege. This team-taught curriculum stresses interdisciplinary study, 
small group interaction, and individual student initiative. A variety 
of "honors only" sections of standard Core courses invite students 
to explore material in greater breadth or depth, probing connec-
tions within and among disciplines. By taking an alternative path-
way through the standard Core curriculum, the Honors Program 
provides an exciting way to integrate the broader education pro-
vided by a liberal arts college. 
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The Honors Program is competitive and normally limited to 30 
students per year. To be distinguished as an honors student at 
graduation, a student must maintain a 3.500 cumulative grade 
point average and complete at least 27 semester hours of dedicat-
ed honors courses. Students interested in joining the Honors 
Program should contact the director of the Honors Program. 
Department~! Honors 
Departmental honors programs are available to Regis College 
undergraduate program students in Biochemistry, Biology, 
Chemistry, English, Neuroscience, and Psychology. Students 
should contact the appropriate Department Chair for information. 
Departmental honors requirements are listed with the appropriate 
departmental major information in this Bulletin. 
WRITING PROGRAM 
Writing is an essential part of life-long learning and is an impor-
tant part of all academic disciplines. At Regis, the teachrng of 
writing is the shared responsibility of all faculty because writing is 
viewed as a skill that is honed across the curriculum. Writing is 
also a way for students to test and shape ideas and to develop 
critical thinking abilities. Students write on diverse subjects in all 
their classes. 
In order to support the writing of faculty, staff, and students in the 
College, the Writing Program was established in 1987. The pro-
gram administers the Writing Center, where peer tutors work one-
on-one with writers from brainstorming for ideas to polishing final 
drafts. The program also offers workshops on a variety of topics to 
faculty and students. Additionally, it offers support for the writing 
component of the College Core Seminars. Each spring, the pro-
gram publishes Reflections, a literary magazine that includes 
works by University students, faculty and staff, and the handbook 
for Freshman seminars. 
PRE-MEDICAL AND PRE-DENTAL PROGRAMS 
Undergraduate students intending careers as physicians, dentists, 
or other health professionals will find appropriate academic prepa-
ration and supportive student colleagues. Medical and dental 
schools are placing increased emphasis on a broad liberal educa-
tion as a background for graduate work, combined with the sub-
stantial science prerequisite courses. Therefore, although there are 
no official pre-medical or pre-dental majors, Biology, Biochemistry, 
and Chemistry are the most common majors. Courses must be 
chosen carefully to ensure completion of all requirements for 
entrance into the professional schools and to make adequate 
preparation for the Medical College Aptitude Test or the Dental 
Aptitude Test, examinations that are usually taken at the end of 
the junior year. Students are encouraged to gain experience in 
health-related service areas, including volunteer or internship 
activities. Students also may participate in educational and service 
activities sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Delta, the National Health 
Pre-Professional Honor Society. Students interested in preparation 
for graduate health careers should contact the Pre-Med/Pre-Health 
advisor located in the Biology Department. 
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PRE-LAW PROGRAM 
At Regis University the prospective law student finds commitment 
to the educational goals essentials for admission into law school 
and successful completion of a legal training program. Available 
are a variety of programs and services designed to support the 
educational goals of the prospective law student, including a 
specifically designated pre-law advisor, an active student pre-law 
association, legal internships and periodic events devoted to illu-
minating information pertinent to law school and the practice of 
law. These and other services enable the Regis student to develop 
those skills highly valued by law schools: claritY and comprehen-
sion in human communication, creative thinking power and a crit-
ical understanding of human institutions. For further information, 
students should contact the Pre-Law advisor in the 
History/Political Science Department. 
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY PROGRAM 
Undergraduate students interested in pursuing a Doctorate Degree 
in Physical Therapy may complete any undergraduate major, 
although the natural sciences such as Biology and Chemistry, and 
the social sciences, such as Psychology and Sociology, are espe-
cially useful in preparing for a career in Physical Therapy. While 
the Department of Physical Therapy does not guarantee admission 
to Regis graduates, individuals who have earned a baccalaureate 
degree at Regis University and who have completed the prerequi-
site courses are given preference for admission. Undergraduate 
students considering a Doctorate Degree in Physical Therapy 
should contact the Department of Physical Therapy for specific 
information on prerequisite course work. 
ENGINEERING 
For the engineering student, Regis University offers, in collaboration 
with Washington University of St. Louis, the Dual Degree Program 
in Engineering in which a student can receive a strong background 
in liberal arts and sciences, and professional training in engineer-
ing. These students complete their Regis College Core and major 
requirements, and then take two years of engineering courses at 
Washington University. It is possible for students to finish the Regis 
requirements in three years if they start early, but it may require 
taking summer courses. Students may take four years to finish the 
Regis requirements. An outline of the courses to be taken at Regis, 
and the areas of engineering available at Washington University 
can be obtained from the Regis Dual Degree Program Liaison 
Officer. Following the successful completion of this program, the 
student receives a Bachelor of Science degree (Engineering) from 
Washington University and a Bachelor's degree from Regis 
University. The Dual Degree Program also includes the possibility 
of earning a Master of Science degree in Engineering or an MBA by 
completing another year at Washington University. For further infor-
mation, students should contact the Regis Dual Degree Program 
Liaison Officer (Department of Mathematics). 
TEACHER LICENSURE 
The Committee on Teacher Education at Regis (COTER) develops 
the College policies on admission, retention, and recommendation 
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for licensure. To qualify for admission, retention, and recommen-
dation for licensure through the Regis University Teacher 
Education Program, students must satisfy the requirements 
detailed in the Education Department section of this Bulletin. 
EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION 
Experiential Education at Regis College gives students the opportuni-
ty to participate in an off-campus placement in business, industry, 
the professions, or a human service organization. Three programs are 
currently offered: field experience, internship, and service learning. 
Field Experience is offered to second semester freshmen, sopho-
mores and all upper class levels. This program enables students 
to work in a field they might wish to pursue as a career. Students 
must be recommended by the appropriate department/division for 
entrance rnto the program. A min1mum of 120 hours of on-the-job 
experience is required. Students may be asked to keep a journal of 
their observations and experiences on the job, as well as complete 
specific learning objectives and activities. A faculty member spon-
sors each student and determines the final grade for the course. 
The employer submits an evaluation of the student's performance 
as an important part of the final grade. 
Field Experience enables a student to broaden perspectives 
regarding a specific career area. While developing specific compe-
tencies on the job, the student is able to combine academic 
course work with real-life experiences in h1s/her work. 
Internship is a program that allows juniors and seniors to gain 
practical experience in the career area of their choice. Students 
must meet with both the director of Experiential Education and 
the faculty sponsor to be accepted into the program. To allow for 
adequate job development, students should begin the internship 
process one semester prior to the semester in which they intend 
to participate. Approval from the department, as well as from a 
faculty sponsor, is standard procedure. 
Three semester hours is the usual amount of credit for which stu-
dents may register in each Field Expenence or Internship. 
Students in Internship are required to spend a minimum of 120 
contact hours in placement during a semester to receive three 
upper division semester hours of credit toward the major. 
Exceptions to the policies described are determined in consulta-
tion among students, faculty sponsors and the director of 
Experiential Education, with approval in writing by the associate 
dean for Regis College. 
Students registering for elective credit in Field Experience or 
Internship credit toward their major must have a minimum cumula-
tive grade point average of 2.500. Students on disciplinary probation 
are not permitted to participate in Field Experience or Internship. 
Students may elect to take a Field Experience on a Pass/No Pass 
(P/NP) basis. The University regulations on taking courses P/NP 
apply. Internships must be taken on a letter-graded basis. 
Students in all areas, including thematic majors, can look forward 
to an enriching, on-the-job training experience in a business, 
industry, or organization in the metropolitan Denver area. 
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For many graduating seniors, an internship can be the link to a 
network of employers after graduation. These contacts, in addition 
to the resume, are of benefit to students after they leave Regis. 
The internship program enables the student to develop marketable 
skills and practical experience while pursuing hiS/her degree at 
Regis University. 
CENTER FOR SERVICE LEARNING 
Service Learning is quickly becoming a respected method for 
teaching academic content, and Regis University has become a 
leader in integrating service with academic study. This is a natural 
mtegration for Reg1s where academic excellence is expected and 
educating men and women in the service of others is the mission. 
Through volunteering in a community setting in the context of a 
course, students begin to make a connection between identifying 
issues of social concern and action based on that awareness. 
In addition to the Service Learning program, the Center for Service 
Learning organizes monthly proJects for the Regis Community to 
perform service in the commumty, coordinates Alternative Spring 
Break Service Trips to Mexico and Belize, refers students to com-
munity agencies where they can perform community service, 
matches students in the Cascade Mentoring Project with an educa-
tionally and/or economically challenged youth from the neighbor-
hood, and recruits students to live off campus at Romero House, a 
residence for students who are fully engaged with social act1on. 
The goal of the service program is to offer many opportunities for 
students to engage in service throughout their four years at Regis 
University. Whether it 1s through participation in clubs and organi-
zations, course work, athletics, residence hall programs or student 
activities, Regis University students have an opportunity to partici-
pate 1n a variety of serv1ce experiences ranging from one day 
events to year around commitments. 
COMMITMENT PROGRAM 
The Commitment Program has been in existence since the mid-
seventies. This program received national recognition for excellence 
when 1t was listed as an exemplary developmental program by the 
Center for Developmental Education in 1985. It offers a limited 
number of Regis College undergraduate students the opportunity to 
attend Regis University, even though they do not meet certain 
selective admission requirements. Students who accept placement 
in the Commitment Program are expected to make a full commit-
ment to academic effort. Since 1975, the Commitment Program 
has admitted hundreds of new freshmen. The majority of these stu-
dents were successful academically and obtained positions in the 
fields of their choice following graduation. 
Standard admission procedures may qualify students for the pro-
gram. Each spring, the Standards Committee (or its equivalent) 
reviews the application files of students who do not meet all 
requirements for regular admission. When standardized entrance 
examinations or high school grade point averages, for example, do 
not meet criteria recommended for success, the Committee may 
suggest Commitment Program placement for students who show 
alternative evidence of ability and motivation to earn a college 
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degree. The primary goals of the program are to provide a means 
for entering college, the support needed to be a successful learner 
and development of the analytical processes that lead to high 
achievement. 
Commitment Program students who make acceptable progress, 
remain in the program for two semesters. With successful comple-
tion of their freshman year, they are fully admitted into the 
University in good standing. Commitment Program students 
receive specialized advising, access to a variety of academic and 
nonacademic support systems and instruction in reading, writing 
and other aspects of life-long learning. A program fee, required of 
all Commitment students, is assessed upon entrance into the pro-
gram to help offset the cost of providing these services. 
Students are required to attend and pass required Learning 
Support classes with a grade of "C" or better, and they must 
maintam an acceptable grade point average in regular Reg1s 
College courses as well. Students are also required to agree not to 
participate in sports, forensics, or other activities that, in the judg-
ment of the program director, may mterfere with class attendance. 
Off-campus employment, team events, or other extracurricular 
activities that may hinder scholastic success are also limited. 
STUDY ABROAD 
Regis College encourages students to study abroad by offering the 
following variety of programs throughout the world: 
Exchange programs in Ireland, Australia , and Spain. 
Affiliated programs in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Czech 
Republic, Spain, Italy, Greece, Hungary, France, Austria, Africa, 
Costa Rica , Chile, Argentina, Australia, and New Zealand. 
Jesuit affiliated programs in El Salvador, China, and Italy. 
To be considered for Study Abroad, a student must hold Junior or 
Senior standing, a minimum G.P.A. of 3.000 (slightly lower G.P.A. 
may be considered) and a clean disciplinary record. To learn more 
about programs abroad, contact the Office of Summer Session and 
Study Abroad. 
SUMMER SESSION 
The Regis University Office of Summer Session offers a compre-
hensive schedule of undergraduate courses in most of the major 
academic fields from early May through August. Summer Session 
invites students to reach their educational goals through the con-
venience of accelerated courses. The focused learning atmosphere 
of the Summer Session balances the challenge of concentrated 
study with personal interaction between students and professors. 
Courses offered during Summer Session are equivalent to those 
offered during the fall and spring semesters in content, prerequi-
sites, and number of credits. 
Courses are held on-campus and onlin'e. In addition, students 
have the opportunity to arrange internships for academic credit 
with the Academic Internship Office or an Independent Study or 
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Special Study with select faculty. Students also have the opportu-
nity to participate m a travel learning trip each summer. These 
courses provide students the opportunity to travel while earning 
academic credit. Students on these trips engage in powerful edu-
cational experiences such as studying poetry at the Gerard Manley 
Hopkins Institute in Ireland or camping in Rocky Mountain 
National Park. 
WINTER INTERIM SESSION 
During the winter break in January the Regis Un1vers1ty Office of 
Summer Session offers a Winter Interim Session in which students 
may take one course. The focused learning atmosphere of the 
Winter Interim Session balances the challenge of concentrated 
study with personal interaction between students and professors. 
A variety of undergraduate courses are offered on-campus and 
online. Courses offered during the winter mterim session are 
equivalent to those offered during the fall and spring semesters in 
content, prerequisites, and number of credits. 
RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC) 
Enrollment in Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) provides under-
graduates and selected graduate students an opportunity to com-
bine academ1c study with a military officer's professional education 
program. The Air Force, Army, and Navy conduct courses in their 
respective areas leading to a regular reserve commission upon grad-
uation. The Navy also offers a program leading to a regular commis-
sion in the Marine Corps. All programs are open to both men and 
women. ROTC programs are offered in a cross-town agreement with 
the program at the University of Colorado-Boulder, although courses 
are often also avai lable at Colorado School of Mines. 
AIR FORCE AEROSPACE STUDIES-AIR FORCE ROTC 
Air Force ROTC offers several programs leading to a commission 
in the U.S. A1r Force upon receipt of at least a baccalaureate 
degree. Students attend classes at either University of Colorado-
Boulder (CU-B) or the Colorado School of Mme (CSM) in Golden. 
Standard Four-Year Program 
This program is in three parts: the General Military Course for 
lower division students (normally freshmen and sophomores), the 
Professional Officer Course for upper division students (normally 
juniors and seniors), and Leadership Laboratory attended by all 
cadets. Completion of the General Military Course is a prerequisite 
for entry into the Professional Officer Course. Completion of a four-
week summer training course is required prior to commissioning. 
Modified Two-Year Program 
This program is offered to full-time regularly enrolled degree stu-
dents. It requires at least two years of full-time college (under-
graduate, graduate level, or a combination). Those selected for 
this program must complete a six-week field training program dur-
ing the summer months as a prerequisite for entry into the 




AFROTC cadets must attend Leadership Lab (one and one-half 
hour per week). The laboratory involves a study of Air Force cus-
toms and courtesies, drill and ceremonies, career opportunities, 
and the life and work of an Air Force junior officer. 
Other AFROTC Programs 
Other programs are frequently available based on current Air Force 
needs. Any AFROTC staff member in Boulder 303-492-3130 can 
discuss the best alternatives. Interested students should make mi-
tial contact as early as possible to create the best selection oppor-
tunity, as selection is competitive. There is no obligation to serve 
in the Air Force until a formal contract is entered. 
A1r Force College Scholarship Program 
Students participating in Air Force ROTC may be eligible to com-
plete for Air Force ROTC College scholarships. Students selected 
for this program are placed on scholarships that pay tuition; book 
allowance; nonrefundable educational fees; and a modest subsis-
tence per month, tax-free. All cadets enrolled in the Professional 
Officer Course receive a moderate subsistence during the regular 
academ1c year. Scholarships that are available mclude two- and 
three-year scholarships. These scholarships are available to both 
men and women, in all academic disciplines. In addition, there 
are special programs for minority students. 
Flight Opportunities 
Prior to entering the fourth year of the AFROTC program, qualified 
AFROTC students can compete for pilot allocations. In the sum-
mer following their junior year, qualified pilot candidates generally 
attend the Flight Screening Program (FSP) near San Antonio, TX. 
USAF Medical Programs 
Qualified pre-med students can compete for pre-med scholarships 
and programs. Theses scholarships and programs can lead to a 
rewarding career as an Air Force Officer, serving as a physician. 
AFROTC Course Credit 
Air Force ROTC serves as elective credit for most students. 
Elective course cred1t toward degree requirements for ROTC class-
es will be monitored by the student's academic advisor. 
Registration 
Students may register for AFROTC classes during their regular reg-
istration process at Regis University. 
MILITARY SCIENCE (U.S. ARMY}-ARMY ROTC 
The Military Science Program at Regis University is offered in con-
junction with the University of Colorado-Boulder (CU-B). The 
Department of Military Science offer programs leading to an offi-
cer's commission in the active Army, Army Reserve, or National 
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Guard in conjunction with an undergraduate or graduate degree. 
Military science courses are designed to supplement a regular 
degree program by offering practical leadership and management 
experience Students attend classes at either University of 
Colorado-Boulder (CU-B) or the Colorado School of Mines (CSM) 
in Golden. 
Four-Year Program 
The four-year program consists of two phases: the basic course 
(freshmen and sophomore years) and the advanced course (junior 
and senior years). 
Basic Course: The basic course offers a two- or three-credit 
course each semester, covenng Army history and organization as 
well as military leadership and management. Laboratory sessions 
provide the opportunity to apply leadership skills while learning 
basic military skills. Enrollment in the basic course incurs no mili-
tary obligation except for Army scholarship recipients. 
Advanced AROTC: The advanced course covers leadership, tactics 
and unit operations, training techniques, military law, and profes-
sional ethics, and includes a leadership practicum each semester. 
A 35-day summer advanced camp at Fort Lewis, Washington, 
provides challenging leadership training, and is a prerequisite for 
commissioning. Advanced course students must have completed 
the basic course and obtain permission from the Professor of 
Military Science (PMS). 
Two-Year Program 
The two-year program consists of the advanced course, preceded 
by a four-week summer ROTC basic course at Ft. Knox, Kentucky. 
Veterans or students who have participated in three years of 
Junior ROTC or Civil Air Patrol may be eligible to enroll in the 
advanced course without attendance at basic camp or completion 
ort the basic course. Inquiries on advanced course students must 
obtain permission from the Professor of Military science (PMS). 
Scholarship Programs 
Four-year college scholarships are available to high school seniors 
who should apply before December 1 of their senior year. 
Competition for two- and three-year scholarships is open to all 
umversity students, regardless of academic major and whether or 
not they are currently enrolled in ROTC. Scholarship students 
receive full tuition and mandatory laboratory fees, a book 
allowance, and an allowance of $300 to $500 per month during 
the academic year. Students interested in the scholarship program 
should contact the Enrollment offices at 303-492-3549 no later 
!!+~-Mil than the beginning of the spring semester to apply for the follow-
liili._._.~ ing academic year. 
Students currently in the Army Reserves or Army National Guard 
and entering the second year of the basic course or the advanced 
course may participate in the Simultaneous Membership Program 
(SMP). Students participating in this program will receive $450 to 
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$500 monthly stipend plus their unit pay at the E-5 grade. 
Participants in the SMP program may be eligible for Army Reserve 
or Army National Guard tuition assistance benefits. 
Leadership Laboratories 
These 90-minute periods provide cadets with practical leadership 
experience and performance-oriented, hands-on instruction out-
side the classroom. Diagnostic evaluations of cadets in leadership 
roles are frequently administered. Leadership labs are compulsory 
for enrolled cadets. 
Pre-Professional Programs 
Students pursuing medical or nursing degrees may enroll in mili-
tary science and may be eligible for scholarships directed toward 
medical professions. For more information, contact the ROTC 
Enrollment officer at 303-492-3549. 
Veterans 
Veterans who have served on active duty or in the Army 
Reserve/National Guard are also eligible for the ROTC program. 
Although veterans are not required to take the Basic Course, they 
are encouraged to do so. A minimum of 60 credit hours are 
required prior to enrolling in the Advanced Course. 
AROTC Course Credit 
Army ROTC serves as elective credit for most students. Elective 
course credit toward degree requirements for AROTC classes will 
be monitored by the student's academic advisor. 
Registration 
Students who wish to register for Army ROTC classes sign up for 
them through the normal course registration process. For more 
information, contact the Enrollment officer at the University of 
Colorado-Boulder at 303-492-3549, 303-492-6495 or at the 
website www.colorado.edu\arotc.com. Mailing address: 
Army ROTC (UC-B) 
Department of Military Science 
University of Colorado at Boulder 
370 UCB, Folsom Stadium, 215 
Boulder, CO 80309 
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ADMISSION 
GENERAL STATEMENT 
The Regis College Undergraduate Program of Regis University 
(hereafter referred to as Regis College) uses two general approach-
es 1n evaluating any applicant for admission-documentary evl· 
dence of achievement and evaluation of the individual's potential 
for success at Regis University. 
Completed applications and all required documentation for admis-
sion must be received by the Office of Admissions no later than 
two weeks before the start of classes each semester. Admissions 
can be unavailable due to a wait list and/or other enrollment 
restrictions Students applying after this deadline may be required 
to have an interview with the director of Admissions and/or repre-
sentatives of the Admissions Committee. 
All documents submitted dunng the application process become 
the property of Regis University. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
The Regis University Provost and Vice President for Academic 
Affairs sets the minimum requirements for admission, and these 
requirements are subject to change annually. 
High School Graduates 
All applicants are subject to the following requirements: 
An applicant to the Regis College Undergraduate Program 
must have graduated from or be in his/her last year at an 
accredited secondary school and must have a satisfactory 
cumulative grade point average. 
The applicant must subm1t scores from either the American 
College Testing Program (ACT) or the Scholastic Aptitude Test 
(SAT) of the College Entrance Examination Board. 
A minimum of 15 academ1c units must have been success-
fully completed between grades 9-12 . 
Letters of recommendation are required. 
Interviews are encouraged and, in some instances, may be 
required. 
A personal statement is required. 
Degree-seeking students who graduated from high school more than 
five years ago, and who do not meet the regular admission require-
ments, may be considered for a nine semester hour unclassified 
admission to Regis College. A personal interview may be required. 
General Educational Development Diploma Recipients 
A student who has received a General Educational Development 
(GE~) diploma is eligible for adm1ssion to Regis College. 
Applicants who have received a GED diploma should contact the 
dire~~or of Admissions. The director of Admissions will require 
add1t1onal data or a personal mterview for admission. 
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Transfer Students 
Applicants are granted admission on the basis of academic record 
and the intended field of study. A student wishing to transfer to 
Reg1s College must have a satisfactory cumulative grade point 
average. Class status is determined by the number of hours that 
are transferable from a regionally accredited institution. Specific 
questions concerning the evaluation of cred1ts should be directed 
to the Office of Admissions. Transfer students are not admitted 
with senior standing unless they are willing to complete a mini-
mum of 30 semester hours at the University. 
Additionally, all transfer students are subject to specific Core 
Seminar requirements as outlined in this section of this Bulletin 
under the Core Studies Requirements heading. 
Students who wish to transfer to Regis College should: 
Request an application for admission from the Regis College 
Office of Admissions. 
Return the completed application with a $40 non-refundable 
fee (check or money order). Failure to answer the 
Felony/Misdemeanor question will stop the processing of the 
application/enrollment to Regis College. If convicted of a 
felony or misdemeanor, a copy of the Mittimus Report/arrest 
records must be sent to the Office of Admissions in order to 
complete your file. 
Submit official transcripts from each college or university pre-
viously attended. Failure to submit all previous transcripts of 
course work leads to cancellation of admission or suspens1on 
from the College. 
NOTE: Offic1al transcript evaluations are completed by Regis 
University only after the student has been admitted and the stu-
dent has submitted the required official credentials. 
Returning Students 
Students who attended Regis College and have not attended 
another institution since their departure from Regis are eligible to 
return to the College if they were in good academic standing at 
the time of their exit. 
Students who have attended another institution during their leave 
from Regis College must submit a transcript of all course work 
attempted during their leave. The admission dec1s1on 1s based on 
the student's academic performance at the college or university 
attended during the interim and hi~her Regis grade pomt average. 
If the student returns to Regis after a year or longer absence, 
he/she must reapply to the University. If the student is returning 
within one year of leaving Regis, it 1s not necessary to reapply. 
However, it is necessary to request that the student's file be acti-
vated by completing a Regis College Admiss1on File Reactivation 
form. No admission fee IS assessed for returning students. 
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International Students 
All international students seeking admission to Reg1s College 
should check directly with the Regis College Office of Admissions 
for specific information. 
All international students must complete the general admission 
requirements for the program of interest and also satisfy the fol-
lowing requirements: 
Submit an official score report of the Test of English as a Foreign 
Language (TOEFL) w1th a minimum score of 550 (paper-based) 
or 213 (computer-based), or complete ELS Language Centers' 
Level 112-Academic. Level 112-Academic must be completed 
with a satisfactory grade w1thin one year prior to acceptance 
into the program. 
Submit to the program office documentation of financial abili-
ty to pay one year's expenses, including tuition, fees, living 
expenses, etc., for issuance of an 1-20 by the Office of the 
Registrar. (An 1-20 cannot be issued until after the student 
has been admitted by the College and has remitted the year's 
total tuition, fees, and room and board, as appropriate). 
Additional English instruction may be required on or after 
admission to the program to insure success in completing 
course work. 
To ensure enough time for the processing of international student 
applications, it is recommended that international students apply 
1-111!1~...,. no later than six weeks before the academic period for which 
...,..D-.,..~ enrollment is intended Applications received later may not be 
processed in time and may have to be held for the following aca-
~ti--.• demic period . 
Nondegree-Seeking Students (Unspecified Student) 
Nondegree-seeking students who desire nine or fewer semester 
~~---~ hours of credit may enroll at Regis College as unspecified students 
if they possess a high school diploma or equivalent certificate. 
~t-~111 Unspecified students must submit applications before the begin-
~ ... ..-!1!! ning of the semester in which they plan to enroll. A nonrefundable 
$150 deposit, which reserves academic space, is required. 
r.tlil!-1111111• An unspecified student may take any lower division course with 
the exception of courses in the Commitment Program. Such a stu-
~.,_.-111 dent may not live in the College residence halls. Unspecified stu-
!-!11._._1111 dents are held to the same academic standing policies as full-time 
degree-seeking students. 
~1!-,.._1'1 Unspecified students who have already earned a bachelor's 
~-.... ~ degree need not apply for formal admission to Regis after attempt-
ing nine hours. These students are also permitted to take upper 
!l'lfiJ!!i-jilll"' division course work, Undergraduate part-time students who have 
~--~"' not previously earned a degree and wish to register for courses 
~--. 
above the nine hour limit, need to apply for admission to a degree 
program through the Office of Admissions. 
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ADMISSION ON ACADEMIC PROBATION 
Regis College recognizes that some students have had setbacks in 
earlier academic endeavors and are now motivated to perform 
well academically. These students include applicants who present 
either low ACT or SAT scores, a low grade point average from 
another college/university, or high school, and/or have been out of 
school for at least three years. The College is willing to consider 
some students with these profiles for probationary admission to 
the College. The academic performance of each student admitted 
on probation is reviewed at the end of one semester to determine 
whether the student may continue to attend the College. 
ADMISSION PROCEDURES 
New freshmen who wish to enroll at Regis should: 
Request an application from the Regis College Office of 
Admissions or apply online via the Regis University website. 
Return the completed application with the $40 non-refund-
able fee (check or money order). Failure to answer the 
Felony/Misdemeanor question will stop the processing of the 
application/enrollment to Regis College. If convicted of a 
felony or misdemeanor, a copy of the Mittimus Report/arrest 
records must be sent to the Office of Admissions in order to 
complete your file. 
Request an official transcript of all secondary school work 
and college-level advanced courses to be forwarded to the 
Office of Admissions. 
If entering Regis College immediately upon completion of sec-
ondary school, ACT or SAT results should be forwarded to the 
Office of Admissions. 
Request that letters of recommendation be forwarded to the 
Office of Admissions. 
Enclose a personal statement. Additionally, an interview may 
be required. 
LATE ADMISSIONS POLICY 
Students who apply on or before the first day of class may be 
allowed, at the discretion of the academic dean, to register as late 
as the end of the add/drop period. 
Students who wish to apply between the first day of class and the 
end of the add/drop period are cleared on a case-by-case basis. 
Students should have at least a current unofficial transcript. Any 
student attempting to process financial aid or veterans benefits 
paperwork, or those who cannot meet their financial obligation 
immediately, are encouraged to wait until the following semester. 
Late admission students do not have priority for enrolling in cours-
es, especially closed courses. 
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A Dean's Office designee is the advisor of these students to assist 
them w1th the immediate hurdles incurred by late arrival. The 
advisor deals with any additional student problems as required 
during the course of the semester. 
COMPETENCY-BASED CREDIT 
Competency-based credit IS awarded for non-classroom experi-
ences. Th1s includes National Standardized exams such as College 
Board Advanced Placement (AP) Examinations, College Level 
Examination Program (CLEP), Defense Activity for Non-Traditional 
Education Support (DANTES) Subject Standardized Testing 
Program and International Baccalaureate (IB) Program. In addi-
tion, credit may be awarded for selected courses offered at Regis 
Umvers1ty through Challenge Exams. While there is no limit to the 
amount of credit that can be awarded through these testing pro-
grams, these credits do not apply toward meeting the Regis 
University residency requirement. 
College Board Advanced Placement (APJ Program 
Credit and/or placement m advanced course work IS awarded for 
AP examinations. Minrmum scores required for awarding of credit 
and/or placement is established by the University. Students should 
check with the Regis College Office of Admissions to determme 
minimum scores required and how credit awarded for AP exami-
nations satisfies degree requirements. 
Challenge Exams 
Students who wish to take a Regis University Challenge Exam are 
required to have experience in the subject area they want to chal-
lenge. Exams are graded on a Pass/No Pass basis, and the grade 
is recorded on the. student's academic transcript. Students who do 
not pass the Challenge Exam are not eligible to retake the exam. 
Information regarding Challenge Exams may be obtained from the 
Testing Center m the School for Professional Studies, Adult 
Learning Center. 
College Level Examination Program (CLEPJ 
Credit may be awarded through the College Level Examination 
Program. CLEP exams cover material taught in either introductory 
or advanced level college courses. There are four general CLEP 
exams accepted by Regis University: English Composition, 
Humanities, Social Sciences/History (check Reg1s program for 
acceptance), and Natural Science. Accepted subject exams cover 
such areas as Business, Composition, Computer Science, 
Economics, History, Literature, Mathematics, Social Sciences, and 
Natural Sciences. Regis University has an open test center offering 
CLEP exams at both the Denver and Colorado Spnngs campuses. 
Students should check with an academic advisor for the program 
policy regardmg acceptable exams and scores. Minimum scores 
required for awarding of credit are established by the Umversity. 
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Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Educational Support 
(DANTESJ 
DANTES examinations are similar to the CLEP examinations, but 
cover 17 additional subject areas. Counseling, Ethics, Geology, 
Astronomy, Risk and Insurance, Money and Bankmg, and 
Technical Writing are among the DANTES examinations adminis-
tered at both Denver and Colorado Spnngs campuses. Students 
should check with an academic advisor to determine how to use 
the DANTES examinations in the Degree Plan. Minimum scores 
required for awarding of credit are established by the University. 
International Baccalaureate Program (18) 
Credit IS awarded for IB subject examinations that have been com-
pleted at the higher level. A minimum passing score of four IS 
required. Students should check with the Regis College Admissions 
Office to determine ho'!" IB credit satisfies degree requirements. 
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM EXPENSES 
The tuition, fees, and other charges described are good-faith pro-
jections for the academic year. They are, however, subject to 
change from one academic term to the next as deemed necessary 
by the University m order to meet its financial commitments and 
to fulfill its role and miss1on. 
ADMISSION FEES 
Application Fee 
A non-refundable fee of $40 is required with the completed appli-
cation for admrssion from all new students, transfer students and 
nondegree-seeking students. 
Advanced Deposits 
A non-refundable deposit of $150 is requrred for students enrolling 
at Regis University for the first time (new students, transfer stu-
dents and nondegree-seeking students). This deposit is applied to 
the student's account after the end of the add/drop period. 
For students who plan to live on campus, an additional non-refund-
able deposit of $150 rs requrred each academic year. Thrs $150 
includes a $100 room reservation deposit, applied to the student's 
account after the end of the add/drop period, and a $50 dorm 
damage deposit applied to the student's account when he/she 
ceases to be a dorm resident or at the end of each spring semester. 
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REG IS COLLEGE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM CHARGES PER 
SEMESTER FOR THE 2006 - 2007 ACADEMIC YEAR 
Tuition and Fees 
Full-time (12 18 semester hours) 
Part-time (per semester hour under 12 hours) 
Overload (per semester hour over 18 hours, 
1n addition to the full time rate) 
Summer Session (per semester hour) 
Application Fee (one-time fee, paid upon 
submission of the prospective student's 
application to Regis) 
Orientation Fee (one-time fee for new students) 
Student Activity Fee* 
Full- time students 
Part-t1me students (6-11 semester hours) 
Late Clearance Fee (per semester) 
I D. Replacement Fee 
Returned Check Fee (per return) 












NOTE: Fees are determined by the Regis University Board of 
Trustees and are subject to change. 
Course and Program Fees 
Sc1ence Laboratory (Regis College courses) 
Student Teaching 
Commitment Program (per semester) 




All unmarried, non-metropolitan Denver first-year students under 
the age of 21 are required to reside on campus and choose a 
meal plan through Sodexho Dinmg Services. Meal plans are 






















MEAL PLANS AND CHARGES 
Regis University offers a variety of choices when choosing a meal plan. 
The plans offer students a combination of an all-you-can-eat program 
1n the Cafeteria and an A La Carte program in all retail outlets. 
All first-year students living on-campus must sign up for a Flex or 
Mim Flex meal plan. Students select meal plans at the beginning 
of each semester. Students may select one of the following plans: 
Flex (Gold) - Most students fit well with this plan, especially 
first-year students. 






Mini Flex (Ranger) - Designed for lighter eaters who will not eat 
in the Ranger Grille as often. 






A La Carte - Designed for off-campus students and those living 
in West Hall and the Townhouses; this plan is NOT available to 
first-year students. 




Flex Money can be used in the Cafeteria and the Ranger Grille 
(Einstein's Bros.® Bagels & the Grille) located in the Student 
Center, along with our off-campus p1zza vendor. Meal pomts can 
only be used by the cardholder and only for one meal per meal 
period. However, Flex Money can be used by both the cardholder 
and guests of the cardholder. Unused meals and Flex Money carry 
over from week to week, but not from semester to semester. 
Munch Money is like Flex Money with the exception that it carries 
over from semester to semester. However, Munch Money balances 
are non-refundable at the end of the school year. Munch Money 
can be purchased at any time in increments of $25.00 and above 
with check, cash, or major credit card, but students cannot 
charge Munch Money to their University account. 
Meal Conversion Option 1s available to provide meal plan participants 
greater flexibility; cardholders can convert, at mid-term, up to 30 
available meals into Flex Money at a rate of $7.58 per meal point. 
Students are able to tailor their Flex and Mini Flex plans so that they 
may take full advantage of campus dining through this option. 
Meal Plan changes may occur during the first two weeks of the 
semester. After that time, no changes are allowed. Upper-class 
students permitted to move off-campus can cancel the remainder 
of Flex or Mini Flex meal plans; the A La Carte plan is non-refund-
able. (The amount refunded for Flex or Mini Flex meal plans will 
follow the Housing Withdrawal Schedule.) All requests for meal 
plan changes and exemptions should be made directly to the 
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Student Life Office and must be filed within two weeks from the 
start of each semester. 
HEALTH AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE 
Hospitalization, dental care, and personal visits to or by a physi-
cian are the responsibility of the student and his/her parents or 
legal guardian. Charges for such services are sent d1rectly by the 
physician, surgeon, or hospital to the student or the student's par-
ents or legal guard1ans. 
All registered full-t1me students and full-time traditional option 
nursing students are automatically enrolled in a health insurance 
plan at registration. The premium for coverage is added to the stu-
dent's tuition and fees billing statement unless the student has 
wa1ved the health insurance plan by providing evidence of alter 
nate coverage. Wa1ver forms can be obtarned in the Student Life 
Office located on the second floor of the Student Center. The 
spring semester premium covers the student through the summer 
semester. The carrier is Aetna Life Insurance Company (ALIC). 
This insurance supplements the routine care offered by the 
Student Health and Counseling Services. 
OTHER FEES 
Certain courses carry a fee to cover the cost of special materials, 
field trips, language laboratories, private lessons, etc. These fees 
are listed with the course offerings each semester (i.e., Regis 
College Schedule of Courses) and are assessed at the time a stu-
dent registers for the course. 
If incurred, other fees may be charged for special examinations, 
library fines and parking fines. 
Books and Supplies 
Books and supplies average $200 to $400 per semester. 
Personal and Living Expenses 
The amount of money spent by a student for all expenses during 
an academic year, August to May, varies with current prices and 
the habits and needs of the student; therefore, estimates of the 
amount of money needed by individual students for such items as 
entertainment, laundry, and clothing are not reflected here. 
Students should have sufficient financial resources to ensure suc-
cessful completion of each semester. 
PAYMENT OF STUDENT ACCOUNTS 
Financial Clearance 
Clearance takes place at the beginning of every semester. Each 
Reg1s College undergraduate student is expected to complete this 
process. Clearance provides students an opportunity to verify or 
change room and meal plans, to verify and complete frnanc1al aid 
arrangements and to pay all related account charges. Students 
who do not satisfactorily complete financial clearance by the pub-
lished deadline have their course schedules dropped and a $100 
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late clearance fee per semester is charged for subsequent registra-
tion clearance. There IS no guarantee that courses will still be 
available if dropped for non-payment. 
All charges made to student accounts dunng the year are Itemized 
on a monthly statement. These statements are mailed to the 
billing address designated by the student. Statements for the pre-
cedrng month should be expected by the tenth of the month and 
payment is due by the date rndicated on the statement. If pay-
ment is not rece1ved on any student account on or before the date 
indicated, finance charges accrue at the rate of 1.5% per month 
(Annual Percentage Rate of 18%) on the unpaid balance. 
Regis University will not register a student with a past due bal-
ance or issue transcripts or diplomas to any student or former stu-
dent w1th financial obligations. Financial obligations include 
deferred tuition and past due Perkins/Nursing loans. 
Additionally, students who are not enrolled at least part-time, 
must complete an Exit Interview for Perkins/Nursmg loans (if 
applicable) before transcripts and diplomas are issued. Students 
are obligated to reimburse the University for all expenses incurred 
in the collection of past-due accounts including, but not limited 
to, collection fees, court costs and attorney's fees. 
Financing of Student Accounts 
All tuition and fees are payable in advance of each semester. 
Thus, frnanc1al plans should be made early to avoid problems that 
might occur at the time of Clearance. Students, parents or legal 
guardians who wish to make arrangements for financing should do 
so with a bank or other commercial lending institut1on that han-
dles such financing. MasterCard, VISA, American Express, and 
Discover Card are accepted by Regis University. In addition, an 
interest free Regis Payment Option (RPO) is available to students 
enrolled in the Regis College Undergraduate Program. 
Student Accounts is pleased to assist students, parents, or legal 
guardians in making arrangements for payment through outside 
organizations or by direct bank wire transfer of funds for clearance. 
Returned Checks 
Any student who presents to the University a check that is not 
accepted for payment by the bank because of insufficient funds, 
nonexistence of an account or other reasons for which the student 
is responsible is charged a fee of $25. The student must make 
payment by cash or certified funds equal to the total of the invalid 
check, plus the fee to register for additional courses. In addition, a 
financial hold is placed on registration, academic transcripts and 
diplomas until the invalid check amount and fee have been paid. 
REFUND SCHEDULE FOR AUTHORIZED WITHDRAWAL FROM 
REGIS UNIVERSITY 
The official date of withdrawal from the University or from a 
course is the date that the withdrawal request is submitted to the 
Office of the Registrar for processing. Notice of withdrawal from 
the University must be received by the Office of the Registrar in 
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writing using an official University Withdrawal form. The date the 
withdrawal request is processed and the date the student vacates 
the residence hall, if applicable, determines the amount of refund 
credited to the student. Refund policies are further described in 
the General Information Section of this Bulletin under the 
"Tuition, Fees, Room and Board Charges" heading. 
The following refund schedule applies to tuition and fees: 
Withdrawal Period 























The following refund schedule applies to housing for 2006- 2007: 
Fall Semester 2006 
Prior to May 5, 2006 
May 6 - September 1, 2006 
September 2 - September 8, 2006 
September 9- September 15, 2006 
September 16- December 15, 2006 
Spring Semester 2007 
December 16- January 19, 2007 
January 22 - January 26, 2007 
January 27 February 2, 2007 
February 5- May 7, 2007 










The housing contracts are binding for the academic year. Students 
wishing to withdraw from housing according to the schedule 
above must submit an appeal letter to the Office of Residence Life 
no less than two weeks before the1r expected move-out date. 
Letters of appeal will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. All 
appeals will be responded to in writmg. Students withdrawing 
from the Un1versity may be given special consideration. 
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ACADEMIC INFORMATION - REGIS COllEGE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM 
THE ACADEMIC YEAR 
The academic year is divided into two semesters of 16 weeks 
each. The first semester begins with Orientation in late August 
and ends in mid-December. It is followed by a Christmas vacation 
of approximately three weeks. The second semester begins in 
early January and ends at approximately the close of the first 
week in May. The Summer Session extends from early May 
through the middle of August. 
THE REGIS COLLEGE GUARANTEE 
Th1s is a program that guarantees that a new Reg1s College student 
can complete the requirements for a baccalaureate degree w1th a 
single major in four years - eight semesters - excludmg summer 
semesters. If additional course work is required for graduation after 
the eight semesters, and if the student is eligible for the Regis 
College Guarantee, students receive a full tuition grant - to be used 
at Regis -from the Office of Financial Aid for the courses needed 
to graduate. The guarantee applies only to degree requirements; it 
does not apply to state licensure/professional requirements. 
The guarantee program requires that a student complete eight 
consecutive full-time semesters (a minimum of 12 semester hours 
each) excluding summer semesters at Regis College and maintain 
a minimum 2.000 cumulative grade point average for each 
semester. The guarantee is extended to eight semesters in five 
years if a student obtains an approved leave of absence while a 
student at Regis. Students may apply for tuition-free studies with 
the Regis College Dean's Office during the eighth semester. The 
guarantee is a Regis College undergraduate program and is not 
extended to School for Professional Studies' or Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions' students. 
THE ACADEMIC ADVISING PROGRAM 
Academic advising 1s an integral part of the educational process m 
Regis College. It 1s the intent of this program to provide the stu-
dent with a faculty advisor who assists the advisee to gain the 
maximum from hiS/her educational experience. 
Each student at Regis is assigned an academic adv1sor who: (1) 
a1ds the student m plannmg an educational program cons1stent 
with his or her interests and capabilities; (2) provides information 
about the academ1c process and University resources; (3) coun-
sels students who may be experiencing academic difficulties; and 
(4) refers students to any other areas of student services that can 
help the advisee with difficulties outside of the academic sphere. 
The Advising Program is administered through the Office of the 
Associate Dean for Regis College. This office serves as a general source 
of information about campus resources and specialized programs. 
MAJOR DECLARATION 
At the end of the sophomore year, each student must select a major 
area around which most of hiS/her upper division course work cen-
ters. In some majors, even earlier decisions are encouraged. The 
programs in Accounting, Business Administration, Computer 
Science, Economics, Educat1on, and the natural sciences require 
careful planning in order to meet all requirements during four years. 
COURSE LOAD/OVERLOAD 
The average class load is 15 to 18 semester hours. Ordinarily, 
only students with a 3.000 minimum cumulative grade point 
average and no grades of Incomplete are allowed to carry more 
than 18 semester hours. Permission to carry 19 or more semester 
hours (course overload) must be obtained from the associate dean 
for Regis College. If, in the judgment of the associate dean, a stu-
dent benefits by a reduced course load, the student is restricted to 
a course load of less than 15 semester hours. 
UPPER DIVISION COURSES 
Freshmen and sophomores are allowed to take upper division 
courses only if they have completed the prerequisites or if they 
have obtained the perm1ssion of the instructor of the course. 
Normally, that approval is secured by obtaining the instructor's 
s1gnature on the Registration form prior to submitting the form to 
the Office of the Registrar. Juniors and seniors must also complete 
the prerequisites of an upper division course as listed in this 
Bulletin before enrolling for the course. 
REGISTRATION 
PROCEDURE 
All students must consult with an academic advisor prior to regis-
tration. Students who have selected more than one major must 
consult with all assigned advisors, as appropriate. Registration 
matenals are available from the student's advisor. An advisor's 
signature on a student's Registration form indicates that the 
course seems appropnate to the goals the student has outlined to 
the advisor. The signature does not const1tute or imply a waiver of 
the published academic requirements of the University. It is the 
student's responsibility to study these requirements and make cer-
tain that course selections meet them. Additionally, students are 
financially responsible for all courses listed on the Registration 
and add/drop forms (see Payment of Student Accounts). 
The Umvers1ty reserves the right to cancel a course when registration 
is not sufficient to warrant continuance, to d1v1de a class if enroll-
ment is too large for effective instruction and to change instructors. 
Students who are notified of academic suspension for the previous 
term and who are currently 1n attendance in a Regis College class, 
may complete that class. Any additional registrations will be dropped. 
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WITHDRAWAL FROM A COURSE 
Students are permitted to withdraw from a course through 75% of 
the term. 
A student who wishes to withdraw from a course or courses prior 
to the published final withdrawal date for the semester must 
obtain a Course Withdrawal form from the Office of the Registrar. 
This form must be signed by the student's academic advisor and 
returned by the student to the Office of the Registrar. The official 
date of withdrawal is the day the form, with the signature of the 
academic advisor, is submitted to the Office of the Registrar. The 
student receives a grade of "W" in the course(s) withdrawn. The 
grade is reflected on the transcript, but not calculated in the grade 
point average. The date of the withdrawal is also used to deter-
mine the rate of refund, if applicable. The student should retain 
hiS/her copy of the Withdrawal form until a grade report reflecting 
the course withdrawal is received at the end of the semester. 
WITHDRAWAL FROM REGIS COLLEGE 
Students who withdraw from Regis College before the completion 
of a semester must inform the Retention Coordinator, Office of 
Admission, Main Hall 217. The Retention Coordinator has a con-
ference with any withdrawing student and authorizes withdrawal 
only after determming that the student has met financial and other 
obligations. Students who withdraw from the College with proper 
authorization receive a grade of "W" in each course for which they 
are enrolled at the time of withdrawal. The grade is reflected on 
the transcript, but not calculated in the grade point average. 
Students who withdraw from the College without giving proper notifi-
cation of their intention to withdraw receive a grade of "F" in all 
courses in which they are enrolled during the semester of withdrawal. 
CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT AT ANOTHER COLLEGE OR 
UNIVERSITY 
Information regarding institutions whose credit Reg1s University 
accepts m transfer is available from the Regis College Dean's 
Office. In order to insure acceptance of transfer credit once the 
student is enrolled at Regis University, prior approval by the Regis 
College Dean's Office is suggested for all concurrent enrollment 
(including summer semester courses at another institution). 
Concurrent Enrollment Request forms may be obtained from the 
Office of the Registrar. Undergraduate students are not permitted 
to take the last 30 semester hours of course work at another insti-
tution without permission of the associate dean for Regis College. 
A grade of "C-" or better must be earned for undergraduate course 
work to be accepted in transfer. 
CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT AMONG REGIS UNIVERSITY 
PROGRAMS 
Generally, Regis College students are not eligible to register for 
courses offered in the other two Regis University schools. An 
exception is made for Health Sciences courses offered through the 
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions. In those rare 
cases where other such cross-registration is desired, written per-
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mission must be obtained from the appropriate administrative 
designee/program director and the academic dean for Regis 
College. Appropriate tuition and fee charges are then billed above 
and beyond charges for courses taken through the College. 
ATIENDANCE AT FINAL EXAMINATIONS 
Final examinations are assigned at the end of each semester. A stu-
dent who is unable to take a final examination for a valid reason 
(i.e., emergency circumstances beyond the student's control) is eligi-
ble for a grade of Incomplete, which, if assigned, must be removed 
by the end of the next academic semester with the exception of 
spring semester. Incomplete grades assigned during spring semester 
must be finalized by the end of fall semester. A student must specifi-
cally request an Incomplete in writing from the instructor. 
GRADE REPORTS 
Deficient grades and grades for students whose status is other 
than "good standing" are reported by instructors at midsemester. 
These midsemester grades are mailed to both the local and per-
manent addresses. An alternative grade address may be designat-
ed by the student. Grades of "D+" or lower are considered defi-
cient. Only end-of-semester grades are official and entered on the 
student's permanent record . Final grades are mailed to the perma-
nent address or to an alternative grade address the student pro-
vides the Office of the Registrar. By federal legislation (The Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, as amended), grades 
can be released to parents or others only by specific written 
request of the student, unless the parent claims the student as a 
dependent for federal income tax purposes and certifies this fact. 
Release forms are available through the Office of the Registrar. 
Grade information cannot be released by telephone or by fax; 
however, grade information may be accessed through WebAdvisor. 
APPEALS OF DISPUTED GRADES 
Grade appeal$ for Regis College undergraduate students must be 
initiated within the first month of the semester following receipt of 
the grade. The following procedure is to be followed if a student 
wishes to protest a grade he or she received in a course: 
1 The student raises the matter with the instructor in question. If 
the grade remains in dispute, the student should follow step 2. 
2 At the student's request, the department chair arranges for a 
committee of three faculty members to review the case. The 
student and the teacher may each appoint one of these three. 
The third is to be chosen by the other two. The committee 
reviews evidence in any manner the committee deems equi-
table. (Typically, a written statement from each party that the 
other party can review and respond to in writing is the first 
step.) Oral presentations to the committee are sometimes 
also useful. Care should be taken lest either of the parties be 
intimidated through oral procedure. The committee recom-
mends a solution. If either party wishes to further contest the 
committee's solution, step 3 should be followed. 
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3 The dissatisfied party appeals to the academic dean. The 
dean reviews the proceedings up to this point, obtains any 
new information deemed appropriate, and makes the final 
determination. Further appeals are not permitted. 
DEAN'S LIST 
For fall and spring semesters, a Dean's List is created for Regis 
College undergraduate program students. A degree seeking student 
who carries a semester load of 15 or more graded semester hours 
and who earns a mtn1mum semester grade point average of 3. 700 
is placed on the Dean's List. A student who is requ1red during the 
semester to take a Pass/No Pass course-and who also carries 12 
or more graded hours with a 3.700 semester grade point aver-
age-is eligible for inclusion on the Dean's List. Students who are 
not required during the semester to take a Pass/No Pass course but 
request the Pass/No Pass grading option are eligible if they earn a 
grade of Pass 1n the course and earn a min1mum of 15 letter-grad-
ed semester hours. Students who earn a No Pass grade or an 
Incomplete grade are ineligible for the Dean's List. 
ACADEMIC STANDING AND PENALTIES 
GOOD STANDING 
A Regis College undergraduate student must maintain at least a 
2.000 cumulative grade point average to be in good academic 
standing. The cumulative grade point average is computed by 
dividing the total number of grade points earned by the total num-
ber of credit hours attempted. A grade of less than "C-" in any 
upper division course in the major or minor area is not counted 
toward the major or mmor. A passmg grade of less than "C-" in 
other courses indicates an academic deficiency; however, these 
courses apply toward graduation. 
At the end of each semester, students who are academically deficient, 
with grade point averages below 2.000, are reviewed by the Committee 
on Probation and Suspension. The committee may recommend to the 
academic dean for Regis College that one of the following actions be 
taken: academ1c wam1ng, probation, suspension, or dismissal. 
WARNING 
A student with a semester grade point average below 2.000 and a 
cumulative grade point average above 2.000 is placed on aca-
demic warning. Although academic warning indicates an academ-
ic deficiency, it is not as severe as academic probation and is not 
posted on the student's permanent academic record (transcript). 
PROBATION 
A student w1th a cumulative grade point average below 2.000 is 
placed on academic probation. The committee sets forth certain 
conditions that the student must meet within a specified time 
period. Although a student's grade point average is the primary 
determinant in deciSIOns regarding probation, other stated condi-
tions must be met 1n order to rematn 1n the College. Failure to 
meet any of the specified conditions may result in suspension. 
:1170 
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A student is not permitted to re enroll unless he/she has agreed in 
writing to all conditions set fourth. Academic probation IS record-
ed on the student's permanent academic record (transcript). 
ACADEM IC SUSPENSION 
Academic suspension is action taken by Regis University for any 
probationary student with an unacceptable cumulative grade point 
average. Academic suspension renders him/her ineligible to return 
to Regis for a period of 12 months. During that time the student 
must satisfactorily complete (grade of "C" or better) at least 12 
semester hours (or equivalent quarter credits) at another regionally 
accredited mstitut1on The student must obtain prior approval from 
Regis University of transferability of this course work. This action 
may be taken for any student whose cumulative grade point aver-
age has fallen below 2.000. In addition, academ1c suspension 
may be taken for any student whose cumulative grade point aver-
age has fallen below a provisional grade point average agreed 
upon between the student and the associate dean for Regis 
College. Academic suspension is recorded on the student's perma-
nent academic record (transcnpt). 
Students who are notified of academic suspension for the previous 
term and who are currently in attendance in a Reg1s College class, 
may complete that class. Any additional registrations will be dropped. 
Suspension Criteria 
Any student on academic probation whose cumulative grade point 
average has fallen below the minimum standard established for 
his/her class level is, under ordinary circumstances, suspended. 
Semester 
Class Hours Attempted GPA 
Freshman 0 to 29 1.600 
Sophomore 30 to 59 1.800 
Junior 60 to 91 2.000 
Senior 92 or more 2.000 
Any student on academic probation whose cumulative grade point 
average has fallen below 2.000, may be suspended (the table in 
item 1 notwithstanding). 
Any transfer student accepted by Regis College (undergraduate 
program) on probation for the first 12 to 15 semester hours may 
be suspended at the completion of the 12 to 15 hours if his/her 
Regis cumulative grade point average is below 2.000. 
Commitment Program students are, by definition, on probation for two 
semesters when they enter Regis University. The Commitment 
Program student is suspendable if a grade of "C-" or better is not 
eamed in all Commitment courses or if the cumulative grade point 
average falls below 1.600 (the standard established for all freshmen). 
Any student who has met an agreed-upon provisional grade point 
average for the semester may be given the status of Probation 
Continued. This is a student (usually a freshman) who has earned 
an extremely low cumulative grade point average and, conse-
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quently, finds it almost mathematically impossible to attain a suf-
ficiently high grade point average to be restored to Good Standing 
or even to be placed above the minimum for his/her class level. 
Such students have entered into an agreement with the associate 
dean for Regis College who acts on behalf of the Committee on 
Probation and Suspension. The agreed-upon grade point average 
is set withm a range of what is a fair and reasonable expectation 
for the student in question (frequently between 2.000 and 
2.300). A student failing to make the agreed-upon grade point 
average for the semester is suspended. 
Three semesters are the maximum a student may be on probation 
during hi!Vher academic career. (Commitment Program students have 
a maximum of three semesters after the completion for their first two 
semesters at Regis College.) Thereafter, failure to maintain a 2.000 
cumulative grade point average results in automatiC suspension. 
Part-time students (those enrolled for 11 or fewer semester hours) 
and unspecified students are held to the same standards as full-
time students. 
ACADEMIC DISMISSAL 
Academic dismissal is action taken by Regis University that ren-
ders the student ineligible to return to Regis for any program of 
study. For this action to be taken, an undergraduate student must 
have been suspended, applied for and re-admitted to Regis 
University on academic probation, and failed to achieve either the 
required minimum 2.000 grade point average, the minimum stan-
dards for his/her class level, or an agreed-upon provisional grade 
point average. The provisional grade point average is pre-deter-
mined by the student and the associate dean for Regis College. 
Academic dismissal is recorded on the permanent academic 
record (transcript). 
APPEALING THE SUSPENSION OR DISMISSAL DECISION 
Upon being notified of academic suspension or dismissal, a student 
who wishes to appeal should follow the procedures listed below: 
Write a letter to the Cha1r of the Appeals Committee stating: 
Why the suspension/dismissal decision should be reversed, 
including the student's honest and straightforward assessment 
of how the academic troubles came (lbout, and some indication 
that the student 1s ready to continue ~erious academic work. 
Why the student failed to achieve the lfi::JUired grade point 
average. Were there, for example, any'extenuating circum-
stances beyond the student's control? 
The names of the student's advisor or faculty members from 
whom supporting statements may be solicited by the student. 
Submit the letter by the deadline stated in the letter of sus-
pension or dismissal. 
Contact the advisor, faculty members, doctors, etc., to dis-
cuss the case. Any supporting statements from them must be 
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received by the same deadline. The appeals committee is 
interested in any pertinent information that has genuine bear-
ing on the matter. The committee focuses on why the student 
should be allowed to continue study at the University, and 
why the student failed to reach his or her academic goals. 
STANDARDS OF CONDUCT 
A detailed summary of regulations and the student discipline 
process is available in the Regis University Student Handbook, 
which covers all University students. Students may request a copy 
of the Handbook from the Student Life Office located in the 
Student Center or access it online via the Regis University website. 
LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
Students who decide to leave Reg1s College for one or two semes-
ters and then plan to return have the option of applying for a 
leave of absence. This status guarantees them the same Core 
Studies and major/minor requirements that applied to them before 
leaving Regis and also allows them to preregister during the 
semester prior to their return. Leave of Absence Application forms 
are available in the Regis College Dean's Office. 
If a student does not complete a Leave of Absence form or 1f the 
leave of absence has expired (after two semesters), and later 
returns to Regis College, he/she must be readmitted to the 
College. The student is held to the current Core Studies and 
major/minor requirements. Requests for exceptions should be 
made in writing to the academic dean for Regis College. 
GRADUATION 
APPLICATION 
The Application for Graduation form must be submitted by under-
graduate students to the Regis College Dean's Office before eligi-
bility for graduation can be evaluated. This Application for 
Graduation is required at least one semester prior to the semester 
in which the student expects to complete graduation requirements 
or, for undergraduate students, after 92 semester hours have been 
completed. Specific application deadlines are available from the 
Regis College Dean's Office. Failure to make application by the 
proper date may delay graduation. 
Students should refer to the General lnfomnation Section of this 
Bulletin for additional information on graduation, application process-
ing, degree award, diplomas, graduation honors, and commencement. 
ATIENDANCE AT COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 
Attendance at commencement exercises is encouraged. The Office 
of the Registrar is notified through the Application for Graduation 
form of the student's intent to participate in commencement. 
Undergraduate students are allowed to march in commencement 
if they are within 12 semester hours of completing their degree 
requirements. Students are listed in the commencement program 
for the commencement in which they march. 
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CORE STUDIES REQUIREMENTS 
Candidates for baccalaureate degrees are required to complete the 
following Core Stud1es requirements. In addition, departmental 
requirements for the major listed alphabetically in this section also 
must be met to earn the baccalaureate degree. 
The Regis College Core Curriculum 
The Core curriculum is the intellectual design of the Regis College 
faculty. It embodies their vision of what it means to be an educat-
ed person. The Regis Core blends common academic experience 
through annual seminars required of all students with a thematic 
program of strong liberal arts studies. The curriculum is rooted in 
the rich heritage of Jesuit education from which it derives its 
organizmg theme: How ought we to live? The Regis College Core 
prepares students for their roles as leaders in a culturally diverse 
democracy and for their lives in the service of others. 
Organizing Theme: How Ought We to Live? 
Derived from the Un1vers1ty Miss1on Statement, the above ques-
tion is reaffirmed as the organizing theme of the Core curriculum. 
Every course in the Core 1s designed to help students understand, 
explore, and live this quest1on. 
The Competencies 
The following competencies are essential for an educated person 
and are vital to the quest imposed by the Core theme. Students 
are expected to demonstrate increasing proficiency in these com-
petencies as they progress through the Core curriculum: 
the basic literac1es: writing, speaking, numeracy, reading and 
aesthetic; 
the ability to examine issues and ideas across the disciplines, 
to see and articulate the interconnected as well as the dis-
parate in assumptions, contents and methods of different 
academic disciplines; 
the ability to art1culate reasoned judgments, to think, to 
speak, and to write critically. 
CORE SEMINARS 
The four Core seminars required in the Regis College Core curricu-
lum offer students a developmg and integrative intellectual experi-
ence. Though individual semmars address a range of topics involv-
ing different academic diSCiplines, the seminar program is organ-
ized and sequenced by broad conceptual themes. Freshman 
Writing Seminar introduces the culture of a university and inte-
grates new students into the College's community of learners. 
Sophomore Seminar examines diversity in the United States, and 
thus encourages students to understand community and culture in 
more inclus1ve and critically sophisticated ways. Junior Seminar 
then broadens the focus to the possibilities and problems of global 
community, with special emphas1s on 1ssues of peace, justice, and 
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secunty. Finally, Senior Semmar asks students to reflect upon how 
their Regis liberal arts education will shape their choices, values, 
and actions in their future lives. 
The Core semmars are also designed to enhance abilities in criti-
cal reading, thmking, and writing, and to encourage critical appro-
priation of the values and ideals articulated in the University's 
Mission and Core Philosophy statements. Freshman Wnting 
Seminar, for example, involves careful instruction 1n the writing 
process and considerable practice in analytical and argumentative 
writing. Junior Seminar, on the other hand, emphasizes scholar-
ship and other kmds of research-based writing. Sophomore 
Semmar mcorporates community outreach and service learning, 
while Sen1or Seminar develops students' capacities for reflection 
and integration. 
Freshman Commitment students must register for the seminars 
offered by the Freshman Commitment Program. 
Core Seminars and Transfer Students 
Freshman Writing Semmar fulfills the writmg requirement for the 
Core. All freshmen, including those with AP credit in English com-
position, must take CCS 200. All transfer students with fewer 
than 17 semester hours of transfer credit must take CCS 200. 
Transfer students with 17 semester hours or more of transfer cred-
it who do not have an English composition course must take EN 
203 Intermediate Composition or, with written permission of the 
director of the Core, CCS 200. Transfer students with 17 semester 
hours or more of transfer credit, including an English composition 
course or its equivalent, are not required to take either CCS 200 
or EN 203. 
Transfer students with fewer than 60 semester hours of transfer 
credit must take Sophomore Seminar. Transfer students with 60 
semester hours or more of transfer credit, including a course on 
issues of justice, diversity, and/or liberty in the United States, are 
not required to take CCS 300. Transfer students with fewer than 
90 semester hours of transfer credit must take Junior Seminar. 
Transfer students with 90 semester hours or more of transfer cred-
it, including a course on issues of international peace, security, 
and/or JUStice, are not required to take CCS 400. 
The Common Element 
In addition to the Core seminars, the Core curriculum includes the 
following courses requ1red for all students. While not exhaustive in 
number, these courses provide foundational content as well as the 
opportunity to develop required competencies. 
COM 210-Speech Commumcation 
EN 210· Freshman Literature 
Philosophy Course (200-level) 
RS 200-lntroduc!lon to Rel1g1ous Stud1es 





Approximately half of the Core curriculum is comprised of the fol-
lowing distribution requirements, which allow students a range of 
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choices and opportunities to explore while assuring a necessary 
breadth of educational experience: 
Economic Systems Course 
fine Arts Core 
Foreign Language Courses 
Literature/Humanities Course 
Mathematics Course 
Natural Sc1ence with Laboratory Course 
Non-U.S. H1story Course 
Philosophy Course 
Religious Studies Course (300 level) 
Social Sciences Course 











Introduction to Religious Studies 
Religious Studies Elective 
Literature/Humamties Elective 
Mathematics 
Natural Science with Laboratory 
Non-U.S. History Elective 
Soc1al Sc1ence Elective 
Speech Communication 
ccs 200 




EC 200, POL 410, SO 4723 or 
or EC 320 and EC 330 
FAC 
Two semesters in one language 
EN 210 
PL (200 level) 
PL (300 or 400 level) 
RS 200 
RS or RC (300 level) 
EN (Literature only) 
MT 201 or higher 
AS,BL,CH, ENVS,GE, PH 
HS (selected courses) 































NOTE: Independent Study courses (490E-W) and Internship courses (498E-W) 
cannot be used to meet Regis College Core Studies requirements. Additional 
courses not permitted to meet Reg1s College Core Studies requirements are 
identified by a notation in the course description. 
Core Seminar Repeatability 
Any student who fails a Core seminar (CCS 200-450) 1s required 
to repeat that seminar in a subsequent semester by takmg a sec-
tion of the seminar for wh1ch a failing grade was received. Students 
are subject to the Repeat Grade Improvement Option guidelines as 
outlined in the General Information section of this Bulletin. 
COLLEGE CORE SEMINARS COURSE 
.1?. .~§.<:.~~-~I!.Q.~-~--(f.~_~) ........................................................... . 
CCS 200. FRESHMAN WRITING SEMINAR (3). Teaches academic inquiry through 
cnlical reading, thmking, and writing. Emphasizes the mtegrative nature of learning 
and knowledge and the importance of student iniliative and participation. Introduces 
students to the goals and 1dea s of Jesuit liberal arts education, especially the Core 
philosophy and the central question of the mission "How ought we to live?" 
2006-07 
CCS 200A. FRESHMAN SEMINAR I (3). Offers the first part of a two-semester reading, 
wnting, and learning skills semmar des1gned to develop students' abilities to access 
themselves as learners, to think critically, and to effectively handle college-level reading 
and wntlng assignments. Instructor serves as academic advisor for freshman year 
Taken by students adm1tted to the Commitment Program during the first semester of the 
freshman year. Not repeatable. If the course IS failed, EN 203 is required. 
CCS 2008. FRESHMAN SEMINAR II (3). A continuation of CCS 200A. this is a read-
mg. writmg and learmng sk1lls semmar designed for Commitment Program students 
only. Not repeatable If the course is failed, EN 203 is required 
CCS 300. SOPHOMORE SEMINAR (3). Asks fundamental questions about JUStice, 
diversity, and liberty m the diverse and complex soc1ety of the United States. Analyzes 
issues of power and privilege in contemporary society and nurtures concern for social 
justice. Integrates academic study with community-based serv1ce learnmg projects. 
Prerequisite(s): CCS 200. 
CCS 400. JUNIOR SEMINAR (3). Cultivates an mternational perspecbve on funda-
mental questions about peace, security, and justice in the global community. 
Develops skills m research, analysis, argument, and synthesis that are essential to 
understanding the systems of power and priv1lege that determine relationships and 
interactions among the world's diverse cultures. PrereqUJsile(s): CCS 300. 
CCS 450. SENIOR SEMINAR (3). Enables students in their final year at Regis to focus 
on the personal, professional, and ethical dimensions of life after college Promotes 
communal and crit1cal reflection on the ways in which Jesuit liberal arts education 
informs each individual's response to the central mission question "How ought we to 
live?" Prerequisite(s): CCS 400. 
CCS 451. SENIOR SEMINAR: MULTICULTURAL PERSPECTIVES (3). Explores and 
reflects on multicultural perspectives, issues of social justice, and soc1etal structures 
that impact the success of individual students and programs. Investigates and dis-
covers threads that lie diverse cultures together through literature and discusses the 
implications of these discoveries for their own att1tudes. 
************************* 
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ACCOUNTING 
Rev. J. Dante! Daly, S.J., Associate Professor, Chairperson 
Mr. Don W. Bush, Associate Professor 
Mr. Matthew Daly, Associate Professor 
Mr. Thomas Edmonds, Assoctate Professor 
Dr. Michael Polakovtc, Assoctate Professor 
MISSION STATEMENT 
The Division of Business provides business education within a tra-
ditional college experience, emphasizing analytical models, techni-
cal systems, and contemporary competencies. Within a moral, 
, ethical, and intellectual framework, students pursue an under-
standing of the changing world of business and economic systems 
in the global business community. 
The faculty is committed to personal and professional integrity 
and competence tn the service of others. In this way students are 
challenged to academic accountability and excellence. The divi-
sion's purpose is to graduate students prepared for careers as 
competent professionals and good citizens who answer for them-
selves "How ought we to live?" 
DIVISION OF BUSINESS REGULATIONS 
A student must have a grade point average of 3.000 or greater to 
enroll in an Independent Studies course or Special Studies course. 
Any deviation from the specified minimum grade point require-
ment needs approval by the division director upon recommenda-
tion of the student's advisor. 
A student must have a grade point average of 2.500 or greater 
and be of Juntor or Senior standing to enroll in AC 498E-W-
Internshtp in Accounting. No more than one internship may be 
taken each semester. Any deviation from these requirements 
needs approval of the division director upon recommendation of 
the student's advisor. 
Students majonnglminoring in Accounting may not use credit earned 
in Internship courses to fulfill major/minor requirements for the 
degree. However, all students are strongly encouraged to complete an 
internship or to obtatn equivalent work experience before graduation. 
ACCOUNTING MAJOR 
Lower Oivtston Requirements 
AC 320A-Principles of Accounting I 
AC 3208-Pnnciples of Accounting II 
EC 320-Princlples of Macroeconomics 
EC 330-Prmciples of Microeconomics 
BA 230-lntroduction to Computing 
BA 250-lntroduclton to Busmess 












BA 340-Quanlttaltve Methods 
or 
BA 370-lntermediate Statistics 
Upper Dtvision Reqwrements 
2 006 - 07 
3 SH 
33SH 
Twenty-seven upper division Accounting and Busines.s Admmistralton courses, wh1ch 
must mclude: 
AC 410A-Intermediate Accountmg I 
AC 4108-lntermediate Accountmg II 
AC 410C-Intermediate Accounting Ill 
AC 44o-Cost Accounltng 
AC 450A-Income Tax Accountmg I 
AC 480-Auditing Principles and Procedures 
BA 420-Markeltng 
BA 430-Business Finance 










Plus six upper division semester hours of Accountmg elect1ve courses selected from 
the following: 
AC 420-Advanced Accounting 
AC 4508-lncome Tax Accounting II 
AC 460-Governmental and Not-for-Profit Accounting 
AC 470-Accountmg Theory 





The Soc1eties of Certified Public Accountants in most states have 
approved a requirement that people sitting for the CPA Exam must 
have completed 150 hours of college level course work, but 
requirements do not specify which courses must be taken. It is 
recommended that Regis College students who plan to take the 
CPA Exam complete the following elective courses as part of their 
degree plan. 
AC 420-Advanced Accounting 
AC 4508-lncome Tax Accountmg II 
AC 460-Governmental and Not-for-Profit Accounltng 
AC 470-Accounting Theory 
BA 4818-Business Law II 
BA 495E-Ethical Decision Making 10 Business 
ACCOUNTING MINOR 
Lower Divtsion Reqwrements 
AC 320A-Pnnclples of Accounting I 
AC 3208-Princlples of Accounting II 












Twelve upper d1vis10n semester hours of Accounltng courses, not includmg AC 498-E-
W-Intemship 10 Accounting. 
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ACCOUNTING/MBA TRACK 
The Accountmg!MBA Track (AMT) constitutes a collaborative effort 
among the faculty of the Division of Business at Regis College and 
the School for Professional Stud1es at Regis University. This pro-
gram allows students to meet the minimum educational require-
ments set by most State Boards of Accountancy for those who 
wish to take the CPA Exam. Students who complete this program 
receive a Bachelor of Science in Accounting degree, and a Master 
of Business Administration (MBA) degree with a Finance and 
Accounting Specialization. 
ADMISSION 
Students must apply for admission to the Accounting/MBA Track 
when they achieve Junior standing in the University. An advisor 
from the Regis Umversity MBA Program serves as the student's 
evaluator and makes the final decision regarding admission to the 
AMT. The application process includes a minimum of the following: 
a summary application 
a writing sample submission 
grade point average review 
personal interviews with the student and the student's 
undergraduate advisors and instructors. 
Depending on the MBA advisor's evaluation, additional requirements 
may be imposed (e.g., taking the GMAT, taking additional courses, or 
additional interviews) before an admission decision is made. 
TUITION AND FEES 
Tuition and fees for the Accounting/MBA Track are determined by 
both Regis College and the School for Professional Studies for 
their respective degrees. Students should ask their accounting 
advisor for details. 
ACCOUNTING/MBA MAJOR REQUIREMENTS 
In addition to the requirements for the undergraduate accounting 
major listed previously, students in the Accounting/MBA Track also 
complete the requirements for an MBA: Finance and Accounting 
Specialization found under MBA Degree Requirements in the 
School for Professional Studies section of this Bulletin. 
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AC 320A. PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING (3). Introduces basic accounting principles 
and procedures for sole propnetorsh1p, partnerships, and corporations 
AC 3208. PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING II (3). A continuation of AC 320A. 
PrereqUisite(s): AC 320A. 
AC 410A. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I (3). Provides an m-depth study of financ1al 
accounting mcluding theory and problems. Discusses recent developments in 
accountmg valuation and reporting practices promulgated by the leading accounting 
organizations. Emphasizes assets, liabilities, shareholders equity, income determina-
tion, preparation, and analysis of financial statements Prerequisite(s): AC 3208. 
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AC 4108. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING II (3). Provides an in-depth study of finan-
Cial accounting topics, including theory and problems. Prerequisite(s): AC 410A. 
AC 410C. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING Ill (3). A continuation of AC 410A and 4108, 
going beyond preparation and analysis of financial statements. Focuses on account-
ing for pensions, accounting for leases, statement of cash flows, full disclosure of 
accounting transactions and reporting accountmg information in light of changing 
price levels (inflation, deflation, replacement cost, fluctuating dollar, etc.) 
PrereqUisite(s): AC 4108. 
AC 420. ADVANCED ACCOUNTING (3). Accounting principles and procedures as 
applied to special areas mcluding partnerships, corporate liquidations, estates and 
trusts, foreign currency accounting, segment accounting, installment sales and con-
Signments and home office and branch operations. Prerequisite(s): AC 410C. 
AC 440. COST ACCOUNTING (3). Provides an 1n-depth study of cost and manage-
ment accounting procedures and techmques. Emphasize current topics from CPA 
exammalions. PrereqUisite(s): AC 3208. 
AC 450A. INCOME TAX ACCOUNTING I (3). Studies income tax laws and regulations 
as they pertam to mdividuals, partnerships corporations, estates and trusts. 
Prerequisite(s): AC 3208. 
AC 4508. INCOME TAX ACCOUNTING II (3). A continuation of AC 450A. 
Prerequis1te(s): AC 450A. 
AC 460. GOVERNMENTAL AND NOT-FOR-PROFIT ACCOUNTING (3). Accounting prin-
ciples and procedures as applied to governmental and nonprofit organizations, includ-
ing hospitals, colleges and universities, and health and welfare orgamzat10ns. 
Prerequisite(s) AC 3208. 
AC 470. ACCOUNTING THEORY (3). Exammes the conceptual, mstitullonal and policy 
elements of accounting and major components of generally accepted accountmg prin-
ciples, convent1ons and practices. Integrates accounting theory, institutional dimen-
sions of accounting, and their relationships with the financial reporting environment. 
PrereqUisite(s): AC 4108. 
AC 480. AUDITING PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES (3). Studies auditing pnnciples 
and objectives in relationship to auditing standards and procedures. Prerequislte(s): 
Senior standing and completion of eighteen (18) semester hours of accounting. 
AC 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ACCOUNTING (1-6). Offers opportunity for 
independent study m special topics of interest not covered in regularly offered cours-
es under the direction of a faculty member. Prerequisite(s): Junior standing and 
approval of division director. 
AC 495E. ETHICAL DECISION MAKING IN BUSINESS (3). Focuses on ethical prob-
lems that anse m the business settmg. Emphasizes the mdiv1dual decision maker in 
the entry-level position, as opposed to the managenallevel. Stud1es the various 
ph1losoph1cal and sociaVpsycholog~cal decision systems that can be used to resolve 
ethical problems. Includes case studies, role playing and guest speakers from the 
busmess community. Prerequisite(s): BA 250 and Junior standing Cross listing: BA 
495E or EC 495E. 
AC 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN ACCOUNTING (3). Offers opportunity for faculty-directed 
field experience. Prerequisite(s): Approval of div1s1on director and director of 
Experiential Education. NOTE: See Division of Business Regulations. 
************************* 
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ANTHROPOLOGY 
A major in Anthropology 1s not available. 
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY MINOR 
Lower DIVISion ReqUirements 
AN/SO 204-lntroductiOn to Cultural Anthropology 
Upper Divis1on ReqUirements 
AN/SO 404-Methods of Social Research 







AN 204. INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3). Introduces the meth 
ods and theory of cultural anthropology through a theoretical and comparative exami-
nation of the role of human life. Includes the study of cultural pracllces such as lan-
guage, myth, gender, marriage, and sexuality, and economic and political practices in 
different cultures of the world. Cross listing: SO 204 
AN 404. METHODS OF SOCIAL RESEARCH (3). Introduces the process of sociological 
and anthropological research Includes reviewing prev1ous research, sampling, mter-
viewmg, and constructmg questionnaires; and ana~sis and interpretation of data. 
Students design their own research project Prerequisite(s) SO 200 or SO 204 or AN 
204, or permission of instructor. Cross listing: SO 404 
AN 406. HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY (3). Reviews the development of 
the central1deas that have shaped the emergence of anthropology as a science. The 
approach is critical and objective, w1th an emphasis on the evolut1on of the scope 
and limitations of modern theory. Prerequisite(s) SO 204 or AN 204, or permission of 
mstructor. Cross listing: SO 406. 
AN 407. 1NTRODUCTION TO APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY (3). Discusses anthropolo-
gy s ins1ghts on culture and research techniques as means to analyze social, politi-
cal, and economic problems and develop solutions. Focuses on the ways 10 which 
applied anthropology can analyze, mform, and Influence policy 1n the United States 
and abroad, demonstrating anthropology's mamstream relevance. Prerequisite(s). SO 
200 and SO 204 or AN 204, or permissiOn of instructor. Cross listmg: SO 407. 
AN 411. FOOD, GENDER AND CULTURE (3). Explores ways in which preparing. eat-
mg. and thmking about food demonstrate culturally deterrmned gender and power 
relations in various societies around the world. Examines various understandings of 
1ssues such as nutntion, eating disorders, body 1mages, and gender differences 
around food using a cross-cultural perspective Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or SO 204 or 
AN 204 or permission of instructor. Cross listing: SO 411 and WS 411. 
AN 423. MEXICAN AMERICANS IN THE U.S. (3). Provides a general overv1ew of 
Mexican Americans 10 the United States in contemporary society. Examines the histo-
ry, culture, and past and present polic1es that have affected the community. 
Emphasizes rac1sm, d1scnmmation, prejudice, mternal colonialism, split labor market 
theory, imm1grallon, participation in social movements, and experiences with vanous 
soc1al institutions such as the economy, politics, media, education, and the family. 
Cross listmg: SO 423 
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AN 426. RACE AND ETHNICITY IN LATIN AMERICA (3). Explores the multiple, com-
plex and h1stoncally changmg meanmgs of the concepts of race and ethnicity in Latin 
America, and the consequences of discrimination towards spec1f1c groups based on 
these concepts. Reg1ons covered w111 be the Canbbean, Atlanllc Central America, and 
the Pacrt1c, Atlantic and Andean reg10ns of South Amenca. Salient issues will be cov-
ered for each region. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or SO 204 or AN 204 or perm1ssion of 
instructor. Cross listing: SO 426 
AN 461. MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA (3). Studies the multiplicity of culture and lin-
guistic groups of Mexico and Central America Within modern nation-states from an anthro 
pological perspective. Focuses on 1ssues of gender, economic and social experiences of 
these groups, with spec1al attention to the1r ethnic diversity and unity. Prerequisite(s): SO 
200 or SO 204 or AN 204 or permission of instructor. Cross listing: SO 461. 
AN 484. ANTHROPOLOGY OF TOURISM (3). Examines the phenomenon of tourism in 
relationship to modernity, authenticity, sexual and romantic tourism, ecotourism, and 
others. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 and SO 204 or AN 204 or permission of mstructor. 
Cross listmg: SO 484 and ENVS 484. 
AN 485. ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION (3). Provides an anthropological exammation 
of relig1ous expressiOn 1n past and present soc1eties. Includes myth, ritual, shaman-
ISm, symbolism, and religious change. PrereqUisite(s): SO 200 or SO 204 or AN 204 
or permission of instructor. Completion of Relig1ous Studies Core reqwred. Cross list-
ing: RC 425E and SO 485. 
************************* 
ASTRONOMY 
A major in Astronomy is not available. 
AS 250. PRINCIPLES OF ASTRONOMY (3). Prov1des a basic survey of the universe for 
non-science majors. Includes a bnef history of astronomy, lunar exploration, planets, 
comets, asteroids, the sun, star properties, binanes, clusters and galaxies and stellar 
evolution. Co-requisite: AS 251. Prerequisite(s)· MT 231 or quantitative skills exam. 
AS 251. PRINCIPUS OF ASTRONOMY LABORATORY (1). Accompames AS 250. Includes 
observations, demonstrations, and student expenmentation. Co-reqUisite: AS 250. 
************************* 
BIOLOGY 
Dr. Michael Ghedotti, Associate Professor, Chairperson 
Dr. Joan Betz, Professor 
Or. Harry Taylor, Professor 
Dr. Barbara Finney, Associate Professor 
Dr. Marie-domm1que Franco, Assistant Professor 
Dr. Catherine Kleier, Assistant Professor 
The Biology Department offers two degrees, a Bachelor of Science 
and a Bachelor of Arts in Biology. An Honors-in-Biology option is 
available for the Bachelor of Science degree. 
REGIS UNIVE RSITY BULLETIN 
The Bachelor of Science in Biology is designed to provide a broad 
knowledge of science including a strong background in Chemistry, 
Physics, and Biology. This degree is designed for those interested in pur-
suing advanced degrees in medicine, dentistry, veterinary science, or 
certain graduate programs m the natural sciences, as well as for those 
interested in biotechnology or vanous other biology-based careers. 
The Honors-in-Biology option is designed to add a rigorous inde-
pendent research component to the Bachelor of Science degree in 
Biology to better prepare students for graduate and professional 
schools or for research-oriented laboratory work. 
The Bachelor of Arts in Biology is designed to allow flexibility 
while ensuring a strong background m Biology. The importance of 
biology in the modern world has made the combination of a 
strong background in biology with other fields of study a valuable 
endeavor. This degree is designed for those interested in pursing 
advanced degrees in law, business, certa1n health science fields, 
or graduate programs outside of the natural sciences, as well for 
those generally interested in combining an understanding of biolo-
gy with a study of fields outside of the natural sciences such as 
education or business. Hhs program is particularly amenable to 
combination with another major or minor. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY MAJOR 
Lower and Upper Division Requirements 
BL 260-Pnnclples of Biology· Molecular and Cellular* 
BL 261-Molecular and Cellular Biology Laboratory 
BL 262-Principles of Biology: Organismic* 
BL 263-0rganismic Biology Laboratory 
CH 210-Princlples of Chemistry I 
CH 211-Principles of Chemistry Laboratory I 
CH 230-Principles of Chemistry II 
CH 231-Princlples of Chem1stry Laboratory II 
CH 250- -Organic Chemistry I 
CH 251-0rganic Chemistry Laboratory I 
CH 420-0rgamc Chemistry II 
CH 421 Orgamc Chemistry Laboratory II 
MT 272-Stalistics for the Life Sc1ences 
* May be taken in any sequence. 
One of the followmg options of physiCS: 
PH 202A-General Physics with Trigonometry I 
PH 205A-General PhySICS Laboratory I 
PH 2028-General Physics with Trigonometry II 
PH 2058-General Phys1cs Laboratory II 
PH 204A-General Physics with Calculus I 
PH 205A-General Physics Laboratory I 
PH 204B-General Physics with Calculus II 
























A minimum of 24 upper division semester hours of biology which must include: 
BL 402-Princlples of Ecology 
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BL 414-Principles of Genetics 
BL 415-Genetics Laboratory 
BL 494-Seminar in Biology, Society and Ethics 
BL 495-Seminar in Biological Research 






* The upper divis1on electives must include a minimum of one upper divisiOn labora-
tory course. 
NOTE: Students interested in medical school, dental school, veterinary school or other 
graduate programs should consult those schools for additional requirements. 
HONORS-IN-BIOLOGY MAJOR 65 SH 
Students completing the Honors-in-Biology option are required to complete the 
requirements listed for the Bachelor of Science in Biology major and the following 
courses; however, BL 491 E-W also fulfills three semester hours of the upper division 
biology elective requ1rement for the Bachelor of Science in B1ology major. 
BL 491E-W-Undergraduate Research in Biology 
BL 499A-Senior Thesis I* 
BL 4998-Senior Thesis II* 
* Senior Thesis is graded on a Pass/No Pass bas1s. 
Candidacy must be approved by the Chairperson of the 




Select a thesis advisor and submit a preliminary thesis proposal. 
Complete a long-term research project for Undergraduate 
Research in Biology credit over at least three semesters. 
Complete Thesis I requirements which w1ll include: 
Submitting a detailed thesis outline to the thesis advisor and 
Senior Thesis I instructor before the mid-semester break. 
Submitting a partial thesis draft including the literature 
review components and the Materials and Methods section(s) 
to the thesis advisor and Senior Thesis I instructor before the 
course withdrawal deadline. 
Complete Senior Thesis II requirements by: 
Submitting a draft thesis to the thesis advisor before the mid-
semester break. 
Submitting a final thesis (conforming to formatting guidelines 
provided by the Biology Department) for approval to an 
examination committee of three faculty (including the thesis 
advisor and at least two Regis Biology Department faculty) 
before the course withdrawal deadline. 
• Defending his/her thesis before the examination committee in 
a public forum followed by a discussion with the committee. 
It is recommended that students apply for candidacy in the 
Honors-in-Biology program in their Sophomore year. 
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BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BIOLOGY MAJOR 
LDwer and Upper Div1s1on Reqwrements 
BL 260-Pnnciples of Biology: Molecular and Cellular* 
BL 261-Molecular and Cellular Biology laboratory 
Bl262-Principles of BIOlogy: Orgamsm1c* 
BL 263-0rgamsmic Biology laboratory 
CH 210-Principles of Chemistry I 
CH 211-Principles of Chemistry laboratory I 
CH 230-Principles of Chemistry II 
CH 231-Pnnclples of Chem1stry laboratory II 
MT 272-Statistics for the life Sc1ences 












A minimum of 24 upper d1vision semester hours of biology which must include, 
Bl402-Principles of Ecology 
BL 403-Ecology Laboratory 
BL 414-Principles of Genet1cs 
BL 415-Genetics Laboratory 
Bl494- Seminar m Biology, Soc1ety, and Ethics 
Bl495---Semmar in Biolog~cal Research 








*The upper div1s1on electives must include a minimum of one upper division labora-
tory course. 
NOTE. Students interested in law school, graduate programs in business, programs m 
health sc1ence fields, or other graduate schools should consult those schools for 
additional requirements. 
BIOLOGY MINOR 
Lower Div1sion Requirements 
Bl260-Principles of BIOlogy Molecular and Cellular* 
Bl261-Molecular and Cellular Biology laboratory 
Bl262-Principles of Biology Orgamsmic* 
Bl263-0rganismic Biology laboratory 
* May be taken in any sequence. 








A mimmum of 12 upper d1vision semester hours of b1ology wh1ch mustmclude one 
upper division course with accompanying laboratory. 
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BL 204E-W. TOPICS IN BIOLOGY (3). Develops course content around a central bio-
log~cal theme on selected top1cs chosen by the mstructor mcludmg discuss1on of soci-
etal and ethical issues relevant to that top1c. Top1cs mclude: Human Biology, Human 
Genetics. DNA and Biotechnology, and Colorado Natural History NOTE: Designed 
spectfically for nonsc1ence mators to meet the Natural Sctence Core requirement 
when taken with Bl205E-W Co-requiSite: BL 205E-W. 
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BL 205E-W. TOPICS IN BIOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Involves laboratory exercises 
accompanymg and reinforcmg lecture top1cs. Co-requ1s1te: BL 204E-W. laboratory fee 
required. NOTE. One three-hour laboratory per week 
BL 208. BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3). Explores human biological variation and 
evolution. Topics include the nature of scientific mquiry, human geneltcs, evolutionary 
forces. the origm and evolution of species, measuring human vanation, the fallacy of 
human biological races. and the fossil ev1dence of human evolulton. Co-requisite: Bl 
209. NOTE: Des1gned for nonscience majors to meet the natural sc1ence core require-
ment when taken w1th BL 209 
BL 209. BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Involves laboratory exer-
cises accompanying and remforcing lecture toptcs. Emphasizes the skeletal system. 
w1th examples from biological anthropology used to illustrate hypothesis testing and 
use of evidence in making inferences about human relationships. Co-requisite: Bl 
208 NOTE: One (1) three-hour laboratory per week. laboratory fee required. 
BL 244. HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOG'f. MOVEMENT AND INTEGRATION (3). 
Introduces the correlation of gross and m1croscop1c structure w1th functional mamte-
n~nce of the followmg human organ systems: integumentary, musculoskeletal, nervous, 
and spectal senses. Prerequisite(s): Sophomore standing and one (1) college-level nat-
ural science course recommended. Co-requisite: Bl245. NOTE: Recommended for stu-
dents intending programs such as nursing or phys1cal therapy. BL 244/245 and BL 
246/247 may be taken m any sequence. Offered every fall semester. 
BL 245. HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY: MOVEMENT AND INTEGRATION LAB-
ORATORY (1). Involves laboratory expenments demonstrating the concepts of the fol-
lowmg human organ systems, mtegumentary, musculoskeletal, nervous, and special 
senses. Reqwes contact w1th human skeletal material and cadavers. Co-requisite: 
BL 244. Laboratory fee reqUired. NOTE: One three-hour laboratory per week reqUired. 
Offered every fall semester. 
BL 246. HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY: REGULATORY SYSTEMS (3). Introduces 
the correlation of gross and microscopic structure with funcUonal maintenance of the 
following human organ systems: endocrine, cardiovascular. respiratory, digestive, and 
urogenital The homeostatic processes of metabolism, development. and inheritance 
are mcluded. Co-requisite: BL 247. Prerequisite(s) Sophomore standing and one (1) 
college-level natural science course recommended. NOTE. Recommended for students 
mtending programs such as nursing or physical therapy. Bl244/245 and BL 246/247 
may be taken m any sequence. Offered every spring semester. 
BL 247. HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY: REGULATORY SYSTEMS LABORATORY 
(1). Involves laboratory experiments demonstrating the concepts of the following 
human organ systems: endocrine, cardiovascular, respiratory, digesbve, and urogem-
tal Co-requtsite BL 246. laboratory fee reqUired NOTE. One three-hour laboratory 
per week. Offered every spnng semester. 
BL 254. INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY (3). Surveys major groups of 
medically important pathogenic microorganisms, includmg viruses, bacteria, fungi, 
and protozoan's. Emphasizes microbiological principles, and mtroduces 1mmunolog1c 
and ep1demiolog1c concepts. Co-requisite: BL 255 NOTE: Recommended for students 
mtending programs such as nursing Offered every spring semester. 
BL 255. INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Involves 
laboratory experiments accompanying and reinforcmg lecture toptcs. Co-requ1s1te: BL 
254. Laboratory fee required. NOTE. One three-hour laboratory per week. Offered 
every spring semester. 
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Bl 260. PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY: MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR (3). Rigorous tntro-
duction to concepts of cell structure and function, basic biochemistry and metabo-
lism, and cellular reproduction. Explores the genetic regulation of life processes, from 
class1cal to cellular to recombinant DNA. Co-requisite: Bl261. Prerequisite(s): High 
School Chemistry, one semester of college chemistry or permission of instructor. 
NOTE: Designed specifically for Biology, Biochemistry, Environmental Studies, and 
Neuroscience majors. as well as for pre-medical, and other pre-health-sc1ence stu-
dents. BL 260/261 and BL 262/263 may be taken in any sequence. Offered every 
spring semester. 
Bl 261. MOLECULAR AND CEllULAR BIOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Involves laborato-
ry techniques accompanying and remforcmg lecture top1cs, mtroduces techniques for 
exploring cell structure and function, emphasizing recombtnant DNA. Co-requisite: Bl 
260 except for students w1th AP high school credit for BL 260. Laboratory fee 
reqUired. NOTE: One three-hour laboratory per week. Offered every spring semester. 
Bl262. PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY: ORGANISMIC (3). Surveys the diversity of livtng 
organisms and the evolutionary and ecological processes that shape them. Explores 
structure. diversity, ecology, and evolutionary history of organisms. Co-requisite: BL 
263. NOTE: Des1gned specifically for Biology, Biochemistry, Environmental Studies, 
and Neurosc1ence majors, as well as for pre-medical and other pre-health-science 
students. BL 260/261 and BL 262/263 may be taken in any sequence. Offered every 
fall semester. 
Bl 263. ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Involves laboratory exercises 
accompanymg and retnlorcmg lecture top1cs. Includes d1ssectlon of representative 
orga01sms and fieldwork. Co-requisite: BL 262 except for student with AP high school 
credit lor BL 262. Laboratory fee required NOTE: One three-hour laboratory per week. 
Offered every fall semester. 
Bl402. PRINCIPLES OF ECOLOGY (3). Explores the mteractions of orga01sms tn the 
context of their biotic and abiotic environments. Examines the basic models and prin-
ciples used tn evolutionary, behav1oral, population. community, and ecosystem ecolo-
gy. Co-requisite: BL 403. PrereqUJsite(s): BL 260 and BL 262 and MT 272. Cross list-
ing: ENVS 402. NOTE: ReqUired for all B1ology majors. 
Bl403. ECOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Involves research design and the collection, 
evaluation, and statlsllcal analysiS of ecological data tn computer simulations, in the 
laboratory and in the field. Co-requisite: BL 402. Prerequisite(s)· BL 261 and BL 263 
and MT 272. Cross listing: ENVS 403. Laboratory lee reqUired. NOTE: One three-hour 
laboratory per week. Required lor all Biology majors. 
Bl406. COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE ANATOMY (3). Explores the anatomy of verte-
brates withtn the context of vertebrate phylogeny and development. Covers all 
anatomical systems. Includes overview of human anatomy and places human anato-
my into 1ts evolutionary and developmental context. Co-requisite: BL 407. 
PrereqUJsJte(s): BL 260 and Bl262. 
Bl407. COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE ANATOMY LABORATORY (1). Involves laborato-
ries accompanying and reinforcing lecture topics. Includes examination of skeletal 
specimens as well as concurrent dissectiOn of representative vertebrates. Co-reqUI-
Site: BL 406. Laboratory lee required Prereqwsite(s): BL 261 and BL 263 NOTE: One 
three-hour laboratory per week. 
Bl410. AQUATIC AND FISHERIES ECOLOGY (3). Explores the basic biology and ecol-
ogy of freshwater and marine systems. Emphasizes the ecology of fishes, aquatic 
conservation, and fisheries use of aquatic resources. Prerequisite(s): BL 260 and BL 
262. Cross listing: ENVS 410. NOTE: Participation in one or two field tnps outside of 
class time required. 
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Bl412. DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY (3). Focuses on early development tn a variety of 
model organisms and humans. Emphasizes modern approaches to explain molecular 
and genetic aspects of regulative and mosaic development, differential gene expres-
Sion, and morphogenesis. Co-requisite: Bl413. Prerequisite(s): BL 260 and BL 262. 
Bl413. DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Involves laboratories accom-
panytng and reinforcing lecture topics Uses live model organisms and tissues to 
study developmental mecha01sms. Co-requisite: BL 412. Prerequisite(s): BL 261 and 
Bl263. Laboratory lee required. NOTE: One three-hour laboratory per week. 
Bl414. PRINCIPLES OF GENETICS (3). Explores concepts of heredity, mcluding the 
structure, replication, transmission, and expression of genes from the DNA of chro-
mosomes. Interprets genetic phenomena at different levels of organization, including 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems. PrerequisJtes(s): BL 260 and BL 262. Co-
Requisite BL 415. NOTE: ReqUired for all Biology majors 
Bl415. GENETICS LABORATORY (1). Involves research design and the collection, 
evaluation, and analysis of genetic data tn computer simulabons and in the laborato-
ry. Prerequisite(s): BL 261 and BL 263 NOTE: One (1) three-hour laboratory per 
week. ReqUired for all Biology majors. laboratory fee required. 
Bl418. MICROBIOLOGY (3). Studies viruses. bacteria, archae, and eukaryotlc 
mJcroorgaOJsms w1thm a broad biological perspective. Includes the growth, metabo-
lism, genetics, and ecology of microbes. Introduces concepts of immunology, epidemi-
ology and discusses major tnfectlous diseases caused by microorganisms. Co-requi-
Site: BL 419. PrereqUJsite(s): Bl260 and BL 262: CH 250 recommended. 
Bl419. MICROBIOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Involves laboratory experiments accom-
panying and reinforcing lecture top1cs. Co-requisite: BL 418. Prerequisite(s): BL 261 
and BL 263. Laboratory lee required. NOTE: One three-hour laboratory per week. 
Bl424. CELL BIOLOGY (3). Studies cell structure and function at the molecular 
level, with emphasis on eukaryotic cells. Topics 1nclude membranes and cell 
organelles, bioenergetics, cell cycle control, s1gnal transduction; cell motility and 
shape; cell-cell interactions Prerequisite(s): BL 260 and BL 262 and CH 250. 
Bl427. TECHNIQUES IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY LABORATORY (2). 1ntensive labora-
tory course emphasizing techniques of molecular biology and biochemistry using 
model organisms. PrerequisJte(s): BL 260, BL 261, BL 262, BL 263, CH 420, and CH 
421. Laboratory fee required. NOTE: One (l) hour of laboratory lecture plus four (4) 
laboratory hours per week. 
Bl430. HUMAN ECOLOGY (3). Explores the earliest forms of mankind, examining the 
interactions between human beings and their environments from the perspectives of 
evolullonary and ecological development. Stud1es current problems such as those 
associated with h1gh population densities. modern technology, pollution, conservation, 
and resource issues. PrerequJsJte(s): BL 260 and BL 262. Cross listing: ENVS 430. 
NOTE: One or two weekend field tnps required 
Bl434. TECHNIQUES IN FIELD BIOLOGY (2). Explores a variety of ecosystems and 
their u01que charactenstlcs. Tech01ques for enwonmental assessment and for the 
study of populations. animal behavior, plant communities, and other biological sys-
tems are examined. Under supervision students develop and execute research proj-
ects. Co-requisite: Bl435. Prerequisite(s): BL 260 and BL 262. Cross listing: ENVS 
434. NOTE: Field trips required afternoons and/or weekends. 
Bl435. TECHNIQUES IN FIELD BIOLOGY LABORATORY (2). Involves field and labo-
ratory exercises accompanying and reinforcing lecture topics. The last half of the 
course involves student research projects in the field laboratory. Co-requisite: BL 
~---------------------------------------------- ----
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434. Prerequis1te(s): BL 261 and BL 263. Cross listing: ENVS 435. Laboratory fee 
required. NOTE~ Two three-hour laboratones per week. 
BL436. ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY (3). An organ system based physiology course that 
explores the physical and chemical processes that operate in animals. Topics include 
movement, circulation, resp1rallon, osmoregulation, d1gest10n, neural control, hormon-
al control. and metabolism m humans and other animals Prerequisite(s): BL260 and 
BL 262, CH 230 recommended. 
BL439. WILDLIFE STUDIES (3). Focuses on wildlife b1ology and ecology and mira-
duces Wildlife management techmques. Explores such top1cs as wildlife nutrition, dis-
ease and habitat requirements, conservation issues, wildlife law, and law enforce-
ment Team and individual projects required. Prerequisite(s): BL 260 and BL 262. 
Cross listing: ENVS 439. 
BL440. MAMMALOGY (3). Explores the essential features of mammalian anatomy, 
physiology, ecology, patterns of behavior, distribution. taxonomy, and evolution. Co-
requisite: BL 441. Prerequisite(s): BL 260 and BL 262. 
BL441. MAMMALOGY LABORATORY (1). Includes laboratory and field exercises 
accompanying and remforcing lecture top1cs, including some dissection, the identifi-
cation of Colorado mammals. and occasional f1eld trips. Co-requis1te: BL 440. 
Prerequisite(s): BL 261 and BL 263. Laboratory fee requ1red. NOTE: One three-hour 
laboratory per week. 
BL448. BOTANY (3). Explores the evolution, taxonomy, anatomy. morphology, ecology, 
and physiology of plants emphasizmg the native plants of Colorado. Co-requisite: BL 
449. Prerequisite(s)· BL 260 and BL 262. 
BL449. BOTANY LABORATORY (1). Involves laboratories accompanying and reinforc-
mg lecture top1cs Includes a bnef mtroductlon to 1denbficallon of common Colorado 
flora Co-requisite: BL 448. Prerequislte(s): BL 261 and BL 263 Laboratory fee 
required. NOTE. One three-hour laboratory per week. 
BL 452A. BIOCHEMISTRY t (3). Introduces the structure and function of proteins. 
Includes an in depth study of enzyme kinetics and specificity, the thermodynamics of 
biological systems and introduces metabolic processes. Prerequlsite(s): CH 460. 
NOTE: CH 430A recommended. Cross lishng: CH 452A. 
BL452B. BIOCHEMISTRY II (3). Surveys metabolism and regulation, mcluding gly-
colysis, electron transport, photosynthesis, and oxidative phosphorylation Includes 
fatty acid breakdown, lipid biosyntheses, nucleic acid structure, and molecular evolu-
tion. Optional Co-requis1te CH 453. Prerequisite(s): BL 452A. Cross listing: CH 4528. 
BL458. ANIMAL BEHAVIOR (3). Explores the evolutionary bases of ammal behav1or. 
commumcabon, the relabonsh1p between social structure and behavior, confl1ct resolu-
tion, reproductive and parental behavior, learning and expenence, and the influences of 
heredity and environment on behaVIoral patterns Co-requisite: BL 459 (optional). 
Prerequ1s1te(s): BL 260 and BL 262. NOTE: Research presentation required. 
BL 459. ANIMAL BEHAVIOR LABORATORY (1). Laboratory and field exerc1ses 
accompany and reinforce lecture topics Involves non-invasive work with live am-
mals. Co-reqUISite: BL 458. Prerequisite(s): BL 261 and BL 263. Laboratory fee 
required. NOTE One three-hour laboratory per week. 
BL464. EVOLUTION (3). Explores concepts of evolution as a process of d1scovery. 
Top1cs mclude biological diversity, classification and phylogeny, genetic and phenotyp-
IC variation, evolutionary forces, character evolution, species concepts, specialization, 
and human variation and evolut1on. Prerequis1te(s): BL 260 and BL 262. 
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BL466. IMMUNOLOGY (3). Explores the human 1mmune system and immunopathol-
ogy by presenting concepts of the activation and regulation of the 1mmune response. 
PrerequiSite(s): BL 260 and BL 262; CH 250 recommended. NOTE May include field 
trips to research facilities. 
BL468. MOLECULAR, CELLULAR, AND DEVELOPMENTAL NEUROBIOLOGY (3). 
Focuses on the molecular cellular, and developmental processes underlying central and 
penpheral nervous system development leading to neural functionmg. Top1cs include 
patterning of the nervous system. birth. and death of neurons. guidance of nerve 
processes to their targets and mamtenance and plasticity of synaptic connections. 
Prereqwsite(s): BL 260 and BL 262 and CH 250 recommended. Cross listing: NS 468. 
BL476. COLORADO NATURAL HISTORY (3). Explores the variety of climates, ecosys-
tems, and organisms found in Colorado. Covers the mammals, birds. reptiles, 
amphibians, game fishes, invertebrates, and common plants of Colorado as well as 
basic weather phenomena Co-requisite: BL 477. Prerequ1s1te(s): BL 260 and BL 262. 
BL477. COLORADO NATURAL HISTORY LABORATORY (1). Involves field and labora-
tory exerc1ses accompanymg and reinforcmg lecture top1cs. Co-requisite: BL 476. 
Prerequisite(s) BL 261 and BL 263. Laboratory fee required. NOTE: May involve 
weekend field trips. 
BL481E-W. SPECIAL TOPICS IN BIOLOGY (1-4). Explores selected topics in the field 
of b1ology not normally covered in regular course offerings. Course format varies 
according to top1cs selected. Prerequ1s1te(s): BL 260 and BL 262. NOTE Certain top-
ics may include a laboratory, which will require prerequisites of BL 261 and BL 263 
plus laboratory fee 
BL485. FUNCTIONAL NEUROPHYSIOLOGY AND NEUROANATOMY (3). Explores the 
functional significance of neural physiology and connectivity, mcluding effects related 
to neural development, how nerve cells communicate with one another, how patterns 
of neuralmterconnections give rise to different perceptual, cogn1t1ve, and motor 
responses and how neural communication is modified by experience. Co-requisite: 
BL 486. Prerequislte(s): NS 260 and BL 260 and BL 262, or permission of instructor. 
Cross listing: NS 485 and PY 485. 
BL486. NEUROPHYSIOLOGY AND NEUROANATOMY LABORATORY (1). Involves labo-
ratory experiments and computer Simulation of neural functions as well as gross dis-
section. and histological study of Neuroanatomy. Co-requisite: BL 485. Cross listmg: 
NS 486 and PY 486. Laboratory fee requ1red. NOTE One three-hour laboratory per 
week 
BL490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN BIOLOGY (1-3). Offers an opportunity for 
advanced study of mdependent top1cs m biology. PrereqUisite(s)· BL 260 and BL 262, 
permiSSion of mstructor and approval of department cha1r. NOTE. A maximum of 3 SH 
may be used to satisfy reqwements for major or mmor. 
BL 491E-W. UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH IN BIOLOGY (1). Offers an opportunity for 
laboratory or field research under faculty direction. Requires oral or poster presentation. 
Prerequisite(s): BL 260, BL 261. BL 262, BL 263. Sophomore standing or permission of 
mstructor. NOTE: Requ1res a lime comm1tment of approximately 4-8 hours per week. 
Does not satisfy the upper division laboratory requirements for any major or minor 
BL494. SEMINAR IN BIOLOG~ SOCIEn AND ETHICS (1). Explores topics focused 
on the historical development of a biological1dea or disciplinary area, the role of cul-
tural perspectives in biology, or ethical controversies 1n biology. Topics are determined 
each semester. Prerequisite(s) BL 260 and BL 262. Jumor standmg. NOTE. Required 
for all Biology majors. 
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BL 495. SEMINAR IN BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH (1). Explores the most current discov-
ertes m b1ology. Emphastzes reading, mterpretation, and presentation of articles from 
the primary scientific literature, covering a broad range of biological topics. Includes 
resume and cover letter construction. Prerequisite(s): Bl 260 and Bl 262, Junior 
standmg NOTE: Required for all Biology majors. 
BL 498E-W.INTERNSHIP IN BIOLOGY (3). Prov1des faculty-directed practtcal experi-
ence in a working env1ronment outs1de of Reg1s University. Requires 30 minute oral 
presentation to department at conclusion of semester Prerequisite(s): Bl260 and Bl 
262, Junior standing. permission of instructor and approval of department chair and 
director of Experiential Education. NOTE: Credit may not be counted to fulfill the mini-
mum upper division semester hour requirement for a Bachelor of Science in Biology 
or a biology minor. 
BL 499A. SENIOR THESIS I (1). Involves the first steps in wntmg an Honors-in 
Biology thests based on mdependent research. Prerequisite(s): Bl491E-W. Semor 
standmg and approval of department chair. Pass/No Pass gradmg only. 
BL 499B. SENIOR THESIS II (l).lnvolves completion of the Honors-m-B1ology thesis 
and an oral defense of the thests. Prerequtsite(s): Bl499A. Semor standing and 
approval of department chair. Pass/No Pass grading only. 
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Rev. J. Daniel Daly, S.J., Associate Professor, Chairperson 
Dr. Catharyn Baird, Professor 
Dr. Atmee Wheaton, Associate Professor 
Mr. Dan1el Hattrup, Instructor 
Mr. Timothy Harrington IV, Instructor 
Ms. Christina McCale, Instructor 
MISSION STATEMENT 
The Division of Business provides business education within a tra-
ditional college experience, emphasizing analytical models, techni-
cal systems, and contemporary competencies. Within a moral, 
ethical, and intellectual framework, students pursue an under-
standing of the changing world of business and economic systems 
in the global business community. 
The faculty is committed to personal and professional mtegrity 
and competence in the service of others. In this way students are 
challenged to academic accountability and excellence. The divi-
sion's purpose is to graduate students prepared for careers as 
competent professionals and good citizens who answer for them-
selves, "How ought we to live?" 
DIVISION OF BUSINESS REGULATIONS 
A student must have a grade point average of 3.000 or 
greater to enroll in an Independent Studies course or Special 
Studies course. Any deviation from the above min1mum grade 
point requirement needs approval of the division director 
upon recommendation of the student's advisor. 
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A student must have a grade point average of 2.500 or 
greater and be of junior or senior standing to enroll m BA 
498E-W-Internship in Business. No more than one intern-
ship may be taken each semester. Any deviation from these 
requirements needs approval of the division director upon 
recommendation of the student's advisor. 
Students who major or minor in Business Admimstration 
may not use credit earned in Internship courses to fulfill 
major/mtnor requirements for the degree. However, all stu-
dents are strongly encouraged to complete an internship or 
to obtain equivalent work experience before graduation. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MAJOR 
Lower Division Reqwrements 
AC 320A-Pnnciples of Accounting I 
AC 320B-Principles of Accounting II 
EC 320-Pnnciples of Macroeconomics 
EC 330-Principles of Microeconomics 
BA 230-lntroduction to Computing 
BA 250-lntroduction to Business 
BA 270/MT 270-lntroduction to Statistics 
BA 340--Quantitative Methods 
or 
BA 370-lntermediate Statistics 












Eighteen upper d1v1sion semester hours of Busmess Administration courses, wh1ch 
must include: 
BA 420--Marketing 
BA 430-Business Finance 
BA 461-Management 
BA 475--Busmess Policy and Strategy 
BA 481A-Business law I 







Plus nine upper divis1on semester hours in an area of specialization selected from the 
following: 
• MARKETING 
Upper division marketing electives 9 SH 
• FINANCE 
Upper division finance electives 9 SH 
• MANAGEMENT 
Upper division management electives 9 SH 
• INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
Upper division international business electives 9 SH 
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• MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Upper division business admmistration and computer science 
courses selected in consultation with the major advisor. 
• GENERAL BUSINESS 
Upper d1v1sion business adm1mstration courses selected 
in consultation w1th the major advisor. 
NOTE: BA 498E-W cannot be used to fulfill major reqUirements. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MINOR 
Lower DIVISIOn Reqwrements 
BA 250-lntroducbon to Business 







Twelve semester hours in an area of specialization selected from the followmg: 
• MARKETING 
BA 420-Marketlng 
Upper division marl\ettng elect1ves 
• FINANCE 
BA 430-Business Finance 
Upper div1sion finance electives 
• MANAGEMENT 
BA 461-Management 
Upper d1vision management electives 
• INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
Three semester hours selected from the followtng: 
BA 420-Marketing 
BA 430-Business Finance 
BA 461-Management 
BA 475-Business Policy and Strategy 
BA 481A-Business Law I 

















Plus mne semester hours selected from upper division international business electives. 
• GENERAL BUSINESS 12 SH 
Twelve semester hours selected from upper division Business Admtnistrat1on courses 
in consultation w1th the major advisor. 
NOTE: BA 498E-W cannot be used to fulfill mtnor requirements. 
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BA 250. INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS (3). Explores the contemporary business 
environment by 1ntroductng fundamental busmess concepts including ethics, interna-
tional business. management, marl\eting, and finance. Prov1des a soltd foundation for 
future business courses and will assist in understanding current bustness activities. 
BA 270. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (3). Presents standard topics in introductory 
stat1st1cs for students whose major IS not mathematics. Top1cs include descriptive 
statistics, probab11tty distributions, estimations. hypothesis testing. linear regression 
and correlation, and other topics. Prerequisite(s): Two (2) years of H1gh School 
Algebra requ1red. Cross listing: MT 270. 
BA 282. INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION SYSTEMS CONCEPTS (3). Introduces 
information systems concepts, architectures. and technologies emphas1ztng informa-
tion system resources needed to meet organizational m1ss1on and objectives. Focuses 
on mformat10n systems from the business viewpomt tncluding processes. value 
proposition. and different types of tnformatton systems. Presents key areas of net-
worl\ing, databases, and software applications to provide an overall information sys-
tems background. Explores research, case studies, and different information system 
applications to gain familiarity with the foundational concepts of tnformalion systems. 
Cross listing: CS 282. 
BA 340. QUANTITATIVE METHODS (3). Introduces operations research. Emphasizes 
decision making under conditions of uncertainty, linear programming, regression mod-
els, PERT and CPM. and other quantitative techniques used in a typical business set-
ting PrereqUtsite(s): BA 270 or MT 270 and BA 230 or permission of mstructor. Cross 
listing: MT 340 
BA 370. INTERMEDIATE STATISTICS (3). Introduces techmques of stratified sampling 
and experimental design; one factor ANOVA, two factor ANOVA. and n-factor ANOVA; 
selected multiple companson tests; multiple correlation and regression; the Sign test; 
the Mann-Whitney U-test; the runs test; and Spearman correlalton. Prerequ1s1te(s): 
BA 270 or MT 270 and BA 230 and MT 272 or perm1ssion of instructor. Cross listing: 
MT 370 and PY 370. 
BA 402. BUSINESS CYCLES AND FORECASTING (3). Examines theoretical explana-
tions of economics growth in advanced industrial economic systems and the causes 
of cyclical deviations from the growth trend. Covers forecasting national income and 
national product aggregates and emphasizes the use of forecasting techmques. 
Prerequisite(s): EC 320 and EC 330. Cross listmg: EC 460. 
BA 403. INTERNET MARKETING (3). Introduces and develops marketing concepts for 
the Internet, usmg effective theory and practical business techniques. Exammes 
Internet related languages and applications software Prerequisite(s): BA 250 and 
Junior standing. 
BA 407. LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES (3). Examines evolut1on of leadership from a the-
oretical perspective w1th a focus on contemporary leadership. Topics include: man-
agement versus leadership, gender differences, power and social influence. ethics 
and values, culture and the key communication competencies of leadership. Requires 
students to evaluate and enhance personal leadership skills and develop a personal 
model of leadership. Prerequisite(s) BA 461 
BA 413. INTERNET MANAGEMENT (3). Focuses on managtng Internet resources and 
information systems project management Introduces prevalent web related languages 
such as HTML, Java Script, and XML. Prerequislte(s): BA 250 and Junior standing. 
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BA 415. CORPORATE INSURANCE AND RISK (3). Examines ways in which insurance 
can be used by f1rms m creat1ve, new ways to limit fmancial risk for small and large 
corporations. Brings a financial onentation to traditional insurance instruments in 
creating ways to protect shareholders agamst claims for errors or mismanagement by 
directors and officers. Prerequislte(s): BA 430. 
BA 418. ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION (3). Surveys contemporary organiza-
tional commumcatlon theories and practices Investigates issues such as diversity, 
participat1on, technology, corporate ethics, the environment, and globalization. 
Prerequisite(s) COM 380 and Junior standing. Cross listing: COM 418. 
BA 420. MARKETING (3). Studies the macro and micro marketing systems and insti-
tutions. domestically and internationally. Includes marketing's role m the global econ-
omy and marketing in the United States emphas1zmg the development of marketing 
strategies and marketing mixes. Prerequisite(s): BA 250 and Junior standing. 
BA 421. MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT POLICIES (3). Analyzes the use and 
1m pact of marketing procedures such as marketing research, non-price competition, 
pnce competition, advertising, selling policies and choice of a channel of distribution. 
PrereqUisite(s): BA 420. 
BA 423. MARKETING RESEARCH (3). Familiarizes student with the basic objectives, 
techniques, and applications of market research used in a modern business environ-
ment. Develops proficiency in acquisition, analysis, and interpretation of market mfor-
malion for busmess decisions. Prerequisite(s): BA 250, BA 420 and Jumor standing. 
BA 425. CONSUMER BEHAVIOR (3). Students analyze the factors that influence con-
sumer behavior and use this knowledge to develop sound marketmg strateg~es for 
goods and services. Prerequislte(s): BA 420. 
BA 428. INTERNATIONAL MARKETING (3). Exammes the scope and challenge of 
marketing goods and services in foreign countries; and the cultural, legal, political, 
geographiC, technological, and econom1c influences on international marketing. 
Includes establishmg markets, market research, distribution channels, export 
processes, and marketmg strateg;es. Prerequisite(s) BA 420 and Jumor standing 
BA 430. BUSINESS FINANCE (3). Introduces major topics in managerial finance 
essential for understandmg how financial managers acquire and manage a firm's 
assets and how they fmance these assets through debt and equity sources. 
Prerequisite(s): BA 230, BA 250, AC 320A and AC 3208 and Jumor standing. 
BA 433. MONEY AND BANKING (3). Studies the nature and functions of money and 
credit. mcluding an understanding of the variety and growth of banking functions and 
the influence on banks of Federal Reserve operat1ons. Exam1nes the relationships 
among money, interest rates. business investment needs, government borrowmg, and 
the gross national product. Prerequisite(s): EC 320 and EC 330. Cross listing: EC 420. 
BA 434. SALES (3). Prov1des an m-depth understanding of the sales process. Focuses 
on individual salesperson and sales management perspectives. Includes an apprecia-
tion of the individual selling function, types of selling (direct, telemarketing. mail, busi-
ness-to-business. and retail). Prerequisite(s): BA 250, BA 420 and Junior standing 
BA 435. FUNDAMENTALS OF INVESTMENTS (3). Studies the relationship between risk 
and return m the management of investment portfolios, including the analysis of stocks, 
bonds and other secunties. Prerequis~e(s): BA 230, BA 430, AC 320A and AC 3208. 
BA 438. INTERNATIONAL FINANCE (3). Presents the economic issues of mternat10nal 
finance, including th.e history in International Finance. fixed and flexible exchange 
rates, and international agencies that help stabilize international financ1al markets. 
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Examines issues faced by fmancial managers of multinational firms. PrereqUisite(s): 
EC 320, EC 330 and Junior standing. Cross listmg: EC 483. 
BA 440. LABOR RELATIONS AND ECONOMICS (3). Exammes unemployment, empha-
sizing 1ts causes and possible cures. Prerequisite(s): EC 320 and EC 330. Cross list-
ing: EC 440. 
BA 442. PERSONAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (3). Examines the field of personal 
financial management and planning. Includes seiling financ1al goals and plannmg for 
education, retirement, estates and insurance, and the tax effects of different financial 
choices. Explores the role of the professional financial planner in helping individuals 
to make financial decisions. PrereqUisite(s) BA 250 and Junior standing. 
BA 445. EMPLOYMENT LAW AND POLICY (3). Surveys the impact of state and feder-
al employment laws on the organization Exammes both the history of and res1stance 
to focus-not legal focus per se. Provides a chronicle examinatiOn of the laws that 
were passed, and the resistance to the legislation. Explores what was happening in 
the community that made the laws necessary, what values are reflected in the law, 
and whether the law is adequate to balance the needs of the employer and employee. 
PrereqUISIIe(s)· BA 250 and BA 461, Junior standing required. Cross listing: PJ 445 
and WS 445. 
BA 452. MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES (3). Exammes the nature and chal-
lenge of personnel management from mechamcs to soc1al responsibility, the organiza-
tion of a work force and the development and management of human resources. 
Stud1es creating a favorable work environment, Including management and labor rela-
tions, remuneration, and secunty for employees. Prerequisite(s): BA 461. 
BA 454. ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR (3). Emphasizes organizational environment and 
behavior concepts. Focuses on human resources and system ideas. motivating employ-
ees, JOb sabsfaction, leadership, managing change, communication and group process-
es, employee counseling, interpersonal, and group dynam1cs. Prerequisite(s): BA 461. 
BA 458. PROJECT MANAGEMENT (3). Identifies tools and processes of project man-
agement w~h emphasis on orgamzabonal structures and resources for successful man-
agement. Includes tools and techniques for project plannmg. staffing. and budgeting. 
BA 461. MANAGEMENT (3). Provides comprehensive coverage of managerial pnnci-
ples applicable to numerous act1v~ies through a study of the fundamental functions 
of management. Stud1es recent developments and their effect upon management and 
management techniques. Prerequisite(s): BA 250 and Junior standing. 
BA 462. MANAGING SMALL BUSINESS (3). Emphasizes fundamental factors con-
cerned with the establishment and competent operation of small busmess, mcluding 
financmg and sources of funds: orgamzing the business and establishment of poli-
cies; factors in business success; and the future outlook of small business. 
Prerequisite(s): BA 461 
BA 463. ISSUES IN MANAGEMENT (3). Prov1des an overview of new developments m 
management. emphasizmg interdisciplinary Influences on organizational theory 
Includes new paradigms, organizational culture, changing gender roles, organizational 
change, and renewal. Prerequisite(s): BA 461. 
BA 468. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (3). Explores scopes and challenges of doing 
busmess, including marketing goods and serv1ces in foreign markets. Addresses cul-
tural, legal, political, geographic, technological and economic (standard of living) 
mfluence management, organizational and marketing practice. Examines the estab-
lishment of markets, research, distribution channels export processes. 
PrereqUisite(s): BA 250 and Jumor standing. 
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BA 469. INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT (3). Studies the history and evolution of 
international busmess. the mternational environment, and the development, organiza-
tion, and structure of the mternational orgamzation. Includes cultural dtfferences and 
business-governmental relations. Prerequtstte(s): BA 461. 
BA 470. PRINCIPLES OF REAL ESTATE (3). Studies laws governing real estate trans· 
actions, property appratsal, acquisition, and sale of both restdential and commerctal 
property and property management. PrereqUisile(s): AC 320A and AC 3208. 
BA 472. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE THIRD AND FOURTH WORLDS (3). 
Studtes vanous models/theones of economic development that traces a htslory of 
underdevelopment in the thtrd and fourth worlds. Investigates the various barriers and 
problem areas tn developing countnes Assesses possibilities, prospects, and policies 
of the future. Prerequistle(s)· EC 320. Cross listing: EC 470, ENVS 470. and PJ 470. 
BA 475. BUSINESS POLICY AND STRATEGY (3). Thts capstone course for Busmess 
Admmtslration ma)ors, addresses the busmess firm 10 its totality as a functioning 
entity in tis environment. both global and local. Analyzes actual policies and strate-
gies of extsling firms. Prerequisite(s): BA 420, BA 430, BA 461, and Senior standing. 
BA 481A. BUSINESS LAW I (3). Explores the foundations of law Studtes the funda-
mentals of contract law as applied in sales and employment contexts as well as 
agency law. Prerequtstle(s) BA 250 and Junior standing. 
BA 481B. BUSINESS LAW II (3). Studies law applicable to commerctal paper, securi 
ty devtces, partnershtps, corporations, real property, estates, and bankruptcy. 
PrereqUisite(s): BA 481A. 
BA 484. VALUES-FOCUSED PUBLIC POLICY (3). Exammes the policies and proce-
dures utilized by government to tmprove economic performance. Explores the role that 
individual and commumty worldviews and commitments to jus!Jce have in defimng 
appropriate state and federal regulatory action, wtth particular attention to the 
Catholic worldview and Catholic Social Thought. Areas of study include anti-trust, 
consumer protection, employment law, and envtronmentallaw. Prerequisile(s): EC 
200 or EC 320. Cross listing EC 484, PJ 484, and CAS 460G. 
BA 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN BUSINESS (1-6). Enables students to pursue 
specialtoptcs of mterest not covered in regularly offered courses. Developed under 
the direction of a faculty member. Regts College Prerequisite(s): Junior standing and 
approval of division director. 
BA 494. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS (3). Examines the theoretical underpinnings of 
international economics. Emphastzes mtemationaltrade theory, trade policy, 
exchange rate determmation, factor movements, underdevelopment. balance of pay-
ments, national income, the international financial system and mstitutions and 
reg~onal trading blocks. Prerequisite(s): EC 320 and EC 330. Cross listing: EC 481 
BA 494E-W SEMINAR IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (3). Analyzes trends and 
tssues 10 intemabonal bus mess of current significance. Toptcs vary with each offer· 
ing. Prerequisite(s): BA 250 and Jumor standing. 
BA 495E. ETHICAL DECISION MAKING IN BUSINESS (3). Focuses on ethical prob-
lems, whtch arise 10 the busmess setting. EmphasiZes the individual deciston maker 
10 the entry-level posttion, as opposed to the managerial level. Studtes the various 
philosophical and sociaVpsychological dectston systems that can be used to resolve 
ethical problems. Includes case studies, role playing and guest speakers from the 
business commumty. PrereqUisite(s): BA 250 and Jumor standing. Cross listmg. AC 
495E or EC 495E. 
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BA 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN BUSINESS (3). Provides faculty·dtrected field experi· 
ence. Prerequisrte(s): Approval of divrston director and dtrector of Experiential 
Education. NOTE: See Regis College, Division of Business Regulations. 
************************ 
CATHOLIC STUDIES 
Dr. Thomas B. Leininger, Program Director 
Dr. Randolph Lumpp, Professor 
A major in Catholic Studies is not available. 
The Catholic Studies Program seeks to develop interdisciplinary 
understandmg of the Catholic Chnstian tradition in relatton to 
human culture. The courses examine historical and/or contempo-
rary relationships between Catholic tradition and intellectual 
thought, society, politics, morality, sptrituality, economics, science, 
media, literature, the arts, and other dimensions of culture. 
CATHOLIC STUDIES MINOR 15 SH 
Lower DIVISIOn Requirements 3SH 
CAS 300E-W-Foundations of Catholic Tradtlions 3 SH 
Upper 01vision Reqwrements 12SH 
Twelve upper division semester hours of Catholic Studtes courses selected wtlh the 
approval of the major advisor. 
CATHOLIC STUDIES COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (CAS) .. ..................... .... ........................ ......................... ............. ----- ... ---···---------·-------
CAS 300E-W. FOUNDATIONS OF CATHOLIC TRADITION (3). An mterdisciphnary 
overview of the sources and contributions of the Catholic religtous traditton. 
Investigates historical roots and cultural adaptations from its beginning to Ieday's 
global setting. Focuses on developments in philosophy, theology, literature, the arts as 
well as the influence of political and soctal thought and insttlutions. 
CAS 400E-W. THE CATHOLIC INTELLECTUAL TRADITION (3). Explores signiftcant con-
tributors to Catholic intellectual tradition as well as of the basic issues that have 
determtned that tradition: the role of faith and reason, the place of culture 10 Christian 
evangelization, sptntuality, and autobtography. Emphasizes the study of primary texts. 
CAS 410E-W. THE ARTS IN CATHOLIC TRADITION (3). Explores the relationship 
between Catholic tradition and the fine arts and the role of the arts in expressing and 
ennch10g the life of faith. Focuses on the relationship between the sacred and the 
beaut1ful, the history of Christian iconography, or specrtic media of expression (e.g.: 
performing, vtsual arts, liturg~cal arts). Examines the sptritual power of the aesthetic 
experience. 
CAS 420E-W. CATHOLIC TRADITION IN SOCIETY AND CULTURE (3). Explores the 
relationship between Catholic thought and practice and soctal or cultural phenomena 
in various cultures or time periods. The approach can be from different disctplines 
such as sociology, anthropology, media studies, and history. 
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CAS 430E-W. CATHOLIC TRADITION AND NATURAL SCIENCE (3). Explores Catholic 
thought on the natural sciences Addresses such topics as the theory of evolution, the 
role of Greek philosophy and sc1ence in the development of Catholic thought, the 
impact of Catholic thinkers on the history of sc1ence, controversies between the 
Church and the sciences, moral1ssues arising from technological development. 
CAS 440E-W. CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS AND SPIRITUAL TRADITIONS (3). Explores 
Catholic Chnstian sp1ntual expenences and practices focusing on particular contribu-
tors (e.g., Benedict. Ignatius Loyola, Teresa of Avila), or particular forms of spiritual 
practice (e.g . mystical. monastic. lgnatian) or particular sp1ritual disciplines (e.g., 
contemplation. activism, liturgical). 
CAS 450E-W. HISTORICAL THEMES IN CATHOLIC TRADITION (3). Studies historical 
themes, f1gures, movements or penods that shaped or were shaped by Catholic 
thought or pract1ce. 
CAS 460E-W. PEACE AND JUSTICE IN CATHOLIC TRADITION (3). Studies the 
sources and mfluence of Catholic social teaching. Focus may mclude themes (e.g., 
liberation, peace activism. church-state relations. political freedom), figures who 
have enacted Catholic teaching (e.g., Francis of Ass1si, Dorothy Day), or 1ssues (e.g., 
economic justice, military serv1ces, mternat1onal aid). Exammes biblical, papal, con-
ciliar, and theological documents. 
CAS 498E-W. CATHOLIC STUDIES INTERNSHIP (3). Offers an opportunity to explore 
Catholic Stud1es m 1ts practical application to vanous working areas of contemporary 
Catholicism. Requires students to reflect critically and constructively on the experi· 
ence. Prerequisite(s): CAS 300. Approval of program director required. 
************************* 
CHEMISTRY 
Dr. Surendra Mahapatro, Chairperson 
Dr. Demse Guinn, Associate Professor 
Dr. Kimberley Waldron, Associate Professor 
Dr. Rebecca Brewer, Assistant Professor 
Dr. John Jean, Assistant Professor 
Dr. James McEvoy, Assistant Professor 
DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION 
The Department of Chemistry offers two majors: Chemistry and 
Biochemistry. Both majors also include an honors track: ACS-
approved Chemistry and ACS-approved Biochemistry. The curricu-
lum in both majors follows the guidelines recommended by the 
American Chemical Society (ACS). 
The traditional Chemistry major is designed for the liberal arts student 
who seeks an appreciation of chemistry but does not intend to pursue 
advanced studies or employment in the field. This track has a19 
upper division hour requirement. There are also 15 hours of lower 
division chemistry prerequisites for this major, in addition to eight 
hours of lower division physics and up to eight hours of calculus. 
The ACS-approved Chemistry major is designed for students plan-
ning to enter graduate or professional school and/or professional 
employment in the chemical industry. Th1s track has a 25 upper 
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divis1on hour requ1rement and follows the curriculum guidelines 
established by the American Chemical Society (ACS). This pro-
gram includes a capstone research experience (CH 499E-W) as 
part of the requirements. There are also 15 hours of lower division 
chemistry prerequisites for this major, in addition to eight hours of 
lower division physics and up to eight hours of calculus. 
The major in Biochemistry is designed for students who are inter-
ested in this sub-discipline of chemistry and would like to com-
bine their biochemistry degree with either a minor or major in 
biology. A minor in biology is a requirement for the Bachelor of 
Arts in Biochemistry. This degree program is designed to prepare 
students for graduate or medical school and for employment in 
the biotechnology industry. This degree program requires 21 
upper division hours in chemistry and 12 upper division hours in 
biology. This program follows the curriculum guidelines recom-
mended by the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology (ASBMB). There are also 15 hours of lower division 
chemistry prerequisites for this major, in addition to eight hours of 
lower division physics, eight hours of lower division biology, and 
up to eight hours of calculus. 
The ACS-approved Biochemistry major follows the guidelines 
established by the American Chemical Society (ACS) in addition to 
the ASBMB. This degree program requires 25 upper division 
hours in chemistry and 12 upper division hours in biology. This 
program includes a capstone research experience (CH 499E-W) as 
part of the requirements. There are 15 hours of lower division 
chemistry prerequisites for this major, in addition to eight hours of 
lower division physics, eight hours of lower division biology, and 
up to eight hours of calculus. 
The minimum passing grade for any course taken towards satisfy-
ing the Chemistry or Biochemistry major is a "C-" This standard 
applies to all lower and upper division chemistry courses and all 
other courses required for the major. Also, a grade of "C-" or bet-
ter is required in all prerequisite courses in order to enroll in sub-
sequent courses. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY 
Lower DIVISion Requirements 
CH 21 0-Principles of Chemistry I 
CH 211-Principles of Chemistry laboratory I 
CH 230-Principles of Chemistry II 
CH 231- Principles of Chemistry Laboratory II 
CH 250-0rgamc Chemistry I 
CH 251-0rganic Chemistry Laboratory I 
MT 360A-Calculus I* 
MT 3608---Calculus II* 
PH 204A-General Physics w11h Calculus I 
PH 205A-General Physics laboratory I 
PH 2048-General Physics with Calculus II 















* Prerequisite may be required depending upon mathematics placement. 
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Upper Division Requirements 19 SH 
Nineteen upper dMSIOn semester hours of Chemisby courses. wh1ch must include: 
CH 420-0rganic Chemistry II 3 SH 
CH 421 -Orgamc Chemistry Laboratory II 2 SH 
CH 424-Analytical Chemistry 3 SH 
CH 425-Advanced Laboratory I 2 SH 
CH 430A-Physical Chemistry I 3 SH 
CH 46&-Modern lnorgan1c Chemistry 3 SH 
Upper DiviSIOn Chemistry Electives 3 SH 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY-ACS CERTIFIED 56 SH 
In addition to the lower and upper division requirements listed previously, stu-
dents must complete 25 upper div1s1on semester hours of chem1stry courses, 
wh1ch must also include. 
CH 427-Advanced Laboratory II 
CH 430B-Physical Chem1stry II 
CH 499E-W-Capstone Research Expenence* 
* Approval of Chemistry Department Committee required. 
CHEMISTRY MINOR 
Lower DIVISIOn ReqUirements 
CH 210-Pnnc1ples of Chem1stry I 
CH 211-Pnnciples of Chem1stry Laboratory I 
CH 230-Principles of Chemistry II 
CH 231-Principles of Chem1stry Laboratory II 
CH 250-Qrganic Chem1stry I 
CH 251-0rganrc Chem1stry Laboratory I 
MT 360A-Calculus I or eqUivalent* 
PH 204A-General Phys1cs w1th Calculus I 















* Prerequisites may be required depending upon mathematics placement. 
Upper Division ReqUirements 
Twelve upper division semester hours, which must include: 
CH 420-Qrganic Chemistry II 





The Bachelor of Science w1th majors in Biochemistry and ACS-
approved Biochemistry are offered by the Department of 
Chemistry. These programs are designed for students who are 
interested in this sub-discipline of chemistry and would like to 
combine their biochemistry degree with either a mmor or major in 
biology. A mmor in biology is a requirement for the degree. 
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These degree programs are designed to prepare students for grad-
uate or medical school and/or employment in the biotechnology 
industry. The Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry degree requires 
21 upper division hours in chemistry and 12 upper division hours 
in Biology. This program follows the curriculum guidelines recom-
mended by the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology (ASBMB). The Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry degree 
with ACS certification follows the guidelines established by the 
American Chemical Society (ACS) as well as the ASMBM. 
The Biochemistry programs are designed for students who are 
interested m an integrated Chemistry/Biology curriculum that brings 
together the study of the following: fundamental chemical princi-
ples; biophysical and structural chemistry of biomolecules with an 
emphasis on proteins and nucleic acids; new DNA cloning and 
gene modeling and computational biochemistry; and advanced top-
ics in biology such as genetics, microbiology and immunology. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOCHEMISTRY 
Lower DIVISIOn ReqUirements 
BL 260 Principles of Biology: Molecular and Cellular 
BL 261-Molecular and Cellular Biology Laboratory 
BL 262- Principles of Biology: Organismic* 
BL 263-0rganismic Biology Laboratory 
CH 210-Pnnciples of Chemistry I 
CH 211-Pnnciples of Chemistry Laboratory I 
CH 230-Pnnciples of Chemistry II 
CH 231-Principles of Chemistry laboratory II 
CH 250-0rganic Chemistry I 
CH 251-0rganic Chemistry Laboratory I 
MT 360A-Calculus I* 
MT 3606-Calculus II* 
PH 204A-General Physics w1th Calculus I 
PH 205A-General Physics Laboratory I 
PH 204B-General Physics with Calculus II 



















* Prerequisites may be required depending upon mathematics placement. 
Upper Division Requirements 
CH 420-0rganic Chemistry II 
CH 421-0rganic Chemistry Laboratory II 
CH 425-Advanced Laboratory I 
CH 430A- Physical Chemistry I 
CH 452A-Biochemistry I 
CH 452B-Biochemistry II 
CH 453- Biochemlstry Laboratory 










Students ma1onng in Biochemistry are required to complete a minor or a sec-
ond major m Biology or Neuroscience. Upper div1sion course work in B1ology 
must include: 
BL 427-Technrques in Molecular B1ology Laboratory 
Upper DiviSIOn Biology Electives 
2 SH 
10 SH 
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Students are strongly encouraged to 1nclude one or more of the followmg 
courses to fulfill the upper division Biology electives in the major or minor: 
BL 414-Principles of Genetics 3 SH 
BL 415-Princlples of Genetics Laborato!Y 1 SH 
BL 418-Microbiology 3 SH 
BL 419-Microbiology Laboratory 1 SH 
BL 466-lmmunology and Immune D seases 3 SH 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOCHEMISTRY-ACS CERTIFIED 64 SH 
In addition to the lower and upper division requ1rements listed previously, stu-
dents must complete 25 upper division semester hours of chemist!Y courses, 
------.,=~ which include: 
BL 499E-W-Capstone Research Expenence 
CH 424-Analytical Chemisi!Y 
1 SH 
3 SH 
CH 200 E-W. CHEMISTRY IN CONTm (3). Develops around a central chemical 
theme on selected topics chosen by the instructor. NOTE: Designed specifically for 
non-science majors to meet the Natural Sc1ence Core reqUirement when taken with 
CH 201 E-W. 
CH 201 E-W. CHEMISTRY IN CONTEXT LABORATORY (1). Involves laboratory exercis-
es accompanymg and remforcmg lecture top1cs. May be used to fulfill the Natural 
Science Core requirement 
CH 202. INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY (3). Provides a qualitative 
mtroduction to the chem1cal aspects of environmental and social issues for the non-
science student. Includes the role of science and technology, water and air pollution, 
conventional and alternate energy sources, nuclear power and selected topics relating 
to local and global1ssues in energy and the environment. Co-requisite CH 203. 
CH 203. INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (1). 
Involves laboratory exercises accompanying and remforcmg lecture topics. Co-requi-
site: CH 202 Laboratory fee required NOTE: One three-hour laboratory penod 
CH 206A. CHEMISTRY FOR HEALTH RELATED SCIENCES (3). A descnptive introduc-
- tion to the fundamentals of chemistry with emphasis on atomic structure. chemical 
bonding and reactions and the properties of various states of matter. This is followed 
by a bnef treatment of the chemistry of selected elements and compounds, espec1ally 
those pertaming to biological systems. Co-requisite: CH 207 A Prerequisite(s): 
Adequate preparation in high school mathematics. NOTE: Designed for health care pro-
grams and also fulfills Natural Science Core requirements. Offered every fall semester. 
CH 207A. CHEMISTRY FOR HEALTH RELATED SCIENCES LABORATORY (!).Involves 
laborato~Y experiments accompanying CH 206A. Co-requ1s1te: CH 206A. laborato!Y 
fee required. NOTE: One three-hour laboratory per week. 
CH 210. PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY I (4). Introduces chemical and physical properties 
of matter, atom1c structure, stoichiometry, penodicity, chemical bonding, molecular geome-
try, thermodynamics, and aqueous chemistry. Co-requisite: CH 211 Prerequisite(s): 
Sophomore standing or permission of instructor is required. NOTE: A strong background in 
Algebra is essential. Chemistry department recommends a students ACT score of 21. 
Recommend concurrent enrollment in any Regis College Math course. 
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CH 211. PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY LABORATORY I (1). Introduces fundamental 
laborato!Y techmques including chromatography, chem1cal synthesis, spectroscopy 
and acid/base chemist~Y. Co-requisite: CH 210.laborato!Y fee required NOTE· One 
three-hour laborato!Y per week. Offered eveiY fall semester. 
CH 230. PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY II (4). Continuation of CH 210. Examines the 
followmg fundamental chemical principles: equilibrium theOIY; acid-based chemist~Y; 
chemical kinetics; thermodynamics; and electrochemiSI!Y. Additional spec1al top1cs 
may include trans1tion metal chemist!Y, the chemist!Y of new materials, nuclear 
chemistry, and geochemisi!Y. Co-reqUisite, CH 231. Prerequisite(s): C- or better m CH 
210 or permission of instructor required.· 
CH 231. PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY LABORATORY II (1). A continuation of funda-
mental lab techniques including chromatography, chemical synthesis, spectroscopy, 
and ac1d/base chemist~Y. Co-requisite: CH 230. Prereqwslte(s): CH 211 or permission 
of mstructor required. 
CH 250. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I (4). Studies the molecular structure of organic com-
pounds, the1r functional groups, physical properties, and the relationship between struc-
ture and reactivity. Introduces the principles of reaction thermo-dynamics and kinetics. 
Co-requisite: CH 251. Prerequisite(s): CH 210. NOTE: Offered eveiY spring semester. 
CH 251. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY I (1). Investigates techniques used to 
separate, punfy, and identify organic compounds. Laborato~Y fee required. Co-requi-
site: CH 250. Prerequisite(s): CH 211. NOTE: One three-hour laboratOIY per week. 
CH 350. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II (3). Comprehensive survey of organic chemical 
reactions, based on common mechanisms. Introduces biomolecules: peptides, carbo-
hydrates, and nucle1c acids m addition to multi-step organic syntheses. Co-requiSite: 
CH 351. Prerequisite(s): CH 250. NOTE: Offered eveiY fall semester. 
CH 351. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY II (2). Involves synthesis of selected 
organic compounds and identification of compounds by spectroscopic methods. Co-
requisite CH 350. Prerequisite(s): CH 251. Laborato~Y fee required. NOTE: One hour 
of laboratory lecture plus four laboratory hours per week. Offered every fall semester. 
CH 420. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II (3). Comprehensive survey of organic chemical 
reactions and their mechanisms. Covers spectroscopic techmques includmg NMR, IR, 
and MS. Introduces biomolecules such as peptides, carbohydrates, lipids, and nucle1c 
ac1ds. Includes multi-step organic synthesis. Co-requisite: CH 421. Prerequisite(s): 
C- or better in CH 250 
CH 421. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY II (2). Synthesis of selected orgamc 
compounds and identification by spectroscopic methods. Includes multi-step organic 
synthesis. Co-requisite: CH 420. Prerequisite(s): CH 251. 
CH 424. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY (3). Emphasizes the principles and methodologies 
of modern chemical analysis, mcluding aqueous vequilib1ria electrochemistry and 
chromatography. PrereqUisite(s): CH 460. 
CH 425. ADVANCED LABORATORY I (2). Experiments illustrate the principles in ana-
lytical, phys1cal, advanced organic and advanced inorganic chemisi!Y including mod-
ern mstrumental techniques. Expenments are different from the experiments per-
formed in Advanced Laboratory II. Prerequisite(s): CH 461. laboratory fee required. 
NOTE: Advanced Laboratory I and II are not part of a sequence and may be taken m 
either order. One hour of laboratory lecture plus five laboratory hours per week. 
CH 427. ADVANCED LABORATORY II (2). Experiments illustrate the principles in ana-
lytical, physical, advanced orgamc and advanced morganic chemistry including mod-
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ern instrumental techniques. Experiments are different from the expenments per-
formed 10 Advanced Lab I. Prerequislte(s): CH 461 NOTE: Advanced Lab I and II are 
not part of a sequence and may be taken in either order. 
CH 430A. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I (3). Studies ideal and real gas behavror. concepts 
of thermodynamics. chemrcal equrlibnum and phase equilibria. Prerequisrte(s)· PH 
2048 and CH 460 and MT 3608. NOTE MT 360C recommended. 
CH 430B. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II (3). Studres chemical k10etics, electrochemistry, 
kinetic molecular theory, photochemistry, atomic and molecular structure. 
Prerequisite(s) CH 430A. NOTE: Offered every spring semester. 
CH 448. ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3). Explores advanced topics in physical 
and synthetic organrc chemrstry 10clud10g: krnetic rsotope effects, reactron mecha-
nisms, biomolecules and their structure. and multr-step syntheses. Prerequisite(s): 
CH 460. NOTE. Offered every other fall semester. 
CH 452A. BIOCHEMISTRY I (3). Introduces the structure and function of proteins. 
Includes an 10 depth study of enzyme k10etics and specrfrcrty, the thermodynamics of 
biologrcal systems and introduces metabolic processes Prereqursite(s): CH 460. 
NOTE CH 430A recommended. Cross listing. BL 452A. 
CH 452B. BIOCHEMISTRY II (3). Surveys metabolism and regulatron, 10cluding gly-
colysis, electron transport, photosynthesis and oxidative phosphorylation Includes 
fatty acid breakdown. lipid biosyntheses. nucleic acid structure, and molecular evolu-
tion. Optional Co-requisrte: CH 453. Prereqursite(s): CH 452A. Cross listrng: BL 4528. 
CH 453. BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY (2). Introduces fundamental biochemical 
technrques and rnstrumentabon, rncluding the rsolabon and purification of biomole-
cules, three drmensronal modeling, and biophysical experiments. Co-reqursite: CH 
4528. Prerequisrte(s) CH 452A. Laboratory fee requrred. NOTE. One hour of laborato-
ry lecture plus four laboratory hours per week. Offered every spring semester. 
CH 460. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3). Focuses on chemistry of main group elements, 
aqueous and non-aqueous acid/base chemrstry, transition metal coordrnatron com-
pounds, and electrochemistry. Prereqursite(s): CH 350. Permrssion of 10structor 
required. Co-requisrte· CH 461. Offered every spring semester. 
CH 461. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (2). Synthesis, characterization and 
mechanisms of reaction of inorganic, organometallic, and bioinorganic complexes 
using air-sensitive technrques. when appropriate. and instrumental methods 
Prereqursrte(s)· CH 351 Permissron of instructor requrred. Co-requisite: CH 460. 
Offered every spnng semester. 
CH 466. MODERN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3). Surveys the chemistry at metals and their 
compounds. Topics include advanced concepts in periodic behavior, the study at bonding 
models used for transrbon metals and their complexes; the symmetry of and spectroscopic 
charactenzabon at tranSition metal complexes; and the kJnetic and mechanisms at transition 
metal complex reactions. Additional toprcs may include metals rn biological systems and 
medrcine. geochemistry; the chemistry at modem matenals; and organometallic compounds 
as catalysts. Prerequisrte(s): CH 230 and CH 420. NOTE: CH 230 may be taken concurrently. 
CH 490E-1. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN CHEMISTRY: RESEARCH IN PHYSICAL CHEM-
ISTRY (1-3). Advanced study in rndependent research projects in chemrstry and bro-
chemrstry Prerequisite(s): Majors or minors only. Permission of rnstructor. 
CH 4901-N. INDEPENDENT STUDY CHEMISTRY: RESEARCH IN CHEMISTRY (1-3). 
Advanced study rn rndependent research projects in chemistry and biochemistry 
Prerequis1te(s): Majors or minors only Permission of instructor. 
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CH 4900-S. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN CHEMISTRY: RESEARCH IN INORGANIC AND 
BIOCHEMISTRY (1-3). Advanced study rn rndependent research projects rn chemistry 
and biochemistry Prerequisite(s): Majors only. Permission of rnstructor. 
CH 490T-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN CHEMISTRY: RESEARCH IN ORGANIC SYN-
THESIS (1-3). Advanced study rn rndependent research projects in chemistry and 
brochemrstry. Prerequisrte(s): Majors and minors only. Permission of instructor. 
CH 495. SEMINAR IN CHEMISTRY (1). Addresses advances m analytical. brochem-
istry, inorganic, organic. and physical chemistry. Requrrements may mclude literature 
search, oral presentatrons and wntten exams and papers. Prerequisite(s): Majors 
only. Senior standing required. Approval of department chair required NOTE· Offered 
every spnng semester. 
CH 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN CHEMISTRY (3). Prov1des a working envrronment in 
whrch practrcal expenence 10 the application of chemistry is obtained under appropri-
ate supervision. Prereqursrte(s): Approval of department chair and director of 
Expenential Education. NOTE: Credit may not be counted to fulfill the minimum upper 
division semester hour requirement for a major in Chemistry or Biochemistry 
CH 499E-W. CAPSTONE RESEARCH EXPERIENCE (1). Students perform experimental 
research, theoretical research. or a cntical review of literature at either Regrs or 
another laboratory under the supervision or sponsorship of a chemrstry faculty mem-
ber The student submits a proposal of study to a Departmental committee that 
rncludes the student's supervrsor. At the end of the semester, the student must sub-
mrt a formal research report. Prerequisrte(s): CH 420 and CH 421 or permission of 
instructor required. NOTE: Regular attendance at Chemistry Department seminars is 
expected and encouraged 
************************* 
COMMUNICATION 
Dr, Janellen Hill, Professor, Charrperson 
Dr. Arne G'Schwind, Associate Professor 
Dr. Mary Beth Callie, Assistant Professor 
Dr. Janna Goodwin, Assistant Professor 
Mr. Robert Margesson, Assistant Professor 
Dr. Elenie Opffer, Assistant Professor 
Mr. ian Dawe, Instructor 
LOWER DIVISION CORE STUDIES REQUIREMENT 
COM 210-Speech Communication 
COMMUNICATION MAJOR 





COM ~80-Communicatron: Questions, Contexts, and Theory 3 SH 
COM 381- Research Methods in Communication 3 SH 
Six semester hours of a 300-leYel Communication course selected from the following: 
COM 303-American Media lnstrtutions 
COM 30)-Conflict Management 
3 SH 
3 SH 
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COM 312- Performance of Self and Society 
COM 315--Wnting for the Media 
Upper D1vis10n Requirements 
COM 427-Communication Ethtcs 






Eighteen upper division semester hours of Communication courses selected 
from the following: 
COM 400-lntercultural Communication 
COM 402-Media Aesthetics 
COM 409-Critical Methods 
COM 413-Strategies of Dialogue 
COM 414-Small Group Communication 
COM 415-Mass Communtcatton law 
COM 416-Public Relations 
COM 418-0rganizational Communication 
COM 421 Persuasion and Argumentation 
COM 422-Communication and Conflict Consulting 
COM 424- New Communication Technologies 
COM 425-Video Production 
COM 428-Media and Politics 
COM 430-Audio Programming and Production 
COM 432- Advertising Theory and Practice 
COM 440-Gender, Sexuality and Communtca!ton 
COM 445-Televiston Programmmg and Critictsm 
COM 464E-W-Film Cntictsm 
COM 475-ln-Depth News Reportmg and Writmg 
COM 481-Medta and the Word 
COM 485E-W-Spectal Toptcs tn Communication 
COM 486-Mass Communtca!ton and Soctety 
COM 490E-W-Independent Study tn Communtcation 
COM 496E-W-Communication Practicum 


























In addi!ton, Communication majors are required to select a minor in consulta-
tton with thetr advisor. This requirement is waived if the student chooses a 
second major. 
COMMUNICATION MINOR 
Lower DIVISIOn Reqwrements 
COM 380-Communication: Questions, Contexts, and Theory 
Communication Elec!tve (300 level) 






Twelve upper divtsion semester hours of Communication courses selected 
with the approval of the major advisor. 
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CONFLICT ANALYSIS AND DIALOGUE MINOR 
Prerequisites 
CCS 300-Sophomore Semmar: Dtversity and Conflict Management 
or 
COM 305-Conflict Management 
Upper DtviSIOn Reqwrements 
COM 413-Strategies of Dialogue 







Six upper diviston semester hours of course work focused on confltct analysts, 
history, intervention, management, or theory offered in the Department of 
Communication, History and Poli!tcs, Philosophy, and/or Sociology. The electives 
wtll be selected with approval of the Conflict and Dialogue Studtes advisor. 
COMMUN ICATION COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (COM) ----- --------------------------------------··-------·············-------------------------------------
COM 210. SPEECH COMMUNICATION (3). Provides an overview of the process of 
communication and introduces communication theory. Provides practical training in 
the fundamentals of effec!tve presentation for individuals in both public speaking and 
group communtcatton settings. Emphasizes discussion of contemporary issues and 
the analysis of public discourse. NOTE: Required of all students seeking a bachelor's 
degree from Regis College. 
COM 303. AMERICAN MEDIA INSTITUTIONS (3). Surveys the htstoncal development 
of Amencan mass media. Explores regulatory, economic, political, and social influ-
ences of mass communication. 
COM 305. CONFLICT MANAGEMENT (3). Examines conflict tn a variety of human 
relationshtps. Explores conceptual and practical skills to analyze and effectively man-
age conflicts including face-to-face negotiation and third-party mediation. 
PrereqUJsite(s): COM 380. 
COM 312. PERFORMANCE OF SELF AND SOCIETY (3). Provtdes an overvtew of the 
many performances that create and support individual and social identity. Studies the 
notton of "performance" through sociological, anthropological, and literary/artistic 
lenses. Potnt's performance as one of the most creative, imaginative, and pragmatic 
of human communication responses. 
COM 315. WRITING FOR THE MEDIA (3). Studies writing for different mass media 
mcluding pnnt and broadcast news, public relations, and adverbsing. Develops practical 
skills and understanding of wnting for varying media audiences and for different purposes. 
COM 380. COMMUNICATION: QUESTIONS, CONTEXTS, AND THEORY (3). Examtnes 
ways that communication constitutes soctallife and introduces several important 
theories of meaning makmg for dialogic consideration. Explores mterpersonal relation-
ships; the mtersections of language, gender, culture, and power, and the dynamics of 
mass media and society. Foregrounds the notion of context, and engages the question 
of how we ought to live. 
COM 381. RESEARCH METHODS IN COMMUNICATION (3). Surveys a variety of com-
munication research methods and guides students through their own research pro-
posals and/or projects. Student~ learn to write literature reviews, research questions 
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and reports, observe, document and analyze commumcat1on, and conduct mterv1ews 
and surveys. NOTE Requ1red for all Communications majors. 
COM 400. INTERCUlTURAl COMMUNICATION (3). Using readmgs, film, field experi-
ence and/or dialogue, the course mvestlgates cultural1dent1ty, meaning, patterns, 
relationships, and conflicts that anse as contact mcreases between people of differ-
ent cultures in our global society Prerequisite(s). COM 380. 
COM 402. MEDIA AESTHETICS (3). A survey of aesthetic considerations of television, 
film, and radio. Students Will examme the fundamental image elements-light, space, 
time-motion, and sound. Prerequ1s1te(s) COM 380. 
COM 403E-W. FORENSIC PARTICIPATION (1). Students prepare at least two events 
in public speaking and/or oral mterpretabon of literature. Requires attendance at a 
minimum of two tournaments to qualify for credit. Prerequisite(s): COM 380 or per-
miSSion of mstructor. NOTE Students who w1sh to participate in competitive forensic 
tournaments can earn up to three (3) semester hours credit (one credit per semester 
over three semesters). 
COM 409. CRITICAl METHODS (3). Studies a variety of methods currently utilized for 
conductmg a cribcal analysis of communication acts. Includes dramatism, semiotics, 
narrative theoiY, reader-oriented criticism, femmist cntlcism, and others. Students 
apply one or more of these methods m developmg and presenbng critical analyses of 
discourses. Prerequisite(s): COM 380 or permiSSIOn of Instructor. 
COM 413. STRATEGIES OF DIALOGUE (3). Examines the dynamics of group commu-
nication through a number of theoretical lenses, explores some of the difficulties 
encountered in negobatmg high-stakes or emotional terrain, and offer a number of 
practical approaches for imagming, conoucting, and participatmg in productive dia-
logues. Prerequisite(s) COM 380. 
COM 414. SMALl GROUP COMMUNICATION (3). Prov1des a comprehensive overv1ew 
of psychological group theones and em~rical findings, emphasizmg the principles of 
group dynam1cs. Includes group projects and classroom simulations. Prerequisite(s): 
COM 380 or PY 250. Cross listing: PY 445. 
COM 415. MASS COMMUNICATION lAW (3). Surveys the developmental problems of 
the mass media related to the law. lnciLdes concepts, roles, and practices of the 
med1a related to regulatory agenc1es, jud1c1al processes, leg~slatlon, and pertment 
court decisions PrereqUisite(s)· COM 380 or permission of instructor required. Cross 
listmg: PJ 495L. 
COM 416. PUBLIC RELATIONS (3). Studies the history, purpose, and processes of 
public relations. Exammes public relations tools and practices, rang~ng from prepanng 
and conducting a public relations program. settmg up a news conference, establish-
ing and runnmg a speaker bureau, desigmng and producmg a brochure and ed1bng an 
employee newsletter PrereqUisite(s): COM 380. 
COM 418. ORGANIZATIONAl COMMUNICATION (3). Surveys contemporary organiza-
tional communication theones and practices. lnvesbgates issues such as diversity, 
participation, technology, corporate ethics, the environment. and globalization. 
PrereqUisite(s): COM 380. Junior standing required for Business students only. Cross 
listing BA 418. 
COM 421. PERSUASION AND ARGUMENTATION (3). Stud1es persuasion and argu-
mentabon from the early Anstotelian perspective to contemporary research. Includes 
models of the persuasive process, emotional stimulation, proofs and reasoning, cul-
tural prem1ses, and ethics of persuasion. Prerequ1s1te(s): COM 380. 
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COM 424. NEW COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES (3). Examines how new media 
works, what effects may result from their use m public and pnvate settings, and how 
they might, when necessary, be regulated. PrereqUisite(s)· COM 380. 
COM 425. VIDEO PRODUCTION (4). A survey of VIdeo production methods and aes-
thebc theory. Students become proficient m pre-production planning. basic video pro-
duction techmques, and equipment, using both studio and remote equ1pment. 
Students produce a bas1c video project. PrereqUisite(s): COM 380 and COM 402. 
COM 427. COMMUNICATION ETHICS (3). Explores theoretical and pract1cal1ssues 1n 
the explanations of eth1cal opt10ns and dec1sions in relational, organizational, and 
mass commumcation contexts. Case studies, practical analys1s, and current eth1cal 
dilemmas in commumcatlon are mvestigated from multiple theoretical perspectives. 
Prerequislte(s): COM 380. 
COM 428. MEDIA AND POLITICS (3). Examines the relationship of mass media and 
political campaigns. Explores political communication aspects including news, 
debates, polls, advertising. technology, and effects on voters. Examines the role of 
media m political scandal or fore1gn affairs. Prerequisite(s): COM 380 
COM 430. AUDIO PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION (4). Explores the development 
of current trends in audio programmmg. Examines the role of audience research. 
Studies the basic principles and practices of audio production. Prerequisite(s): COM 
380 and COM 402 or permission of mstructor. 
COM 432. ADVERTISING THEORY AND PRACTICE (3). Studies advertising and pro 
motional aspects of marketing m depth Integrates theoiY with practical planning, 
management and strategy 1ssues. Prerequ1s1te(s): COM 380. 
COM 440. GENDER, SEXUALITY AND COMMUNICATION (3). Explores connections 
between commumcation, gender, and sexuality in close relationships, organizations and 
the media Course mvolves readings, dialogues, films, field trips, and group projects. 
Prerequisite(s): COM 380 or WS 300 or permission of mstructor. Cross listing: WS 440. 
COM 445. TELEVISION PROGRAMMING AND CRITICISM (3). Studies television pro-
gramming, theory, techniques. and strateg~es Explores the themes and assumptions 
inherent in television messages and the role of audience research in the development 
of television content. Prerequisite(s): COM 380. 
COM 464E-W. FILM CRITICISM: (3). Introduces the technical evolution and history of 
film and the principles of aesthetic cri!ic1sm, film analys1s and the evolution of 
themes and genres. Cons1ders basic elements of cinema mcludmg screen writing, 
direction, casting, production, cmematography, and editmg. Prerequ1s1te(s): COM 380. 
COM 475. IN-DEPTH NEWS REPORTING AND WRITING (3). Develop beat and in-
depth news stones, pract1cmg skills m research, source development and interview-
ing; story framing, structure, and style; graphics and layout design. Considers per-
spectives on the role of JOurnalists m democratic society Prerequislte(s)· COM 380 or 
permission of instructor required. Cross listing: PJ 495K. 
COM 481. MEDIA AND THE WORD (3). A multidimensional exploration of the cultural 
and religious dimensions of commumcations med1a (oral, written, electronic) based 
on the tradition of analysis of Catholic Media scholars H. Marshall Mcluhan and 
Walter J. Ong, SJ. Prerequisite(s): COM 380 and one 200-level Religious Studies 
course. Cross listing: CAS 420E and RC 481 and HO 468Z. 
COM 485E-W. SPECIAl TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION (3). Exammes special top1cs m 
the field of communication in depth. Includes asSignment options of origmal research 
and creative projects. Prerequisite(s): COM 380 or permission of instructor. 
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COM 486. MASS COMMUNICATION AND SOCIETY (3). Investigates and analyzes 
econom1c, political, and 1deolog1cal dimensions of mass communication and social 
control, and the development of mass media forms. Prerequisite(s): COM 380 or SO 
200. Cross listing: SO 486. 
COM 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN COMMUNICATION (1-6). Supervision by a 
faculty member on advanced research or practice in one of the media that meets the 
individual needs of the student PrereqUisite(s): Approval of department chair. NOTE: 
May be taken only once for credit towards the Communication major, and a second 
time for elective credit. 
COM 495. SENIOR CAPSTONE EXPERIENCE (3). Bnngs semor Commumcation 
majors together to explore the synthesis of the discipline. Students engage in 
research projects, job-search strategies, mterv1ew1ng and professional development. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): COM 380 and Majors only. Mm1mum of 18 semester hours in 
Commumcation and completion of 86 semester hours or more. 
COM 496 E-W. COMMUNICATION PRACTICUM (1-3). Examines current directions 
and 1ssues of a specific commumcation discipline. Includes "hands-on" assignments 
and projects using discipline specific principles, techniques, and technology. NOTE: 3 
semester hours may count toward the Communication ma)or; a total of 6 semester 
hours may be completed toward graduation. 
COM 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN COMMUNICATION (3). Involves placement in indus-
try, media organizations, government, or other agency for on-the-spot training and 
experience. Internships are for advanced Communication students. Prerequis1te(s). 
Junior standing and approval of department chair and director of Expenential 
Education. NOTE. A total of two internships may be taken, once for the major and 
once for elective credit: other departmental requirements must be met. 
COM 498E. INTERNSHIP IN COMMUNICATION: TELEVISION (3). Provides practical, 
on the spot trammg in televiSIOn programming. advertising. sales, and promotion. 
Weekly journal and final paper reqUired. Prerequisite(s): COM 425 and COM 445, or 
COM 475, and approval of department chair and director of Experiential Education. 
COM 498F. INTERNSHIP IN COMMUNICATION: FILM (3). Provides practical. on the 
spot traimng m film reviewmg and filmmaking. Weekly journal and final paper 
required Prerequisite(s)· COM 380, COM 464, and approval of department chair and 
director of Experiential Education. 
COM 498G. INTERNSHIP IN COMMUNICATION: RADIO (3). Provides practical, on the 
spot training in radio including programming, production, advertising, sales, and pro-
motion. Weekly journal and fmal paper required. Prerequisite(s): COM 380 and COM 
430, and approval of department chair and director of Experiential Education. 
COM 498H. INTERNSHIP IN COMMUNICATION: PRINT MEDIA (3). Prov1des practi-
cal, on the spot trainmg in print journalism including news writmg, feature wntmg. 
ed1ting, advert1smg, and promotion. Weekly journal and final paper reqUired. 
Prerequisite(s): COM 380 and COM 475, and approval of department chair and direc-
tor of Experiential Education. 
COM 4981. INTERNSHIP IN COMMUNICATION: PUBLIC RELATIONS (3). Provides 
practical, on the spot training in various public relations activities. Weekly journal and 
final paper required. Prerequisite(s): COM 380 and COM 416, approval of department 
cha1r and director of Experiential Education. 
COM 498K. INTERNSHIP IN COMMUNICATION: ORGANIZATIONAl COMMUNICATION 
(3). Provides practical, on-the-spot experience applying theories of organizational 
commumcation to situations ins1de an organization. Weekly journal and fmal paper 
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reqUired. Prerequisite(s): COM 380 and COM 418, approval of department cha1r and 
director of Experiential Education. 
COM 498L. INTERNSHIP IN COMMUNICATION: ADVERTISING (3). Provides practi-
cal, on the spot training m advertismg including sales, layout design and campaign 
development. Weekly journal and final paper required. Prerequisite(s): COM 380 and 
COM 432, approval of department cha1r and director of Experiential EducatiOn. 
************************* 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Dr. David Bahr, Assistant Professor, Chairperson 
Dr. Dennis Steele, Associate Professor 
Ms. Patricia Litz, Instructor 
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR 
Lower D1v1s1on Requirements 
CS 300-Foundations of Computer Science 
CS 320--{; Programming 
MT 360A--{;alculus I 
MT 3608---{;alculus II 
Upper DIVISIOn Reqwrements 
CS 427-0bject Oriented Software Development 
CS 429-Automata Theory 
CS 431-0perating Systems Design and Analysis 
CS 435-Data Structures 
CS 441- Digltal Design Theory and Technologies 
CS 446-Database Design and Analysis 
CS 451- Telecommunications: Applied Digital Signal Processing 
CS 462---{:omputer Systems Performance Analysis 
CS 464-Artificlal lntelligence: Neural Networl<s 


















Six upper division semester hours of elective course worl< selected from the following: 
CS 416-Assembly Language Software Development 
CS 449-Aigorithms and Complexity 
CS 456-Software Engineering 
CS 490E-W-Independent Study in Computer Science 
CS 498E-W-Internship in Computer Science 
MT 405-Numerical Methods 
MT 420A- Introduction to Operations Research I 
MT 4208-lntroduction to Operations Research II 
MT 435-Applied Combmatoncs 
MT 470A-Mathematical Statistics I 
PH 450-Modern Physics I 
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COMPUTER SCIENCE MINOR 
Lower D1vis10n Reqwrements 
CS 300-Foundations of Computer Sc1ence 
CS 320-C Programmmg 






Upper D1v1ston Reqwrements 12 SH 
CS 429-Automata Theory and Compiling 3 SH 
CS 441 Oig~tal Design Theory and Technologies 3 SH 
CS 446-Database Design and Analysis 3 SH 
CS 451-Design and Analysis of Telecommumcations Networks 3 SH 
~9-~-~-l}.!.~-~- -~-~ '-~ ~~~--~9-~-~-~-~--g-~~-~-~~-~-T.!.Q.~-~J~-~). 
CS 282. INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION SYSTEMS CONCEPTS (3). Introduces mfor-
mation systems concepts, architectures, and technologJes emphasizmg information sys-
tem resources needed to meet organizational m1ss1on and objectives. Focuses on mfor-
ma!lon systems from the bus1ness v1ewpomt mcludmg processes, value proposition, 
and different types of information systems. Presents key areas of networking, databas-
es, and software applications to provide an overall information systems background. 
Explores research, case studies, and different information system applications to gam 
familiarity with the foundational concepts of information systems. Cross listing: BA 282. 
CS 300. FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE (3). Introduces foundational con-
cepts of computer sc1ence Including algonthm des1gn, iteration, recurs1on, abstract data 
types, file structures, Boolean algebra, lists. graphs, trees, and networks. Uses Java as 
a "descnption" language for expressing algorithms. Uses tracing techniques extensively. 
CS 308. INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING (3). Introduces the fundamental con-
structs that are common to all modern computer languages. Emphasizes bas1c pro-
gramming skills with loops, conditionals, methods, and arrays. Prerequisite(s): High 
School algebra or perm1ss1on of instructor reqUired. 
CS 416. ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SOnwARE DEVELOPMENT (3). Describes assembly 
language,programmmg for the IBM compatible family of microcomputers. Provides 
expenence 10 the development of assembly language programs. Prerequislte(s): CS 
300 and CS 308. 
CS 417. ARTIFICIAL LIFE (3). Explores the theory and application of genetic algo-
rithms that model the biological process of evolution. Creates artificial life forms that 
evolve to solve complex problems. Includes exploration of evolutionary programming, 
or code that writes itself. Prerequisite(s) CS 427 or permission of instructor required 
CS 427. OBJECT ORIENTED SOnwARE DEVELOPMENT (3). Develops advanced pro-
gramming skills usmg objects, classes, instance variables, inhentance, and polymor-
phism Exam1nes object behavior and Identity, along with encapsulation of state 
Explores late bmdmg, mner classes and the problems and advantages of multiple 
inheritance. Prerequisite(s): CS 308 or equivalent. 
CS 429. AUTOMATA THEORY (3). Studies applications of automata theory to lexical 
analysis, syntax analysis, regular expressions, non-determmistic fimte state automa-
ta, top-down and bottom-up parsmg techniques and syntax-driven code generation 
Requ1res Implementation of a recursive decent parser of the ll (1) variety and an LR 
(k) parser. Prerequis1te(s): CS 308. 
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CS 431. OPERATING SYSTEMS DESIGN AND ANALYSIS (3). Includes processor 
scheduling, multiprocessor scheduling, deadlock detect1on and prevention, memory 
management, hashmg, performance dtrected cache destgn, multilevel cache hierar-
chtes, vtrtual memory, demand paging, thrashmg and locality, disk scheduling, distrib-
uted systems, networked envtronments, and performance analysis based on mathe-
matical modeling techniques. Prerequisite(s): CS 300 and MT 360A. 
CS 435. DATA STRUCTURES (3). Studies data organizatiOn and structure. Includes 
relations, graphs, trees, pnmitive and structured data types, arrays, records, files, 
fields, ordered lists, linked lists, dtrectones, mappmgs, addressing schemes and 
complex files. Prerequisite(s): CS 300 and CS 308 or permtsston of the instructor. 
CS 441. DIGITAL DESIGN THEORY AND TECHNOLOGIES (3). Studtes combtnational 
and sequential logic ctrcutts using standard and mixed logic. Includes mimm1zallon, 
multiplexers, demultiplexers, plas, counters. registers, decoders, encoders, flip-flops, 
finite sate machines, design of RISC machines, systolic archttectures. nmos, pmos, 
CMOS, VLSI design using sttck diagrams, channel routing algorithms, design for test, 
latch-up and fabrication techniques. Prerequisite(s): CS 300. 
CS 446. DATABASE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS (3). Emphasizes the relational model 
including a relational algebra, a relational calculus, functional dependencies, irreduCible 
covers, normalization, database integnty domam checking, closure, data protection. 
optimization of queries, distributed databases, client server systems and object oriented 
systems Prerequisite(s): CS 300 orCS 308 or permission of instructor required. 
CS 449. ALGORITHMS AND COMPLEXITY (3). Concentrates on NP-complete problems 
and the algorithms that solve NP-complete problems. Involves designing and ana~zmg 
algonthms from an efficiency pomt of vtew. PrereqUisite(s): MT 360B or eqUivalent 
CS 451. TELECOMMUNICATIONS: APPLIED DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING (3). 
Introduces digital signal processing synthesis and analysis, the Fourier and fast fourier 
transform, and computational and programming techniques. Prerequisite(s): MT 360A. 
CS 456. SOnwARE ENGINEERING (3). Examines object-oriented techniques to 
ensure reliable, flexible, modular, and well-designed software. Introduces UMLand 
the software lifecycle including project management and quality assurance. 
Emphas1zes the Implementation of des1gn patterns such as the Bridge, Abstract 
Factory, and Smgleton. PrereqUisite(s): CS 427 
CS 462. COMPUTER SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS (3). Covers mathematical 
models based on queumg theory, stochastic processes, Markov chams and mean 
value analys1s. Discusses applications to computer systems for the purpose of opli-
mtzing performance. Includes problems and a project requiring the modeling contem-
porary disk technolog~es and system balancing techmques. Prerequisite(s): CS 300 
and MT 360A. 
CS 464. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: NEURAL NETWORKS (3). Reviews the artificial 
intelligence field followed by an intense treatment of neural net theory and technolo-
gies. Examines Hopfield networks, Boltzmann networks, back-propagation algorithms, 
mathematical convergence critena, and neural net appltcations to classtcal problems 
such as TSP. Prerequisite(s): CS 300 and MT 360A. 
CS 470. CELLULAR AUTOMATA WITH SOCIAL AND PHYSICAL APPLICATIONS (3). 
Uses behavior of cellular automata to explore theones of computation and complexity 
Investigates universal computability and the emergence of complex natural behaviors 
from simple computational systems. Example applications in physics, biology, sociol-
ogy. Prerequtsite(s): CS 308. 
REGIS UNIVERSITY BULLETIN 
CS 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (1-3). Explores areas of 
interest. Content to be arranged. Concludes w1th a written report. Prereqws1te(s): 
Approval of department chair 
CS 493. SENIOR CAPSTONE (3-6). Provides the culm10ating experience of the major, 
focus10g on 10tegrat1on and application of theory. Must be completed as graded 
course work at Regis Umversity. Prerequisite(s): Majors only and Senior standing. 
CS 497. SEMINAR-THESIS (3). Develops mdependent research into selected areas of 
computer sc1ence. emphas1zmg pertinent current advances in the technology related 
to bus10ess or science applications. Prerequisite(s): Senior standing. NOTL A written 
thesis and defense required. 
CS 498£-W. INTERNSHIP IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (3). Involves placement of 
advanced computer science students in industry, government or other agencies. 
Faculty approval, supervision, and evaluatiOn of students' work required. 
Prereqwsrte(s): CS 456. Majors only. Approval of department charr and director of 
Experiential Education. NOTE· 2.500 cumulative grade point average required. 
************************* 
CRIMI NOLOGY 
Dr. Gilbert Gardner, Program Director 
A major in Criminology is not available. 
Criminology is the critical analysis of the social, political, and eco-
nomic factors contributing to crime and the social response to 
crime. The program encourages students to become involved in 
service activities related to prisoners, parolees, crime victims, 
youthful offenders, the court system, etc. 
CRIMINOLOGY MINOR 12 SH 
Upper DIVISIOn ReqUirements 12 SH 
CR 450-CrimiOology 3 SH 
Nine additional upper d1vis1on semester hours of Criminology selected w1th the 
approval of the major advisor. 
~ ~.! .~.!-~.Q-~Q~.Y.--~.Q.Y.~-~~-- _1?. -~~-~-~!-~.I!.Q.~-~J-~~.L .......... . 
CR 401. UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: CIVIL RIGHTS AND LIBERTIES (3). 
Studies the development of the U.S. Constitution 10 the areas of civil rights and civil 
liberties. Focuses on due wocess of law; rights of the accused; rights of privacy; cnm-
inal procedure; freedom of expression; assoc1ation and relig1on; and equality under the 
~~.--tt~• law. Employs the case method. Prerequisite(s): POL215. Cross listing: POL401. 
CR 403. COURTS AND JUDICIAL PROCESS (3). Explores administration of justice 
~~~'I'!'J• emphasizing the United States systems. Focuses on judicial decision-mak10g and 
~.-.-....-::;. procedures in federal and state judicial systems. Cross listing: POL403 
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Children's eyewitness testimony using a topic approach. Prerequisite(s): PY 250 or SO 
200 Cross listing: PY 412. 
CR 415. PSYCHOLOGY AND THE LAW (3). Provides a critical analysis of the law, focus-
ing on the cnminal JUstice system 10 our soc1ety. Emphasizes the psychological, social, 
and cu~ural factors that influence the cnmrnal justice system, and the use of behavioral 
science techniques. Prerequisite(s): PY 250 or SO 200. Cross listing: PY 484. 
CR 416. DEVIANCE (3). Prov1des a historical and comparative study of social 
deviance, including definitions of and reactions to deviance, and deviance as collec-
tive behavior. Examines various sociological theones of dev1ance, and social groups 
and behaviors defined as deviant 1n the United States and other countries. 
Prerequisite(s) SO 200 or permission of instructor. Cross listing: SO 416. 
CR 421. STATE AND URBAN POLITICS (3). Explores state and urban political systems 
as they function within the American federal structure. Emphasizes governmental 
functions, interactions. structures, constraints and resources. Cross listing: POL421. 
CR 422. DIVERSITY IN tl.s. SOCIETY (3). Provides a critical and comparative analy-
sis of race. ethn1city, and other diversity in the United States. Includes racism, cre-
ation, and marntenance of ethn1c group status, political processes. and movements 
for se~-determrnation. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or SO 203 or permission of instructor 
required. Cross listing: SO 422. 
CR 450. CRIMINOLOGY (3). Analyzes social, political, and economrc dynam1cs of 
cnme includmg corporate and government crime. racism and sexism in the criminal 
justice system. and imprisonment. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or SO 203 or permission of 
instructor required. Cross list10g: SO 450. 
CR 451. JUVENILE DELINQUENCY (3}. Investigates juvenile delinquency 1n the con-
text of social and political authority, the operations of the crimrnal justice system, 
youth culture and youth subcultures, and related social issues. Presents various soci-
ological theories of juvenile delinquency, and examines various historical and contem-
porary manifestations of JUVenile crime and deviance. Prerequ1s1te(s): SO 200 or SO 
203 or perm1ss1on of instructor. Cross listing: SO 451. 
CR 452. PUNISHMENT AND CORRECTIONS (3}. Provides an historical, political, and 
econom1c analysis of the penal system in the Umted States. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 
or permiss1on of rnstructor. Cross listing: SO 452 or PJ 452. 
CR 456. PHILOSOPHY OF LAW (3}. Explores vanous issues 10 the philosophy of law, 
such as the relation of law to morality, the relation of natural law to morality, the 
question of natural law. and the nature and purpose of human law. Prerequisite(s): 
One 200-level Philosophy course. Cross listing: Pl452. 
CR 459E-W. TOPICS IN CRIME AND JUSTICE (3). Selected courses focus on issues 
related to crime, police and the court system, punishment, social control. rehabilita-
tion, etc. Cross listing: SO 459E-W. NOTE: CR 450 or SO 450 recommended. 
CR 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN CRIMINOLOGY (1-3). Applies independent 
research 10 selected areas of criminal justice. Prerequisite(s): CR 450 or SO 450 and 
approval of Soc1ology department chair. 
CR 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN CRIMINOLOGY (3). Integrates practical experience and 
rntellectual guidance based on employment or volunteer work. Prerequisite(s): CR 450 or 
SO 450 and approval of Sociology department chair and director of Experiential Education. 
************************* 
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ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL ECONOMY 
Rev. J. Damel Daly S.J., Chairperson 
Dr. James Richard, Associate Professor 
Dr. Lee Shannon, Associate Professor 
Dr. Robin Koenigsberg, Assistant Professor 
Mr. Daniel Hattrup, Instructor 
MISSION STATEMENT 
The Division of Business provides business education within a tra-
ditional college experience, emphasizing analytical models, techni-
cal systems, and contemporary competencies. Within a moral, 
ethical, and intellectual framework, students pursue an under-
standing of the changing world of business and economic systems 
in the global business community. 
The faculty is committed to personal and professional integrity 
and competence in the service of others. In this way, students are 
challenged to academic accountability and excellence. The 
Division's purpose is to graduate students prepared for careers as 
competent professionals and good citizens who answer for them-
selves "How ought we to live?" 
DIVISION OF BUSINESS REGULATIONS 
A student must have a grade point average of 3.000 or 
greater to enroll in an Independent Studies course or Special 
Studies course. Any deviation from the above minimum grade 
point requirement needs approval by the division director 
upon recommendation of the student's advisor. 
A student must have a grade point average of 2.500 or 
greater and be of Junior or Senior standing to enroll in EC 
498E-W-Internship in Economics. No more than one intern-
ship may be taken each semester. Any deviation from these 
reqUirements needs approval of the division director upon 
recommendation of the student's advisor. 
Students who major or minor in Economics may not use credit 
earned in Internship courses to fulfill major/minor requirements 
for the degree. However, all students are strongly encouraged to 
complete an Internship or to obtain equivalent work experience 
before graduation. 
ECONOMICS MAJOR 
Lower D1v1sion ReqUirements 
AC 320A-Princlples of Accounting I 
AC 320B-Princlples of Accounting II 
EC 320-Principles of Macroeconomics 
EC 330-Principles of Microeconomics 
BA 230-lntroduction to Computing 
BA 250-lntroductlon to Business 













Upper DIVISIOn Requirements 24 SH 
Twenty-four upper division semester hours of Econon1cs courses, which must 
include: 
EC 410- Microeconomlc Theory 3 SH 
EC 411 Macroeconomic Theory 3 SH 
EC 425-Econometrics 3 SH 
Upper D1v1s1on Economics Electives 15 SH 
ECONOMICS MINOR 18 SH 
Lower Div1s1on Requirements 6 SH 
EC 320-Principles of Macroeconomics 3 SH 
EC 330-Princlples of Microeconomics 3 SH 
Upper Divis1on ReqUirements 12 SH 
Twelve upper division semester hours of Economics courses which must include: 
EC 411 Macroeconomic Theory 3 SH 
Upper Division Economic Electives 9 SH 
POLITICAL ECONOMY MAJOR 39 SH 
Lower DIVISIOn Major Reqwrements 15 SH 
EC 320-Principles of Macroeconomics 3 SH 
EC 33(}-Principles of Microeconomics 3 SH 
BA 230-lntroduction of Computing 3 SH 
BA 270-lntroduction to Statistics 3 SH 
POL 231-lntroduction to International Relations 
or 
POL 241-Comparative Politics and Government 3 SH 
Upper Division Ma,or Reqwrements 24 SH 
Twenty-four upper division semester hours of course work, which must 
include: 
• Macroeconomic Foundations 
EC 411-Macroeconomic Theory 
EC/POL 432-lnternational Political Economy 
ECIPOL 445-Comparative Public Policy 
• M1croeconomic Foundations 
A m1mmum of three semester hours selected from the following: 
EC 410-Microeconomic Theory 
EC 440-Labor Relations and Economics 
EC 472-Wealth and Power 
EC 491-Public Policy Toward Business 
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• General Dimensions 
A mimmum of three semester hours selected from the following: 
EC 425-Econometrics 
EC 460-Busmess Cycles and Forecastmg 
EC 470-Economics Development m the Third and Fourth Worlds 
EC 481-lnternational Economics 
EC 490E-W- Independent Study m Economics 
EC 495E-Ethical Decis1on Makmg m Business 








POLITICAL ECONOMY MINOR 21 SH 
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EC 200. INTRODUCTION TO THE AMERICAN ECONOMY (3). Examines the hist01y and 
development of the market economy and the effectiveness of relatively free markets 
in allocating society's scarce resources to their best uses. Discusses other economic 
systems and the role of government in correcting shortcommgs of the market system 
including externalities, cyclical instability, and income distribution. 
EC 320. PRINCIPLES OF MACROECONOMICS (3). Introduces macroeconomics, 
emphasizing the forces that determine the level of national product and national 
income, and the f1scal and monetal)' policies that are designed to influence the1r 
level. Explores the areas of public fmance, money and the banking system, economic 
growth and international trade. 
EC 330. PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS (3). Studies microeconomics, supply 
Students who major in Econom1cs may not minor in Political Economy. and demand. Examines the causes of different market structures, their influence on 
market conduct and performance. and issues of public policy towards a variety of dif-
Prereqwsttes ferent kinds of market behavior. 
EC 320-Pnnciples of Macroeconomics 
EC 330--Principles of Microeconomics 
POL 231-lntroduction to International Relations 
or 
POL 241--{;omparative Politics and Government 
Upper Division Requirements 




Twelve upper division semester hours of course work, which must include a 
minimum of one. three semester hour course selected from each of the fol-
lowing three areas: 
• Macroeconomic Foundations 
EC 411-Macroeconomic Theory 
EC/POL432-International Polibcal Economy 
• M1croeconom1cs Foundations 
EC 410--Microeconomic Theory 
EC 440-Labor Relations and Economics 
EC 472-Wealth and Power 
EC 491-Pubhc Policy Toward Business 
EC 495F-W-Seminar on Current Econom1cs Problems 
• General Dimensions 
EC/POL445-{;omparative Public Policy 
EC 460--Business Cycles and Forecasting 
EC 470--Economic Development in the Third and Fourth Worlds 
EC 481-lnternational Economics 
EC 490E-W-Independent Study in Econom1cs 
EC 495E-Ethical Decision Making in Business 















EC 400. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS (3). Compares and contrasts capital-
ism, socialism. and communism. Surveys the economic systems of various countnes 
to discover strengths, weaknesses, and departures from the theoretical1deal. 
Includes the h1stoncal backgrounds of these vanous econom1c systems 
Prerequisite(s): EC 320 and EC 330. 
EC 410. MICROECONOMIC THEORY (3). Analyzes consumer behavior and market 
demand. Includes production and cost functions and the1r relationship to market sup-
ply. Evaluates various types of market structures and the1r impact on the econom1c 
well-being of our society. Prerequisite(s): EC 330. 
EC 411. MACROECONOMIC THEORY (3). Emphasizes the determination of national 
income. Studies economic growth and the effects of vanous monetary policies and 
fiscal policies on general economic activity. Prerequisite(s): EC 320. 
EC 412. UNITED STATES PUBLIC POLICY (3). Exammes selected national public poli-
Cies and the1r 1mpact on U.S. political and soc1al insbtutions. Cross listing: POL410. 
EC 417. COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS (3). Exammes the theory of cost-benefit analysis. 
Includes evaluation of public and private decis1ons in areas such as the environment. 
government regulations and personal injury claims. Prerequisite(s): EC 320 and EC 
330 or permission of mstructor and Junior standing. Cross listing: BA 417. 
EC 418. ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS AND LAW (3). Examines the economic, legal, 
and political systems that affect and regulate the use and conversation of the envi-
ronment. Examines topics such as sustainable development and environmental regu-
lalion. PrereqUJsite(s): EC 200 or EC 320. Cross listmg: ENVS 418. 
EC 420. MONEY AND BANKING (3). Studies the nature and functions of money and 
credit, including an understanding of the variety and growth of banking functions, and 
the mfluence on banks of Federal Reserve operations. Examines the relationships 
among money, interest rates, business investment needs, government borrowing, and 
the gross national product. Prerequislte(s): EC 320 and EC 330. Cross listmg: BA 433. 
EC 432. INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY (3). Analyzes the interactions and 
interrelationships between political and economic factors at the global level. Factors 
include monetary management, trade, multinational corporations, foreign aid, cartels, 
and debt. Considers Western and North-South systems. Prerequisite(s): EC 200 or EC 
320. Cross listing: ENVS 432 and POL 432. 
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EC 445. COMPARATIVE PUBLIC POLICY (3). Provides a comparative examination of 
public policy in western Industrialized nation-states emphasizing the interaction and 
interdependency of politics and econom1cs. Evaluates bas1c issues of public policy 
includmg d1stribut1on. extraction, and regulation focusing on Identifying both the range 
of poss1ble choices and the actual outcomes of adopted policies under a variety of c1r-
cumstances. Prerequislte(s): EC 200 or EC 320. Cross listing: ENVS 445 or POL 445. 
EC 460. BUSINESS CYCLES AND FORECASTING (3). Exammes theoretical explana-
tions of economic growth m advanced mdustnal econom1c systems and the causes of 
cyclical deviations from the growth trend. Covers forecasting national income and 
national product aggregates and emphasizes the use of forecasting techniques. 
Prerequislte(s): EC 320 and EC 330. Cross listing: SA 402. 
EC 470. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE THIRD AND FOURTH WORLDS (3). 
Studies vanous modeiS/theones of economic development that traces a history of 
underdevelopment m the third and fourth worlds. Investigates the vanous barriers and 
problem areas in developing countnes Assesses possibilities, prospects, and policies 
of the future. Prerequ1s1te(s): EC 320. Cross listing: SA 472, ENVS 470, and PJ 470. 
EC 472. WEALTH AND POWER (3). Provides a comparative examination of political 
and econom1c mstitubons, the groups that dominate these 1nsbtutions. the means by 
which they exercise power and challenges to the exercise of power. Prerequisite(s): 
SO 200 or permiss1on of instructor. Cross listing: SO 472. 
EC 481. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS (3). Examines the theoretical underpinnings of 
international economics. Emphasizes international trade theory, trade policy, 
exchange rate determmation, factor movements. underdevelopment. balance of pay-
ments. national mcome. the international financ1al system and institutions, and 
regional trading blocks Prerequisite(s): EC 320 and EC 330. Cross listing: BA 494. 
EC 483. INTERNATIONAL FINANCE (3). Presents the economic issues of mternational 
f1nance, Including the history in International Finance, fixed and llexible exchange 
rates, and international agencies that help stabilize international financial markets. 
Examines issues faced by financial managers of multinational firms. Prerequisite(s): 
EC 320, EC 330 and Junior standing. Cross lishng: BA 438. 
EC 484. VALUES-FOCUSED PUBLIC POLICY (3). Examines the polic1es and proce-
dures utilized by government to 1mprove economic performance. Explores the role that 
individual and commumty worfdv1ews and commitments to JUStice have in defining 
appropnate state and federal regulatory action, with particular attention to the 
Catholic worldview and Catholic Social Thought. Areas of study include anti-trust, 
consumer protection, employment law, and environmental law. Prerequislte(s): EC 
200 or EC 320. Cross listing: BA 484, PJ 484, and CAS 460G. 
EC 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ECONOMICS (1-6). Includes topics of interest 
not covered in regularly offered courses Develops content under the direction of a 
faculty member. Prerequisite(s): Jumor standing and approval of division director. 
EC 495E. ETHICAL DECISION MAKING IN BUSINESS (3). Focuses on ethical prob-
lems, which arise in the busmess setting. Emphasizes the individual decision maker 
at the entry-level position versus the managenallevel. Covers the various philosophi-
cal and sociaVpsychological decision systems that can be used to resolve ethical 
problems. Includes case stud1es. role playing and guest speakers from the business 
community. Prerequislte(s): BA 250 and Jumor standing or permission of instructor 
Cross listing: AC 495E and BA 495E. 
EC 495F-W. SEMINAR ON CURRENT ECONOMIC PROBLEMS (3). Focuses on eco-
nomiC analys1s of problems of current Importance. Based on current problems con-
fronting our economy. Looks into the background and effects of economic polic1es 
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selected to deal with these problems. Prerequisite(s). EC 320 and EC 330 and per-
mission of mstructor. 
EC 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN ECONOMICS (3). Provides faculty-directed fieldwork 
opportumty. Prerequ1s1te(s): Approval of diVISIOn director and d1rector of Expenential 
EducatiOn. NOTE. DivisiOn of Business Regulations include relevant mternship policy 
mformation for majors. 
************************* 
EDUCATION 
Ms. Kathleen Nutting, Chairperson 
Dr. John Cross, Professor 
Dr. Joan Armon, Assistant Professor 
Dr. Heidi Barker, Assistant Professor 
Dr. Elizabeth Grassi, Assistant Professor 
Ms. Nan Williams, Assistant Professor 
All students successfully completing the Teacher Education 
Program at Regis College may be recommended to the State 
Board of Education for Colorado licensure at the appropriate grade 
levels within the State of Colorado only. 
A major m Education is not allowed in the state of Colorado. 
As of May 1985, only students who have received a degree with 
a major in an academic area (including an mterdisciplinary major) 
may be recommended for teacher licensure upon successful com-
pletion of the Regis teacher licensure program. All' students who 
complete a teacher licensure program at Regis must have also 
completed requirements for a minor in either Education, 
Elementary Education or Secondary Education. The requirements 
for a minor m Elementary Education and in Secondary Education 
can be met through the teacher licensure sequence. However, it is 
also possible to complete a mmor in Educat1on without seeking 
teacher licensure. The requirements for all three minors follow. 
All students enrolled in the Teacher Licensure Program at Regis 
College must have co-academic adv1sors, one in the major field 
and one in the Education Department. 
The programs leading to recommendation for licensure, either at 
the elementary level or in a particular subject area at the second-
ary level, contain their own specific requirements. These require-
ments are listed on the advising sheet pertinent to that subject 
area. The advising sheets are available from an adv1sor in the 
Education Department. It is the student's responsibility to meet 
the requirements listed on that advising sheet. 
The Regis Education Department teacher licensure program is 
subject to the laws and regulations mandated by the Colorado 
State Board of Education and by the Colorado State Legislature. 
Changes in these laws and regulations can occur with little notice. 
Resulting modifications in the Regis program are communicated to 
students as soon as they are mandated by law. 
REGIS U N IV ERSITY BUL L ETI N 
DEPARTMENTAL REGULATIONS 
The Committee on Teacher Education of Regis (COTER) develops 
the policies of the program and regulates the admission, retention, 
and recommendation of students for licensure. To qualify for 
admission into the Teacher Education Program, students must sat-
isfy the following requirements: 
University entrance requirements. 
Completion of the COTER Screening form and the COTER 
acceptance process. 
A minimum grade point average of a 2.750 on a 4.000 scale 
for prior college work in all subjects. Upper division students 
and graduates of other institutions are evaluated and accept-
ed/rejected on an individual basis. 
Successful completion of ED 204, ED 302 and ED 306 or 
the equivalent with a grade of "B-" or higher. 
Fingerprinting by a local police department. 
A student must be able to demonstrate a level of acceptable 
proficiency in oral language, either through completing a col-
lege course m basic speech with a grade of "B" or higher, or 
through meeting a pre-determined set of departmental criteria. 
Students must have completed CCS 200 or an equivalent 
composition course with a grade of "C+" or higher. 
Transfer students: No upper division education course work 
may be transferred into Regis College without the advance writ-
ten approval of the department chair. Transfer students must 
complete predetermined course work prior to student teaching, 
to include either elementary or secondary "Content, Instruction, 
and Assessment" courses. All students must also be registered 
for ED 380E-W the semester prior to student teaching. 
COTER considers each candidate's qualifications for admission 
into the teacher education program. After reviewmg these 
qualifications, the Committee takes appropriate action, wh1ch 
may include admission, rejection, or provisi6nal acceptance. 
No one is permitted to enter the methods block in the Junior 
year until all requirements for acceptance into the program 
have been met. 
Fieldwork required in the various courses must be completed 
as part of the course. 
After admittance into a Teacher Education Program, students 
must successfully proceed through the program and meet 
COTER requirements for advancement and licensure. 
All students will student teach in the Denver metro area in 
placements arranged through the Education Department. 
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EDUCATION MINOR 18 SH 
Both the elementary and secondary programs leading to approval for licensure 
meet the Regis College standard for a minor area of concentration. 
If a student wishes to pursue a minor in education wrthout teacher licensure, 
the followmg courses are requ1red: 
Prereqws1tes 
ED 204-lntroduction to Education in the United States 
ED 302-Psychology for Educators 





Twelve upper division semester hours of Education courses selected with the 
approval of the maw advisor. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION MINOR 18 SH 
Prerequisites 6 SH 
ED 204-lntroductJon to Education 10 the Umted States 3 SH 
ED 302-Psychology for Educators 3 SH 
Upper Div1s1on Requirements 12 SH 
EDSP 401-Teachmg the Exceptional Student 10 the 
General Education Classroom 3 SH 
EDSP 402--Collal>oralion for the Exceptional Student 3 SH 
EDSP 403-Assessment of the Diverse Learner 3 SH 
EDSP 404-lnstruction for the Exceptional Student 3 SH 
LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE EDUCATION MINOR (ESU 18 SH 
Prerequisites 6 SH 
ED 204- lntroduction to Education in the Umted States 3 SH 
ED 302-Psychology for Educators 3 SH 
Upper D1v1s1on Reqwrements 12 SH 
CCS 451- Multicultural Perspect1ves (Sen1or Semmar) 3 SH 
EDLD 403-Assessment of the Diverse Learner 3 SH 
EDLD 475-LJnguistics for Linguistically Diverse learners 3 SH 
EDLD 485-Theories and Strategies of ESL K-12 3 SH 
PRIVATE/PAROCHIAL TRACK 
Students who intend to teach in the private parochial sector may choose a 
separate track for that purpose. Course work is parallel to the licensure 
sequence below; some placements are made in private/parochial schools. 
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TEACHER LICENSURE SEQUENCE 
As a profess1onal state licensure program, students may have 
requirements beyond those in Regis College. 
The professional sequence of education courses at Regis are 
designed to lead to licensure at either the K-6, 7-12, or K-12 
grade levels in Colorado. Regis students enrolled in this sequence 
begin developmg the appropriate teaching behaviors during their 
first courses and mitial field experiences. This developmental 
process is monitored by the Regis Education Department faculty, 
and students are evaluated each semester on the1r progress 1n th1s 
process. Evaluations are based on their work at Reg1s and in their 
fieldwork in the actual K-6, 7-12, or K-12 classroom. Regis stu-
dents who begin this sequence may be counseled to pursue a pro-
fession other than teaching if the1r progress in one or all aspects 
of the sequence is considered unsatisfactory or if they do not 
mamfest sufficient mastery of the skills necessary for successful 
entry into the teaching profession. A deficiency in one or more of 
these behaviors may be grounds for a negative admission by the 
COTER or removal from the program at any point. 
The behaviors considered essential for an effective teacher are 
that students must: 
Achieve proficient or advanced status in Colorado's eight per-
formance standards, including literary, numeracy, assessment, 
content, classroom management, individualization of instruc-
tion, technology, and democratic principles. 
Ach1eve proficient or advanced ranking on the Regis College 
Teacher Work Sample. 
Demonstrate the ability to create assessment-driven curricu la 
in standards-based environment. 
Be able to identify and explain the practical applications of 
various learning theories as they pertain to the work being 
done 1n the K-12 classroom. 
Demonstrate the ability to individualize instruction in the 
appropriate K-12 setting, including the diagnosis, prescrip-
tion, and evaluation of the teaching-learning process. 
Demonstrate the ability to organize and present materials per-
tinent to specific subject areas. This includes the ability to 
develop daily lesson plans and long-range units. 
::1198 
Demonstrate the ability to use various classroom-teaching 
techniques, especially the facilitation of group processes and 
the rudiments of good questioning skills. 
Demonstrate an awareness of, and ability to deal with the 
different interest and ab11ity levels of the K-12 pupils ~ith 
whom they work. This would also include the skillful use of 
effective classroom management and methods of discipline. 
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Demonstrate the ability to utilize technology and audio-v1sual 
aids based on the material to be presented and the needs of 
the classroom pupils with whom they work. 
Demonstrate the ability to develop instruments for evaluating 
pupils based on the material covered in class. Students 
should also demonstrate an ability to interpret standardized 
test data in the appropriate K-12 classroom setting. 
Demonstrate an ability to speak and write the English lan-
guage correctly and effectively. This manifests itself in several 
ways; an important one is establishing rapport and effectively 
communicating with the K-12 pupils with whom they work. 
Demonstrate a commitment to the school, the faculty, and 
the administration of the schools in which they are placed. 
Students can demonstrate this in several ways, some of 
wh1ch are by attending school functions, spending extra time 
with students informally and supporting all school policies 
and meeting their obligation to their placement teacher in a 
timely, reliable manner. 
Demonstrate competency in the role of educator. This includes, 
but is not limited to, the legal ramifications of actions while 
interacting with students, teachers, administrators and other 
school personnel. Students' professional conduct, dress, and 
personal code of ethics must be beyond question. Students will 
also be evaluated according to Dispositions of Teaching, avail-
able in the Education Department. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADVANCEMENT TO STUDENT TEACHING 
A cumulative grade point average of 2. 75 must be main-
tamed, secondary students must also maintain a 2. 750 in 
content major. 
A grade of "8" or higher in methods classes, including the reading 
courses, ED 403A for elementary and ED 4038 for secondary. 
A cumulative GPA of 3.000 or higher 1s required in all educa-
tion course work for teacher licensure at Reg1s University. 
Successful completion of all assigned fieldwork will be deter-
mined by completion of required hours, evaluation by cooperat-
ing teacher and Dispositions of Teaching. Three sections of ED 
380E-W-Fieldwork in Schools must be completed for licensure. 
PLACE Exam must be passed prior to application for student 
teaching. 
All students must be registered for ED 380E-W the semester 
prior to student teaching. 
Students must submit an application to student teach which 
includes a completed resume, TB test and proof of liability 
insurance by the end of the first month of classes the semes-
ter prior to student teaching. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR RECOMMENDATION FOR LICENSURE 
Successful completion of student teaching. 
Continued evidence of effective communication sk1lls, teacher 
competencies, and characteristics. 
Successful completion of graduation requirements. 
Successful completion of the State mandated assessment in 
program content. 
Completion of Regis College Teacher Work Sample and Portfolio, 
Including the e1ght performance standards at proficient level. 
Should the student successfully complete these requirements, 
COTER may recommend that the Regis representative officially 
approved by the Colorado Department of Education sign the stu-
dent's application for state licensure. 
The committee reserves the nght to withhold recommendation for 
licensure based on deficiencies in any of the dispositions or 
behaviors listed or in any of the requirements of the program. 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MINOR AND TEACHER LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS 
Successful comp1etion of the following program at Reg1s may qualify a student 
to be recommended for lice11sure as an elementary teacher in Colorado. 
Successful completion of the elementary education licensure program also 
results 10 the completion of a minor 10 elementary education. 
ED 200-Math for Teachers 
ED 204-lntroduction to Education in the United States 
ED 300-Physical and Cultural Geography 
ED 302-Psychology for Educators 
ED 306-Assessment of Learn10g 
ED 380E-W-Field Work 10 Schools (3 sections m1mmum) 
ED 400-Current Issues 10 Education 
ED 401-TeachiOg the Exceptional Student in the 
General Education Classroom 
ED 403A-Eiementary Reading and Writing· Content, Instruction 
and Assessment 
ED 417-Eiementary Student Teaching 
ED 418A-Eiementary Science: Content, Instruction and Assessment 
ED 418B-Eiementary Math: Content, Instruction and Assessment 
ED 418C-Eiementary Language Arts: Content, Instruction 
and Assessment 
ED 4180-Eiementary Social Studies: Content, Instruction 
and Assessment 
ED 436- Technology in the Classroom 
ED 447--Children's and Adolescent Literature 
ED 485-Theories and Strategies for ESL K-12 
ED 495-Student Teacher Seminar 





















Addtttonal Elementary Educatton l.Jcensure Reqwrements 
Candidates for teacher licensure in Elementary Education in the State of 
Colorado must have received liberal arts preparation in the following areas: 
Art 
Music 
Umted States History 
Two Sciences (one Biological and one Physical Science)* 
College Algebra (MT 20 I) or higher 
Phys1cal Education and Health (Nutrition, Wellness, Frtness, or First Aid Responder) 
* In order for the science courses to meet both the Regis College Core Studies 
requirements and the teacher licensure requirements, one science course 
must include a laboratory. 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
Each subject area in which there is a secondary teacher education 
program has parallel requirements specifically developed for that 
particular subject area. Students are also responsible for complet-
ing those requirements. 
SECONDARY EDUCATION MINOR AND TEACHER LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS 
(Education Course Requirements Only) 
Successful completion of the secondary education licensure program also 
results in the completion of a minor in education. Successful completion of 
the follow10g reqUirements may qualify a student to be recommended for 
licensure in a specific subJect area at the secondary level in the State of 
Colorado. Students should consult an advisor for the additional requirements 
for secondary education licensure, which are not listed. 
ED 200-Math for Teachers 2 SH 
ED 204-lntroduction to Education in the United States 3 SH 
ED 302-Psychology for Educators 3 SH 
ED 306-Assessment of Learning 3 SH 
ED 380E-W-field Work in Schools (3 sections mimmum) 0 SH 
ED 400-Current Issues in Education 2 SH 
ED 401-Teaching the Exceptional Student in the 
General Education Classroom 3 SH 
ED 403B-Secondary Reading and Writing: Content, 
Instruction and Assessment 3 SH 
Methods course pert10ent to the major subject area of licensure selected from 
the following (ED 421-ED 431): 
ED 421-Secondary English: Content, Instruction and Assessment 2 SH 
ED 425-Secondary Foreign Language Content, Instruction 
and Assessment 2 SH 
ED 427-Secondary Mathematics Content, Instruction and Assessment 2 SH 
ED 427A-Secondary Business Content, Instruction and Assessment 2 SH 
ED 429-Secondary Science Content, Instruction and Assessment 2 SH 
ED 431-Secondary Soc1al Studies Content, Instruction 
and Assessment 2 SH 
ED 434-Secondary Student Teachmg 8-11 SH 
ED 435-Secondary Curriculum Planning and Classroom Management 3 SH 
9911. 
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ED 436-Technology in the Classroom 
ED 447-Children's and Adolescent Literature (requ1red only of 
those seeking secondary licensure in English) 
ED 485-Theones and Strategies for ESL K-12 
ED 495-Student Teacher Seminar 







Successful completron of the K-12 Art Educat1on program also results rn the 
completion of a minor in education. Successful completion of a major 1n Fine 
Arts and the following requirements may qualify a student to be recommended 
for Art licensure at the K-121evel rn the State of Colorado. 
K-12 Educallon Mmor and Teacher Llcensure Requtrements 
(Education Course Requirements Only) 
41-44 SH 
ED 20!~-Math for Teachers 2 SH 
ED 204-lntroduction to Education in the United States 3 SH 
EO 302- Psychology for Educators 3 SH 
ED 306-Assessment of Learnrng 3 SH 
EO 400-Current Issues rn Education 2 SH 
ED 401- Teachlng the Exceptional Student 1n the 
General Education Classroom 3 SH 
ED 403A- Eiementary Reading and Writrng: Content, 
Instruction and Assessment** 3 SH 
ED 433- Art Methods ** 2 SH 
EO 434-Secondary Student Teaching *, ** 8-11 SH 
ED 435-Secondary Curriculum Plannrng and Classroom Management 2 SH 
EO 436-Technology in the Classroom 2 SH 
ED 495-Student Teaching Seminar ** 1 SH 
PY 250-General Psychology 3 SH 
* Student will teach eight weeks elementary and eight weeks secondary. 
** Admiss1on to the Department of Education requ1red. 
ED 200. MATH FOR TEACHERS (2). Focuses on the development of bas1c competen-
cy in mathematrcs. Stud1es number systems and number sense, geometry, measure-
ment, statrstics, probab1hty and functions, and use of variables to gain conceptual 
and computational skills in mathematics. Reviews mathematics to develop a basic 
competence. Pass/No Pass gradrng only. NOTE: Does not meet Core Studies require-
ments rn MathematiCS. 
ED 204. INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES (3). Surveys theory and 
practice rn Amencan education, based on analyses of current practices and future projec-
tions, h1stoncal contributions, philosophical approaches and sociological foundations. 
NOTE: Assignment to a Metro Denver area school for 15 hours of fieldwork required. 
ED 300. PHYSICAL AND CULTURAl GEOGRAPHY (3). Stud1es the influence of geo-
graphic factors on the development of CIVilizatiOn; the rnterrelatrons of physical fea-
tures, resources, and people; including h1stoncal, political, and economic implications. 
ED 302. PSYCHOLOGY FOR EDUCATORS (3). Explores and applies theory-to-practice 
principles of human learnrng that elementary and secondary teachers need to know. 
~100 
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Natrona! and Colorado State Standards focus the course readings, lectures, and Slm-
ulatrons on top1cs and materials such as the developmental continua and assess-
ments teachers currently use rn each subject area, instructional strategies, differenti-
ation, achievement gaps, classroom management, learning environments, and family 
involvement Prerequisite(s): ED 204 and PY 250 and Sophomore standing. NOTE: 
Assignment to a Metro Denver area school for 15 hours of fieldwork required 
ED 306. ASSESSMENT OF lEARNING (3). Prov1des an overview of assessment and 
instruction on the construction of reliable and valid instruments, rncluding selected 
response and constructed response formats. Examines performance assessment and 
tne constructron of a body of evidence necessitated by Standards-Based Education. 
Prerequisite(s): ED 204 and ED 302 NOTE Assignment to a Metro Denver area 
school for 15 hours of fieldwork requ1red 
ED 380E-W. FIElD WORK IN SCHOOLS (0). Students will complete thirty-five (35) 
hours as an rntem rn a school classroom. Work w1th children/adolescents is designed 
to connect course work with classroom expenence School placement will be arranged 
by the Education Department NOTE. Students should only reg1ster for one section of 
fieldwork rn any given semester. Pass/No Pass grading only. 
ED 400-498 UPPER DIVISION COURSES IN EDUCATION. IF FIELDWORK IS 
REQUIRED IN ANY 400-LEVEL EDUCATION COURSE, THE STUDENT MUST ALSO 
REGISTER FOR ED 380E-W-FIELDWORK IN SCHOOLS. 
ED 400. CURRENT ISSUES IN EDUCATION (2). Studies the ten most critical issues in 
education. Includes classroom management school dropout and retention, middle school 
vs. Junior h1gh, the goals of schools, effects of vanous cultures on teachers, impact of cul-
tural dysfunctions related to drugs, latchkey kids, child abuse and single parent fam1lies. 
ED 401. TEACHING THE EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT IN THE GENERAl EDUCATION 
ClASSROOM (3). Focuses on philosophy and methodologx of integratrng exceptional 
children into regular classroom. Studies mental retardation, learnrng disabilities, 
behav1or disorders, communication disorders, hearing and visual impairment, physi-
cal impairment and the gifted and talented. Includes techniques and methods of 
diagnosis, remediation, and individualizatron. Prerequisite(s): ED 204 and ED 302 
Cross listing: EDSP 401. 
ED 403A. ElEMENTARY READING AND WRITING: CONTEN~ INSTRUCTION, AND 
ASSESSMENT (3). Surveys the principles and philosophies of literacy rnstruction rn 
the elementary school. Addresses emergent literacy through independent literacy. 
Examines techniques and strategies dealing with comprehension and reading for spe-
Cific purposes. Prerequisite(s): Official acceptance into Teacher Licensure Program by 
COlER required. NOTE: Fieldwork required. 
ED 4038. SECONDARY READING AND WRITING: CONTEN~ INSTRUCTION, AND 
ASSESSMENT (3). Surveys the principles and philosophies of literacy rnstruction rn 
the secondary school. Reviews the process of learning to read and the cuerng sys-
tems used when reading. Considers strategies that help secondary students both 
improve and extend their reading efforts. Prerequisite(s) Official acceptance rnto 
Teacher Ucensure Program by COlER required. NOTE: Fieldwork required. 
ED 404. TEACHING READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS (3). Prov1des insight concern-
ing the problems teachers may encounter w1th reading across the curriculum. 
Provides alternative techniques for improving attitudes toward and abilities in read-
ing. Prerequisite(s): ED 204, ED 302, and PY 250. NOTE: Elective for non-teacher 
licensure students with permission of instructor. 
ED 417. ElEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING (8-11). Students approved by the 
Committee on Teacher Education of Regis (COlER) student teach during the educa-
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tiona I semester in an elementary school1n the Metro Denver area under the direction 
of a cooperating teacher. Co-requisite(s): EO 495. Prerequisite(s): Completion of all 
education courses and COTER approval. Fee required. Pass/No Pass grading only. 
NOTE: 16 weeks in a school observmg, assistmg, planning, teaching, and conferring 
under the direction of the cooperating teacher reqwred. 
ED 418. WELLHESS: A PERSONAL COMMITMENT (3). Studies the concepts of physical, 
soc1al, emotional, mtellectual, and spiritual wellness, developing an information base from 
Which to make effective decisions. Prerequisite(s). Junior standing. Cross lisbng: PE 418. 
ED 418A. ELEMENTARY SCIENCE: CONTENT. INSTRUCTION, AND ASSESSMENT (2). 
Surveys methods, matenals, and concepts related to the teachmg of the various sci-
ences. Combmes the knowledge of content areas emphasizing the skills and 
approaches pertinent to the field Co-requisite: ED 418D. NOTE: Fieldwork required. 
ED 4188. ELEMENTARY MATH: CONTENT. INSTRUCTION, AND ASSESSMENT (2). 
Surveys methods and materials appropriate to teaching mathematics (material methods 
and content, and computers). Comb1nes the knowledge of content area emphasizing the 
skills and approaches pertinent to the field. Co-requisite: ED 418C. NOTE: Official 
acceptance into Teacher Ucensure Program by COTER required. Fieldwork required. 
ED 418C. ELEMENTARY LANGUAGE ARTS: CONTENT. INSTRUCTION, AND ASSESS-
MENT (2). Surveys methods and materials appropriate to teaching various language 
arts (spelling, handwriting, speaking, listening, and grammar). Combines the knowl-
edge of content area emphasizing the skills and approaches pertinent to the filed. Co-
requisite: ED 4188. NOTE: oHicial acceptance into Teacher Licensure Program by 
COTER required. Fieldwork required. 
ED 418D. ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES: CONTENT. INSTRUCTION, AND ASSESS-
MENT (2). Surveys methods, materials, and concepts related to teaching social stud-
ies. Combines the knowledge of content area emphasizing the skills and approaches 
pertinent to the filed. Co-requisite: ED 418A. NOTE: oHicial acceptance into Teacher 
Ucensure Program by COTER required. Fieldwork reqwred. 
ED 421. SECONDARY ENGLISH CONTENT. INSTRUCTION, AND ASSESSMENT (2). 
Presents the materials, methods, and practices in secondary English courses. 
Analyzes grammar, composition, the short story, the novel, drama, poetry, and com-
munications. NOTE: Official acceptance into Teacher Licensure Program by COTER 
reqwred. F1eldwork reqwred. 
ED 425. SECONDARY FOREIGN LANGUAGE CONTENT. INSTRUCTION, AND ASSESS-
MENT (2). Studies methods of teaching a foreign language (French, German, or 
Spanish) at the secondary level. NOTE: OHicial acceptance into Teacher Licensure 
Program by COTER required. Fieldwork required. 
ED 427. SECONDARY MATHEMATICS CONTENT. INSTRUCTION, AND ASSESSM~NT 
(2). Examines methods and materials appropriate for teachmg junior and semor high 
~.-llf!ll. school mathematics. Emphasizes classroom, small group and individualized mstruc-
tion, and new curncular approaches. NOTE: Official acceptance mto Teacher 
Licensure Program by COTER required. Fieldwork required. 
--~~ ED 427A. SECONDARY BUSINESS CONTENT, INSTRUCTION, AND ASSESSMENT (2). 
Examines methods and materials appropriate for teaching junior and semor h1gh 
school accounting, bookkeeping, consumer law and economics. Emphasizes spec1fic 
classroom applications related to non-clerical business courses. NOTE: Official 
acceptance mto Teacher Licensure Program by COTER reqwred. Fieldwork required 
ED 429. SECONDARY SCIENCE CONTENT. INSTRUCTION, AND ASSESSMENT (2). 
Methods and materials appropriate for teaching junior and senior h1gh school science. 
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Attention given to classroom, laboratory, small group and individualized mstruction 
and new curricular approaches. NOTE: Offic1al acceptance into Teacher Licensure 
Program by COTER reqwred. Fieldwork reqUired. 
ED 431. SECONDARY SOCIAL STUDIES CONTENT, INSTRUCTION, AND ASSESSMENT 
(2). Adapts history, political science, economics, sociology, cultural geography, social 
psychology, and cultural anthropology to meaningfulness within the secondary 
Curriculum. Presents pedagogical procedures mcludmg lecture, discussion, field trips, 
resource specialists, and audio-visual aids. Explains integrating current events for 
curncular relevance. NOTE: Official acceptance mto Teacher Licensure Program by 
COTER required Fieldwork required 
ED 433. K-12 ART CONTENT. INSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT (2). Explores and 
applies theoretical and practical1ssues in designing and implementmg a K-12 art 
education program. Emphasizes current trends in art education; materials and meth-
ods of teachmg and assessing various art media; and curriculum development. 
NOTE: Offic1al acceptance to the Teacher Licensure program by COTER required. 
ED 434. SECONDARY STUDENT TEACHING (8-11). Involves second semester jumors 
and semors approved by the Committee on Teacher Education of Regis (COTER) stu-
dent teachmg dunng the educational semester in a secondary school in the Denver 
Metro area under the direction of a cooperating teacher. Co-requisite(s): ED 495. 
Prerequisite(s): COTER approval. Fee required. NOTE: 16 weeks in a school observing, 
assisting, plannmg, teaching, and conferring under the direction of the cooperating 
teacher reqwred. Pass/No Pass grading only. 
ED 435. SECONDARY CURRICULUM PLANNING AND CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT 
(3). Provides students with knowledge and skills needed for eHective classroom man-
agement and planning in a Standards-Based env1ronment. Student demonstrates 
mastery of short and long-term planning, time management, and research-driven 
methods to 1m prove and report stiudent achievement, and develop instructional and 
behavioral expectations for the successful classroom. NOTE: Acceptance in Teacher 
Licensure Program by COTER required. Fieldwork required. 
ED 436. TECHNOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM (2). Examines a vanety of new and emerg-
ing technologies and information related to these technologies. Develops an under-
standing of integrating technology With the use of technology in the classroom or labora-
tory environment. Acquaints students with the personal computer and a variety of edu-
cational software packages NOTE: Required for students seeking teacher licensure. 
ED 447. CHILDREN'S AND ADOLESCENT LITERATURE (3). Studies the various gen-
res of children's and adolescent literatiure. Emphasizes the history, ana~sis, and 
evaluation of the literature. Includes the use of children's and adolescent literature in 
teaching with a focus on both new and quality literature from the past. Cross listing: 
WS 447. NOTE: 10 hours of fieldwork required. 
ED 485. THEORIES AND STRATEGIES FOR ESL K-12 (3). Provides research-based 
methods and strategies for teaching English as a Second langtUage to speakers of 
other langtUages. Explores curriculum materials appropriate to the development of 
English as a Second Language. Examines process learning as it applies to ESL m con-
tent areas. Discusses and demonstrates specific teaching methodology mcluding nat-
urallearning and sheltered approaches to develop academic English. Cross listing: 
EDLD 485. NOTE: Field component of 20 hours required. 
ED 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDUCATION (1-3). Pursues independent 
exploration of areas of interest under the supervision of a department member. 
Prerequislte(s): Approval of department chair. 
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ED 495. STUDENT TEACHER SEMINAR (1). Exammes current educaltonal practices, 
addresses student teaching issues, classroom management, Teacher Work Sample 
and Teacher Portfolio. Co-requisite: ED 417 or ED 434. PrereqUisite(s) Semor stand-
ing. NOTE. Approval by COlER required. 
ED 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN EDUCATION (3). Provides internships in education 
taken under the supervision of a department member Prerequislte(s): Approval of 
department cha1r and d1rector of Experiential EducatJOn 
EDUCATION: LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE EDUCATION (EDLD) 
EDLD 403. ASSESSMENT OF THE DIVERSE LEARNER (3). Explores the principles, 
purposes, and processes of assessment used m the evaluation of exceptional learn-
ers and Engl1sh language learners. Includes how assessment results can be used to 
develop appropnate educational programs for diverse students. Prerequ1s1te(s): ED 
401 or EDSP 401 and ED 485. Cross listmg: EDSP 403. 
EDLD 413. TEACHING LITERACY TO ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS (1). Designed for 
teachers who des1re to mcrease their knowledge of the development of reading literacy 
skills for all students, with a focus on ELLs. Exammes specific research-based strate-
gies to teaching reading based on Colorado State Standards, while adhering to con 
strucbve principles. Students consider t11e sim1lanties and differences of teach1ng read-
ing to native and non-native speakers of English emphasizmg the Importance of fami~ 
literacy in teach1ng reading to Ells. Prerequislte(s): Permission of instructor required. 
EDLD 475. LINGUISTICS FOR LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE LEARNERS (3). Provides 
the learner w1th information concerning first and second language acquiSition theory. 
Explores the structure and function of the English language includmg linguistics, 
applied linguistics, psycholinguistlcs, and sociolinguistics. Instructional practices for 
teachmg English to speakers of other languages will be rev1ewed. Process learning as 
it applies to the acquisition of the English language w1ll be explored and modeled. 
Prerequisite(s): ED 485 or EDLD 485 or PermiSSIOn of mstructor reqwed. 
EDLD 485. THEORIES AND STRATEGIES FOR ESL K-12 (3). Prov1des research-based 
methods and strateg~es for teachmg Engl1sh as a Second language to speakers of 
other languages. Explores curriculum matenals appropriate to the development of 
English as a Second Language. Examines process learning as 11 applies to ESL in con-
tent areas D1scusses and demonstrates specific teaching methodology includmg nat 
urallearnmg and sheltered approaches to develop academic English. Cross listing: ED 
485. NOTE: Field component of 20 hours required 
EDLD 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY: LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE EDUCATION (1-6). 
Pursues mdependent exploration of areas of mterest under the superv1s1on of faculty. 
Prerequislte(s): Permission of instructor reqwed. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION (EDSP) 
EDSP 401. TEACHING THE EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT IN THE GENERAL EDUCATION 
CLASSROOM (3). Focuses on philosophy and methodology of integrating exceptional 
children into regular classroom. Studies mental retardation, learning disabilities, 
behavior disorders, communication disorders, hearing and visual impairment, physi-
cal impairment and the gifted and talented Includes techniques and methods of 
diagnosis, remediation, and Individualization. Prerequ1s1te(s): ED 204 and ED 302. 
Cross listing: ED 401. 
EDSP 402. COLLABORATION FOR THE EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT (3). Provides stu-
dents with the knowledge and skills needed to work with others to develop successful 
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inclusive education programs. Includes working w1th parents, special educators, and 
related serv1ces personnel on behalf of exceptional students. Prerequislte(s): ED 401 
or EDSP 401. NOTE: Admiss1on to the Department not required for students Intending 
to Mmo1 in Special Education. 
EDSP 403. ASSESSMENT FOR THE DIVERSE LEARNER (3). Explores the principles, 
purposes, and processes of assessment used m the evaluation of exceptional learn-
ers and English language learners. Includes how assessment results can be used to 
develop appropnate educational programs for diverse students. PrereqUisite(s): ED 
401 or EDSP 401 and ED 485 Cross listing, EDLD 403. NOTE: Admission to the 
Department not reqUired for students intendmg to m nor in Special Education. 
EDSP 404. INSTRUCTION FOR THE EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT (3). Examines educa-
tional strategies and relevant research to address the sk1ll defic1ts (language arts and 
mathematics) manifested in elementary students with except1onaliltes. Includes gen-
eral classroom accommodations for excepltonal students. PrereqUisite(s): ED 401 or 
EDSP 401 NOTE. Admiss1on to the Department not required for students intending to 
minor m Special Education. 
EDSP 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (1-6). Pursues inde-
pendent exploralton of areas of mterest under the supervision of faculty 
PrereqUisite(s): Permission of mstructor reqUired. 
************************* 
ENGLISH 
Dr. Daryl Palmer, Associate Professor, Chairperson 
Dr. Eleanor Swanson, Professor 
Dr. Mark Bruhn, Associate Professor 
Dr. David Hicks, Associate Professor 
Dr. Joanne Karpmski, Assoc1ate Professor 
Dr. Janet St. Clair, Associate Professor 
Dr. Lara Narcisi, Assistant Professor 
DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION 
The English major is designed to offer a broad and balanced 
approach to the discipline. Course requirements are flexibly struc-
ttlred to emphasize genres, periods, and a diversity of literary tra 
ditions. Major requirements provide a substantive foundation upon 
which to base further reading and critical inquiry. Courses focus 
not only on primary texts, but on essential cultural, historical, and 
theoretical contexts as well. 
Each student in the major works closely with a departmental advi-
sor to develop a plan of study compatible with the individual's 
goals for graduation or professional school and employment. 
ENGUSH MAJOR 33 SH 
Lower D1vis1on ReqUirements 6 SH 
English elective (one 300-level course With focus on genre or theme) 3 SH 
English elecltve (one 300-level course in American, British or 
World literature)* 3 SH 
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* One of these courses may also count as Core credit. 
Upper Div1s1on Reqwrements 27 SH 
Twenty-seven upper division semester hours of English courses, which must 
mclude: 
One course on genre* 
One course on theme* 
One course on author* 
One course on period* 
Majors seminar* 
Upper div1sion English electives (selected with the approval of the 
major advisor) 
* Classification of courses according to genre, theme, author, period, and 
major's semmar 1s detailed on the majors advising sheet available in the 
English Department. 









In addition to the maJor requirements listed previously, students 
who complete the following requirements may graduate with an 
Honors-in-English major: 
Candidacy approved by the English faculty. 
Thirty upper divis1on semester hours of English, which must 
include the courses required for an English major plus an 
additional three semester hour upper division course to be 
selected with the approval of the major advisor. 
Successful completion of a supervised thesis and an oral defense 
of this thesis before a faculty committee. The honors thesis will 
be prepared and submitted according to the following schedule: 
Selection of thesis advisor and submission of preliminary thesis 
proposal no later than the th1rd week of September for May 
graduates (final week of January for December graduates). 
A one-page formal prospectus approved by the thesis adv1sor 
and submitted for departmental approval no later than the 
second week of October for May graduates (third week of 
February for December graduates). 
Submission of final draft of thesis and scheduling of oral 
defense no later than the final week of March for May gradu-
ates (the final week of October for December graduates). 
ENGLISH MINOR 12 SH 
Upper DIVISion Reqwrements 12 SH 
Twelve upper division semester hours of English courses selected w1th the 
approval of the major advisor. 
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LITERATURE MINOR 12 SH 
Upper Dw1s1on Requirements 12 SH 
Twelve upper divisiOn semester hours of English courses selected w1th the 
approval of the major adv1sor. 
WRITING MINOR 12 SH 
The English Department offers a writing minor for students not majonng in 
English. The upper division courses that fulfill the requirements of the writing 
mmor are open to any qualified Regis student. The minor is mtended to serve 
the needs of all majors, but in particular, majors in Business Administration. 
Commumcabon, natural science and social science, for whom the ability to 
write 1n graduate school or a career will be of particular importance. 
Upper D1v1sion Requirements 
EN 412- Rhetoric: The Art of Persuas1ve Wnting 
EN 498E-W- Internshlp in Wnting 
Six semester hours selected from the followmg: 
EN 482~reative Writing: Fiction 
EN 482B--Creative Writing: Poetry 
EN 482C-treative Writing: Advanced Fiction II 








* Communication majors may not take Communication courses towards the 
wntmg m1nor 
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EN 203. INTERMEDIATE COMPOSITION (3). Studies expository writing. Concentrates 
on critical and argumentative essays of 500-1,000 words. NOTE: Reasonable compe-
tency in basic writing and word processmg required. 
EN 2038. INTERMEDIATE COMPOSITION II (3). Continues the work of EN 203. More 
advanced study of expository writing. Concentrates on critical and argumentative 
essays of 500-1,000 words. NOTE: Reasonable competency 10 basic writing and word 
processing required. 
EN 210. FRESHMAN LITERATURE: INTRODUCTION TO POETRY/FICTION/DRAMA 
(3). Introduces the literary genres of poetry, fiction, and drama. Emphasizes critical 
analysis and writing competence. Prerequisite(s): CCS 200 or equivalent. 
EN 308E-W. MUlTICUlTURAL LITERATURE (3). Seeks to balance a study of the tra-
ditionally received literary canon w1th literature representing ethnic, religious, rac1al, 
and/or cultural diversity. Focuses on works representing various ethnic and/or cultur-
al groups m America, on works representing international cultural diversity and/or on 
works representmg the so-called "majority" viewpoint regardmg cross-cultural 
insights and expenences. PrereqUisite(s): CCS 200 and EN 210. 
EN 311E-W. THEMATIC STUDIES IN LITERATURE (3).1nvolves reading fiction, poetry and 
drama organized around a particular theme, such as "Literature of the American 
Southwest," "Environmental Literature," or "The Literature of Social Change." Emphas1zes 
reading, writing, speaking and listenmg. Prerequisite(s): CCS 200 and EN 210. 
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EN 313. DRAMA (3). Introduces drama in the Western literary tradition, emphasizing 
the conventions, types, and literary elements of the genre Approaches the subject 
from a chronological, thematic, or multicultural perspective, and offers opportunities 
to Improve competencies 10 critical thinking and writing. Dramatists such as 
Sophocles, Shakespeare, Moliere, Ibsen, Shaw, Beckett, O'Neill, and Wilson are stud-
led. Prerequislte(s), CCS 200 and EN 210. 
EN 314E-W. NOVEL (3). Introduces the novel and/or novella. Emphasizes the begin-
nmg and subsequent history of the genre, including a broad range of American, 
English and Continental writers. Improves wnt10g and analytical sk1lls. Includes study 
of such authors as Jane Austen, Thomas Hardy, Herman Melville, Henry James, Franz 
Kafka, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Ernest Hem1ngway, and William Faulkner. 
Prerequisite(s) CCS 200 and EN 210. 
EN 315. SHORT STORY (3). Introduces shOrt fiction drawn from a broad range of 
American. English and Continental writers. Emphasizes the beg10ning and subsequent 
h1story of the short story. Improves writ1ng and analytical skills. Includes the works of 
such writers as Henry James, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Ernest Hem10gway, William 
Faulkner, Joyce Carol Oates, James Baldwm, Kate Chopin, Jorge Luis Borges, and To01 
Cade Bambara Prerequisite(s): CCS 200 and EN 210. 
EN 316E-W. POETRY (3). Introduces poetry drawn from a broad range of traditional 
and contemporary American and English poets, as well as non-English-language 
poetry in translation. Emphasizes the various themes, forms, and literary elements 
that characterize the genre Improves competencies in crit1cal thmking and wnting 
Includes study of one or more kinds of poetry (lyric, narrat1ve, epic, etc.). 
EN 321. MYTH AND CULTURE IN LITERATURE (3). Introduces the meaning and func-
tion of myth and 1ts application to literature as symbol, metaphor, and structure. 
Exam10es such works as Homer's Iliad, Christopher Marlowe's The Tragical History of 
Dr. Faustus, and Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream, selections from 
Milton's Parad1se Lost as well as modern poems and short stones using myth as ref-
erence. Prerequisite(s): CCS 200 and EN 210. Cross listing: WS 321. 
EN 322. MYTHIC THEMES IN LITERATURE (3). Analyzes the mythic contexts of liter-
ature from the 18th century, the Romantic period of the 19th century, 20th century 
works, and works of authors representirg cultural diversity Includes the study of 
such works as Swift's Gulliver's Travels, Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient M~nner and 
T.S. Eliot's The Waste Land. Prerequisite(s): CCS 200 and EN 210. 
EN 323. AMERICAN LITERATURE SURVEY TO 1865 (3). Surveys significant works of 
American literature from first exploration to the end of the Civil War. Examines repre-
sentative author's literary works, styles and movements within a historical context. 
Includes authors such as Bradstreet, Pee, Hawthorne, Cooper, Emerson, Thoreau, 
Whitman, and Dickinson. Prerequisite(s): CCS 200 and EN 210. 
EN 324. AMERICAN LITERATURE SURVEY 1865-PRESENT (3). Surveys significant 
works of American literature from the end of the Civil War to the present. Examines 
representative authors, literary works, styles, and movements w1thin a h1stoncal con-
text. Includes authors such as Twain, James, Frost, Eliot, B1shop, Cather, Hemingway, 
and Momson. Prerequisrte(s): CCS 200 and EN 210. 
EN 328. WORLD LITERATURE (3). Introduces 10 English translation sig01ficant poetry, 
short stories, novels, and drama from a broad range of wo~d literature. Explores both 
u01versality and the d1vers1ty of cultures, themes, forms, and structures. Emphasizes 
different literary paradigms and methods for appreciating and analyzing these literary 
works. Prerequisite(s)· CCS 200 and EN 210. 
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EN 341. CATHOLIC LITERATURE (3). Traverses literary history to explore the ques-
tions "Who might be considered a Catholic writer?" and "What 1s the difference 
between Catholicism as an iconic presence in a text and as a literary sensibility?" 
Prerequisite(s): CCS 200 and EN 210. 
EN 353. BRITISH LITERATURE SURVEY TO 1789 (3). Surveys significant works of 
British literature from the Old English period to the eighteenth century. Exam10es rep-
resentative authors, literary works, styles, and movements within a historical context. 
Includes such authors as Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, Behn, and Johnson. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): CCS 200 and EN 210. 
EN 354. BRITISH LITERATURE SURVEY 1789-PRESENT (3). Surveys Significant 
works of British literature from the Romantics to the present Examines representative 
authors, literary works, styles, and movements within a histoncal context. Includes 
such authors as Coleridge, Wordsworth, Keats, Tennyson. Browning. Yeats, Eliot, and 
Heaney. Prerequisite(s): CCS 200 and EN 210. Cross listmg: HO 368E. 
EN 355. LITERATURE OF THE IRISH RENAISSANCE (3). Exammes the poetry, drama, 
and f1ction of Irish writers in the ea~y 20th century. Wnters mclude Yeats, Joyce, 
O'Casey, and Synge. Prerequisite(s), CCS 200 and EN 210. 
EN 410-498. UPPER DIVISION COURSES IN LITERATURE. Courses in this series 
meet requirements for the English major. Unless otherwise indicated, they 
may also be taken for Core Studies credit with permission of the instructor. 
Each cours11 in this series undertakes a detailed analysis of primary texts, 
and offers students the opportunity to do research in the area of study. 
EN 410E-W. WOMEN IN LITERATURE (3). Surveys women's literary achievement, or 
focuses on a particular historical period or cultural milieu, ethnographiC perspective 
or social theme. Examines literary and critical works focusing on women's viewpoints 
10 soc1al, cultural, economic, and aesthetic contexts. Prerequis1te(s)· CCS 200, EN 
210, or WS 300 and one (I) 300-level English course. Cross listing: WS 410E-W 
EN 412. RHETORIC: THE ART OF PERSUASIVE WRITING (3). The study of classical rhet-
oric, the art of persuas1on Focuses on organ~zational and stylistic techniques used by 
great orators and writers to inform and persuade aud1ences Course is writing intensive. 
Prerequisite(s): EN 210 and one (I) 300-level English course. Majors or Minors on~. 
EN 423E-W. INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE (3). 
Exammes themes m Amencan literature from an interdisciplinary perspective. 
Prerequisite(s): CCS 200, EN 210 and one (I) 300-level English course 
EN 425E-W. AMERICAN LITERATURE TO 1865 (3).1nvolves concentrated reading 
and analysis of a single theme, a single author or combination of authors or a single 
literary penod or movement (e.g., Colonial Literature, Whitman and D1ckmson, The 
Amencan Renaissance, The Transcendentalists). Prerequisite(s): CCS 200, EN 210 
and one (1) 300-level English course. 
EN 426E-W. AMERICAN LITERATURE 1865-1918 (3). Provides and opportunity for 
concentrated readmg and analysis of a smgle theme, a smgle author or combmation 
of authors or a single literary penod or movement (e.g., Twain, American Realism and 
Naturalism. Wharton, Multi-Cultural Literature before World War 1). Prerequisite(s). 
CCS 200, EN 210 and one (I) 300-level English course. 
EN 427E-W. AMERICAN LITERATURE 1918-PRESENT (3). Involves concentrated 
reading and analysis of a single theme, a single author or combination of authors, or 
a single literary penod or movement (e.g., Hemingway, Literature of the Great 
Depress1on, The Beats, and The Postmoder01st Novel) Prereqwsite(s): CCS 200, EN 
210 and one (l) 300-level English course. 
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EN 431. CHAUCER (3). Involves the reading and analysis of The Canterbury Tales in 
the ong~nal Middle English, and similar study of other major poems by Chaucer. 
Prerequisite(s) CCS 200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. 
EN 432E-W. SHAKESPEARE: (3). Involves the study of Shakespeare's poetry, plays, 
life, and age Prerequisite(s): CCS 200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. 
Cross listing PJ 432E-W. 
EN 446. THE 11TH CENTURY (3). Surveys the later Renaissance, Commonwealth, and 
Restoration eras. mcluding representative works of Metaphysical, Cavalier, and/or 
Restoration poets, Jacobean and/or Restoration playwrights. and/or the prose stylists 
of the period Prerequisrte(s), CCS 200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. 
EN 449. 18TH CENTURY NOVEL (3). Studies representative novels of the period, reflect-
ing the dommant genres such as Realistic, Sentimental, and Gothic. Prerequisite(s): CCS 
200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. Cross listing WS 449. 
EN 450. ROMANTICISM (3). Studies representative f1ction and poetry from the first 
half of the 19th century. Prerequisite(s): CCS 200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level 
English course 
EN 454. liNGUISTIC APPROACHES TO LITERATURE (3). Examines the development 
of linguistics. grammar, and semantics m the1r historical context to illustrate the 
function of language as an instrument of cultural commumca!Jon and transmission. 
Top1cs of study mclude etymology, phonology, and prosody, as well as metaphor and 
metonymy. Prerequisite(s). CCS 200, EN 210, one (1) 300-level English course and 
one (1) 400 level Engl1sh course Junior standing or permission of instructor 
EN 455. VICTORIAN LITERATURE (3). Involves reading and analysis of such novelists 
as Bronte, Eliot, and Hardy; such essayists as Carlyle, Mill, and Arnold: and such 
poets as Tennyson, Brownmg, and the Pre-Raphaelites. PrerequisJte(s): CCS 200, EN 
210 and one (1) 300-level English course. 
EN 460. MODERN POETRY (3). Involves the reading and analysis of such major 
poets as Auden, Eliot. Frost, Hopkins, Pound, Stevens. Thomas, Williams, and Yeats. 
Considers minor poets of the modern period and contemporary poets. Prerequisite(s): 
CCS 200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. 
EN 462. CONTEMPORARY DRAMA (3). Involves the readmg and analysis of 20th 
century plays, from realism and symbolism, through absurdism, to recent trends in 
drama. Representa!Jve writers include Chekhov, Beckett. Brecht, Williams. Wilson, 
and Henley PrereqUJsite(s): CCS 200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. 
EN 463. CONTEMPORARY NOVEL (3). Studies representa!Jve novels written between 
World War II and the present, focusing on movements and styles charactenstic of th1s 
era. Representative writers mclude Garcia-Marquez, Morrison, Gordimer, Kingsolver, 
and Eggers PrereqUJsite(s): CCS 200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. 
EN 466. liTERARY THEORY (3). Surveys the varied approaches to literary study 
applied by scholars, attend to the differences in textualmterpretation that result from 
the application of these approaches, and evaluates what these approaches reveal 
and conceal about literary texts. Prerequisite(s): CCS 200, EN 210, one (1) 300-level 
English course and one (1) 400-level English course. 
EN 474E-W. COMPARATIVE liTERATURE (3). Stud1es sigmficant works in English 
translations m the context of their interrelation with vanous traditions in English and 
Amencan literature. 
EN 480. TECHNICAL AND REPORT WRITING (3). Focuses on written communication 
in sc1ence. mdustry, and business. Develops competence in a variety of forms of 
techmcal writmg, including short recommendation and progress reports, laboratory or 
research reports, proposals and feasibility studies. Emphasizes the need to evaluate 
each writing task in terms of purpose and audience. Prerequisite(s): CCS 200, EN 
210 and one (1) 300-level English course. Cross listing: ENVS 480. NOTE· Does not 
meet Regis College Core Studies reqwrement in Literature. 
EN 482A. CREATIVE WRITING: FICTION (3). Provides a workshop m fic!Jon empha-
SIZing discussiOn of students' f1ction. Includes ana~sis of the elements of fic!Jon and 
techniques used by a variety of modern and contemporary writers. Prerequisite(s): 
CCS 200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. Majors only. NOTE: Does not 
meet Reg~s College Core Studies requirements in Literature. 
EN 4828. CREATIVE WRITING: POETRY (3). Provides a workshop m poetry wnting 
emphasizing the discussion of students' poetry. Includes analysis of the elements of 
poetry and techmques used by a variety of modern and contemporary writers. 
Prerequisite(s): CCS 200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. NOTE· Does 
not meet Regis College Core Stud1es reqUirements 10 literature. 
EN 482C. CREATIVE WRITING: ADVANCED FICTION II (3). Advanced instruction in 
craft of fiction; professional perspectives on the art in the context of rigorous criti-
cism. In workshop format, students practice the genre, further defme it. examine its 
many forms, and receive profess1onal peer rev1ew. PrereqUJsite(sl: CCS 200, EN 210 
and one (1) 300-level English course and EN 482A or permiSSIOn of instructor. 
EN 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY (1-3). Develops mdependent exploration of areas of 
mterest under the direction of a department member. Prerequisite(s)· Approval of depart-
ment chair. Prerequisrte(s): CCS 200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. 
EN 492E-W. SPECIAL TOPICS IN LITERATURE (3). Involves the reading and analysis 
of selected topics in literature. Focuses on selected literary issues, periods, or theo-
re!Jcal problems (e.g., After the Apocalypse, Writing 10 the Nuclear Age, Teaching 
Banned Books, and The Small Town 10 Literature). PrereqUJsite(s): CCS 200, EN 210 
and one (1) 300-level English course. 
EN 495E-Z. THEMES IN liTERATURE (3). Provides an opportunity for concentration 
on a single theme, a single author, or combination of authors in an intensive study 
(e.g., The Exploited Eden in American Literature, Africa in Literature, Faulkner, and 
The Irrational in Literature). Prerequisite(s): Majors or minors only. Junior standing. 
Prerequisite(s): CCS 200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. 
EN 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN WRITING (3). Credrt may be earned for employment in 
which the student is responsible for various kinds of writing and in which there is an 
integration of practical experience and academic guidance. Prerequisite(s): Approval 
of department chair and director of Experiential Education. NOTE: Students may 
obtain as many as six (6) semester hours of credit, but only three (3) semester hours 
may be applied to the English major. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
Dr. Catherine Kleier, Program Director 
Interest in environmental issues, such as resource depletion, habi-
tat destruction, biological extinction, global economic develop-
ment, and urbanization, is expanding. The Environmental Studies 
program focuses on these and other environmental issues from an 
interdisciplinary perspective. This program offers two majors, a 
Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science and a Bachelor of 
Arts in Environmental Studies, as well as a minor in 
Environmental Studies. 
The Bachelor of Science in Enwonmental Science major empha-
Sizes the natural sciences in understanding the enwonment and 
environmental issues. This degree program is recommended for 
students considering careers or further education in wildlife man-
agement, environmental assessment, environmental health, sci-
ence secondary education, or environmental biology. 
The Bachelor of Arts in Environmental Studies major emphasizes 
the interdisciplinary nature of the fields of environmental studies. 
This degree program is recommended for students considering 
careers or further education in environmental law, environmental 
sociology, environmental economics, environmental policy, second-
ary education, or environmental journalism. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE MAJOR 49 SH 
Students pursuing this degree are reqUired to complete a companion major or 
mmor in one of the following areas: B1ology, Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer 
Sc1ence. Mathematics, Neuroscience, Physics. or Secondary Education. 
Lower DIVISIOn Reqwrements 
BL 260-Princlples of Biology: Molecular and Cellular 
BL 261 Molecular and Cellular Biology Laboratory 
BL 262 Principles of Biology Organismic 
BL 263-0rganismic B1ology Laboratory 
CH 210-Principles of Chemistry I 
CH 211 ·Principles of Chem1stry Laboratory I 
CH 230-Pnnclples of Chemistry II 
CH 231-Pnnciples of Chemistry Laboratory II 
ENVS 250-lntroduction to Environmental Science 
ENVS 251-lntroducllon to Environmental Science Laboratory 
GE 201-Physical Geology 
GE 202-Physical Geology Laboratory 
One of the following statistics courses: 
MT 270-lntroducllon to Statistics 3 SH 
MT 272-Statistics for the Life Sc1ences 
MT 370-lntermedlate Statistics 
MT 470A-Mathemalical Statistics I 
Upper DIVISIOn Reqwrements 
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Students must complete a minimum of one of the followmg courses m envi-
ronmental ethics:* 
PL 448J-Special Topics m Ethics: Environmental EthiCS 3 SH 
RS 414G- Themes in Christian EthiCS: Env1ronmentallssues 3 SH 
* Can be used to fulfill the Philosophy or Religious Studies Elective Core 
requirement. 
Soc1al Science Elective Reqwrement 6 SH 
Students must complete a m1mmum of two of the following courses 1n the 
Social Sc1ences: * * 
ENVS 418-Environmental Economics and Law 
ENVS 432-lnternational Political Economy 
ENVS 433-World History: An Ecological Perspective 
ENVS 436-Environment and Energy 
ENVS 437-Envlronmental Just1ce: Race and Class 
ENVS 441-Sustamable Communities 








** Many Soc1al Science courses reqUire e1ther SO 200 or SO 203 as a prereq-
UISite It is recommended that Environmental Science students take one of 
these courses to fulfill the Soc1al Sc1ence Core Requirement for Regis College. 
Natural Science Reqwrement 
Students must complete the following courses in natural science: 
ENVS 402-Principles of Ecology 
ENVS 403-Ecology Laboratory 
ENVS 450-Environmental Momtoring 
ENVS 451-Environmental Momtoring Laboratory 







Students must complete a mimmum of one additional 400-level ENVS course. 
BACHELORS OF ARTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES MAJOR 43 SH 
Students pursuing this degree are reqUired to complete a companion major or 
minor in another subject area. 
Lower D1v1s1on Reqwrements 
BL 262-Principles of Biology: Organismic 
BL 263-0rgamsmlc Biology Laboratory 
CH 202-lntroduction to Environmental Chemistry 
CH 203-lntroduction to Environmental Chemistry Laboratory 
ENVS 250-lntroduction to Environmental Science 
ENVS 251-lntroduction to Environmental Science Laboratory 
GE 201-Physical Geology 
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One of the following statistics courses: 
MT 270-lntroduction to Statistics 
MT 272-Statistics for the Ltfe Sc1ences 
MT 370-lntermediate Statistics 
MT 470A-Malhematical Statistics I 
Upper Div1s1on Reqwrements 







Students must complete a m1nimum of one of the following courses in envi-
ronmental ethics:* 
PL 448J-Special Topics in Ethics· Environmental Ethics 3 SH 
RS 414G-Themes in Christian Ethics: Envtronmentallssues 3 SH 
* Can be used to fulfi ll the Philosophy or Religious Studies Elective Core 
requirement. 
Social Science Elective Reqwrement 9 SH 
Students must complete a mtnimum of three of the following courses in the 
social sctences: ** 
ENVS 418-Environmental Economics and Law 
ENVS 432-lnternational Political Economy 
ENVS 433 World History: An Ecological Perspective 
ENVS 43&-Environment and Energy 
ENVS 437--Environmenlal Justice: Race and Class 
ENVS 441-Sustainable Commumties 








* * Many Social Science courses require etlher SO 200 or SO 203 as a prereq-
UISite. It is recommended that Envtronmental Science students take one of 
these courses to fulfill the Social Science Core Requirement for Regis College. 
Natural Sc1ence Reqwrement 
Students must complete the following courses in natural science: 
ENVS 450-Environmental Monitoring 
ENVS 451-Environmental Monitoring Laboratory 





Students must complete a minimum of two additional 400-level ENVS course. 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES MINOR 
Lower DIVISion Reqwrements 
ENVS 250-lntroduclion to Environmental Science 






Upper DIVISIOn Requirements* 12 SH 
A mtntmum of 12 upper dtvision semester hours of 400-level environmental 
studies courses are reqUired for the minor. Note, Many upper-division ENVS 
courses have specific prerequisites beyond ENVS 250 and ENVS 251. 
* PL 448K or RS 414G can be used to fulfill the Enwonmental Studies elec-
ltves. The other 9 SH upper-divtsion ENVS elecllve reqUirement must be met 
wtlh ENVS courses. 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES COURSE 
.1?..~.~-~~!.~!!.Q.~-~J.~.~-~-~) ....................................................... .. 
ENVS 250. INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE (3). Explores the environ-
ment and its modificalton by human activtty within a sctentific context. Considers the 
chemical, geological, climatological, and biological bases of current environmental 
issues. Co-requisite: ENVS 251 NOTE: Required for Environmental Studies majors 
and minors. Designed for non-sctence majors to meet the Natural Science Core 
reqUirement when taken wtlh ENVS 251. 
ENVS 251. ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE LABORATORY (1). Involves laboratory and 
field exercises accompanytng and reinforctng lecture topics. May require a field tnp 
outside of class time. Co-requisite: ENVS 250. NOTE: One three-hour laboratory per 
week. Lab fee reqUired. 
ENVS 402. PRINCIPLES OF ECOLOGY (3). Explores the interactions of organisms in 
the context of thetr btotic and abiotic environments. Examines the basic models and 
principles used in evolutionary, behavioral, population, community, and ecosystem 
ecology. Co-requisite: ENVS 403. PrereqUtsrte(s): BL 260 and BL 262 and MT 272. 
Cross lisling: BL 402. 
ENVS 403. ECOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Involves collection, evaluation, and statisti-
cal analysis of ecological data in the laboratory and in the field. Co-reqUisite: ENVS 
402. Prerequisite(s): BL 261 and BL 263 and MT 272. Cross listing: BL 403. 
Laboratory fee requtred. NOTE: One three-hour laboratory per week. Required for all 
Biology majors. 
ENVS 410. AQUATIC AND FISHERIES ECOLOGY (3). Explores the basic btology and 
ecology of freshwater and marine systems. Emphasizes the ecology of fishes, aquatic 
conservation, and fishenes use of aqualic resources. Prerequisite(s), BL 260 and BL 
262. Cross listtng: BL 410. NOTE: Parltctpation in one of two field trips outstde of 
class time required. 
ENVS 418. ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS AND LAW (3). Examines the economic, 
legal, and polittcal systems that affect and regulate the use and conservation of the 
environment. Exam toes toptcs such as suslatnable development and environmental 
regulation. PrereqUtsite(s): EC 200 or EC 320. Cross listing: EC 418. 
ENVS 430. HUMAN ECOLOGY (3). Explores the earliest forms of humankind, examin-
ing the interactions between human beings and their environments from the perspec-
tives of evolutionary and ecological development. Studies current problems such as 
those associated wtlh htgh population densities, modern technology, pollution, con-
servation and resource issues. Prerequisite(s) BL 260 and BL 262. Cross listing: BL 
430. NOTE One or two weekend field trips reqUired. 
ENVS 432. INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY (3). Analyzes the interactions and 
interrelatiOnships between political and economtcs factors at the global level. Factors 
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include monetary management, trade, multmatlonal corporations, foreign a1d, cartels, 
and debt. Cons1ders Western and North-South systems. Prerequisite(s): EC 200 or EC 
320. Cross listmg: EC 432 and POL 432 
ENVS 434. TECHNIQUES IN FIELD BIOLOGY (2). Explores a vanety of ecosystems 
and the1r umque charactenstics. Techmques for enwonmental assessment and for 
the study of populations. animal behavior. plant communities, and other biological 
systems are exammed. Under supervision students develop and execute research 
projects Co-requisite: ENVS 435. Prerequisite(s): BL260 and BL 262. Cross listing: 
BL 434. NOTE: Field tnps reqUJred afternoons and/or weekends. 
ENVS 435. TECHNIQUES IN FIELD BIOLOGY LABORATORY (2). Involves field and 
laboratory exerc1ses accompanymg and reinforcmg lecture topics. The last half of the 
course 1nvolves student research projects in the field laboratory. Co-requisite: ENVS 
434. PrerequisJte(s): BL 261 and BL 263. Cross listmg: BL 435. Laboratory fee 
reqUJred. NOTE. Two three-hour laboratory sess1ons per week. 
ENVS 436. ENVIRONMENT AND ENERGY (3). Exammes the relationship between the 
development of energy resources and environmental conditions. Emphasizes how 
econom1c and political ideology and mslitutions affect our relationship to the Earth. 
Prerequisite(s) SO 200 or SO 203 or pernnission of mstructor required Cross listing: 
P J 436 and SO 436. 
ENVS 439. WILDLIFE STUDIES (3). Focuses on wildlife biology and ecology and 
mtroduces wildlife nutnbon, disease and hab1tat reqUirements, conservation 1ssues, 
wildlife law, and law enforcement. Team and mdividual projects reqUired. 
PrerequJSJte(s): BL 260 and BL 262 Cross listmg: BL 439 
ENVS 441. SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES (3). Explores social, environmental, and 
economic issues that prevent and encourage more sustainable communities. Topics 
include transportation, sprawl, poverty, urban/wildlife interface, housing, population, 
consumption, mumcJpal/toxJc waste, commumty resources and empowerment, and a 
vanety of proposed solutions from around the world. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or SO 
203 or permissiOn of mstructor required. Cross listmg: PJ 441 and SO 441. 
ENVS 445. COMPARATIVE PUBLIC POLICY (3). Provides a comparative examination 
of public policy in western industrialized nation-states emphasizing the interaction and 
mterdependency of politics and econom1cs. Evaluates basic issues of public policy 
including distribution, extraction, and regulation focusmg on Jdentifymg both the range 
of possible cho1ces and the actual outcomes of adopted policies under a variety of cir-
cumstances. PrerequisJte(s)· EC 200 or EC 320. Cross listing: EC 445 or POL 445. 
ENVS 450. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING (2). Focuses on the theory and methods 
of monitoring and understanding the environment. Explores various scientific per-
spectives including the fields of geology, chemistry, and ecology. Co-requisite: ENVS 
451. PrerequJSJte(s): ENVS 250. 
ENVS 451. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING LABORATORY (2). An intensive laborato-
ry course mvolvmg collecbon, evaluabon, analysis, and presentation of environmental 
monitonng data as part of a long-term monitoring program. NOTE: Six hours of labo-
ratory per week. Laboratory fee reqUired. Co-requ1site: ENVS 450. NOTE: Six hours of 
laboratory per week laboratory fee reqUired 
ENVS 470. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE THIRD AND FOURTH WORLDS (3). 
Studies various models/theories of economic development that traces a history of 
underdevelopment m the third and fourth worlds. Investigates the various barriers and 
problem areas 10 developing countnes. Assesses possibilities, prospects, and policies 
of the future. PrereqUJsite(s): EC 320 Cross listing: BA 472, EC 470, and PJ 470. 
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ENVS 480. TECHNICAL AND REPORT WRITING (3). Focuses on written communica-
tion in science, mdustry, and business. Develops competence in a variety of forms of 
technical wnting, including short recommendation and progress reports. laboratory or 
research reports. proposals and feasibility studies. Emphasizes the need to evaluate 
each writing task m terms of purpose and audience. Prerequisite(s): CCS 200 or EN 
210 and one (1) 300-level English course. Cross listing: EN 480. NOTE Does not 
meet Reg~s College Core Studies requirement in Literature. 
ENVS 481E-W. SPECIAL TOPICS IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES (1-4). Explores 
selected top1cs 10 environmentally focused topics not normally covered 1n regular 
course offenngs. Prerequisite(s): Sophomore standing or higher. 
ENVS 484. ANTHROPOLOGY OF TOURISM (3). Exammes the phenomenon of tounsm 
in relationship to modernity, authenticity, sexual and romantic tourism, ecotourism, 
and others. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 and SO 204 or AN 204 or permission of instruc-
tor. Cross listing: AN 484 and SO 484 
ENVS 490E-W.INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES (1-3). Offers an 
opportunity for advanced study m mdependent research protects m environmental 
studies. Prerequisite(s) Permission of instructor and approval of Environmental 
Studies director. 
ENVS 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES (3). Develops skills 
related to real-life workmg sJtuabons m major-related field. PrereqUJsite(s) Approval 
of Enwonmental Studies director and Experiential Education director. 
************************* 
EXERCISE SCI ENCE 
Dr. Clifford Barnes, Associate Professor, Chairperson 
Exercise Science is the study of physiological and functional adapta-
tions to movement and how they are organized, controlled, and regu-
lated via anatomical , physiological, and psychological systems across 
the lifespan. The application of the knowledge gained from this study 
is seen in sports, art, and health related fields through the establish-
ment of guidelines for safety of movement, effectiveness of move-
ment, and efficiency of performance functionally, structurally, as well 
as mentally. This study of normal movement then forms the founda-
tion for modification of activity from a normal health and wellness 
perspective, to increasing performance in athletes, to recovenng or 
improving movements following injury or disease. 
A minor in Exercise Science is offered and is compatible with a 
number of undergraduate majors, including Biology, Neuroscience, 
and Psychology. The minor is designed so that students w1ll expe-
rience the multidisciplinary foundations of human exercise and 
movement. Students who include the Exercise Science minor in 
their education will be able to apply th1s knowledge to strategies 
designed to improve and optimize physical performance. 
A minor in Exercise Science builds on courses of study in the bio-
logical or behavioral sciences linking the study of human physical 
activity with foundations of scientific knowledge. Students are 
challenged to discover and explain mechanisms and principles of 
human movement, and to apply this knowledge to lead others to 
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optimize health and physical performance in leisure, work, and 
rehabilitation ~nvironments. Courses in the minor develop theoreti-
cal and practical knowledge related to the biological, mechanical, 
and behavioral basis for movement. The minor in Exercise Science 
provides preparation for future opportunities/advanced study in 
medicine, physical therapy, other health-related and fitness-related 
fields, and graduate study in Exercise Science. 
The Exercise Science minor, offered through the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions, Department of Physical Therapy IS 
open to all Regis University students. The four courses in the 
m1nor are upper division courses that may be taken in any 
sequence. Exercise Science courses may satisfy requirements 
toward other degrees. Although not included as a requirement in 
the Exercise Science minor, EXS 425-Psychological and Social 
Aspects of Exercise is highly recommended for students intending 
study in health care fields, coaching, and/or physical education. 
The Exercise Science minor is required for undergraduate students 
intending to seek preferred admission to the Doctor of Physical 
Therapy program offered through the Rueckert-Hartman School for 
Health Professions at Regis University. The four Exercise Science 
courses taught by faculty in the Department of Physical Therapy 
promote an early introduction and mentoring of the student to the 
educational experiences leading to Physical Therapy as a profes-
sion. Students completing the Exercise Science minor are given 
preferred admission status and are guaranteed an interview for the 
doctoral program with the physical therapy faculty. For additional 
information regarding the preferred admission process for the 
Doctor of Physical Therapy program, contact the Department of 
Physical Therapy and/or refer to the Doctor of Physical Therapy 
section rn this Bulletin. Sample degree plans for various majors 
that include the Exerc1se Science minor can be accessed on the 
Exercise Science website: www.regis.edu. 
Lower Divtsion Reqwrements 26-27 SH 
BL 244-Human Anatomy & Phys1ology: Movement and Integration 3 SH 
BL 245-Human Anatomy & Physiology: 
Movement and Integration Laboratory 1 SH 
BL 246-Human Anatomy & Phtsiology: Regulatory Systems 3 SH 
BL 247-Human Anatomy & Physiology: Regulatory Systems Laboratory 1 SH 
MT 272-Statistics for the Life Sciences 3 SH 
MT 360A-Calculus I 4 SH 
PH 204A-General Phys1cs with Calculus I 3 SH 
PH 205A-General Physics Laboratory I 1 SH 
PH 2048-General Physics with Calculus II 3 SH 
PH 2058-General Physics Laboratory II 1 SH 
PY 250--General Psychology 3 SH 
or 
NS 260-lntroductron to Brain and Behavior 
and 
NS 261-lntroduction to Brain and Behavior Laboratory 
Upper Division Requtrements 
EXS 421-functional Anatomy 






EXS 423-Physlology of Exerc1se 
EXS 424-Biomechanics of Exercise 
Electives 






EXERCISE SCIENCE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (EXS) 
······················--------------·······--····-····························-························ 
EXS 421. FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY (3). Examines anatomical concepts of the muscu-
loskeletal and nervous systems that form the bas1s of analysis of human movement. 
Explores joint movement, complex muscular act.vity, and rntegration of components of 
the nervous system. Includes anatomical principles through examples as they apply 
to worll, general physical activity, sports perfonnance, and lifespan issues. 
Prerequisite(s): BL 244 and BL 245. NOTE: Offered every other fall semester. 
EXS 422. CONCEPTS OF MOTOR BEHAVIOR (3). Examines basic principles and con-
cepts involved in human development, control, and learning of motor skills. Explores 
characteristics of the learner affectrng motor performance, processes involved in 
movement control, and variables affecting long-term retention of motor skills. 
Includes application of theoretical principles and research findings to practical set-
tings. Prerequisite(s): MT 272, BL 244 and BL 245, and PY 250. NOTE: Offered every 
other fall semester 
EXS 423. PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE (3). Exp ores concepts of nutrition and energy 
production dunng exerc1se involving the pathways from food ingestion to final produc-
tion of ATP Relates measurement of energy expenditure to differences in endurance 
exercise capacity Adaptations of the pulmonary, cardiovascular, skeletal muscle, 
nervous, urinary, gastrointestinal, and endocnne systems to the stress of exercise are 
discussed. Developmental differences of age are incorporated. Prerequislte(s): BL 
244, BL 245 and BL 246, BL 247. NOTE: Offered every other spring semester 
EXS 424. BIOMECHANICS OF EXERCISE (3). Evaluates internal and external forces 
acting on a human body and the effects produced by these forces. Quantitative and 
qualitative evaluations are performed w1th an mtroduction to the associated kinemat-
ic and krnetic variables used to describe body movements. Prerequisite(s): PH 204B, 
PH 205B, BL 244 and BL 245. NOTE· Offered every other spring semester 
EXS 425. PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF EXERCISE (3). Evaluates top-
ics related to the social psychology of sports and exercise. The rnfluence of social-
psychologrcal variables on participation in sports and exerc1se, and how participation 
affects the individual are examrned. Focuses on performance psychology, stress 
processes, motivation, and exercise psychology across the lifespan. Prerequisite(s): 
NS 260 and NS 261. Cross listing: PY 425. 
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DEPARTMENT OF FINE AND 
PERFORMING ARTS 
Mr. William Sutton, Associate Professor, Chairperson 
Dr. Barbara Coleman, Associate Professor 
Mr. Eugene Stewart, Associate Professor 
Dr. Mark Davenport, Assistant Professor 
Mr. Anthony Ortega , Assistant Professor 
DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION 
The Department of Fine and Performing Arts offers courses in 
Visual Arts, Art History, Music, Music History, and Theatre. The 
Bachelor of Arts degree is available with a major 1n Visual Arts. 
Minors are available in Art History and Structured Music. 
FINE ARTS: VISUAL ARTS 
Students planning to major in Visual Arts must obtain and file in 
the Regis College Dean's Office a Major Declaration form. 
Acceptance into the major requires a portfolio review by the 
Department and approval of the department chair. Students wish-
ing to obtain more information regarding the portfolio requirement 
should contact the department chair. 
The Visual Arts major 1s designed to give students a broad and flexi-
ble foundation in the visual arts while also giving them an opportu-
nity to develop an emphasis in a particular medium. Students 
establish a firm basis in design, art history, and criticism while pur-
suing technical proficiency. This prepares students for the practice of 
art and grounds their knowledge in experience and first-hand prob-
lem solving. The Visual Arts major prepares students for jobs in a 
wide field of options, mcluding publications, public relations, graph-
ic design and others. The Bachelor of Arts in Visual Arts is also 
excellent preparation for graduate programs in Fine Arts. 
Each student works with an advisor from the Department who will 
guide her or him through completion of the requirements for the 
major and assure that the student's future plans are optimized by 
the art curriculum. 
A Junior Portfolio Review of each fine arts major will be conduct-
ed in the second semester of the student's junior year. The pur-
pose of this evaluation is to determine how the student has pro-
gressed in his/her chosen medium or media and discuss goals and 
objectives for the senior thesis show. 
Transfer students who wish to major in Fine Arts must present a 
portfolio for rev1ew by the Department. Besides the requirement 
that at least half of the upper division courses must be taken at 
Regis, graduating art students must complete FAA 499-Senior 
Thesis, which culminates with a student exhibition 1n the 
O'Sullivan Arts Center. 
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FINE ARTS VISUAL ARTS MAJOR 39 SH 
Lower Divis1on Reqwrements 18 SH 
Eighteen lower division semester hours, which must include the following: 
FAA 230-Two Dimensional Design 3 SH 
FAHS 211-Art History: Prehistory to the Proto-Renaissance 3 SH 
FAHS 212-World Art History: Renaissance to Present 3 SH 
Lower Div1s1on Studio Electives 9 SH 
Upper Dlvlston Reqwrements 21 SH 
Twenty-one upper division semester hours, which must include the following: 
Upper d1v1sion electives in a single medium 
Upper div1s1on electives in additional med1ums 
Upper div1s1on elecbve m Art History 
FAA 499-Senior Thesis 





All Regis College students are required to complete a Fine Arts 
Core course. The Core Studies requ1rement emphasizes that the 
basic human impulse to create is common across all of the arts. 
The requirement may be fulfilled by taking any courses with the 
FAC prefix. These courses introduce students to aesthetic vocabu-
lanes through a survey of a specific art disciplines (Visual Arts, 
Music or Theatre). Core Studies students are also exposed to the 
fine and performing arts through attendance at exhibitions, per-
formances, poetry readings, and lectures in the O'Sullivan Art 
Gallery and the department performance hall. 
Exhibitions and events in the O'Sullivan Art Gallery serve students 
in the Fine Art Department as well as the entire Reg1s University 
and Denver area community. The O'Sullivan Art Gallery is a widely 
recognized cultural center. 
FINE ARTS: ART HISTORY 
ART HISTORY MAJOR 
Lower 01vis1on Requirements 
FAA 230-Two Dimensional Design 
FAHS 211- Art History: Prehistory to the Proto-Renaissance 
FAHS 212-World Art History: Rena1ssance to Present 
Upper DIVISion Reqwrements 
FAHS 408E-W-Themes in Art History 
FAHS 410-Modem Art: Neo-Classicism to 1945 
FAHS 41~ntemporary Art: 1945 to the Present 
FAHS 453E-W-Spectal Topics in Mus1c and Art 
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Six upper div1sion semester hours of Fine Arts: History courses selected from 
the following: 
FAHS 435-Women 10 Art and Popular Culture 
FAHS 440 -American Art: Coloma! to Present 
FAHS 445--History of Photography 





Six semester hours from any of the following selected in consultation w1th an 
academic advisor: 
PL 445--Philosophy of Art 
400-level Commumcations Course 
400-level English Literature Course 
400-level History Course 
400-level Music Course 
400-level Religious Studies Course 
FINE ARTS: MUSIC 
Dr. Mark Davenport, Program Director 
3 SH 
The Music Program provides opportunities for musical enrichment 
to every Regis student. Any fulltime student may take an applied 
mus1c lesson or participate in one of a number of music ensem-
bles. Through the Structured Music Minor and Thematic Music 
Major, the Music Program also offers an opportunity for the more 
experienced music student to advance his or her technical and 
intellectual musical growth. 
Students wishmg to pursue the minor in music should contact the 
director of the Music Program, or the Chairperson of the 
Department of Fine and Performing Arts. The Music Minor at 
Regis College is designed to give students an excellent general 
foundation in music, music history, and the technical language of 
music. Music minors develop a serious mastery of a single instru-
ment or voice, and gain expenence working m advanced ensemble 
groups. The Music Minor adds to the preparation of students for 
work in a variety of fields including graduate work in music, edu-
cation, campus life, ministry, liturgy, recreation, and other commu-
nity-based professions. 
Students who minor in music will work closely with the director of 
the Music Program who will guide them through completion of the 
requirements and assure that students' future plans are optimized 
by their music curriculum. 
MUSIC MINOR 
Lower D1v1s1on Reqwrements 
FAM 235--Foundations of Music 
FAM 236-Aural Skills 






Music History and Literature 6 SH 
Advanced Applied Music (sustained over a period of three semesters) 3-6 SH 
Advanced Music Ensemble (sustained over a period of two semesters) 4 SH 
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DEPARTMENT OF FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS 
<;_QY.~.§-~_g_~~-~-~-~~.!.1.9.~.§.J.f.~.L. ........................................ . 
FINE ARTS: ART (FAA) 
FAA 215. INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC IMAGING (3). Introduces students to the 
foundations, practice. h1story, and technical domam of electronic imaging and d1gital 
image processing. Esthetic, techmcal, soc1al, and ethical1ssues regarding the prac-
tice of electronic image making are discussed in the context of student's own elec-
tronic image makmg. Course utilizes 1maging programs (such as PhotoShop and 
Illustrator) and graphic design programs (such as PageMaker) 
FAA 216. DESIGNING FOR THE WORLD WIDE WEB (3). Prepares students in all the 
bas1c aspects of web design including HTML taggmg, hypertext strateg1es, graphic 
design, and electronic imaging. Discusses current practices. ethics, social Implica-
tions. and esthetics implicated in the development and use of the web. Course uti-
lizes web browsers and 1mage editing programs. 
FAA 230. TWO-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN (3). Uses vanous materials to present the 
fundamentals of two-dimensional perception, while encouraging individual expressive 
exploration. 
FAA 240. INTRODUCTION TO PHOTOGRAPHY (3). Introduces photography as a med1· 
urn of artistic expression that utilizes the camera, basic dig1tal1maging techniques, 
and mkjet printers to develop and express 1deas and experience through visual means. 
FAA 250. INTRODUCTION TO PAINTING (3). Uses vanous materials to present the 
fundamentals of two-dimensional perception. while encouraging individual expressive 
exploration. 
FAA 260. INTRODUCTION TO SCULPTURE (3). Provides an extensive working knowl· 
edge of the basic three-dimensiOnal techmques and concepts of sculpture. 
FAA 27D. INTRODUCTION TO DRAWING (3). Studies the fundamental pnnciples of 
drawing with emphasis on the physical as well as mental aspects of creative drawing. 
FAA 290. INTRODUCTION TO PRINTMAKING (3). Introduces students to the founda· 
tions, practice, h1story, and technique of Fine Art pnntmaking. Discusses esthetic, 
social, and ethical issues in the context of student's own creative output. Covers 
reflex. intaglio, and Plano graphic techniques. 
FAA 385E-W. DESIGN SEMINAR: (3). Examines specialized design issues in the fine 
and performmg arts. 
FAA 420. ADVANCED ELECTRONIC IMAGING (3). Explores issues particular to the 
current practice of digital image making. Focuses on digital printmaking and presen-
tation Prerequisite(s): FAA 215 or permission of instructor. 
FAA 421E-W. ELECTRONIC IMAGING STUDIO (3). Prov1des contmued supervised stu-
dio electronic imaging practice beyond the begmmng level. Includes the development 
of student portfolios and enjoyment in peer and instructor cnbques. Prerequisite(s): 
FAA 215 and FAA 420 or permission of instructor. 
FAA 443. ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY (3). A continuation of the study of photography 
as a fine art with an exploration of various applications of photography that guide the 
student in the development of a portfolio of creative work. Prerequisite(s): FAA 240. 
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FAA 446E-W. PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO (3). Provides supervised studio photography 
practice beyond the begmning level. Involves the development of student portfolios 
and engaging in peer and Instructor cntiques. Prerequ1s1te(s)· FAA 443 or permiss1on 
of mstructor. 
FAA 450. ADVANCED PAINTING (3). A continuation of FAA 250. Prerequ1s1te(s): FAA 
250 or equivalent, or permission of instructor. 
FAA 451E-W. PAINTING STUDIO (3). Prov1des continued supervised studio pamting 
practice beyond the beg~nmng level. Involves the development of student portfolios 
and engaging in peer and instructor cntiques. Prerequisite(s): FAA 450 or permission 
of instructor. 
FAA 460. ADVANCED SCULPTURE (3). A continuation of FAA 260. Prerequisite(s): 
FAA 260 or permiSSion of mstructor. 
FAA 461E-W. SCULPTURE STUDIO (3). Provides cont1nued supervised studio sculp-
ture practice for students beyond the beg~nning level. Involves the development of 
student portfolios and engag~ng in peer and instructor cntiques. Prerequisite(s): FAA 
460 or permiss1on of instructor. 
FAA 472. ADVANCED DRAWING (3). Provides advanced level drawmg in studio for-
mat with critiques and discussions of student work. PrereqUisite(s): FAA 270 or per-
mission of instructor. 
FAA 474E-W DRAWING STUDIO (3). Provides continued supervised studio drawing 
practice for students beyond the beginning level. Involves the development of student 
portfolios and engaging m peer and instructor critiques. Prerequisite(s)· FAA 472 or 
perm1ss1on of mstructor. 
FAA 475E-W. LIFE DRAWING (3). Studies human figure as drawmg subject matter. 
Anatomy will be discussed with emphasis on composition and examination of histori-
cal references. Prerequisite(s) FAA 230 or FAA 270 or permission of instructor. 
FAA 480. ADVANCED PRINTMAKING (3). Explores 1ssues particular to the current 
practice of Fme Arts pnntmakmg. Focuses on extending technical proficiency and 
portfolio development PrereqUisite(s): FAA 290. 
FAA 481E-W. PRINTMAKING STUDIO (3). Prov1des continued supervised studio pnnt-
making practice beyond the advanced level. Focuses on extended portfolio develop-
ment and engagement in the critical process. Prerequisite(s): FAA 480. 
FAA 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ART (1-3). Explores and pursues areas of 
mterest Prerequ1s1te(s): Approval of department chair. 
FAA 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN ART (3). Provides practical expenence and intellectual 
guidance m an area of art. Prerequislte(s): Approval of department chair and director 
of Experiential Education. 
FAA 499. SENIOR THESIS (3). Presents a public exhibition of the student's work, 
representative of the1r studio production Prerequislte(s): Majors only. 
FINE ARTS: CORE (FAC) 
FAC 200. ART IN CULTURE (3). Introduces the arts as an expression of human val-
ues m all cultures. Includes experiences in art. music, and theatre. and mvolves the 
processes of creative thmking. 
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FAC 211. ART HISTORY: PREHISTORY TO THE PROTO-RENAISSANCE (3). 
Investigates major art developments from the pre-history to the proto-rena1ssance in 
western and non-western traditions. Discusses major works, figures, and world 
events as they relate to human artistic expression. PrereqUislte(s) Majors and Minors 
only. Cross listing FAHS 211 
FAC 212. WORLD ART HISTORY: RENAISSANCE TO PRESENT (3). Examines the 
style, content, and context of works of art from the Renaissance to the present 
Prerequisite(s): Majors only. Honors students only Cross listing: FAHS 212. 
FAC 225. MUSIC OF THE ROCK ERA (3). Explores mus1c of the Rock Era (1945 -today), 
focusmg on the 1950's through the 1970's, major trends and developments are mvesb-
gated while drawmg comparisons and relevance to popular musical styles of today. 
FAC 250. WORLD MUSIC (3). Studies musical practices of diverse cul tures includmg 
instrumental and vocal styles, dance, drama, and ceremomes. 
FAC 251. UNITED STATES FOLK, POP, AND JAZZ (3). Surveys various folk, popular 
and jazz styles cultivated in the Umted States from the 18th century to the preient 
with an emphasis on cultural diversity that contributes to 'American' music, manifest-
ed in cultural regionalism and cross-cultural developments. Students will identify, 
aurally recognize, and evaluate various cultural components and trends in vernacular 
music in the United States. 
FAC 252. EXPLORING MUSIC (3). Prov1des bas1c knowledge and appreciation of 
music through a survey of music traditions from the Greeks through the present day. 
Explores Circumstances, cultural values. and representative pieces of music from 
each major period. 
FAC 253E-W. TOPICS IN MUSIC AND ART (3). Introduction to the Interdisciplinary 
study of music and art in the Western world. Emphas1zes the interconnectedness of 
art and mus1c by stressmg their Similarities m style, content, and context. 
FAC 254. AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATRE (3). Offers a chronological survey of the 
American Musical. Provides a comprehensive approach to learning by providing stu-
dents with a historical and cultural background to the major developments of Mus1cal 
Theatre and by offering those students with a background in mus1c performance an 
opbon to develop their performance skills through participation in class performanc-
es. Students will be invited to audit1on for a spec1al cabaret performance offered at 
the end of the semester by the Department of Fine and Performing Arts. 
FINE ARTS: HISTORY (FAHS) 
FAHS 211. ART HISTORY: PREHISTORY TO THE PROTO-RENAISSANCE (3). 
Investigates major art developments from the pre-h1story to the proto-renaissance in 
western and non-western traditions. D1scusses major works, figures, and world events 
as they relate to human artistic expression. Prerequisite(s): Majors and Minors only. 
Honors students only or permission of instructor reqUired. Cross listing: FAC 211. 
FAHS 212. WORLD ART HISTORY: RENAISSANCE TO PRESENT (3). Examines the 
style, content, and context of works of art from the Renaissance to the present. 
Prerequisite(s): Majors and M1nors only. Honors students only or permission of 
instructor required. Cross listing: FAC 212. 
FAHS 408E-W. THEMES IN ART HISTORY (3). A revolvmg seminar examming special-
ized top1cs m art h1story. 
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FAHS 410. MODERN ART: NEO-CLASSICISM TO 1945 (3). Concentrates on issues of 
modern1sm in Western art from the late mneteenth century to approximate~ 1945, looking 
close~ at how we observe, 1nterpre~ and write about art in its historical, religious, and 
polibcal context An integral part of this class will be to develop a w011ong definitioo of 
"modernism". Prereqwsrte(s): FAHS 211 or FAC 211 or FAC 200 or permission of instructor 
FAHS 415. CONTEMPORARY ART: 1945 TO THE PRESENT (3). Exammes the shift in 
the art world from Paris to New York after World War II Explores men and women 
art1sts whose work pursues a dialogue about the meaning of all media and whose 
lives are l1ved against the social, economic, political and cultural background of the1r 
times. PrerequisJte(s): FAC 200 or FAHS 211 or HU 203. 
FAHS 435. IMAGES OF WOMEN IN ART AND THE POPULAR MEDIA (3). Examines 
the visual representation of women in both art and the popular media. Emphasizes 
the examination of the construction of gender utilizing vanous theoretical models of 
analysis. Prerequisite(s): FAC 200 or FAC 211 or FAC 212. Cross listing: WS 435. 
FAHS 440. AMERICAN ART: COLONIAL TO PRESENT (3). Examines American art from 
the pre-colonial era to the present day. Exammes the role American art has played 10 
the formation of values such as national identity, class formation, race, gender, and 
ethmcity. Emphasizing cultural history, considers a variety of media from painting and 
sculpture to films and theme parks. Prerequisite(s): FAC 200, FAC 211, and FAC 212. 
FAHS 445. HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY (3). Explores the history of photography from its 
invention in the early 19th century to rts practice as a fine art in the present time. 
Includes cntical and ana~cal readings as well as examination of photographic images 
10 the fine arts. Prerequisite(s)· FAC 200, FAC 211. or FAHS 211 Majors and Mmors only. 
FAHS 450. MEDIEVAL/RENAISSANCE ART (3). Exammes art from the late Roman 
period to the proto-renaissance. Topics include Early Christian, Byzantine, Medieval, 
Romanesque, and Gothic art, and architecture. Prerequisite(s): FAC 200, FAC 211, 
and FAC 212. 
FAHS 453E-W. SPECIAL TOPICS IN MUSIC AND ART (3). Emphasizes the intercon-
nectedness of art and mus1c by stressmg their similarities in style, content, and con-
text Prerequisite(s): FAC 200 or FAC 211 or FAC 212, Majors and Minors only or per-
mission of instructor. 
FAHS 499. SENIOR ART HISTORY THESIS (3). Provides the final step for a degree 1n 
Art H1story. Students write mdividual thesis in consultation with the program d1rector. 
Prerequisrte(s). Majors only. Senior stand mg. Permission of instructor reqUired. 
FINE ARTS: MUSIC (FAM) 
FAM 202E-W. UNIVERSITY CHOIR (2). Students will study, prepare, and smg in per-
formance, choral literature from the Gothic to the present. 
FAM 203. BEGINNING CLASS VOICE (2). Involves bas1c vocal technique and music 
reading for non-music minors or majors with little or no prior vocal experience. 
Studies very easy classical or popular repertOire. 
FAM 204. INTERMEDIATE CLASS VOICE (2). Continuation of FAM 203. Intermediate 
level vocallechnique and music reading. Studies very easy classical or popular reper-
toire. Prerequisite(s): FAM 203 or permission of instructor reqUJred. 
FAM 205. BEGINNING CLASS GUITAR (2). Introduces the guitar and music reading 
for music minors or majors with little or no prior guitar experience. Studies very easy 
classical or popular repertoire 
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FAM 206. INTERMEDIATE CLASS GUITAR (2). Contmuation of FAM 205. Focuses on 
development of music reading. Studies techmcal patterns and exerc1ses. Easy classical or 
popular repertoire and improvisation. Prerequisrte(s): FAM 205 or permission of 10structor. 
FAM 214E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: VIOLIN (1). Provides 10div1dual10struction in violin. 
FAM 216E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: VIOLA (1). Provides individual10struc!ion in viola. 
FAM 218E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: CELLO (1). Provides individual instruction in cello. 
FAM 221E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: FLUTE (1). Provides individual instruc!ion 10 flute. 
FAM 223E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: OBOE (1). Provides individual instruc!ion in oboe. 
FAM 225E-W. APPUED MUSIC: BASSOON (1). Provides individual10struc!Jon in bassoon. 
FAM 227E-W. APPUED MUSIC: RECORDER (1). Provides individual instruction in recorder. 
FAM 230E-W. COLLEQIUM MUSICUM (2). Perform10g ensemble designed to offer 
students a chance to explore music from the 13th through the early 18th centunes. 
Through the use of early instruments and voice, students will develop an understand-
ing of musical forms, performance practices, and styles 10 both sacred and secular 
traditions. A wide vanety of top1cs will be examined 10cluding early medieval chant, 
troubadour songs, sacred motets and mass movements, Renaissance dances, and 
music composed at the European courts. 
FAM 235. FOUNDATIONS OF MUSIC (3). Introduces the fundamental concepts of 
mus1c. Student acquires understanding of important historical, theoretical and per-
formance 1ssues. Explores basic music elements: sound, the notational system, 
meter, scales, key, intervals, chords, harmony, and simple forms. Establishes a work-
ing vocabulary of musical terms and develops reading, writing. and listen10g skills 
essential to music literacy. 
FAM 236. AURAL SKILLS (1). Designed to improve student's listemng skills. Focuses 
on sight smging and dictation of diatomc melodies in major and minor keys (treble, 
alto, and bass clefs). Covers identification of scale types, intervals, triads, and domi-
nant 7th chords. 
FAM 240. BEGINNING CLASS PIANO (2). Introduces the keyboard and music reading 
to non-mus1c minors or majors with little or no prior keyboard experience Studies 
very easy classical or popular repertoire. 
FAM 241E-W. INTERMEDIATE CLASS PIANO (1). Members perform selections of 
their ch01ce, prepare program notes, improve performance skills, join in critique, and 
hear new reperto1re. Outside concert attendance reqUired. Not a "how to play piano" 
course but "how to play better!" All levels of ability beyond beginner welcome! 
Prerequisite(s): FAM 247E or equivalent. 
FAM 246E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: VOICE (1). Provides individual instruction 10 voice. 
Prerequisite(s): Permission of mstructor. NOTE: Participation in a voice rec1tal required. 
FAM 247E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: PIANO (1). Provides mdividual instruction in piano. 
PrereqUJsite(s): Permission of instructor. NOTE: Participation in a piano recital required. 
FAM 248E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: GUITAR (1). Provides individual instruction in guitar. 
Accommodates any level of guitar understanding of chords and chord relationships. 
Advanced levels explore scales and improvisation. 
FAM 252E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: BANJO (1). Provides individual instruction in banjo. 
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FAM 259E-W. JAZZ ENSEMBLE (2). The Reg1s Jau Ensemble explores the Amencan jau 
repertoire, covenng a vanety of styles that developed from the early 20th century to 
today. Ensemble is open to wind, percussion, ptano, bass, gu1tar, and brass mstruments. 
FAM 261E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: CLARINET (1). Provides individual instruction in clarinet. 
FAM 269E-W. CHAMBER ENSEMBLE (2). The Regis Chamber Ensemble explores 
music from 1750 to today, concentrating on the wealth of symphonic literature for 
orchestral stnngs and woodwmds. 
FAM 280E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: SAXOPHONE (1). Provides individual instruction in 
saxophone. 
FAM 282E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: TRUMPET (1). Provides individual instruction m trumpet 
FAM 284E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: TROMBONE (1). Provides individual instruction in 
trombone. 
FAM 331. MUSIC THEORY II (3). Contmuat1on of concepts and materials learned m 
FAM 235 (Foundations of Mus1cJ. Emphases on analysis, vo1ce leadmg. includmg part 
wnting m three and four voice textures w1th root pos1t1on, first mvers10n, second 
inversion, and seventh chords, various forms m music, and in depth theoretical con-
cepts beyond those learned in FAM 235. Prerequisite(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236 or 
permiss1on of instructor required. 
FAM 402E-W. CONCERT CHOIR (2). Advanced choral ensemble work mcludmg more 
complex and challengmg literature as well as on- and off-campus performance. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): FAM 202 and perm1ssion of mstructor NOTE: Audition requ1red. 
FAM 409A. APPLIED VOICE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). Private 
instruction for voice designed for students with prior vocal training and knowledge of 
basic music theory. Surveys repertoire from the class1cal penod to contemporary 
styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of proficien-
cy. PrereqUisite(s) FAM 235 and FAM 236 or eqUivalent. Ma1ors and Mmors only. 
Permission of instructor required 
FAM 409B. APPLIED VOICE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 409A. Private mstruct1on for vo1ce des1gned for students with 
pnor vocal trammg. Surveys repertOire from the classical penod to contemporary 
styles. Focuses on development of techmque su1table for student's level of proficien-
cy PrereqUisite(s), FAM 409A or approval of program director requ1red. 
FAM 409C. APPLIED VOICE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill {1-2). 
ContinuatiOn of FAM 4098. Private instruction for voice des1gned for students with prior 
vocal trammg. Focuses on two p1eces from different style periods that demonstrates an 
upper intermediate to advanced technical proficiency Culminates in end-of-semester 
student rec1tal. PrereqUisite(s) FAM 4098 or approval of program d1rector reqUired 
FAM 4090. APPLIED VOICE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 409C. Pr1vate instruction for the voice. Offers students with sub-
stantial prior vocal trammg a chance to contmue private studies. Contmues to develop 
material suitable for performance. May include a student rec1tal. Prerequisite(s): FAM 
409C or approval of program d1rector reqUired. 
FAM 414E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED VIOLIN (1-2). Prov1des advanced mdi-
VIdual mstruction in violin. Offers opportunities for on- and off-campus performance. 
PrereqUISite(s): FAM 214E-W or permiss1on of mstructor. 
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FAM 415A. APPLIED VIOLIN: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). Pnvate 
instructiOn on the violin des1gned for students w1th prior stnng trammg and knowledge 
of basic music theory. Surveys reperto1re form the classical period to contemporary 
styles. Focuses on development of technique SUitable for student's level of proficien-
cy PrereqUisite(s) FAM 235 and FAM 236. Majors and Mmors only. Perm1ssion of 
instructor reqUired. 
FAM 415B. APPLIED VIOLIN: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II {1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 415A Private instruction on the violin designed for students w1th 
prior string train mg. Surveys repertoire from the classical period to the contemporary 
styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of proficien-
t). Prerequisite(s)· FAM 415A or approval of program director. 
FAM 415C. APPLIED VIOLIN: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Contmuallon of FAM 4158. Pnvate 1nstruct10n on the v1olin des1gned for students with 
prior stnng trammg. Focuses on two pieces from different style periods that demon-
strates an upper intermediate to advanced technical profic1ency on the v1olin. 
Culmmates in end-of-semester student recital. Prerequisite(s): FAM 4158 or approval 
of program director reqUired. 
FAM 415D. APPLIED VIOLIN: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
ContmuatJOn of FAM 415C. Pnvate instruction on the v1olin. Offers students w1th sub-
stanllal prior string training a chance to continue private studies. Contmues to devel-
op material suitable for performance. May include a student recital. Prerequisite(s): 
FAM 415C or approval of program director. 
FAM 416E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED VIOLA (1-2). Provides advanced individ-
ual mstrucbon 1n VIOla Offers opportumties for on- and off-campus performance. 
Prerequislte(s): FAM 216E-W or permission of instructor. 
FAM 417A. APPLIED VIOLA: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). Private 
instructiOn on the v1ola des1gned for students w1th prior string traming and knowledge 
of basic music theory. Surveys reperto1re from the classical period to contemporary 
styles. Focuses on development of technique SUitable for student's level of proficien-
cy PrereqUisite(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. Ma1ors and Mmors only. Permission of 
hstructor reqUired. 
FAM 417B. APPLIED VIOLA: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Contmuation of FAM 417A. Private mstruction on the viola designed for students w1th 
pnor strmg traimng. Surveys repertoire from the class1cal penod to contemporary 
styles. Focuses on development of techniques suitable for student's level of proficien-
cy. PrereqUisite(s): FAM 417 A or approval of program director. 
FAM 417C. APPLIED VIOLA: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 4178. Private instruction on the viola designed for students with 
pnor stnng training. Focuses on two p1eces from different style penods that demon-
strates an upper mtermediate to advanced technical prot1c1ency on the viola. 
Culminates mend-of-semester student recital. Prerequisite(s): FAM 4178 or approval 
of program director. 
FAM 417D. APPLIED VIOLA: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 417C. Private instruction on the viola. Offers students with sub-
stantial pnor stnng trainmg a chance to continue pnvate studies. Contmues to devel-
op material suitable for performance. May Include a student recital. Prerequlsite(s): 
FAM 417C or approval of program director. 
FAM 418E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED CELLO (1-2). Provides advanced indi 
vidual instruction in cello. Offers opportunities for on- and off-campus performance. 
PrereqUisite(s): FAM 218E-W or perm1ssion of instructor. 
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FAM 419A. APPLIED CELLO: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). Private 
instruction on the cello designed for students with prior string tra1mng and knowledge 
of basic music theory Surveys repertOire from the classical period to contemporary 
styles Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of perform-
ance. Prerequisite(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. Majors and Minors only. PermiSSion of 
instructor required. 
FAM 419B. APPLIED CELLO: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Contmuation of FAM 419A. Private mstruct1on on the cello des1gned for students w1th 
prior string trainmg. Surveys repertoire from the classical penod to contemporary 
styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of proficien-
cy. PrereqUisite(s): FAM 419A or approval of program director. 
FAM 419C. APPLIED CELLO: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 4198. Private instruction on the cello des1gned for students w1th 
prior string training. Focuses on two pieces from different style periods that demon-
strates an upper intermediate to advanced technical proficiency on the cello. 
Culminates in end-of-semester student recital. PrerequisJte(s): FAM 4198 or approval 
of program director. 
FAM 419D. APPLIED CELLO: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 419C. Private mstruction on the cello. Offers students with sub-
stantial prior string training a chance to continue private studies. Continues to devel-
op material suitable for performance. May mclude a student recital. Prerequisite(s): 
FAM 419C or approval of program director. 
FAM 421E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED FLUTE (1-2). Provides advanced mdi-
vidual instruction in flute. Offers opportunilies for on- and off-campus pertormance. 
PrerequisJte(s): FAM 221 or permission of instructor. 
FAM 422A. APPLIED FLUTE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). Pnvate 
instruction on the flute designed for students w1th pnor woodwmd trammg and knowl-
edge of basic music theory Surveys repertoire from the classical penod to contempo-
rary styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of profi-
ciency. Prerequisite(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. MaJors or Minors only. Permission of 
instructor required. 
FAM 422B. APPLIED FLUTE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 422A. Private mstruction on the flute designed for students w1th 
prior woodwind training. Surveys repertoire from the classical penod to contemporary 
styles. Focuses on development of techn1que suitable for student's level of proficien-
cy. Prerequisite(s): FAM 422A or approval of program director reqUired. 
FAM 422C. APPLIED FLUTE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 4228 Private mstruction on the flute des1gned for students with 
prior woodwind training. Focuses on two p1eces from different style periods that 
demonstrates an upper intermediate to advanced technical proficiency on the flute. 
Culminates in end-of-semester student rec1tal. PrerequJsJte(s): FAM 4228 or approval 
of program director required. 
FAM 422D. APPLIED FLUTE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 422C. Private Instruction on the flute. Offers students with sub-
stantial prior woodwmd trammg a chance to continue private stud1es Continues to 
develop material suitable for performance. May mclude a student recital. 
Prerequisite(s): FAM 422C or approval of program d1rector. 
FAM 423E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED OBOE (1-2). Prov1des advanced individ· 
ual instruction m oboe. Offers opportunilles for on- and off-campus performance. 
Prerequisite(s): FAM 223 or permission of instructor. 
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FAM 424A. APPLIED OBOE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). Private 
instruction on the oboe des1gned for students with prior woodwind traimng and knowl-
edge of basic music theory. Surveys repertoire from the classical period to contempo-
rary styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of profi-
Ciency. PrerequJsJte(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. Majors and Minors only. Permission of 
instructor required. 
FAM 424B. APPLIED OBOE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Continuallon of FAM 424A. Pnvate mstruction on the oboe des1gned for students w1th 
prior woodwmd training. Surveys repertoire from the classical period to contemporary 
styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of profiCien-
cy Prerequisite(s): FAM 424A or approval of program director 
FAM 424C. APPLIED OBOE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 4248. Private instruction on the oboe designed for students with 
pnor woodwind trainmg Focuses on two pieces from different style periods that 
demonstrates an upper intermediate to advanced technical proficiency on the oboe. 
Culminates in end-of-semester student recital Prerequisite(s): FAM 4248 or approval 
of program director. 
FAM 424D. APPLIED OBOE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 424C. Private instruction on the oboe. Offers students w1th sub-
stantial prior woodwind training a chance to continue private studies. Continues to 
develop material suitable for performance. May include a student rec1tal 
Prerequisite(s): FAM 424C or approval of Program director 
FAM 425E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED BASSOON (1-2). Provides advanced 
individual instruction in bassoon. Offers opportunities for on- and off-campus per-
formance. Prerequisite(s): FAM 225 or permiSSIOn of instructor 
FAM 426A. APPLIED BASSOON: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). Private 
mstrucllon on the bassoon designed for students With prior woodwmd trammg and 
knowledge of basic music theory. Surveys repertoire from the class1cal penod to con-
temporary styles. Focuses on development of technique SUitable for student's level of 
proficiency. Prerequisite(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. Majors and Mmors only. 
Permission of mstructor required. 
FAM 426B. APPLIED BASSOON: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Continuallon of FAM 426A. Private instruction on the bassoon des1gned for students 
with prior woodwind training. Surveys repertoire from the classical period to contem-
porary styles Focuses on development of technique SUitable for student's level of 
proficiency Prerequisite(s): FAM 426A or approval of program director. 
FAM 426C. APPLIED BASSOON: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 4268. Private instrucbon on the bassoon des1gned for student 
w1th prior woodwind training. Focuses on two p1eces from d1fferent style periods that 
demonstrates an upper intermediate to advanced technical proficiency on the bas-
soon. Culmmates mend-of-semester student recital. PrerequJSJte(s): FAM 4268 or 
approval of program director 
FAM 426D. APPLIED BASSOON: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 426C. Pnvate instruction on the bassoon. Offers students w1th 
substantial prior woodwind traming a chance to conllnue pnvate stud1es. Continues to 
develop material suitable for performance. May mclude a student recital. 
Prerequisite(s): FAM 426C or approval of program director. 
FAM 427E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED RECORDER (1-2). Prov1des advanced 
individual mstruction m recorder. Offers opportunities for on- and off-campus per-
formance. Prerequisite(s): FAM 227 or permission of instructor. 
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FAM 428A. APPLIED RECORDER: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). 
Private mstruction on the recorder designed for students with prior woodwind training 
and knowledge of basic music theory. Surveys repertotre from the medieval period to 
contemporary styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's 
level of profictency Prerequtstte(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. Majors and Mmors only 
Permission of instructor required 
FAM 428B. APPLIED RECORDER: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 428A Private mstrucbon on the recorder destgned for students 
with pnor woodwmd traming. Surveys repertotre from the medteval period to contem-
porary styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of 
profictency. Prerequtstte(s): FAM 428A or approval of program dtrector. 
FAM 428C. APPLIED RECORDER: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 4288. Private instruction on the recorder designed for students 
wtth pnor woodwind tramtng Focuses on two pteces from different style periods that 
demonstrates an upper intermediate to advanced technical proficiency on the 
recorder. Culmmates'" end-of-semester student recital. PrereqUtsite(s): FAM 4288 or 
approval of program dtrector 
FAM 428D. APPLIED RECORDER: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 428C. Private tnstruction on the recorder Offers students wtth 
substantial prior woodwind trammg a chance to continue private studtes. Continues to 
develop matenal suttable for performance. May include a student recttal. 
PrereqUtsite(s): FAM 428C or approval of program director. 
FAM 430E-W. CONCERT COLLEQIUM MUSICUM (2). Explores an array of literature 
from Gregorian Chant through the works of JS. Bach. Advanced partictpants perform 
on- and off-campus. PrereqUtsite(s): FAM 230 and permisston of instructor. NOTE: 
Audttlon reqUired. 
FAM 442E-W. PIANO ENSEMBLE (2). The Piano Ensemble is designed for intermedi-
ate to advanced piamsts. Offers an ensemble opportunity for piano performance. May 
include piano duets and/or trios, quartets, quintets, with strings or winds. 
Prerequisite(s): FAM 247 or FAM 467 and permission of mstructor. 
FAM 443A. APPLIED PIANO: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). Private 
instruction on the ptano designed for students wtth pnor keyboard training and knowl-
edge of basic music theory. Surveys repertoire from the classical period to contempo-
rary styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of profi-
ciency. Prerequisite(s) FAM 235 and FAM 236. Majors and Minors only. Permission of 
instructor reqUired. 
FAM 443B. APPLIED PIANO: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 443A Private instruction on the piano designed for students with 
pnor keyboard traming. Surveys repertoire from the classical period to contemporary 
styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of proficien-
cy. Prerequisite(s): FAM 443A or approval of program director required. 
FAM 443C. APPLIED PIANO: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 4438. Pnvate instruction on the piano designed for students with 
prior keyboard trainmg. Focuses on two pieces from different style periods that 
demonstrate an upper mtermedtate to advanced technical profictency on the key-
board. Culmmates tn end-of-semester student recital. Prerequisite(s): FAM 4438 or 
approval of program dtrector reqUired. 
FAM 443D. APPLIED PIANO: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 443C. Private instruction on the piano. Offers students with sub-




develop material suitable for performance May include a student recital. 
Prerequisite(s); FAM 443C or approval of program director 
FAM 448E-W. GUITAR ENSEMBLE (2). Emphastzes styles of mustc, dynamics, 
rhythm, and harmonic structure m an acoustic ensemble. Prerequisite(s) FAM 248E 
or permtssion of instructor. 
FAM 449A. APPLIED GUITAR: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). Private 
mstruction on the guitar designed for students wtth prior fretboard training and 
knowledge of baste mustc theory. Surveys repertotre from the classtcal penod to con-
temporary styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of 
proficiency. PrereqUtsite(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. Majors and Minors only. 
Permission of instructor required. 
FAM 449B. APPLIED GUITAR: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Contmuatton of FAM 449A. Private mstruction on the guttar destgned for students 
with prior fretboard training. Surveys repertoire from the classtcal period to contem-
porary styles. Focuses on development of techmque suitable for student's level of 
proficiency. Prerequisite(s): FAM 449A or approval of program dtrector. 
FAM 449C. APPLIED GUITAR: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 4498. Private mstruction on the guttar destgned for students 
wtth pnor fretboard trainmg. Focuses on two pteces from different style periods that 
demonstrates an upper intermediate to advanced technical proficiency on the guitar. 
Culminates in end-of-semester student recital. Prerequisite(s) FAM 4498 or approval 
of program director. 
FAM 449D. APPLIED GUITAR: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 449C. Private instruction on the guttar Offers students with sub-
stantial prior fretboard training a chance to continue private studies. Continues to 
develop material suitable for performance. May mclude a student recttal. 
Prerequisite(s): FAM 449C or approval of program director. 
FAM 452E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED BANJO (1-2). Provides advanced indtvid-
ual instruction on the banjo Offers opportunities for on- and off-campus perform-
ance. Prerequisite(s): FAM 252 or permtsston of instructor. 
FAM 453A. APPLIED BANJO: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). Private 
instruction on the banjo designed for students with prior fretboard training and knowl-
edge of baste mustc theory. Surveys repertoire from the 18th century to contemporary 
styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of proficien-
cy. PrereqUtsite(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. Majors and Mmors. Permisston of mstruc-
tor required 
FAM 453B. APPLIED BANJO: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 453A. Private mstruction on the banjo designed for students wtth 
prior fretboard training. Surveys repertoire from the 18th century to contemporary 
styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of proficien-
cy. PrereqUtsite(s): FAM 453A or approval of program director. 
FAM 453C. APPLIED BANJO: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 4538. Private instruction on the banjo designed for students with 
prior fretboard training. Focuses on two pieces from different style periods that 
demonstrates an upper intermediate to advanced technical proficiency on the banjo. 
Culminates in end-of-semester student recital. Prerequisite(s): FAM 4538 or approval 
of program director. 
FAM 453D. APPLIED BANJO: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 453C. Private instruction on the banjo. Offers students with sub-
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stantial prior fretboard training a chance to continue private studies. Continues to 
develop material su~able for performance. May include a student recital. 
Prerequisite(s): FAM 453C or approval of program director 
FAM 459E-W. CONCERT JAZZ ENSEMBLE (2). The Reg~s Concert Jazz Ensemble continues 
to explore matenal covered 1n FAM 259 wrth a focus on performance practice, especial~ 
1mprov~sation and arrangement The ensemble is open to wind, percussion, piano, bass, 
guMr, and brass instruments. Prerequisite(s): FAM 259 and permission of instructor. 
FAM 461E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED CLARINET (1-2). Provides advanced 
individual instruction in clarinet. Offers opportunities for on- and off-campus per-
formance. PrereqUisite(s): FAM 261E-W and permissiOn of instructor. 
FAM 462A. APPLIED CLARINET: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). Private 
instruction on the clannet des1gned for students w1th prior woodwmd trammg and 
knowledge of basic mus1c theory. Surveys repertoire from the class1cal penod to the 
contemporary styles. Focuses on development of technique SUitable for student's 
level of proficiency. Prerequisite(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. Majors and Minors only. 
Permission of instructor reqUired. 
FAM 462B. APPLIED CLARINET: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 462A. Private instruction on the clarinet designed for students 
with prior woodwind trainmg. Surveys repertOire from the classical period to contem-
porary styles. Focuses on development of technique suitable for student's level of 
proficiency. Prerequisite(s): FAM 462A or approval of program director required. 
FAM 462C. APPLIED CLARINET: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Contmuatlon of FAM 4628. Private mstruction on the clarinet des1gncd for students 
with pnor woodwmd trammg. Focuses on two p1eces from different style periods that 
demonstrates an upper intermediate to advanced technical proficiency on the clar-
inet Culminates in end-of-semester student recital. Prerequisite(s): FAM 4628 or 
approval of program director required. 
FAM 462D. APPLIED CLARINET: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 462C. Private mstruction on the clarinet Offers students with 
substantial prior woodwind training a chance to cont1nue private studies. Continues to 
develop matenal suitable for performance. May include a student recital. 
Prerequisite(s): FAM 462C or approval of program director required. 
FAM 466E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED VOICE (1-2). Advanced vocal instruc-
tion, including more complex and challenging literature as well as explonng opportuni-
ties for on- and off-campus performance. PrereqUisite(s): FAM 246 and permission of 
instructor. NOTE: AuditiOn reqUired. 
FAM 467E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED PIANO (1-2). Advanced piano instruc-
tion, including more complex and challengmg literature as well as exploring opportuni-
ties for on- and off-campus performance. Prerequisite(s): FAM 247 and permission of 
instructor NOTE: Audition required. 
FAM 468E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED GUITAR (1-2). Advanced instruction, 
including more complex and challengmg literature as well as exploring opportunities 
for on- and off-campus performance. Prerequisite(s): FAM 248 and permission of 
mstructor. NOTE: Audition required. 
FAM 469E-W. CONCERT CHAMBER ENSEMBLE (2). The Regis Concert Chamber 
Ensemble explores symphonic literature from 1750 wtth an emphasis on material that 
demands a higher level of performance technique and mastery than Chamber 
Ensemble, FAM 269 (such as concertos and solo repertoire). Prerequisite(s): FAM 
269E-W and permisston of instructor. 
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FAM 480E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED SAXOPHONE (1-2). Prov1des advanced 
individual instruction on the saxophone. Offers opportunities for on- and off-campus 
performance. Prerequisite(s): FAM 280E-W and permission of instructor. 
FAM 481A. APPLIED SAXOPHONE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). 
Private instruction on the saxophone designed for students with prior saxophone 
training and knowledge of baste music theory. Focuses on development of technique 
suitable for student's level of profictency. PrereqUisite(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. 
Ma1ors and Mmors. Permission of mstructor required. 
FAM 4818. APPLIED SAXOPHONE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 481A Private instruction on the saxophone des1gned for students 
with prior saxophone training and knowledge of basic music theory. Focuses on devel-
opment of techn~que suitable for student's level of proficiency. PrereqUisite(s): FAM 
481A or approval of program director. 
FAM 481C. APPLIED SAXOPHONE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 481 B. Private instruction on the saxophone designed for students 
w1th pnor saxophone traming and knowledge of bas1c music theory. Focuses on two 
pteces from different style periods that demonstrates an upper intermediate to 
advanced techn~cal proficiency on the saxophone. Culminates in end-of-semester 
student recital. Prerequisite(s): FAM 4818 or approval of program director. 
FAM 481D. APPLIED SAXOPHONE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 481C. Pnvate instruction on the saxophone. Offers students with 
substantial prior saxophone knowledge a chance to continue pnvate studies. 
Continues to develop material suitable for performance. May include a student 
recital Prerequisite(s): FAM 481C or approval of program director. 
FAM 482E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED TRUMPET (1-2). Provtdes advanced 
indtvtdualtnstruction on the trumpet. Offers opportunities for on- and off-campus 
performance. Prerequisite(s): FAM 282E-W and permission of instructor. 
FAM 483A. APPLIED TRUMPET: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). Private 
instruction on the trumpet destgned for students wtth prior trumpet training and 
knowledge of basic mus1c theory. Focuses on development of technique suitable for 
student's level of proficiency. Prerequisite(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. Majors and 
Minors. Permission of instructor required. 
FAM 483B. APPLIED TRUMPET: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 483A. Private mstruction on the trumpet designed for students 
with pnor trumpet traming and knowledge of bas1c music theory. Focuses on develop-
ment of technique suitable for student's level of proficiency. Prerequisite(s) FAM 
483A or approval of program director. 
FAM 483C. APPLIED TRUMPET: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Conbnuation of FAM 4838. Private mstruction on the trumpet designed for students 
with pnor trumpet traming and knowledge of bas1c music theory. Focuses on two 
pieces from different style penods that demonstrates an upper intermediate to 
advanced technical proficiency on the trumpet. Culminates in end-of-semester stu-
dent recital. Prerequisite(s): FAM 4838 or approval of program director. 
FAM 483D. APPLIED TRUMPET: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 483C. Pnvate Instruction on the trumpet. Offers students with 
substantial prior trumpet knowledge a chance to continue private studies. Continues 
to develop material suitable for performance. May mclude a student recital. 
PrereqUJsite(s): FAM 483C or approval of program director. 
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FAM 484E-W. APPLIED MUSIC: ADVANCED TROMBONE {1-2). Prov1des advanced 
ind1v1dual instruction on the trombone. Offers opportumtles for on- and off-campus 
performance. PrereqUisite(s)· FAM 284E-W and permission of instructor. 
FAM 485A. APPLIED TROMBONE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE I (1-2). 
Private mstruct•on on the trombone des1gned for students w1th pnor trombone tra1nmg 
and knowledge of basic music theory. Focuses on development of techmque suitable 
for student's level of proficiency. Prerequislte(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. MaJors and 
Minors. Permission of instructor required. 
FAM 485B. APPLIED TROMBONE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE II (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 485A Pnvate 1nstrucbon on the trombone designed for students 
with pnor trombone trammg and knowledge of basic music theory. Focuses on devel-
opment of technique suitable for student's level of proficiency. Prereqwsite(s): FAM 
485A or approval of program director 
FAM 485C. APPLIED TROMBONE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE Ill (1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 4858. Private instruction on the trombone designed for students 
w1th pnor trombone trammg and knowledge of bas1c mus1c theory Focuses on two 
pieces from d1fferent style periods that demonstrates an upper intermediate to 
advanced techmcal proficiency on the trombone. Culmmates in end-of-semester stu-
dent recital. Prerequ1site(s): FAM 4858 or approval of program director. 
FAM 485D. APPLIED TROMBONE: TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE IV {1-2). 
Continuation of FAM 485C. Pnvate mstruct10n on the trombone. Offers students w1th 
substantial pnor trombone knowledge a chance to continue private studies. Continues 
to develop material suitable for performance. May include a student recital. 
PrereqUisite(s). FAM 485C or approval of p•ogram director 
FAM 490E-W.INDEPENDENT STUDY IN MUSIC (1-3). Explores area of special inter-
est Prerequisite(s): Approval of department chair 
FAM 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN MUSIC (3). Prov1des practical experience and mtellec-
tual gu1dance m an area of mus1c. Prerequ site(s): Approval of department cha1r and 
director of Expenentlal Education 
FINE ARTS: MUSIC HISTORY (FAMH) 
FAMH 450. WORLD MUSIC LITERATURE (3). Studies mus1cal practices of diverse 
cultures, mcluding mstrumental and vocal styles, dance, drama, and ceremomes, 
with an emphasis on research. PrereqUisite(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236 or permission 
of instructor. 
FAMH 451. HISTORY OF U.S. FOLK, POP. AND JAZZ (3). Surveys various folk, popu-
lar, and jau styles cultivated in the Umted States from the 18th century to the pres-
ent Research project will explore a top1c 1n American Mus1c. PrereqUISite(s): FAM 235 
and FAM 236 or permission of instructor. 
FAMH 452. EUROPEAN MUSIC LITERATURE (3). Examines Western European art 
mus1c traditions, through a historical survey of the style, structure, and function of 
mus1c. Students discover the rich variety of Western European art music while devel-
oping a working vocabulary and understandmg of musical terms. Improves listening 
skills and advances the ability of students to articulate relevant observations about 
mus1c through mdependent, objective, and cnt1cal mus1cal thought Prerequisite(s): 
FAM 235 and FAM 236 or permiSSIOn of instructor. 
FAMH 453E-W. TOPICS IN MUSIC AND ART (3). Emphasizes the interconnectedness 
of art and music by stressmg the1r Similarities in style, content. and context. 
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Prerequisite(s): FAM 235 and FAM 236. Majors and Minors only. Permission of 
mstructor required. 
FAMH 454. HISTORY AND PERFORMANCE OF AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATRE (3). 
Prov1des a comprehensive approach to learning by providing students w1th a histon 
cal and cultural background to the major developments of Musical Theatre and by 
developmg performance skills through participation in class performances and a 
cabaret style concert at the end of the semester (presented by the Department of 




A major in Geology is not available. 
~~.9-~Q~X .. ~.9.Y.~-~-~---~.~~-~.~-~-~_T.~.Q_N.~ -~~-~L_ _____________ __ ____ _ 
GE 201. PHYSICAL GEOLOGY (3). Introduces physical geology, Earth matenals, histo-
ry of Earth, geophysics and geochemistry. Examines the topography and structural 
features of the Earth, soils, and soil formation and the geological processes involved 
in their development Co-requisite: GE 202. NOTE: Designed primarily for 
Environmental Studies majors and those interested 10 natural history 
GE 202. PHYSICAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Field and indoor laboratory studies 
include the recognition of common rocks and mmerals, soil analysis, mterpretation 
and use of topographic maps and dynamics of processes that shape landscapes. Co-
reqwsite: GE 201. Fee required. NOTE: One three-hour laboratory per week. Field trips 
to s1tes of geological interest in Colorado required. 
GE 204E-W. TOPICS IN GEOLOGY (3). Develops course content around a central geologi-
cal theme on selected toj)lcs chosen by the mstructor. Co·requisite: GE 205E-W. NOTE· 
Designed specifically for nonsc1ence maJors to meet Natural Science Core reqUirement 
GE 205E-W. TOPICS IN GEOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Involves laboratory exercises 
accompanying and reinforcing lecture topics. Co-requisite: GE 204E-W. 
************************* 
HISPANIC STUDIES 
A major in Hispanic Studies is available only through the 
Thematic Major Program. 
HISPANIC STUDIES MINOR 12 SH 
Twelve upper div1sion semester hours of Spanish courses that deal with 
Spanish literature or language, Hispanic civilization or Hispanic literature 10 
translation. 
************************* 
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HISTORY AND POLITICS 
Rev. James Guyer, S.J., Assistant Professor, Chairperson 
Dr. Gladys Frantz-Murphy, Professor 
Dr. James Riley, Professor 
Dr. Terry Schmidt, Professor 
Dr. Daniel Clayton, Assoc1ate Professor 
HISTORY MAJOR 39 SH 
Lower DiviSion Requirements 12 SH 
Twelve lower div1sion semester hours of History courses with at least three 
fields (Asia, Europe Middle East. United States. World,) and two time periods 
covered (before 1600 and after 1600). One, three semester hour course con-
stitutes minrmum representation. 
Upper Division Requirements 
HS 495J Seminar 10 H1story: Reao10g Sem1nar 
HS 495K Seminar in History: Research Seminar 





Plus 18 upper division semester hours of H1story courses w1th at least two 
fields (As1a. Europe, Middle East, United States) represented. One, three 
semester hour course constitutes m10imum representation. 
HISTORY MINOR 12 SH 
Upper Div1s1on Requirements 12 SH 
Twelve upper division semester hours of History courses selected with the 
approval of the major advisor. 
POLITICS MAJOR 
Lower Division Reqwrements 
POL 215-lntroductlon to Umted States National Politics 
POL231-Introductlon to International Relations 
POL 241-lntroducbon to Comparative Politics and Government 
Upper DIVISion Reqwrements 
POL499--Capstone Semmar in Politics 









Plus 18 upper division semester hours of Politics courses, which must include 
a minimum of one, three semester hour course. selected from each of the fol-
lowing four areas: 
• United States 3 SH 
POL 400---United States Constitutional law: Structure and Process 3 SH 
POL 401-United States Constitutional law: Civil Rights and libert1es 3 SH 
POL 403--Courts and the Judicial Process 3 SH 
POL 413-United States Elections and Political Behavior 
POL 414-The Unrted States Presidency 
POL 41&-- United States Congress and Legislative Process 
POL 421-State and Urban Politics 
POL 496E-W-Seml0ar 10 Unrted States Politics 
• International or Comparative 
POL 432-lnternatlonal Political Economy 
POL 43~United States Fore1gn Policy Since World War II 
POL 445-Comparative Public Policy 
POL 44~Comparative Fore1gn Policy 
POL 450---lnternational Organizations 
POL481-Theones of International Relations 
POL493E-W-Seml0ar in International Politics 
POL 494E-W-Seminar 10 Comparative Politics 
• Political Thought 
POL482E-W-Topics in Political Theory 
• Internship 
POL498E-W-Internship in Political Sc1ence 
POLITICS MINOR 






















Twelve upper division semester hours of Politics courses selected with the 
approval of the major advisor. 
HISTORY AND POLITICS COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
(HS & POL) 
··························---------------·························· ··························-·-······· 
HISTORY (HS) 
HS 213. SURVEY OF WESTERN CIVIliZATION TO 1600 (3). Studies the evolution of 
western civiliza!ion from the beginnings of civilization through the period of the 
Reformation. Emphasizes concepts and institutions that have played major roles m 
the evolu!ion of western CIVilization. Includes ma1or themes on the formation of the 
great relig10ns, which have mfluenced the West, Classical culture, the Middle Ages, 
the Renaissance, and the Reformation 
HS 214. SURVEY OF WESTERN CIVIliZATION SINCE 1600 (3). Traces the evolution 
of modern western civilization, and those events and 10stitutions that have had a 
decisive influence on modern Western culture. Includes major themes on absolutism, 
the Enlightenment, the French Revolution, the great wars of the 20th century and the 
ideologies of the modern world. 
HS 223. HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES TO 1877 (3). Surveys the development of 
Umted States civilization from the era of discovery, exploration, and settlement to the 
end of the Reconstruction. 
HS 224. HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1865 (3). Studies the evolution of 
modern industrial United States from the end of the Civil War to the present. 
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HS 232. WORLD HISTORY SINCE 1500 (3). Traces the ongins of an mterdependent 
world through mvestigation of modern h1story in a global context. Examines how 
Europe, relatively insigmficant in 1500, came to dommate the globe by 1900. Includes 
nationalism, decolonization, the Cold War, and the end of bipolarity 
HS 253. SURVEY OF ASIAN HISTORY TO THE 19TH CENTURY (3). Surveys the histo-
ry of East Asia (Chma, Japan, and Korea) from earliest times to the arnval of Western 
imperialism. 
HS 254. SURVEY OF ASIAN HISTORY SINCE 1850 (3). Provides an overview of East 
As1a (Chma, Japan, and Korea) dunng modern times, emphasiZing cultural develop-
ments, modern mstitutions, mcreased trade. industrialization, imperialistic intrusions, 
destructive warfare, and burgeoning population. 
HS 346. HISTORY OF ISLAM (3). Explores foundational texts of Islam within their hls-
toncal context, the emergence of sectananism in the development of Islam as it 
spread to the rest of the world, and contemporary and political Islam. 
HS 420. TOPICS IN GENDER AND HISTORY (3). Investigates the roles women have 
played in history and in different social contexts from ancient to modem times. Approach 
to topics may be comparative or specific to a certain geographical area. Prerequislte(s): 
WS 300 or Jumor standmg or permiss1on of mstructor. Cross listing: WS 420. 
HS 425. THE CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION: 1848-1877 (3). Summarizes the 
history of the United States. Includes the war with Mexico (1840s), the presidencies 
of Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis, the prosecution of the war between the 
states, the diplomacy of both the union and the confederate governments, the politics 
of emancipation and reconstructiOn policy. Provides an overview of the ongomg efforts 
of historians to evaluate and interpret this era. 
HS 426. THE AGE OF ENTERPRISE, 1865-1917 (3). Studies the United States from 
the end of the Civil War to World War I, emphasizing transportation, mdustrial expan-
sion. the rise of organized labor, populism. and progressivism and the growth of 
American power. 
HS 427. 20TH CENTURY UNITED STATES, 1917-1945 (3). Studies the h1story of the 
Unrted States from mtervention in World War I to the end of World War II, emphasizing 
the Depress1on and the New Deal. 
HS 428. UNITED STATES HISTORY, 1945 TO THE PRESENT (3). Studies recent 
events and trends in the United States smce the end of World War II. 
HS 430. HISTORY OF COLORADO (3). Surveys Indian, Spanish, French. and United 
States influences; the impact of traders, trappers, mmers, cattlemen and farmers; the 
creation and orgamzation of the Territory; the movement for statehood and the prob-
lems of a rapidly growing commonwealth. 
HS 437. THE WEST IN UNITED STATES HISTORY (3). Includes an inquiry into tha 
influence of the West on United States h1story, the settlement of the western regions, 
problems of frontier transportation and linance, and the organization of new govern-
ment entities. 
HS 446. HISTORY OF ISLAM (3). Explores foundational texts of Islam withm the1r hls-
toncal context, the emergence of sectariamsm m the development of Islam as it 
spread to the rest of the world , and contemporary and political Islam. 
HS 451. HISTORY OF PREMODERN JAPAN (3). Traces themes from earliest times 
into the Tokugawa period Examines Shmto1sm. Buddhism. Chmese influences. the 
Japanese genius for adaptation, the nse of the samurai class. cultural advances, and 
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ins!Jtut10nal and soc1al developments that grounded the modern transformation 
Prerequislte(s): Junior standmg or permission of instructor. 
HS 452. HISTORY OF MODERN JAPAN (3). Studies Japan's attempts, begmning in 
the mid-19th century to face the Western challenge, mternal reforms. the Meiji 
restoration of the emperor, the astounding efforts of modermzation, involvement with 
Imperialism and war, adventures in Chma, the struggle at home between the forces of 
militarism and democracy, the Pacific war and occupation and the econom1c miracle. 
Prerequisite(s): Junior standing or permission of instructor. 
HS 453. HISTORY OF IMPERIAL CHINA (3). Stud1es the dynastic cycles, 
Confucianism and Taoism. in the1r historical settings; the "barbarian" threat. the 
Golden Ages of Chmese culture, the tributary system; the early European arnvals; the 
Rites controversy; and Western fascination for Chinese ways. Concludes with the Qing 
dynasty in the early 1800's. 
HS 454. HISTORY OF MODERN CHINA (3). Examines the mstitutions and develop-
ments of the late 19th and 20th centunes. Includes the Self-Strengthenmg 
Movement, Western imperialism, the transformation of the gentry and peasant class-
es, the use of revolutions. the rise of the Communist and Nationalist parties, the 
Maoist cult, the Cultural Revolution and subsequent developments. Prerequisite(s): 
Jumor standmg or permiSSion of instructor. 
HS 457. THE PACIFIC WAR: PEARL HARBOR AND NAGASAKI (3). Sorts out and eval-
uates the many interpretations of the war. Relymg on books and/or films, traces the 
struggle between Japan and the United States. emphasizing Japan. Examines imperi-
alistic military adventurism versus liberal democracy. Studies Japanese and American 
goals and diplomacy over 1ssues in the western Pac1fic, the domestic implicatiOns for 
Japan and the impact of the war on Japanese society. Prerequisite(s): Junior or Senior 
standing or permiSSion of mstructor. 
HS 463. THE AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT (3). Studies the political, econom1c, soc1al. reli-
gious. and intellectual world of Europe from the Reformation to the French Revolution. 
HS 464. 19TH CENTURY EUROPE, 1789-1914 (3). Studies the great age of European 
dynamism emphas1zmg political and econom1c events. Includes the French 
Revolution, mdustrialization, the nse of the working class. Marxism, unification of 
Italy and Germany, nationalism, the New lmpenalism and the origms of World War I. 
Prerequisite(s): Junior standing. 
HS 465. EUROPE SINCE 1914 (3). Studies the transformation of Europe following 
World War I emphasizing econom1c, political, and ideological developments Includes 
World War I, Versailles, the rise of totalitariamsm. World War II, the collapse of the 
European empires and the loss of European preemmence. 
HS 468. MODERN GERMAN HISTORY (3). Stud1es the course of German h1story from 
1815 to 1945. Emphasizes the age of revolution, the evolution of German nationalism, 
the unification movement, Bismarck and Imperial Germany, the First World War and 
Versailles, the Weimar Republic. Hitler and the Third Reich and Germany 's mvolve-
ment in World War II. Also emphasizes the origins of the Third Reich. 
HS 469E-W. TOPICS IN EUROPEAN HISTORY (3). Provides an in-depth analysis of 
top1cs such as economic and social history, women and gender, or religion, and the 
Cold War. 
HS 477. THE MODERN MIDDLE EAST (3). Surveys the Ottoman Empire and Iran from 
the beginning of their incorporation into the world economy through the rise of rival 
nationalisms and imperialisms, the postwar division into nation states, the Arab-
Israeli conflict, the Cold War, and international oil industry. PrereqUisrte(s): HS 238 
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HS 483E-W. MODEL LEAGUE OF ARAB STATES {3). Provides a participatory simula-
tion expenence m international relations. Students represent a particular Arab state, 
serve on one of five committees, and attend a 3-4 day Model League m Colorado 
and/or elsewhere. Arab states covered vary w1th each offenng. Prerequisite(s): 
Permiss1on of mstructor. 
HS 489E-W. TOPICS IN EAST ASIAN HISTORY (3). Provides an in-depth analysis of a 
significant East Asian problem Content varies from year to year. May include the 
communist revolution in China, the Meij1 Restoration, the Nanjing (Nationalist) 
Decade m China, Japanese democracy m the mter-war years, the Korean War, or 
1mpenahsm m East Asia. Prerequisite(s): Junior standing and permission of instructor. 
HS 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN HISTORY {1-3). Offers an opportunity for mde-
pendent exploratiOn of areas of mterest under the d1rect1on of a department member. 
PrereqUisite(s): Approval of department chair. 
HS 495E-W. SEMINAR IN HISTORY {3). Focuses on the application of research 
methodology appropnate to the semmar topic. Prerequisite(s) Permission of instructor. 
HS 495J. SEMINAR IN HISTORY: READING SEMINAR {3). One of two seminars in his-
toriography requ1red of all History majors, the Readmg Semmar focuses on critical 
analySIS of selected themes in historical writmg. The Reading Seminar is team-taught 
by members of the History faculty. 
HS 495K. SEMINAR IN HISTORY: RESEARCH SEMINAR (3). One of two seminars in 
historiography required of all History maJors, students in the Research Seminar 
engage in the process of researchmg, writing, and presenting a major seminar paper. 
The Research Seminar is supervised by the History faculty. 
HS 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN HISTORY (3). Prov1des practical experience m applied 
h1story. Students are placed according to the1r mterest at national arch1ves, muse-
ums, historical societies, public interest groups, nonprofit organizations, international 
businesses, at the local, regional, national, or international level. Includes research 
work in history with the Department's faculty. Prerequislte(s): Approval of department 
cha1r and d1rector of Expenential Education. NOTE: 10-20 hours per week required 
POLITICS (POL) 
POL215. INTRODUCTION TO UNITED STATES NATIONAL POLITICS (3). Studies the 
bas1c institutions of American government and the forces that shape governmental 
action. Examines the constitution. the role of the presidency, federal-state relations, 
the party system, and the operat1on of the Congress and the courts. 
POL 231. INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS {3). Evaluates the ele-
ments. relationships, issues, and problems of contemporary 1nternat1onal relations. 
Includes national systems, superpower relations, diplomacy, war, mternational organi-
zations, arms control, North-South relations, and interdependency. 
POL241. INTRODUCTION TO COMPARATIVE POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT (3). 
Compares and evaluates power, policy, politics, and government m contemporary 
nat1on states. Includes political culture and socialization, governmental structures 
and performance 1n political systems. 
POL400. UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: STRUCTURE AND PROCESS (3). 
Studies the development of the U.S. Constitution in the areas of judicial review, exec-
utive and legislative powers, federalism, and the framework of the U.S. government. 
Employs the case method. Prerequisite(s): Junior or Senior standing or perm1ssion of 
instructor required. 
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POL401. UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: CIVIL RIGHTS AND LIBERTIES 
(3). Studies the development of the U.S. Const1tulion in the areas of c1vil nghts and 
C1villibert1es. Focuses on due process of law, rights of the accused, nghts of pnvacy, 
criminal procedure, freedom of expression, association and religion, and equality under 
the law. Employs the case method. Prerequisite(s): POL 215. Cross listing: CR 401. 
POL403. COURTS AND THE JUDICIAL PROCESS (3). Explores administration of jus-
tice, emphasizing United States systems. Focuses on judic1al dec1sion-makmg and 
procedures m federal and state judicial systems. Prerequisite(s): Junior standing or 
permission of instructor required. Cross listing: CR 403. 
POL 410. UNITED STATES PUBLIC POLICY (3). Exammes selected national public 
polic1es and the1r 1mpact on U.S. political and social institutions. Cross listing: EC 412 
POL413. UNITED STATES ELECTIONS AND POLITICAL BEHAVIOR (3). Exammes 
U.S. elections m the context of the political arena. Emphasizes political parties, spe-
Cial interest groups, voting behavior, and campaign strategies. Prerequisite(s): Junior 
standing or permission of instructor required. 
POL414. THE UNITED STATES PRESIDENCY (3). Analyzes the pnnc1pal institutions, 
functions, and problems of the presidency and federal executive branch. Focuses on 
presidential leadership, staffing, executive-legislative relations, and policy formation. 
Prerequisite(s): POL 215 or permission of mstructor. 
POL 416. UNITED STATES CONGRESS AND LEGISLATIVE PROCESS (3). Exammes 
procedures, structures, personnel, powers and restraints in relation to other govern-
ment forces. Prerequisite(s): Junior standing or permission of mstructor. 
POL421. STATE AND URBAN POLITICS (3). Explores state and urban political sys-
tems as they function within the American federal structure. Emphasizes governmen-
tal functions, interactions, structures. constraints and resources. Prerequisite(s)· 
Junior or Semor standing or permission of instructor required. Cross listing: CR 421. 
POL 432. INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY (3). Analyzes the interactions and 
interrelationships between political and economic factors at the global level. Factors 
include monetary management, trade, multinatiOnal corporations, fore1gn aid, cartels, 
and debt. Considers Western and North-South systems. Prerequislte(s)· EC 200 or EC 
320. Cross listing: EC 432 and ENVS 432. 
POL 439. UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY SINCE WORLD WAR II (3). Rev1ews and 
evaluates the nature and conduct of U.S. fore1gn policy smce 1945. Considers policies 
adopted by the U.S. to deal with the perceived mtemational system, including intend-
ed outputs and actual outcomes of policy, and contemporary challenges. 
Prerequisite(s): POL 231 or POL 241 Junior or Senior standing required. 
POL445. COMPARATIVE PUBLIC POLICY {3). Provides a comparative examination of 
public policy m western industrialized nation-states emphasizing the interaction and 
interdependency of politics and economics. Evaluates basic issues of public policy 
including distribution, extraction, and regulation focusing on identifymg both the range 
of possible choices and the actual outcomes of adopted polic1es under a variety of cir-
cumstances. Prerequisite(s): EC 200 or EC 320. Cross listing: EC 445 or ENVS 445. 
POL449. COMPARATIVE FOREIGN POLICY (3). Provides a comparative study and ana~­
sis of the foreign polic1es of a variety of important contemporary nation-states. Emphasizes 
mtemational systems, foreign policy objectives, policymaking and implementation process-
es, and foreign policy outputs and outcomes. Prerequisite(s): POL 231 or POL 241. 
POL450. INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS {3). Describes and evaluates the theory 
and practice of international organizations, emphasizing the United Nations and its 
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specialized agencies, regional organizations and tunctionalmstitutions. 
Prerequisite(s) POL 231 or POL 241 
POl481. THEORIES OF INTERNATIONAL RElATIONS (3). Explores primary theoreti-
cal approaches to understanding International relations, mcludmg ind1v1dual, state, 
and systemic levels of analysis, analyzed from realist, idealist, and radical perspec-
tives. Compares and analyses theories by their assumptions, major assertations, and 
empirical manifestations and implications for present and future international rela-
tions. Prerequisite(s): POL 231 or POL 241. 
POL482E-W. TOPICS IN POliTICAl THEORY (3). Prov1des an intensive examination 
of the nature and aims of various forms of political theory, specrt1c periods of polit1cal 
thought. major political thmkers, or significant top1cs m political theory. 
POL490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN POliTICS (1-3). Offers an opportumty for 
mdependent exploration of areas of mterest under the superv1s1on of department 
member. PrereqUISite(s): Approval of department chair. 
POL493E-W. SEMINAR IN INTERNATIONAL POliTICS (3). Provides an intensive 
study of selected 1ssues and problems of international politics, emphasizing individual 
research mterests. Includes preparation and presentation of a major research project. 
Prerequislte(s): POL 231 or POL 241. Junior standing. 
POL 494E-W. SEMINAR IN COMPARATIVE POliTICS (3). Provides an intensive study 
of selected 1ssues, problems, and regions in comparative politics, emphasizmg indi-
vidual research interests. Includes preparation and presentallon of a major research 
project. Prerequ1s1te(s): POL 231 or POL 241. Junior standing. 
POL495E-W. SEMINAR IN POliTICS (3). Provides an intens1ve study of selected 
top1cs. 1ssues, or problems 1n political sc1ence. Includes preparation and presentation 
of a major research project. Prerequlsite(s): Junior standing. 
POL496E-W. SEMINAR IN UNITED STATES POliTICS (3). Provides an intens1ve 
study of selected 1ssues of U.S politics, emphasizing mdiv1dual research projects. 
Includes preparation and presentation of a major research project. Prerequislte(s): 
Junior standing. 
POL498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN POliTICS (3). Offers an opportunity for placement in a 
governmental orgamzat10n or private institution involved in political processes. 
Progress is guided and monitored by the site supervisor and the faculty sponsor. S1te 
selection emphasizes the best combination of prior academic learmng and on-the-job 
experience. Prerequisite(s): Senior standing. Approval of Departmental Chair and 
director of Experiential Education. 
POL 499. CAPSTONE SEMINAR IN POliTICS (3). Provides majors in Politics the 
opportumty to work closely wrth the professor in an examination of the selected 
topic(s) . This work will culmmate in the production of a major paper eqUivalent to a 
semor thesis. Utilization of profess1onalliterature (both printed and electronic) will be 





Dr. Thomas Bowie, Program Director 
The Honors Program at Regis College is an alternative way of 
meet1ng the College's Core requirements. At least 27 semester 
hours of Honors courses substitute for a portion of the Core cur-
riculum. The honors curriculum has two major components: a 
five-semester sequence of Core Seminars, and a requirement for at 
least four dedicated Core replacement courses, which can be 
offered by any department. 
The Core Seminars: In the honors curriculum, there is a five-
course sequence that replaces the standard Core Seminars and a 
Core English course. Each seminar is organ1zed under a broad 
theme that invites interdisciplinary conversation from at least 
three perspectives, and thus is taught by faculty members from 
different disciplines. Each seminar takes its charter from the 
University Mission Statement and Core Philosophy Statement, 
drawing course objectives and a potential reading list from the 
synergy between these grounding documents. Each of these cours-
es IS thematically oriented and historically recursive. 
Dedicated Core Replacements: All departments have an opportu-
nity to teach an Honors section of their Core courses. Each of 
these honors offerings meets certain protocols-such as expecta-
tions for greater depth or student involvement- and is approved 
by the Honors Advisory Council. These sections are open primarily 
to honors students, however instructors have the option to grant 
permission to students from their major to join the semmar. 
Honors students must enroll in at least four dedicated honors 
courses in addition to the five Core seminars, although many stu-
dents opt for more. 
The most accomplished students accepted into Regis College are 
invited each spring to make application to participate in this more 
ngorous and interdisciplinary curriculum. The Honors Program is 
competitive and normally limited to 32 students per year. 
Participation in Honors also promotes integration of a student's 
intellectual life with personal, community, and world experiences. 
All Honors students prepare either a Senior Thesis or a Senior 
Portfolio, so the Program is especially well suited for anyone plan-
ning on graduate study or a professional program such as law or 
medicine. To be distinguished as an honors graduate, a student 
must maintain a 3.500 cumulative grade point average, complete 
at least 27 semester hours of dedicated honors courses, and com-
plete either a Senior Thesis or a Senior Portfolio. Students interest-
ed in the Honors Program should contact the director to apply by 
May 1 of the year they intend to matriculate at Regis University. 
All Honors students take a special Honors section of the following 
Core courses: 
CCS 200H-Honors Freshman Writing Semmar: The Idea of a University 3 SH 
CCS 300H-Honors Sophomore Semmar: Chaos and Order 3 SH 
CCS 400H-Honors Junior Seminar: Justice for All 3 SH 
CCS 450H- Honors Senior Seminar: The Heroic Life 3 SH 
HO 250-Honors Tradition and Innovation 3 SH 
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In addition to the Core seminars, all Honors students also take at least four 
other honors courses, wh1ch may include three semester hours of the followmg: 
HO 390E-W-Special Studies in Honors 
HO 490E-W-Independent Study in Honors 
HO 493A-Honors Thesis Research Seminar A 
HO 4938-Honors Thesis Research Seminar B 
HO 499-Honors Thesis 
HONORS COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 






CCS 200H. HONORS FRESHMAN WRITING SEMINAR (3). As the founda!Jonal offer-
mg m a five-semester honors sequence. this course begins a senes of histoncally 
recursive seminars that bring the traditions of Chrisliamty and classical learning mto 
fruitful engagement with new developments m culture and thought. Examines the 
human heart and mind, the limeless struggle between reason and emotion. situatmg 
the conversalion within an ongomg dialog on the nature of education and a universi-
ty's role in fostering it. NOTE. Honors students only. 
CCS 300H. HONORS SOPHOMORE SEMINAR (3). As the third course in a five-semes-
ter honors sequence, th1s course invites students to consider the human person 10 
relalion to both society and the natural world Using a historically recursive approach, 
students investigate the scientific method and mduction as modes of understanding 
our world. Prerequisite(s): CCS 200H and HO 250. NOTE Honors students only. 
CCS 400H. HONORS JUNIOR SEMINAR (3). As the fourth course in a five-semester 
honors sequence. th1s course examines complex moral problems. considering ethics, 
soc1al movements, conflict resolution, as w~ll as historical and contemporary notions 
of peace and JUStice as 1t cultivates an mternalional perspeclive on fundamental 
questions about peace. security. and justice in the global commumty. Develops skills 
m research, analysis, argument, and synthesis. Prerequisite(s): CCS 300H. NOTE. 
Honors students only. 
CCS 450H. HONORS SENIOR SEMINAR (3). As the final course 10 a five-semester 
honors sequence, this course returns to the central question of the Regis mission 'How 
ought we to live?' Building upon the interdisciplinary efforts of all previous honors 
seminars, this capstone seminar promotes communal and critical reflection on the 
ways in which a Jesuit liberal arts and honors education informs individual responses 
to this v1tal question. Prerequisite(s): CCS 400H. NOTE: Honors students only 
HONORS (HO) 
HO 250. HONORS TRADITION AND INNOVATION (3). As the second course m a five-
semester honors sequence, th1s course draws upon the intellectual tradition com-
monly called the humanities-an interdisciplinary blend of literature, art/music his-
tory, philosophy, history, film, and so on-as 11 mvestigates the play between tradi-
tion and mnovation in the human story. Emphasizes critical analysis and wnting com-
petence. PrereqUJsite(s): CCS 200H. 
HO 328E-W/428E-W. ECONOMY AND TECHNOLOGY (3). Provides a concentrated 
study of the provision, distribution, and consumption of the materials that shape our 
lives. and compares our present situation with that of our contemporaries elsewhere 
and with societies at other times 1n human history. 
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HO 338E-W/438E-W. NATURE AND THE COSMOS (3).1nvesbgates how the human 
mind relates to the phys1cal umverse and shows how scientific discovery relates to 
the culture in which 11 takes place 
HO 348E-W/448E-Z. PERSONAL VALUE (3). Prov1des a concentrated study of the 
development of values and ideals. Explores aesthetic, ethical. and social values; how 
these interrelate; how we judge the1r appropriateness and completeness; and the 
psycholog~cal processes at work m values acqUisition. 
HO 368E-W/468E-W. TRANSCENDENCE/ULTIMACY (3). Focuses on the major ways 
in which human beings have understood the Divine, the Good, and the One Includes 
mqUJry mto the origm and nature of the human quest for transcendence and the study 
of the major issues raised about traditional understandings of the transcendent by 
the modern world. 
HO 378E-Z/478E-Z. THE POLIS (3). Analyzes major theories and models of how 
human society might be organized, and some major h1storical examples of how soc1al 
organization has been developed. 
HO 390E-W. SPECIAL STUDIES IN HONORS (1-3). Students work with an instructor 
to explore areas of mterest, especially topics for an Honors Thes1s. PrereqUJsite(s) 
Approval of Honors director. 
HO 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN HONORS (1-3). Offers an opportunity to 
explore an idea, issue, problem, or project from an mterdiSCiplinary perspective with 
the consent and collaboration of an instructor Prerequisite(s)· Approval of director of 
the Honors Program. 
HO 493A. HONORS THESIS RESEARCH SEMINAR A (1-2). Focuses on the applica-
tion of research methodology appropriate to the student's thesis topic. Students con-
duct research, complete a literature review, prepare an annotated bibliography, and 
present a specific proposal for the1r thesis. Prerequislte(s): Junior standing. 
HO 4938. HONORS THESIS RESEARCH SEMINAR B (1-2). A continualion of HO 
493A. Focuses on the applicalion of research methodology appropnate to the stu-
dent's thesis topic. Students conduct research, complete a literature rev1ew. prepare 
an annotated bibliography, and present a specific proposal for their thesis. 
Prerequisite(s): Senior stand mg. 
HO 499. HONORS THESIS (1). Students prepare the honors thesis produced 1n HO 
493A and HO 4938 for presentation in a defense or symposiUm. Students submit 
final drafts of the thesis, prepare the document for permanent binding and submis-
sion to the library archives, and make a public presentation of their work. 
Prerequisite(s) HO 493A and HO 4938. Senior standmg. 
COMMUNICATION (COM) 
COM 210H. HONORS SPEECH COMMUNICATION (3). Provides knowledge and skills 
to enable students to lead others more effectively through improved presentalional 
communication m a variety of contexts. Includes developmg a more meaningful voice 
based on ethical commumcation, audience engagement, and thoughtful responses to 
contemporary 1ssues NOTE: Honors students only. 
PHILOSOPHY (PL) 
PL 253H. HONORS PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES (3). An mtroductory course m philoso-
phy that acquaints students to some of the key questions, branches, and figures that 
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make up, historically, the philosophical map and invites students to begin or continue 
a philosophical journey of their own. NOTE· Honors students only. 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES (RS) 
RS 200H. HONORS INTRODUCTION TO RELIGIOUS STUDIES (3). Introduces the 
academic study of religion and develops an awareness of the nature of religion, the 
way it functions, and its role in human existence. Highlights diversity of religious phe-
nomena and universal human concerns NOlL Honors students only. 
************************* 
HUMANITIES 
Humanities courses offer an mtegrated approach to the liberal 
arts. Regis believes that a multi-disciplinary approach to learning 
can best help the undergraduate achieve the aims of a broad gen-
eral education and provide a solid basis for more specialized 
learning in upper division courses. 
Representative works from the literature and history of Western 
people are exammed w1thm the context of the philosophy, art, and 
music that helped shape Western civilization. 
ENROLLMENT 
Lower division courses (except for the Humanities Colloquium) are 
open to all Regis College students. Upper division courses may 
require the permission of the instructor, and may have lower divi-
sion prerequisites. The Regis College Dean's Office may be con-
tacted for further information. 
HUMANITIES COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (HU) ..... ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··--
HU 365. A LITERARY TOUR OF IRELAND (3). Introduces students to the works and 
work places of such wnters as Yeats, Shaw, Synge, Beckett, Kavanagh, Behan, Joyce, 
and others. Stud1es a variety of genres and disciplines, and will visit important spiri-
tual and 10tellectual places while in Ireland. NOTL Classes will meet in Trinity 
College, Clongowes Wood College, Glenstal Abbey and Tig Rua1r, lnis Oirr, Aran. 
HU 492E-W. TOPICS IN HUMANITIES (3}. Provides a value-based approach to 
explore spec1al topics focusing on the integration of literature, humanities, and the 
arts. Prerequisite(s) EN 210 or HU 20 l. 
************************* 
LEADERSHIP STUDIES 
The minor in Leadership Studies is designed to work with any major 
field of study and covers leadership theory, research, and application. 
Students interested in completing a minor in leadership studies must 
submit an application, letter of intent, resume, and letter of reference 
to the Office of Leadership Development. Applications are reviewed 
by the Faculty Advisory Board, and candidates must be selected 
before students can start counting courses toward the minor. 
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Prerequtsites 3 SH 
Students must choose from one of the following. which are also part of the 
Regis College Core seminar series CCS 200A-Freshmen Seminar· Leading 
Well, CCS 300--Sophomore Seminar: Leading with Differences 10 Mind, or 
CCS 400--Junior Seminar: Leading 10 the global Community. 
Electtves 6 SH 
Two pre-approved upper div1s1on (400-level) electives that have a leadership 
focus. A class list of approved courses counting toward the minor will be 
gtVen to students pnor to registration. 
Leadership Internship 3 SH 
A leadership internship as approved by the Academ1c Internship Office. 
Capstone Project: Public Scholarship 3 SH 
A capstone project related to their intended career using public scholarship to 
address social problems. 
************************* 
LEARNING SUPPORT 
Courses designated by the "LS" prefix are available to Regis 
College students as electives in their program of study. The cours-
es are designed to develop skills necessary for successful college-
level academic work. 
LS 201. READING DEVELOPMENT (1}. Provides structured opportumties to develop 
read10g rate and comprehension through wide read10g practices. 
LS 203. MATH LEARNING STRATEGIES (1). Provides help for students With learn10g 
difficulties in the areas of mathematics or science. Emphasizes better sen-understand-
ing as learners in these disciplines. Enables students to select and employ appropriate 
and effective learning/study strategies. Co-requisite: Any Mathematics course. 
LS 230. BASIC WRITING WORKSHOP (1). Develops ability to write clearly and effec-
tively, and organize and develop ideas through frequent writmg practice. Provides 
opportunities for individual conferences with the instructor and for small group writing 
and editing sessions with other students. 
************************* 
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MATHEMATICS 
Dr. Lmda Duchrow, Associate Professor, Chairperson 
Dr. Diane Wagner, Associate Professor 
Dr. Suzanne Caulk, Assistant Professor 
Dr. James Seibert, Assistant Professor 
Dr. Timothy Trenary, Assistant Professor 
DEPARTMENTAL REGULATIONS 
T~e modern language recommended for mathematics majors plan-
nmg to enter graduate school is either French or German. 
MATHEMATICS MAJOR 
Lower D1v1sion Reqwrements* 
MT 360A-Calculus I 
MT 360B- -Calculus II 
MT 360C- -Calculus Ill 







Twenty-four upper division semester hours of Mathematics courses, which 
must include: 
MT 423A- Abstract Algebra I 3 SH 
Upper Division Mathematics Electives 21 SH 
Strongly recommended courses, especially for students planning to go to 
graduate school include: 
MT 415-Linear Algebra 3 SH 
MT 454-Real Analysis 3 SH 
MT 480-Complex AnalySIS 3 SH 
MATHEMATICS MINOR 12-20 SH 
Lower DivisiOn Requlfements* 0-8 SH 
MT 360A-Calculus I 4 SH 
MT 3608-Calculus II 4 SH 
Upper D1v1S10n Reqwrements 12 SH 
Twelve upper division semester hours of Mathematics courses beyond the 
Core Studies requirement, selected with the approval of the major advisor. 
* Lower division major/minor requirements may not be required depending 
upon mathematics placement. 
MATHEMATICS COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (MT) ............................................................................. .................. .... ........................................ 
MT 201. COLUGE ALGEBRA (3). Includes algebraic operations, equations and inequal-
ities, functions and their graphs, solution of polynomial, exponential and loganthmic 
functions and linear systems of equations. Prerequisite(s): Placement by department. 
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MT 204. CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICS (3). Presents topics in contemporaiY 
mathematics of interest to the liberal arts' student. Extensive use of technology to 
explore logic, matrices, probability, exponentials, graph theoiY, linear programmmg, 
game theOIY and problem solving skills usable by a productive citizen. Prereqwsite(s): 
Placement by department. 
MT 231. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY (3). Presents trigonometric functions, relation and 
graphs, solution of tnangles, solution of tngonometric equations and identities, applica-
tions, other topics as time permits. Prerequisite(s): MT 201 or placement by department 
STUDENTS MAY TAKE ONLY ONE OF THE FOUOW/NG COURSES FOR CREDIT: 
MTIBA 270, MT 272, OR MT 274. 
MT 270. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (3). Presents standard topics in introduciOIY 
statistics for students whose major is not mathematics. Topics include descriptive 
statistic, probability distributions, estimations, hypothesis testing, linear regression 
and correlation, and other topics. Prerequisite(s): Two (2) years of High School 
Algebra required. Cross listing: BA 270. NOTL See above. 
MT 272. STATISTICS FOR THE LIFE SCIENCES (3). Presents mtroducloiY statistics 
emphasizmg applicatiOn in biology, psychology, neuroscience, and kinesiology. 
Includes descriptive statistics, hypothesis testing, regression, !-tests, Chi-square, 
and ANOVA with particular emphasis to analysis using p-scores. Prerequislte(s): Two 
(2) years of High School Algebra required. NOTE: See above. 
MT 274. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONS (3). Provides 
basic understanding of statistical analysis in the health sciences. Focuses on the 
interpretation and analysis of health care data as it applies to organizational and clin-
ical decision-makmg. Uses case stud1es to demonstrate measures of central tenden-
cy, position, and vanation. Explores quantitative epidemiology concepts as applied to 
analysis of the health needs of a population, skills needed to evaluate mference m 
hypothesis testing including the !-test, F-Iest, and chi-square test. NOTE: See above. 
MT 340. QUANTITATIVE METHODS (3). Introduces operations research. Emphasizes 
decision making under conditions of uncertainty, linear programming, regression mod-
els, PERT and CPM, and other quantitative techniques used in a typical business set-
ting. Prerequlsite(s): BA 270 or MT 270 and BA 230 or perm1ssion of instructor. Cross 
listing: BA 340. 
MT 360A. CALCULUS I (4). Treats standard topics of single variable calculus includ-
ing limits, continuity, derivatives, applications of derivatives, and elements of integra-
bon. Prereqwsite(s): MT 231 or placement by department. 
MT 3608. CALCULUS II (4). Continues treatment of smgle variable calculus including 
defmite and indefinite integrals, applications of integrals, transcendental functions, 
techn1ques of integration and infinite series. Prerequisite(s): MT 360A or placement 
by department. 
MT 360C. CALCULUS Ill (4). Presents top1cs of multivanable calculus Including calcu-
lus of vector funct1ons, mulbvanable functions, part1al derivatives, multiple integrals, 
applications and other topics as time permits. Prerequisite(s): MT 3608 or placement 
by department. NOTE: Student may receive credit for MT 360C or MT 402, not both. 
MT 370. INTERMEDIATE STATISTICS (3). Introduces stratified sampling and experi-
mental design; one factor ANOVA, two factor ANOVA, -factor ANOVA; selected multi-
ple comparison tests; multiple correlation and regression; the sign test; the Mann-
Whitney U-tes!; the runs test; and the Spearman correlation. Prerequisite(s): BA 270 
or MT 270 and BA 230 and MT 272 or permissiOn of instructor. Cross listing: BA 370 
and PY 370. 
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MT 402. MULTIVARIATE AND VECTOR CALCULUS (3). Extends the theory and con-
cepts of smg1e vanable calculus to functions of several variables and vector function. 
Investigates applications of multivariate and vector calculus to a variety of problems 
m physical sciences, engineering, and natural science. Prerequisrte(s): MT 3608. 
NOTE Student may receive credit for MT 360C or MT 402, not both. 
MT 405. NUMERICAL METHODS (3). Uses computers in solvmg linear and nonlinear 
equations, approXImation theory, numerical integration and differentiation, numerical 
solution of d1fferent1al equations, and linear programming. Prerequlsite(s): MT 3608. 
MT 415. LINEAR ALGEBRA (3). Studies vector spaces, linear transformations, matri-
ces, determinants, systems of equations, eigenvalues, and characteristic matrices. 
PrereqUISite(s) MT 3608. NOTE: Required for students preparing to teach secondary 
mathematics. 
MT 420A. INTRODUCTION TO OPERATIONS RESEARCH I (3). Summarizes matrix 
and vector algebra. Introduces hyperplanes and convex geometry in n-dimensions, 
scanning extreme pomts and tableau pivots, the Simplex algorithm and slack vari-
ables. degeneracy and classification of linear programmmg problems, duality theory 
and shadow variables, Imputed values and sensrtiv1ty analysis. Prerequisite(s): MT 
3608 or perm1ssion of instructor. ' 
MT 420B. INTRODUCTION TO OPERATIONS RESEARCH II (3). Introduces sequential 
search techniques, Fibonnacci search, three pomt interval search, convex functions, 
gradient techniques, exploratory sequences and accelerated pattern moves for an n-
dimensional setting; the feasible direction algorithm; dynamic programming; active 
versus inactive constraints and penalty functions. Prerequisite(s), MT 3608. 
MT 423A. ABSTRACT ALGEBRA I (3). Provides an axiomatic treatment of basic con-
cepts of groups, rings, and fields. Prerequisite(s): MT 360C or MT 402. NOTE: At least 
one upper diviSIOn mathematics course required. 
MT 423B. ABSTRACT ALGEBRA II (3). A continuabon of MT 423A. PrereqUJsrte(s): MT 423A. 
MT 426. HISTORY AND FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS (3). Discusses topics in 
ancient methods of numeration and calculation, the history and solution of classical 
problems, including top1cs from number theory, algebra, geometry, and calculus. 
Includes contributions of the great mathematicians, under-represented groups 
(including minonties and women), and diverse cultures. Investigates the role of math-
ematics in civilization PrereqUisite(s): MT 3608. NOTE: Required for students prepar-
ing to teach secondary mathematics. 
MT 430. 1NTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL MODELING (3). Studies principles of 
constructing mathematical models using techmques such as: difference equations, 
proportionality, geometric s1milanty, graphical analysis and dimensional analysis, sim-
ulabon with random numbers, and systems of differential equations Prerequisite(s): 
MT 3608. NOTE: ReqUired for students prepanng to teach secondary mathematics. 
MT 435. APPLIED COMBINATORICS (3). Studies methods for counting arrangements 
and selections, generating functions, recurrence relations, the inclusiOn-exclusiOn 
principle, elements of graph theory, covering c1rcurts, trees and searching and net-
wor11 algorithms. Prerequisite(s): MT 3608. NOTE: Required for students preparing to 
teach secondary mathematics 
MT 441. MODERN GEOMETRY (3). Studies Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometries 
such as: Mobius, hyperbolic, elliptic, absolute, and projective geometries. Geometries are 
studied using analytJc methods and the relation to real-world situations. Prerequisite(s): 
MT 3608. NOTE· ReqUired for students prepanng to teach secondary mathematics. 
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MT 454. REAL ANALYSIS (3). Provides rigorous treatment of real numbers, functions, 
sets, and limits-the foundations underlying Calculus. Stud1es sequences and series of 
numbers and functions, bas1s topology, continuity and differentiability of functions, 
and integration. Prerequisite(s)· MT 360C or MT 402. 
MT 463. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (3). Studies solutiOns first and second order dif-
ferential equations, applications, linear differential equatiOns, series solutions, 
laplace transforms, numerical solutions, and systems of linear differential equat1ons 
with constant coefficients. Prerequisite(s): MT 3608. 
MT 470A. MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS I (3). Introduces probability; distribution 
funclions and moment generating functions, correlation and regression; development 
and applications of binomial, normal, student's T, chi square, and F distnbutions. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): MT 3608. NOTE: Required for students preparing to teach secondary 
mathematics. 
MT 470B. MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS II (3). A continuation of MT 470A. 
PrerequJslte(s): MT 3608. 
MT 480. COMPLEX ANALYSIS (3). Studies calculus of complex variables including alge-
bra of complex numbers, analytJc functions. complex integration, series for complex 
functions and residue theory. Focuses on applications in mathematics and science. 
Examines the difference between real and complex variables. Prerequisite(s): MT 3608. 
MT 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN MATHEMATICS (1-3). Provides an opportunity 
for independent exploration of areas of interest. PrereqUisite(s): Approval of depart-
ment chair. 
MT 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN MATHEMATICS (3). Gain experience working with pro-
fessional mathemat1c1ans and scientists 10 a techmcal f1eld. Students will be able to 
relate the mathematiCS, wh1ch they are learmng in the classroom to the wor11 they 
expect to be doing after graduation. 
************************* 
MODERN AND CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
AND LITERATURE 
Dr. Deborah Gaensbauer, Professor, Chairperson 
Dr. Roger Martin, Professor 
Dr. Elizabeth Medina, Professor 
Dr. Kimberly Habegger, Associate Professor 
Dr. I. Carolina Caballero, Assistant Professor 
Dr. Obdulia Castro, Assistant Professor 
FRENCH 
FRENCH MAJOR 
Lower Division Reqwrement 
25 SH 
The equivalent of second-year written and oral proficiency in another fore1gn 
language or the equivalent of first-year proficiency in another foreign language 
plus a six semester hour combination selected from the following options: 
Phonetics (if not already counted toward major) 3-6 SH 
Course work towards certification in English as a second language 3-6 SH 
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Course work in bilingual educatiOn 
Spamsh for health care practitioners 
Related course work m other academ1c fields subject to 
departmental approval 
Full-ttme enrollment for a mmtmum of one semester m a 
non-English-based study abroad program 






Twenty-two upper division semester hours of French courses, which must include: 
FR 409 Advanced French I 
FR 410-Advanced French II 
FR 411-Advanced French Ill 
FR 415-French Politics and Culture 
FR 460-Romance Ungwstics 
FR 499-Senior Seminar 
Upper Division French Electtves 
Plus three upper division semester hours selected from the following: 
EC 432/POL 432-lnternational Political Economy 
EC 481-lnternational Economtcs 
EN 466--Ltterary Theory 
FAHS 410--Modern Art: Neo-Classicism to 1945 
HS 463-The Age of Enlightenment 
HS 464-19th Century Europe.1789-1914 
HS 46~Europe Since 1914 
HS 469E-W-Topics in European History 
PL 420-Contemporary Currents 
PL 470-Selected Feminist Thinkers 
POL 449-Comparattve Foretgn Policy 






















Twelve upper division semester hours of French courses. which must include: 
FR 41 0--Advanced French II 
Upper Division French Electives 
SPANISH MAJOR 




The eqUivalent of second-year l'lntten and oral proficiency in another foreign 
language or the equivalent of first-year proficiency in another foreign language 
plus a six semester hour combination selected from the following options: 
Phonettcs (if not already counted toward major) 3-6 SH 
Course work towards certification in English as a second language 3-6 SH 
Course work m bilingual education 3-6 SH 
Spanish for health care practitioners 3 SH 
Related course work in other academic fields subject to 
departmental approval 3 SH 
Full-time enrollment for a minimum of one semester m a 
non-English-based study abroad program 




Twenty-five upper division semester hours of Spanish courses, whtch must 
include. 
SP 409-Advanced Spanish I 
SP 410--Advanced Spanish II 
SP 411-Advanced Spanish Ill 
SP 430A-Survey of Spanish Literature 
SP 4308-Survey of latin American Literature 
SP 460-Romance Linguistics 








NOTE: The Modern Language Department highly recommends study abroad as 
an integral part of the Spanish major. 
SPANISH MINOR 12 SH 
Twelve upper division semester hours of Spanish courses selected with the 
approval of the major advtsor. 
GERMAN 
A major m German is available only through the Thematic Major 
Program. 
GREEK 
A major in Greek is not available. 
LATIN 
A major in Latm is not available. 
MODERN AND CLASSICAL LANGUAGES AND 
LITERATURE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
FRENCH (FR) 
FR 209A. ELEMENTARY FRENCH I (4). Studies the essenbals of grammar and oral drill, 
dictation, readmg of elementary and Intermediate texts, conversabon, and written exercises 
FR 2098 ELEMENTARY FRENCH II (4). A continuation of FR 209A. Prereqwsite(s): 
FR 209A or equivalent. 
FR 309A. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH I (3). Provides intensive study in current idiomat-
ic French. Develops accuracy and profictency m the use of the language by means of 
a thorough grammar revtew, oral exercises, and written work. Includes reading of 
mtermediate and semi-advanced texts. Prerequisite(s): FR 209B or equivalent. 
FR 3098. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH II (3). A continuation of FR 309A. Prerequtstte(s): 
FR 309A or equtvalent. 
NOTE: ALL 400-LEVEL FRENCH COURSES ARE TAUGHT IN FRENCH. 
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FR 409. ADVANCED FRENCH I (3). Prov1des an mtens1ve review of french grammar 
focused primarily on development of oral competency and composmon skills. 
Prerequisite(s): FR 3098 or equivalent. 
FR 410. ADVANCED FRENCH II (3). Provides an intensive review of french grammar 
focused primarily on French cultural h1story and polit1cs. PrereqUisite(s). FR 3098 or 
eqUivalent. 
FR 411. ADVANCED FRENCH Ill (3). Prov1des an intensive review of French grammar 
focused primarily on literary cnticism and an introduction to formal research meth-
ods. Prerequisite(s) FR 3098 or equivalent. 
FR 415. FRENCH POLITICS AND CULTURE (3). Analyzes the political and cultural 
evolut1on of France and francophone countries and the European union 
Prerequisite(s): FR 3098. 
FR 429. SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE FROM THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD THROUGH 
THE 17TH CENTURY (3). Exammes major French writers and literary movements from 
the medieval through the class1cal penods. Prerequ1s1te(s): FR 3098 or equivalent. 
FR 437. 20TH AND 21ST CENTURY FRENCH LITERATURE (3). Exammes major 
developments in the 20th and 21st century french literature and critical theory. 
PrereqUisite(s): FR 409 or FR 410 or FR 411 or equivalent or permission of instructor. 
FR 439. DIVERSITY IN THE FRENCH-SPEAKING WORLD (3). Multi-disciplinary study 
of representative works from the Francophone world mcluding Canada, France. North 
and sub-Saharan Africa, Haiti, Martimque and Guadeloupe. Prerequisite(s): FR 3098. 
Sophomore standing and permission of instructor required 
FR 460. ROMANCE LINGUISTICS (3). Studies the fundamental structures of the 
romance languages: phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics. Explores evolu-
tion of the romance languages from Latm and studies relationships among language, 
thought and culture. PrereqUisite(s): FR 3098. Cross listing SP 460. 
FR 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN FRENCH (3). Offers an opportunity for inde-
pendent exploration of topics of interest in French or Francophone literature and art. 
Prerequisite(s): FR 409, or FR 410, or FR 411 or equivalent and approval of depart-
ment chair and director of Experiential Educat1on reqUired 
FR 495E-W. SEMINAR IN FRENCH AND FRANCOPHONE STUDIES (3). Provides an 
mtens1ve study of French and francophone authors, genres or literary movements. 
Prerequisite(s): FR 409, or FR 410 or FR 411 or equivalent or permission of instructor. 
FR 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN FRENCH (3). Prov1des practical on-site experience in 
the use of French and an opportumty to enhance readmg, writing. speakmg. and lis-
tening skills. Prerequ1site(s)· Junior standmg and approval of department cha1r and 
director of Expenential Education. 
FR 499. SENIOR SEMINAR (1). IndiVIdualized reading and writmg assignments based 
on courses previously taken. Prerequisite(s): Permission of instructor. NOTE: Future 
departmental recommendations based on successful completion of the course. 
SPANISH (SP) 
SP 209A. ELEMENTARY SPANISH I (4). Provides a thorough grounding 1n essentials of 
grammar. oral drill, dictation, elementary and intermediate texts, conversation, and 
written exercises. 
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SP 2098. ELEMENTARY SPANISH II (4). A continuation of SP 209A. Prerequisite(s): 
SP 209A or equivalent 
SP 299E-W. MAINTAINING SPANISH (1). Prov1des an opportunity for conversation 
about current events and other topics selected by the instructor and students w1th 
short readmgs serving as the basis of conversation. Offers an opportunity for students 
of any year or academic interest to maintain their language skills in an informal set-
ting. Prerequislte(s): SP 2098 or equ1valent. NOTE: Does not meet Regis College Core 
Studies requirement in Foreign Language. 
SP 309A. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I (3). Provides an intensive grammar review to 
develop accuracy and proficiency in the use of the language. Prerequisite(s): SP 2098 
or eqUivalent. 
SP 3098. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH II (3). A continuation of SP 309A. 
PrereqUisite(s): SP 309A or equivalent. 
NOTE: AU 400-LEVEL SPANISH COURSES ARE TAUGHT EXCLUSIVELY IN 
SPANISH UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED. 
SP 409. ADVANCED SPANISH I (3). Provides an intensive review of Spanish grammar 
focusing on development of oral competency and reading and writing skills. 
Prerequislte(s): SP 3098 or equivalent. 
SP 410. ADVANCED SPANISH II (3). Continues mtensive review of Spamsh grammar 
focusmg on development of oral competency and reading and writing sk1lls 
Prerequisite(s): SP 3098 or equivalent. 
SP 411. ADVANCED SPANISH Ill (3). Contmues development of oral competency and 
reading and writ1ng skiffs by focusmg primarily on literary criticism and introduction to 
formal research methods. Prerequisite(s): SP 3098 or equivalent. 
SP 415. SPANISH CIVILIZATION (3). Studies the development of Spain from prehis-
tonc limes to the present. Includes the art, literature, and music of the Spanish cul-
ture. Prerequislte(s): SP 409, or SP 410, or SP 411. 
SP 416. PRE-COLUMBIAN CIVILIZATION (3). Studies major pre-Columbian civiliza-
tions of Mesoamerican and South American regions, including the Mayas, Aztecs. and 
Incas. Traces the general h1story of man in the Americas and the surviving descen-
dants of major Civilizations. NOTE: Taught 1n English. 
SP 423. TRANSLATION/INTERPRETATION/ COMPOSITION (3). Offers practice 10 
advanced composition, translation, and stylistic analysis in Spanish to develop gram-
mar, vocabulary, and analytic skills in a contemporary and realistic context. 
PrereqUisite(s): SP 3098 or equivalent. 
SP 430A. SURVEY OF SPANISH LITERATURE (3). Studies advanced composition cen-
tered on a survey of Spanish literature. Prerequisite(s): SP 409, or SP 410, or SP 411. 
SP 4308. SURVEY OF LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE (3). Studies advanced compo-
sition centered on a survey of Latin Amencan literature. PrereqUisite(s): SP 409, or 
SP 410, or SP 411. 
SP 432. 18TH AND 19TH CENTURY SPANISH LITERATURE (3). A survey of the most 
important literary movements in 18th and 19th century Spain. Emphasizes the works 
of Jovellanos, El Duque de Rivas, Espronceda, Zorifla, Becquer, Galdos, and Pardo 
Bazan. Prerequisite(s) SP 409, SP 410, and SP 411. 
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SP 433. CONTEMPORARY HISPANIC WOMEN WRITERS (3). Surveys contemporary 
Hispamc women's literary achievements. May draw from the literature of Latin 
America, the United States, and Spam. Exammes literary and cn!lcal works focusmg 
on women's vrewpomts m sacral, cultural, economrc, and aesthetic contexts. Cross 
listing: WS 433. 
SP 434. CONTEMPORARY SPANISH LITERATURE (3). Studies representative authors 
of the early 20th century, begmning with the generation of 1898 and ending with 
1945, emphasizmg the works of Unamuno and Garcra Lorca. Prerequisite(s): SP 409, 
or SP 410, or SP 411. 
SP 435. LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE AND SOCIETY (3). Provrdes a multi-discrpli-
nary study of contemporary Latin American society represented in literature from the 
United States and Latin America emphasizing social, economic and political issues. 
NOTE: Taught rn English. 
SP 437. WRITING BY AND ABOUT HISPANIC WOMEN (3). Analyzes the creation and 
re-creation of the female persona in selected texts by and about Hispanic women 
writers from the mrddle ages to the present. Emphasizes critical analysrs and the 
continued development of speakmg, reading, wnbng, listenrng, and cultural proficren-
cy PrereqUisite(s): SP 3098 or equivalent or permrssion of instructor required. Cross 
listmg: WS 437. 
SP 441. 20TH AND 21ST CENTURY LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE (3). Studres rep-
resentative selections from the mam currents of 20th and 21st century Latm 
Amencan writing. Prerequisite(s): SP 410 or permission of instructor. 
SP 460 ROMANCE LINGUISTICS (3). Studres the fundamental structures of the 
romance languages: phonology. morphology, syntax. and semantrcs. Explores evolu-
tion of the romance languages from Latin and studres relationshrps among languages 
from Latin and studies relationships among language, thought and culture 
PrereqUisite(s): SP 3098. Cross listing: FR 460. 
SP 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN SPANISH (3). Offers an opportunity for mdependent 
exploration of topics of interest and Spanish and Latin American authors. Prerequisrte(s): 
Approval of department charr and director of Expenential Education required. 
SP 495E-W. HISPANIC STUDIES (3). Provides an intensive study of individual 
authors, works, penods, or literary movements. Prerequisite(s): Spanish majors only 
SP 496. SENIOR PROJECT (3). Provides a capstone expenence for semor Spamsh 
maJors. ReqUires extensrve reading, writing, and research m a Spanrsh topic and an 
oral comprehensrve examination. PrereqUisite(s): Senior standing. 
SP 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN SPANISH (3). Provides practical on-site experience m 
the use of Spanish and an opportumty to enhance reading, wnting, speakmg, and lis-
tening skills. Prerequisite(s): Jumor standmg and approval of department charr and 
director of Experiential Educatron. 
GERMAN (GR) 
GR 209A. ELEMENTARY GERMAN I (4). Provrdes an rntensrve review of basic gram-
matical structures and conversation. NOTE. Mmrmum of one-hour language laborato-
ry each week in addition to four class meetmgs required. 
GR 209B. ELEMENTARY GERMAN II (4). A continuation of GR 209A. Prerequisrte(s): 
GR 209A or equrvalent. 
2006-07 
GR 309A. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN I (3). ProVIdes an intensive review of current 
idromatlc German and grammatical structures, developing accuracy and proficiency in 
the use of the language. Involves readings of prepared illustrative texts. 
Prerequisite(s): GR 2098 or equivalent. NOTE: Minimum of one-hour language labora-
tory each week in addition to three class meetings required 
GR 3098. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN II (3). A continuation of GR 309A. 
Prerequisite(s): GR 309A or equivalent. 
GR 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN GERMAN (3). Provrdes independent explo 
ration of topics of interest and of German authors. Prereqursrte(s): Approval of 
department chair and director of Experiential Education requrred. 
GREEK (GK) 
GK 201A. INTRODUCTORY GREEK I (3). Studies the grammar, syntax, and vocabulary 
of Homer. 
GK 201B. INTRODUCTORY GREEK II (3). A continuation of GK 201A. Prereqursite(s): 
GK 201A 
GK 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN GREEK (3). Provrdes mdependent exploration 
of toprcs of mterest by Greek authors. Prereqursite(s): Approval of department chair 
and drrector of Experiential Education requrred. 
LATIN (Ln 
LT 201A. INTRODUCTORY LATIN I (4). Studies Latin vocabulary, grammar, and syn-
tax for students beginnrng in Latin. 
LT 201B. INTRODUCTORY LATIN II (4). A contrnuation of LT 201A. Prerequisite(s). LT 
201A or equrvalent. 
LT 301A. INTERMEDIATE LATIN (3). Introduces classical Latin literature, prose, and 
poetry, wrth readings from Cicero, Catullus, Horace and Virgrl and further study of 
Latin grammar. Prerequisite(s): LT 201A and LT 2018 or equrvalent. 
LT 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN LATIN (3). Offers and independent exploration 
of toprcs of rnterest and of Latin authors Prereqursite(s) Approval of department 
chair and director of Experiential Education required. 
************************* 
NEUROSCIENCE 
Dr. Jose M. Lafosse, Program Director 
Neuroscience is an interdisciplinary field in whrch scientists share 
a common interest in studying the anatomy, physiology, and func-
tion of the nervous system and how it regulates behavior. Courses 
for the major are drawn from Biology, Chemistry, and Psychology. 
The major is designed to provide a strong foundation in 
Neuroscience while giving students flexibility to select courses that 
prepare them for a wide variety of career options. These include, 
but are not limited to, graduate study in Neuroscience, 
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Psychobiology, Neuropsychology, and healthcare areas such as 
Physical Therapy, neuro-rehabilitation and medicine. Neuroscience 
is also a major for students who are simply interested in under-
standing the nature of brain-behavior relationships and want to 
pursue the field as part of a liberal arts education. Students will 
find that this major is compat1ble with a wide range of minors or 
double majors such as (but not limited to) Biology, Chemistry, 
Exercise Science, Philosophy, or Psychology. 
The Honors-in-Neuroscience major adds an independent research 
component to the Neuroscience major that further helps prepare 
students for graduate and professional schools or for research-ori-
ented laboratory work. 
Both Neuroscience majors are administered by the Psychology 
Department and the Neuroscience program director. Sample pro-
grams of study combining the Neuroscience major with a variety 
of minors and double majors can be obtained from the 
•.,;,;~""" Neuroscience program d1rector, the Department of Psychology 
chairperson or online at the Regis University Neuroscience 
Program website. Students should work closely with their major 
advisor to plan a program of study commensurate with their edu-
cational and vocational goals. 
DEPARTMENTAL REGULATIONS 
The minimum passing grade for any course taken towards satisfy-
ing the Neuroscience major or minor is a "C-". This standard 
applies to all lower and upper division Neuroscience courses and 
all other courses required for the major or minor. 
NEUROSCIENCE MAJOR 
Lower Divis1on Requirements 
Bl260-Principles of Biology: Molecular and Cellular 
BL 261-Molecular and Cellular Biology laboratory 
BL 262-Principles of Biology, Organismic 
Bl263-0rganismic Biology laboratory 
CH 210-Pnnclples of Chemistry I 
CH 211-Pnnclples of Chemistry laboratory I 
CH 230-Pnnclples of Chemistry II 
CH 231-Principles of Chemistry laboratory II 
or 
CH 250-0rganic Chemistry I 
CH 251-0rganic Chemistry laboratory I 
MT 272-Stabstics for the life Sc1ences 
NS 260-lntroductlon to Bratn and Behavior 
NS 261-lntroduction to Brain and Behavior laboratory 
PY 25G-General Psychology 
Upper DIVISion Reqwrements 
NS 40 !-Advanced Neuroscience Methods 
NS 485-Functtonal Neurophysiology and Neuroanatomy* 
NS 486-Neurophysiology and Neuroanatomy laboratory* 
NS 487-Neuropsychology* 
NS 488-Neuropsychology laboratory* 

























• May be taken tn any sequence. 
Research Component 
PY 419- Experimental Psychology 




NOTE: PY 419/420 should be taken during the Sophomore year. These courses 
are helpful for understanding how to design experiments and prepare students 
for research-oriented classes and Independent research experiences during 
Sophomore, Jumor, or Semor years 
E/ect1ve Component 
One course w1th accompanytng laboratory, 1f appropnate, in each of the fol-
lowtng elective areas. A third course from e1ther elective area or an additional 
neuroscience course (e.g., NS 410, NS 495) may be needed to complete the 
upper div1s1on semester hour reqUirements 
• Cellular/Molecular Elect1ves 
Bl412-Developmental Biology 
Bl413-Developmental Biology laboratory 
Bl414-Principles of Genetics 
Bl415-Genettcs laboratory 
Bl424-Cell B1ology 
Bl425-Cell Biology Laboratory 
Bl427-Techniques in Molecular Biology laboratory 
Bl436-Antmal Physiology 
BL 437-Animal Physiology laboratory 
• BehavioraVCognit1ve Electives 
EXS 422-Concepts of Motor Behavior 
NS 482-Sensation and Perception 
PY 381-learning and Memory 
PY 382-learmng and Memory Laboratory 
PY 454-Cognitive Psychology 
















NOTE: It is recommended that students take as many of the courses listed tn the 
Cellular/Molecular and Behav1orai/Cogn1tive electives as can be accommodated. 
HONORS-IN-NEUROSCIENCE MAJOR 54-55 SH 
The Honors-in-Neuroscience major is designed for students who wish to complete 
a major research project as part of their program of study. To complete this major, a 
student must complete the same lower and upper diVIsion requirements of the 
Neuroscience major, plus at least four semester hours of Research in Neuroscience 
(taken over two or more semesters) and two semester hours of Semor Thes1s. 
NS 491E-W-Research in Neuroscience* 
NS 499-Senior Thesis 
4 SH 
2 SH 
* Research or Independent Study tn Biology, Biochemistry, Chemistry, or 
Psychology may be substituted for this requirement upon approval by the 
director of the Neuroscience Program after consultmg w1th the mstructor of 
the tndependent study. 
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Candidacy must be approved by the director of the Neuroscience Program. 
The candidate must: 
Select a thesis advisor and subm1t a preliminary thesis proposal 
Complete a research project for Research in Neuroscience (or equivalent) credit. 
Complete Senior Thesis requirements by: 
Defending his/her research before a panel of faculty. 
Presenting his/her research in a public forum such as a lecture in a class 
or a presentation at a professional meeting. 
Submitting a final thesis that conforms to APA guidelines and is approved 
by the faculty examination comm1ttee. 
NEUROSCIENCE MINOR 
Lower D1v1s1on Reqwrements 
BL 260--Principles of B1ology Molecular and Cellular 
BL 261-Molecular and Cellular Biology Laboratory 
BL 262-Principles of B1ology: Orgamsmtc 
BL 263-0rganismic Biology Laboratory 
NS 260--lntroduction to Brain and Behavior 
NS 261 -Introduction to Brain and Behavtor Laboratory 
PY 250--General Psychology 
Upper Dw1s1on Reqwrements 
NS 401-Advanced Neuroscierce Methods 
NS 485-Functional Neurophysiology and Neuroanatomy* 
NS 486-Neurophysiology and Neuroanatomy Laboratory* 
NS 487 -Neuropsychology* 
NS 488-Neuropsychology Laboratory* 
NS 495E-W-Seminar. Curren! Topics in Neuroscience 

















NS 260. INTRODUCTION TO BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR (3).1ntroduces the scienttfic 
study of how the brain relates to behavior Explores how brain structure and function 
are involved in sensorimotor functions, motivation and emotion, cognition, and neuro-
logical disorders. Co-requisite: NS 261. 
NS 261. INTRODUCTION TO BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR LABORATORY (1). Introduces 
scientific methods used to study bram- behaviOr relationshtps such as sensorimotor, 
emot1onal, and cognitive functons as well as neurological disorders and the effects of 
drugs on behavior. Co-reqUisite: NS 260. 
NS 401. ADVANCED NEUROSCIENCE METHODS (1). Emphasizes current neuro-
science laboratory research techniques including recording cellular activity of nervous 
ttssue, drug effects, brain lesions, histology, microscopy, and behavioral tests for 
assessmg bram-behavior functions in non-human nervous systems. Prerequisite(s): 
NS 260. Cross listing: PY 401 
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NS 410E-W. NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS (3). Applies a biopsychosocial approach to 
understanding brain-behavior relationships through the study of d1seases of the nerv-
ous system. Prerequisite(s): NS 260 or BL 260 and BL 262. Cross listing: PY 410E-W. 
NOTE: A background in neuroscience or psychoogy, while helpful, is not essential for 
this course. 
NS 466. PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY (3). Examines relat10nsh1ps between bram func-
tions and major psychoactive drugs, including drugs used to treat psychological and 
neurological disorders. Includes an analysis of the cellular and physiological effects of 
each drug on neuronal functioning as well as psychological functioning. 
Prerequisite(s)· NS 260 or BL 260 and BL 262 or permission of mstructor requ1red. 
Cross listing: PY 466. 
NS 468. MOLECULAR, CELLULAR, AND DEVELOPMENTAL NEUROBIOLOGY (3). 
Focuses on the molecular, cellular, and developmental processes underlying central and 
peripheral nervous system development leading to neural functiomng. Topics include pat· 
terning of the nervous system, b1rth and death of neurons, guidance of nerve processes 
to their targets and maintenance and plasticity of synaptic connections. Prerequis1te(s) 
NS 260, BL 260 and BL 262 and CH 250 recommended. Cross listing: BL 468. 
NS 482. SENSATION AND PERCEPTION (3). Introduces the physiological and psycho-
logical processes underlying bas1c sensory and perceptual expenence. Emphasizes psy 
chophysical relationships established for the different sense modalities and theoretical 
interpretations of the sensory data Prerequisite(s): PY 250. Cross listing: PY 482. 
NS 485. FUNCTIONAL NEUROPHYSIOLOGY AND NEUROANATOMY (3). Explores the 
functional Significance of neural physiology and connectivity, mcluding effects related 
to neural development. how nerve cells commun1cate with one another, how patterns 
of neuralmterconnections gtve nse to different perceptual, cognitive, and motor 
responses, and how neural communication 1s modified by experience. Co-requisite: 
NS 486. Prerequisite(s): NS 260 and BL 260 and BL 262 or perm1ssion of instructor. 
Cross listing: BL 485 and PY 485. 
NS 486. NEUROPHYSIOLOGY AND NEUROANATOMY LABORATORY (1). Involves labo-
ratory expenments and computer Simulations of neural functions as well as gross dis-
secbon, and historical study of Neuroanatomy Co-requisite: NS 485. Cross listing: BL 
486 and PY 486. NOTE One three-hour laboratory per week. Laboratory fee required. 
NS 487. NEUROPSYCHOLOGY (3). Studies the physiologtcal and neuropsychologtcal 
correlates of behaviOr. These mclude but are not limited to neural systems regulating 
motivation, emotion, learnmg, and the neuropsychological bases of cognitive process-
es. Physiolog~cal and psychological responses to brain injury are also examined. Co-
requisite· NS 488 Prerequisite(s)· NS 260. Cross listing: PY 487. 
NS 488. NEUROPSYCHOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Emphasizes current research tech-
mques and neuropsychological methods for assessing cognitive functions in humans, 
with an emphas1s on assessment of the neurobehavioral impact of cerebral lesions. 
Co-requisite NS 487 Cross Jistmg: PY 488. Fee requ1red. 
NS 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN NEUROSCIENCE (3). Offers an opportunity for 
advanced study in independent research in neuroscience. Prerequisite(s): Approval of 
program director required. 
NS 491E-W. RESEARCH IN NEUROSCIENCE (1-3). Offers an opportunrty for collabo-
rative research m neuroscience under faculty direction. Requires oral or poster pres-
entation. Prerequisite(s): NS 260 and permission of instructor. 
NS 495E-W. SEMINAR: CURRENT TOPICS IN NEUROSCIENCE (3). Focuses on a 
broad~ defined topical area or theme in neuroscience. Neuroscience researchers w1th 
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expertise in the toptc present lectures on their area of research specialty Students 
develop skills needed to exam~ne background research for each lecture and explore the 
potential impact of the research on understanding brain function. Toptcs are announced 
prior to registration Prerequisite(s): NS 260 and NS 485 or NS 487 and PY 419. 
NS 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN NEUROSCIENCE (3). Involves placement in a clinical or 
research agency for advanced neurosctence students. Prerequisite(s): Approval of 
director of Experiential Education required. Approval of program dtrector required. 
NS 499. SENIOR THESIS (2). Students meet regularly with the thesis advisor to pre-
pare for the defense of the research before a panel of faculty, to present the research 
in a public forum, and to submit a final thesis that conforms to APA guidelines and is 
approved by the faculty examination committee. Prerequisite(s): NS 490E-W and 
approval of program dtrector required 
************************* 
Paracurricular courses are available to Regis College students as 
electives in their program of study. Courses are designed to com-
plement a student's leadership, service, or work experiences by 
providing the accompanying theory and critical analysis. 
Paracurricular courses include: 
Leadership seminars from the Regis College Leadership 
Development Program. 
Peer Assistance Program for students chosen to administer 
the residence hall. 
Teaching Assistant Seminar for students serving as "TA's" for 
the Freshman Semmars. 
Service Learning Seminars to accompany service field activities. 
PC 210A. WRITING CENTER THEORY AND PRACTICE (1). Provtdes an ~ntroductton to 
wnting theory and reviews practical issues such as grammar and usage. Prepares 
students to work with other writers by examining peer tutoring techniques. 
Prerequisite(s): Permission of instructor. 
PC 220. CAREER OPTIONS AND YOUR FUTURE (2). Designed for students who have 
not yet declared a major, are considenng a major change, or want to confirm their 
career dectstons. Partictpants will self-assess interests, values, skills, and personali-
ty w1th1n a theoretical context while exploring options about a major and a career. 
PC 240. FR. WOODY SERVICE LEARNING SEMINAR (1). Provtdes opportunities to 
expenence, analyze, and reflect upon tntellectual and societal benefits of service 
learning. Emphastzes the leadership model of Bill Daniels, the direct service min-
istnes of Fr. Woody, and the Jesuit Mtssion of "educating men and women in the serv-




PC 260E-W. PEER ASSISTANT TRAINING (2). Includes an examination of psychologi-
cal, educational and health concerns of college students. Emphasizes techniques and 
strategies for coping with life demands. Prerequisite(s): Permission of instructor. 
PC 390E-W. FIELD EXPERIENCE (3). Students broaden perspective regarding a spe-
ctfic career area, whtle developing competencies on the JOb. Students combine aca-
demic course work wtth real life experiences in their work. Prerequistte(s) Approval 
of department chair and faculty sponsor. NOTE: Same as Internship 498 except that 
Field Experience can be taken by sophomores or second semester freshmen for elec-
tive credit only. A minimum of 120 hour of on-the-job experience reqUired. 
************************* 
PEACE AND JUSTICE STUDIES 
Dr. Byron Plumley, Program Director 
A major in Peace and Justice IS not available. 
The Peace and Justice Studies minor provides the opportunity to 
examine issues relating to injustice, violence, social change, and 
efforts to create a more just and peaceful world. Grounded in an 
interdisciplinary approach, the mmor offers a set of courses that 
will introduce students to the key areas of Peace and Justtce 
Studies including the following: conflict resolution, traditions, and 
practice of nonviolence, moral theory, community organizing, case 
studies of social movements, and historica l, philosophical, eco-
nomic, and religious understanding of peace and justice. In addi-
tion, students are encouraged to mtegrate their academic knowl-
edge with practical experience through service learning opportuni-
ties and internships. 
PEACE AND JUSTICE MINOR 
PJ 400- Foundations of Peace and Justice 
Upper divtsion Peace and Justtce Electtves (Selected with the 
approval of the major advtsor.) 
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PJ 400. FOUNDATIONS OF PEACE AND JUSTICE (3). Provides an overvtew of con-
ceptional approaches to the study of peace and justice. Examines a number of empir-
Ical case studies and will cntically explore various approaches to resolving conflict 
This is the foundational course for students pursuing the peace and justtce minor. 
PJ 402. APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE (3). Introduces the world of apocalyptic wntings, 
particularly the Book of Revelation. Explores and critiques various expressions of 
these works afoot in today's world. Considers the relationship of such worldviews to 
questiOns of peace and JUStice. Prerequisite(s): Completion of the Religious Studtes 
Core. Cross listing: RS 402L. 
PJ 404. CHRIST IN A CULTURE OF VIOLENCE (3). Explores contemporal)' issues and val-
ues 1n U.S. society. Analyzes the culture of consumensm and VIOlence in contrast to the 
gospel message. Focuses on nonvtolent alternatives consistent with the lrre and teachings 
of Jesus. Prerequisite(s): RS 200 and RS 310. Cross listing: CAS 420G and RS 404. 
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P J 408. RESEARCH METHODS FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE (3). Applied statistical methods 
used to analyze data pertammg to economic and soc1al JUStice issues. Exammes fac-
tors such as household income level, educational resources, housmg affordability, 
types, and locations of busmesses, ethnic composition, and crime rate for Denver 
neighborhoods. Computer statistical packages are used to aid in analysis 
Prerequislte(s): BA 270 or MT 270. 
PJ 411. BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES ON PEACE AND JUSTICE (3). Focuses on the call 
for faith, justice, and peace in New Testament documents Studies Jesus' option for 
the poor and for faith, JUStice, and peace in the face of Roman domination and the 
interdisciplinary facets of scripture. 
PJ 419E-W. THEMES IN CHRISTIANITY (3). Examines peace and justice themes 10 
Christianity. Explores such themes historically (e.g., Biblical themes on peace and 
social justice) or analytically (e.g, contemporary Catholic or Christian thoughts in 
topics of peace and social justice) 
PJ 420. CHRISTIANin POLITICS, AND PUBLIC POLICY IN THE U.S. (3). Considers 
"church and state," constitutional law, and "politics and salvation" with respect to 
Christianity 10 the U.S. with a pnmary emphasis on Catholic tradition. Explores histor-
ical, legal, political, and theological perspectives on church and state; contemporary 
issues with respect to the economy, healthcare, the environment, just war, the sancti-
ty of life, and family. Prerequisite(s)· RS 200. Cross listing: CAS 4201. 
PJ 430. THE DISCOURSE OF NON-VIOLENCE (3). The JUStification of violence on the 
grounds of its necessity, legitimacy, usefulness, and moral character is contrasted 
with the alternative's discourse of non-violence and its grounds of justification. The 
role each form of discourse plays 10 a theory of justice get off1cial attention. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. Cross listing: PL430. 
PJ 432E-W. SHAKESPEARE (3). Involves the study of Shakespeare's poetry, plays. 
me. and age Prerequisite(s)· CCS 200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level Engl1sh course. 
Cross listing: EN 432E-W. 
PJ 436. ENVIRONMENT AND ENERGY (3). Exammes the relationship between the 
development of energy resources and environmental conditions. Emphasizes how 
economic and political ideology and institutions affect our relationship to the earth. 
PrereqUisite(s): SO 200 or SO 203 or permission of instructor reqUired. Cross listing: 
ENVS 436 and SO 436. 
PJ 441. SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES (3). Explores soc1al, environmental, and eco-
nomic issues that prevent and encourage more sustamable communities. Top1cs 
include transportation, sprawl, poverty, urban/wildlife mterface, housing, population, 
consumption, mumc1pal/tox1c waste, commumty resources and empowerment, and a 
vanety of proposed solutions from around the world. Prerequ1s1te(s): SO 200 or SO 
203 or perm1ss1on of instructor reqUired Cross listing: ENVS 441 and SO 441. 
PJ 445. EMPLOYMENT LAW AND POLICY (3). Surveys the 1mpact of state and federal 
employment laws on the organization. Examines both the history of and resistance to 
focus- not legal focus per se. Provides a chronicle examination of laws that were 
passed, and the resistance to the leg~slat1on. Explores what was happening in the com-
munity that made the laws necessary, what values are reflected in the law, and whether 
the law 1s adequate to balance the needs of the employer and employee. 
Prereqwsite(s): BA 250 and BA 461. Junior standing. Cross listing: BA 445 and WS 445. 
PJ 450. POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (3). Explores basic 1ssues in political philosophy such 
as the relation of individual and society, freedom and authonty and JUStice and equality. 
Cons1ders the writings of political thinkers from Plato to Rawls. Prerequisrte(s): One 
200-level Philosophy course or perm1ss1on of Instructor. Cross listing: PL450. 
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PI 452 PUNISHMENT AND CORRECTIONS (3). Provides an historical, political, and 
econom1c analysis of the penal system in the United States. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 
a1d CR 350 or permission of instructor. Cross listing: CR 452 or SO 452. 
PJ 460. SOCIAL MOVEMENTS (3). Examines a variety of U.S. soc1al movements from 
the 1950's through the present. Explores theoretical questions of how movements 
emerge, who JOins them, the effect of various tactics, and the factors that contribute 
to a movements' success or demise. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or SO 203 or permiss1on 
of instructor required. Cross listing: SO 460. 
PJ 465. JUSTICE THEMES IN CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE (3). Emphasizes the role of 
marriage and family in pursumg the justice of the Kingdom of God, wh1ch the 
prophets and Jesus announced, while exploring the Christian understanding of love 
and marriage. 
PJ 470. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE THIRD AND FOURTH WORLDS (3). 
Studies vanous models/theones of economic development that traces a history of 
underdevelopment 10 the third and fourth worlds. Investigates the various barners and 
problem areas in developing countries. Assesses possibilities, prospects, and policies 
of the future. Prerequisite(s): EC 320. Cross listing: BA 470, EC 470, and ENVS 470. 
PJ 475. GLOBALIZATION (3). Critical exammation of econom1c agencies and instru-
ments of corporate globalization. Topics include the World Trade Organization, World 
Bank, International Monetary Fund, corporate investment. military intervention, for-
eign a1d, the debt crisis, etc. Globalization is set in the historical context of colonial-
ism. Prerequisite(s). SO 200 or permission of instructor. Cross listing: SO 475. 
P J 484. VALUES-FOCUSED PUBLIC POLICY (3). Exammes the policies and proce-
dures utilized by government to improve economic performance. Explores the role that 
individual and community worldviews and commitments to justice have in defining 
appropnate state and federal regulatory action, with particular attention to the 
Catholic worldv1ew and Catholic Soc1al Thought. Areas of study include anti-trust, 
consumer protection, employment law, and environmental law. Prerequisite(s): EC 
200 or EC 320. Cross listing: BA 484, EC 484, and CAS 460G. 
P J 485. CIVIC JOURNALISM (3). Explores theories, examples, and tools of mvesbga-
tive, civic journalism. Develops investigative projects that explore public policy and 
soc1al JUStice issues, for on-line, broadcasVcable and video documentary media 
Cross listmg: COM 485W and ENVS 485. 
PJ 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PEACE AND JUSTICE (3). Offers independent 
exploration of areas of interest beyond the current curriculum. 
PJ 495E-W. SELECTED TOPICS IN PEACE AND JUSTICE (3). Offers an opportumty to 
explore special topics such as nonviolent soc1al change, regional conflicts, interna-
tional v1olence and terronsm, and conflict resolution and management. 
Prerequisite(s): Completion of Religious Studies Core or perm1ssion of instructor. 
PJ 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN PEACE AND JUSTICE (3). Provides an intensive work 
experience appropriate to concerns for peace and justice. Prerequisite(s): PJ 400 and 
approval of program director required 
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PHILOSOPHY 
Dr. Ted Zenzinger, Associate Professor, Chairperson 
Dr. Ronald DiSanto, Professor 
Dr. Stephen Doty, Professor 
Dr. Karen Adkins, Assoc1ate Professor 
Dr. Thomas Duggan, Associate Professor 
Dr. Abigail Gosselm, Assistant Professor 
COURSE OFFERINGS 
The Department offers courses at the 200, 300 and 400 levels. 
200-level courses: Each of these courses allows students to 
enter into the rich, millennia old, philosophical conversation. 
As participants in this ongoing conversation, students will 
learn to question and develop their beliefs about the central 
issues of life, to clarify and modify their pre-suppositions, to 
grow in critical thinking, and to expenence an mtellectual 
conversion to responsible and reflective thinking. These goals 
will be accomplished through a close and careful study of 
original and secondary sources, Socratic class discussions, 
and writing assignments that stress critical evaluation of 
arguments as well as the development of arguments to sup-
port the student's own position. 
300-level courses: Each of theses courses continues the 
philosophical conversation and skills development begun in 
the Philosophy 200-level courses. Our 300-level courses offer 
students a chance to focus more closely on a particular 
aspect of philosophy and are designed primarily for students 
who are completing their Philosophy Core requirement. 
400-level courses: Each of these courses is designed primarily 
for Philosophy majors and minors, for students in the Honors 
Program, for students seeking an academic challenge, or for 
those who have strong interest in the topic of the course. Our 
400-level courses work with challenging texts and concepts, 
introduce students to philosophical research, and require the 
complet1on of more extended writing assignments. 
PHILOSOPHY MAJOR 24 SH 
Upper D1v1sion ReqUirements 24 SH 
Twenty-four upper diVISion semester hours of Philosophy courses beyond the 
Core Studies reqUirement, which must include: 
One course on the history of philosophy selected from the following: 
PL 404---tlasslcal Greek Philosophy 
PL 406-Later Classical Philosophy . 
PL 411-Medieval Philosophy 
PL 417-The Emergence of Modernity 








One course on the history of philosophy selected from the following: 
PL 419- 19th Century Philosophy 3 SH 
PL 427- 20th Century Philosophy: The Unguistic Tradition 3 SH 
PL 428 20th Century Philosophy: The Phenomenological Trad1tion 3 SH 
PL 429-20th Century Philosophy: The Pragmatist Tradition 3 SH 
One course on a major branch or figure selected from the following, 
PL 440E-W-Selected Top1cs m Metaphysics 3 SH 
PL 441-Theory of Knowledge 3 SH 
PL 442-Philosophy of Science 3 SH 
PL 445- Philosophy of Art 3 SH 
PL 448E-W-Speclal Top1cs m Ethics 3 SH 
PL 450-Political Philosophy 3 SH 
PL 470-FemmJst Theory 3 SH 
PL 491 E-W-Selected Thinkers in Philosophy 3 SH 
PL 492E-W-Selected Themes in Philosophy 3 SH 
Four 400-level Philosophy courses chosen in consultation with 
the academic advisor. 12 SH 
PL 499-Senior Capstone 3 SH 
PHILOSOPHY MINOR 12 SH 
Twelve upper d1v1sion semester hours of Philosophy courses beyond the Core 
Studies reqUirement selected with the approval of the major advisor 
Pl253. PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES (3). An mtroductory course m philosophy that 
acquaints students to some of the key quest1ons, branches, and figures that make up, 
historically, the philosophical map and mvites students to begm or continue a philo 
sophical journey of their own. 
PL 254. PHILOSOPHY OF THE PERSON (3). An introductory course in philosophy 
that examines the discipline by seekmg to understand human persons and the1r role 
in the world. Diverse methods and thinkers will be covered, addressing such ques-
tions as What IS human nature? What are human values? What is the good life for 
human beings and how should we relate to one another in society? Is there a limit to 
human knowledge? Is there a God? 
PL 256. STYLES OF PHILOSOPHICAL THINKING (3). An mtroductory course m phi-
losophy that focuses on the question of how different styles of writing influence philo-
sophical issues and questions, especially views of truth and reality. Among the genres 
of writing to be examined are allegory, drama, dialogue, med1tat10n, aphorism, poetry. 
essay, and critical commentary. 
PL 258. PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE (3). An introductory course m philosophy that 
exammes philosophy as a distinctive culture of rts own that is embedded in a larger sur-
rounding culture. Investigates the dialogue between these two cultures and the issues of 
immanence and transcendence that emerge from the mutual contestation of moral, reli-
gious, political, ontological, psychological, and aesthetic views advanced by each culture. 
PL 313. PHILOSOPHY AND THEOLOGY OF LOVE (3). Examines how philosophical 
and relig~ous traditions have understood the nature of love. Emphasizes philosophical 
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and religious outlooks and values. Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course 
or one 200-level ReligiOus Studies course. Cross listing: RC 313. 
PL315E-W. PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION (3). Surveys philosophical discussions of 
religion from both a class1cal and contemporary perspective. Prerequisite(s): One 
200-level Philosophy course or RS 200. Cross lls!Jng: RC 315E-W. 
PL356. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY (3). A general survey of the h1story of Western 
philosophy as it has developed over the past 2500 years. Prerequisite(s): One 200-
level Philosophy course. 
PL360. ETHICS (3). Questions the foundation of ethical judgment Examines key 
responses to this question and explores various issues (e.g. abortion, capital punish-
ment and the socioeconomic order). Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL365. PHILOSOPHY OF FILM (3). Examines the meaning and grammar of film, 
emphasizmg logical theories of meaning. Explores perspectives on the nature of the 
human person, images of society, reality, and transcendence present 10 film, and 
develops criteria for evaluating film-art PrereqUisite(s) One 200-level Philosophy 
course or one 200-level Religious Stud1es course .. 
PL366. PHILOSOPHICAL AND RELIGIOUS THEMES IN FILM (3). Integrates inter-
ests 10 grammar and meanmg of film with mqumes mto the "b1g ques!Jons" that are 
abiding concerns of philosophy and religion. Prerequislte(s): One 200-level Philosophy 
course or RS 200. Cross listing: RC 338. 
PL368E-W. PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIAL ISSUES (3). Emphasizes philosophical 
analysiS of contemporary soc1al1ssues. Includes war and morality, the nature of 
power and violence, philosophy and feminism, the soc1al construction of human per-
sons, etc. Prerequ1s1te(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL 370E-W. PHILOSOPHY IN liTERATURE (3). Explores the philosophical themes 
reflected 10 literature of specific national, ethnic or cultural groups. Prerequisite(s)· 
One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL373. PHILOSOPHY AND POPULAR CULTURE (3). Presents a philosophlcalmves-
tigation of popular culture, analyzing "worldv1ews" and evaluatmg assumpbons on 
which worldviews rest. Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL380. CRITICAL THINKING (3). Prov1des a basic logic course a1med at developing 
the capacity to thmk clearly and cn!Jcally; detecting and dealing with fallacious rea-
sonmg, unclear or misleading language, and manipulallve techniques in various forms 
of human communica!Jon. PrerequisJte(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL 382. LOGIC AND INTUITION (3). Explores and compares the nature and worth of 
log1cal and IntUitional modes of thmking, and their relationship to life problems. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL 390. ASIAN PHILOSOPHIES AND RELIGIONS (3). Explores major religious tradi-
tions of Asia, including Hinduism, Buddhism, Confuciamsm, and Tao1sm, emphas1zmg 
understanding the world, the human and the Transcendent. PrereqUisite(s): One 200-
level Philosophy course or RS 200. Cross listing: RC 351. 
PL 404. CLASSICAL GREEK PHILOSOPHY (3). Examines the origins of Western philo-
sophical thinking in classical Greece. Traces the begmnings of metaphysical specula-
tion and ethical reflection from the pre-Socrates to Plato and Aristotle. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
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PL 406. LATER CLASSICAL PHILOSOPHY (3). Explores the movements of philosophy 
in the post-class1cal Greek and Roman periods with special emphasis on Stoicism, 
Epicureamsm, and Nee-Platonism. Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL411. MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY (3). Explores Western philosophy from Augustine to 
the later Middle Ages. Prerequislte(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL 415. THE KANTIAN TRADITION (3). 1s reality the fixed star around which knowl-
edge turns or is knowledge the fixed star around wh1ch reality turns? Studies how the 
latter view, espoused by Immanuel Kant and those 10 h1s tradi!Jon, IS sometimes spo-
ken of as a "Copernican revolution" in philosophy. Explores Kant's philosophy and the 
"revolution" it spearheaded. PrereqUisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL 417. THE EMERGENCE OF MODERNITY (3). Exammes the significance and Impli-
cations of the modern intellectual revolubon 10 17th century philosophical and scien-
!Jfic thought. Among the thinkers to be discussed may be Descartes, Galilee, Hobbes, 
Locke, and Newton. Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course 
PL 418. THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT (3). Explores the development 
of modern philosophy in the 18th century, often referred to as the period of 
Enlightenment, w1th special emphasis on the epistemological controversies of the 
period. Among thinkers to be discussed may be Hume, Rousseau, and Kant. 
Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course 
PL 419. 19TH CENTURY PHILOSOPHY (3). To what extent is reality, and hence our 
knowledge of reality, historical? Does history 1tself have an overall meamng? Explores 
these questions and others, in term of developments in philosophy dunng the 19th 
century, discussing Hegel, Marx, Kierkegaard, and Nietzsche. Prerequisite(s): One 
200-level Philosophy course. 
PL 420. CONTEMPORARY CURRENTS (3). Summarizes key schools and movements 
on the contemporary philosophical scene. Emphasizes process philosophy, analytic 
movement, Marx1sm, transcendental Thomism, phenomenology, and existentialism. 
Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL 427. 20TH CENTURY PHILOSOPH¥. THE LINGUISTIC TRADITION (3). Traces the 
evolutiOn of Anglo-American in this period from logical positivism to linguistic analysis 
and more recent developments. Among the thinkers to be discussed may be Ayer, QUine, 
Wrttgenstem, Cavell, and Davidson Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL 428. 20TH CENTURY PHILOSOPHY: THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL TRADITION (3). 
Traces the evolution of Continental philosophy in th1s period from pure phenomenology 
to existential-phenomenology and more recent developments. Among the thinkers to 
be discussed may be Husser!, He1degger, Sartre, Camus, Foucault, and Derrida. 
Prerequ1s1te(sl: One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL 429. 20TH CENTURY PHILOSOPHY: THE PRAGMATIST TRADITION (3). Traces the 
evolu!Jon of Pragma!Jsm in this period from its origms in the writings of Peirce, 
James, and Dewey to its more recent renaissance in the writings of Rorty and others. 
Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL 430. THE DISCOURSE OF NON-VIOLENCE (3). The justification of v1olence on the 
grounds of its necessity, legitimacy, usefulness, and moral character is contrasted with 
the alternative's discourse of non-violence and its grounds of justification. The role each 
form of discourse plays in a theory of justice gets off1cial attenllon. PrereqUisite(s): One 
200-level Philosophy course or permiSSion of mstructor. Cross listing: PJ 430. 
PL435E-W. THEMES IN ASIAN PHILOSOPHIES AND RELIGIONS (3). Studies Asian 
rellg1ous traditions and attitudes, anc1ent and sacred scriptures, key historic figures, 
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and contemporary issues. May cover the traditions of Buddh1sm, HmdUJsm, 
Confucianism, and Tao1sm m more depth PrereqUJsite(s) One 200-level Philosophy 
course or completion of Religious Studies Core. Cross listing: RC 451E-W. 
PL440E-W. SELECTED TOPICS IN METAPHYSICS (3). An m-depth study of a meta-
physical topic(s) such as the nature of reality, the make-up of human beings (mind-
body problem), notions of truth, the expenence of God, etc. or of a prominent meta-
physical thinker(s). Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course 
PL441. THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE (3). How does human knowing occur? What is the 
meaning of "meaning"? What is reqUired for validation? What are the relationships 
among language, thought and reality? Deals w1th these questions m such a way as 
both to provide an h1stoncal perspective and to elicit a personal stand. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): One 200-level Philosophy course 
PL442. PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE (3). Stud1es origins, nature, and development of 
scientific knowledge. Includes scientific method and the status of scientific conclu-
Sion. Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL445. PHILOSOPHY OF ART (3). Offers a philosophical attempt to order the good 
and the beautiful, the relalion of the beautiful to the artistic and the scientific, and 
the growth of human, moral good Prerequisite(s)· One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL447. HEALTH CARE ETHICS (3). Explores ethical1ssues in the field of health care, 
mcludmg euthanas1a, the use of scarce resources, provider-client responsibilities, 
and fetal research. Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course or equivalent, or 
permission of instructor. 
PL448E-W. SPECIAL TOPICS IN ETHICS (3). Offers an in-depth study of a particular 
eth1cal thmker(s) both class1cal (e.g., Anstotle or Hume or Kant) and contemporary 
(e.g., Macintyre or Nussbaum or Murdoch) or of a particular moral problem e.g., capi-
tal punishment, just war theory, soc1al jJstice). PrereqUJsite(s): One 200-level 
Philosophy course. 
PL449E. DEATH AND DYING (3). Focuses on historical and contemporary attitudes 
toward death and dymg. D1scusses the mpact of major world religions and the1r 
social significance. Top1cs include suicide, euthanasia, hosp1ce care, and soc1al and 
rehg~ous atlitudes. PrereqUJsite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course or RS 200. Cross 
listing RC 400G. 
PL450. POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (3). Explores basic issues in political philosophy 
such as the relation of individual and society, freedom and authority and JUStice and 
equality. Cons1ders the wntings of political thmkers from Plato to Rawls. 
Prerequisite(s). One 200-level Philosophy course or perm1ssion of instructor. Cross 
hstmg: PJ 450. 
PL452. PHILOSOPHY OF LAW (3). Explores various 1ssues m the philosophy of law, 
such as the relation of law to morality, the relation of natural law to morality, the 
question of natural law, and the nature and purpose of human law. Prerequisite(s): 
One 200-level Philosophy course. Cross listing: CR 456. 
PL465. PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION (3). Focuses on severalmterrelated questions: 
What IS the proper role of education in society? What is the relationship between edu-
cation and oppressiOn, and between education and liberation? How are dominant 
moral and political ideologies inculcated m the classroom? What is the nature of 
knowledge? How is 1t acquired? How best is 11 shared with others? Prerequisite(s): 
One 200-level Philosophy course. 
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PL470. FEMINIST THEORY (3). Focuses on the stnkmg emergence of feminist phi-
losophy m the last half of the twent1eth century Stud1es the development of this 
movement, its impact on philosophy, and the changes tt portends for future philoso-
phizmg. Emphasis may be on different approaches wit1 feminist thinking (e g., Anglo-
American vs. French feminist writers) or on specific 1ssues m femmist thought 
PrerequiSIIe(s): One 200-level Philosophy course or WS 300. Cross listing WS 470 
PL484. ALIENATION (3). Compares vanous sociological and philosophical concepts 
of alienation and their implications for social theory and practice. Prerequisite(s): One 
200-level Philosophy course. 
PL485E-W. THEMES IN RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY (3). Examines aspects of 
philosophical thmking about relig10n. Includes philosophy of God, belief and unbelief 
and phenomenological approaches to religion. Prerequis1te(s) One 200-level 
Philosophy course or completion of Religious Stud1es Core. Cross listing: RC 412E-W. 
PL490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PHILOSOPHY (1-3). Prov1des an opportumty 
for mdependent study 1n an area of phllosoph1cal mterest. PrerequiSite(s): One 200-
level Philosophy course and approval of department cha1r. 
PL 491E-W. SELECTED THINKERS IN PHILOSOPHY (3). Explores selected thinkers 
from ancient, medieval, modern, or contemporary pef!ods of philosophy. 
Prereqwsite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
Pl 492E-W. SELECTED THEMES IN PHILOSOPHY (3). Offers an opportunity to 
explore special topics such as war and peace, human sexuality, creative imagination, 
technological culture based on historical, literary, religious, and philosophical con-
texts. Prereqwsite(s): One 200-level Philosophy course. 
PL 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN PHILOSOPHY (3). Offers an opportumty to explore phi-
losophy in its practical application to the various workmg areas or contemporary life 
and to reflect critically and constructively on the expenence. Prerequisite(s): One 
200-level Philosophy course and approval of department chair and director of 
Experiential Education. 
PL 499. SENIOR CAPSTONE (3). Critically examines 1ssues that are determined to be 
most s1gnif1cant in the course of the major's philosophy program. Students may 
choose either a research track or a track leading to a comprehensive examination. 
Prerequisite(s): Philosophy majors and minors only. NOTE: To be taken at the end of a 
student's participation m the program. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Ms. Nan Williams, Program Director 
A major in Physical Education is available only through the 
Thematic Major Program. 
DEPARTMENTAL REGULATIONS 
Independent Studies and Internships are given only to students 
with previous 400-level course work in the department and who 
plan to minor in one of the minor areas listed. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION MINOR 15 SH 
Prerequislfe 3 SH 
PE 333-First Aid Emergency Response 3 SH 
Upper Divis1on Reqwrements 12 SH 
Twelve upper division semester hours of Physical Education courses. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION COACHING MINOR 18 SH 
Prerequtstfe 3 SH 
PE 333-First Aid Emergency Response 3 SH 
Upper Divtsion Requirements 15 SH 
PE 413-Pnnciples of Exercise Performance and Sport Nutrition 3 SH 
PE 42)-.Pnnciples of Coaching 3 SH 
PE 426-Care and Prevention of Athletic Injuries 3 SH 
PE 437-Sport Ethics 3 SH 
PE 498G-Internship in Coaching 3 SH 
PE 210. WEIGHT TRAINING (1). Studies res1stive exercise emphasizing 10div1dual 
programs from beginning through advanced levels. Offers instruction 10 the use of 
free weights and machines, different types of resistive exercises. correct technique 
for exercises and safety procedures in the weight room. Includes flexibility, anaerobic 
and aerob1c exercises. and their importance in relation to resistive tra1010g. 
PE 217. ROCK CLIMBING I (1). Introduces basic techniques and safety skills 
reqUired for mountain climbing. Includes on-campus instruction and condition10g fol-
lowed by four, off-campus rock climbing experiences. Fee required. NOTE: 35 total 
contact hours excluding travel required. 
PE 220. ICE CLIMBING (1). Introduces basic techniques and safety skills for 1ce 
climb10g. Includes two on campus meetings with instruction followed by three off 
campus ice climbing experiences. Fee required. NOTE: Travel required. 
PE 223. GOLF I (1). Introduces basic swing, approach shots and putting for the 
novice or non-skilled go~er. Teaches rules, etiquette and course play followed by 
application of knowledge and skill through play at a local golf course. NOTE: Two 50-
minute weekly contacts required. 
PE 237. ROCK CLIMBING II (1). Provides advanced expenence 10 rock climb10g tech-
niques. Emphasizes the safety aspects of the sport Taught concurrently wrth PE 217. Fee 
required. Prerequisite(s): PE 217. NOTE· 35 total contact hours exclud10g travel reqUired. 
PE 315. BASIC BACKPACKING TECHNIQUES (2). Introduces the sport of backpack-
ing. Emphasizes topographic map read•ng. compass route finding, mounta10 survival 
skills, accident and illness prevent1on, search and rescue techmques, food selection 
and preparation, clothing and equipment, individual and group backpacking skills. 
NOTE Two 50-minute lectures weekly, plus two all day hiking experiences required 
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PE 325. NUTRITION: CONCEPTS AND CONTROVERSIES (2). Examines the pnnciples 
beh10d good nutnt1onal choices. Includes the interaction of energy nutrients, v1tam10s, 
and mmerals with the body's process, and the impact of harmful substances on 
these processes and we1ght control issues. 
PE 333. FIRST AID EMERGENCY RESPONSE (3). Consists of recognizing and caring 
for v1ctims of any age. Situations, wh1ch include breath10g, choking, and cardiac 
emergencies, are examined. Stud1es the care of IOjJries such as cuts, burns, spra10s, 
fractures, and sudden illnesses. Certification in First Aid, Adult. Child, and Infant CPR 
are offered. Fee reqUired. 
PE 401. WOMEN'S HEALTH ISSUES (3). Focuses on the maintenance and promoUon 
of women's health across the full spectrum of women's Jives. Topics explore physio-
logical, psychological, cultural, economic, sociolog cal, and spiritual factors that influ-
ence women's health over the life span. Cross listing: HSC 401 and WS 401. NOTE: 
For non-Nurs10g majors. 
' PE 413. PRINCIPLES OF EXERCISE PERFORMANCE AND SPORT NUTRITION (3). 
Des1gned for students 10terested in apply1ng fitness principles into their daily lives. 
Offers the latest findings 10 exercise physiology and sport medicine, along with tools 
for se~-assessment and guidelines for improving fitness levels. 
PE 418. WELLNESS: A PERSONAL COMMITMENT (3). Studies the concepts of physi-
cal, soc1al, emotional, mtellectual, and spiritual wellness, developing an informaUon 
base from which to make effective decisions. Prerequisite(s): Junior standing. Cross 
listing: ED 418. 
PE 420. OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL LEADERSHIP (3). Includes instruction and pracllce 
of outdoor recreational and survival skills for the outdoor recreaUon enthusiast Examines 
recreaUonal facilities m terms of programming, management, and supervision. 
PE 425. PRINCIPLES OF COACHING (3). Develops basic principles and philosophies 
of coaching, which can be applied to all sports. Includes psychology of coachmg. pnn-
ciples of conditioning, techniques for training. applied theory and practice. 
PE 426. CARE AND PREVENTION OF ATHLETIC INJURIES (3).1ncludes anatomical analy-
SIS of the human body and the potential fOI' athletic inJUIY Includes diagnosing IOJUnes, pre-
vention and preseason and in-season training techniques, treatment and rehabilitation 
processes NOTE: Students may be responsible for additional course supplies 
PE 437. SPORT ETHICS (3). Challenges students to examine ethical issues in sport 
Provides a historical and sociological perspecUve on the issues facing youth in inter-
scholastic, mtercollegiate, Olympic, and professional sports. 
PE 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (1-3). Provides an 
opportunity for independent explorations of areas of interest. PrereqUisite(s): Approval 
of department chair 
PE 495E-W. SEMINAR IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (1-3). Offers semmars on current 
topics 10 areas of physical educatiOn. 
PE 496E-W. SEMINAR IN RECREATION (1-3). Offers seminars on current topics in 
areas of recreation 
PE 497E-W. SEMINAR IN COACHING (1-3). Offers seminars on current topics 10 
areas of coaching. 
PE 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3). Provides an opportunity for 
an internship in physical education under the superv1s1on of a department member. 
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PrereqUisite(s): Approval of department cha1r and director of Experiential Education. 
NOTE: Internships may be taken in physical education (E), recreation (F), coach10g 
(G), athletic training (H) and outdoor education (1). 
************************* 
PHYSICS 
Dr. Norbert Roughton, Professor, Chairperson 
A major in Physics is available only through the Thematic Major 
Program. 
PHYSICS MINOR 12 SH 
Upper DIVISIOn Reqwrements 12 SH 
Twelve upper division semester hours of Physics courses selected w1th 
approval of the maJor adVIsor 
PH 202A. GENERAL PHYSICS WITH TRIGONOMETRY I (3). lecture and experimental 
demonstrations in mechanics, sound, light, heat, magnetism, electricity, and intro-
ductory modern physics. Co-requisite· PH 205A. Prerequisite(s): MT 231 or eqwva-
lent NOTE: Three hours lecture, one-hour recitation each week. 
PH 202B. GENERAL PHYSICS WITH TRIGONOMETRY II (3). A cont10uation of PH 
202A. Co-requisite: PH 2058. Prerequisite(s)· PH 202A. 
PH 204A. GENERAL PHYSICS WITH CALCULUS I (3). Explores fundamental principles 
of mechanics, heat, sound, light, electricity, magnetism, and introductOty modern 
physics Co-requisite: PH 205A. Prereqwsite(s): MT 360A or permission of instructor. 
NOTE: Recommended for beginmng phys1cs majors, premedical students, and engmeers. 
PH 204B. GENERAL PHYSICS WITH CALCULUS II (3). A continuation of PH 204A. 
Co-requisite: PH 2058. Prerequisite(s): PH 204A. 
PH 205A. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY I (1). Complements PH 202A or PH 
204A. Co-requisite: PH 202A or PH 204A. NOTE: One three-hour laboratory each 
week required. Laboratory fee required. 
PH 205B. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY II (1). Complements PH 2028 or PH 
2048. Co-requisite: PH 2028 or PH 2048. NOTE: One three-hour laboratory each 
week required. Laboratory fee requ1red. 
PH 310. BASIC ELECTRONICS (3). Prov1des a basic understanding of electromc deVIces 
and circuits. Includes DC and AC circuit ana~sis, the physics of vacuum tubes and 
semiconductor devices, rectifier and amplifier c1rcurts, oscillators and analog measure-
ments. Co·requisite: PH 311. NOTE: Recommended for undergraduate science majors. 
PH 311. BASIC ELECTRONICS LABORATORY (1). Compliments PH 310. Studies cir-
cuits and dev1ces discussed in PH 310 expenmentally Co-requisite: PH 310. NOTE: 
One three-hour laboratory each week required. Laboratory fee required. 
PH 410. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM (3). Studies Coulombs law through the elec-
tromagnetic field of moving charge. Develops electrostalic fields in vacuum and in 
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dielectrics, magnelic fields associated w1th constant and variable currents in vacuum 
and in magnetic materials, Maxwell's synthesis, and the propagalion of electromagnet-
IC waves 10 vacuum, in dielectrics and 10 good conductors. Prerequisite(s) PH 204A. 
PH 450. MODERN PHYSICS I (3). Introduces spec1al relativity, wave-particle duality, 
Bohr Theory of atomic structure, wave mechanics, many-electron atoms and the peri-
odic table of the elements, characteristic x-ray spectra, and molecular and solid-state 
physics. Prerequ1s1te(s): PH 204A. 
PH 455. MODERN PHYSICS II (3). Studies aspects of the atom1c nucleus, 10cludmg 
the basic propert1es of stable nuclei and nuclear models, the deuteron, nuclear disin-
tegration studies, nuclear reactions and energy, radiation measurement techniques 
and a brief introduction to elementary particles. Prerequisite(s): PH 204A. 
PH 460. INTRODUCTION TO QUANTUM MECHANICS (3). Focuses on the formulation 
of quantum mechanics. Introduces the dual nature of matter and radiation, formalism 
of quantum mechanics including state functions in momentum and configuralion 
space, expectation values, commutation relations and the Heisenberg indeterminism. 
perturbation theory, and the angular momentum and spin operators. Applies theory to 
one-particle and n-parlicle systems. Prerequisite(s): PH 204A. 
PH 470. INTRODUCTION TO ASTROPHYSICS (3). Reviews the observational bases of 
astrophysics, radiative properties of stars. stellar spectra, binary and variable stars, 
stellar interiors and evolution, and galaxies and cosmology. Includes observational 
work. Prerequ1s1te(s): PH 204A. NOTE: Recommended as a phys1cs elective or follow-
ing completion of general physics and calculus. 
PH 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PHYSICS (1-4). Offers an opportumty for 
advanced independent research. Prerequisite(s): Approval of department chair. 
************************* 
PRE-HEALTH SCIENCES 
Dr. Joan Betz, Advisor 
Health-science graduate programs such as medical, dental, and 
physical therapy schools select students after considering evidence 
of intellectual ability, motivation, an understanding of the nature of 
health professions, and past academic and personal achievement. 
Students should be prepared to answer the question "Why do you 
want to become a health care professional?" Toward that end, stu-
dents are encouraged to gain expenence in health-related service 
areas, including volunteer or internship opportunities. One aspect 
of achievement is the success of a student's curriculum, which 
should include a substantial amount of modern science. There are 
no official pre-health majors such as pre-medical, pre-dental, or 
pre-physical therapy majors; rather any major can be suitable, pro-
vided students satisfy the minimum course requirements for post-
graduate work. Many applicants major in Biology or Chemistry. 
Standardized aptitude/achievement tests (MCAT, DAT, GRE) are 
given substantial weight by health-science graduate programs in 
the admissions process. A general background in the fundamen-
tals of modern science is required for good performance on most 
of these tests. Therefore, any curriculum undertaken by a pre-
health science student should include many science courses. 
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Because health science professions involve far more than basic 
science, students should demonstrate evidence of personal devel-
opment, maturity, and experience For further information and 
suggestions students should consult the pre-health sciences advi-
sor and the pre-medical/health web page on the Reg1s University 
website. Students may wish to participate in activities of Alpha 
Epsilon Delta, the Health Pre-professional Honors Society. 
Pre-health science students typically take Biology (BL 260/261; BL 
262/263) and Chemistry courses (CH 210/211; CH 230/231) 
freshman year, often with mathematics. The prerequisite require-
ments for programs vary both among disciplines and among schools 
within disciplines. The course prerequisites listed below are approxi-
mate and designed for students planning to apply to multiple 
schools. There are health science professions in addition to those 
listed. Students should consult individual graduate programs for spe-
cific prerequisite requirements and additional recommended courses. 
Pre-Dental. Pre-Medical, and Pre Veterin2ry Typical Prerequisites 
BL 260-Principles of Biology: Molecular and Cellular 
BL 261-Molecular and Cellular Biology laboratory 
BL 262-Principles of Biology; Organismic 
BL 263-0rganismic Biology Lal>oratory 
CCS 200-Freshman Writing Seminar 
CH 210-Princlples of Chem1stry I 
CH 211-Principles of Chemistry Laboratory I 
CH 230-Principles of Chemistry II 
CH 231-Principles of C~emistry Laboratory II 
CH 250-Qrganic Chemistry I 
CH 251-0rgamc Chemistry Laboratory 1 
CH 350--0rganic Chemistry II 
CH 351-0rganic Chemistry Laboratory II 
EN 21 0-lntroduction to Poetry/Fiction/Drama 
English Literature Elective 
Two courses in Mathematics 
One of the following options in Phys1cs: 
PH 202A-General Physics with Trigonometry I 
PH 205A-General Physics Laboratory I 
PH 202B-General Physics with Trigonometry II 
PH 2058-General Physics Laboratory II 
PH 204A-General Physics w1th Calculus I 
PH 205A -ten era I Physics Laboratory I 
PH 2048-General Physics with Calculus II 
PH 2058-General Physics Laboratory II 
Pre-Phystcian Asststant Typtcal Prerequisttes 
BL 260-Principles of Biology: Molecular and Cellular 
BL 261-Molecular and Cellular Biology Laboratory 
BL 262-Principles of Biology: Organismic 
BL 263-0rgamsmic Biology Laboratory 
BL 406--Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy 
BL 407-Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy Laboratory 
BL 414--Principles of Genetics 
BL 418-Microbiology 






































CCS 200-Freshman Writmg Seminar 
CH 210-Princlples of Chemistry I 
CH 211-Principles of Chem1stry Laboratory I 
CH 230-Pnnciples of Chem1stry II 
CH 231-Principles of Chemistry laboratory II 
EN 210-lntroduction to Poetry/Fiction/Drama 
Engf1sh Literature Elective 
Two courses in Mathematics 
Pre-Phystcal Therapy Typtcal Prerequisites 
BL 244-Human Anatomy and Physiology: Movement and Integration 
BL 245--Human Anatomy and Physiology: Movement and 
Integration Laboratory 
Bl24&-Human Anatomy and Physiology· Regulatory Systems 
BL 247-Human Anatomy and Physiology Regulatory Systems 
Laboratory 
BL 260-Principles of Biology Molecular and Cellular* 
BL 261-Molecular and Cellular Biology Laboratory* 
BL 262-Principles of Biology: Orgamsmic* 
BL 263-0rganismic Biology Laboratory* 
CCS 200-Freshman Writing Seminar 
CH 210- Principles of Chemistry I 
CH 211-Princlples of Chemistry Laboratory I 
CH 230-Principles of Chemistry II 
CH 231 Pnnc1ples of Chemistry Laboratory II 
EXS 424-Biomechanics of Exercise* 
MT 272-Statistics for the Life Sciences 
MT 360A-Calculus I* 
PY 250-General Psychology 
One or more of the following courses in Psychology: 
PY 459-0evelopmental Psychology: Child 
PY 460-Qevelopmental Psychology· Adolescence 
PY 461-0evelopmental Psychology: Adulthood and Aging 
PY 471-Abnormal Psychology 
One of the following options in Physics: 
PH 202A-General Physics with Trigonometry I 
PH 205A-General Physics Laboratory I 
PH 2028-General Physics with Trigonometry II 
PH 2058-General Phys1cs Laboratory II 
PH 204A-General PhySICS with Calculus I 
PH 205A-General Physics Laboratory I 
PH 2048-General Physics with Calculus II 








































* lnd1cates a course reqUired by many Phys1cal Therapy programs but not 
required for entry into the Regis Umversity Doctor of Physical Therapy program. 
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PSYCHOLOGY 
Dr. Rona McCall, Associate Professor, Chairperson 
Dr. Gary Guyot, Professor 
Rev. Charles Shelton, S.J., Professor 
Dr. Jose LaFosse, Associate Professor 
Dr. Mark Basham, Assistant Professor 
The curriculum of the Psychology major is designed to provide a 
working knowledge of factual and current theoretical information in 
the field. Content is balanced with the development of critical think-
ing, problem-solving skills, and an appreciation of cultural diversity. 
The application of psychological principles is strongly encouraged 
through service learning, Internship, and research opportunities. 
The department offers a Bachelor of Science degree in Psychology. 
The degree requirements are designed with the latitude to prepare 
students interested in: 
Pursuing graduate work in Psychology. 
Embarking on a career in Psychology or related area where a 
combination of analytic and human skills is applicable. 
A liberal arts education in which Psychology 1s a related and 
relevant major. 
Students should work closely with their major advisor to plan a 
program of study commensurate with their educational and voca-
tional goals. Students may obtain a copy of the Student Advising 
Handbook from their Psychology major adv1sor or any Psychology 
faculty member. 
DEPARTMENTAL REGULATIONS 
The major requires a minimum of 43 semester hours, of wh1ch a 
minimum of 21 semester hours must be taken from the Requ1red 
Breadth Courses (see Required Breadth Courses for all majors 
below). With the approval of the Department, 300-level courses 
may be used in meeting major or minor requirements. 
The Department requires that four upper division Psychology 
courses plus PY 493-Senior Capstone (minimum 14 semester 
hours) be taken at Regis College to receive a degree with a major 
in Psychology. 
The minimum passing grade for any course taken towards satisfy-
ing the Psychology major or minor is a "C-". This standard applies 
to all lower and upper division Psychology courses and all other 
courses required for the major or minor. 
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR 
Lower and Upper Otvtston Reqwrements 
MT 272-Stallstics for the life Sciences (also meets the 
Mathematics Core Studies requirement) 
NS 260-lntroductiOn to Bram and Behavior* 
NS 261-lntroduction to Bram and Behavior Laboratory* 









PY 381-Leammg and Memory 3 SH 
PY 382-Leaming and Memory Laboratory 2 SH 
PY 419-Experimental Psychology 3 SH 
PY 420-Experimental Psychology Laboratory 2 SH 
PY 493-Semor Capstone 2 SH 
* The Required Neuroscience with Laboratory course is in addition to the 
Natural Science with Laboratory course required for the Core. 
Reqwred Breadth Courses 
In addnion to courses listed above, a mimmum of 21 upper division semester 
hours of Psychology courses must be taken. To complete this requirement, one 
course, but no more than two must be taken from each of the Groups A through 
D. The major advisor should be consulted about the best combination of courses 
to take from each group based on the student's educational and career goals. 
Group A - Lifespan Development 
PY 459-Developmental Psychology: Child 
PY 460-Developmental Psychology: Adolescence 
PY 461-Developmental Psychology: Adulthood and Aging 
Group 8 - Cognitive/Biologtcal Processes 
PY 454-Cognitive Psychology 
PY 482-Sensation and Perception 
PY 485-Functional Neurophysiology and Neuroanatomy 
and 
PY 486-Neurophysiology and Neuroanatomy Laboratory 
PY 487 -Neuropsychology 
and 
PY 488-Neuropsychology Laboratory 
Group C - lndtvtdual Otfferences/Social Processes 
PY 441-Social Psychology 
PY 452-Psychological Testing and Assessment 
PY 470-Psychology of Personality 
PY 471-Abnormal Psychology 
Group 0 - Applted Psychology 
PY 410-Neurological Disorders 
PY 445-Small Group Communication 
PY 450-Psychology of Women 
PY 453-Ciinical and Counseling Psychology 
PY 462-Behavioral and Stress Management 
PY 466-Psychopharmacology 
PY 484-Psychology and the Law 
Other Psychology Courses 
PY 370-lntermediate Statistics (recommended for graduate school) 
PY 401-Advanced Neuroscience Methods 
PY 490E-W-Independent Study in Psychology * 
PY 491 E -W-Research in Psychology * 
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PY 498E-W-Internship in Psychology 3 SH 
*No more than 3 SH of PY 490E-W or PY 491E-W can count towards the 
completion of the major. 
HONORS-IN-PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR 
In addition to the major requirements listed prevrously, students who complete 
the following requirements may graduate with a Honors-m-Psychology major: 
PY 47 4 -Senior Thesis 
PY 491E-W- Research in Psychology 
3 SH 
3 SH 
Maintenance of an overall grade pomt average 3.000 and a grade poml aver-
age of 3.250 in psychology. 
Completron of three semester hours of PY 491E-W- Research in Psychology. 
A research project must be proposed to and approved by a faculty committee 
in preparation for PY 474-Semor Thesis. 
Completion of PY 474-Semor Thesis. This represents completion of the research 
project proposed in PY 491E-W Research in Psychology. The Thesrs must con-
form to APA guidelines and be approved by the faculty thesrs committee 
An oral defense of the thesis before a panel of faculty mcluding the faculty committee. 
Presentation of the research to a public forum such as a lecture or professional meeting. 
PSYCHOLOGY MINOR 15 SH 
PrereqUISite 
PY 250-General Psychology 3 SH 
Upper DIVISIOn Requirements 12 SH 
Twelve upper division semester hours of Psychology courses selected with the 
approval of the major advisor. 
PY 250. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Introduces the scrence of behavior and mental 
processes through a systematic study of representative areas of psychology 
PY 370. INTERMEDIATE STATISTICS (3). Revrews key toprcs from elementary slatis-
lrcs. Introduces technrques of stratified sampling and experimental design; one factor 
ANOVA, two factor ANOVA, mtroduction to n-factor ANOVA; selected multiple compari-
son tests; multiple correlation and regressron; the sign test; the Mann-Whitney U-Test; 
the runs test, and the Spearman correlation Prerequisite(s): BA 270 or MT 270 and 
BA 230 and MT 272 or permission of instructor. Cross listing: BA 370 and MT 370. 
PY 381. LEARNING AND MEMORY (3). Introduces basic concepts, methods, and 
results of experimental analysis of learning and memory in humans and nonhuman 
animals. Includes classical and operant conditiomng, discrimination learning process-
es underlying encoding. storage, and retrreval of mformation m memory, and other 
cognilrve processes. Co-requisite: PY 382. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. 
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PY 382. LEARNING AND MEMORY LABORATORY (2). Involves laboratory experiments 
with am mal and human subjects and the preparation of reports on these experrmenls 
Co-requisite: PY 381. laboratory fee requrred. 
PY 401. ADVANCED NEUROSCIENCE METHODS (1). Emphasizes current neuro-
scrence laboratory research techniques including recording cellular activity of nervous 
!Issue, drug effects, bram lesions, histology, microscopy, and behavioral tests for 
assessing brain-behavior functions in non-human nervous systems. Prerequisrle(s): 
NS 260 or permrssron of instructor. Cross listing: NS 401. Fee required. 
PY 410E-W. NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS (3). Applies a biopsychosocial approach to 
understanding brain-behavior relationshrps through the study of drseases of the nervous 
system. Prerequisite(s): NS 260, BL 260, and Bl262. Cross listing: NS 410E-W. NOTE: A 
background in neuroscrence or psychology, while helpful, rs not essenbal for thrs course. 
PY 419. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Considers methods and procedures of 
modern experimental psychology. Co-reqursrte: PY 420. Prereqursite(s): PY 250 and 
MT 270 or MT 272. 
PY 420. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY LABORATORY (2). Provides an opportunity for 
completion of mdividual projects related to appropriate experimental and statistical 
desrgn. Co-requisite: PY 419. laboralory fee required. NOTE: One three-hour laborato-
ry each week reqUired. 
PY 441. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Studies social behavior including the social self; 
attribution theory; altitude formation and change; attraction, love and intimacy; 
aggression and altruism; and conformity and obedience. Prerequisrte(s)· PY 250. 
PY 445. SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION (3). Provides a comprehensrve overvrew 
of psychological group theorres and empirical findings, emphasrzrng principles of 
group dynamics. Includes group projects and classroom simulations. Prerequisile(s): 
PY 250 or COM 380. Cross listing: COM 414. 
PY 450. PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN (3). Introduces rssues surrounding the psychology 
of women. The major domains of psychology used to address topics about women's 
behavioral and mental processes and how they are formed and altered by a woman's 
physical state, mental state, and external environment Prerequisite(s): PY 250 or WS 
300. Cross listing: WS 450. 
PY 452. PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING AND ASSESSMENT (3). Introduces psychological 
and educational concepts in testing. Includes reliability, validity, standardization, and 
administration. Emphasizes appropriate selection, use, and mterpretatron of tests. 
Prerequisite(s): PY 250. NOTE: MT 270 or MT 272 recommended, but not required. 
PY 453. CLINICAL AND COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY (3). Considers theory and appli-
cation of basrc therapeutic techniques to bnng about behavioral change. Covers 
selected theoretical vrewpornts and techmques. Prereqursite(s): PY 250. 
PY 454. COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY (3). Focuses on psychological processes such as 
attentron, memory, concept formation, problem solving, and language. Examines cur-
rent research data, theorres, and applications. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. 
PY 459. DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: CHILD (3). Studies biological, psychologi-
cal, and socral factors in human development from conception to puberty. 
Prerequisile(s): PY 250. 
PY 460. DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: ADOLESCENCE (3). Studies brological, 
psychologrcal, and social factors in human development durrng adolescence and 
young adulthood. Prerequisile(s): PY 250. 
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PY 461. DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY ADULTHOOD AND AGING (3). Studies bio-
logical, psychological, and soc1al factors 1n human development dunng adulthood and 
later years PrereqUtsite(s): PY 250. 
PY 462. BEHAVIORAL AND STRESS MANAGEMENT (3). Examines current techmques 
in the treatment of behaviOral and phys10log1cal problems. Includes stress manage-
ment, relaxation therapy, biofeedback, desensibzabon, assertiveness training, cogni-
tive therapies, modelmg and other behavioral management techmques. 
Prerequtsite(s) PY 250. 
PY 466. PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY (3). Examines relationships between brain functions 
and major psychoactive drugs, mcluding drugs used to treat psychological and neuro-
logical disorders. Includes an ana~sis of the cellular and physiOlogical effects of each 
drug on neuronal functioning as well as psychological function mg. Prerequisite(s): NS 
260 or BL 261 and BL 262 or permission of mstructor required Cross listing: NS 466. 
PY 470. PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONALITY (3). Studies theories of development and 
orgamzation of personality mcluding representative examples of classical and modem 
theones. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. 
PY 471. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Uses the b1opsychoso1cal model as the basis 
for explaining the cause, understandmg, and treatment of mental disorders. 
Emphasizes common disorders encountered in clinical practice and specific criterion 
necessary for making a diagnosis. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. 
PY 474. SENIOR THESIS (3). Students meet regularly w1th a thesis advisor to pre-
pare for the defense of a research project before a panel of faculty, to present the 
research in a public forum, and to submit a final thesis that conforms to APA gUide-
lines and IS approved by the faculty examination committee Prerequisite(s) PY 
490£-W and approval of department chair required. 
PY 482. SENSATION AND PERCEPTION (3). Introduces the phySIOlogical and psycho-
logical processes underlymg basic sensory and perceptual experience. Emphas1zes psy-
chophysical relationships established for the different sense modalities and theoretical 
interpretations of the sensory data. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. Cross listing: NS 482. 
PY 484. PSYCHOLOGY AND THE LAW (3). Provides a critical analysis of the law, focus-
mg on the cnmmal JUSbce system m our soc1ety. Emphas1zes the psycholog;cal, soc1al, 
and cultural factors that influence the criminal JUStice system, and the use of behaviOral 
science techniques. Prerequisite(s): PY 250 or SO 200. Cross listmg: CR 415. 
PY 485. FUNCTIONAL NEUROPHYSIOLOGY AND NEUROANATOMY (3). Explores the 
functional s1gn1ficance of neural physiology and connectivity, mcludmg effects related 
to neural development, how nerve cells communicate with one another, how patterns 
of neural mterconnections give rise to different perceptual, cognitive, and motor 
responses, and how neural communication is modrtied by expenence. Co-requisite: 
PY 486. Prerequisite(s): NS 260 and BL 260 and BL 262, or permission of mstructor 
Cross listing: NS 485 and BL 485. 
PY 486. NEUROPHYSIOLOGY AND NEUROANATOMY LABORATORY (1). Involves labo-
ratory expenments and computer simulations of neural functions as well as gross dis-
section. and h1stolog;cal study of Neuroanatomy. Co-requisite: PY 485. Cross listing: NS 
486 and BL 486. NOTE. One three-hour laboratory per week. Laboratory fee reqUired. 
PY 487. NEUROPSYCHOLOGY (3). Studies the physiological and neuropsychological 
correlates of behavior. These include but are not limited to neural systems regulating 
motivation, emotion, learmng, and the neuropsychological bases of cognitive process-
es. Physiological and psychological responses to brain InJUry are also exammed. Co-
reqUisite: PY 488 Prerequislte(s) NS 260. Cross listmg NS 487 
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PY 488. NEUROPSYCHOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Emphasizes current research tech-
mques and neuropsychological methods for assessing cognitive functions in humans, 
with an emphas1s on assessment of the neurobehavioral impact of cerebral les1ons. 
Co-requ1s1te: PY 487. Cross listing: NS 488. 
PY 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PSYCHOLOGY (1-3). Offers an opportumty for 
advanced study m psychology under the direction of a department faculty member. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): PY 250, permission of mstructor, Junior standing, and approval of 
department cha1r required 
PY 491E-W. RESEARCH IN PSYCHOLOGY {1-3). Offers an opportunity for collabora-
tive research in psychology under faculty direction. Requires oral or poster presenta-
tion. Prerequislte(s): PY 250. 
PY 493. SENIOR CAPSTONE (2). Provides the culmmating experience of the major, 
focusmg on integration and application of theory. Must be completed as graded course 
work at Regis University. Prerequisite(s): PY 250, Majors only and Semor standmg. 
PY 496E-W. SPECIAL TOPICS IN PSYCHOLOGY (3). Studies selected topics in psy-
chology through lecture presentation and research projects. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. 
PY 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN PSYCHOLOGY (3). Involves placement in a climcal or 
research agency for advanced psychology students. Prerequisite(s): Approval of 
department chair and director of Experiential Education. 
************************* 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
Dr. John Kane, Professor, Chairperson 
Dr. Randolph Lumpp, Professor 
Dr. Susan Doty, Ass1stant Professor 
Dr. Kari Kloos, Assistant Professor 
Ms. Julia Brumbaugh, Assistant Professor 
Dr. Thomas Leininger, Assistant Professor 
DEPARTMENTAL REGULATIONS 
The Religious Studies Core requirement of six semester hours can 
be met with courses designated by two different prefixes: RS or 
RC. RS courses (except for RS 200) are courses in some aspect of 
Christian Studies including scripture, religious thought, and 
Chnst1an history. RC courses are generally interdisciplinary (e.g , 
Psychology and Religion) or courses dealing with non-Christian 
religious traditions. 
RS 200-lntroduction to Religious Studies is the prerequisite for 
all other courses in Religious Studies. The second Core course 
requirement must be taken at the 300 level; 400-level courses 
are designed for majors and minors and as electives for students 
who have completed their Religious Stud es Core requtrement. 
Any student seeking to utilize 12 or more semester hours of 
Religious Stud1es as part of any program at Regis is well advised 
to consult with the Religious Studies Department to facilitate the 
optimum selection of courses. 
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Transfer students majoring in Religious Studies must take a mini-
mum of 12 semester hours of upper division Religious Studies 
courses through Regis College. The Department evaluates prev1ous 
work completed by each transfer student to determine whether 
additional course work beyond the 12 semester hours is necessary. 
RS 499A and RS 4998--Senior Project NB are required of all majors. 
To graduate with a Religious Studies major, a grade of "C" 
(2.000) or better is required for all courses in the major. 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES MAJOR 
Lower Div1s1on Requirements 
RS 200-lntroduction to Religious Studies 
RS 305-0id Testament Themes 
or 
RS 306-New Testament Themes 
RS 310E-W-Chnstlan H1story 







Twenty-four upper division semester hours of Religious Studies courses (RS or 
RC), which must include the following: 
RS 426-CiaSSICS of Christian Thought 3 SH 
RS 499A-Semor Project A I SH 
and 
RS 4998-Semor Project B 2 SH 
Six 400-level RS or RC courses (minimum of one course in 
non-Christian religion or an interdisciplinary approach 
to the study of religion) 18 SH 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES MINOR 18 SH 
Recommended courses for Core Studies requirement include the following: 
RS 200-lntroduction to Religious Studies 
and 
RS 305-0id Testament Themes 
or 
RS 306- New Testament Themes 
or 
RS 310E-W-Chnstian History 




Twelve upper division semester hours of Religious Stud1es courses selected 
with the approval of the major adv1sor. 
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP MINOR 12 SH 
Students may take a Christian leadership minor through the Department of 
Religious Studies. It involves 12 upper division semester hours selected w1th 
the approval of the student's minor advisor who is appointed by the Chair of 
the Department of Religious Studies. The mmor typ1cally mvolves practical 
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experience in Christian Leadership (e.g., an internship, work with Campus 
Mimstry, res1dence at Romero House) Interested students should contact the 
Chair of the Religious Studies Department. 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
S.~-~ .. ~ .. -~-~~ .................................................................................. . 
RELIGION AND CULTURE (RC) 
RC 313. PHILOSOPHY AND THEOLOGY OF LOVE (3). Examines how philosophical 
and religious traditions have understood the nature of love. Emphasizes philosophical 
and religious outlooks and values. Prerequisite(s)· One 200-level Religious Studies 
course or one 200-level Philosophy course. Cross listing: PL 313. 
RC 315E-W. PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION (3). Surveys philosophical discussions of 
religion from both a classical and contemporary perspective. Prerequislte(s): RS 200 
and one 200-level Philosophy course. Cross listing PL 315E-W. 
RC 338. PHILOSOPHICAL AND RELIGIOUS THEMES IN FILM (3). Integrates interest 
grammar and meaning of film with inquines into the "big questions" that are abiding 
concerns of philosophy and religion. Prerequisite(s): One 200-level Religious Studies 
course or one 200-level Philosophy course. Cross listing, PL 366 
RC 351. ASIAN PHILOSOPHIES AND RELIGIONS (3). Explores major religious traditions 
of Asia, including Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, and Tao1sm, emphas1zmg ways 
of understandmg the world, the human and the Transcendent. Prerequisrte(s): One 200-
level Religious Studies course or one 200-level Philosophy course Cross listing: PL 390. 
RC 400E-W. THEMES IN RELIGION AND CULTURE (3). Investigates the mterrelation 
and mteract1on of relig1on with the aspects of human culture. Includes religion in 
America, death and dying, and religious understandings of fam1ly life. Prerequisite(s): 
Completion of Religious Studies Core. 
RC 408E-W. THEMES IN RELIGION, THE ARTS, AND HUMANITIES (3). Examines 
selected themes dealing with religion and the visual, musical, or literary arts. 
Emphas1zes the arts and humanities portraying religious beliefs on a wide cultural 
and traditional scale. Includes art and mysticism, aesthetics, religion and literature, 
religion and film, sacred music and dance. PrereqUisite(s): Completion of Religious 
Studies Core. 
RC 410. NATIVE AMERICAN RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS (3). Surveys major themes in 
myth and ritual systems of selected Native American religious/cultural traditions. 
Focuses on Native American groups representing varied geographical regions of North 
Amenca (Woodlands, Plains, and SouthwesQ. Prerequisite(s), Completion of Religious 
Studies Core 
RC 412E-W. THEMES IN RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY (3). Exammes some aspects 
of philosophical thinking about religion. Includes philosophy of God, belief and unbe-
lief, and phenomenological approaches to religon. Prerequisite(s): Completion of 
Relig1ous Stud1es Core or one 200-level Philosophy course. Cross listing: PL 485 E -W. 
RC 425E-W. THEMES IN RELIGION AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (3). Examines 
aspects of social scientific study of religion. Includes psychology and religion, anthro-
pology and religion, and religion and the struggle for selfhood. PrereqUisite(s): 
Completion of Religious Studies Core. 
RC 440E-W. THEMES IN RELIGION AND SCIENCE (3). Examines different aspects of 
the relationship between religion and science. Includes both historical and contempo-
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rary discussions of top1cs such as evolubon and creation. the nature of religious and 
scientific knowledge, conflicts, and complementarities between science and religion. 
RC 451E-W. THEMES IN ASIAN PHILOSOPHIES AND RELIGION (3). Studies Asian 
religious traditions and attitudes, anc1ent and sacred scnptures, key historic figures, 
and contemporary 1ssues. May cover the traditions of Buddhism, Hindu1sm, 
Confucianism, and Taoism in more depth. Prerequisite(s), Completion of Religious 
Studies Core or one 200-level Philosophy course. Cross listmg: PL 435E-W. 
RC 460E-W. WOMEN AND RELIGION (3). Explores the role of women 10 vanous reli-
gious traditions, femmme 1mages of the d1vine, femm1st approaches to spirituality, 
and contemporary models of relig~ous express1on and worship. PrereqUisite(s): 
Completion of the Religious Studies Core or WS 300. Cross listing: WS 460E-W. 
RC 470E-W. ADULT SPIRITUALITY (3). Surveys major themes of theory and practice 
10 spiritual life. Stud1es spintuality as it applies to contemporary themes. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): Completion of Religious Stud1es Core. 
RC 481. MEDIA AND THE WORD (3). A multidimensional exploration of the cultural 
and religious dimensions of communications media (oral, written, electronic) based 
on the tradition of analysis of Catholic Media scholars H. Marshall Mcluhan and 
Walter J. Ong, S.J. PrereqUisite(s): One 200-level Religious Stud1es course and COM 
380. Cross listing CAS 420E or COM 481 or HO 468Z 
RC 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN RELIGION AND CULTURE (3). Provides an 
mterdisc1plinary study of topics relating to the relationship between religion and culture 
not covered by regular course offerings. Prerequisite(s): Approval of department chair. 
NOTE. Specific assignments and meeting times are arranged with the mstructor 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES (RS) 
RS 200. INTRODUCTION TO RELIGIOUS STUDIES (3). Introduces the academic study 
of religiOn and develops an awareness of the nature of religion, the way 11 functions, 
and its role in human existence. Highlights diversity of religious phenomena and Uni-
versal human concerns. NOTE: Prerequisite for all other Regis College Relig~ous 
Studies courses. 
RS 301E-W. INTRODUCTION TO THE CHRISTIAN FAITH (3). Investigates selected, 
central themes of Christian belief and practice mcluding Roman Catholic tradition and 
Catholic social thought, and the1r application to living in the contemporary world. 
Prerequisite(s): RS 200. 
RS 305. OLD TESTAMENT THEMES (3). Surveys the h1story, cultural background, and 
literature of the Old Testament focusmg on specific Old Testament themes. 
Prerequisite(s): RS 200. 
RS 306. NEW TESTAMENT THEMES (3). Surveys the h1story, cultural background, 
and literature of the New Testament, emphasizmg the person of Jesus and the 
Gospels and writings of Paul. PrereqUisite(s): RS 200. 
RS 307. JESUS IN HISTORY (3). Explores various portrayals of Jesus, mainly in the 
Gospels, but also 10 the early non-canonical literature and in subsequent h1story 
including present day art, literature. music. and film. Prerequisite(s): RS 200. 
RS 310E-W. CHRISTIAN HISTORY (3). Introductory explorations of top1cs in particular 
periods and perspectives of Christian history. Prerequisite(s) · RS 200. 
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RS 320E-W. TOPICS IN CHRISTIANITY (3). Stud1es various top1cs about Christianity. 
Examples of such specific top1cs mclude Contemporary Catholicism or Women and 
Christianity. Prerequisite(s): RS 200 
RS 340. CATHOLIC SACRAMENTAL PRACTICE (3). Explores the sacramental tradition 
m Catholic Christian history, thought and practice. Emphasis is on implications for 
Catholic laypersons in light of Vatican Council II. Prerequisite(s): RS 200. 
RS 350E-W. CHRISTIAN SERVICE (3). Combines Christian service and reflection 
based on service or mmistry for study and reflection. Includes Christian serv1ce and 
reflection, models of mmistry, Christian leadership. Prerequisite(s); RS 200. 
RS 351. LAY MINISTRY PRACTICUM (1-3). Student creates and leads community 
prayer and prayerful scripture study, understand the parts of the Mass. roles and skills 
of liturgical ministers, understand ministry as service, develop skills in se~-reflection, 
theological reflection, practical application 10 catecheticalleadership, youth and cam-
pus ministry, social justice work, and parish lea~ership. Prerequisite(s): RS 200. 
RS 360. CHRISTIAN ETHICS (3). Exammes central elements, sources. and dynamics 
of Christian moral life, and their implications for contemporary moral issues 
Emphasizes Catholic fundamental moral thought. Prerequisite(s): RS 200. Cross list-
Ing: CAS 300M. 
RS 365. CHRISTIAN LOVE AND MARRIAGE (3). Investigates the nature of Chnstian 
love focusing on the Christian understanding of marriage. Prerequisite(s): RS 200 
RS 370E-W. SPIRITUALITY (3). Explores fundamentals of Christian spirituality empha-
SIZing the role of history, culture and the divme-human relationship. Focuses on cen-
tral themes includmg prayer, discernment and the Holy Spirit. Prerequ1s1te(s): RS 200. 
RS 400E-W. THEMES IN CHRISTIANITY (3). Examines selected themes or areas of 
specific study in terms of both relevant historical background and contemporary dis-
cussion. Includes Christology, Ecclesiology, sacraments, ecumenical thought. and lib-
eration thought. Prerequisite(s): Completion of Religious Studies Core. 
RS 401E-W. TOPICS IN OLD TESTAMENT STUDIES (3).1nvestigates key themes in 
Old Testament literature, involving study of the resources and methods of biblical 
scholarship. Prerequisite(s): Completion of Relig~ous Studies Core. 
RS 402E-W. THEMES IN NEW TESTAMENT STUDIES (3).1nvestigates key themes in 
New Testament literature, involvmg study of the resources and methods of modern 
biblical scholarship. Prerequisite(s): Completion of Religious Studies Core. 
RS 403E-W. TOPICS IN CHURCH HISTORY (3). Explores selected topics in the field of 
Christian history from the standpoint of historic, social, cultural, and religious influ-
ences and developments. May include Church history, the patristic era, med1eval 
Christianity, the Rena1ssance and Reformation or the modern era. Prerequisite(s): 
Completion of Religious Studies Core. 
RS 404. CHRIST IN A CULTURE OF VIOLENCE (3). Explores contemporary issues and 
values in U.S. society. Analyzes the culture of consumerism and violence in contrast to the 
gospel message. Focuses on nonviolent alternatives consistent with the Ide and teachmgs 
of Jesus. Prerequisite(s): RS 200 and RS 310. Cross listing: CAS 420G and PJ 404. 
RS 405E-W. ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIANITY (3). Explores practical 
issues that face contemporary Chnstianity including 1ssues of poverty and racism. 
hunger, death and dying. Prerequisite(s): Completion of Religious Stud1es Core. 
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RS 408. DIMENSIONS OF CONTEMPORARY CATHOLICISM (3). Introduces contem-
porary Catholicism with particular emphas1s on United States Catholicism. Examtnes 
Catholic belief and practice and recent changes and tensions with10 Catholictsm. 
Prerequistte(s): Completion of the Religious Studies Core. Cross listing CAS 420H. 
RS 414E-W. TOPICS IN CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN ETHICS (3). Surveys issues in 
method and/or particular topics of contemporary concern including method in Protestant 
and Catholic moral though~ femtnist Christian ethics. medtcal ethics, economic JUstice, 
and war and peace. Prerequisite(s)· Completion of ReligiOus Studies Core. 
RS 425. CHRISTIANITY THROUGH THE CENTURIES: ETHICS AND SPIRITUALITY (3). 
Provides a selective survey of Chnsllan praxts over the centuries. Focuses on major 
movements 10 ethtcs and sptrituality dunng key historical periods, 10cluding the 1st 
century, the patristic period, monastic period, late middle ages, the reformation, and 
the modern penod. Prerequisite(s): Completion of Religious Studies Core. 
RS 426. CLASSICS OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT (3). Provtdes a selective survey of 
Christian thought and doctrine over the centuries. Focuses on major movements tn 
Chnstian thought and development of doctrine during key histoncal penods, including 
the 1st century, the patristic period, monastic period, late middle ages, the reforma-
tion. and the modern penod. Prcrequisite(s): Completion of Religious Studies Core. 
Cross listing: CAS 400E and HO 468K. 
RS 450. CHRISTIAN ETHICAL THOUGHT (3).1n-depth study of Christian ethtcs with an 
emphasts on Roman Catholic tradition. PrereqUtsite(s): RS 200. Cross listing: CAS 440K. 
RS 471E-W. TOPICS IN SPIRITUALITY (3). Investigates sptrituality focusing on mod-
ern Christian spirituality, spintualleaders 10cluding lgnattus of Loyola and prayer in 
the Christian tradition. Prerequisite(s): Completion of Religious Studies Core 
RS 490E-W.INDEPENDENT STUDY IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES (1-3). Prcvides focused 
research on a topic 10 relig~ous studies not covered 10 regular course offenngs. NOTE: 
Spectfic assignments and meeting times are arranged with the mstructor. 
Prerequisite(s): Approval of department chair. 
RS 491E-W. DIRECTED RESEARCH IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES (1-3). Provides individu-
alized scholarly research in a toptc 10 religtous studies. Prerequisite(s): Approval of 
department chair. 
RS 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES (3). Offers 10terested students an 
opportumty to explore Religious Studtes in its practical application to the various . 
working areas or contemporary life and to reflect critically and construcllvely on thetr 
experience Prerequisite(s): RS 200 and approval of department chair and director of 
Experiential Education. 
RS 499A. SENIOR PROJECT A (1). Student seeks out a supervisor trained in the pro-
posed area of research and approved by the department ch~tr, as well as two outside 
readers. Student works with the supervisor to develop a pro1ect proposal, an annotat-
ed bibliography, or list of reso~rces cructalto the project, and a short paper on a cen-
tral theme of the research. Prerequisite(s): Majors only. Approval of department chatr 
required. NOTE· First part of a two-semester research project required for all relig~ous 
studtes ma1ors. 
RS 4998. SENIOR PROJECT B (2). Continuation of RS 499A. Requires completion of 
the research proJect destgned in RS 499A and a public presentation of research results. 
Prerequisite(s): Majors only. Approval of department chair required. NOTE: Second part 
of a two-semester research project required for all religious studies ma1ors. 
************************* 
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RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC) 
Dr. Thomas Bowie, Program Director 
Enrollment in Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) provides under-
graduates and selected graduate students an opportunity to combine 
academic study with a military officer's professional educational pro-
gram. The A1r Force, Army, and Navy conduct courses in their 
respective areas leading to a regular or reserve commission upon 
graduation. The Navy also offers a program leading to a regular com-
mission 1n the Marine Corps. All programs are open to both men and 
women. ROTC programs are offered 'n a cross-town agreement with 
the program at the University of Colorado-Boulder, although courses 
are often also available at Colorado School of Mines. 
ROTC COURSE DESCRIPTIONS .................................................................... ········-··------------·----------·---
AIR FORCE AEROSPACE STUDIES (AIRR) 
Air Force ROTC offers several programs leading to a commission in the U.S. Air Force 
upon receipt of at least a baccalaureate degree. Students attend classes at either 
University of Colorado-Boulder or the Colorado School of M10es in Golden. 
AIRR 1010. FOUNDATIONS OF THE USAF 1 (1). Introduces students to the U.S. Atr 
Force and the USAF officer profession. Uses tnstructor lectures, films and videos, and 
group acttvittes to examine Atr Force tssues, officership qualities, and military cus-
toms and courtesies. Emphastzes the communication skills necessary for an Air Force 
offtcer. NOTE. One !-hour lecture and one 2-hour lab per week. 
AIRR 1020. FOUNDATIONS OF THE USAF 2 (1). A continuation of AIRR 1010. NOTE: 
One 1-hour lecture and one 2-hour lab per week. 
AIRR 2010. EVOLUTION OF USAF AIR AND SPACE POWER 1 (1). Studies air power 
from balloons and dingibles through the Jet age and historical~ revtews air power 
employment in military and nonmilitary operations in support of national objectives 
Looks at the evolution of air power concepts and doctrine and introduces the develop-
ment of communicative skills. NOTE: One 1-hour lecture and one 2-hour lab per week. 
AIRR 2020. EVOLUTION OF USAF AIR AND SPACE POWER 2 (1). A continuation of 
AIRR 2010 NOTE: One 1-hour lecture and one 2-hour lab per week. 
AIRR 3010. AIR FORCE LEADERSHIP STUDIES 1 (3). Provides an integrated man-
agement course emphasizing concepts and skills required by the successful manager 
and leader Includes individual motivational and behavioral processes, leadership, 
commumca!lon, and group dynamics while providing foundation for the development 
of the junior officer's professional skills (officershtp). Emphasizes decis10n-mak10g 
and use of analytic aids in planning, organizing, and controll10g in a changing envi-
ronment Discusses orgamzat10nal and personal values (ethics), management of 
change, organizational power, politics, managerial strategy, and tactics within the 
context of military organization. Uses actual Atr Force case studies throughout the 
course to enhance the learning and communication process. NOTE. Two 1 Yz-hour 
semmars plus one 2-hour lab per week. 
AIRR 3020. AIR FORCE LEADERSHIP STUDIES 2 (3). A continuatton of AIRR 3010. 
Emphasizes basic managerial processes while employing group dtscussions, case 
studies. and role-playing as learning devices. Continues to emphasize the development 
of commumcative skills. NOTE: Two 1 Yz-hour seminars plus one 2 -hour lab per week. 
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AIRR 4010. NATIONAL SECURITY FORCES IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN SOCI-
ETY 1 (3). Studies U.S. national security policy, which examines the formulation, 
organization, and implementation of national security policy; context of national secu-
rity; evolution of strategy; management of conflict and civil-military interaction. Also 
includes blocks of mstrucbon on the military profess1on/officership, the m11itary JUS-
tice system, and communicative skills. Prov1des future A1r Force officers with the 
background of U.S. national security policy so they can effectively function in today's 
Air Force. NOTE: Two 1 Yz-hour seminars plus one 2-hour lab per week. 
AIRR 4020. NATIONAL SECURITY FORCES IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN SOCIETY 
2 (3). A contmuatlon of AIRR 4010 Includes defense strategy conflict management. 
formulation/implementation of U.S. defense policy, and organization factors and case 
studies in policy making, military law, uniform code of military justice, and communi-
cation skills. NOTE: Two 1 Yz-hour seminars plus one 2-hour lab per week. 
MILITARY SCIENCE- U.S. ARMY (MILR) 
The Military Science Program at Regis University is offered in conjunction with the 
Umversity of Colorado-Boulder. The Department of Military Science offers programs 
leadmg to an off1cer's commiSSIOn in the active Army, Army Reserve, or National 
Guard in conJunction w1th an undergraduate or graduate degree. Milrtary Science 
courses are designed to supplement a regular degree program by offenng practical 
leadership and management experience. Students attend classes at either University 
of Colorado-Boulder or the Colorado School of Mines in Golden. 
MILR 1011. ADVENTURES IN LEADERSHIP 1 (2). Introduces fundamentals of lead-
ership and the United States Army. Examines its orgamzat1on, customs, and history 
as well as its current relevance and purpose. Students also mvestigate bas1c leader-
ship and management skills necessary to be successful in both military and civilian 
settings. Includes fundamentals of Army leadership doctnne, team-building concepts, 
time and stress management, an introduction to cartography and land nav1gation, 
marksmanship, briefing techmques, and some basic milrtary tactics. lab fee reqwred 
MILR 1021. ADVENTURES IN LEADERSHIP 2 (2). Contmues investigation of leader-
ship in small organizations. Covers selected topics such as basic troop leading proce-
dures, military first aid, and casualty concepts, creating ethical work climates, an 
introduction to Army organizations and mstallations, and a further exammatlon of basic 
military tactics. Introduces students to effective m11itary styles. lab fee reqwred 
MILR 2031. METHODS OF LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 1 (3). Comprehensively 
reviews advanced leadership and management concepts including, motivation, atti-
tudes, communication skills, problem solvmg, human needs and behavior, and lead-
ership self-development. Students continue to refine effective written and oral com-
munications sk1lls and to explore topics such as the bas1c branches of the Army, and 
officer and NCO duties. Students conduct classroom and practical exercises in small 
unrt light mfantry tactics and are prepared to perform as midlevelleaders in the cadet 
organization. lab fee required. 
MILR 2041. METHODS OF LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 2 (3). Focuses on lead-
ership and management functions 10 m1litary and corporate environments. Studies 
various components of Army leadership doctrine to include the four elements of lead-
ership, leadership principles, risk management, and planning theory, the be-know-do 
framework, and the Army leadership evaluation program. Continues to refine commu-
mcation sk1lls. lab fee reqwred 
MILR 3052. MILITARY OPERATION AND TRAINING 1 (3). Further explores the theory 
of managmg and leading small military umts wrth an emphasis on practical applica-
tions at the squad and platoon levels. Students examine various leadership styles and 
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techmques as they relate to advanced small umt tactics. Familianzes students with a 
variety of topics such as cartography, land navigation, fie ld craft, and weapons sys-' 
terns. Involves multiple, evaluated leadership opportunities in field settings and 
hands-on experience w1th actual military equ1pment. Students are given maximum 
leadership opportumtles 10 weekly labs. Prerequisite(s): Approval of the Professor of 
Military Science. lab fee required 
MILR 3062. MILITARY OPERATIONS AND TRAINING 2 (3). Studies theoretical and 
practical applications of small unit leadership principles. Focuses on managing per-
sonnel and resources, the military decision making process, the operatiOns order, and 
oral communications. Exposes the student to tactical unit leadership in a variety of 
environments with a focus on preparation for the summer advance camp expenence. 
Prerequisite(s): Approval of the Professor of Military Science. Lab fee required. 
MILR 4072. OFFICER LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT 1 (3). Examines manage-
ment and leadership concepts and techniques associated with planmng and execut-
ing military training and operations at company and higher echelons. Includes analy-
ses of professiOnal ethics and values, effect1ve trammg principles and procedures, 
subordinate counseling, and effective staff officer briefing techniques. Also mvesti-
gates other subjects such as counter terrorism, modem peacekeepmg miss10ns, and 
the impact of the information revolution on the art of IC!Jld warfare. Conducted both in 
and out of classroom settmg and with multiple practical leadership opportunities to 
organize cadet training and activities. Prerequisite(s): Approval of the Professor of 
Military Science. Lab fee required. 
MILR 4082. OFFICER LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT 2 (3). Continues MILR 
4072 study of management and leadership concepts and techmques, prov1dmg prac-
tical leadership experiences 1n the classroom and dunng multiple cadet-run activities. 
Also examines varied top1cs such as theory and practice of the military JUstice sys-
tem, law of war, military-media relations, support mechanisms for soldiers and the1r 
families, operational security considerations, and historical case studies in military 
leadership in the context of 21st century land warfare. PrerequiSIIe(s): Approval of 
the Professor of Military Sc1ence. Lab fee reqwred. 
************************* 
SOCIOLOGY 
Dr. G1 lbert Gardner, Associate Professor, Chairperson 
Dr. Lisa Garza, Associate Professor 
Dr. Eve Passerini, Associate Professor 
Dr. James Roth, Associate Professor 
Dr. Caleb Dube, Assistant Professor 
Dr. Doreen Watson, Instructor 
SOCIOLOGY MAJOR 33 SH 
Lower Dw1s1on ReqUirements 9 SH 
SO 200-lntroduction to Sociology 3 SH 
SO 203-Social Problems 3 SH 
SO 204-lntroduction to Cultural Anthropology 3 SH 
Upper D1v1sion ReqUirements 24 SH 
Twenty-two upper div1sion semester hours of Sociology courses, wh1ch must 
include, 
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SO 403-Sociology Theory 
SO 404-Methods of Sociological Research 
SO 499-Majors Semmar 
Upper Div1sion Sociology Electives 
SOCIOLOGY MINOR 
Lower D1vis1on Reqwrements 
SO 200-lntroduction to Sociology 









Twelve upper division semester hours of Sociology courses selected w1th the 
approval of the major advisor. 
~.9.~_1_Q~9.-~Y .. f.9.!:J.~-~-~--~-~~-~-~-~ ~_I_I_g_N_~ t~9.L ............... . 
SO 200. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY (3). Studies sociological perspectives, 
focusing on soc1al groups and socialmteraction. Presents basic sociological terms 
and concepts, and examines a variety of social institutions and social processes. 
SO 203. SOCIAL PROBLEMS (3). Surveys selected social problems from a national 
and mternat1onal scope Includes analysis of poss1ble causes and consequences of 
these problems and of vanous proposals for solutions and reforms. 
SO 204. INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3). Introduces the meth-
ods and theory of cultural anthropology through a theoretical and comparative exami-
nation of the role of culture in human life. Includes the study of other cultures and 
field research on contemporary United States culture. Cross listmg: AN 204. 
SO 403. SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY (3). Surveys major analytic models used in SOCiolo-
gy. Rev1ews class1cal founda!Jons of soc1al thought, mcluding the works of Marx, 
Durkhe1m and Weber, and contemporary schools of thought, such as feminist and neo-
Marxlan theory. Prerequislte(s)· SO 200 or SO 203 or permission of InStructor required. 
SO 404. METHODS OF SOCIAL RESEARCH (3). Introduces the process of sociological 
and anthropological research. Includes reviewing previous research, sampling. inter-
viewmg, and constructing questionnaires; and analysis and interpreta!Jon of data. 
Students design the1r own research project Prerequ1s1te(s): SO 200 or SO 204 or AN 
204 or permission of instructor Cross listing: AN 404. 
SO 406. HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY (3). Rev1ews the development of 
the central1deas that have shaped the emergence of anthropology as a science. The 
approach IS critical and objective, with an emphasis on the evolution of the scope 
and limitations of modem theory. Prerequisite(s): SO 204 or AN 204, or permiSSIOn of 
instructor. Cross listing: AN 406. 
SO 407. 1NTRODUCTION TO APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY (3). Discusses anthropolo-
gy's msights on culture and research techmques as means to analyze social, politi-
cal, and econom1c problems and develop solutions. Focuses on the ways m which 
applied anthropology can analyze, inform, and influence policy in the United States 
and abroad, demonstrating anthropology's mainstream relevance. Prerequislte(s): SO 
200 and SO 204 or AN 204, or permission of instructor Cross listing: AN 407. 
SO 411. FOOD, GENDER, AND CULTURE (3). Explores ways m wh1ch prepanng, eat-
mg. and thmking about food demonstrate culturally determined gender and power 
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relations in various societies around the world. Examines various understandings of 
issues such as nutntion, eating disorders, body images, and gender differences 
around food using a cross-cultural perspective Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or SO 204 or 
AN 204 or permission of mstructor. Cross listmg: AN 411 and WS 411. 
SO 416. DEVIANCE (3). Provides a h1stoncal and comparative study of social 
dev1ance, mcluding defimtions of and reactions to deviance, and deviance as collec-
tive behavior. Examines vanous sociological theories of deviance, and soc1al groups 
and behav1ors defined as deviant m the United States and other countr1es. 
Prerequisrte(s) SO 200 or permission of instructor Cross listing: CR 416. 
SO 419E-W. CULTURE AND CONSCIOUSNESS (3). Explores the social and cultural 
processes through wh1ch we construct our world. Includes the soc1ology of knowledge, 
symbolic mteract1onism, phenomenological sociology, ethnomethodology, cultural 
studies, and related topics. Prereqwsite(s): SO 200 or permission of instructor. 
SO 422. DIVERSITY IN U.S. SOCIETY (3). Provides a crrtical and comparative analy-
SIS of race, ethmcity, and other diversity in the Umted States. Includes rac1sm, cre-
ation, and maintenance of ethnic group status, political processes, and movements 
for self-determination. Prereqwsite(s): SO 200 or SO 203 or permission of instructor 
required Cross listmg: CR 422. 
SO 423. MEXICAN AMERICANS IN THE U.S. (3). Provides a general overview of 
Mexican Amencans in the United States in contemporary society Examines the histo-
ry, culture, and past and present policies that have affected the commun1ty. 
Emphasizes racism, discrimination. prejudice. mternal colonialism, split labor market 
theory, immigration, participation in social movements, and expenences within the 
various social institutions such as the economy, poli!ics, media, education, and the 
family. Cross listmg: AN 423. 
SO 424. GENDER ROLES (3). Provides a comparative analysis of gender roles and 
Identities m the Umted States and other societies. Includes analysis of the ways gen-
der is learned and mtegrated mto all institutions of society, and of changes in gender 
role systems Prereqwsite(s): SO 200 or WS 300. Cross lis!ing: WS 424. 
SO 425. NATIVE AMERICANS (3). Provides a general overv1ew of Native Amencans of 
North America. Examines the history, past and present soc1al policies and treaties, 
and the American Indian Movement. Explores concepts such as racism, discrimina-
tion, preJUdice, and mternal colomalism. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or SO 203 or permis-
sion of instructor. 
SO 426. RACE AND ETHNICITY IN LATIN AMERICA (3). Explores the multiple, com-
plex and historically changing meanmgs of the concepts of race and ethnicity 1n latin 
America, and the consequences of discrimmation towards specd1c groups based on 
these concepts. Regions covered will be the Caribbean, Atlantic Central America, and 
the Pacific, Atlantic and Andean regions of South America. Salient issues will be cov-
ered for each region. Prerequ1s1te(s): SO 200 or SO 204 or AN 204 or permission of 
mstructor Cross listing: AN 426. 
SO 436. ENVIRONMENT AND ENERGY (3). Exammes the relationship between the 
development of energy resources and enwonmental conditions. Emphasizes how 
economic and political ideology and institutions affect our relationship to the Earth. 
Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or SO 203 or permission of instructor required. Cross lis!Jng: 
ENVS 436 and P J 436. 
SO 441. SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES (3). Explores social, environmental, and eco-
nomic 1ssues that prevent and encourage more sustainable commumties. Top1cs 
include transportation, sprawl, poverty, urban/wildlife interface, housing, population, 
consumption, municipal/toxic waste, community resources and empowerment, and a 
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variety of proposed solutions from around the world. Prerequisite(s). SO 200 or SO 
203 or permission of instructor required. Cross listing: ENVS 441 and PJ 441. 
SO 450. CRIMINOLOGY (3). Analyzes social, political, and economic dynamics of 
crime including corporate and government cnme, rac1sm and sexism in the criminal 
justice system, and imprisonment Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or SO 203 or permission of 
instructor required. Cross listing CR 450. 
SO 451. JUVENILE DELINQUENCY (3). Investigates juvenile delinquency in the con-
text of social and political authority, the operations of the crimmal justice system, 
youth culture and youth subcultures, and related soc1al1ssues. Presents various SOCI-
ological theories of juvenile delinquency, and examines various histoncal and contem-
porary manffestations of juvenile crime and deviance. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or SO 
203 or permission of instructor. Cross listing: CR 451. 
SO 452. PUNISHMENT AND CORRECTIONS (3). Provides historical, political, and 
econom1c analysis of the panel system in the United States. PrereqUisite(s): SO 200 
or permiSSion of mstructor. Cross listing: CR 452 and PJ 452. 
SO 454. SOCIAL CONTROL (3). Surveys the political, economic, and ideological 
forces that contribute to soc1al conformity in the United States. Studies how educa-
tion, mass media, employment opportumties, family, crimmal JUStice system, and 
other forces act as mechamsms of social control. PrereqUisite(s): SO 200 or permis-
sion of mstructor Cross listing: CR 454. 
SO 459E-W. TOPICS IN CRIME AND JUSTICE (3). Selected courses will focus on issues 
related to crime, police, the court system, punishmen~ social control, rehabilitation, etc. 
PrereqUISite(s): SO 450 or CR 450 recommended. Cross lisbng CR 495E-W. 
SO 460. SOCIAL MOVEMENTS (3). Examines a variety of U.S. soc1al movements from 
the 1950's through the present Explores theoretical questions of how movements 
emerge, who JOins them, the effect of various tactics, and the factors that contribute 
to a movements' success or demise. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or SO 203 or permission 
of instructor reqUired Cross listing: PJ 460 
SO 461. MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA (3). Studies the multiplicity of culture and lin-
gUistic groups of Mexico and Central America within modem nation-states from an anthro-
pological perspective Focuses on 1ssues of gender, econom1c and social experiences of 
these groups, With special attention to their ethnic diversity and unity. Prerequisite(s): SO 
200 or SO 204 or AN 204 or permission of instructor. Cross listing: AN 461. 
SO 469E-W. CONTEMPORARY CULTURES (3). Provides a comparative analysis of 
modem cultures and regions, emphasizing processes of social change. 
PrereqUisite(s): SO 200 or perm1ssion of instructor. 
SO 470. SOCIAL INEQUALITY (3). Provides a comparative examination of theoretical 
and ethnographic patterns of inequality in the United States and other countries. 
PrereqUisite(s): SO 200 or SO 203 or permission of instructor required. 
SO 472. WEALTH AND POWER (3). Provides a comparative examination of political 
and economic institutions, the groups that dominate these institutions, the means by 
wh1ch they exerc1se power and challenges to the exercise of power. Prerequisite(s): 
SO 200 or SO 203 or EC 200. Cross listing: EC 472 or HO 478L. 
SO 475. GLOBALIZATION (3). Critical examination of economic agencies and instru-
ments of corporate g1obalizalion. Top1cs Include the World Trade Organization, World 
Bank, International Monetary Fund, corporate investment, military intervention, for-
eign a1d, the debt cns1s, etc. Globalization is set m the historical context of colonial-
ism Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or permission of mstructor. Cross lisling: PJ 475. 
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SO 481. THE FAMILY (3). Provides a comparative analys1s of marnages, fam1hes. 
and domestic groups. Examines vaneties of family life and the1r effects on men, 
women, children, and other social institutions. Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or WS 300. 
Cross listing: WS 481. 
SO 484. ANTHROPOLOGY OF TOURISM (3). Examines the phenomenon of tourism m 
rela!lonship to modernity, authenticity, sexual and romantic tounsm, ecotounsm, and 
others. Prerequisite(s) SO 200 and SO 204 or AN 204 or permission of instructor. 
Cross listing: AN 484 and ENVS 484. 
SO 485. ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION (3). Provides an anthropological examina!lon 
of religiOus expression m past and present soc1eties. Includes myth, ritual, shaman-
ism, symbolism, and religious change. Prerequislte(s): SO 200 or SO 204 or AN 204. 
Comple!lon of Religious Studies Core or permission of mstructor required. Cross list-
ing: RC 425E or AN 485. 
SO 486. MASS COMMUNICATION AND SOCIETY (3). Investigates and analyzes eco-
nomic, political, and ideological dimensions of mass commumcat1on, mass communi-
catiOn, and social control, and the development of mass media forms. Prerequisite(s): 
SO 200 or COM 380. Cross listing: COM 486. 
SO 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN SOCIOLOGY (1-3). Offers an opportumty for 
individual study of an approved topic in sociology under the direction of a soc1ology 
faculty member. Permits faculty and students to explore together some subject of spe-
cial or personal interest Prerequisite(s): SO 200 and approval of department chair 
SO 496E-W. TOPICS IN SOCIOLOGY (3). Offers selected tOPICS including sociology of medl-
cme, community, and urban studies. PrereqUisite(s): SO 200 or permiSSion of mstructor. 
SO 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN SOCIOLOGY (3). Provides an intensive work experience 
appropriate to the sociology discipline. PrereqUisite(s) SO 200 and approval of 
department chair and director of Expenential Education. 
SO 499. MAJORS SEMINAR (3). Capstone course provides Sociology majors with 
information on graduate school, employment opportunities and particular ways their 
knowledge can be used to contribute to the community. Students are encouraged to 
participate in the community during this course. Prerequisite(s): Majors and Minors 
only and Senior standing. 
************************* 
WOMEN'S STUDIES 
Dr. Lisa Garza, Program Director 
WOMEN'S STUDIES MAJOR 30 SH 
Lower Divis1on Requirements 3 SH 
WS 300-Jntroduction to Women's Studies 3 SH 
Upper Division Requirements 27 SH 
Twenty-seven semester hours of upper division Women's Studies courses 
which must include the following: 
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WS 498E-W-Internshlp in Women's Studies 
WS 499-Senior Thesis 
3 SH 
3 SH 
Twenty-one semester hours of Women's Studies courses which must include a 
mmimum of one, three semester hour course, selected from each of the fol-
lowing three areas: 
• Humanities 
WS 410E-W-Women m Uterature 
WS 433---Contemporary Hispanic Women Writers 
WS 435-lmages of Women in Art and the Popular Media 
WS 460-Women and Religion 
WS 470- Selected Femm1st Thmkers 
WS 490E-W-Selected Top1cs m Femm1st Theory 
• Social Science 
WS 420-Topics in Gender and History 
WS 424-Gender Roles 
WS 440-Gender, Sexuality and Media 
WS 450-Psychology of Women 
WS 481-The Family 
• Applied 
WS 401-Women's Health Issues 
WS 495E-W-Independent Study 10 Women's Stud1es 















WS 490E-W-Selected Top1cs m Feminist Theory 3 SH 
Upper Div1s1on Women's Studies Electives (selected with the 
approval of the major advisor) 9 SH 
NOTE: WS 300 is prerequisite for all upper division Women's Studies courses. 
WOMEN' S STUDIES COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (WS) ............................................................................................................... ---------------------------------~--
WS 300. INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN'S STUDIES (3). Presents an overv1ew of the 
study of gender in society from an interdisciplinary perspective. Introduces a vanety of 
theoretical frameworks for examining questions of sexual difference in h1story, cu~ure, 
and contemporary soc1ety. Exam1nes central concepts and methods of Women's Studies 
and applies to such topics as family, religion, work, sexuality, and soc1al change. 
WS 401. WOMEN'S HEALTH ISSUES (3). Focuses on the maintenance and promotion 
of women's health across the full spectrum of women's lives. Topics explore physio-
logical, psychological, cultural, economic, sociological, and spintual factors that mflu-
ence women's health over the life span. Cross listing: HSC 40 I and PE 401 NOTE: 
For non-Nursing majors 
WS 410E-W. WOMEN IN LITERATURE (3). Surveys women's literary achievement, or 
focuses on a particular historical penod or cultural milieu, ethnographic perspective 
or social theme. Examines literary and critical works focusing on women's VIewpoints 
in social, cultural, economic, and aesthetic contexts. Prerequlsite(s): WS 300 or CCS 
200 or EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. Cross listing: EN 410E-W. 
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WS 411. FOOD, GENDER, AND CULTURE (3). Explores ways in which prepanng, eat-
ing. and thmkmg about food demonstrate culturally determmed gender and power 
relations m various soc1eties around the world. Exammes various understandings of 
1ssues such as nutrition, ealing disorders, body images, and gender differences 
around food usmg a cross-cultural perspective. Prerequislte(s): SO 200 or SO 204 or 
permiSSIOn of mstructor. Cross listing: SO 411. 
WS 420. TOPICS IN GENDER AND HISTORY (3). Investigates the roles women have 
played m h1st01)' and m different social contexts from ancient to modem times. Approach 
to topics may be comparative or specific to a certain geographical area. Prerequisite(s)· 
WS 300 or permission of mstructor or Junior standing. Cross listing: HS 420. 
WS 424. GENDER ROLES (3). Provides a comparative analysis of gender roles and 
identities in the United States and other societies. Includes analys1s of the ways gen-
der is learned and integrated mto all mslitutions of society, and of changes in gender 
role systems Prerequisite(s): SO 200 or WS 300 Cross listing: SO 424. 
WS 433. CONTEMPORARY HISPANIC WOMEN WRITERS (3). Surveys contemporary 
H1spamc women's literary achievements. May draw from the literature of latin 
Amenca, the United States, and Spam. Examines literary and critical works focusing 
on women's viewpoints in social, cultural, econom1c, and aesthetic contexts. Cross 
listing: SP 433. 
WS 435. IMAGES OF WOMEN IN ART AND THE POPULAR MEDIA (3). Examines the 
v1sual representatiOn of women in both art and the popular media. Emphasizes the 
exammation of the construction of gender utilizing various theoretical models of 
analysis. Prerequisite(s) FAG 200 or FAC 211 or FAG 212. Cross listmg: FAHS 435. 
WS 440. GENDER, SEXUALITY AND COMMUNICATION (3). Explores connections 
between communication, gender. and sexuality m close relationships, orgamzations and 
the media Course mvolves readmgs, dialogues, films, field trips, and group projects. 
Prerequisite(s): COM 380 or WS 300 or permission of instructor. Cross listing COM 440. 
WS 445. EMPLOYMENT LAW AND POLICY (3). Surveys the impact of state and feder-
al employment laws on the organization. Exammes both the history of and resistance 
to focus-not legal focus per se. ProVIdes a chromcle exammation of the laws that 
were passed, and the resistance to the leg~slalion. Explores what was happening in the 
commumty that made the laws necessary, what values are reflected m the law, and 
whether the law is adequate to balance the needs of the employer and employee. 
Prerequisite(s) BA 250 and BA 461. Junior standing. Cross listing: BA 445 and PJ 445. 
WS 449. 18TH CENTURY NOVEL (3). Studies representative novels of the period, reflect-
ing the dominant genres such as Realistic, Sentimental, and Gothic. Prerequisite(s): CCS 
200, EN 210 and one (1) 300-level English course. Cross listing: EN 449. 
WS 450. PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN (3). Introduces 1ssues surrounding the psycholo-
gy of women. The major domams of psychology used to address top1cs about 
women's behavioral and mental processes and how they are formed and altered by a 
woman's physical state, mental state, and external environment. Prerequisite(s): PY 
250 or WS 300. Cross listing: PY 450. 
WS 460E-W. WOMEN AND RELIGION (3). Explores the role of women in various reli-
gious traditions, femmme 1mages of the divine, feminist approaches to spirituality, 
and contemporary models of religious expression and worship. Prerequisite(s): RS 
200 or WS 300. Cross listing: RC 460E-W. 
WS 470. FEMINIST THEORY (3). Focuses on the strikmg emergence of fem1mst phi-
losophy in the last half of the twentieth century. Stud1es the development of th1s 
movement, its impact on philosophy, and the changes it portends for future phlloso-
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phlllng. Emphasis may be on different approaches w1th femin1st thinkrng (e.g., Anglo-
American vs. French femrnist wrrters) or on specific 1ssues 1n feminist thought. 
Prerequ1s1te(s) WS 300 or one 200-level Philosophy course. Cross listing: Pl470. 
WS 481. THE FAMilY (3). Prov1des a comparative analys1s of marriages, fam1l1es, 
and domestic groups. Examrnes varieties of family life and therr effects on men, 
women, children, and other social institutions. Prerequisite(s). SO 200 or WS 300. 
Cross listing: SO 481. 
WS 490E-W. SElECTED TOPICS IN FEMINIST THEORY (3). Drscusses a vanety of 
topics rn feminist theory from eighteenth and nineteenth century writers such as 
Wollstonecraft and Mill to contemporary femrnrst thinkers. Among the possible toprcs 
to be considered are liberal reformism or radical transformation, the politics of differ-
ence, the challenges of postmodernism, feminism, and women of color, etc. 
Prerequisite(s)· WS 300. 
WS 495E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN WOMEN'S STUDIES (3). Prov1des an opportu-
nity for Independent study in an area of interest rn women's studies. Prerequisite(s): 
WS 300 and approval of program director. MaJor or Minors only. 
WS 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN WOMEN'S STUDIES (3). Provides rntens1ve and practi-
cal work experience related to the Women's Studies minor 
WS 499. WOMEN'S STUDIES SENIOR THESIS (3). Students meet regularly with their 
thesis adv1sor to prepare a thes1s paper based on Independent research. The thesis will 
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The Master of Arts in Education Program 1n Regis College is designed 
for licensed teachers (K-12) who desire to learn in a collaborative, 
reflective, and challenging environment through experiences that 
develop their capabilities as leaders in the teaching profession. 
The Master of Arts in Education offers the following options at the 
graduate level: 
Master of Arts in Education: Learning and Teaching (MAELT) 
Master of Arts in Education: Teaching the Linguistically 
Diverse (MAELD) 
LingUIStically D1verse Educat1on Endorsement (LDE) 
Linguistically Diverse Education Specialist: Bilingual 
Education Endorsement (LDES) 
Linguistically Diverse Learner Academic Certificate 
The MAELD program includes required credit hours for an LDE 
Endorsement (20 semester hours) or LDL Certificate (12 semester 
hours). LDL Endorsement or LDL Certificate hours may also be 
applied toward the MAELT degree emohasis. 
Although this program gives in-depth training in a number of 
areas, completion does not lead to certification as a public school 
teacher in the State of Colorado. 
LEARNING FORMAT 
The courses are classroom based and delivered in a variety of for-
mats. Fall and spring semester courses are delivered in a weekend 
or evening format. There are some courses that extend over a full 
16-week academic period. Most of the summer semester courses 
are offered in concentrated blocks. 
FACULTY 
The MAE Program is distinguished by a faculty drawn largely from 
the ranks of practicing education professionals. The program's 
fundamental instructional philosophy is that eminently qualified 
master teachers practicing constructivist learning theory in class-
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A baccalaureate degree and current teacher licensure as an 
elementary (K-6) ard/or secondary (7-12) teacher. 
Submission of official transcripts for all college/university course 
work and a photocopy of the applicant's current license. 
An undergraduate cumulative grade po1nt average of 2. 750 
from the baccalaureate degree-granting institution. Earned 
graduate credits may be considered in the GPA requirement 
as approved by the program director. 
A minimum of one year teachmg experience in either public 
or private schools in any grade, pre-K through grade 12. 
Submission of a two page essay as described in the 
application form. 
Three letters of recommendation, one from each of the fol-
lowing: a colleague, an administrator, and a parent of one of 
the applicant's students. 
Access to students within a classroom setting on a regular 
basis for on-going application of concepts developed in the 
Master's program. 
All documents submitted during the application process 
become the property of Regis University. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE 
Applications for admission are accepted throughout the year. Early 
application prior to the desired starting date is encouraged. 
RETURNING STU DENTS 
The MAE Program is designed to allow flexibility in the completion 
of the course of study. Those who step out of the program and wish 
to return may do so within two years without an interview with the 
program director. After a two-year absence, a student must have an 
interview with the program director to review degree goals and to 
outline steps to be taken for continuing in the program. 
PROBATIONARY ADMISSION 
Students who show promise for the program but do not meet all 
admission criteria, may be admitted on a probationary basis. 
Under the probationary status, students must attain a grade of 
"B" or better on the first nine hours of graduate course work. 
Successful completion of the nine hours of course work with a 
3.000 grade point average removes the probationary status and 
entitles students to good academic standing. 
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
All international students seeking admission should check directly 
with the MAE Program Office for specific information. 
All international students must complete the general admission 
requirements for the program of interest and also the following 
requirements. 
Submit an official score report of Test of English as a Foreign 
Language (TOEFL) with a proficiency 550 (paper-based) or 
213 (computer-based), or the Michigan Language Test (MLT) 
with a proficiency of 85, or complete ELS Language Center's 
Level 109-Academic. Level 109-Academic must be complet-
ed within one year prior to acceptance into the program. 
Submit to the program office documentation of financial abili-
ty to pay one year's expenses, including tuition, living expens-
es, etc., for issuance of an 1-20 by the Office of the Registrar. 
An 1-20 cannot be issued until the student has been admitted 
by the University and an academic program. 
Additional English instruction may be required upon or after 
admission to the program to ensure success in completing course 
work. 
To ensure enough time for the processing of international student 
applications, it is recommended that international students apply 
no later than four weeks before the academic period for which 
enrollment is intended. Applications received later may not be 
processed in time and may have to be held for the following aca-
demic period. 
MAE PROGRAM CHARGES FOR THE 2006 - 2007 
ACADEMIC YEAR 
Tuition (per semester hour) 
Application Fee (nonrefundable) 
Master's CAP Review Fee 





The tuition, fees, and other charges previously described are good-
faith projections for the academic year. They are, however, subject 
to change from one academic term to the next as deemed neces-
sary by the University in order to meet its financial commitments 
and to fulfill its role and m1ssion. 
Application Fee 
A nonrefundable application fee of $75 is required. This fee must 
be paid in full before the application is processed. 
Tuition 
Since MAE courses operate on an accelerated schedule, the regis-
tration and payment procedures are those followed by other non-
traditiOnal semester-based programs. Registration confirmations 
and invo1ces are mailed to students and payment must be made 
within the first week (before Saturday) of the academic period. 
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There are several payment options, which are explained in the 
General Information section of this Bulletin under the heading of 
"Tuition, Fees, Room, and Board Charges." Students are also 
urged to call Enrollment Services at 303-458-4126 or 1-800-
388-2366 Ext. 4126, to request a copy of the brochure, "Paying 
Your Tuition at Regis University." 
Tuition Refunds 
The MAE Program refund of tuition is processed according to the 
following policy: 
A full refund (minus the course change fee) is granted if stu-
dents officially drop a course before the add/drop deadline. 
All withdrawals must be approved in writing by the program 
director or designee. 
Refunds of tuition are provided on a pro rata basis for course 
withdrawal. For additional information, students should refer 
to the General Information section of this Bulletm under the 
"Refunds of Tuition" heading. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Transfer credit is only awarded for graduate-level course work for 
wh1ch a grade of "B" or better has been earned at other colleges 
and universities that are accredited by a regional association. A 
maximum of six semester hours of transfer credit may be requested. 
Courses that are transferred into a candidate's Regis University 
Master of Arts in Education (MAE) Degree Plan must match or 
equate to existing courses in the MAE program in both underlying 
philosophy and content and/or must expand/support student's 
teaching position. No course may be transferred in to take the 
place of a Core course. A course syllabus must accompany each 
course transfer request. 
NONDEGREE-SEEKING 
Up to six semester hours may be taken at Regis University at the 
master's level (MAE 600-level courses) as an unspecified (nonde-
gree-seeking) student before declaring intention for degree candi-
dacy. These semester hours may be applied to the candidate's 
degree program. 
REGISTRATION 
Students may register for courses during add/drop periods, by 
mail, fax, in person in the MAE office, or via WebAdvisor (online 
student services software) before classes start. Publication of a 
course schedule each semester includes a Registration form. 
Tuition must be pa1d at the time of registration or prior to the first 




Because of the concentrated nature of the program, students are 
expected to attend every class session. Any exceptions to this 
statement should be negotiated with the individual instructors. 
AUDITING A COURSE 
Auditing is permitted for Reg1s alumni for a nominal fee through 
the Alumni Audit Program. Non-alumni may audit courses up to a 
maximum of six credit hours. Full tuition is charged to all unspeci-
fied (nondegree-seeking) non-alumni students registered to audit 
any Regis University course. 
ADD/DROP DEADLINES 
For short-term classes, the add/drop period extends through the 
first day of class. For full semester classes the add/drop penod 
extends through the seventh calendar day of the semester. 
Students should refer to the schedule of courses for more detailed 
information. 
COURSE WITHDRAWAL 
All course withdrawals must be approved in wnting by the pro-
gram director. A withdrawal is recorded as a "W" on the tran-
script. The withdrawal period begins the day following the 
add/drop period and ends at the point at which approximately 
75% of the course has been completed. Tuition refund policy 
information can be found under the "Tuition Refunds" heading m 
the General Information section of this Bulletin. 
COURSE LOAD/OVERLOAD 
Six semester hours constitute a full load for fall or spnng semes-
ters. Eight semester hours constitute a full load in the summer. 
Students wishing to carry more than the full load must present a 
formal written request for overload to the program director prior to 
the beginning of the class. 
APPEALS OF DISPUTED GRADES 
Grade appeals for Regis College graduate students must be initiated 
within the first month of the semester following receipt of the grade. 
Students who wish to protest a grade they have received in a 
course should follow the procedures listed. 
The student raises the matter with the instructor in question. 
If the grade remains in dispute, the student should follow 
step 2. 
2 At the student's request, the program director arranges for a 
committee of three faculty members to review the case. The 
student and the teacher may each appoint one of the three. 
The third is to be chosen by the other two. The committee 
reviews evidence in any manner the committee deems equi-
table. Typically, a written statement from each party that the 
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other party can review and respond to in writing is the first 
step. Oral presentations to the committee are sometimes also 
useful. (Care should be taken lest e1ther of the parties be 
intimidated through oral procedure.) The committee recom-
mends the solution. If either party wishes to further contest 
the committee's solut1on, step 3 should be followed. 
The dissatisfied party appeals to the academic dean. The 
dean reviews the proceedings up to th1s point, obtams any 
new information deemed appropriate, and makes the final 
determination. 
ACADEMIC STANDING AND PENALTY 
Students whose cumulative grade point average falls below 3.000 
are placed on academic probation. Students placed on probation 
have one semester to raise their grade point average to 3.000. 
Students who fail to raise their cumulative grade point average to 
3.00 are suspended from the MAE Program. 
In addition, students who receive a grade of "C" in two courses at 
the 600 level are subject to academic review and may be sus-
pended from the program. Suspension appeals should be submit-
ted to the program director. The Review committee is comprised 
' of the student's mentor/advisor, the program director, and an 
~~=-- instructor chosen by the student. The student may be asked to 
attend part or all of the appeal review meeting. 
Students who are notified of academic suspension for the previous 
term and who are currently in attendance in a Regis University class, 
may complete that class. Any additional registrations will be dropped. 
GRADUATION 
The filing of a formal Application for Graduation with the MAE 
Office is required the semester in which students expect to com-
plete graduation requirements. Specific application deadlines are 
available from the MAE Office. Failure to make application by the 
proper date may delay graduation. A Regis cumulative grade point 
average of 3.000 is requ1red to apply for graduation. 
Degree Award 
Students graduate the semester that all requirements are met and 
documentation of such is received by the MAE Office. Incomplete 
grades, late application for graduation or late receipt of transcripts of 
transfer credit may result in the degree being awarded at a later date. 
Financial Clearance 
Diplomas and transcripts are not released if any financ1al indebt-
edness to Regis University exists. Additional information regarding 
policies and procedures for making payment of account is located 
in the General Information section of this Bulletin under the 
"Tuition, Fees, Room and Board Charges" heading. 
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Attendance at Commencement Exercises 
Attendance at commencement exercises is encouraged. The Office 
of the Registrar is notified through the Application for Graduation 
form of students' intent to participate in commencement. 
Graduates are listed in the commencement program for the com-
mencement in which they march. 
MAE PROGRAM OF STUDY 
All students take a series of Core courses to provide a strong theo-
retical foundation in process learning. These courses are taken in 
conjunction with a choice of concept Strategy Strand courses, 
wh1ch model theory as practice across content. These courses 
provide for integrated and multidisciplinary learning. 
Choice, a key element in constructivist learning, provides owner-
ship for learning and empowers the learner. Choice is, therefore, 
an mtegral part of the master's program. Candidates have the 
opportunity to set individual program goals in consultation with 
their respective mentor/advisor. Once these goals are defined, can-
didates select towards fulfillment of these goals. 
The design and Implementation of the curriculum of the master's 
degree program are dedicated to the application of literacy in 
authentic contexts with meaningful purposes. Candidates are, 
therefore, expected to compile, process and share pertinent infor-
mation with parents, community members, peers, and school 
administrators for purposes that fit each contingency. 
Candidates become members of a small Support Seminar that 
meets regularly throughout the duration of the program. Each 
group is supervised by a mentor/advisor who is a master teacher. 
Mentoring is an essential component of this master's program. 
Candidates are required to complete a research project, which is 
applied toward teaching and learning. The research project is part 
of MAE 615-The Teacher as Researcher: Foundation and MAE 
616-The Teacher as Researcher: Practicum. 
Candidates are required to present their program portfolio and 
synthesis of their learning, in a Culminating Academic Program 
(CAP) Review before an examining committee. Candidates are 
required to register for noncredit MAE 699-CAP Review their final 
semester. The candidate must have completed all course work the 
semester pnor to registering for the CAP Review. 
DEGREE PLAN 
The Degree Plans outline in writing the requirements for the 
Master of Arts in Education programs. The Degree Plan is signed 
by the student and mentor/advisor, acknowledging the require-
ments for the Master of Arts in Education degree. The approved 
Degree Plan must be signed and submitted to the MAE office prior 
to the completion of 13 semester hours. The signed Plan guaran-
tees the degree requirements and ensures students against pro-
gram modifications made during the life of the Degree Plan. 
Signed Degree Plans may be revised with the approval of the stu-
dent's mentor/advisor and the program director. 
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Students must complete the program within five years from the 
date of Degree Plan s1gnature. The Degree Plan expires after five 
years, after which a student must have an interview with the pro-
gram director to establish remaining degree requirements and a 
time frame for program completion. Additional requirements may 
be imposed due to program modifications. 
MAE PROGRAM STUDENT EXPECTATIONS 
The following expectations are the threads that weave through 
every course. In addition to the regular content requirements for 
each course, students are required to: 
Engage in the teacher-as-researcher process relating Core 
concepts and theoretical foundations to classroom peda-
gogues on a daily basis. 
Conduct on-gomg theory-as-practice classroom applications. 
Design and implement integrated curricula for their unique 
educational community, building on research and Core con-
cepts presented throughout the program. 
Adapt process learning theory and strategies to meet the 
unique requirements of all students (e.g., gifted and talented 
students, English language learners, remedial readers) in their 
classroom. 
Assimilate expenences and learning in a developmental port-
folio to be presented at the CAP review. 
Practice constructive reflection strategies and actively partici-
pate in the evaluation of themselves as learners at both the 
course and developmental portfolio levels. 
Demonstrate ethical behavior. 
Successful attainment of these student expectations is evaluated 
as part of the on-gomg Support Seminars. 
Throughout the program, candidates work closely with a 
mentor/advisor, a master teacher who coaches them in classroom 
applications, supervises the expectation threads, and oversees 
their program's formative evaluation process. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: 
LEARNING AND TEACHING 
This degree specialization expands the teachers' literacies, both 
personally and professionally, in a broad range of content that is 
directly applicable to the classroom. The program is based on cur-
rent research about effective curricula and how to create the opti-
mal learning environment for students of all areas. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
Successful completion of 30 semester hours from required 
Core courses, selected Strategy Strand courses and the 
Teaching and Learning Support Seminars with a minimum 
cumulative grade point average of 3.000. 
Consistent participation in MAE 695E-H-Learning and 




the duration of the program. Candidates may receive from two 
to four semester hours of credit for participation in the 
Learning and Teaching Support Seminars over the course of 
their respective programs. Candidates are expected to partici -
pate fully 1n a Support Seminar every semester they are active 
in the program. Candidates must register for the Support 
Seminar the semester in which they take their CAP Review. 
Successful completion of a CAP Review the final semester of a 
candidate's program. The CAP Review provides a platform for 
degree candidates to present ev1dence of their growth and change 
as a result of experiences in the MAE Program. The student's 
developing portfolio provides the resources for the CAP Review. 
TOTAL MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: LEARNING AND 
TEACHING DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
Core Component Requirements 
Learnmg and Teaching Support Seminar 
Strategy Strand/Elective Requirements 
Total MAELT Degree with LDE/Bilmgual SPECIAUST 
Endorsement ReqUirements 
Core Component Requirements 
Endorsement Courses 
Learnmg and Teachmg Support Seminar 
Graduate MAELT Course Offerings 
MAE 605E-Arts for Learners 
MAE 605M-Multicultural perspective 
MAE 605N-Numeracy Workshop 
MAE 605R-Readers/Writers Workshop 
MAE 605S- Socratic Semmar 
MAE 610-Connectmg Beliefs, Theory and Practice 
MAE 615-Teacher as researcher: Foundations 
MAE 616-Teacher as Researcher: Practicum 
MAE 619-Curnculum Theory and Evaluation 
MAE 620-Curriculum and Evaluation applications 
MAE 695E-H-Learning and Teachmg Support Seminar 
MAE 699A-CAP Review 























The Core component courses prov1de the framework for ctassroom practice. 
Focus is on students m the discovery of their literacy and self-as-learner, 
beliefs about teaching and learning, theoretical understanding and the devel-
opment of research skills. 
Strategy Strands/Electives 
The purpose of the Strategy Strands 1s to provide cho1ce for focus within or 
across curricular areas to deepen or w1den understandings of the develop-
ment of literacy in specific contexts. 
Candidates select five to seven semester hours from one or more of five 
Strategy Strands. These Strategy Strands are designed to highlight integration 
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between, among the courses, and across strands and to demonstrate theory-
as-practice in classroom settmgs. The Strategy Strand courses are selected to 
meet a candidate's mdividual goals Strategy Strands include MAE 650£-W-
language learning. MAE 685E-W-Integrated learning in the Content Area, 
MAE 660E-W-Quantltative Thinking, and MAE 665E-W-Linguistically 
Diverse learning. 
The linguistically D1verse Strategy Strand is comprised of a cluster of courses 
designed to meet the requirements for the lDl Certificate, linguistically 
Diverse Education Endorsement, or linguistically Diverse Education: Bilingual 
Specialist Endorsement. 
Learnmg and Teachmg Suppo.rf Semmar 
Upon admission into the program, candidates are assigned to a small (six to 
ten person) learning and Teaching Support Semmar group. This group 1s led 
by a mentor/adv1sor who orients the candidates to the program, facilitates the 
process of discovering their own literacy, coaches them through the develop-
ing portfolio process, supports them through the CAP Rev1ew process and 
helps them des1gn the1r program of study beyond the Core component. 
Candidates are requ1red to register for the Support Seminar for a minimum of 
two semesters. Full participation in the Support Seminar is expected of candi-
dates tor the duration of the program whether or not they registered for it. In 
the semester of their CAP Re~iew, candidates must register for the Support 
Semmar. Candidates must meet MAE Program Student Expectations to suc-
cessfully complete the Support Semmar and degree reQUirements. 
Culminatmg Academic Program (CAP) Review 
Candidates are reQUired to present a synthesis of the1r developmg program 
portfolio 10 a Culminating Academic Program (CAP) Review before a review 
comm1ttee the final semester of their program. Candidates expecting to partic-
ipate in a CAP Review must send a letter to the MAE office prior to the start of 
their fmal semester requestwg a CAP Review. The MAE office schedules the 
CAP Reviews and notifies candidates accordingly. Candidates requestmg a 
Review must reg1ster for MAE 699A- -Culmmabng Academic Program (CAP) 
An abstract of a candidate's presentation must be submitted to the MAE 
Office no later than one week pnor to the scheduled Review. 
Candidates may receive a Pass, an Incomplete, or a No Pass grade for their CAP 
Review presentation Candidates may have one additional opportunity to suc-
cessfully complete the CAP Rev1ew process 1f given an Incomplete. Should candi-
dates have to repeat the ReVIew process, they are expected to keep their degree 
program active by enrolling 10 a course or MAE 695E-H-Teaching and Learning 
Support Seminar during the semester(s) they are not repeating the Review. The 
semester the Review is repeated, candidates must register for MAE 699A~ 
ReVIew. Candidates have one year to complete the committee's recommenda-
tions and repeat the Review following an Incomplete Review assessment 
MAELT PROGRAM OUTCOMES 
In addition to the Regis University Outcomes, MAE graduates also demonstrate in 
pract1ce: 
beliefs about teaching and learmng informed by sound research, theory and 
professional expenence 
understanding and application of the elements of a process learning classroom; 
including literacies in Numeracy, reading, writing, expressive arts, and multicul-
tural perspectives 
application of personal research to professional practice 
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integrated, relevant and purposeful learnmg and teachmg strateg~es 
development of curriculum and assessments that meet the needs of diverse 
learners 
effective learning partnerships with families and community 
a student-centered learmng and teachmg environment 
sen-evaluation and reflection as a learner and educator 
commitment to continued professional growth 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: 
TEACHING THE LINGUISTICALLY 
DIVERSE 
Master of Arts in Education: Teaching the Linguistically Diverse 
provides students with the latest research in how students learn 
English as their second language, is based on the state of Colorado 
content standards for preparing teachers to teach linguistically 
diverse learners, and provides strategies for teachers to facilitate 
the learning needed by students learning a second language. This 
degree addresses the academic requirements for the Linguistically 
Diverse Education Endorsement in the State of Colorado. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
Successful completion of 36 seMester hours from required 
LDE endorsement courses (20 semester hours), additional 
LDE courses (five semester hours), and Master's Core (11 
semester hours) with a minimum cumulative grade point 
average of 3.000. 
Successful completion of an LDE CAP Review the final 
semester of a candidate's program. The CAP Review provides 
a platform for degree candidates to present evidence of their 
growth and change as a result of experiences in the MAE 
Program. The student's developing portfolio provides 
resources for the CAP Review. 
Candidates must have completed a university course in a for-
eign language, a language immersion experience, or equiva-
lent completion of the program. 
K-12 Practicum experience. Candidates must pass the appro-
priate PLACE exam prior to practicum completion. 
Students must be competent in reading, writing, and speaking 
English. They must have a commitment to the field of multi-
cultural education and must have cross-cultural sensitivity. 
TOTAL MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: TEACHING 
THE LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 36 SH 
lDE Endorsement Courses 20 SH 
LDE Supplemental Courses 5 SH 
Master's Core Courses 11 SH 
Graduate MAELD Course Offermgs 
MAE 605M-Multicultural perspective 2 SH 
MAE GIG-Connecting Beliefs, Theory and Practice 3 SH 
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MAE 615-Teacher as researcher: Foundations 
MAE 616-Teacher as Researcher: Practicum 
MAE 619-Curriculum Theol)' and Evaluation 
MAE 620-Curriculum and Evaluation applications 
MAE 665E-Teaching Strateg~es for LDL 
MAE 665G-Linguistics for LDL 
MAE 665H-Foundations of Education for LDL 
MAE 6651-Assessment for LDL 
MAE 665K-LDL Practicum 
MAE 665M-Parent/Schooi/Community Partnerships 
MAE 665P-Literacy for Linguistically Diverse Learners 
MAE 665R-Linguistics for LDL II 
MAE 695M-P-LingUJstically Diverse Seminars 
MAE 699A-CAP Review 















Candidates become members of a Mentor Support Seminar that meets regu-
larly throughout the duration of their programs. Each group is supervised by a 
mentor/advisor who is a master teacher. Mentoring is an essential component 
of this endorsement program. 
Unguisflcal/y Diverse Education Culmmating Academic Program (LJJE CAP) Rev1ew 
Candidates are required to present a synthesis of learning throughout the pro-
gram in a LDE Culminating Academic Program (LDE CAP) Review before a 
review committee the final semester of their program. Candidates expecting to 
participate in a LDE CAP Review must send a letter to the MAE Office prior to 
the start of their final semester requesting a CAP Review. The MAE office 
schedules the CAP Reviews and notifies candidates accordingly. Candidates 
requesting a Review must register for MAE 699A-Culminating Academic 
Program Review. An abstract of a candidate's presentation must be submitted 
to the MAE Office no later than one week prior to the scheduled Review. 
Candidates may receive a Pass, an Incomplete, or a No Pass grade for their 
CAP Review presentation. Candidates may have one additional opportunity to 
successfully complete the CAP Review process if given an Incomplete. Should 
candidates have to repeat the Review process, they are expected to keep their 
degree program active by enrolling in a course or MAE 59 50-Linguistically 
Diverse Seminar during the semester(s) they are not repeating the Review. 
The semester the Review is repeated, candidates must register to MAE 
699A-Culminating Academic Program Review. Candidates have one year to 
complete the committee's recommendations and repeat the Review following 
an Incomplete Review assessment. 
MAELD PROGRAM OUTCOMES 
Demonstrates knowledge of first and second language acquisition and learning 
theories 
Articulates a personal beliefs about teaching and learning informed by sound 
research, theory and professional experience 
Implements effective teaching strategies for all learners including research-
based methods, techniques, materials development and adaptation 
Demonstrate the ability to teach the structure of the English language including 
language function and form (grammar) and use language objectives in instruction 
Demonstrates proficiency in the use of the English language, oral and written 
accuracy, correct pronunciation and intonation 
Knowledge of historical, legal, social, and educational background and issues related 
to the education of the linguistical~ diverse Ieamer in Colorado and the United States. 
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Demonstrates knowledge of, sensitivity to and respect for the histol)' and cul-
ture of other languages and groups including: cross-cultural communication, 
encouragement to maintain heritage language and family and cultural traditions 
Demonstrates proficiency in the administration and evaluation of assessment 
instruments in the areas of language proficiency, achievement, and the instruc-
tional process. 
Demonstrates ability to facilitate positive student self-concept, parent-teacher 
cooperation, interaction among professional educators, interpreters/translators, 
the community, and social groups including advocacy for second-language stu-
dents and families 
Application of personal research to professional practice 
Reflects evidence of a student-centered learning and teaching environment 
Evidence of self-reflection as a learner and educator 
LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE LEARNER 
ENDORSEMENT PROGRAMS 
INTRODUCTION 
Two programs are offered that prepare licensed teachers for a 
Colorado Teacher Endorsement in the area of Linguistically Diverse 
Learners. The linguistically diverse endorsement may be in either 
Linguistically Diverse Education (LDE) or Linguistically Diverse 
Education Specialist: Bilingual Education (LDES). These two 
endorsement programs are designed to provide comprehensive 
training for teachers in the process of literacy learning and teach-
ing across the content areas as it applies to the linguistically 
diverse learner. These programs have been designed to meet the 
State of Colorado standards for Linguistically Diverse Education 
and LDES: Bilingual Education. 
A student wishing either of the two endorsements does not need 
to complete a Master's degree but must follow similar admission 
requirements as outlined below. A student may choose, however, 
to pursue a Master of Arts in Education degree with an endorse-
ment in Linguistically Diverse Education or Bilingual Education by 
completing the program of study for the degree options. 
Linguistically Diverse Education Endorsement 20 SH 
Linguistically Diverse Education Specialist: Bilingual Education 23 SH 
Master of Arts in Education: Teaching the Linguistically Diverse 
(includes LDE endorsement) 36 SH 
Master of Arts in Education: Learning and Teaching 
(includes LDE endorsement) 40 SH 
ENDORSEMENT PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
A baccalaureate degree and licensure as an elementary 
and/or secondary school teacher. 
One year teaching experience as a licensed teacher. 
Official transcripts for all college and university course work 
with an undergraduate grade point average (GPA) of 2. 750. 
A two page essay as directed in the application form. 
Three letters of recommendation to be completed by one of each 
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of the following: a current administrator, a teacher colleague, a 
student's parent. 
Ongoing teaching expenence with students in a classroom setting. 
A non-refundable $75.00 application fee sent with the 
Ltnguistically Diverse Learner Endorsement Application. 
Students must be competent in reading, writing, and speak-
ing English. They must have a commitment to the field of 
Bilingual/Multicultural education and must have cross culture 
sensitivity. 
Candidates pursuing the Bilingual Education Endorsement 
must have completed requirements for a foreign language 
endorsement and must speak and write Spanish fluently prior 
to applying for the endorsement program. 
' Applications for admissions are accepted throughout the year. 
Early application prior to the desired starting date is encouraged. 
ENDORSEMENT PROGRAM CHARGES FOR THE 2006-2007 
ACADEMIC YEAR 
Tuition (per semester hour) 
Auditing Fee (per semester hour) 
Application Fee (nonrefundable) 





Since the endorsement courses operate on an accelerated sched-
ule, the registration and payment procedures are those followed 
by other non-traditional semester-based programs. Registration 
confi rmations and tnvoices are mailed to students and payment 
must be made within the first week of the academic period. 
(Please refer to the General Information section of the Regis 
University Bulletin under the heading of "Tuition, Fees, Room, 
and Board Charges") Students are also urged to call Enrollment 
Services at 303-458-4126 to request a copy of the brochure, 
"Paying Your Tuition at Regis University." 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Transfer credit is only awarded for graduate-level course work for 
which a grade of "B" or better has been earned at other colleges 
and universities that are accredited by a regional association. 
Courses that are transferred into a candidate's endorsement pro-
gram must match or equate to existing courses in the endorse-
ment program in both underlying philosophy and content. A can-
didate may request a transfer of up to three graduate semester 
hours from another university for courses taken in the past five 
years. A course syllabus must accompany each course transfer 
request. Requests are reviewed by a Transfer-of-Credit Committee. 
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REGISTRATION 
Candidates for the Linguistically Diverse Education Programs will 
follow all registration procedures designated in the MAE Schedule 
of Courses. 
ATIENDANCE 
Because of the concentrated nature of the endorsement programs, 
students are expected to attend every class session. Any excep-
tions to this statement should be negotiated with the individual 
instructor. 
LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE AND BILINGUAL 
EDUCATION ENDORSEMENT PROGRAM 
OF STUDY 
Candidates complete a senes of courses to provide a strong 
theoretical foundation in process learning as it relates to the 
linguistically diverse learner. 
Candidates are also required to successfully complete three 
semester hours of practicum (180 clock hours) in which they 
demonstrate their skills and knowledge and display disposi-
tions or attributes which contribute to the success of students 
in a linguistically diverse classroom. 
The des1gn and implementation of the curriculum of the 
endorsement classes are predicated on the application of lan-
guage in authentic context, with meaningful purposes. 
Candidates are, therefore, required to gather, process, and 
share pertinent information with parents, community mem-
bers, peers, and school administrators. 
Candidates are required to work with parents throughout their 
programs and to establish parent partnerships to assist par-
ents in their roles as first teachers. 
Candidates become members of a Mentor Support Group that 
meets regularly throughout the duration of their programs. 
Each group is supervised by a mentor/advisor who is a mas-
ter teacher. Mentoring is an essential component of this 
endorsement program. 
Candidates are required to present their program portfolio 
(i.e., evidence of change and growth as learners, parent part-
nerships, and materials demonstrating the application of 
learntng) in a Linguistically Diverse Learner Culminating 
Academic Programs (LDLCAP) Review before an examining 
committee comprised of one MAE instructor of the candi-
date's choice, the student's mentor/advisor, and a representa-
tive from the MAE Program. The LDLCAP Review takes place 
during a candidate's final semester. Candidates are required 
to register for noncredit MAE 699B their final semester. 
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Endorsement Plan 
The Endorsement Plan outlines in writing the requirements for the 
LDE Endorsement and LDES: Bil ngual Education programs. The 
Endorsement Plan is signed by the student and mentor/advisor, 
acknowledging the requirements for the endorsement programs. The 
approved Endorsement Plan must be signed and submitted to the 
MAE office prior to the completion of six semester hours. The signed 
Plan guarantees the requirements and ensures students against pro-
gram modifications made during the life of the Endorsement Plan. 
Signed Endorsement Plans may be revised with the approval of the 
student's mentor/advisor and the program director. 
LDE and LDES Endorsement Requirements 
Candidates must maintain a cumulative grade point average of 
3.000 of better in all 600-level courses. If a student's grade 
point average falls below 3.000 in the MAE program course 
requirements, the student is placed on academic probation. 
A candidate who receives a grade of "C" in two courses at the 
600-level is subject to academic review and suspension from 
the program. Grades lower that a "C" do not meet any require-
ment of the endorsement programs and are unacceptable. 
Successful completion of 20 semester hours from required 
courses for the LDE Endorsement. LDES: Bilingual Education 
endorsement requires 23 semester hours. 
Participation in the LDE Mentor Support Groups. This small 
group meets regularly throughout the duration of the pro-
gram. Each group IS supervised by a mentor/advisor who IS a 
LDE endorsed master teacher. Mentoring is an essential com-
ponent of the endorsement programs. Candidates are expect-
ed to participate fully in a Support Seminar every semester 
they are active in the program. 
Candidates pursuing the LDE endorsement must have com-
pleted a un1versity course in a foreign language, a language 
immersion experience, or equivalent prior to completion of 
the endorsement program. 
Successful completion of the K-12 Practicum experience 
(three semester hours). Candidates pursuing the Linguistically 
Diverse Education endorsement must pass the PLACE Test for 
LDE Educators prior to completion of the practicum. 
Candidates pursuing the Bilingual Education endorsement must 
have already completed requirements for the LDE Endorsement 
and meet requirements for endorsement in a foreign language. 
They must pass the PLACE Test for Bilingual Educators at the 
conclusion of their programs in order to be endorsed. 
Successful completion of a LDLCAP Review the final semes-
ter of a candidate's program. The LDLCAP Review provides a 
platform for endorsement candidates to present evidence of 
their growth and change as a result of experience in the 
endorsement program. The student's developing portfolio pro-
vides the resources for the LDLCAP Review. 
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The endorsement program must be successfully completed 
within four years from the date of the LDE Endorsement Plan, 
which occurs before the completion of the first course. 
LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE LEARNER CULMINATING ACADEMIC 
PROGRAM (LDLCAP) REVIEW 
Candidates are required to present a synthesis of their learning 
throughout the program in a Culminating Academic Program 
Review before a Review Committee the final semester of their pro-
gram. Candidates expecting to participate in a LDLCAP Review 
must send a letter to the MAE office prior to the start of their final 
semester requesting a LDLCAP Review. The MAE Off1ce schedules 
the LDLCAP Reviews and notifies the candidates accordingly. 
Candidates requesting a Review must register for MAE 699B-
LmgUistically Diverse Learner: (LDL) Culminating Academ1c 
Program (CAP) Review. An abstract of a candidate's presentation 
must be submitted to the MAE office no later than two weeks 
prior to the scheduled Review. 
Candidates may receive a Pass, an Incomplete, or a No Pass 
Grade for the LDLCAP Review presentation. Candidates may have 
another opportunity to successfully complete the LDLCAP Review 
if given an Incomplete. If the candidate does not successfully 
complete the Review the second time, a No Pass will be given 
and the candidate will be terminated from the program. The 
semester the Review is repeated, candidates must register for 
MAE 6998. Candidates have one year to complete the commit-
tee's recommendations and repeat the Review following an 
Incomplete Review assessment. 
Unguistically Diverse Education Endorsement Program Outcomes 
Knowledge of first and second language acquisition and 
learning theories 
Implements effective teaching strategies for second-language 
learners Including research-based metnods, techniques, 
materials development and adaptation 
Demonstrate the ability to teach the structure of the English 
language including language function and form (grammar) 
and use language objectives in instruction 
Demonstrates proficiency in the use of the English language, 
oral and written accuracy, correct pronunciation and intonation 
Knowledge of historical, legal, social, and educational back-
ground and issues related to the education of the linguistically 
diverse learner in Colorado and the United States. 
Demonstrates knowledge of, sensitivity to and respect for the 
history and culture of other languages and groups including: 
cross-cultural communication, encouragement to maintain 
heritage language and family and cultural traditions 
Demonstrates proficiency in the administration and evaluation 
of assessment instruments in the areas of language proficien-
cy, achievement, and the instructional process. 
Demonstrates ability to facilitate pos1tive student self-concept, 
parent-teacher cooperation, interaction among professional 
educators, interpreters/translators, the community, and social 
groups including advocacy for second-language students and 
families 
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Evidence of self-reflection as a learner and educator 
Articulates a personal learning theory based on specific 
research and readings. 
Linguistically Diverse Education Specialist: Bilingual Education 
(in addition to the LDE Outcomes) 
Demonstrates knowledge and instructional skills in reading, writ-
ing and oral communication in a language other than English. 
Speaks a second language with fluency, accuracy, correct pro-
nunciation, and mtonat1on. 
Demonstrates the ability to articulate the differences between 
the sound system, forms, and structures of the language and 
utilizes methods and materials appropriate to content instruc-
tion 10 that language. 
Course Work Reqwred for Lmguisticallf Diverse 
Education Endorsement 
MAE 605M-Mulbcultural Perspectives 
MAE 665E-Teaching Strategies for Linguislically Diverse Learners 
MAE 665G-Linguisbcs for Linguistically Diverse Learners 
MAE 665H-Foundations of Education for the Linguistically Diverse 
MAE 6651-Assessment for L10guistically Diverse Learners 
MAE 665M-ParenVSchooi/Community Partnerships 
MAE 665K- LDL Practicum I 
MAE 665L-LDL Pracbcum II 
MAE 665P- Literacy for the Linguistically Diverse Learner 
MAE 6998-LDL Culminating Academic Program Review 












Bilingual Educallon Endorsement 23 SH 
MAE 605M-Multicultural Perspectives 2 SH 
MAE 665[. Teach10g Strateg~es for Linguistically Diverse Learners 3 SH 
MAE 665F-Spamsh Literacy 3 SH 
MAE 665G-Linguistics for Linguistically DIVerse Learners 3 SH 
MAE 665H-Foundations of Education for the Linguistically D1verse 3 SH 
MAE 6651-Assessment for l.Jnguisbcally Diverse Learners 3 SH 
MAE 665M-ParenVSchooi/Community Partnerships I SH 
MAE 665K LDL Practicum I 3 SH 
MAE 665P- literacy for the Linguistically Diverse Learner 2 SH 
MAE 6998-LDL Culminating Academic Program Rev1ew 0 SH 
GRADUATE ACADEMIC CERTIFICATE 
LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE LEARNER 
Th1s certificate offers course work and applied practice experience 
to assist classroom teachers in successfully meeting the needs of 
all students in their classrooms. It will provide an entry point to 
the full Linguistically Diverse Education endorsement if teachers 
choose to continue to complete the course work. The four courses 
selected for the endorsement are key courses presently offered 10 




Completed LDL Certificate application. 
Submission of official transcnpts reflecting a baccalaureate 
degree from an accredited college or university. 
Two letters of recommendation. 
Access to students within a classroom setting on a regular 
basis for on-going application of concepts developed in the 
Certificate program. 
REQUIREMENTS 
An Academic Certificate requires that students meet the following 
requirements in addit1on to the 12 specified graduate hours: 
Candidates must maintain a cumulative grade pomt average 
of 3.000 or better in all 600-level courses. 
Grades lower than a "C" do not meet any requirement of the 
Certificate program and are unacceptable. A candidate who 
receives a grade of "C" m two courses at the 600-level is sub-
ject to academic review and suspension from the program. 
The Certificate Program must be successfully completed With-
in three years (36 months) from the date of the Certificate 
Plan, which occurs before the completion of the first course. 
Graduate transfer credit is not accepted into the Certificate 
Program. All 12 hours must be earned through Regis Umvers1ty. 
LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE LEARNER CERTIFICATE 
MAE 665E-Teach10g Strateg~es for linguistically D1verse Learners 
MAE 665G-LingUistics for Linguistically D1verse Learners 
MAE 665H-foundations of Education for the Linguistically Diverse 
MAE 6651- Assessment for Linguistically Diwse Learners 
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MAE 605E-W. DISCOVERY YOUR OWN LITERACY (2). The "Discover Your Own 
literacy" series of the following five core courses provides pnmaJY bas1s of self-as-
learner for the master's program In order to promote the most effective learning pos-
sible 10 students. teachers must first understand the cognitive and affective process-
es, wh1ch create the1r own learning. The objeclive of these courses 1s to gu1de teach-
ers in the exploratiOn, discoveJY, and subsequent understanding of their own learning 
processes of language (including reading and wnbng), quantitative reasoning, multi-
cultural perspectives, academic discourse, and artistiC expressiOn 
MAE 605E. DISCOVER YOUR OWN LITERAC¥. ARTS FOR LEARNING (2). Participants 
explore and expand the1r literac1es 10 the fine arts of music, art, poetJY, creative drama. 
stoJYtelhng, and movement. Exam10es current research on bra10 based learn10g, creabv-
ity, and the role the arts play 10 effective teach10g and learnmg_ Partic1pants will engage 
in activities. wh1ch utilize the fine arts as learnmg tools across the content areas. 
MAE 605M. MULTICULTURAL PERSPECTIVES (2). Explores and reflects on multicul-
tural perspectives, issues of soc1al JUStice, and soc1etal structures that 1mpact the 
success of individual students and programs. Investigates and discovers threads that 
be diverse cultures together through literature and discusses the implicatJons of these 
discovenes for their own attitudes and classrooms. 
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MAE 605N. DISCOVER YOUR OWN liTERAC'f. NUMERACY WORKSHOP (2). Explores 
numeracy emphas1zmg quantitative learning and the mathematics classroom environ-
ment Based on current research, mathematics is explored as a natural thmkmg con-
struct for learning and problem solving across all content areas. 
MAE 605R. DISCOVER YOUR OWN liTERAC'f. READERS/WRITERS WORKSHOP (2). 
Students experience a readers /writers' workshop to discover and explore their own lrter 
acy. ProVIdes opportunity to develop ideas, to see responses, to revise and to edit their 
own writing. Crafted piece will be shared w1th other writers in a supportive community. 
MAE 605S. DISCOVER YOUR OWN liTERACY: SOCRATIC SEMINAR K-12 (2). 
Explores literacy ideas, values, and 1ssues emphas1zmg parttclpants' understandmg 
through close reading, attentive listening, clear expression, analyzmg logical argu-
ments and promoting higher order th1nkmg skills. 
MAE 610. CONNECTING BELIEFS, THEOR~ AND PRACTICE (3). Research and learn-
ing theories from cognitive psychology, child/adolescent development and a number of 
other areas are explored. Students develop knowledge and understanding of the 
processes and skills that join learmng and literac1es educat1on. Students are expected 
to have a clea~y articulated theory of learning as it relates to literacy and literacy edu-
cation as applied across grade levels and content areas. Prerequisite(s): MAE 605R. 
MAE 615. TEACHER AS RESEARCHER: FOUNDATIONS (2). Examines research 
strategies emphasizing ethnographic and action research in the multifaceted culture 
of process learning classrooms. Parlic1pants identify teachmg-learning questions ans-
ing from own situations and acquire techmques and resources for a research study. 
MAE 616. TEACHER AS RESEARCHER: PRACTICUM (2). Participants conduct 
research in their respective classroom, analyze data, draw conclusions, and present 
research findings, choosing an appropriate format to share findings with colleagues 
both in the program and in the larger community. PrereqUJsite(s)· MAE 615 
MAE 619. CURRICULUM THEORY AND EVALUATION PROCEDURES (2). Participants 
will engage in the process of discovenng how curriculum is developed in student-cen-
tered classrooms. Distinctions among adopting, adapting, and designing a student 
centered curricula around the Colorado State Standards will be examined. Students 
will design curricula for their classrooms based on the specific cultural characteristics 
of their individual school communities. Each candidate begins classroom Implementa-
tion of the curriculum he/she designs with the instructor and peers acting as mentors. 
MAE 620. CURRICULUM AND EVALUATIONS APPliCATION (2). A variety of assess-
ment and evaluative procedures will be discussed as an mtegral part of curriculum 
design and instructional practice. Students will des1gn assessments and evaluation 
procedures for their classrooms based on the specific cultural characteristics of the1r 
mdividual school communities. Each candidate will begin to implement ongoing 
assessments in his/her classroom and reflect upon the effect on student learnmg. 
Prerequisite(s): MAE 619. 
MAE 650E-W. LANGUAGE LEARNING STRAND (1-4). Provides an opportunity to prac-
bce process learning philosophy, research, and theory to develop language (listening, 
speaking, reading, and writing) as a critical thinking tool. Students learn that lan-
guage learning, like mathematics learning, is a process of construction. Emphasizes 
literature as a major resource for learning across all content areas. Candidates plan, 
Implement. and evaluate activities in which students use and consider the functions 
of language for a variety of relevant learning programs. 
MAE 655E-W. INTEGRATED LEARNING STRAND (2). The research, philosophy, and 
theory of constructivist learmng are applied to the content areas. Topics of study are 
selected by students from community issues that are of interest to them. Emphasis is 
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on developing concept understandings related to the topics being explored. 
Candidates plan, Implement. and evaluate integrated learning experiences that meet 
the diverse needs of the students in their own classrooms. 
MAE 660E-W. QUANTITATIVE THINKING STRAND (1-3). Emphasizes developing con-
cept, understandings, and skill proficiency through relevant content. Explores mathe-
matics as a discipline, a tool for learning across content areas and as a process of 
construction. Focuses on the meanmg that is being communicated rather than the 
form of the mathematics itself. Candidates plan, implement, and evaluate integrated 
experiences in which students explore the role mathematics plays on the1r lives while 
learning related mathematical concepts and skills. 
MAE 665E-W. LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE STRAND {1-5). The courses for this strate-
gy strand are des1gned to lead to endorsement m Colorado for Bilingual Education or 
English as a Second language (ESl). Model theory as practice across content with 
focus on meeting the linguistic and academic needs of students of limited English 
language proficiency. Successful completion of the courses within the learning for the 
Linguistically Different Strategy Strand may qualify a student to be recommended for 
endorsement. 
MAE 665E. LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE STRAND: TEACHING STRATEGIES FOR liN-
GUISTICALLY DIVERSE LEARNERS (3). Provides research-based methods and 
strategies for teaching English as a second language to speakers of other languages. 
Explores curriculum materials appropnate to the development of English as a second 
language and process learning as 11 applies to ESL in content areas. Spectfic teaching 
methodology including natural learning and sheltered approaches to develop academ-
ic English will be discussed and demonstrated 
MAE 665F. LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE STRAND: SPANISH LITERACY (3). Provides 
current and emerging philosophies and methods of teachmg reading, writing, speak-
ing, and listening m Spanish to nat1ve Spanish speakers. Includes a rev1ew of materi-
als and strategies for teaching reading, writing, and important cons1derattons for 
transference from first to second language. NOTE· Course is taught in Spanish and 
designed for the bilingual educator. 
MAE 665G. LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE STRAND: LINGUISTICS FOR LINGUISTICALLY 
DIVERSE LEARNERS (3). Provides learner with mformation concermng f1rst and sec-
ond language acqu1s1tion theory. Explores the structure and funct1on of the English 
language mcluding linguistiCS, applied linguistics, psycholinguistics. and sociolinguis-
tics. Reviews instructional practices for teaching English to speakers of other lan-
guages. Explores and models process learning as it applies to the acquisition of the 
English language 
MAE 665H. LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE STRAND: FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION FOR 
THE LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE (3). Provides an overv1ew of the h1story and legisla-
tion related to LDL and a survey of bilingual and ESL programs. Discusses models, 
philosophies, and theoretical underpinnings of programs for the LDL. Includes impor-
tant considerabons for teaching this population, introduction to parent involvement, 
and multicuHural education. Also studies strategieS for mcorporatmg process learning 
with bilingual and ESL education methodology. 
MAE 6651. LINGUISTICALLY DIFFERENT STRAND: ASSESSMENT FOR LINGUISTI-
CALLY DIVERSE LEARNERS (3). Includes both theoret1cal and applied aspects of 
diagnostic assessment. Presents an overv1ew of h1stoncal and legal implications as 
they apply to Linguistically Diverse Learners. Reviews administration and interpreta-
tion of current educational tests related to the Engl1sh language learner including 
intelligence. achievement, and language proficiency. Explores assessment in a 
process learning classroom and will be compared to trad1t10nal assessments. 
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MAE 665J. LINGUISTICAllY DIVERSE STRAND: PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVE-
MENT (3). Focuses on developmg a community of learners in the classroom and on 
models and strateg~es for improving parent and community involvement 10 the school. 
Examines strategies for becoming advocates for the linguistically diverse students 
and their families. Explores strategies for involving parents in the classroom. 
Students develop and implement a parent involvement component. 
MAE 665K. LINGUISTICAllY DIVERSE STRAND: lDl PRACTICUM I (3). Th1s course 
and the support semmar are designed to support candidates in linking the theories 
learned in other course work to actual practices. Under the direction of a mentor, can-
didates demonstrate their skills and knowledge to teaching linguistically diverse 
learners. Additional attributes which contribute to the success of linguistically diverse 
learners will be documented through professional development and community 
involvement activities NOTE: Pass/No Pass Grading only (180 clock hours). 
MAE 665l. LINGUISTICAllY DIVERSE STRAND: lDl PRACTICUM II (1-5). Th1s 
course and the support semmar are des1gned to support candidates 10 linkmg the 
theories learned in other course work to actual practices. Under the direction of a 
mentor, candidates demonstrate their skills and knowledge to teaching linguistically 
diverse learners. Additional attributes which contribute to the success of linguistically 
diverse learners will be documented through professional development and communi-
ty involvement activities. NOTE: Pass/No Pass Grading only (60-300 hrs). 
MAE 665M. LINGUISTICAllY DIVERSE STRAND: PARENT/SCHOOLJCOMMUNITY 
PARTNERSHIPS (1). Focuses on models and strategies for mcreasmg collaboration 
with parents and community in students' education. Explores ways to enhance an 
atmosphere of inclusion, further meaningful commumcat10n and become advocates 
for diverse students and their families. Participants will develop resources to assist 
families and support student achievement. 
MAE 665P. LINGUISTICAl l Y DIVERSE STRAND: LITERACY FOR THE LINGUISTICAl-
lY DIVERSE LEARNER (2). Focuses on developmg a commumty of learners who 
explore models and strategies for improving reading mstruction for the English lan-
guage learner. Research based strategies focused on the five reading components of 
phonics, phonemic awareness, vocabulary development, fluency, and reading com-
prehensiOn will be integrated throughout the class. Addresses the importance of fami-
ly literacy in teachmg reading 
MAE 665R. LINGUISTICS FOR THE LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE LEARNER II (2). 
Explores English language literacy, grammatical structures. and how to address lan-
guage structure and functions in content classes. Examines structures in a manner 
consistent w1th process learning in which all students will be involved in creating 
meaning around grammatical rules and structures in order to teach linguistically 
diverse learners. Participants will incorporate the grammar explanations into shel-
tered lessons for elementary and secondary LDL students. Prerequisite(s): MAE 665G. 
MAE 680E-W. WHOLE LEARNING WORKSHOP SERIES (1-4). Includes workshops 
and courses that are offered on a variety of topics for a limited number of times and 
taught by distinguished guest instructors. Provides opportunities for teachers to mter-
act with renowned scholars in whole learning theory and practice. 
MAE 690E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PROCESS LEARNING (1-6). Addresses a 
topic in process learning not covered 10 a course offered 10 th1s Bulletm or addresses 
a unique field experience related to a candidate's degree goals An mdependent study 
mvolvmg field experience must be submitted at least sixty (60) days pnor to the start 
of the experience for approval by the program director. An independent study may 
substitute for up to six (6) hours of Strategy Strand courses. Prerequisite(s) 
Permission of a candidate's mentor/advisor, the instructor, and the program director. 
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MAE 695E-H. LEARNING AND TEACHING SUPPORT SEMINAR (1). Candidates share. 
discuss and JOurnal learning connections between and among readings, courses. 
research, beliefs and classroom practices, including 1ssues related to program expec-
tations. Candidates have opportumlles to vis1t classrooms to observe instructional 
practices related to their professional and academic goals. Pass/No Pass grading 
only. Students must meet MAE Program Student Expectations to successfully com-
plete the Support Semmar and degree reqUirements. 
MAE 695M-P. LINGUISTICAllY DIVERSE SEMINAR (1). Explores multiple forms of 
literacy with the focus on self as learner. The objective of these seminars is to guide 
candidates in the discovery and subsequent understandings of their own learning 
process as modelmg for facilitation of classroon mstrucllon. Candidates will explore 
learning connections and prepare for the CAP Rev1ew. 
MAE 699A. CULMINATING ACADEMIC PROGRAM (CAP) REVIEW (0). Candidates are 
reqUired to reg~ster for the Culmmating Academ c Program (CAP) Rev1ew the final 
semester of the1r respect1ve programs. Candidates must have completed all course 
reqUirements prior to the Review semester. The purpose of the CAP Review is to pro-
vide a forum for prospective graduates to actively and creatively demonstrate their 
growth and changes as learners and educators. The CAP Review serves as a "com-
prehensive exammation." Prerequisite(s): Approval of program director. Pass/No Pass 
grading only. CAP Review fee reqUired. 
MAE 6998. LINGUISTICAllY DIFFERENT LEARNER (LOll: CULMINATING ACADEM-
IC PROGRAM (CAP) REVIEW (0). Candidates are reqUired to reg~ster for the 
linguistically Different learner Culminating Academic Program (LDLCAP) Rev1ew the 
final semester of thelf endorsement programs Candidates must have completed all 
course reqUirements prior to the Review semester. The purpose of the LDLCAP Review 
is to provide a forum for prospective endorsement candidates to actively and cre-
atively demonstrate their growth and changes as learners and educators of linguisti-
cally different learners. The LDLCAP Review serves as a "comprehensive examina-
tion." Prerequislte(s): Approval of program director Pass/No Pass gradmg only. CAP 
Rev1ew fee reqwred. 
************************* 
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REG I S UNIVERSIT Y BULLETIN 
RHSHP DEGREE AND CERTIFICATE OFFERINGS 
i 
ACADEM IC DEAN 'S OFFICE 
Room 315 Carroll Hall 
Regis University 
Mail Code: G-6 
3333 Regis Boulevard 




BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Program: Health Services Administration and Management 
Majors: Health Care Administration (HCA) 
Health Information Management (HIM) 
Office: Room 324 Carroll Hall 
Regis University 
Mall Code: G-10 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, CO 80221-1099 
303-458-4157 
303-964-5533 Fax 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 






RN to MS in Nursing 
Office: 3rd Floor Carroll Hall 
Regis University 
Mail Code: G-8 
I 
3333 Regis Boulevard 






RN to MS in Nursmg 
Online (800) 388-2366 Ext. 5269 or 303-964-5269 
303-964-5343 Fax 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Programs: Clinical Leadership for Phystcian Asststants 
Health Services Administration 
Office: Graduate Programs in Health Services Administration 
and Management 
Room 324 Carroll Hall 
Regis University 
Mail Code: G-10 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, CO 80221-1099 
303-458-4157 
303-964-5533 Fax 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN NURSING 
Program: Graduate Program in Nursing 
Specializations: Family Nurse Practtttoner 
Leadership in Health Care Systems 
Neonatal Nurse Practitioner 
Office: 3rd Floor Carroll Hall 
Regis University 
Mail Code: G-8 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, CO 80221-1099 
Family Nurse Practitioner and Neonatal Nurse 
Practitioner 303-964-5251 
Leadership in Hearth Care Systems 
Classroom-Based 303-964-5251 
303-964-5325 Fax 
Online (800) 338-2366 Ext. 5269 or 303-964-5269 
303-964-5343 Fax 
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
Program: Doctor of Physical Therapy 
Options: Professional Entry 
Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy (Post-ProfessiOnal 
Entry) 
Office: Room 409 Carroll Hall 
Regis University 
Mail Code: G-4 
3333 Regis Boulevard 





REGIS UNI VERS ITY BULLETIN 
CERTIFICATE OFFERINGS 
Program: Health Services Administration and Management 
Certificate: Health Information Management 
Office: Room 324 Carroll Hall 
Regis University 
Mail Code: G-10 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, CO 80221-1099 
303-458-415 7 
303-964-5533 Fax 
Program: Graduate Program in Nursing 
Certificate: Post-Master's Certificate 
Family Nurse Practitioner 
Health Care Education 
Neonatal Nurse Practitioner 
Office: 3rd Floor Carroll Hall 
Regis University 
Mail Code: G-8 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, CO 80221-1099 
303-964-5251 
303-964-5325 Fax 
Program: Doctor of Physical Therapy 
Certificate: Manual Therapy Fellowship 
Office: Room 409 Carroll Hall 
Regis University 
lill66 
Mail Code: G-4 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, CO 80221-1099 
303-458-4340 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
INTRODUCTION 
Reg1s University offers a variety of programs to serve the needs of 
the community for well-prepared professionals in health care. The 
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions (RHSHP) is 
organized into four departments: the Loretto Heights Department 
of Nursing, the Department of Physical Therapy, the Department 
of Health Serv1ces Administration and Management, and the 
Department of Health Care Ethics. Within these departments, the 
school offers a Bachelor of Science in Health Care Administration; 
Bachelor of Sc1ence in Health Information Management; Bachelor 
of Science in Nursing; Master of Science in Health Services 
Administration; Master of Science in Clinical Leadership for 
Physician Assistants; Master of Sc1ence degree 1n Nursing with a 
specialization in Family Nurse Practitioner, Leadership in Health 
Care Systems, or Neonatal Nurse Practitioner; and a Doctor of 
Physical Therapy. 
VISION/MISSIONNALUES/GOALS 
Within the Jesuit, Catholic tradition of Regis University, the 
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions embraces the fol-
lowing vision, m1ssion, values, and goals. 
Vision 
Our vision is to be nationally recogn1zed for delivenng innovat1ve 
programs that prepare socially responsible, capable leaders for the 
advancement of health care. 
Mission 
Our mission is to educate men and women as leaders committed 
to excellence within health care professions. 
Values 
We hold the following core values: 
Integrity-Honesty, fairness, respect for individual worth. 
Quality-Excellence, ability, reputation. 
Initiative-Purpose, mnovat1on, life-long learning. 
Commitment-Justice, engagement, community. 
Service-Spirituality, compass1on, caring. 
Leadership-Inspiration, collaboration, accomplishment. 
Goals 
We comm1t ourselves to: 
Prepare professionals able to practice effectively in the chang-
Ing health care environment. 
Encourage exploration of ethical issues, spiritual dimensions, 
and cultural differences. 
Provide educational opportunities that facilitate learning, criti-
cal thinking and effective communication. 
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Promote a student-centered learning environment that 
respects the unique needs of the individual. 
Cultivate the development of leadership skills 1n service of others. 
Collaborate with the broader community to meet current and 
anticipated health care needs. 
Foster respect for human diversity. 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH CARE ETHICS (HCE) 
Within the Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions all 
degree programs mclude a requirement for a course in health care 
ethics. The Department of Health Care Ethics was established to 
address that expectation. At the undergraduate level, the depart-
ment offers a general course in health care ethics that attracts 
students from many maJors. The Department also offers program 
specific courses for RNs returnmg for a BSN degree and for stu-
dents focusing on careers in health care management. Graduate 
level courses are designed to meet the needs of specific programs. 
Currently, the department does not offer a major or a minor. 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION AND 
MANAGEMENT (HSAM) 
The Department of Health Serv1ces Admmistration and 
Management houses undergraduate programs in Health Care 
Administration and Health Information Management, a post-bac-
calaureate certificate program in Health Information Management, 
and graduate programs in Health Services Administration and 
Clinical Leadership for Physicians Assistants. All course work is 
offered in an alternating weekend, accelerated format with curricu-
la designed to reflect principles of adult learning. Designated 
courses are available as electives to students in other majors. 
Bachelor of Science in Health Care Admmistration (HCAJ 
The Bachelor of Science in Health Care Administration degree was 
approved in September 1993 The first classes for this degree 
began 1n spnng of 1994. The program prepares students for a 
vanety of technical, managerial and consultative roles in the 
health care industry. Settings may include hospitals, nursing 
homes, ambulatory facilities, clinics, government agencies, com-
puter firms, service agencies and educational institutions. The cur-
riculum combines classroom learning with a clinical internship 
that features on-the-job supervised experience in an approved 
health care facility. Most courses are cross listed with the Health 
Information Management program as an effective and effic1ent 
way of bnnging health care professionals together to share ideas 
and promote collaboration. 
Bachelor of Science/Certificate in Health Information 
Management (HIM) 
The Health Information Management degree has been offered at 
Regis University since the fall of 1980. The name was changed 
from Health Records Information Management to its current name 
to reflect the expanding role in the professional field. The curricu-
lum incorporates a minor in Health Care Administration. The HIM 
program is accredited by the Commission on Accreditation for 
Health InformatiCS and Information Management Education 
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(CAHIIM). The HIM program has a certificate option for students 
who have already earned a baccalaureate degree. In addition to 
earning the Bachelor of Science degree or completing the certifi-
cate option in HIM, graduates are eligible to apply to write the 
national qualifying examination for certification as a Registered 
Health Information Administrator (RHIA). 
Master of Science in Clinical Leadership for Physician Assistants 
(CLP) 
The Master of Science degree in Clinical Leadership for Physician 
Assistants was approved in spring 2002. The CLP program offers 
a Master of Science degree specifically designed for bachelor's 
prepared physician ass1stants who are either licensed to pract1ce 
as a physician assistant or are in the final year of study for com-
pletion of physician assistant course work. 
Since the 1960's, physician assistants (PAs) have been influencing 
the way health care is delivered in this country. Although the pro-
fession is only 30 years old-relatively young in comparison to some 
other health professions-PAs have become a major part of the U.S. 
health care system. With over half of the nations practicing PAs 
specializing in primary care, they have a lot to contribute to the 
current health care system. Since many PAs practice m physician 
offices, often in rural areas, this program provides course work that 
assists PAs in taking a leadership role in a physician practice. The 
CLP program is offered in an accelerated, every-other-weekend for-
mat and can be completed in 15 to 18 months. 
Master of Science in Health Services Admmistratton (HSA) 
The Master of Science degree in Health Services Administration 
was approved in January of 1999 and the first class was admit-
ted in October 1999. The innovative advanced practice model 
recognizes prior learning based on an undergraduate foundation in 
health care management and/or prior health care management 
experience. With minimal introductory content, the curriculum 
contains a challenging master's core with advanced pract1ce 
courses in Finance and Accounting, operations, quality, and tech-
nology management. This allows for a shorter but more in-depth 
preparation of students. Courses make extensive use of case stud-
ies and applied projects. Special topic courses allow individual 
students to custom design learning experiences in specific areas of 
interest and expertise, preparing students for a wide range of 
administrative positions. The curriculum promotes the further 
development of leadership abilities along with a deeper apprecia-
tion of the social and ethical obligations and conflicts inherent 
within the industry. The program is offered in an accelerated, 
every-other-weekend format and can be completed in 18 months. 
LORETIO HEIGHTS DEPARTMENT OF NURSING 
Reg1s University adopted and integrated the Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing degree when Loretto Heights College closed in May 
1988. The Colorado State Board of Nursing first approved the 
program at Loretto He1ghts in 1948, the year it was established 
at that college. In 1952, the National League for Nursing (NLN) 
accredited the College's program. That accreditation was trans-
ferred to Regis University when the program moved. In 1991, a 
llll68 
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graduate program in Nursing was established. In 1993, the 
National League for Nursing (NLN) renewed the undergraduate 
accreditation and granted full five-year initial accreditation to the 
Master of Sc1ence degree in Nursing Program. In 1999, both the 
National League for Nursing Accreditation Commission (NLNAC) 
and the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE) of 
the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) visited 
the Department of Nursing and granted full, continuing accredita-
tion to the undergraduate and graduate nursing programs. In 
2002, the Loretto Heights Department of Nursing decided to 
maintain a single accreditation-CCNtJAACN-and discontmued 
accreditation with NLNAC. 
The nursmg curriculum is designed to educate students in the art 
and science of nursing. Leadership skill development is promoted 
with a special emphasis on developing critical thinking, ethical 
decision making, and a commitment to social justice. 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSNJ 
The Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) is available in several 
formats. The undergraduate nursing program serves both tradition-
al-aged and adult students in a daytime program. The Traditional 
Opt1on offers the undergraduate program according to a traditional 
academic fall through spring schedule. The Accelerated Option is 
also available to serve the adult with a previous non-nursing bac-
calaureate degree who desires a degree in nursing. A worksite 
option, m partnership with health care agencies in the community, 
offers the undergraduate nursing program to employees of the 
health care agencies who wish to pursue a BSN degree. The 
Bachelor of Science m Nursing Connecting Healthcare 
Occupations with Innovative Curriculum and Experience (CHOICE) 
Option offers the undergraduate nursing program in a variety of 
settings with flexible schedules accommodating individuals who 
work in health care. Course work is also offered for the registered 
nurse (RN) who wishes to earn a baccalaureate degree. The RN-
BSN Completion Option course work is delivered in a one evening 
per-week on-campus format and online. The RN to MS in Nursing 
Option offers RNs both the Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree 
and the Master of Science (Nursing Leadership in Health Care 
Systems) in a single program. 
Master of Science Degree in Nursing (MSJ 
The Master of Science degree in Nursing program began in 
January 1991 in an every-other-weekend format. The first special-
ization, Nursing Administration, was developed to prepare nurses 
for mid-level and upper management positions. In 1998 the 
Loretto Heights Department of Nursing reorganized the curriculum 
extensively and changed the name of the specialization to 
Leadership in Health Care Systems. Master's students in 
Leadership in Health Care Systems may choose either a Nursing 
Management or a Nursing Education focus. This specialization is 
now offered in a one-evening-per-week on-campus format and 
online. In fall of 1994, the graduate program added a specializa-
tion designed to prepare nurses for the role of Family Nurse 
Practitioner (FNP). The FNP specialization is offered in an every-
other-weekend on-campus format. In the fall of 1997, three spe-
cial educational options for nurse practitioners were added to the 
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graduate program in Nursing. In 2004 a Neonatal Nurse 
Practitioner (NNP) specialization began. In January 2005, a grad-
uate program was added for registered nurses (RNs) who wish to 
earn a masters degree. Post-master's certificates in Health Care 
Education, FNP, and NNP are also offered . 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
The Department of Physical Therapy offers a Doctor of Physical 
Therapy (OPT) degree through two options: a professional-entry 
doctoral program (OPT) and a post-professional (transition) entry 
doctoral program (tDPT). The physical therapy professional entry 
program is fully accredited by the Commission on Accreditation in 
Physical Therapy Education (CAPTE) of the American Physical 
Therapy Association. Doctorally prepared graduates are also eligi-
ble for admission into the advanced practice Manual Therapy 
Fellowship certificate program that is credentialed by the 
American Physical Therapy Association. 
In addition, the Department offers an undergraduate minor in 
Exerc1se Sc1ence. Refer to the Regis College section of this 
Bulletin for additional information on the Exercise Science minor. 
Doctor of Physical Therapy (OPT) 
The professional-entry doctoral program (OPT) is a full -time pro-
gram three calendar years in length (eight semesters), with a new 
class startmg in August of each year. It is designed for students 
who want to become physical therapists. Upon successful com-
pletion of the program, graduates receive a doctoral degree, which 
prepares them to be autonomous general practitioners equipped 
with the necessary tools to practice physical therapy in the 21st 
century. Graduation requirements include completion of a research 
project and a capstone portfolio. 
The post-professional (transition) doctoral program (tDPT) is 
designed for practicing phys1cal therapists who seek to advance 
their professional education and enhance their clinical skills. This 
program 1s offered primarily through online delivery with on-cam-
pus weekend intensives required three to four times during the 
program. Degree requirements for this program vary dependmg on 
the student's entry-level physical therapy degree. All students are 
required to complete a capstone portfolio prior to graduation. 
DEGREE PLAN 
The Degree Plan is a written agreement between the student and 
the appropriate undergraduate or graduate program. It sets forth 
the academic requirements for the degree. The Degree Plan 1s 
signed by the student and the academic advisor and/or depart-
ment d1rector. 
The Degree Plan specifies the amount of time during which the 
requirements for a particular degree should be completed. This 
period is determined by the Rueckert-Hartman School for Health 
Professions (RHSHP) undergraduate and graduate programs. The 
Health Care Administration program, Health Information 
Management program, Bachelor of Science in Nursing, Master of 
Science degree in Nursing, Master of Science in Health Services 
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Administration, and Master of Science in Clinical Leadership for 
Physician Assistants allow five years (60 months) to complete 
degree requirements from the date the student signs the Degree 
Plan. The RN to MS degree in Nursing option allows students six 
years (72 months) to complete requirements for both degrees 
from the date the student signs the Degree Plan. The professional 
entry Doctor of Physical Therapy program allows four years (48 
months) to complete degree requirements from the date the stu-
dent signs the Degree Plan. The Transition Doctor of Physical 
Therapy program allows three to five years depending on the prior 
entry-level physical therapy degree of the student. 
During the period the Degree Plan is active, students are permit-
ted to benefit from changes such as transfer credit policy changes; 
however, they are not affected by degree requirement changes that 
were implemented since the Degree Plan activation (date of stu-
dent's signature). If the Degree Plan expires before the student 
has completed degree requirements, the student must sign a new 
Degree Plan and is held to any degree requirement changes asso-
ciated with the current Degree Plan. 
COMMUNICATION 
To facilitate communication at Regis University, all students, facul-
ty, and staff of the Rueckert-Hartman School for Health 
Professions are required to have a RegisNet e-mail account. 
Messages from the University, School, and mdiv1dual departments 
will ONLY be sent to Regis e-mail addresses. Students can request 
an account at http://webadvisor.regis.edu. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
All International students seeking admiss1on to the Rueckert-
Hartman School for Health Professions should check directly with 
the RHSHP Office of Admissions. 
All international students must complete the general admission 
requirements for the program of interest and also the following 
requirements: 
If English is not the native/first language, the applicant must 
submit an official score report of Test of English as a Foreign 
Language (TOEFL) with a minimum score of 213 (computer-
based), or complete ELS Language Centers level 109-
Academic. Level 109-Academic must be completed within 
one year prior to acceptance. 
Complete a personal interview with an admissions represen-
tative. 
Submit to the RHSHP Office of Admissions documentation of 
financial ability to pay one year's expenses, including tuition, 
fees, living expenses, etc. and demonstrate adequate cover-
age for health insurance in the United States. An 1-20 cannot 
be issued until after the student has been admitted by the 
University and an academic program. 
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Additional English instruction may be required on or after admis-
sion to the Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions to 
ensure success in completing program course work. 
To ensure enough time for the processing of international student 
applications, it is recommended that international students apply 
no later than four weeks before the academic period for which 
enrollment is intended, or, in cases in which application deadlines 
are in effect, four weeks before the application deadline. 
Applications rece1ved later than four weeks may not be processed 
m time and may have to be held for the following academic period. 
NOTE: All documents submitted during the admissions process 
become the property of Regis Umversity. 
APPEALS OF DISPUTED GRADES 
All grade appeals must be initiated within the first four weeks of 
the semester or term following rece1pt of the grade that is being 
challenged. 
The following procedure is to be followed if students wish to 
protest a grade received in a course. 
1 The student first contacts the instructor and reviews the 
issues. If the grade remains in dispute the student should fol-
low step 2. 
2 The student contacts the appropriate department director 
and, in writing, protests the disputed grade. The department 
director then follows either step "a" or step "b", depending 
upon the circumstances. 
a. If the grade in dispute does not affect the student's abili-
ty to progress in the program, the following procedure 
applies: 
Both the student and the instructor submit written state-
ments explaining the issue to the appropnate department 
director. The department director reviews all the docu-
mentation submitted to determine the validity of the 
challenge. The department director contacts the student 
and instructor to schedule an appointment, if necessary. 
The department director may choose to seek additional 
information from other sources, 1f indicated by the cir-
cumstances. The department director makes a decision 
about the disputed grade and conveys that decision m 
writing to the student and instructor. If either party wish-
es to contest the department director's dec1sion, step 3 
should be followed. 
b. If the grade in dispute prevents the student from pro-
gressing in the program, the following procedure applies: 
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The department director arranges for a committee of 
three faculty members to review the case. The student 
and the instructor each appoint one of the three commit-
tee members. The third committee member is chosen by 
the other two committee members. The department 
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director participates as an ex officio member of the com-
mittee. The committee reviews evidence in any manner 
the committee deems equitable. (Usually a written state-
ment from each party that the other party can review 
and respond to in writing.) Oral presentations to the 
committee are sometimes useful. Care should be taken 
lest either of the parties be intimidated through oral pro-
cedure. The committee recommends a solution to the 
department director, who notifies the student and the 
instructor of the decision in writing. If either party wishes 
to further contest the committee's solution, step 3 
should be followed. 
The dissatisfied party appeals to the academ1c dean of the 
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions within two weeks 
of receipt of the decis1on or solution. The academic dean reviews 
the proceedings to date, obtains any new information deemed 
appropriate and makes the final determination. The academic 
dean notifies all parties in writing of the final decision. 
ACADEMIC DISHONESTY POLICY 
The Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions 1s committed 
to the highest standards of academic integrity. Thus, sanctions 
may be imposed for actions deemed dishonest. A description of 
types of academic dishonesty is provided in the General 
Information section of this Bulletin. Specific policies and proce-
dures for addressing mcidents of academic dishonesty are delin-
eated in the departmental handbooks and/or course syllabi. If an 
incident of academic dishonesty is egregious or if it involves 
repeated dishonesty, the procedures for disciplinary expulsion may 
be followed. 
DISCIPLINARY EXPULSION 
All Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions students are 
bound by the provisions of the Regis University Student 
Handbook, the Regis University Bulletin, and the appropriate 
RHSHP program handbook, including, but not limited to, the 
Standards of Conduct and general University policies and regula-
tions. Copies of the Student Handbook may be obtained in the 
Office of Student Life located in the Student Center or accessed 
online at www.regis.edu. 
Procedures for reviewing incidents of academic dishonesty are 
outlined in the General Information section of this Bulletin. 
Procedures for reviewing violations of the University's Standards of 
Conduct are outlined in the Student Handbook. Incidents of 
unsafe behavior or unprofessional conduct in a clinical or academ-
ic setting are also grounds for disciplinary action, includmg, but 
not limited to expulsion from the program, as set forth below. The 
academic dean of the Rueckert-Hartman School for Health 
Professions shall have sole discretion for determining wh1ch proce-
dure shall be used and for determinmg which provisions apply in 
individual cases. 
Examples of unprofessional conduct or unsafe behavior include 
but are not limited to: 
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A pattern of unsafe clinical performance. 
Any action of omission or commission that results in serious 
injury or harm to another. 
Disrespectful, abusive or dishonest interaction with patients, 
families, staff, faculty or peers. 
Violation of a client's right to confidentiality. 
Performance of a criminal act. 
Abuse of drugs or illegal use or possession of controlled sub-
stances. 
Fa11ure to follow the policies and procedures of the clinical agency. 
Academic dishonesty or plagiarism. 
Manipulation, alteration, removal or destruction of other 
studenVtaculty/University/clinical faculty materials and/or 
equipment. 
Unauthorized use of Regis University or clinical agency equip-
ment inclusive of computer accounts, records, and files. 
Violations of the professional standards of conduct and ethics 
of the profession the student is preparing to enter. 
Other prohibited conduct as defined by Regis University, the 
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions and the 
department or program. 
Other conduct or behav1or that is unprofessional or unsafe as 
determined by the discretion of the School. 
The faculty member and/or responsible supervisor making the ini-
tial judgment that a situation of unsafe behavior or unprofessional 
conduct in a clinical or academ1c settmg ex1sts shall inform the 
student of the charges against him/her and notify the appropnate 
department director or designee. If in the judgment of the faculty 
member and/or responsible supervisor the nature of the conduct or 
behavior warrants, the student may be suspended from the class-
room or clinical area until the review process has been completed. 
Following a preliminary review of the evidence available in a case, 
the department director or designee shall schedule a hearing with 
the student to review the charges. If the student fails to appear at 
the heanng and the failure of appearance is not excused by the 
department director, the charges shall be deemed to be unchal-
lenged and the student shall be deemed to have waived the right to 
a hearing. In such cases the department director may proceed to 
apply such sanctions as the department director deems appropriate. 
At the hearing, the department director or designee shall: 
Prov1de the student with copies of all written reports regard-
ing the circumstances and facts of the case. The student 
shall have an opportunity to give his/her reactions to the 
reports and to offer any additional information relevant to 
resolving the case. 
Interview involved parties, including the student, about the 
facts of the case. The student shall have the right to hear any 
testimony related to the case that may adversely affect 
him/her and to question persons giving such testimony. 
Allow the student to present witnesses on his/her own behalf 
and to be accompanied by one advisor who is not a party to 
the case. Such advisors must be members of the Regis 
University faculty or full-time staff. 
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Followmg the hearing and consultations deemed necessary with 
program faculty or committees, the department director or 
designee shall make a determination of the facts of the case and 
sanctions if appropriate. Sanction options include, but are not lim-
ited to, expuls1on or suspension from the program, probation, 
warnings, or failure of a course 
Notification of the results of the review by the department director 
or designee shall be provided in writing by regular mail to the stu-
dent's last known address as identified in the records of the 
Umvers1ty and to the academic dean of the Rueckert Hartman 
School for Health Professions. 
The student shall have three working days from receipt of the let-
ter to appeal the decision of the department director to the aca 
demic dean. Notification of the results of the review by the aca-
demic dean shall be provided in writing by ma1l to the student 
with a copy to the department director or designee. The decision 
of the academic dean is final. 
ACADEMIC STANDING AND PENALTIES 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
GOOD STANDING 
Students at Regis University must maintain at least a 2.000 ("C") 
cumulative grade point average to be in good academic standing. 
The cumulative grade point average is computed by dividing the 
total number of grade points earned by the total number of 
semester hours attempted. A grade of "C-" or higher is required 
for upper division courses in the major or minor area to be count-
ed as work toward the major or mmor. A grade of "C-" or higher is 
requ1red by some departments for lower division major courses to 
be counted as work toward the major or minor. 
NOTE: The Loretto Heights Department of Nursing Undergraduate 
Program requires a grade of "C" (2.000) or higher in all nursmg 
courses. 
A grade of "D" in other courses mdicates an academic deficiency; 
however, those course hours may apply toward graduation. 
ACADEMIC WARNING 
Undergraduate Traditional Option Nursmg students whose semester 
graduate point average falls below a 2.000 but whose cumulative 
grade point average remains above a 2.000 are placed on academ-
ic warning. Although academic warning indicates an academic 
deficiency, it is not as severe as academic probation and is not 
indicated on the student's permanent academic record (transcript). 
ACADEMIC PROBATION 
Students with a cumulative grade point average below a 2.000 
are placed on academic probation. During the next semester of 
enrollment, the School expects students to raise their cumulative 
grade point average to a minimum of 2.000. In some instances, 
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the academic advisor, in consultation with the department direc-
tor, establishes additional conditions that students must meet 
within a specified period of time. Failure to raise the cumulative 
grade point average or meet any of the specified conditions may 
result in suspension. Academic probation is recorded on the stu-
dent's permanent academic record (transcript). 
Occasionally a student's Regis University cumulative grade point 
average is so low that it is almost mathematically impossible for 
the student to raise it to a 2.000 in one semester. In that situa-
tion, the department director may enter into an agreement with 
the student to permit the student to earn a provisional grade point 
average for the semester. This agreed upon grade point average is 
set within a range that is a fair and reasonable expectation for the 
student in question. If the provisional grade point average is 
earned for the semester, but the student's cumulative grade point 
average remains below a 2.000, the student may be awarded the 
status of Probation Continued. If the agreed upon grade point 
average is not achieved, the student may be suspended. 
ACADEMIC SUSPENSION 
Undergraduate students in the Rueckert-Hartman School for 
Health Professions who have been placed on academic probation 
and do not achieve a cumulative grade point average of 2.000 or 
meet those conditions established during their probation are, 
under ordinary circumstances, suspended. This renders students 
ineligible to return to Regis University for a period of 12 months. 
Students who are notified of academic suspension for the previous 
term and who are currently in attendance in a Regis University class 
may complete that class. Any additional registrations will be dropped. 
After one year, students may reapply for admission by submitting 
to the appropriate program: 1) a letter requesting readmission, 
explaining the causes of the earlier academic difficulties and 
describing how the student has overcome those difficulties; and 2) 
an official transcript showing at least 12 semester hours (or equiv-
alent quarter hours) of acceptable academic course work complet-




Students must have a minimum cumulative grade point average of 
3.000 to graduate. If a student's grade point average falls below 
3.000 in the program, the student is placed on academic proba-
tion. Students placed on academic probation have one semester 
to raise their grade point average to a 3.000. 
ACADEMIC SUSPENSION 
Students who fail to raise the cumulative grade point average to 
3.000 are suspended from the program. In addition, students who 
receive a grade of "C" in two courses at the 600-level are subject 
to academic review and may be suspended from the program. 
:11172 
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Suspension may be appealed to the department director. 
Students who are notified of academic suspension for the previous 
term and who are currently in attendance in a Regis University 
class may complete that class. Any additional registrations will be 
dropped. 
Doctoral 
Students are notified of a change in academic status by a certified 
letter from the department director, but failure to provide or 
receive the notice does not invalidate the action taken. 
ACADEMIC PROBATION 
If a student's cumulative grade point average falls below 3.000, 
the student is placed on academic probation. A student is allowed 
a maximum of two probation periods during the length of the pro-
gram. However, it is a department expectation that the student 
will make every effort to raise hiS/her cumulative grade point aver-
age to 3.000 by the end of the next semester in order to return to 
good academic standing. In addition, if a student fails a clinical 
rotation, he/she is also placed on academic probation. A student 
on academic probation is not allowed to participate in clinical 
education rotations. Academic Probation is noted on the perma-
nent academic record (transcript). 
ACADEMIC SUSPENSION 
A student is suspended from the Doctor of Physical Therapy pro-
gram if he/she fails to complete necessary remediation to a satis-
factory level in the subsequent semester of receiving a "C" or "C-". 
A student who receives a grade lower than a "C-" in a course is 
suspended from the program. In addition, if a student's cumulative 
grade point average is less than 3.000 for more than two semes-
ters, he/she is suspended from the program. Academic suspension 
renders the student ineligible to participate in Physical Therapy 
Department academic activities including academic course work, 
clinical course work, and project course work for the remaining 
sequence of course offerings with the student's respective class. 
The student may apply for consideration of readmission to the pro-
gram for the following academic year. Academic Suspension is 
noted on the permanent academic record (transcript). 
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE 
ACADEMIC DISMISSAL 
Academic dismissal is action taken by the department and Regis 
University that renders a student ineligible to return to Regis 
University for any program of study. For this action to be taken, a 
student must have been suspended for academic reasons, been 
readmitted to the Program on academic probation, and subse-
quently failed to achieve the required cumulative grade point aver-
age. Academic dismissal is recorded on the permanent academic 
record (transcript). 
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ACADEMIC SUSPENSION/DISMISSAL APPEAL PROCEDURE 
Upon being notified by letter of suspension or dismissal, students 
who wish to appeal the decision should do the following: 
Write a letter to the department director of the appropriate 
department stating: 
a The student's honest and straight-forward assessment of 
how the academic problems came about. 
b Why the student failed to ach1eve the requ1red grade 
pomt average. Were there, for example, any extenuatmg 
Circumstances beyond the student's control? 
c Why the student should not be suspended from the pro-
gram or dismissed from the University. 
d Some indication that the student is ready to continue 
serious academic work. 
e The names of the student's advisor or faculty members 
from whom supporting statements may be solicited by 
the student. 
Submit the letter by the deadline stated in the letter of sus-
pension or dismissal 
Contact the advisor, faculty member, doctors, etc. to discuss 
the case. Any supporting statements from them must be 
received by the same deadline. 
The department director is interested in any pertinent information 
that has genuine bearing on the matter. The focus IS on why the 
student failed to reach his/her academic goals and why the stu-
dent should be allowed to continue studies at Regis University. 
The department director reviews all materials submitted by the stu-
dent and, if appropriate, forwards them to the designated faculty 
committee within the program. The department d1rector notifies the 
student in writing of the decision regarding the student's appeal. 
Suspension Final Appeal Procedure 
All dec1s1ons regarding a student's suspension or dismissal may be 
appealed in writing to the academic dean of the Rueckert-
Hartman School for Health Professions. The academic dean may 
require a personal interview with the student before a decision is 
reached. The decision of the academic dean is final. 
RUECKERT-HARTMAN SCHOOL FOR 
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EXPENSES 
The tuition, fees and other charges described are good-faith pro-
jections for the academic year. They are, however, subject to 
change from one academic term to the next as deemed necessary 
by the University in order to meet its financial commitments and 
to fulfill its role and mission. 
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A date is designated in the University Calendar for obtaining finan-
cial clearance. Information regarding the financial clearance 
process is mailed to traditional students in advance of clearance 
dates. There is a fee for late clearance. Students who complete 
preregistration- but do not complete fmancial clearance-have 
their courses dropped. For additional information, students should 
contact Enrollment Services at 1-800-388-2366 Ext. 4126 or 
303-458-4126. 
Information regarding payment of charges is located under the 
"Tuition, Fees, Room and Board Charges" heading in the General 
Information section of this Bulletin. 
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS 
Charges for the 2006-2007 Academic Year 
Bachelor of Science Degree in HCA and HIM 
Tuition (per semester hour) $296 
Online Course Tuition (per semester hour) $326 
Application Fee $40 
Liability Insurance Fee (Junior and Senior per year) $40 
Additional specific course fees may exist that are not listed. 
Bachelor of Sc1ence in Nursing Degree 
Charges are per semester, unless otherwise noted. 
Traditional Nursing Option 
Full-time Tuition $12,500 
Part-time Tuition (per semester hour) $781 
Application Fee $40 
Student Activ1ty Fee Full-time* (per semester) $100 
Student Activity Fee Part-time* (per semester) $70 
Liability Insurance Fee (Junior and Senior per year) $100 
Nursing Laboratory Fee (one-time fee; Junior year) $125 
Nursing Technologies Institute $304 
Orientation Fee (one-time fee for new students) $150 
Science Laboratory Fee** $125 
Late Clearance Fee (per semester) $100 
Additional specific course fees may ex1st that are not listed. 
* Determined by the Student Executive Board; subject to change. 
** For science courses offered through Regis College. 
Accelerated Nursing Option (tuition increases effective on 
January 1, 2007). 
Tuition (per semester hour) 
Application Fee 
Liability Insurance Fee (billed twice) 
Laboratory Fee 
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CHOICE Option 
Tuition (per semester hour) $490 
Twtion Non-Nursing Courses $296 
Application Fee $40 
Nursing Laboratory Fee (one-time fee) $125 
Liability Insurance Fee (Junior and Senior per year) $100 
Nursing Technologies Institute $304 
RN-BSN Option 
Classroom-based Twt1on (per semester hour) $296 
Online Course Tuition (per semester hour) $326 
Application Fee $40 
Liability Insurance Fee (Junior/Senior per year) $40 
RN to MS Degree in Nursing Option 
Online Bachelor's Level Course Tuition 
(per semester hour) $326 
Online Master's Level Course Tuition 
(per semester hour) $378 
Comprehensive Learning Module Evaluation Fee $114 
Application Fee $40 
Liability Insurance Fee (billed four times) $40 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
Master of Science Degree in Clinical Leadership for Physictan 
Assistants 
Classroom-Based Tu1tion (per semester hour) $350 
Online Course Tuition (per semester hour) $378 
Application Fee $75 
Master of Science Degree in Health Services Administration 
Classroom-Based Tuition (per semester hour) $350 
Online Course Tuition (per semester hour) $378 
Application Fee $75 
Master of Science Degree in Nursing 
Classroom-Based Tuition (per semester hour) $350 
Online Course Tuition (per semester hour) $378 
Application Fee $75 
Liability Insurance Fee (per year) 
[Leadership in Health Care Systems] $40 
Liability Insurance Fee (per year) [Family Nurse 
Practitioner and Neonatal Nurse Practitioner] $200 
Laboratory Fee (Family Nurse Practitioner and 
Neonatal Nurse Practitioner only) $125 
Comprehensive Learnmg Module Evaluation 
Fee (online only) $114 
::11174 
Doctor of Physical Therapy 
Tuition (per semester hour) 
Application Fee 
Laboratory Fee (per year) 
Liability Insurance Fee (per year) 
Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy 
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ACADEMIC INFORMATION - UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS 
UNDERGRADUATE CORE STUDIES AND 
GENERAL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
Unless otherwise indicated in this section, policies included in the 
General Information section of this Bulletin apply to the Rueckert-
Hariman School for Health Professions. 
The Liberal Arts Core requirements vary somewhat among the 
three major academic units of the University. In undergraduate 
programs offered by Regis College, the School for Professional 
Studies, and the Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions, 
some of the Core requirements may be met by courses considered 
prerequisites for a specific major. The Core requirements for stu-
dents in undergraduate programs offered by the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions are as follows. 
Core Studies Requirements 
English Composition 
Literature/Humanities/Oral and Written Communication 
Natural Science/Mathematics/Computer Science 










NOTE: At least one of the courses used to meet the above reqwrements must 
have a non-U.S. focus. 
Undergraduate General Degree Requirements 
In addition to completion of the Core studies, major, minor (if 
required) and elective areas, each undergraduate degree candidate 
must also satisfy each of the following requirements: 
Completion of 128 semester hours of academic course work. 
No course in which the candidate has received less than a 
"C-" grade is acceptable for credi t in major or minor areas. 
The Loretto Heights Department of Nursing Undergraduate 
Program requires a grade of "C" (2.000) or higher for all 
nursing courses. 
A mmimum of 30 graded semester hours must be taken at 
Regis University. This does not mclude credits earned through 
Prior Learnmg Assessment (portfolio or exams). 
Once a student enrolls at Regis University, all upper division 
course work in the major must be completed at Regis. 
Students may use CLEP, Portfolio and Regis University Credit-
by-Exam to earn credit. 
COURSE LOAD 
HCA/HIM: The normal academ1c load should not exceed nine 
semester hours per ten week academic period or a total of 18 
semester hours per semester. 
Nursing: The average course load per semester is 15-18 semester 
hours for Traditional Opt1on students; 15-21 semester hours for 
Accelerated Option students; 9-15 hours for CHOICE Option stu-
dents and 6-12 semester hours per semester for RN-BSN 
Completion Opt1on students. 
COURSE OVERLOAD 
HCA/HIM: The normal academic load should not exceed nine 
semester hours per ten week academic period or 18 semester 
hours per semester. Ordinarily, only students with a minimum 
cumulative grade point average of 3.000 and no grades of 
Incomplete are eligible to apply for an overload. Students wishing 
to exceed this maximum academic load must subm1t a formal 
written request for overload to the department director at least 
one week prior to the beginning of the ten week academ1c period. 
Nursing: Ordinarily, only students with a 3.000 minimum cumula-
tive grade point average and no grades of Incomplete are allowed 
to carry an overload. Permission to carry more than the maximum 
course load must come from the department director or designee. 
A written request for overload should be submitted at least one 
week prior to the beginning of the semester. 
CREDIT FOR PRIOR LEARNING ASSESSMENT 
Students who have work experience as an adult may be eligible 
for undergraduate credit through Pnor Learning Assessment. The 
procedure is as follows: 
Students write a letter outlining the1r work experience and 
submit 1t to their academic advisor for approval. 
If approved, the academic advisor submits the request to the 
faculty chair of Pnor Learning Assessment, School for 
Professional Studies. 
If it is decided by the faculty chair of Prior Learning Assessment 
and the student that portfolio is a viable option, the faculty chair 
approves and forwards all paperwork to the academic dean of 
the Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions. 
If approved by the academic dean of the Rueckert-Hariman 
School for Health Professions, the student enrolls in ED 202-Prior 
Learning Assessment, a three-credit portfolio preparation seminar. 
With the ass1stance of the student's academic advisor, the 
faculty chair of Pnor Learnmg Assessment, and the student 
identify courses for the portfolio that fit mto the Degree Plan. 
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Students wishing to maJor m programs offered by RHSHP 
must complete all courses in the major through RHSHP. 
Courses in the major may not be completed through Prior 
Learning Assessment. 
Courses m the Core, prerequisite courses and general elec-
tives may be completed through Prior Learning Assessment. 
Students continue the Prior Learning Assessment process 
and, if successful, receive academ1c credit. 
NOTE: The Loretto Heights Department of Nursing does not grant 
credit through Prior Learning Assessment. RN-BSN Completion 
students receive credit for prior learning through the Colorado 
Articulation Agreement. (Students should refer to the Articulation 
Model brochure, available from the Rueckert-Hartman School for 
Health Professions Office of Admissions for conditions that apply). 
REGISTRATION 
Registration can be completed by phone, fax, mail, online using 
WebAdvisor, or in person. Details by program are provided below. 
Reg1strat1on phone numbers: 303-458-4126 or 1-800-388-2366 
Ext. 4126. Registration Fax number: 303-964-5449. 
WebAdvisor requires use of the student's RegisNET account and is 
accessed from the Regis University homepage at www.regis.edu. 
PROCEDURE 
HCA/HIM: Registration is available by phone, fax, mail or in per-
son through the office of the Registrar. Registration is also avail-
able online through WebAdvisor. 
Traditional Nursing Option: Registration for the Traditional 
Nursing Option follows the same policies described for Regis 
College undergraduate students. 
RN-BSN Completion (classroom-based}, Accelerated, and 
CHOICE, Nursing Options: Students must register a week prior to 
the first day of class. Registration is available online through 
WebAdvisor. Registration is also available by phone, fax, mail or in 
person through the office of the Reg1strar. 
Online Nursing Options: RegiStration tor the RN-BSN Completion, 
RN to MS degree in Nursing, or MS degree 1n Nursing online options 
must be completed by the Tuesday prior to the first day of class. 
Registration is available by phone, fax, or WebAdvisor for all courses. 
ADD/DROP 
HCA/HIM: Add/drop may occur up to eight days following the 
start of the academic period. 
Nursing: Students in the Traditional , Accelerated, CHOICE, 
Outreach, and Worksite Options follow the same add/drop policies 
as those Identified m the Regis College Undergraduate Program 
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section of this Bulletin. The add/drop for Accelerated and CHOICE 
Option students may be completed by phone, fax, mail , in person 
through the Office of the Registrar or through WebAdvisor. All pre-
licensure students (Traditional, Accelerated, and CHOICE} must 
contact their advisor. 
The add/drop penod for the RN-BSN Completion Option class-
room-based option extends through the first week of class only. 
The add/drop period for all online options extends through the first 
week of class for dropping courses. Online students are not 
allowed to add courses after the Tuesday prior to the first day of 
class without permission from their advisor. Following the 
add/drop period, questions about withdrawal from courses in 
online options should be directed to the Online Nursing program 
assistant at 1-800-388-2366 Ext. 5269. 
AUDITING A COURSE 
HCA/HIM: Auditing 1s permitted only with the approval of the 
department director. 
Nursing: Auditing of theory courses only is permitted in Nursing 
and requires prior approval of the department director. 
DEAN'S LIST: UNDERGRADUATE TRADITIONAL AND 
ACCELERATED OPTIONS IN NURSING 
Students in the Traditional and Accelerated options in nursing who 
carry a semester load of 15 or more graded hours and who earn a 
minimum grade point average of 3. 700 are placed on the Dean's 
List. Students who are required during the semester to take a 
PassiNo Pass course-and who carry 12 or more graded hours with 
3. 700 semester grade point average and who earn a grade of Pass 
on the course-are eligible for mclusion on the Dean's List. Students 
who are not required during the semester to take a Pa~No Pass 
course but request the Pas!'JNo Pass grading opt1on are eligible if 
they earn a grade of Pass in the course and earn a minimum of 15 
letter-graded semester hours. Students who earn a No Pass grade or 
an Incomplete grade are ineligible for the Dean's List. 
The Dean's List is posted for Traditional students fall and spring 
semesters and for Accelerated students fall, spring, and summer 
semesters. 
RUECKERT-HARTMAN SCHOOL FOR 
HEALTH PROFESSIONS NON-DEGREE 
OFFERINGS 
HEALTH CARE ETHICS 
The mission of the Department of Health Care Ethics 1s to foster 
moral awareness and ethical action in health care practice and 
leadership. This mission is accomplished within the broad scope 
of teaching, scholarship, and community outreach. The depart-
ment serves the students and faculty of the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions, as well as professionals from the 
regional health care community. Department faculty members are 
knowledgeable in clinical and orgamzational ethics, as well as in 
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public policy issues related to health care. They are contnbutors 
to the national and international dialogue in health care ethics. 
Drawing on the larger mission and values of the Rueckert-
Hariman School for Health Professions and the heart of our Jesuit 
heritage, the work of the Department of Health Care Ethics is ded-
icated to promoting deep individual reflection and an informed 
civil discourse based on the following core values: 
Respect for the dignity of the human person within community. 
Intellectual rigor and humility in the face of complex issues. 
Accountability of the individual as moral agent. 
Commitment to more just society. 
The truly important ethical issues in today's health care are as 
likely to arise in the boardroom as the clinic. Professionals in the 
health care industry are faced with a range of complex issues and 
ethical dilemmas related to specific clinical situations, the conduct 
of health care organizations, and the demands of a professional 
role. The department's core values guide the education that facul-
ty provide in preparing students for the ethical challenges they will 
face. Students are thereby encouraged to develop an informed 
understanding of their own moral foundations m an atmosphere of 
mutual support and encouragement, honoring the Reg1s University 
commitment to the question "How ought we to live?" 
Courses at both the graduate and undergraduate levels present a 
variety of classical and contemporary ethical perspectives along with 
models for ethical decision-making. Students explore a wide range 
of contemporary issues m bioethics, including those occurring at the 
beginning and end of life, dilemmas in everyday practice, and the 
many questions surrounding emerging health care technologies. 
They also consider ethical dilemmas that organizations often face 
including conflict of interest and public accountability. 
Finally, students consider many of the challenges inherent m the 
health care policy arena including issues of soc1al justice and the 
realities of limited health care resources. Students develop an 
enhanced sensitivity to the role of social, cultural, and faith-based 
influences in the delivery of health care. 
HEALTH CARE ETHICS COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
(!:'.~.~) ................ - ----------------- ---------------------------------- ---·------------
UNDERGRADUATE 
HCE 430/430H/430R. HEALTH CARE ETHICS (3). Exammes ethical dilemmas in 
health care and the decision making processes involved in clinical, professional and 
orgamzational ethics. Explores philosophical and faith-based foundations including 
Catholic moral tradition, soc1o-cultural influences, professional codes, organizational 
and personal eth1cal norms. Case studies and topics are analyzed to develop compe-
tence m moral reflection and ethical dec1sion making with consideration of personal, 
professional and societal values. Cross Jistmg: PL 447. NOTE: HCE 430H is for HCA 
and HIM students only. HCE 430R 1s for RN-BSN students only. 
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GRADUATE 
HCE 600. ORGANIZATIONAL ETHICS AND HEALTH CARE COMPLIANCE (3). 
Addresses advanced concepts in organizational ethics and health care compliance 
including the dynamics of personal and professional values in relation to organiza-
tional behaviOr, and the integration of mission. organizational ethics and corporate 
regulatory compliance. Explores contemporary ethical1ssues in organizational ethics 
and health care compliance through applied case presentation. theory-based ethical 
analysis and ethical decision making in both individual and group contexts. 
HCE 604. ETHICS FOR NURSE LEADERS (3). Exammes ethical and moral reasoning 
relevant to professional nursing practice and health care delivery in today's society. 
Explores philosophical and fa1th-based foundations, including Catholic moral tradi-
tion. socio-cultural influences, professional codes. organizational and personal ethical 
norms. Ethical1ssues are examined with emphasis on advanced practice nursing. 
leadership roles and models of he41lth care delivery. Introduces skills in analyzing eth-
ical dilemmas and evaluating ethical practice using ethical theory, moral argument, 
and case studies. NOTE: This course was previously titled Ethics and Soc1ety. 
HCE 709.HEALTH CARE ETHICS FOR PHYSICAL THERAPISTS (3). Examines ethical 
and moral reasoning processes in health care. Explores philosophical and faith-
based foundations, including Catholic moral tradition, soc1o-cultural influences. pro-
fessiOnal codes. organizational and personal ethical norms. Ethical issues are exam-
ined with emphasis on leadership and the practice of physical therapy. Students ana-
lyze ethical dilemmas and evaluate ethical practice using ethical theory, moral argu-
ment, and case studies. 
HCE 7091 LEADERSHIP AND ETHICS FOR PHYSICAL THERAPISTS (3). Examines 
eth1cal and moral reasoning processes in heatth care. Explores philosophical and 
fa1th-based foundations, including Catholic moral tradition, socio-cultural influences, 
professional codes, organizational and personal ethical norms. Ethical issues are 
examined with emphasis on leadership and the practice of physical therapy. Students 
analyze eth1cal dilemmas and evaluate ethica practice using ethical theory, moral 
argument, and case studies. 
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RHSHP UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH CARE 
ADMINISTRATION 
The Bachelor of Science in Health Care Administration (HCA) is 
offered through the Department of Health Services Administration 
and Management. 
The HCA Program combines liberal arts and an extensive profes-
sional core emphasizing the development of management and 
leadership skills for application 1n a variety of health care settings. 
The unique multi-disciplinary design of the curriculum places HCA 
students together with students from other health care disciplines 
in a combined classroom setting. 
Health Care Admtnistration offers a wide array of professional 
opportunities in many different health care settings including hos-
pitals, clinics, managed care providers, tnsurance companies, 
commercial vendors, and government agencies. 
ADMISSION 
Students must submit an application to the program and pay 
the application fee. The application fee is waived for students 
accepted in transfer from Regis College or the School for 
Professional Studies. 
All applicants must complete a written essay as part of the 
application process. The essay addresses the applicant's rea-
sons for choosing this degree and Regis University and 1s 
evaluated for evidence of satisfactory writing skills. 
The applicant must submit official transcripts from all col-
leges and universities attended. 
Transfer students must have a minimum 2.000 cumulative 
grade point average. Students who do not meet this criterion 
may petition for special admission. 
The applicant must demonstrate a minimum competence 
level in written English. Students with English as a second 
language are required to pass the TOEFL examination with a 
minimum score of 213 (computer-based), or complete an 
ESL Language Center's level 109-Academic within one year 
prior to acceptance into the program. 
Regis University reserves the right to deny admission, continued enroll-
ment, or re-€nrollment to any applicant or student who would pose an 
unreasonable risk ct harm to self or others, or any unreasonable risk of 
disruption to the academic or clinical processes of the HCA Program, the 
Rueckert-Harbnan School for Health Professions, or Regis University. 
Students are admitted into the HCA Program, but may not take 
upper division HCA course work until the specific prerequisites of 
each course are met. 
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NOTE: All documents submitted during the application process 
become the property of Regis University. 
HCA PROGRAM POLICIES 
A minimum of 30 graded semester hours must be taken at 
Regis University. 
Transfer course work is evaluated on a course-by-course basis. 
All HCA classes are scheduled for weekends, except the 
Internship. 
To graduate, students must have at least a 2.000 cumulative 
grade point average. 
Students are responsible for monitoring progress toward com-
pletion of degree requirements including meeting the 128 
semester hour requirement. Each student is assigned a facul-
ty advisor for academic advising assistance, 
Students enrolled in the HCA Program must complete the 
Regis Health History form and provide documentation of cur-
rent immunization. 
HCA GENERAL PROGRESSION POLICIES 
In order for progression through the Health Care Administration 
Program to occur, students must meet the following progression 
policies: 
Students must earn a grade of "C-" or better in all HCA 
courses. Failure to do so necessitates repeating the course. A 
course may be repeated one time only with faculty recom-
mendation and the approval of the department director. 
Students may repeat no more than two courses. 
Students who earn a grade below a "C-" in more than two 
HCA courses may not progress in the program. 
If a student has been granted one or more grades of 
Incomplete in a given academic period, any request for a 
grade of Incomplete in any subsequent academic period must 
be authorized by the student's academic advisor prior to a 
written request for Incomplete to the instructor(s). 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION 
Total Degree Reqwrements 128 SH 
A m1mmum of 39 semester hours of course work must be completed before 
begmnmg the major reqUirements. 
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Core Studies Requirements 44 SH 
~~~~~ 3~ 
Literature/HumanitieS/Oral and Written Communication 3 SH 
Natural Science/Mathematics/Computer Sc1ence Computer Literacy 14 SH 
Wh1ch must include: 
HSC 250----Computer Concepts and Applications for 
Health Care Professionals 
MT 27 4--lntroduction to Statistics for Hea~h Professions 
Philosophy Elective 3 SH 
HCE 430H-Health Care EthiCS 3 SH 
Religious Studies Electives 6 SH 
Social Science/Economics/Business 12 SH 
NOTE: At least one of the courses used to meet the Core Studies requirement 
must have a non-U.S. focus. 
Department Requirements 
AC 320A- Principles of Accounting I 
AC 3208- Principles of Accounting II 
HCA Major Reqwrements 
HCA 380-Professional Communication in Health Care Settmgs 
HCA 408-Health Care Policy 
HCA 410-Health Care Delivery Systems 
HCA 412- lntegrated Health Care Delivery Systems 
HCA 413-Fundamentals of Managed Care 
HCA 420-Marketing and Public Relations in Health Care Settings 
HCA 423 Legal Aspects of Health Serv1ces 
HCA 425- Quality Improvement in Health Care Settings 
HCA 428- Health Care Economics 
HCA 432-Leadership and Management in Health Care Settings 
HCA 450-Health Care Information Systems 
HCA 452 Human Resource Management in Health Care Settings 
HCA 458-Strateg~c and Pro1ect Management in Health Care Settings 
HCA 460 Health Statistics and Research Methods 
HCA 465--Health Care Finance 
HCA 480-Health Care Administra!Jon Capstone 
HCA 485--Administrative Internship 

























BACHELOR OF SCIENCE OR CERTIFICATE 
IN HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
The Health Information Management (HIM) program within the 
Department of Health Services Administration and Management is the 
only program of its kind offered in the Rocky Mountain reg1on. The HIM 
program is fully accredited by the Commission on the Accreditation for 
Health Informatics and Information Management Education (CAHIIM). 
The HIM program provides a convenient and accessible educa-
tional opportunity to students seeking new career opportunities. 
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The program combines liberal arts, basic sciences, busmess and 
professional courses, with a specialization on developing manage-
ment skills and applying those skills in a variety of health informa-
tion settings. The minor in Health Care Administration offers stu-
dents a unique multi-disciplinary learning experience by joining 
HIM students with students from other health care disciplines in a 
combined classroom setting. 
The health information professional is an integral member of the 
health care team, providing comprehensive information and mfor-
mation systems for patient care, administrative plannmg, profes-
sional education, and research. 
ADMISSION 
Students must submit an application to the program and pay 
the application fee. The application fee is waived for students 
accepted in transfer from Regis College or the School for 
Professional Studies. 
All applicants complete a written essay as part of the applica-
tion process. The essay addresses the applicant's strengths, 
weaknesses and career goals and is evaluated for evidence of 
satisfactory writing sk1lls. 
The applicant submits official transcripts from all colleges 
and universities attended. 
Transfer students must have a minimum 2.000 cumulative 
grade point average. Students who do not meet this criterion 
may petition for special admission. 
All prospective students must have an interview with the 
department director or des1gnee prior to acceptance into the 
program. If long distances are involved, alternative arrange-
ments may be made. 
The applicant must demonstrate a minimum competence 
level in written English. Students with English as a second 
language are requ1red to pass the TOEFL examination with a 
mm1mum score of 213 (computer-based), or complete the 
ELS Language Center's level 109-Academic within one year 
prior to acceptance into the program. 
Regis University reserves the right to deny admission, continued 
enrollment or re-enrollment to any applicant or student who would 
pose an unreasonable risk of harm to self or others, or any unrea-
sonable risk of disruption to the academic or clinical processes of 
the Health Information Management Program, Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions or Regis University. 
Students are admitted into the HIM program but may not take 
upper division HIM course work until the specific prerequisites of 
each course are met. 
NOTE: All documents submitted during the application process 
become the property of Regis Umversity. 
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HIM PROGRAM POLICIES 
HIM students may challenge (by exam) any Junior-level pro-
fessional course (HSC 310 through HIM 351) for which a 
challenge examination is available. 
A minimum of 30 graded semester hours must be taken at 
Regis University. 
HIM students with a prior baccalaureate degree may choose 
the HIM Certificate Option. Completion of courses in this 
option qualifies students to take the national registration 
examination. 
All HIM classes except the directed practice and management 
practicum are scheduled for weekends. 
A minor in Health Care Administration is requ1red for degree-
seeking students. A specialization in Health Care Administration 
is required for the completion of the certificate option. 
To graduate, students must have at least a 2.000 cumulative 
grade point average. 
Students are responsible for monitoring progress toward com-
pletion of degree requirements including the 128 semester 
hour requirement. Each student is assigned a faculty advisor 
for academic advising and assistance. 
Students enrolled in the HIM Program must complete the 
Regis Health History form and provide documentation of 
current immunization. 
HIM GENERAL PROGRESSION POLICIES 
In order for progression through the Health Information 
Management Program to occur, students must meet the following 
progression policies: 
Students must earn a grade of "C-" or better in all HIM and 
HCA courses. Failure to do so necessitates repeating the 
course. A course may be repeated one time only with faculty 
recommendation and the approval of the department director. 
Students may repeat no more than two courses. 
Students who earn a grade below "C-" in more than two HIM 
or HCA courses may not progress in the program. 
If a student has been granted one or more grades of 
Incomplete in a given academic period, any request for a 
grade of Incomplete in any subsequent academic period must 
be authorized by the student's academic advisor prior to a 
written request for Incomplete to the instructor(s). 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT 
Total Degree Requirements 
Core Studies Requirements 
128 SH 
44 SH 
English Composition 3 SH 
Literature/Humanities/ Oral and Written Communication 3 SH 
Natural Science/Mathematics/ Computer Sc1ence 14 SH 
This must include: ' 
HSC 240-Fundamentals of Anatomy and Physiology I 
HSC 241- Fundamentals of Anatomy and Physiology II 
Computer Literacy (HSC 250 or equivalent)* 
HSC 310- Medical Terminology 
MT 27 4- Introduction to Statistics for Health Professions 
Philosophy Elective 3 SH 
HCE 430H-Health Care Ethics 3 SH 
Religious Studies Elect1ves 6 SH 
Social Science/Economics/Business 12 SH 
* Completed within the last f1ve years. 
NOTE· At least one of the courses used to meet the Core Stud1es requirement 
must have a non-U.S. focus. 
Departmental Requirements 
Upper D1v1S1on Busmess/Computer Sc1ence Electives 






NOTE· HIM students register for cross-listed courses with the HIM prefix. 
HIM 313--lntroduction to Health Information Management 3 SH 
HIM 320-Human Disease and Pharmacology 3 SH 
HIM 350-Disease Classification/Reimbursement Systems I 3 SH 
HIM 351-Disease Classification/Reimbursement Systems II 3 SH 
HIM 380-Professlonal Communtcation m Health Care Settings 3 SH 
HIM 385-Directed Practice 2-3 SH 
HIM 410-Health Care Delivery Systems 3 SH 
HIM 415-HIM: Data Systems and Structures 3 SH 
HIM 423-legal Aspects of Hea~h Services 3 SH 
HIM 425-Quality Improvement in Health Care Settings 1-4 SH 
HIM 432-leadership and Management in Health Care Settings 3 SH 
HIM 450-Health Care Information Systems 3 SH 
HIM 455-Health Information Resources Management 3 SH 
HIM 460-Health Statistics and Research Methods 3 SH 
HIM 480-Administration of Health Information Management Services 3 SH 
HIM 485-Management Practicum 2-3 SH 
Health Care Admm1stration Minor Requirements 12 SH 
HCA 428-Health Care Economics 3 SH 
HCA 452-Human Resource Management in Health Care Settings 3 SH 
HCA 458-Strategic and Project Management in Health Care Settmgs 3 SH 
HCA 465-Health Care Finance 3 SH 
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One course selected from the following: 
HCA 408-Health Care Policy 3 SH 
HCA 412-lntegrated Health Care Delivery Systems 3 SH 
HCA 413-Fundamentals of Managed Care 3 SH 
HCA 420-Marketing and Public Relations in Health Care Settmgs 3 SH 
HCA 428-Health Care Economics 3 SH 
General Electives 20 SH 
CERTIFICATE IN HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
Total Certificate Reqwrements 
Departmental Requirements 
AC 320A- Principles of Accounting I 
HCE 430H-Health Care Ethics 
HSC 240-Fundamentals of Anatomy and Physiology I 
HSC 241-Fundamentals of Anatomy and Physiology II 
HSC 31 0---,Medical Terminology 











NOTE: HIM students register for cross-listed courses with the HIM prefix. 
HIM 313 Introduction to Health Information Management 3 SH 
HIM 32(}-Human Disease and Phanmacology 3 SH 
HIM 350-Disease Classification/Reimbursement Systems I 3 SH 
HIM 351-Disease Classification/Reimbursemerrt Systems II 3 SH 
HIM 385-Directed Practice 2-3 SH 
HIM 410-Health Care Deliverv Systems 3 SH 
HIM 415-HIM: Data Systems and Structures 3 SH 
HIM 423-legal Aspects of Health Services 3 SH 
HIM 425-Quality Improvement 10 Health Care Settmgs 1-4 SH 
HIM 432-leadership and Management in Health Care Settings 3 SH 
HIM 450-Health Care Information Systems 3 SH 
HIM 455-Health lnfonmation Resources Management 3 SH 
HIM 46(}-Health Stattstics and Research Methods 3 SH 
HIM 480 Admimstratton of Health Information Management Services 3 SH 
HIM 485-Management Practicum 2 3 SH 
Health Care Administration Requtrements 
HCA 452-Human Resource Management in Health Care Settings 3 SH 
HCA 458--Strategic and Project Management in Health Care Settings 3 SH 
HCA 465-Health Care Finance 3 SH 
HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION COURSE 
DESCRIPTIONS ················································· .............................................. . 
HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION (HCA) 
!:JI HCA 380. PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (3). 
Explores mterpersonal and group communication processes emphasizmg team work, 
group dynamics and interdepartmental relatiOnships. Emphasizes effective communi-
cation skills for dealing with physicians, patients, families, and other internal and 
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external parties. Develops a working knowledge of critical thinking and problem reso-
lution skills. Cross listing: HIM 380. 
HCA 408. HEALTH CARE POLICY (3). Focuses on health care policy formation and 
evaluation. learmng activities will facilitate students' opportumties to learn about 
change, as a result of public poltcy and politics. Exammes public health care policy 
emphasiztng tt relationship and applicabon to advanced practice nursing, leadership 
roles in management, and educabon and models of health care delivery. Toptcs 
include history, trends, and issues in health care systems; legal issues; legtslation 
and regulation: funding, plannmg, delivery, and evaluation of health care services to 
indivtduals and populations; and accessibility, quality and outcome issues. The policy 
and busmess pracltces developed by hospitals and other private mslitutions are not 
included in the course objectives. The graduate component extends foundational 
knowledge through additional readings, case analysis and/or applied project work. 
Prerequisite(s): Penmission of instructor. Cross listing: HSA 608 and NR 608. 
HCA 410. HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS (3). Introduces the historical develop-
ment and contemporary structure of health services in the United States. Examines a 
wide range of delivery settings and providers. the role of government and regulatory 
bodies, and sources of health care funding Addresses national health policy and 
related current issues. The graduate component extends foundattonal knowledge 
through addibonal readings, case analysis and/or applied project work. Cross listing: 
HIM 410 and HSA 610. 
HCA 412. INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS (3). Examines the evolu-
tion and structure of integrated health care delivery systems from the perspectives of 
quality, access and cost. Explores tssues related to urban versus rural settings, man-
aged care, reimbursement, regulatory reqUirements and msttlutional accreditabon 
The graduate component extends foundational knowledge through additional readings, 
case analysis and/or applied project work. Cross Jisttng: HSA 612. NOTE: 
Recommended prerequisite HCA 410 or pnor experience in health care. 
HCA 413. FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGED CARE (3). Introduces the history, philoso-
phy, business principles and current structure of the managed care mdustry. Explores 
concepts of capitation, managed care contracting, case management and utilization 
patterns. Examines issues related to regulatory reqUirements and national heallh poJi! 
cy. The graduate component extends foundational knowledge through additional read-
ings, case analysts and/or applied project work. Cross listing: HSA 613. NOTE: 
Recommended prerequis~e HCA 410 or prior expenence in health care. 
HCA 420. MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (3). 
Explores the unique nature and role of marketing tn the health care industry. 
Introduces marketing principles and techniques as applied in health care settings 
including envtronmental scannmg, market research and marketing strategy Dtscusses 
media, public relations and advertising strategies. The graduate~omponent extends 
foundational knowledge through addttional readings, case analysis and/or applied 
project work Cross listing: HSA 620. 
HCA 423. LEGAL ASPECTS Of HEALTH SERVICES (3). Studies the legal and ethical 
tssues involved in the management and delivery of health care servtces and the mter-
relations between hospital, physician, and pabent. Emphastzes law as it pertatns to 
negligence, contracts, consents, conftdentiality, risk management, and current med-
ical/legal issues. Explores the use of health record as a legal document, privacy 
rights, corporate compliance, and peer revtew. Examtnes release of information, qual-
ity of documentation, and retentton of record issues. The graduate component extends 
foundattonal knowledge through add11ional readings, case analysis and/or applied 
project work. Cross listing: CLP 623, HIM 423 or HSA 623. 
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HCA 425. QUAliTY IMPROVEMENT IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (1-4). Prov1des a 
bas1c understanding of the h1story and theory of Quality Management m health care 
settings Explores TQM principles as applied in ambulatory clinics, hospital depart-
ments, medical staff orgamzations, and the utilization management function. 
Exammes the interpretation and analys1s of health care data as it relates to capitation 
and managed care and reimbursement. Emphasizes the ongoing use of objectiVe data 
and feedback to Improve processes, systems and patient outcomes. Examines deci-
SIOn making, patient management, and quality initiatives. Explores concepts and 
strategies used in epidemiological studies. Discusses policy making at all levels. 
Additional emphasis on outcomes research and design, benchmarking, cost analysis, 
regulatory reporting and other practical uses for outcomes data. The graduate compo-
nent extends foundational knowledge through additional readings. case analysis 
and/or applied project work. Cross listmg: CLP 624, HIM 425 or HSA 624. 
HCA 428. HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS (3). Provides an understandmg of the elements 
necessary to apply basic m1croeconom1c principles to the health care field. 
Emphasizes economic tools of particular relevance to health care, and to what degree 
the concepts are appropriate to deal with problems in th1s field. Demonstrates that 
economic analysis can prov1de pertinent and systematic insights into the workmgs of 
the health care system and the evaluation of health care policy. The graduate compo-
nent extends foundational knowledge through additional readings, case analys1s 
and/or applied project work. Cross listmg: HSA 628. 
HCA 430. MEDICAL PRACTICE MANAGEMENT (3). Explores issues m practice man-
agement in the ambulatory setting including settings staffed by advanced practice 
med1cal personnel. Top1cs mclude the orgamzational structure and management of a 
practice. coding, billmg, and reimbursement procedures, marketing, contractmg, 
budgeting and staffing as related to practice management. The graduate component 
extends foundational knowledge through addillonal readings, case analysis and/or 
applied project work. Cross listing: CLP 630 or HSA 630. 
HCA 432. LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (3). 
Explores concepts of leadership and management functions and theones as they are 
applied m health care settings. Exammes leadership versus management skills, team 
development. systems theory, organizational culture and the role of the middle man-
ager. Cross listing: HIM 432. 
HCA 450. HEALTH CARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS (3). Introduces foundational knowl-
edge and skills to participate m the des1gn, selection, implementation and use of clini-
cal and admimstrative information systems. Familiarizes the student with new and 
emerging technologies in the health care field. The graduate component extends foun-
dational knowledge through additional readings, case analysis and/or applied project 
work. PrereqUislte(s): CS 200 or equivalent. Cross listing: HIM 450 or HSA 649 
HCA 452. HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (3). 
Provides an understanding of the principles of human resource management in the 
health care environment. Emphas1zes management techniques such as mterv1ewing. 
training, career development, JOb analys1s and design, performance evaluation, com-
pensation and benefits, and employment law. Addresses trends in human resource 
management in hea~h care. The graduate component extends foundational knowledge 
through additional readings, case analysis and/or applied project work. Cross listing: 
HSA 652. 
HCA 458. STRATEGIC AND PROJECT MANANGEMENT IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS 
(3). Focuses on the general principles of project and strategic management. 
Introduces the project management body of knowledge (PMBOK) including project 
management software, task assignments, workflow analysis, project planning and the 
differences m managing IT projects vs. business and other projects. Process reengi-
neering will also be investigated. The graduate component extends foundational 
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knowledge through additional readings, case analys1s and/or applied project work. 
Prerequisite(s): Junior standing. Cross listing: HSA 658. 
HCA 460. HEALTH STATISTICS AND RESEARCH METHODS (3). An applied course in 
bas1c health statistiCS and research methods mtended to mtroduce common applica-
tions in the health care setting. Topics include commonly used health statistics, epi-
demiology, quality improvement. and outcomes research with an emphasis on study 
des1gn, data collection, data analys1s, data interpretation and data presentation skills. 
Emphas1s IS on the ability to analyze and interpret clinical and other health data for 
use in research, health care decision-making, and policy development. 
Prerequisite(s): MT 270 or equivalent. Cross listing: HIM 460. 
HCA 465. HEALTH CARE FINANCE (3). Introduces major top1cs in managerial finance 
essential for understanding how health care orgamzations acquire, manage and 
finance assets. Special topics include corporate compliance. master budge!Jng, capi-
tal requests, cash flow management. costing models and inventory. The graduate 
component extends foundational knowledge through additional readings, case analy-
SIS, and/or applied project work. Prerequ1s1te(s): AC 320A recommended. Approval of 
academic advisor required. Cross listing HSA 663. 
HCA 480. HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION CAPSTONE (3). A comprehensive course 
designed to prov1de students w1th opportunities to apply multiple elements of other 
courses as related to the orgamzation and administration of a health care facility. 
Emphasizes proJect management. operations analysis and planning, current topics, 
and career management. Prerequisite(s): All pnor Health Care Administration course 
work or permission of instructor. 
HCA 485. ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNSHIP (3-6). Provides the student an opportunity 
to observe and participate m management activities in a health care setting. 
Emphas1zes ability to complete assigned projects, gam an overview of the facility, and 
participate in a wide vanety of funct1ons mcluding budgeting, human resource man-
agement, project management and quality improvement activities. Prerequisite(s): 
Majors only. Liability insurance fee required. 
HCA 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION (1-3). 
Offers an opportumty for a focused course of study w1thin a specdic practice area of 
health care administration under the direction of an assigned instructor Employs a 
variety of learning activities, as specified in the learning contract. to extend core 
knowledge and sk1lls in a specific practice area. Enhances research and wntten pres-
entation skills through development of a comprehensive topic portfolio. 
Prerequisite(s): All lower level Health Care Admimstration courses. MaJors or minors 
only. Approval of department director required. 
HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (HIM) 
HIM 313. INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (3). 
Emphasizes form, content and regulations Impacting the health care record m the 
acute care setting. Explores legal reimbursement and computerized aspects of the 
health record as well as the funct1ons and responsibilities of Health Information 
Services. Examines various health care delivery systems and health care practitioners. 
HIM 320. HUMAN DISEAS~ AND PHARMACOLOGY (3). Provides an overview of dis-
ease processes, symptoms and etiology organized by body systems. Includes basic 
diagnostic tests. treatments and medications for common diseases along with basic 
pharmacologic principles. 
HIM 350. DISEASE CLASSIFICATION/REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEMS I (3). Introduces 
the development and use of various disease classification systems and reimburse-
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ment regulations EmphaSIZes ICD-9 coding and the d1agnos1s related groups (ORG) 
systems for inpatient reimbursement Explores coding management issues. D1scusses 
medications in conjunctiOn with each body system and d1sease. Prerequisite(s): BL 
244, BL 246 and HSC 310. 
HIM 351. DISEASE CLASSIFICATION/REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEMS II (3). A contmua-
tion of HIM 350. Emphasizes CPT-4 coding and outpatient reimbursement systems. 
Explores coding management issues. Prerequisite(s): HIM 350. 
HIM 380. PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (3). 
Explores interpersonal and group communication processes emphasizing team work, 
group dynamics and interdepartmental relationships. Emphasizes effective com mum-
cation skills for dealing w1th physicians, patients. families, and other internal and 
external part1es. Develops a working knowledge of cntical thinking and problem reso-
lution sk1lls. Cross listing HCA 380. 
HIM 385. DIRECTED PRACTICE (2-3). A clinical affiliation ass1gned no earlier than 
the end of the jumor year Prov1des an overv1ew of department functions and 
improves skills through hands-on expenence. Liability msurance fee required. NOTE: 
Students must document e\1dence of 120 clock hours of climcal activities. 
HIM 410. HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS (3).1ntroduces the h1storical develop-
ment and contemporary structure of health serv1ces in the United States. Exammes a 
wide range of delivery settings and providers, the role of government and regulatory 
bodies, and sources of health care funding. Addresses national health policy and 
related current issues. The graduate component extends foundational knowledge 
through additional readings, case analysis and/or applied project work. Cross listing: 
HCA 410 and HSA 610. 
HIM 415. HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT: DATA SYSTEMS AND STRUCTURES 
(3). Introduces health care data sets, data sources, and the roles and functions of 
Health Information Management in all health care delivery systems: acute care, home 
health, long term care, hospice. ambulatory care and consulting practices Focuses 
on the electronic health record and data standards such as SGML, XML and HL7. 
Prerequislte(s): HIM 313 or permission of instructor required. 
HIM 423. LEGAL ASPECTS OF HEALTH SERVICES (3). Studies the legal and ethical 
issues involved m the management and delivery of health care serv1ces and the inter-
relations between hospital, physician, and patient. Emphasizes law as 1t pertains to 
negligence, contracts, consents, confidentiality, risk management. and current med-
ical/legal issues. Explores the use of health record as a legal document. privacy 
nghts, corporate compliance, and peer review. Examines release of information, qual-
ity of documentation, and retention of record issues. The graduate component extends 
foundational knowledge throJgh additional readings, case analysis and/or applied 
project work. Cross listing: CLP 623, HCA 423 or HSA 623. 
HIM 425. QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (1-4). Provides a 
bas1c understanding of the history and theory of Quality Management m health care 
settings. Explores TOM princ1ples as applied in ambulatory clinics. hosp1tal depart-
ments, medical staff organizations, and the utilization management funcllon. 
Exammes the mterpretation and analysis of health care data as it relates to capitatiOn 
and managed care and reimbursement. Emphasizes the ongoing use of objective data 
and feedback to 1mprove processes. systems and patient outcomes. Examines deci-
sion making, patient management, and quality mitiatives. Explores concepts and 
strateg~es used in epidemiological studies. Discusses policy making at all levels. 
Additional emphasis on outcomes research and design, benchmarkmg, cost analys1s, 
regulatory reporting and other practical uses for outcomes data. The grad~ate compo-
nent extends foundational knowledge through additional readings, case analys1s 
and/or applied project work. Cross listing: CLP 624, HCA 425 or HSA 624. 
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HIM 432. LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (3). 
Explores concepts of leadership and management functions and theones as they are 
applied in health care settings. Exammes leadership versus management skills, team 
development, systems theory, organizational culture and the role of the middle man-
ager. Cross listing: HCA 432. 
HIM 450. HEALTH CARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS (3).1ntroduces foundational knowl-
edge and skills to participate in the des1gn, selection, Implementation and use of clini-
cal and administrative information systems. Familiarizes the student with new and 
emerging technologies in the health care f1eld. The graduate component extends foun-
dational knowledge through additional readings, case analysis, and/or applied project 
work. PrereqUJsite(s): CS 200 or equivalent. Cross listing: HCA 450 or HSA 649. 
HIM 455. HEALTH INFORMATION RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (3). Explores skills 
necessary to Identify mformation needs and uses through techmques of data flow 
analysis, data mapping, and assessment of the continuum of data mtegrity Presents 
h1ghly technical top1cs in a format accessible for non-information technology profes-
sionals. Topics include current industry trends and the 1m pact on health information 
managers, technical elements of database structure and management. compbnents 
of a comprehensive information management plan, including database inventory, data 
dic!Jonary, data integrity, and data security. The graduate component extends founda-
tional knowledge through additional readings, case analysis and/or applied project 
work. Prerequisite(s): CS 200 or eqUivalent. Cross listmg: HSA 655. 
HIM 460. HEALTH STATISTICS AND RESEARCH METHODS (3). An applied course in 
basic health statistics and research methods intended to mtroduce common applica-
tions 10 the health care setting. Topics mclude commonly used health statistics, epi-
demiology, quality improvement, and outcomes research with an emphasis on study 
design, data collection, data analys1s, data interpretation and data presentation skills. 
Emphasis is on the ability to analyze and interpret clmical and other health data for 
use in research, health care decision-making, and policy development. 
Prerequisite(s)· MT 270 or eqUivalent. Cross listing: HCA 460. 
HIM 461. RESEARCH IN HEALTH SERVICES (3). A continuation of HIM 460. Student 
works independently under the direcllon of a1 assigned instructor to refine the 
research proposal developed in HIM 460. Student completes the research process 
through data collection. analysis, conclusions and recommendations for further 
research. Research IS presented in a formal article format. Prerequisite(s): Majors 
only. Approval of department director. Cross tisting: HCA 461. 
HIM 480. ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
(3). Provides the student with opportunities to apply mult1ple elements from other 
courses as related to the organization and administration of a health information 
services department. Emphasizes project management, operation analysis and plan-
ning, current topics, emerging issues and career management. Prerequisite(s): All 
prior HIM course work or permission of instructor. 
HIM 485. MANAGEMENT PRACTICUM (2-3). AI the end of the semor year, students 
are assigned to health care facilit1es or other approved nontraditional health related 
environments. Emphasizes ability to act independently, complete assigned manage-
ment projects, gam an overv1ew of the department and its interrelatedness to the 
other umts in the facility. Demonstration of management potential is expected. 
Liability insurance fee required. 
HIM 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (1-
3). Offers an opportunity for a focused course of study w1th in a specific pract1ce area 
of health mformation management under the direct1on of an ass1gned instructor. 
Employs a vanety of learnmg activities, as specified in the learnmg contract, to 
extend core knowledge and skills in a specific practice area. Enhances research and 
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written presentation skills through development of a comprehensive topic portfolio. 
Prerequisite(s): Senior standmg. Majors only. 
HEALTH SCIENCES (HSC) 
HSC 240. FUNDAMENTALS OF ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY I (3). First of two course 
sequence IS des1gned to provide an understanding of the bas1c concepts of human 
anatomy and physiology. Examines anatomic terms and the organization of body sys-
tems from the cell to the organ and system level. Prerequisite(s): Majors only or non-
clinical majors only. 
HSC 241. FUNDAMENTALS OF ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY II (3). Second of a two 
course sequence des1gned to prov1de an understanding of the bas1c concepts of 
human anatomy and physiology. Completes the study of body systems and reinforces 
knowledge of the musculoskeletal system and body planes. Prerequisite(s): HSC 240 
and MaJors only on non-clinical majors only. 
HSC 250! COMPUTER CONCEPTS/APPLICATIONS FOR HEALTH CARE PROFESSION-
ALS (3). Explores bas1c theory and practical application of various software programs 
emphas1z1ng applications typically utilized in health care settings including word pro-
cessing. databases, spreadsheets, presentation packages and health care related 
Internet resources. Course is taught in a laboratory environment w1th extensive 
hands-on experience. 
HSC 310. MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY (2). Provides an intensive study in the language 
used in the health care field. Includes the use of prefix, suffix and root words to iden-
tify, analyze, define and mterpret med1cal terms. Emphasizes the correct construction. 
pronunciation, spelling and use of medical termmology, especially as applied in the 
interpretation of medical reports. 
HSC 401. WOMEN'S HEALTH ISSUES (3). Focuses on the maintenance and promo-
lion of women's health across the full spectrum of women's lives. Explores physiolog-
ical, psychological, cultural, economic, political, sociological, and spiritual factors that 
influence women's health over the lifespan. Cross listing: PE 401 or WS 401. 
************************* 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Within the framework of the mission and goals of the University, 
the undergraduate program in Nursing has as its dominant focus a 
holistic, individualized and humanistic approach to the individual, 
family, and community. The curriculum is organized to focus on 
critical thinking, ethical decision-making, and social responsibility. 
Upon successful completion of the undergraduate program, each 
graduate receives the Bachelor of Science m Nursmg (BSN) 
degree, which prepares students for professional practice in a vari-
ety of health care agencies and for graduate study. Graduates are 
eligible to take the state board licensure examination in any state. 
Traditional Option 
The Traditional Undergraduate Nursing Opt1on extends over four 
academic years. The upper divis1on nursing courses are based on 
the humanities, behavioral science, and natural science courses 




and service learning augment classroom and skills and simulation 
laboratory learning experiences. Because the nursing curriculum is 
structured sequentially, failure to complete a course successfully 
may require students to wait a full year to repeat course work and 
reenter the sequence. 
Accelerated Option 
The Accelerated Undergraduate Nursmg Option is designed to 
meet the needs of individuals who wish to make a career change. 
Students in the Accelerated Option complete their nursing course 
work m approximately 12 months. Clinical experiences and serv-
ice learning augment classroom and skills and simulation labora-
tory learning experiences. To be accepted into this Accelerated 
Option, students must have a previously earned non-nursing bac-
calaureate degree and have met the cnteria for acceptance into 
the undergraduate program in Nursing, Including completion of all 
necessary prerequisites. Since the Accelerated Option is intense 
and fast-paced, it is strongly recommended that students in this 
Option not be employed. 
CHOICE Option 
The CHOICE Option (Connecting Health Occupations with 
Innovative Curriculum and Experience) provides health care work-
ers with the opportunity to pursue a nursmg degree while main-
taining full-time employment. The program offers evening classes, 
with clinical rotations scheduled on the weekend. The program 
requirements are the same as those for the pre-licensure options, 
and prerequisite course requirements must be met prior to begin-
ning the program. The program is completed withm two years (six 
consecutive semesters). While this option is designed for health 
care workers, applicants who do not currently work in the health 
care mdustry may apply, pending space availability. 
RN-BSN Completion Option 
Acceptance into the undergraduate nursing BSN degree comple-
tion option requires a current RN license 1n the United States. 
One year of experience in nursing practice as a Registered Nurse 
is recommended. 
Course work in this option is provided in an eight-week accelerated 
format and delivered both online and classroom-based. Practicum 
experiences and service learning augment online or classroom-based 
learning experiences. The length of time to complete the Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing degree depends upon the academic background 
of the individual RN student and generally takes 16 to 22 months. 
All requirements for the Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree are 
completed through enrollment in Regis University classes, transfer 
credits, or examination. A minimum of 30 semester hours must 
be completed through Regis University. The University grants 
credit by examination to individuals who have developed college-
level knowledge outside the formal classroom situation and can 
successfully demonstrate the knowledge. 
The Department of Nursing fully supports the Colorado Nursing 
Articulation Model. This model permits nurses who are graduates 
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of associate degree or diploma programs to enter the program 
without testing and receive up to 33 semester hours of credit for 
prior learning. Certain restrictions apply and applicants are advised 
to consult with the RN-BSN Completion Admissions Counselor. 
Predominately two types of examinations are available for RN stu-
dents to challenge selected lower division (freshman and sophomore 
level) courses. These include the College Level Examination Program 
(CLEP) tests and the Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education 
Support (DANTES) tests. A third testing option is available for RN 
students to earn credit in anatomy and physiology, and microbiology 
by taking the National League for Nursing (NLN) exams. 
The courses and sequences for RN-BSN students differ from those 
in the pre-licensure (Traditional, Accelerated, and CHOICE) 
options. Nevertheless, all Regis University Nursing students meet 
the same outcomes in order to earn the Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing degree. 
RN to MS Degree in Nursing Option 
The RN to MS degree in Nursing Option is designed to meet the 
needs of registered nurses who want to earn both a Bachelor or 
Science in Nursing (BSN) and a Master of Science degree in 
Nursing. The program offers online classes in an eight-week accel-
erated format. Practicum experiences and service learning aug-
ment online course work. 
All requirements for the BSN are completed for the RN-BSN 
Completion Option with the exception of three courses which are 
completed at the graduate level (from the MS degree in Nursing). 
Leadership in Health Care Systems is the specialization of the 
graduate portion of the program. RNs may focus either on man-
agement or education in this portion of the program. 
ADMISSION 
Traditional, Accelerated, and CHOICE Options 
All applicants for admission are reviewed by the Loretto Heights 
Department of Nursing Student Affairs Committee. Students who 
meet the following minimum criteria are considered for accept-
ance into the Undergraduate Nursing Program (Traditional, 
Accelerated, or CHOICE Options): 
A grade of "C-" (1.670) or better in all prerequisite courses 
required for the major in Nursing. 
A minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.500 on a 
4.000 scale. 
Ability to meet all the requirements for licensure and the phys-
ical, psychological and emotional standards established by the 
Colorado Nurse Practice Act and the State Board of Nursing. 
Submission of completed application with application fee. 
Minimum competence levels in both written English and 
computation skills. Students with English as a second ian-
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guage are required to pass the TOEFL examination with a 
minimum score of 213 (computer-based), or complete an 
ELS Language Center's level 109-Academic within one year 
prior to acceptance into the Program. 
The ability to become certified in CPR. 
To ensure that Loretto Heights Department of Nursing students have 
the essential clinical needed to complete their programs, all students 
must provide documentation of an acceptable criminal background 
check from the firm with which Regis University has contracted. 
Although applicants may have already completed background 
checks, Regis University cannot use theses results for this purpose. 
A complete physical examination record indicating that the stu-
dent is physically able to meet the objectives of the Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing Program, is appropriately immunized, and is 
free of communicable disease is required upon admission to the 
program. Students who have been accepted into the program 
must have received the first two of three injections that provide 
immunization against Hepatitis B prior to clinical activities. The 
third injection must be received at the appropriate time thereafter. 
The pre-licensure options of the undergraduate nursing program 
are designed to educate nurses competent in health assessment, 
diagnosis of nursing problems, planning patient care, implement-
ing nursing interventions, and evaluating outcomes for individuals, 
families, and groups in health care facilities and communities. 
The department has identified the observational, cognitive, affec-
tive, and psychomotor skills it deems essential to complete the 
program. If a student cannot demonstrate the essential functions, 
skills, and abilities, it is the responsibility of the student to request 
through the University's Office of Disability Services appropriate 
accommodations. The University will provide reasonable accom-
modations as long as they do not impose an undue hardship. 
SEAMLESS PROGRESSION AND TRANSFER POLICY 
Traditional Option 
Students who declare nursing as a major when entering Regis 
Unrversity as freshmen or sophomores in Regis College are 
assigned an academic advisor from the nursing faculty and follow 
the Loretto Heights Department of Nursing prerequisite course 
work for the Traditional Option. These students are eligible to take 
CCS 200-Freshman Seminar with a health care focus. Students 
declaring nursing as an undergraduate major are not guaranteed 
acceptance into the junior year of the Traditional Option unless 
they meet the specified admission criteria. However, seamless 
progression is available for students who meet the specified seam-
less progression criteria. Transfer students are also eligible to 
apply for admission into the Traditional Option in their junior year. 
Regis University pre-nursing sophomores are eligible to apply for 
seamless progression (without the need to reapply) into the 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing Traditional Option if they meet the 
following requirements: 
• Cumulative grade point average of 3.000 or above. 
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Grade of "C" or better tn departmental requirements. 
Two years of full-time study (four semesters) completed 
through Regis College. 
All four science requirements completed through Regis College 
w1th a grade point average of 2.500 or above in these courses. 
No more than nine semester hours of coursework outstanding 
after completion of summer semester prior to progression into 
the juntor year. Outstanding courses can only include 
Religious Studies and/or electives. All departmental require-
ments must be completed. 
Recommendation of primary academic advisor. 
A student who is enrolled at Regis University as a freshman or soph-
omore and who successfully complete seamless progression into the 
Loretto Hetghts Department of Nursing is not required to pay an 
additional application fee for admission into the nursing program. 
Regis University reserves the right to deny admission, continued 
enrollment or re-enrollment to any applicant or student who would 
pose an unreasonable risk of harm to self or others, or any unrea-
sonable risk of disruption to the academic or clinical processes of 
the Loretto Heights Department of Nursing, the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions, or Regis University. 
NOTE: All documents submitted during the applicatton process 
become the property of Regis University. 
RN-BSN Completion Option 
In accordance with the Colorado Nursing Articulation Model of 
1991, applicants must be Registered Nurses (RN) with current 
RN licensure. Work experience as a RN prior to enrollment is 
highly recommended. RNs who earned an Associate Degree in 
Nursing or who graduated from a diploma program may articulate 
a?!el into the RN-BSN Completion Option without testing of prior nurs-
ing knowledge. Students should refer to the Articulation Model 
brochure, available from the Rueckert-Hartman School for Health 
-~~'L•• Professions Office of Admissions, for restrictions that may apply. 
Transfer students who graduated from a nursing program more 
than three years prior to admission, must have a minimum of 
1,000 hours of nursing work experience tn the last three years or 
have successfully completed a Colorado Council on Nursing 
Education (CCNE) approved refresher course. 
All applicants for admtssion are reviewed by the Loretto Heights 
Department of Nursing Student Affairs Committee. Students who 
meet the following minimum criteria are considered for accept-
ance into the undergraduate RN-BSN Completion Option: 
Preliminary evaluation of transcripts. Credits are accepted in 
transfer with a grade of "C-" or better from regionally accredit-
ed schools as well as from approved testing programs (CLEP, 
DANTES, NLN) in accordance with established Regis 
University policies. The Loretto Heights Department of Nursing 
undergraduate program requtres a grade of "C-" (1.667) or 
higher m all departmental prerequisites and non nursing upper 
division electives. The department requires a grade of "C" 
(2.000) for all nursing courses. 
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Submtsston of completed application with application fee. 
Receipt of official transcripts from each school attended. 
Current Registered Nurse licensure in the state in which the 
applicant will do his or her practica. 
The ability to become certified in CPR. 
Minimum competence levels m both written English and computa-
tion skills. Students with English as a second language are required 
to pass the TOEFL examination with a minimum score of 213 
(computer-based), or complete an ELS Language Center's level 
109-Academic within one year prior to acceptance in the program. 
To ensure that Loretto Heights Department of Nursing students have 
the essential clinical needed to complete their programs, all stu-
dents must provides documentation of an acceptable criminal back-
ground check from the firm which Regis University has contracted. 
Although applicants may have already completed background 
checks, Regis University cannot use these results for this purpose. 
A complete physical examination record indicating that the stu-
dent is physically able to meet the objectives of the Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing program, is appropriately immumzed, and is 
free of communicable disease is required upon admission to the 
program. Students who have been accepted into the program 
must have received the first two of three injections that provide 
immunization agamst Hepatitis B prior to clinical activities. The 
third injection must be received at the appropriate time thereafter. 
The RN-BSN Completion options of the undergraduate nursmg 
program are designed to prepare registered nurses to plan, imple-
ment, and evaluate nursing care for individuals, families, and 
groups and to assume nursing leadership roles 1n health care facil-
ities and communities. The department has identified the observa-
tional, cognitive, affective, and psychomotor skills it deems essen-
tial to complete the program. If a student cannot demonstrate the 
essential functions, skills, and abilities, it is the responsibility of 
the student to request through the University Office of Disability 
Services appropriate accommodations. The University will provide 
reasonable accommodation as long as they do not impose an 
undue hardship. 
Regis University reserves the right to deny admission, continued 
enrollment, or re-enrollment to any applicant or student who 
would pose an unreasonable risk of harm to self or others, or any 
unreasonable risk of disruption to the academic or clintcal 
processes of the Department of Nursing, the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions, or Regis University. 
RN to MS Degree in Nursing Option 
ln accordance with the Colorado Nursing Articulation Model of 
1991, applicants must be Reg1stered Nurses (RN) with current 
RN licensure. Work experience as a RN prior to enrollment 1s 
highly recommended. RNs who earned an Associate Degree in 
Nursing or who graduated from a diploma program may articulate 
into the RN-BSN Completion Option without testing of prior nurs-
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ing knowledge. Students should refer to the Articulation Model 
brochure, available from the Rueckert-Hartman School for Health 
Professions Office of Admissions, for restrictions that may apply. 
Applicants who graduated from a nursing program more than 
three years prior to admission must have a minimum of 1,000 
hours of nursing work experience in the last three years or have 
successfully completed a Colorado Council on Nursing Education 
(CCNE) approved refresher course. 
Regis University reserves the right to deny admission, continued 
enrollment, or re-enrollment to any applicant or student who would 
pose an unreasonable risk of harm to self or others, or any unrea· 
sonable risk of disruption of the academic or clinical processes of 
the Loretto Heights Department of Nursing, the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions, or Regis University. 
All applicants for admission are reviewed using guidelines estab-
lished by the Loretto Heights Department of Nursing Student 
Affairs Committee. Admission to the RN to MS degree in Nursing 
program is based on individual evaluation in accordance with the 
following minimum admission requirements: 
A minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.750 on a 
4.000 scale. 
Receipt of official transcripts from each post-secondary 
school attended. 
Preliminary evaluation of transcripts. Credits are accepted in 
transfer with a grade of "C" or better from regionally accredit-
ed schools as well as from approved testing programs (CLEP, 
DANTES, NLN) in accordance with established Regis 
University policies. The Loretto Heights Department of 
Nursing undergraduate program requires a grade of "C-" 
(1.667) or higher in all departmental prerequisites and non 
nursing upper division electives. The department requires a 
grade of "C" (2.000) or higher for all nursing courses. 
Three recommendation forms completed by professional per-
sons knowledgeable about the applicant's academic, profes-
sional, and leadership potential. 
Evidence of current Registered Nurse licensure in the state in 
which the student will complete the practica. 
Two years of clinical practice as a registered nurse is pre· 
ferred for all applicants. 
A one· page essay describing how RN to MS education will 
impact the applicant's practica (refer to the application for 
essay requirement). 
The ability to become certified in CPR. 
Submission of completed application with application fee. 
Minimum competence levels in both written English and computa-
tion skills. Students with English as a second language are required 
to pass the TOEFL exammation w1th a minimum score of 213 
(computer-based), or complete an ELS Language Center's level 
109-Academic within one year prior to acceptance in the program. 
To ensure that Loretto Heights Department of Nursing students have 
the essential clinical needed to complete their programs, all stu· 
dents must provides documentation of an acceptable criminal back-
ground check from the firm which Regis University has contracted. 
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Although applicants may have already completed background 
checks, Regis University cannot use these results for th1s purpose. 
A complete physical examination record indicating that the stu-
dent is physically able to meet the objectives of the Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing program, is appropriately immunized, and is 
free of communicable disease 1s required upon admission to the 
program. Students who have been accepted into the program 
must have received the first two of three injections that provide 
immunization against Hepatitis 8 prior to clinical activities. The 
third injection must be received at the appropriate time thereafter. 
COMPUTER LITERACY AND ACCESS 
Students are required to have an understanding of computers. 
Students are assigned a RegisNET e-mail account in their first 
semester of enrollment 1n the program. Students are expected to 
be literate in using e-mail, Internet, and database services. Pre-
licensure students are expected to have a personal digital assis-
tant (PDA). All students 1n the Online RN-BSN Completion or RN 
to MS degree in Nursing Opt1on must have ready access to a com-
puter system compliant with the RHSHP systems requirements 
and configuration for Regis University's learning management sys-
tem. Students should consult the Regis University website for fur-
ther information at www.regis.edu. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Traditional Option 
Total Degree Requlfements 128 SH 
Core Studies Reqwrements 21 SH 
English Composition 3 SH 
Uterature/Humanibes/Oral and Written Communication 3 SH 
Philosophy (3 SH must be in Health Care Eth1cs) 6 SH 
Religtous Studies 6 SH 
Soc1al Science/Economics/Business 3 SH 
Departmental Requirements* 31 SH 
BL 244- Human Anatomy and Physiology Movement and Integration 3 SH 
BL 24~Human Anatomy and Physiology Movement and 
Integration Laboratory I SH 
BL 246-Human Anatomy and Physiology; Regulatory Systems 3 SH 
BL 24 7-Human Anatomy and Physiology; Regulatory Systems 
Laboratory I SH 
BL 254-lntroduction to Medical Microbiology 3 SH 
BL 25~1ntroduction to Microbiology Laboratory I SH 
CH 206A-Chemistry for Health Related Sciences 3 SH 
CH 207A-Chemistry for Health Related Sc1ences Laboratory 1 SH 
MT 270-lntroduction to Statistics 
or 
MT 27 4-Statistics for the Health Professional 3 SH 
NR 350-Normal and Therapeutic Nutntion 3 SH 
PY 250-General Psychology 3 SH 
PY 459-Developmental Psychology· Child 3 SH 
SO 200-lntroduction to Soc1ology 3 SH 
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Major Requirements 57 SH NR 436-Foundations of Nursing 5 SH 
NR 438-Nursmg Care of Adult and Older Adult I 5 SH 
NR 408-Nursing Role Introduction 1 SH NR 439-Pharmacology 3 SH 
NR 409- Nursing Role Development 2 SH NR 441-Nursing Care of the Childbearing Family 5 SH 
NR 415-Health Assessment 3 SH NR 442-Nursmg Care of Children and Their Families 5 SH 
NR 436-Foundations of Nursing 5 SH NR 460-Evidence-Based Practice in Nursing 3 SH 
NR 438-Nursing Care of Adult and Older Adult I 5 SH NR 466-Communrty Health Nursmg 5 SH 
NR 439A-Introduction to Pharmacology 2 SH NR 469-Leadership and Management in Nursing 2 SH 
NR 439B-Pharmacology and Nursing Practice 1 SH NR 471-Mental Health Nursing 5 SH 
NR 441-Nursing Care of the Childbearing Family 5 SH NR 476-Nursing Care of the Adult and Older Adult II 6 SH 
NR 442-Nursmg Care of Children and Their Families 5 SH NR 477-Professional Nursing Seminar II 3 SH 
NR 460-Evidence-Based Practice in Nursing 3 SH NR 485-Senior Nursing Practicum 4 SH 
NR 466- tommunrty Health Nursmg 5 SH 
NR 469-Leadership and Management in Nursing 2 SH Upper Divis1on Electives 6 SH 
NR 471-Mental Health Nursmg 5 SH 
NR 476-Nursing Care of the Adult and Older Adult II 6 SH General Electives 13 SH 
NR 477-Professional Nursmg Semmar II 3 SH 
NR 485-Senror Nursing Pracbcum 4 SH CHOICE Option 
Upper Div1s1on Elect1ves 6 SH Total Degree Reqwrements 128 SH 
General Electives 13 SH Core Stud1es Requirements 21 SH 
Accelerated Option English Composition 3 SH 
Literature/Humanities/Oral and Written Communication 3 SH 
Total Degree Reqwrements 128 SH Philosophy (3 SH must be in Health Care Ethics) 6 SH 
Religious Studies 6 SH 
Core Stud1es Reqwrements 21 SH Socia Science!Econom1cs/Bus1ness 3 SH 
English Composition 3 SH Departmental Requirements* 31 SH 
Literature/Humanities/Oral and Wntten Communication 3 SH 
Philosophy (3 SH must be 10 Health Care Ethics) 6 SH BL 244-Human Anatomy and Physiology: Movement and Integration 3 SH 
Relig~ous Stud1es 6 SH BL 245-Human Anatomy and Physiology: Movement and 
Soc1al Science/Economics/Business 3 SH Integration Laboratory 1 SH 
BL 246-Human Anatomy and Physiology· Regulatory Systems 3 SH 
Departmental Reqwrements * 31 SH BL 247-Human Anatomy and Physiology: Regulatory Systems 
Laboratory 1 SH 
BL 244-Human Anatomy and Physiology· Movement and Integration 3 SH BL 254-lntroduction to Medical M1crob1ology 3 SH 
BL 245-Human Anatomy and PhysiOlogy: Movement and BL 255-lntroduction to Microbiology Laboratory 1 SH 
Integration Laboratory 1 SH CH 206A-Chemistry for Health Related Sc1ences 3 SH 
BL 246-Human Anatomy and Physiology: Regulatory Systems 3 SH CH 207 A-Chemistry for Health Related Sciences Laboratory 1 SH 
BL 247-Human Anatomy and Physiology: Regulatory Systems MT 270- lntroduction to Statistics 
Laboratory 1 SH or 
BL 254-lntroductiOn to Med1cal Microbiology 3 SH MT 27 4- Statistics for the Health Professional 3 SH 
BL 255-lntroduction to Microbiology Laboratory 1 SH NR 350- Normal and Therapeutic Nutrition 3 SH 
CH 206A-Chemistry for Health Related Sciences 3 SH Psychology Course 3 SH 
CH 207 A-Chem1stry for Health Related Sciences Laboratory 1 SH PY 459-Developmental Psychology: Child 3 SH 
MT 270-lntroducbon to Statistics Soc1ology Course 3 SH 
or 
MT 27 4-Statistics for the Health Professional 3 SH Major Requirements 57 SH 
NR 350-Normal and Therapeutic Nutrition 3 SH 
Psychology Course 3 SH NR 407- ProfessiOnal Nursmg Semmar I 3 SH 
PY 459-Developmental Psychology: Ch1ld 3 SH NR 415-Heatth Assessment 3 SH 
Sociology Course 3 SH NR 436-Foundations of Nursing 5 SH 
NR 438-Nursing Care of Adult and Older Adult I 5 SH 
Major Reqwrements 57 SH NR 439-Pharmacology 3 SH 
NR 441-Nursmg Care of the Childbearing Family 5 SH 
NR 407-Professional Nursing Seminar I 3 SH NR 442-Nursing Care of Children and Their Families 5 SH 
NR 415-Health Assessment 3 SH NR 460-Evidence-Based Practice in Nursing 3 SH 
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NR 466- Community Health Nursing 
NR 469-leadership and Management in Nursing 
NR 471- Mental Health Nursing 
~R 476-Nursing Care of the Adult and Older Adult II 
NR 477- Professional Nursing Seminar II 
NR 485-Semor Nursing Practicum 










NOTE: At least one course in the Core Studies or in the general elect1ves must 
have a non-U.S. focus. 
* The courses in the Departmental Requirements also meet the Rueckert-
Hariman School for Health Professions Core Studies Requirements. The 
Loretto Heights Department of Nursing undergraduate program requires a 
grade of "C-" (1.667) or higher 10 all departmental prerequisites and non-
nursing upper division electives. The department requires a grade of "C" 
(2.000) or higher for all nursing courses. 
Nursing Honors Program 
Selected students 10 the Traditional Option who meet the qualifications for the 
Undergraduate Nursing Honors Program take the following courses: 
NR 401-Nursing Honors Seminar I ISH 
NR 402- Nursing Honors Seminar II 1 SH 
NR 403- Nursing Honors Seminar Ill 1 SH 
NR 460H- Honors Evidence-Based Practice in Nursing** 3 SH 
NR 469H- Honors leadership and Management in Nursing** 2 SH 
One clinical course of the student's choice at the Honors level*** 4-6 SH 
** Taken in lieu of NR 460 and NR 469. 
*** NR 436H, NR 441H, NR 442H, NR 466H, NR 471H, or NR 485H is taken 
in lieu of NR 436, NR 441, NR 442, NR 466, NR 471, NR 476 or NR 485. 
RN-BSN Completion Option 
Total Degree Reqwrements 
Core Studies Reqwrements 
English Composition 
literature/Humanities/Oral and Written Communication 












BL 244- Human Anatomy and Physiology: Movement and Integration 3 SH 
Bl245-Human Anatomy and Physiology: Movement and 
Integration laboratory I SH 
Bl246-Human Anatomy and Physiology· Regulatory Systems 3 SH 
Bl247-Human Anatomy and Physiology Regulatory Systems 
laboratory I SH 
Bl254-lntroduction to Medical Microbiology 3 SH 
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Bl255- lntroduction to Microbiology Laboratory 
MT 270- lntroduction to Statis!Jcs 
or 
MT 274-Statistics for the Health Professional 
NR 350-Normal and Therapeutic Nutrition* 
Psychology Course 
PY 459-Developmental Psychology: Child 
Sociology Course 
Lower DIVISion Nursing - Nursmg Art1culat10n 









* 33 SH awarded for NR 350 and lower division Nursing in accordance with 
the provisions of the Colorado Articulation Model. 
MaJor Reqwrements 27 SH 
NR 415R- Health Assessment 3 SH 
NR 444-Professlonal Role Development 3 SH 
NR 448-Updates in Climcal Care 3 SH 
NR 455-Health Promotion Concepts 3 SH 
NR 460R- Research and Evidence-Based Nursing Practice 3 SH 
NR 466R--tommunity Health Nursing 3 SH 
NR 478-Commumty Practicum 3 SH 
NR 480R The Nurse Leader-Manager 3 SH 
NR 485R Advanced Practicum 3 SH 
Upper Division 8ecflves 6 SH 
General8ectives 17 SH 
NOTE: A minimum of 30 semester hours must be completed through Regis 
University. 
RN TO MS DEGREE IN NURSING OPTION 
Total RN to MS Degree Reqwrements 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) 
Total BSN Degree Requirements 
Core Studies Requirements 
English Composition 
literature/Humanities/Oral and Written Communication 




Bl244-Human Anatomy and Physiology: Movement and Integration 
BL 245-Human Anatomy and Physiology: Movement and 
Integration laboratory 
BL 246-Human Anatomy and Physiology: Regulatory Systems 
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BL 254-lntroductlon to Medical Mtcrobiology 
BL 25~1ntroduction to Mtcrob10logy Laboratory 
MT 270-lntroduction to Statistics 
or 
MT 27 4-Statistics for the Health Professional 
NR 350-Normal and Therapeutic Nutrition* 
PY 250-General Psychology 
PY 459--Developmental Psychology: Child 
SO 200-lntroduction to Sociology 
Lower Division Nursmg- Nursmg Art1culat1on 










* 33 SH awarded for NR 350 and lower division Nursing tn accordance with 
the provtstons of the Colorado Articulation Wodel. 
Major Requirements 
NR 415R-Health Assessme_nt 
NR 444-Professional Role Development 
NR 448-Updates in Clinical Care 
NR 45~ealth Promotion Concepts 
NR 460R-Research and Evidence-Based Nursmg Practice 
NR 466R-Community Health Nursmg 
NR 478-Community Practicum 
NR 485R-Advanced Practicum 
NR 622-Advanced Leadershtp Concepts 
Upper D1v1sion Electives 
Graduate Elect1ve 
General Electives (Introduction to Computmg IS reqwred) 
Master of Science Degree in Nursing (MS) 
Total MS Degree Reqwrements 
NR 601-Theoretical Frameworks 
NR 602-Research in Nursing 
NR 608-Health Care Policy 
NR 620-Health Care Structure and Dynamtcs 
NR 624-lssues in Practice 
NR 62~The Legal Environment 
NR 699--Comprehensive Evaluation, Master of Sctence 
Students select from one of the followtng specializations 
• Management 






















Financial Management 3 SH 
NR 6l~Applicattons in Health Care Economics, Accounting and 
Financial Management 3 SH 
NR 621-Advanced Management Concepts 3 SH 




NR 623F-Leadership in Health Care Systems Practicum: Education 3 SH 
NR 646 Teaching and Learning Strategies 3 SH 
NR 647-Curriculum Development 3 SH 
NR 648-Evaluation Methods for Health Care Education 3 SH 
NOTE. a mtntmum of 30 semester hours for the baccalaureate degree and 24 
semester hours for the master's degree must be completed through Regis 
University 
GENERAL PROGRESSION POLICIES IN THE 
UNDERGRADUATE NURSING PROGRAM 
Traditional, Accelerated, CHOICE, and RN-BSN Completion Options 
In order for progression through the Undergraduate Nursing 
Program to occur, students must, in the judgment of the faculty, 
demonstrate the following: 
Achievement of a grade of "C" or better in each Nursing course 
(including nursing electives). A grade of "C-" is not acceptable. 
Adequate emotional and physical fitness for nurstng skills to 
be performed. 
Communication skills adequate for the demands of nursing. 
Students who fail a Nursing course: 
Should contact the academtc advisor or the chair of the 
Loretto Heights Department of Nursing Student Affatrs 
Committee for information regarding choices for proceeding 
after a course failure. 
May be allowed to repeat a nursmg course one time only with 
faculty recommendation and the approval of the appropnate 
option chair in consultation with the chair of the Loretto 
Heights Department of Nursing Student Affairs Committee or 
destgnee and the department director. 
May progress to another course provided they are not on pro-
visional status, if the failed course is not a prerequisite 
course, and if they have faculty recommendation and the 
approval of the optton chair in consultation with the depart-
ment director. 
Pre-licensure students may not progress in the undergraduate pro-
gram after two Nursing course failures. 
RN to MS Degree in Nursing Option 
Candidacy for the Bachelor of Science and Master of Science degree 
in Nursing at Regis University requires completion of course require-
ments and a fina l comprehensive evaluation for the MS degree. 
In order for progression through the RN to MS Degree in Nursing 
program to occur, students must, in the judgment of the faculty 
demonstrate the following: 
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A minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.000 is 
required to graduate. The grade of "C'' is a passing grade and 
counts toward graduation; however, students who receive a 
grade of "C" in two courses at the 600-level are subject to 
academic review. A candidate is required to maintain a mini- -
mum 3.000 ("'8") average, but no grades may be lower than 
"C" regardless of grade point average. Students who receive 
the grade "C-" or lower must repeat the course. 
Adequate emotional and physical fitness for the nursing skills 
to be performed. 
Communication skills adequate for the demands of nursing. 
Students who fail a Nursing course: 
May be allowed to repeat a nursmg course one time only with 
faculty recommendation and the approval of the Loretto 
Heights Department of Nursing Student Affairs Committee 
and department director. 
May progress to another course provided they are not on pro-
visional status, if the failed course is not a prerequisite 
course, and if they have faculty recommendation and the 
approval of the Loretto He1ghts Department of Nursing 
Student Affairs Committee and the department director. 
Students may not progress in the RN to MS Degree in Nursing pro-
gram after two nursing course failures. Students may not progress to 
the 600-level courses until they have completed all of the require-
ments for a baccalaureate degree, except for the final BSN leader-
ship practicum NR 485R- Advanced Practicum which is taken 
immediately following NR 622-Advanced Leadership Concepts. 
There is a six-year time lim1t for completion of all degree require-
ments. This time limit is computed from the semester in which 
students complete the first course that is to be applied toward the 
degree. If students wish to complete the degree after the Degree 
Plan has expired, readmission to the program will be required and 
a new Degree Plan signed. 
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NR 350. NORMAL AND THERAPEUTIC NUTRITION (3). Studies the sc1ence of nutri-
tion. Presents the nutritional requirements of humans as the basis of planning an 
adequate diet with consideration given to variation in food choices due to soc1al, eco-
nomic, cultural and psychological factors. Emphasizes the integration of nutrit1onal 
needs in the care of self and others throughout the life cycle in health and disease. 
NR 401. NURSING HONORS SEMINAR I (1). This IS the first course in the Honor's 
Curriculum The focus of th1s course IS the exploration of various nursmg issues to 
ass1st the student in identifying potential topics of individual interest Students will 
explore topics from a vanety of academic perspectives. Potential faculty and commu-
nity mentors will be introduced. The use of sc1en!Jfic inquiry and bas1c exploration of 
nursing research will be emphasized as tools that will be used throughout the Honor's 
Curriculum. The concept of rellective practice will be introduced. Prerequisite(s): 
Permission of opt10n chair requ1red. NOTE: Traditional Option honors students only 
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NR 402. NURSING HONORS SEMINAR II (1). Th1s is the second course in the 
Honor's Cumculum. The focus of th1s course is the identification of nursing issues of 
individualmterest. The development of a research or clinical project will be explored. 
Students will develop topics from a vanety of academ1c perspectives including: 
reflective and evidence-based practice, argumentation and cntical thinking. Potential 
faculty and community mentors will be identified. Prerequislte(s): NR 401 or permis-
sion of director reqUired. NOTE: Traditional Option honors students only. 
NR 403. NURSING HONORS SEMINAR Ill (1). This is the third course in the Honor's 
Curriculum. The focus of this course is the completion of a research or clinical proj-
ect Students w1ll develop and implement projects under the direction of faculty and 
community mentors. A wntten report of the completed project will be completed. 
Additionally, an oral presentation of the completed project will be presented to their 
mentors and peers. Prerequisite(s): NR 401 or permission of director required. NOTE: 
Traditional Option honors students only. 
NR 407. PROFESSIONAL NURSING SEMINAR I (3). The ftrst of two sequential semi-
nars organized around the themes of Jesuit miSSIOn and values, service learning. 
rellection, nursing role development. personal and professional values and portfolio 
development. Service learning activities will be introduced. NOTE: Acceptance into 
Nursing Program required. 
NR 408. NURSING ROLE INTRODUCTION (1). First of two semmars introducing foun-
dations of profess1onal nursing roles. Emphasizes Identification of professional values 
related to essent1als of the art of nursing. parameters of professional nursing practice 
and nursmg scholarship. Prerequisite(s): Majors only. Junior standing required. 
NR 409. NURSING ROLE DEVELOPMENT (2). Second of two seminars emphasizing 
development of professional nursmg roles. Conceptual development is organized 
around professional values, pnnciples of soc1al)ustice, history of nursing, theory and 
scholarship. Service Learning is integrated w1th geriatriC populations as exemplar. 
Prerequisite(s): Majors only. Junior standing requ1red. 
NR 415. HEALTH ASSESSMENT (3). Introduces a holistic approach to the assess-
ment of adults and older adults. Includes evaluation of phys1ologic, developmental, 
psychosocial, and socio-cultural components. Students learn to use beginning history 
taking and physical assessment skills to collect and document data systematically. 
Prerequtslte(s): BL 244 and BL 245 or equtvalent Jumor standing Acceptance mto 
Nursmg Program required. Liability fee required. 
NR 415R. HEALTH ASSESSMENT (3). Utilizes a holistic approach for health assess-
ment of individuals across the lifespan. Builds upon registered nurses' knowledge of 
physiologic, developmental, psychological, and socio-cultural-spiritual components of 
health. Students enhance history taking and physical assessment sk1lls for collecting 
and documenting data systematically. Prerequisite(s): BL 244 and BL 245 or eqUiva-
lent. Acceptance mto Nursing Program required Liability fee required. NOTE: RN-BSN 
Completion Ophon students only. 
NR 436. FOUNDATIONS OF NURSING (5). Provides the student w1th an introduction 
to the profession of nursmg. Explores a nurse's responsibilities and accountability 
related to legal1ssues. Introduces the nursing process and how it relates to functional 
health patterns. Explores therapeutic nursing intervenbons that may be implemented 
for individuals across the lifespan and in a variety of settmgs. Prerequtsrte(s): Majors 
only Junior standing. Acceptance into the Nursmg Program. Laboratory fee requ1red. 
NR 438. NURSING CARE OF THE ADULT AND OLDER ADULT I (5). Focuses on the 
various roles of the nurse in relation to the leadmg causes of morbidity. Explores 
components of the nursmg process in relation to human responses to alterations m 
health. Explains pathophysiology, appropnate medical management, and the applica-
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tion of the nursing process in the provision of care for adult and older adult clients 
withm the context of their families and env1ronments. Exammes functional health pat-
terns and ev1dence-based pract1ce models. Prerequisite(s): NR 415 and NR 436. 
Majors only. Junior standmg. 
NR 438H. HONORS NURSING CARE OF THE ADULT AND OLDER ADULT I (5). 
Focuses on the various roles of the nurse 1n relation to the leading causes of morbidi-
ty. Explores components of the nursmg process m relation to human responses to 
alterations in health. Explains pathophysiology, appropriate medical management, and 
the application of the nursing process in the provision of care for adult and older 
adult clients within the context of their families and environments. Examines func-
tional health patterns and evidence-based practice models. Students complete an 
honors project related to nursing care of adults and/or older adu~s. Prerequisite(s): 
NR 415 and NR 436. Junior standing NOTE: Traditional Option honors students only. 
NR 439. PHARMACOLOGY (3). Prov1des an introductory study of principles of drug 
action and drug therapy in health and illness as they relate to chmcian and teacher 
roles of the nurse. Emphas1s on nursmg responsibilities and patient rights in safe 
administration and legal considerations of medication delivery. Selected prototypical 
agents from major drug classifications are discussed. Prerequisite(s) Perm1ssion of 
instructor for non-majors required. 
NR 439A. INTRODUCTION TO PHARMACOLOGY (2). Studies pharmacokinetics and 
pharmacodynamics for clinician and teacher nursing roles. Emphasizes nursing 
processes m med1cation administration. Reviews accurate dosage calculation and 
patient nghts in safe admintstration. Discusses prototypical agents from major drug 
classifications. Prerequisite(s): Majors only. Senior standing required. NOTE: 
Traditional Nursing Option students only. 
NR 439B. PHARMACOLOGY AND NURSING PRACTICE (1). The second course in the 
Pharmacology series re-emphasizes safe medication admmistration and continues 
dtscussion of major drug classifications their prototype drugs, and ev1dence-based 
thmkmg. Patient case studies and NCLEX preparation are addressed. Prerequisite(s): 
NR 439A. Majors only. Senior standmg required. NOTE: Traditional Nursing Option 
students only. 
NR 441. NURSING CARE OF THE CHILDBEARING FAMILY (5). Focuses on roles of 
the nurse as they apply to the ch1ldbeanng family. Explores human responses to the 
childbearing experience. Applies biological, psychosocial, cultural and spirrtual princi-
ples and concepts that have an 1mpact on the childbearing family. Addresses family 
theories and dynamics. Emphasizes family-centered approaches during antepartal, 
intrapartal, postpartal, and neonatal clinical experiences. Prerequislte(s): NR 415 and 
NR 436. Majors only. 
NR 441H. HONORS NURSING CARE OF THE CHILDBEARING FAMILY (5). Focuses on 
roles of the nurse as they apply to the ch1ldbearmg family. Explores human responses 
to the childbeanng expenence. Applies biological, psychosocial, cultural and spintual 
principles and concepts that have an impact on the childbearing family. Addresses 
family theones and dynam1cs. Emphasizes family-centered approaches during 
antepartal, intrapartal, postpartal. and neonatal clinical experiences. Students com-
plete an honors project related to nursmg care of childbearing families. 
Prerequisite(s): NR 401 or permission of the director required. NOTE: Traditional 
Option honors students only 
NR 442. NURSING CARE OF CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES (5). Focuses on the 
art and sc1ence of providing effective, appropnate nursmg care to children and their 
families. Examines health promotion. illness and mjunng prevention. health teachmg 
and anticipatory guidance strateg~es. Applies the nursing process to the appropriate 
medical management and pathophysiology of altered health patterns affecting chi!-
llll92 
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dren. Explores functional health patterns and evidence-based practice models. 
Prerequtsite(s): NR 438. Majors only. 
NR 442H. HONORS NURSING CARE OF CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES (5). 
• Focuses on the art and sc1ence of providing effective, appropriate nursmg care to 
children and the1r families. Examines health promotion, illness and injuring preven-
tion, health teaching and ant1c1patory guidance strateg:es. Applies the nursing 
process to the appropriate medical management and pathophysiology of altered 
health patterns affectmg children. Explores functional health patterns and evidence-
based practice models. Students complete an honors project related to nursing care 
of children. Prerequlsite(s): NR 401 or permission of director required. NOTE 
Traditional Option honors students only. 
NR 444. PROFESSIONAL ROLE DEVELOPMENT (3). Examines themes such as Jesuit 
miss1on, serv1ce learnmg, personal and professiOnal values, roles and issues in con-
temporary professional nursing, standards of practice, and academic tools that foster 
success in the nursing program. Prerequisite(s): Acceptance into Nursing Program. 
NOTE: RN-BSN Completion Option students only. 
NR 448. UPDATES IN CLINICAL CARE (3). Focuses on pathophysiology and updates 
in medical management and nursing care of selected acute and chronic illnesses. 
Soc1al, cultural, and environmental mfluences on healt1 and illness are explored. 
Features current research and the use of cutting-edge and web-based health care 
resources. Prerequ1s1te(s): NR 415R and NR 444 for Online students NOTE: RN-BSN 
Completion Option students only. 
NR 451. NURSING EXTERNSHIP (3). Under the preceptorship of a registered nurse, 
externs prov1de direct patient care in selected spec1alty areas. Enhances competency 
and critical decision-making m the reality of the practice setting. Emphasizes skills 
and procedures, orgamzation and prionty setting, written and oral communtcation. 
and the nurse's role including investigation, teaching and discharge planning. 
Prerequisite(s): Perm1ssion of Opt1on Chair required. 
NR 455. HEALTH PROMOTION CONCEPTS (3). Focuses on health promotion and 
health teachmg for healthy lifestyles in a diverse and multicultural soc1ety. Concepts 
of culture, spirituality, aging, chronicity, advocacy, and client anatomy are explored. 
Nursmg process 1s applied to health promot1on, d1sease prevention, and wellness 
through health teaching interventions. Prerequisite(s): NR 415R and NR 444 NOTE: 
RN-BSN Completion Option students only. 
NR 460. EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE IN NURSING (3). Focuses on the role of the 
professional nurse as an mformed consumer of research and other evidence for best 
practices in nursing. Explores philosophical underpinnings of knowledge and the rela-
tionship of theory to research and practice. Quantitative and qualitative approaches 
to study health and illness are presented and compared, and stresses the Importance 
of research rigor. Explores concepts of ethics for research with human subjects. 
Develops skills for evidence-based practice 10 nursing by forming journal clubs to 
understand aspects of nursing research, to cntique published nursing studies. and to 
develop best-practice presentations. Prerequisite(s): Wajors only. Junior standing. 
NOTE: Recommended prerequisite: MT 274 or equivalent. 
NR 460H. HONORS EVIDENCE-BASED NURSING PRACTICE (3). Focuses on the role 
of the professional nurse as an informed consumer of research and other evidence for 
best practices in nursing. Explores philosophical underpinmngs of knowledge and the 
relationship of theory to research and practice. Quantitative and qualitative approach-
es to study health and illness are presented and compared, and stresses the impor-
tance of research ngor. Explores concepts of ethics for research with human subjects. 
Develops skills for ev1dence-based practice 10 nurstng by form10g JOurnal clubs to 
understand aspects of nursing research, to critique published nursmg studies, and to 
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develop best-practice presentations. Students complete an honors project related to 
evidence-based nursrng practice. Prerequislte(s): NR 401 or permission of d~rector 
required Majors only. Junior standing. NOTE: Recommended prerequisite: MT 274 or 
equivalent. Traditional Optton honors students only 
NR 460R RESEARCH AND EVIDENCE-BASED NURSING PRACTICE (3). Focuses on 
the role of the professional nurse as an informed consumer of research and other evi-
dence for best practices in nursing. Explores philosophical underpinnings of knowl-
edge and the relationship of theory to research and practice. Quantitaltve and qualita-
tive approaches to study health and illness are presented and compared, and stress-
es the Importance of research rigor. Explores concepts of ethics for research with 
human subjects. Develops skills for evidence-based practice in nursrng by forming 
journal clubs to understand aspects of nursrng research, to critique published nursing 
studies, and to develop best-practice presentations. Prerequisite(s): NR 415R and NR 
444 for Online students. Majors only. Juntor standing Recommended Prerequisite(s): 
MT 274 or equivalent. NOTE. RN-BSN Complelton Option students only. 
NR 466. COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING (5). Examines contemporary health and 
nursing issues rn soc1ety. w1th an emphasis on health promotion and disease preven-
tion. cultural dtversity, public health, famtlies, and "community-as-client". Analyzes 
actual and potential roles of nurses in community-based practice and the impact of a 
range of health issues on idenltfied populations. Emphasizes the use of the nursing 
process and epidemiologtcal and ethical principles to promote healthy communities 
through climcal experience rn commumty settings. Involves community assessments, 
program planmnglmanagement. health teaching, and the utilization of current 
research findings to address health needs w1th Identified populations of children, 
adolescents. adults, older adults. and vulnerable populations with special needs. 
Prerequisite(s): Successful completion of NR 438. 
NR 466H. HONORS COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING (5). Examines contemporary 
health and nursrng 1ssues rn soctety, with an emphasis on health promotion and dis-
ease prevention, cultural dtversity, public health, families, and "community-as-
client". Analyzes actual and potential roles of nurses in community-based practice 
and the impact of a range of health issues on idenllfied populations. Emphasizes the 
use of the nursing process and epidemiological and ethtcal principles to promote 
healthy communities through clinical experience in community settings Involves 
commumty assessments. program planning/management. health teaching, and the 
ultlization of current research findings to address health needs with identified popula-
tions of children, adolescents, adults. older adults. and vulnerable populations with 
special needs. Students complete an honors project related to commun1ty health 
nursrng. Prerequisite(s): NR 401 or permission of director required. NOTE Traditional 
Option honors students only. 
NR 466R. COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING (3). Explores ethtcal issues related to 
soctal JUStice. margrnalization and vulnerability. and nursrng roles in community and 
public health practice. Utilizes epidemiological principles to analyze patterns of health 
and disease rn assessing the health needs of groups. Prerequisite(s): NR 415R and 
NR 444 for Online students. NOTE: RN-BSN Completion Option students only. 
NR 469. LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT IN NURSING (2). Emphasizes concepts of 
leadership and management rn professtonal nursrng practice. Building trust wtll be 
explored in relation to collaboration, delegation, negotiation, communication. and 
team building, as part of the professional nursing leadership role Within the changing 
healthcare system. Topics rnclude balancing efficiency and reliability, creabng and 
sustaining trust rn the workplace, managrng change, collaborative dectsion making in 
changing healthcare organizations, and promoting a learmng organization. 
Emphasizes leadership role development in the context of professtonal nursing values 
and the Jesu1t mission and philosophy of leadership in service to others. 
PrereqUISite(s)· Majors only. Senior standing. 
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NR 469H. HONORS LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT IN NURSING (2). Emphasizes 
concepts of leadership and management in professional nursing practice. Buildrng 
trust will be explored rn relalton to collaboration, delegation, negotiation, communica-
tion, and team building, as part of the professtonal nursrng leadership role withrn the 
changing healthcare system. Toptcs include balancing efficiency and reliability, creat-
ing and sustarning trust in the workplace, managing change, collaborative decision 
making in changing healthcare organizations, and promoting a learnrng orgamzation. 
Emphasizes leadership role development in the context of professional nursrng values 
and the Jesuit mission and philosophy of leadership in service to others. Students 
complete an honors project related to nursing leadership and/or management 
Prerequisite(s) NR 401 or permtsston of the director reqUired Majors only. Semor 
standing. NOTE. Traditional Option honors students only 
NR 471. MENTAL HEALTH NURSING (5). Focuses on the vanous roles of the nurse 
as clintctan and teacher for patients with mental Illness. Explores components of the 
nursing process in relatton to human responses to alterations in mental health. 
Examines the nurse as the therapeutic tool and communication as the basis of nurs-
ing care. Examrnes functional health patterns, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual IV, 
and evidence-based practice models. Includes treatment of children, adolescents. 
adults, and older adults withrn the context of thetr families and enVIronment. 
Prerequistte(s): NR 415, NR 436 and NR 439. Majors only. 
NR 471H. HONORS MENTAL HEALTH NURSING (5). Focuses on the various roles of 
the nurse as chmctan and teacher for patients with mentaltllness Explores compo-
nents of the nursrng process rn relation to human responses to alterations in mental 
health. Examines the nurse as the therapeutic tool and communication as the basts 
of nursrng care. Examines functional health patterns, Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual IV, and evtdence-based practice models. Includes treatment of children. ado-
lescents, adults, and older adults w1thrn the context of their families and envtron-
ment. Students complete an honors project related to mental health nursing 
Prerequisite(s) NR 401 or permission of the director reqUired. NOTE: Traditional 
Option honors students only. 
NR 476. NURSING CARE OF THE ADULT AND OLDER ADULT II (6). Presents the 
roles of the nurse in relation to the assessment, plannrng, intervention, and evalua-
tion of human responses to alteration in health. Focuses on pathophysiOlogy, appro-
priate medtcal management. and the application of the nursrng process in the provi-
sion of care for adult and older adult clients wtthin the context for their families and " 
environments. Organized around functional health patterns and evidence-based prac-
tice models. Prerequisite(s) NR 438. Majors only. Senior standing. Fee required. 
NR 476H. HONORS NURSING CARE OF THE ADULT AND OLDER ADULT II (6). 
Presents the roles of the nurse rn relalton to the assessment, planmng, rntervention, 
and evaluation of human responses to alteration rn health. Focuses on pathophystolo-
gy, appropnate medical management. and the application of the nursing process in 
the provtston of care for adult and older adult clients within the context for the1r fami-
lies and environments. Orgamzed around funcltonal health patterns and evidence-
based practice models. Students complete an honors project related to nursing care 
of adults and/or older adults. Prerequisrte(s): NR 401 or permtssion of the director 
required. Fee required. NOTE· Tradtltonal Option honors students only. 
NR 477. PROFESSIONAL NURSING SEMINAR II (3). Focuses on service learmng, 
professiOnal role development, nursrng roles and responsibilities and involvement in 
nursing orgamzattons. Expands on the theones and concepts rntroduced in NR 407 
rncluding JesUit mission, values, reflection, and service learning. Servtce learmng 
activity included. Prerequistte(s): NR 407. Majors only. Semor standrng 
NR 478. COMMUNITY PRACTICUM (3). Fosters integration of community health the-
ory into clinical practice whtle students complete 45 hours of practicum in a commu-
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nity based setting With faculty gu1dance, students select experiences that prov1de 
opportunity to develop a community assessment and program plan. Se1V1ce learning 
activities focus on commumty and social justice. Prerequisite(s): NR 466R. Fee 
required. NOTE. RN-BSN Completion Optmn students only. 
NR 480R. THE NURSE LEADER-MANAGER (3). Expands knowledge of leadership and 
management principles as 1t applies to health care, the changing health care system, 
evaluation of health outcomes, professional issues, and career development. Explores 
ethical, legal, and policy issues related to the mission of leadership 1n seiVice to oth-
ers. Prerequisite(s): NR 415R and NR 444 for online students. NOTE: RN-BSN 
Completion Option students only. 
NR 485. SENIOR NURSING PRACTICUM (4). Utilizes climcal expenence to prov1de 
senior nursing students w1th the opportumty to integrate the professional roles of cli-
nician, teacher, invesllgator and leader/manager within a variety of health care set-
tings. Provides avenues for discussion and opportunity to synthesize theory, research, 
and practice. Prerequ1s1te(sl: Majors only. Semor standing. Successful completion of 
all prior clinical nursing courses 
NR 485H. HONORS SENIOR NURSING PRACTICUM (4). Utilizes clinical experience to 
prov1de semor nursmg students w1th the opportunity to integrate the professional 
roles of climc1an, teacher, mvesllgator and leader/manager w1thin a variety of health 
care settings. Provides avenues for discussion and opportunity to synthesize theory, 
research, and practice Students complete an honors project related to nursing clini-
cal practice. Prerequ1s1te(s): NR 401 or permission of the director required. Majors 
only. Senior stand mg. Successful completion of all prior clinical nursing courses. 
NOTE: Traditional Option honors students only. 
NR 485R. ADVANCED PRACTICUM (3). Examines integration of leadership and man-
agement pnnciples 10 pract1ce. Students complete 45 hours of pracllcum, while with 
. faculty guidance. Students select an agency and leader/preceptor that provide oppor-
. tumties for expanding competency m leadership and management in health care, and 
collaborallvely develop a practice improvement project. SeiVice learning focuses on 
; leadership, social JUstice, and action. Prerequisite(s)· NR 480R and complellon of 
90% of the major or permission of option cha1r required. NOTE: RN-BSN Complellon 
Option students only 
NR 488E-W. TOPICS IN CLINICAL NURSING PRACTICE (1-8). Climcal courses 
focusmg on specific areas of nurs1ng practice. Content varies according to student 
need and availability of faculty resources. Prerequisite(s): Majors only. Permission of 
option chair reqwred. 
NR 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN NURSING (1-6). Topics by arrangement with indi-
VIdual faculty. Prerequislte(s): Nursing majors only. Permission of option chair required 
NR 495. CULTURAl DIVERSITY IN HEALTH CARE (3). Explores the components of 
cultural competence in health care. Issues related to cultural diversity in health and 
illness are discussed and analyzed. Upper division undergraduate or graduate credit 
may be awarded based on course assignments, evaluation methods and faculty 
approval. The graduate component extends foundational knowledge through addillonal 
readings, case analysis and/or applied project work. Prerequisite(s): Majors only. 
Semor standmg. Cross listing NR 695 
NR 498. INTERNSHIP IN NURSING (3). Provides mtensive and pracllcal work experi-
ence in the nursing discipline. Involves placement of nursmg majors in health care 
agencies. Prerequisite(s): Completion of all clinical nursing courses Perm1ssion of 
instructor and approval of Opllon Cha1r reqUired. Worksite Option students only 
************************* 
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RHSHP GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL LEAD-
ERSHIP FOR PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The Master of Science in Clinical Leadership for Physician 
Assistants degree (CLP), housed in the Department of Health 
Services Administration and Management (HSAM), prepares gradu-
ates to take a leadership role in physician pract1ces and other 
health care settings in which they may be employed In addition to 
advanced climcal skills, the CLP program broadens perspective 
with challenging courses in leadership and ethics, quality improve-
ment, budget and operations management, and research and writ-
ing. The curriculum promotes not only the development of leader-
ship abilities but also a deeper appreciation of the social and ethi-
cal obligations and conflicts w1thin the health care industry. 
ADMISSION 
The ideal candidate for the Master of Science in Clinical 
Leadership for Physician Assistants degree holds a baccalaureate 
degree in the sciences or a health-related field and has at least two 
to three years of health care experience. Proof of enrollment in or 
completion of an accredited Physician Assistant Program must be 
provided prior to acceptance. Students must also provide proof of 
certification from the National Commiss1on on Certification of 
Physician Assistants prior to graduation from this program m order 
to be awarded additional credit. Applications are individually evalu-
ated on the basis of the following admission criteria: 
A baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited college of 
university 
or 
evidence that the undergraduate degree requirements will be 
met no later than July for fall enrollment and December for 
spring enrollment. 
A minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.000 in 
physician assistant (PA) course work. 
One letter of recommendation from the Physician Assistants 
program where undergraduate course work was completed. 
(Practicing PAs may use a professional or managerial refer-
ence.) 
An admission essay (750 words) addressing a health care 
issue or describing how Physician Assistants practice con-
tributes to health care as a whole. 
A current resume or other documentation that summarizes 
the candidate's professional experience. 
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A completed application form including non-refundable appli-
cation fee. (The application fee 1s wa1ved for current Red 
Rocks Community College PA students by prior arrangement.) 
NOTE: All documents submitted during the application process 
become the property of Regis University. 
Admission on Probation 
Students who show promise for the program, but who do not meet 
all admission criteria, may be admitted on a probationary bas1s. 
Under the probationary status, students must attain a grade of "B" 
or better on the first nine semester hours of graduate course work. 
(A grade of "B-" is not acceptable.) Successful completion of the 
first nine semester hours of course work with a 3.000 cumulative 
grade point average removes the probationary status and entitles 
the student to good academic standing. Probationary admiss1ons 
may not exceed 10% of an incoming enrollment. 
Conditional Admission 
Conditional Admission may be granted to students who are await-
ing receipt of admission materials. Conditional Admission allows 
students to register for nine semester hours wh1le awaiting docu-
mentation before being officially admitted. Students who have 
been conditionally admitted must be in good academic standmg 
before being officially admitted into the program. 
COMPUTER REQUIREMENT 
All students are expected to have ready access to a personal com-
puter with word processing, spreadsheet, graphics/presentation 
software, and Internet connectivity. Microsoft Office Suite is rec-
ommended and is available on all campus lab computers. 
Selected courses may be enhanced with the use of e-mail and 
other distance learning technologies to communicate and 
exchange learning materials. 
STUDENT ADVISING 
Students are assigned an academic advisor upon admission to the 
program. Students and advisors s1gn a Degree Plan by the end of 
the first semester. Advisors counsel students on meeting the 
requirements for the graduate program; however, 1t is the stu-
dent's responsibility to schedule advising appointments and to 
complete all degree requirements. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
PROGRAM PROGRESSION 
Candidacy for the Master of Science in Clinical Leadership for 
Phys1c1an Assistants degree at Regis University requires successful 
complet1on of course requirements and completion of a master's 
proJect based on clinical fieldwork. The 30 semester hour program 
may be completed in 18 months of full-time study. 
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Six semester hours per ten-week term constitutes full-time study. 
There is a five year time limit for completion of all degree require-
ments. This time limit is computed from the semester in which 
the student completes the first course that is to be applied toward 
the degree whether or not the student has been officially admitted 
to the program. If students wish to complete the degree after the 
Degree Plan has expired, readmission to the program may be 
required, and a new Degree Plan must be signed. 
In order for progression through the CLP program to occur, stu-
dents must meet the following requirements: 
Candidates must maintam a minimum 3.000 (B) cumulative 
grade point average. 
No grade may be lower than "C" regardless of grade point 
average. A grade lower than a "C" IS not counted toward 
graduation but is included 111 the student's cumulative grade 
point average. 
Graduate students who receive the grade of "C-" or lower for 
a 600-level course must repeat the course. 
Students will not be awarded the degree until evidence of suc-
cessful completion of the PA Certification Exam IS received by the 
HSAM Department. When a notarized copy of Certification is 
received, nine semester hours will be awarded to complete the 
degree requirements. 
ACADEMIC WITHDRAWAL 
A student who chooses to withdraw from the program should g1ve 
written notice of this decision to the department director. In addi-
tion, a Withdrawal form must be completed by the student and 
signed by the department director. Any student who withdraws 
may be readmitted to the program without reapplication and 
review if the following conditions are met: 
The student was in good academic standing before the withdrawal. 
The student returns to the program within one calendar year 
of the withdrawal. 
If these conditions are not met, the student must reapply to the 
program and be accepted for readmission. Initial acceptance into 
the program does not guarantee readmittance. 
TRANSFER CREDIT POLICY AND PROCEDURE 
No course work will be accepted in transfer for the CLP program. 
Upon successful completion of the Certification Exam, n1ne semester 
hours w1ll be awarded towards the 30 semester hours of completion. 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
Students graduate within the semester that all requirements are 
met and documentation of such 1s received 10 the Rueckert-
Hartman School for Health Professions Office of the Academic 
Dean by the designated deadline. Graduation requirements mclude: 
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Satisfactory completion of required academic course work. 
A minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.000. 
Satisfactory completion of a master's project. 
Proof of certification from NCCPA. 
Incomplete grades, falling below the required cumulative grade 
point average or late application for graduation, may delay gradua-
tion and awarding of the degree to a subsequent semester. 
For additional information on Commencement and Graduation, 
refer to the General Information section of this Bulletin. 
CLP PROGRAM OF STUDY 
The CLP curriculum was destgned primarily for students complet-
ing PA studies at Red Rocks Community College (RRCC) who 
have already completed five hours of Master's course work in CLP 
601-Human Anatomy and Histology at Regis University. Other 
PAs who are certified may also enroll in the program but must 
complete slightly different requirements. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL LEADERSHIP FOR 
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS 
Red Rocks Community College PA Students 
Total Degree Requirements 30 SH 
CLP 601-Human Anatomy and Htstology 5 SH 
CLP 623- Legal Aspects of Health Servtces 3 SH 
CLP 624-Quality Improvement in Health Care Settings 1-4 SH 
CLP 630-Medical Practice Management 3 SH 
CLP 660-Methods of InqUiry and Research 3 SH 
CLP 696-Master's Project 3 SH 
HCE GOO-Organizational Ethtcs and Health Care Compliance 3 SH 
Articulation from RRCC/Certtfication (awarded upon completion) 9 SH 
Non-Red Rocks Community College PA Students 
Total Degree Reqwrements 30 SH 
CLP 623- Legal Aspects of Health Services 3 SH 
CLP 62~Advanced Concepts m Quality and Outcomes Management 3 SH 
CLP 630-Medical Practice Management 3 SH 
CLP 660-Methods of Inquiry and Research 3 SH 
CLP 681E-W-Special Topics in Clinical Leadership for 
Physician Assistants 3 SH 
CLP 696-Master's Project in Clinical Leadership for 
Physician Assistants 3 SH 
HCE GOO-Organizational Ethics and Health Care Compliance 3 SH 
PA Certification (students must present notarized certification 
for award of credits) 9 SH 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL LEADERSHIP 
FOR PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS COU RSE 
P.~-~-~~~-~-T.!_Q_~-~--(~~fL ______ -------- _ _ ____________ -----------------------
CLP 601. HUMAN ANATOMY AND HISTOLOGY (5). Systemic examinatton of normal 
human anatomy across the lifespan. Explores relationships of the musculoskeletal, 
nervous, integumentary, cardiopulmonary, alimentary, and genitourinary systems at 
the cellular, tissue, organ, and system level. Embryology is included. Laboratory 
mcludes cadaver prosection (limited dissection) and surface palpation. 
Prerequtslte(s): Graduate standing. Acceptance in Physicians Assistant program-
Red Rocks Community College or permission of instructor required. 
CLP 623. LEGAL ASPECTS OF HEALTH SERVICES (3). Studtes the legal and ethical 
issues mvolved m the management and delivery of health care services and the inter-
relattons between hospital, physician, and patient Emphasizes law as it pertains to 
negligence, contracts, consents, confidentialrty, risk management and current med-
icavlegal issues. Explores the use of the health record as a legal document. privacy 
rights, corporate compliance, and peer review Examines release of information. qual-
tty of documentation, and retention of records tssues. The graduate component 
extends foundational knowledge through addttional readings, case analysis and/or 
applied project work. Prerequisite(s)· Approval of academic advisor required. Cross 
listing: HCA .423, HIM 423 or HSA 623. 
CLP 624. QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (1-4). Provides a 
basic understanding of the history and theory of Quality Management in health care 
settmgs. Explores TQM princtples as applied in ambulatory clinics, hospital depart-
ments, medical staff organizations, and the utilization management function. 
Examines the interpretation and analysts of health care data as tt relates to capitatton 
and managed care and reimbursement Emphasizes the ongoing use of objecttve data 
and feedback to improve processes, systems and patient outcomes. Examines deci-
sion making, patient management. and quality initiatives. Explores concepts and 
strategies used in epidemtological studies. Discusses policy making at all levels. 
Additional emphasis on outcomes research and destgn, benchmarking, cost analysis, 
regulatory reporting and other practical uses for outcomes data. The graduate compo-
nent extends foundational knowledge through add1t1onal readings, case analysts 
and/or applied project work. Prerequisite(s): Graduate standing. Approval of academtc 
advisor reqUired. Cross listing: HCA 425, HIM 425 or HSA 624. 
CLP 625. ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN QUALITY AND OUTCOMES MANAGEMENT (3). 
Examines concepts related to the application of outcomes data to clintcal dectston 
makmg, patient management and quality inttiatives Explores concepts and strategtes 
used in epidemiological studies. Emphasizes outcome research and design, bench 
marking, cost analysis, regulatory reporting and other practical uses for outcomes 
data. Prerequisite(s): HCA 425, HIM 425 or HSA 624 and Graduate standmg. Cross 
listtng: HSA 625. 
CLP 630. MEDICAL PRACTICE MANAGEMENT (3). Explores issues in practice man-
agement in the ambulatory setting including selttngs staffed by advanced practice 
medical personnel. Topics include the organizational structure and management of a 
practice, coding, btlling, and retmbursement procedures, marketmg, contracting. 
budgeting and staffmg as related to practice management The graduate component 
extends foundational knowledge through additional readings, case analysis and/or 
applied project work. Cross listing: HCA 430 or HSA 630. 
CLP 660. METHODS OF INQUIRY AND RESEARCH (3). Examines qualitative and 
quantitative research assumptions, destgn, methods and ethical considerations as 
applied in health services research. Reviews statistical methods and tools, crillque of 
published findings, data evaluation, analysis and presentation. Explores advanced 
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concepts in health care outcomes and operations research applications. 
PrerequisJte(s): Graduate standing Cross l1stJng: HSA 660. 
CLP 681E-W. SPECIAL TOPICS IN CLINICALLEAOERSHIP FOR PHYSICIAN ASSIS-
TANTS (3). Advanced study withm a focused topic area of practice related to climcal 
leadership for physician assistants under the direction of an assigned instructor. 
Student selects an established module, or creates a new module through development 
of an mdiv1dualized learnmg contract. Prerequislte(s): Graduate standing required. 
CLP 696. MASTERS PROJECT IN CLINICAL LEADERSHIP FOR PHYSICIAN ASSIS-
TANTS (3) Exammes in-depth physician ass1stant pract1ce m a clinical settmg 
Combmes the student's fieldworlt. journaling of field expenences culminating in a 
final research project. Prerequislte(s): Graduate standing required. 
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MASTER OF SC IENCE IN HEALTH 
SERVI CES ADMINISTRATION 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The Master of Science in Health Services Administration degree 
(HSA), housed in the Department of Health Services 
Administration and Management (HSAM), prepares graduates for a 
variety of roles in Health Services Management and Administration. 
Employment settmgs include hospitals, other health care facilities, 
medical group practices, health care management companies, 
state and federal agencies, insurance and managed care compa-
nies, technology firms, and educational institutions. 
The curriculum is designed to bUild on an undergraduate founda-
tion in health care management and/or prior health care expen-
ence. With minimal introductory content, the curriculum contains a 
challenging master's core with advanced practice courses in the 
management of finance, operations, quality, and technology. Course 
curriculum makes extensive use of case studies and applied proj-
ects. Special topic courses allow individual students to custom 
design learning experiences in specific areas of interest and expert-
ise. With prior approval, courses may also be taken from other 
graduate programs at Regis University including the Master of 
Business Administration (MBA). In addition to advanced practice 
content, the curriculum promotes the further development of lead-
ership abilities along with a deeper appreciation of the social and 
ethical obligations and conflicts inherent within the industry. 
ADMISSION 
The ideal candidate for the Master of Science in Health Services 
Administration degree holds a baccalaureate degree in Health 
Care Administration/Management or a baccalaureate degree in a 
business or health related field with two to three years of manage-
ment experience in a health industry setting. Applications are indi-
vidually evaluated on the basis of the followmg admission criteria: 




evidence that undergraduate degree requirements will be met 
no later than August of the current year. 
A minimum undergraduate cumulative grade point average of 
3.000 on a 4.000 scale 
or 
a satisfactory score on the Graduate Record Exam (GRE) or 
the Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT). 
Two letters of recommendation from persons familiar with the 
applicant's academ1c and/or professional potential. 
An admission essay (minimum 750 words with appropnate 
references) addressing an issue specified in the application 
materials. 
A current resume or other documentation of professional 
experience. 
A personal interview. This may be waived for HSAM progres-
sion students. 
A completed application form including non-refundable appli-
cation fee. The application fee is waived for Regis University 
undergraduates. 
NOTE: Applicants without degrees or experience in a health-relat-
ed field may be required to take prerequisite course work. All doc-
uments submitted during the application process become the 
property of Regis University. 
Admission through HSAM Undergraduate Progression 
Qualified students m the undergraduate and post-baccalaureate cer-
tificate HSAM programs (HCA and HIM) are encouraged to progress 
into the MS program. These students complete the same application 
process. Students must provide evidence that undergraduate degree 
requirements will be met no later than August of the current year. 
Admission on Probation 
Students who show promise for the program, but who do not 
meet all admission criteria, may be admitted on a probationary 
basis. Under the probationary status, students must attain a grade 
of "B" or better in the first nine hours of graduate course work. (A 
grade on B- is not acceptable.) Successful completion of the first 
nine hours of course work with a 3.000 grade point average 
removes the probationary status and entitles students to good 
academ1c standing. Probationary admissions may not exceed 10% 
of an incoming enrollment. 
Conditional Admission 
Conditional AdmiSSion may be granted to students who are await-
ing receipt of admission materials. Conditional Admission allows 
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students to register for nine semester hours while awaiting docu-
mentation before being officially admitted. Students who have 
been conditionally admitted must be in good academic standing 
before being officially admitted into the program. 
COMPUTER REQUIREMENT 
All students are expected to have ready access to a personal com-
puter with word processing, spreadsheet, graphics/presentation soft 
ware and Internet connectivity. Microsoft Office Suite is recommend-
ed and is available on all campus lab computers. Selected courses 
may be enhanced with the use of e-mail and other distance learning 
technologies to communicate and exchange learning materials. 
STUDENT ADVISING 
Students are assigned an academic advisor upon admission to the 
program. Students and advisors sign a Degree Plan by the end of 
the first semester. Advisors counsel students on meeting the 
requirements for the graduate program; however, it 1s the stu-
dent's responsibility to schedule advising appointments and to 
complete all degree requirements. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
PROGRAM PROGRESSION 
Candidacy for the Master of Science in Health Services 
Administration degree at Regis University requires successful com-
pletion of course requirements and a master's project. The 36 
semester hour program may be completed in 18 months of full-
time study. Six semester hours per ten-week term constitutes full-
time study. There is a five year time limit for completion of all 
degree requirements. This time limit is computed from the time 
the Degree Plan is signed. If students wish to complete the degree 
after the Degree Plan has expired, readmission to the program is 
required and a new Degree Plan must be signed. 
In order for progression through the HSA program to occur, stu-
dents must meet the following grade requirements: 
Candidates must maintain a minimum 3.000 (8) cumulative 
grade point average. 
No grade may be lower than "C", regardless of grade point aver 
age. A grade lower than "C" is not counted toward graduation 
but is included in the student's cumulative grade point average. 
Graduate students who receive the grade "C-" or lower for a 
600-level course must repeat the course. 
Students may not enroll in the Capstone (HSA 680) with a 
grade point average less than a 3.000. 
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ACADEMIC WITHDRAWAL 
A student who chooses to withdraw from the program should give 
written notice of this decision to the department director. In addi-
tion, a Withdrawal form must be completed by the student and 
signed by the department director. Any student who withdraws 
may be readmitted to the program without reapplication and 
review if the following conditions are met: 
The student was in good academic standing before the with-
drawal. 
The student returns to the program within one calendar year 
of the withdrawal. 
If these conditions are not met, the student must reapply to the 
program and be accepted for readmission. Initial acceptance into 
the program does not guarantee readmittance. 
TRANSFER OF CREDIT POLICY AND PROCEDURE 
Acceptance of transfer credit is permitted at the discretion of the 
department director. Transfer credits are constdered only for courses 
taken at a regionally accredited school and for course work for 
which a letter grade not less that a "8-" was earned. Additionally, 
the course must have been completed within the last three years. 
Students wishing to transfer credit into the Master of Science in 
Health Services Administration degree program must forward a let-
ter statmg the request and prov1de an official school transcript of the 
course work. A copy of the course syllabus may also be necessary. 
GRADUATION 
Students graduate the semester that all requirements are met and 
documentation of such is received in the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions Office of the Dean by ,the designated 
deadline. Graduation requirements include: 
Satisfactory completion of required academic course work. 
A minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.000. 
Satisfactory completion of a master's project. 
Incomplete grades, falling below the required cumulative grade 
point average, late application for graduation, or late receipt of 
transcripts of transfer credit may delay graduation and awarding 
of the degree to a subsequent semester. 
For additional information on Commencement and Graduation, 
refer to the General Information section of this Bulletin. 
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HSA PROGRAM OF STUDY 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEAlTH SERVICES AOMINISTRATION 
Recommended Prereqwsttes 
AC 320A - Principles of Accounting I 
HSA 610 - Health Care Delivery Systems 
HSA 624- Quality Improvement in Health Care Settings 
Total Degree Reqwrements 36 SH 
Core Requirements 18 SH 
HCE GOO- Organizational Eth1cs and Health Care Compliance 3 SH 
HSA 601 Leadership and Orgamzation Development in 
Health Care Settings 3 SH 
HSA 602· Strategic Plannmg and Development in Health Serv1ces 3 SH 
HSA 660 Methods of Inquiry and Research 3 SH 
HSA 680- Contemporary Issues in Health Services Delivery Systems 3 SH 
HSA 696-Master' s Project in Health Serv1ces Administration 3 SH 
Advanced Practtce Requirements 18 SH 
HSA 604 - Foundations of ~ealth Care Economics, Accountmg and 
Financial Management 3 SH 
HSA 60S- Applications of Health Care Economics. Accounting and 
Financial Management 3 SH 
HSA 625-Advanced Concepts in Quality Outcomes Management 3 SH 
HSA 650- Strategic Management of Technology in Health Services 3 SH 
HSA 681E-W-Special Topics in Health Services Administration* 3 SH 
HSA 681E-W-Special Topics in Health Services Administration* 3 SH 
* Student-designed courses. HSA electives and/or courses in the MBA. MSM, 
MNM and MSCIS Master's programs in the School for Professional Studies 
may be substituted for these courses w1th adv1sor approval. 
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINSTRATION COURSE 
DESCRIPTIONS (HSA) . .... ----- ------ ---------------------------- ···-----------------------· 
HSA 601. LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT IN HEALTH CARE SET-
TINGS (3). Explores mdividualleadershlp qualities and orgamzational dynam1cs w1th 
emphaSIS on vanous elements of organization development including communication. 
culture. values, process redes1gns, re-engineering, knowledge management and 
methods of assessmg and diagnosing orgamzational effectiveness. Examines current 
leadership and organization theories and approaches used in dealing with organiza-
tional problem solving and assessment. Prerequislte(s)· Graduate standing required. 
HSA 602. STRATEGIC PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT IN HEALTH SERVICES (3). 
Addresses the business planning process emphasizmg strategic plannmg, business 
plan development and evaluation, advanced project management, and marketing 
research and strategy. Focuses on fmanc1al analysis. market projection. risk assess-
ment, and implementation planning principles as applied to new or expanded services 
and/or other business opportunities Prerequisite(s): Graduate standmg reqUired. 
HSA 604. FOUNDATIONS OF HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS, ACCOUNTING AND FINAN-
CIAL MANAGEMENT (3). Overviews macro and microeconomiCS m health care. 
Studies accountmg theory m both the profit and non-profit healthcare organization for 
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non-fmancial managers Includes financial management and forecasting, budgetmg, 
cost analys1s/control and case management. Prerequisite(s): Graduate standing. 
NOTE: Requires student to have basic skills m use of electronic spreadsheets. 
HSA 605. APPLICATIONS OF HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS, ACCOUNTING AND FINAN-
CIAL MANAGEMENT (3). Applies accounting theory to profit and non-profit health 
care orgamzations. Utilizes financial forecasting, budgetmg and analysis, cash man-
agement techmques. planmng models. and applies concepts to management practice. 
Utilizes case studies. Prerequisite(sl: HSA 604 or NR 614. Majors only or permission 
of mstructor required. Cross listmg: NR 615 
HSA 608. HEALTH CARE POLICY (3). Focuses on health care policy formation and 
evaluation Learmng acbvitJes will facilitate students' opportunities to learn about 
change. as a result of public policy and polit1cs. Exammes public health care policy 
emphasizmg it relat1onsh1p and applicabon to advanced pracbce nursing. leadership 
roles in management. and education and models of health care delivery. Topics 
include history, trends, and issues m health care systems; legal issues; legislation 
and regulation; funding, planning, delivery, and evaluation of health care services to 
individuals and populations; and accessibility, quality and outcome issues. The policy 
and business practices developed by hospitals and other pnvate institutions are not 
included in the course objectives. The graduate component extends foundational 
knowledge through additional readmgs, case analysis and/or applied project work. 
Prerequisite(s): Completion of NR 622 for online students. AdmissiOn to Graduate 
Program m Nursing or Permiss1on of option chair of Graduate Program reqUired. Cross 
listing: HSA 408 and NR 608. 
HSA 610. HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS (3). Introduces the historical develop-
ment and contemporarY structure of health serv1ces in the United States Examines a 
w1de range of delivery settmgs and providers. the role of government and regulatory 
bod1es. and sources of health care fundmg. Addresses national health policy and 
related current issues. The graduate component extends foundational knowledge 
through additional readings, case analysis and/or applied project work. 
Prerequisite(s): Graduate standing Cross listmg: HCA 410 or HIM 410, approval of 
academic advisor required. 
HSA 612. INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS (3). Examines the evolu-
tion and structure of mtegrated health care delivery systems from the perspectives of 
quality, access and cost. Explores issues related to urban versus rural settings, man-
aged care. reimbursement. regulatory requirements and institutional accreditation. 
The graduate component extends foundational knowledge through additiOnal readings • 
case analysis and/or applied project work. Cross listing: HCA 412. 
HSA 613. FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGED CARE (3). Introduces the history, philoso-
phy, busmess pnnc1ples and current structure of the managed care industry. Explores 
concepts of cap1tation. managed care contracllng. case management and utilization 
patterns. Examines 1ssues related to regulatory requirements and national health poli-
cy. The graduate component extends foundational knowledge through additional read-
ings, case analySIS and/or applied project work. Cross listing: HCA 413. 
HSA 620. MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (3). 
Explores the unique nature and role of marketmg in the health care mdustry. Introduces 
marketing principles and techmques as applied in health care settings including envi-
ron~ental scanning, market research and marketing strategy. Discusses media, public 
relations and advert1smg strateg~es . The graduate component extends foundational 
knowledge through additional readings. case ana~s1s and/or applied project work. 
Prerequisite(s): Approval of academic advisor reqUired. Cross listing: HCA 420. 
HSA 623. LEGAL ASPECTS OF HEALTH SERVICES (3). Stud1es the legal and ethical 
issues involved m the management and delivery of hea~h care serv1ces and the inter_ 
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relations between hospital, physician, and patient. Emphasizes law as 11 pertains to 
negligence, contracts. consents, confidentiality, risk management and current med-
icalt1egal issues. Explores the use of the health record as a legal document, pnvacy 
rights. corporate compliance, and peer review. Examines release of information. qual-
ity of documentation, and retention of records 1ssues. The graduate component 
extends foundational knowledge through additional readmgs, case analysiS and/or 
applied project work. PrereqUJsite(s): Approval of academic advisor required. Cross 
listing: CLP 623, HCA 423 or HIM 423. 
HSA 624. QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (1-4). Provides a 
basic understanding of the h1story and theory of Quality Management 10 health care 
sett1ngs. Explores TOM principles as applied in ambulatory clinics. hosp1tal depart-
ments. medical staff organizations, and the utilization management function. 
Examines the interpretation and analys1s of health care data as it relates to cap1tallon 
and managed care and reimbursement. Emphasizes the ongoing use of objective data 
and feedback to 1mprove processes. systems and pallent outcomes. Examines deci-
sion making. patient management, and quality initiatives. Explores concepts and 
strategies used in epidem1olog1cal studies. Discusses policy making at all levels. 
• ·-......, Additional emphaSIS on outcomes research and design, benchmarkmg. cost analysis, 
regulatory reporting and other practical uses for outcomes data. The graduate compo-
nent extends foundabonal knowledge through additional readings, case analysis 
and/or applied project work. Prerequisite(s): Graduate stand10g. Approval of academic 
adv1sor reqwed. Cross listmg: CLP 624, HCA 425 or HIM 425. 
HSA 625. ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN QUALITY AND OUTCOMES MANAGEMENT (3). 
Examines concepts related to the application of outcomes data to clinical decision mak-
10& patient management and quality initiatives. Explores concepts and strategies used 10 
epidemiological studies. Emphasizes outcome research and des1gn, bench mark10g. cost 
analys1s, regulatory reporting and other practical uses for outcomes data. PrerequisJte(s): 
HCA 425, HIM 425 or HSA 624 and Graduate standin~ Cross listing: CLP 625. 
HSA 628. HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS (3). Provides an understanding of the elements 
necessary to apply bas1c m1croeconom1c pnnciples to the health care field. 
Emphas1zes econom1c tools of particular relevance to health care, and to what degree 
the concepts are appropriate to deal with problems in this field. Demonstrates that 
economic analysis can provide pertment and systematic insights into the workmgs of 
the health care system and the evaluation of health care policy. The graduate compo-
nent extends foundational knowledge through additional readings, case analysis 
and/or applied project work. Prerequisite(s): Approval of academic advisor required. 
Cross listing: HCA 428. 
HSA 630. MEDICAL PRACTICE MANAGEMENT (3). Explores issues in practice man-
agement in the ambulatory setting including settings staffed by advanced practice 
medical personnel. Topics include the organizational structure and management of a 
practice, coding, billing, and reimbursement procedures, marketing. contracting, 
budgetmg and staffing as related to practice management The graduate component 
extends foundational knowledge through additional readings, case analysis and/or 
applied project work. Cross listing CLP 630 or HCA 430. 
HSA 649. HEALTH CARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS (3). Introduces foundational 
knowledge and skills to participate 10 the des1gn, selection. implementatiOn and use 
of chn1cal and administralive information systems. Famihanzes the student with new 
and emergmg technologies in the health care field . The graduate component extends 
foundational knowledge through additional readings, case analysis and/or applied 
project work. Prerequisite(s): Approval of academic advisor required Cross listmg: 
HCA 450 or HIM 450. 
HSA 650. STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY IN HEALTH SERVICES (3). 
Investigates methods for developing information management strategies, executive 
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decision support systems. and infrastructure designs 10 health care organizallons, 
emphasizing enterprise wide systems. Addilionaltopics 1nclude development and use 
of data repositories. warehouse, outsourcing information technology serv1ces, finan-
cial impact of information technology on organizalions. assessing/acquinng climcal 
and managerial computer systems. Prerequisite(s): HCA 450, HIM 450 or HSA 649. 
Graduate standing required 
HSA 652. HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (3). 
Provides an understanding of the principles of human resource management in the 
health care environment. Emphasizes management techniques such as interviewing, 
traming, career development, job analysis and design, performance evaluation, com-
pensation and benefits, and employment law. Addresses trends in human resource 
management in health care. The graduate component extends foundational knowledge 
through additional readings, case analysis and/or applied project work. 
Prerequisite(s): Approval of academic advisor required. Cross listing: HCA 452. 
HSA 655. HEALTH INFORMATION RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (3). Explores skills nec-
essary to identify information needs and uses through techniques of data flow analy-
sis, data mapping. and assessment of the continuum of data integrity Presents highly 
technical topics in a format accessible for non-informatiOn technology professionals. 
Topics include current industry trends and the 1m pact on health information man-
agers technical elements of database structure and management, components of a 
comprehensive information management plan, mcluding database inventory, data dic-
tionary, data integrity, and data security. The graduate component extends founda-
tiOnal knowledge through additional readings, case analysis and/or applied project 
work. Cross listing: HIM 455. 
HSA 658. STRATEGIC AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN HEALTH CARE SETTINGS (3). 
Focuses on the general principles of project and strategic management. Introduces the 
project management body of knowledge (PMBOIO including project management soft-
ware, task assignments, workflow analysis, project plann10g and the differences in 
managing IT projects vs. business and other projects. Process reengineering will also 
be investigated. The graduate component extends foundational knowledge through 
addillonal readings. case analysis and/or applied project work. Cross hsllng: HCA 458. 
HSA 660. METHODS OF INQUIRY AND RESEARCH (3). Examines qualitative and 
quantitative research assumptions, des1gn, methods and ethical considerations as 
applied 10 health services research. Rev1ews statistical methods and tools, crit1que of 
published findings, data evaluation. analysis and presentation. Explores advanced 
concepts in health care outcomes and operations research applications. 
Prerequisite(s): Graduate standing. Cross listing: CLP 660. 
HSA 663. HEALTH CARE FINANCE (3). Introduces major top1cs in managerial finance 
essential for understanding how health care orgamzations acquire, manage and 
finance assets. Special topics include corporate compliance, master budgeting, capi-
tal requests, cash flow management, costing models and inventory The graduate 
component extends foundational knowledge through additional readings, case analy-
sis, and/or applied project work. PrerequisJte(s): Approval of academic advisor 
required. Cross listing: HCA 465. 
HSA 670. BIOSTATISTICS AND HEALTH DATA ANALYSIS (3). Examines skills and 
knowledge necessary to manage and analyze biomedical data Reviews statistics 
used for decis1on-making, population health assessment. and inferential research 
analysis Uses common statistical software to conduct analysiS, interpret results and 
draw conclusions. Prerequisite(s): Permission of instructor required. 
HSA 680. CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN HEALTH SERVICES DELIVERY SYSTEMS (3). 
A Capstone seminar examining contemporary issues in health services delivery sys-
tems. Topics include integration of delivery settings, managed care trends, stakehold-
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er relations, health policy, regulatory mitiatives. health care workforce, health promo-
tion, and complimentary medicine. lnciJdes presentation of the master's project 
Prerequislte(s): HSA 696. Graduate standing required. 
HSA 681E-W. SPECIAL TOPICS IN HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (3). 
Advanced study within a focused topic or area of pract1ce related to health services 
administration under the direction of an assigned instructor. The student may select a 
new/established module or modify an established module through development of an 
individualized learning contract Prereqwsite(s)· Graduate standmg requ1red. 
HSA 690E-W.INDEPENDENT STUDY IN HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (1-4). 
Top1cs by arrangement with mdiv1dual faculty. Prerequl!·lte(s)· Majors only and 
approval of academic advisor required 
HSA 696. MASTER'S PROJECT IN HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (3). 
Examines a current health care organization/system issue or problem. Students may 
work in conjunction with or at a particular agency to investigate and collect data on 
the problem. The final project. both in written and oral form, exhibits appropnate 
communication skills. ev1dence of cnt1calthinking and problem solving skills. and a 
dedicated understanding/cohesive description of the issue. Prerequisite(s): Graduate 
standing required. · 
************************* 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN NURSING 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The Master of Science degree in Nursmg prepares graduates for a 
role in Leadership in Health Care Systems as a manager or educa-
tor, or as a Family Nurse Practitioner, or a Neonatal Nurse 
Practitioner. The RN to MS degree in Nursing Option offers RNs 
both a Bachelor of Sc1ence 1n Nursing and a Master of Science 
degree in Nursing with a specialization in Leadership in Health 
Care Systems 1n a single program. The curriculum for the various 
specializations consist of three major areas: the Core, the special-
ization, and the supporting course work. All students in the 
Master of Science degree in Nursing program take the Core cours-
es. The Core incorporates the major focus of the degree including 
theoretical frameworks, ethics, health care policy, and research in 
nursing. Serv1ce learn1ng is an essential part of the Core learnmg 
experience. The Core courses promote principles of ethics and 
social justice which are designed to help develop leaders in serv-
ice to others. 
Leadership in Health Care Systems Spec1al1zation 
In the Leadership in Health Care Systems specialization, students 
may choose a focus in Management or a focus in Education. The 
Leadership 1n Health Care Systems specialization is offered in a 
one evening per week mtensive format. The Leadership in Health 
Care Systems specialization IS also offered online to registered 
nurses with a Bachelors degree In Nursing. Registered nurses with 
an Associate Degree in Nursing may be eligible for the RN to MS 
degree 1n Nursing Option for the Leadership in Health Care sys-
tems specialization which is online. 
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Management Focus 
The Management Focus prepares students for leadership roles in 
management in a variety of health care settings. Courses focus on 
leadership development, administrative sk1lls, health care policy, 
economics, budgeting, and ethical and social issues Impacting 
nursing and health care. A practicum is required where students 
work directly w1th a nursmg manager as they apply theory to 
practice. 
Education Focus 
The Education Focus prepares students for leadership roles in 
health care education. Courses focus on leadership development, 
teaching and learning strategies, curriculum development, and 
evaluation methods. A practicum is required where students work 
directly with a health care educator and apply theory to practice. 
Family Nurse PractitiOner (FNPJ Specialization 
The Family Nurse Practitioner (FNP) specialization prepares nurs-
es to deliver primary health care to families. The curnculum 
focuses on health promotion, disease prevention, and manage-
ment of acute and chronic illness and injury. The curriculum IS 
designed to develop critical thinking ability, creativity, and clinical 
expertise in competencies identified by the National Organization 
of Nurse Practitioner Faculties (NONPF) and applicable American 
Nurses Association (ANA), and Commission of Collegiate Nursing 
Educat1on (CCNE) documents. Clinical experiences are offered in a 
variety of health care settings 1n both urban and rural communi-
ties. The FNP specialization courses are offered in an every-other-
weekend intensive format. Students also complete over 600 hours 
of preceptored clinical experience arranged by the student in col-
laboration with the faculty. Students are eligible to take both the 
American Academy of Nurse Practitioner Certification Examination 
and the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC) 
Examination upon graduation. 
Neonatal Nurse Practitioner (NNPJ Specialization 
The Neonatal Nurse Practitioner (NNP) specialization prepares 
students to manage the health care needs of high risk newborns 
and infants. The curriculum focuses on assessment, management, 
and evaluation of the health care needs of neonates and infants 
working within the dynamics of the fam1ly environment and in col-
laboration with neonatologists and other health care providers. 
The curriculum is designed to develop critical thinking ability, cre-
ativity, cost awareness, case management skill, and clinical 
expertise 1n competenc1es Identified by the National Association of 
Neonatal Nurses (NANN), the National Organization of Nurse 
Practitioner Faculties (NOPF), applicable American Nurses 
Association (ANA), and Comm1ss1on on Collegiate Nursing 
Education (CCNE) documents. Clin1cal experiences are offered in a 
variety of level Ill (high risk) neonatal intensive care units. The 
NNP specialization is offered 1n a one to two day a week intens1ve 
format to maximize the use of clinical facilities and preceptors. 
Students are eligible to take the Nat1onal Certification Corporation 
(NCC) Certification Examination upon graduation. 
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Special Educational Options for Graduate Studies in Nursing 
Building on the well-established Master of Science degree in 
Nursing program, the Department of Nursing has expanded its 
offerings to enable nurses with specialized needs to meet their 
educational goals. These offerings include the fol lowing: 
Post-Master's Certificate for nurses who have an MS in 
Nursing and want to become Nurse Practitioners. 
MS Articulation for Nurse Practitioners without a nursing Master 
of Science degree who have a non-Family Nurse Practitioner 
(FNP) or Neonatal Nurse Practitioner (NNP) specialization and 
wish to earn a MS in Nursing with a FNP or NNP. 
MS Completion for Nurse Practitioners who want to complete a 
MS in Nursing but who do not want to complete an additional 
clinical specialty. 
Post-Master's Specialty Certification in Health Care Education. 
ADMISSION 
Admission to the Master of Science degree in Nursing program is 
based on individual evaluation in accordance with the following 
minimum admission requirements: 
A nursing baccalaureate degree from a nationally accredited 
program. 
A minimum undergraduate cumulative grade point average of 
2.750 on a 4.000 scale. 
A grade of "C" or better in all undergraduate nursing courses. 
A grade of "C-" is not acceptable. 
Three recommendations from professional persons knowl-
edgeable about the applicant's academic, professional and 
leadership potential. 
Evidence of eligibility for Colorado Registered Nurse Licensure 
for classroom-based students; Colorado Licensure must be 
obtained prior to the first clinical/practicum course. For online 
students, evidence of current Registered Nurse Licensure in 
the state in which the student will complete the practicum. 
Two years of clinical practice as a Registered Nurse is pre-
ferred for all applicants. 
NNP applicants must show evidence of two years experience 
in a level Ill high risk neonatal intensive care unit. 
Current Basic Life Support (BLS) Certification and current 
Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP) recognition. (NNP only.) 
A grade of "C" or better in an introductory course in statistics 
that includes inferential as well as descriptive statistics. This 
course may be taken after admission, but must be taken 
before NR 602-Research in Nursing. 
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A one page essay describing how graduate education will 
impact the applicant's practice. 
Master of Science Degree in Nursing Completion Option 
Ability to meet current MS degree in Nursing admission 
requirements. 
• National certification in a nurse practitioner specialty. 
Recent clinical experience in the nurse practitioner specialty. 
Master of Science Degree in Nursing Articulation Option 
Ability to meet current MS degree in Nursing admission 
requirements. 
National certification in a nurse practitioner specialty. 
Recent clinical experience in the nurse practitioner specialty. 
Credit evaluation interview to determine courses needed to 
complete Master of Science degree in Nursing (plan of study 
determined on an individual basis). 
Post-Master's Certificate 
Master's degree in Nursing (or equivalent) from a NLNAC or 
AACN-CCNE accredited school. 
Minimum two years work experience in nursing. 
Evidence of eligibility for Colorado Registered Nurse Licensure 
for classroom-based students; Colorado Licensure must be 
obtained prior to the clinical/practicum courses. For online 
student, evidence of current Registered Nurse Licensure in 
the state in which the student will complete the practicum. 
A minimum cumulative grade point average of a 3.000 in 
previous Master's program. 
Three letters of recommendation. 
Essay describing professional goals. 
To ensure that Loretto Heights Department of Nursing students have 
the essential clinical needed to complete their programs, all stu-
dents must provides documentation of an acceptable criminal back-
ground check from the firm which Regis University has contracted. 
Although applicants may have already completed background 
checks, Regis University cannot use these resu lts for this purpose. 
A complete physical examination record indicating that the stu-
dent is physically able to meet the objectives of the Master of 
Science degree or Post-Master's Certificate program in Nursing, is 
appropriately immunized, and is free of communicable disease is 
required upon admission to the program. Students who have been 
accepted into the program must have received the fi rst two of 
three injections that provide immunization against Hepatitis B 
prior to clinical activities. The third injection must be received at 
the appropriate time thereafter. 
The Leadership in Health Care Systems specialization is designed to 
prepare registered nurses for advanced practice roles in nursing 
management and education. The practitioner specializations in the 
Master of Science degree in Nursing program are designed to pre-
pare registered nurses for advanced practice roles as Family Nurse 
Practitioners (FNPs) or as Neonatal Nurse Practitioners (NNPs). The 
department has identified the observational, cognitive, affective, and 
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psychomotor skills it deems essential to complete each of theses 
programs. If a student cannot demonstrate the essential functions, 
skills, and abilities, it is the responsibility of the student to request 
through the University's Office of Disability Serv1ces appropriate 
accommodations. The University will provide reasonable accommo-
dations as long as they do not impose an undue hardship. 
Regis University reserves the right to deny admission, continued 
enrollment, or re-enrollment to any applicant or student who would 
pose an unreasonable risk of harm to self or others, or any unrea-
sonable risk of disruption to the academic or clinical processes of 
the Loretto Heights Department of Nursing, the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions, or Regis University. 
NOTE: All documents submitted during the application process 
become the property of Regis University. 
Admiss1on on Probation 
Students who show promise for the program, but who do not 
meet all admission criteria, may be admitted on a probationary 
basis. Under the probationary status, students must attain a grade 
of "B" or better tn the first nine semester hours of graduate course 
work. (A grade of "B-" is not acceptable.) Successful completion 
of the first nine semester hours of course work with a 3.000 
cumulative grade point average removes the probationary status 
and ent1tles students to good academic standing. 
Conditional Admission 
Conditional Admission may be granted to students who are await-
ing receipt of admission materials. Conditional Admission allows 
students to register for nine semester hours while awaiting docu-
mentation before being officially admitted. Students who have 
been conditionally admitted must be in good academic standmg 
before being officially admitted into the program. 
COMPUTER LITERACY AND ACCESS 
Graduate students in the Loretto Heights Department of Nursing 
are required to have an understanding of computers. Students are 
assigned a RegisNET e-mail account m their first semester of 
enrollment in the program. Students are expected to be literate in 
using e-ma1l, Internet, and database services. Nurse Practitioner 
students are expected to have a personal digital assistant (PDA). 
All students in online graduate studies in nursing must have ready 
access to a computer system compliant with the RHSHP systems 
requirements and configuration for Regis University's learning 
management system. Online students should consult the Regis 
Umversity website for further information at www.regis.edu. 
NON-DEGREE SEEKING STUDENTS 
Non-degree seeking students may take a maximum of six semes-
ter hours. Courses can be taken either on a PasS/No Pass or grad-
ed basis. Add1t1onal semester hours may be taken with the 
approval of the department director. 
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Non-degree seeking students are not eligible to receive financial 
aid or veteran's benefits. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
PROGRAM PROGRESSION 
Candidacy for the Master of Science degree in Nurs1ng at Regis 
University requires successful completion of course requirements 
and a final comprehensive evaluation. The Leadership in Health 
Care Systems, Family Nurse Practitioner, and the Neonatal Nurse 
Practitioner specializations each have the1r own specific course 
requirements. 
All options for the Master of Science degree in Nursmg have a five 
year time limit for completion of all degree requirements except 
the RN to MS degree in Nursing Option which has a six year time 
limit. This time limit 1s computed from the time the Degree Plan 
is signed. If students w1sh to complete the degree after the Degree 
Plan has expired, readmission to the program may be required 
and a new Degree Plan signed. 
PROGRAM GRADE REQUIREMENTS 
Grades of 'W' or "B" represent superior or satisfactory progress 
toward the Master of Science degree in Nursing. The grade of "C" is 
a passmg grade in the MS program and counts toward graduation. 
It IS understood to mean less-than-satisfactory achievement. A can-
didate is required to maintain a minimum 3.000 (B) cumulative 
grade point average, but no grades may be lower than "C", regard-
less of grade point average. A grade lower than "C" is not counted 
toward graduation, but is included in the student's cumulative grade 
point average. A maximum of two courses with a grade of "C" may 
count toward graduation. Graduate students who receive a grade of 
"C-" or lower for a 600-level course must repeat the course. 
COURSE WITHDRAWAL 
Students may withdraw from a class with the approval of the aca-
demic advisor or the appropriate option chair. Information regard-
ing the last day to withdraw is available from the Loretto Heights 
Department of Nursing. Tuition refund informat1on is available 
from Enrollment Services at 303-458-4126. 
ACADEMIC WITHDRAWAL 
A student who chooses to withdraw from the program should give 
written notice of this deciSIOn to the department director. In addi-
tion, a withdrawal form must be completed by the student and 
signed by the department director. Any student who Withdraws 
may be readmitted to the program without reapplication and 
review if the following conditions are met: 
The student was in good academ1c standing before the with-
drawal. 
The student returns to the program w1thin one calendar year 
of the withdrawal. 
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If these conditions are not met, the student must reapply to the 
program and be accepted for readmission. Initial acceptance into 
the program does not guarantee readmittance. 
COURSE LOAD/OVERLOAD 
Master of Sc1ence Nursing courses are sequenced for full-time study. 
Courses taken out of sequence may constitute an overload. Anyone 
wishing to exceed the maximum academic load by changing course 
sequence must present a formal wr1tten request for overload to the 
department director or designee prior to registration. Ordinarily, only 
students with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.000 
and no grades of Incomplete are eligible to apply for overload. For 
those students who choose the thesis option, the first three semes-
ter hours of the Master's Thesis (NR 697A) are not considered over-
load and therefore no request is required. 
STUDENT ADVISING 
Students are assigned an academic advisor upon admission who 
assists them with planning their program of study. Students and 
advisors sign a Degree Plan by the end of the first semester. 
Advisors counsel students on meeting the requirements for the grad-
uate program; however, it is the student's responsibility to schedule 
advising appointments and to complete all degree requirements. 
THESIS OPTION 
For students who elect to complete the Thesis Option, a list of 
faculty eligible to serve on a thesis committee and their research 
will be made available. Students should identify themselves to the 
Post-Licensure option chair. The Thesis Option is available only to 
classroom-based students. 
SECOND SPECIALIZATION 
A Master of Science degree in Nursing graduate who wishes to return 
for a second specialization must complete another application and the 
required courses for the new specialization. A second degree option is 
not available in the Master of Science degree in Nursing Program. 
TRANSFER OF CREDIT POLICY AND PROCEDURE 
Acceptance of transfer credit is at the discretion of the appropriate 
option chair. Transfer credit IS considered only for courses taken at 
regionally accredited colleges and universities and for coursework 
for which a letter grade not less than a "8-" was earned. Courses 
older than three years must be reviewed by the appropriate option 
chair. All requests for transfer credit should be submitted before 
beginning the first graduate course. Students wishing to transfer 
credit into the Regis University Master of Science degree in 
Nursing program must forward a letter stating the request and 
provide an official school transcript of the course work. A copy of 
the course syllabus is also required. 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
Students graduate the semester that all requirements are met and 




School for Health Professions Office of the Dean by the des1gnated 
deadline. Incomplete grades and late application for graduation 
may delay graduation to a subsequent semester. 
Students must meet the following criteria to be awarded the 
Master of Science degree in Nursing: 
Satisfactory completion of required academic and clinical 
course work. 
A minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.000. A maximum 
of two courses w1th a grade of "C" may count toward graduation. 
Successful completion of a comprehensive evaluation. 
Recommendation for the degree by the faculty of the Loretto 
He1ghts Department of Nursing. 
For additional information on Commencement and Graduation, 
refer to the General Information section of this Bulletin or at 
www.regis.edu. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN NURSING 
PROGRAM OF STUDY 
The Master of Science degree in Nursing requ1res completion of a 
minimum of 39 semester hours of graduate (600-level) course work 
for the Leadership in Health Care Systems specialization, a mini-
mum of 42 semester hours of graduate (600-level) course work for 
the Neonatal Nurse Practitioner specialization, and a m1n1mum of 
46 semester hours of graduate (600-level) course work for the 
Family Nurse Practitioner specialization. Students are also required 
to pass a comprehensive evaluation. Students are expected to main-
tain at least a 3.000 cumulative grade point average. A minimum 
of 30 semester hours must be completed through Regis University. 
leadership in Health Care Systems Specialization 
Total ReqUirements forMS Opt1on 
Total ReqUirements forMS Thes1s Option 
HCE 604- Eihlcs for Nurse leaders 
NR 601- Theoretical Frameworks 
NR 602-Research in Nursing 
NR 608-Health Care Policy 
NR 620-Health Care Structure and Dynam1cs 
NR 622- Advanced leadership Concepts 
NR 624-lssues in Practice 
NR 625--The legal Environment 
Graduate Elective (600-level) 
NR 697A-Master's ThesiS I* 
and 
NR 6978-Master's Thesis II* 















* Thesis is an option for classroom-based students only. Three semester 
hours are in lieu of graduate elective. 
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Students select from one of the following two groups· 
• Management 
NR 614- Foundations of Health Care Econom1cs, Accounting and 
Financ1al Management 3 SH 
NR 61S- Applications of Health Care Economics, Accounting and 
Financial Management 3 SH 
NR 621- Advanced Management Concepts 3 SH 
NR 623E- Leadershlp m Health Care Systems Practicum: Management 3 SH 
• Education 
NR 623F- Leadership in Health Care Systems Pracllcum: Educallon 3 SH 
NR 646-Teaching and Learning Strategies 3 SH 
NR 647- Curriculum Development 3 SH 
NR 648- Evaluation Methods for Health Care Educat1on 3 SH 
Neonatal Nurse Practitioner Specializat ion 
Total Requirements for MS Option 43 SH 
Total ReqUirements for MS TheSIS Opt1on 49 SH 
HCE 604- Eth1cs for Nurse Leaders 3 SH 
NR 601-Theoretical Frameworks 3 SH 
NR 602-Research in Nursing 3 SH 
NR 60S- Pathophysiology for Advanced Practice 3 SH 
NR 607 -Pharmacology for Advanced Practice 3 SH 
NR 608 - Health Care Policy 3 SH 
NR 640-Advanced Practice Roles and Concepts 3 SH 
NR 6S1-ProfessionallntegratJOn 3 SH 
NR 6S2-Health Assessment for the Neonatal Nurse Practitioner 3 SH 
NR 6S3-Genetics and Embryology for the Neonatal Nurse Practitioner 3 SH 
NR 654-Advanced Practice Procedures for the High Risk Infant 2 SH 
NR 656-Management of the High Risk Newborn S SH 
NR 6S7-Ciinicallntegration for the Neonatal Nurse Practitioner 6 SH 
NR 697A-Master's Thesis I* 3 SH 
and 
NR 6978-Master's Thesis II* 3 SH 
NR 699-Comprehensive Evaluallon, Master of Sc1ence 0 SH 
* Thesis is optional. 
Family Nurse Practitioner Specialization 
Total Reqwrements for MS Option 
Total Requirements for MS Thesis Option 
HCE 604-Ethics for Nurse Leaders 
NR 601-Theoretical Frameworks 
NR 602-Research in Nursmg 
NR 60S-Pathophysiology for Advanced Practice 
NR 607-Pharrnacology for Advanced Pract1ce 
NR 608-Health Care Policy 
NR 630-Advanced Health Assessment of the Family 
NR 640-Advanced Practice Roles and Concepts 













NR 643-Primary Health Care of Adults and Older Adults 
NR 644-Primary Health Care of Women 
NR 645-Ciinicallntegration Practicum 
NR 649-Acute Care Practicum 
NR 6SJ-Profess1onallntegration 
NR 697A-Master's Thesis I* 
and 
NR 6976- Master's Thesis II* 
NR 699· -Comprehensive Evaluation, Master of Science 









MS COMPLETION FOR CERTIFIED NURSE PRACTITIONERS 
The MS Completion option IS designed for certified nurse practi-
tioners who wish to earn a Master of Science degree without 
changing clinical specialty. 
Total Reqwrements forMS Opt1on* 
HCE 604-Ethics for Nurse Leaders 
NR 601-Theoretical Frameworks 
NR 602-Research in Nursmg 
NR 60S-Pathophysiology for Advanced Practice 
NR 607-Pharmacology for Advanced Pract1ce 
NR 608-Health Care Policy 
NR 62S- The Legal Environment 
NR 630-Advanced Health Assessment of the Family 
NR 640-Advanced Practice Roles and Concepts 
NR 6Sl-Professionallntegralion 
Graduate Elective (600-level) 














* A mimmum of 30 semester hours of graduate (600-level) course work must 
be completed at Reg1s Umversity. 
Other Options 
Master of Science degree in Nursing for Certified Nurse 
Practitioner. 
Post-Master's Certificate in Family Nurse Pract1t1oner, Health 
Care Education, and Neonatal Nurse Practitioner. 
Total semester hour requirement for each applicant is individual-
ized based on previous accredited course work and current certifi-
cate requirements. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN NURSING ARTICULATION 
FOR CERTIFIED NURSE PRACTITIONERS 
The MS Articulation Option allows nurse practitioners Without a MS to 
pursue a Master of Science degree with a practitioner specialization. 
The MS Articulation Option 1s designed to provide variable academic 
credit based on prev1ous nurse practitioner education, national pro-
fessional certification as a nurse practitioner, and recent clinical 
practice in a specific nurse practitioner clinical specialty. 
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Total Reqwrements for MS Completion for Nurse Pracfttloner 
Articulation Opt1on 
HCE 604-Ethics for Nurse leaders 
NR 601-Theorelical Frameworks 
NR 602-Research in Nursing 
NR 60S- Pathophysiology for Advanced Practice 
NR 607- Pharrnacology for Advanced Practice 
NR 608-Health Care Policy 
NR 630-Advanced Health Assessment of the Family 
NR 640-Advanced Practice Roles and Concepts 
NR 6S1-Professionallntegralion 
Specialization Courses 













* A minimum of 30 semester hours of graduate (600-level) course work must 
be completed at Regis University 
POST-MASTER'S CERTIFICATE FOR NURSE PRACTITIONERS 
The Post-Master's Certificate is designed for nurses who have a 
' Master of Science or its equivalent in Nursmg and wish to become 
a nurse practitioner pursuing a specialization in a clinical area of 
advanced practice nursing without earning a second Master's 
degree in Nursing. 
Graduates who complete the pract tioner specialization are eligible to 
sit for the National Certification Examination in their specialty area. 
POST-MASTER'S CERTIFICATES 
Fam1ly Nurse Practlfroner 
NR 60S- Pathophysiology for Advanced Practice 
NR 607 Pharmacology for Advanced Practice 
NR 630- ·Advanced Health Assessment of the Family 
NR 640-Advanced Practice Roles and Concepts 
NR 642-Pnmary Health Care of Children and The1r Families 
NR 643 -Primary Heatth Care of Adults and Older Adults 
NR 644-Pnmary Heatth Care of Women 
NR 64S-Chmcallntegration Praclicum 
NR 649 Acute Care Practicum 
NR 6S1-Professl0nallntegration 
Health Care Education 
NR 623F-leadership in Health Care Systems Practicum: 
Education Focus 
NR 646-Teachmg and leammg Strategies m Health Care 
NR 647-Curriculum Development 
NR 648- Evaluation Methods for Health Care Educators 
Neonatal Nurse PractrtJoner 
NR 60S-Pathophysiology for Advanced Practice 
NR 607-Phamnacology for Advanced Practice 
NR 640-Advanced Practice Roles and Concepts 
NR 651 - Professional Integration 

























NR 6S3-{;enetics and Embryology for the Neonatal Nurse Practitioner 3 SH 
NR 654-Advanced Practice Procedures for the High Risk Infant 2 SH 
NR 656-Management of the High R1sk Newborn S SH 
NR 657-Ciinicallntegration for the Neonatal Nurse Practitioner 6 SH 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN NURSING 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (NR) ............... . ................................ ·················· ····· · · ·······~ ..................... . 
NR 601. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS (3). Exammes the theoretical basis of nursing 
which guides advanced nursing practice. Critiques and evaluates theories from nursing and -IIC:E~t:i 
related fields such as the natural. social. organizational, and biological sciences. Analyzes 
the usefulness and applicability of theory in nursmg pracbce, research. education. and 
adm1mstrat1on. Reg~s University, Rueckert-Hariman School for Health Professions and the 
loretto Heights Nursing Department miss1on and goals are discussed. PrereqUisite(s): 
Graduate standing. Completion of NR 622 requ1red for online students. Fee nequired. 
NR 602. RESEARCH IN NURSING (3). Develops consumer competency and discrimi-
nation of research findings and the tools, methods and processes of research. 
Compares quantitative and qualitative designs, methods and analytical procedures 
Critiques and compares published research findmgs on the basis of validity, applica-
bility and value. Discusses informed consent and ethical issues of research. 
Prerequislte(s): NR 601 required for classroom-based students. 
NR 60S. PATHOPHYSIOLOGY FOR ADVANCED PRACTICE (3). Utilizes a comprehen-
sive approach addressmg the underlying pnnciples of disease processes. Includes 
etiology, epidemiology and theories related to pathogenesis. Focuses on the differenti-
ation of pathophysiological findings and identification of treatment modalities. 
NR 607. PHARMACOLOGY FOR ADVANCED PRACTICE (3). Provides the advanced 
practiboner student wrth an in-depth understanding of the climcal apphcat1ons of drugs 
commonly used. Emphasizes the principles of drug action a1d drug therapy related to 
the practitioner and teacher roles. Discusses selected prototypical agents from the 
maJOr drug classificabons as md1cations for use, efficacy, t~erapeut1c and adverse 
effects, monitoring parameters, dosmg principles and common drug interactions. 
NR 608. HEALTH CARE POLICY (3). Focuses on health care policy formation. and 
evaluat1on learmng activities will facilitate students' opportunities to learn about 
change. as a result of public policy and politics. Examines public health care policy 
emphasizmg it relationship and applicatron to advanced practice nursing, leadership 
roles in management, and education and models of health care dehvery. Topics 
include h1story, trends, and issues m health care systems; legal issues; legislation 
and regulatron; funding, plannmg, delivery, and evaluation of health care services to 
individuals and populations; and accessibility, quality and outcome issues. The policy 
and business pract1ces developed by hosp1tals and other private institutions are not 
included in the course objectives. Prerequisite(s): Completron of NR 622 for online 
students. Adm1ss1on to Graduate Program in Nursing or pemnission of option chair of 
Graduate Program required. Cross listing: HCA 408 and HSA 608 
NR 614. FOUNDATIONS OF HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS, ACCOUNTING AND FINAN-
CIAL MANAGEMENT (3). Overvrews macro and microeconomiCS in health care. 
Stud1es accountmg theory in both the profit and non-profit health care organization for 
non-financial managers. Includes financial management and forecasting, budgeting, 
cost analysis/control and case management. Prerequisite(s): Graduate standing. 
Completion of NR 622 required for online students. NOTE: Requires student to have 
bas1c skills m use of electromc spreadsheets. 
NR 615. APPLICATIONS OF HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS, ACCOUNTING AND FINAN-
CIAL MANAGEMENT (3). Applies accounting theory to profit and non-profit health 
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care organizations. Utilizes financial forecasting, budgeting and analysis, cash man-
agement techmques, planning models, and applies concepts to management practice. 
Utilizes case stud1es. Prerequisite(s)· NR 614 or HSA 604. Majors only or permission 
of instructor required Cross listing: HSA 605. 
NR 620. HEALTH CARE STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS (3). Explores and analyzes clas-
Sical and contemporary organizational theories and their applicability in health care. 
Organizational culture, mission and governance, strategic planning, private, public and 
integrated health care systems, and environmental issues will be examined in relation 
to health care organizations. Health care orgamzations will be evaluated using an 
analysis of the interplay of structure and funct1on based on contemporary orgamzabon-
al theories. Prerequisite(s): Graduate standing. Liability msurance fee required. 
NR 621. ADVANCED MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS (3). Examines and analyzes manage-
rial roles of the master's prepared nurse m the context of theories, principles and 
processes of management and organization of nursing services. Topics include person-
nel issues, labort1egal issues, nsk management, quality management. policy develop-
ment and implementation, and managing information systems and resources. 
Prerequisite(s): Graduate standing. Completion of NR 622 required for online students. 
NR 622. ADVANCED LEADERSHIP CONCEPTS (3). Analyzes leadership roles in rela-
tion to decision-making and strateg1c plannmg. Focuses on leadership theones and 
concepts. team building. motivation, negotiation, mediation, conflict management. 
mentorsh1p, workforce planning, human diversity, power and communication. 
Prerequisite(s): Graduate standing. 
NR 623E/NR 623F. LEADERSHIP IN HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS PRACTICUM (3). 
Des1gned for students to synthesize and analyze knowledge of leadership, manage-
ment and educational pnnc1ples through pract1cal and classroom experience. One 
hundred and five (105) practical hours and completion of all outstanding hours of 
service learmng for the program required. Students compare and contrast their prac-
tical experience with theory and to reflect on their service m class. Prerequisite(s): 
Enrollment in or completion of all Leadership m Health Care Systems emphasis 
courses. Liability insurance fee requ1red. NOTE: NR 623E is designed for Management 
focus students and NR 623F is des1gned for Education focus students. 
NR 624. ISSUES IN PRACTICE (3). Analyzes 1ssues and forces that influence nursing 
and health care. Incorporates evaluation of nursmg's contribution to soc1al, economic. 
technological, legal, political, and ethical issues as they affect change and redefine 
health care. Topics include fiscal accountability, population demographics and diver-
Sity, advocacy and changing roles. Facilitates understanding of the complexities of 
issues shaping health care. Students will demonstrate synthesis of issues influencing 
local, state. national or International nursmg and health care. Prerequisite(s): 
Graduate standing. Completion of all specialization course work except NR 623 and 
NR 699 required for online students. 
NR 625. THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT (3). Focuses on the law and the regulations per-
taming to individuals and mstitutions that provide health care and health care educa-
tion. Topics include labor and employment law, student rights and responsibilities, 
patient rights, and professional and organizational accountability PrereqUisite(s)· 
Graduate standing. Completion of NR 622 requ1red for online students. 
NR 630. ADVANCED HEALTH ASSESSMENT OF THE FAMILY (3). Presents a frame-
work for systematic data collection precise recording, accurate physical and psy-
chosocial assessment and communication of data reflecting the health status of the 
family. Facilitates an analys1s of cultural, occupational, and env1:onmental factors 
that are integral to an understanding of the family's physical and psychosocial well 
bemg through a holistic perspective. 
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NR 640. ADVANCED PRACTICE ROLES AND CONCEPTS (3). Addresses a variety of 
concepts essential to advanced nursing practice. History and role development Within 
advanced nursing practice and pnmary care are exammed Fam1ly theory and dynam-
ics integral to advanced nursmg practice are explored. Standards of advanced nursing 
are defined and practiced. 
NR 642. PRIMARY HEALTH CARE OF CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES (5). 
Addresses well child care, and health mamtenance and promotion for children from 
birth through adolescence. Develops skills m assessment and management of minor 
acute illness, chrome illness and lnJUnes. Prerequ1s1te(s) NR 644 or pernniss1on of 
option cha1r reqUired. Fee reqUired. NOTE: 105 clinical hours reqUired. 
NR 643. PRIMARY HEALTH CARE OF ADULTS AND OLDER ADULTS (5). Addresses 
health mamtenance, d1sease prevention and health promotion for adults from young 
adulthood through geriatric age. Develops sk1llm assessment and management of 
minor acute illness, chronic illness and injuries. Prerequisite(s): NR 605. NR 607 and 
NR 630. NOTE: 105 clinical hours required Current Reg~s Umversity liability msurance 
is reqUired. 
NR 644. PRIMARY HEALTH CARE OF WOMEN (3). Addresses health maintenance 
and health promotion for women D1scusses fam1ly 1ssues in relationship to women's 
health. Develops sk1ll m assessment and management of reproductive and gemtouri-
nary conditions. Prerequisite(s): NR 643. NOTE 105 clinical hours required. Current 
Regis Umversity liability insurance is required 
NR 645. CLINICAL INTEGRATION PRACTICUM (5). Integrates advanced family nurse 
practitioner theory and practice. Students examme and evaluate outcomes of nursing 
therapeutiCS and collaborative management strategies m specrtic primary care situa-
tions. Students discuss and defend clinical data assessment and decision making. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): NR 642 or permiSSion of option chair required. NOTE. 315 clinical 
hours reqUired. Current Reg1s Umversity liability insurance IS reqUired 
NR 646. TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES IN HEALTH CARE (3). Focuses on 
teaching learning theory and cognitive psychology principles Analyzes the selection 
and implementation of a variety of instructional methods and learnmg strateg~es. new 
developments in the field of nursmg educat1on and ways to use the media, computer 
technology, and new mnovations 1n and out of the classroom Prerequisite(s): 
Graduate standing. Completion of NR 622 required for online students. 
NR 647. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT (3). Designed for health care providers who 
are or will be engaged in teachmg w1thm the professional health care setting. Focuses 
on curnculum development. outcomes and competencies. Curriculum design, evalua-
tion and change are analyzed w1thm a guiding philosophical conceptual framework 
and in keepmg w1th underlying social. political, and professiOnal factors. Emphasizes 
faculty role. academic performance and soc1al responsibility of program curriculum in 
meeting consumer and commumty needs. Discusses the influence of accrediting 
body/certification reqUirements and the implementation of innovation m the field of 
the discipline. Prerequis1te(s). Graduate standmg. Complet1on of NR 622 required for 
online students 
NR 648. EVALUATION METHODS FOR HEALTH CARE EDUCATORS (3). Allows stu-
dents to compare, question, and analyze numerous assessment and evaluation con-
cepts, models, and frameworks for their applicability m the evaluation and quality 
assurance process of curriculum development. Explores techniques to evaluate criti-
cal thmkmg. commun1cation and therapeutic skills w1thin and outside the classroom, 
evaluation of students/faculty, curncula, and programs. Students compare and con-
trast innovations in the area of evaluation with current theory and practice. 
Prerequisite(s): Graduate standing. Completion of NR 646 and NR 647 required for 
onhne students. 
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NR 649. ACUTE CARE PRACTICUM (1). A theory, application. and skills course 
addressing the assessment and management of urgent pat1ent conditions commonly 
encountered in primary care sett10gs. Prerequisite(s): NR 607, NR 630 and NR 643. 
Permission of instructor required. Mators and minors only. Graduate standing 
required. Acceptance 10to Nurs10g Program requ1red. Pass/No Pass grading only 
NR 651. PROFESSIONAL INTEGRATION (3). Integrates core concepts 10 nurs10g for 
the nurse practitioner. Builds on the skill set essent1al for independent practice. 
Prerequisite(s): NR 601, NR 602, NR 608, NR 640 and 75% of program reqwrements 
completed. 
NR 652. HEALTH ASSESSMENT FOR THE NEONATAL NURSE PRACTITIONER (3). 
Presents a framework for systematic collection of a comprehensive database that 
includes pertinent history and physical assessments of pregnant women, neonate, 
and healthy ch1ld through age two. NOTE: liability insurance fee required. 
NR 653. GENETICS AND EMBRYOLOGY FOR THE NEONATAL NURSE PRACTITIONER 
(3). Provides a sc1entific foundation 10 emtryology and genetics for practice Analyzes 
the principles of human genetics, genetic testing and screening, genetic abnormalities 
and gene therapy for implications for the neonatal nurse practitioner. 
NR 654. ADVANCED PRACTICE PROCEDURES FOR THE HIGH RISK INFANT (2). A 
theory, application, and skills course address10g the assessment and management of 
neonatal procedures commonly encountered 10 neonatal intensive care facilities. 
Prerequisite(s): NRP (Neonatal Resuscitation) Certification, NR 605, NR 607, NR 652 
or perm1ssion of instructor. NOTE: Laboratory practicum includes procedural tech-
niques. Lab fee reqUired. 
NR 656. MANAGEMENT OF THE HIGH RISK NEWBORN (5). Application of theory to 
practice 10 the development of a plan of care based on research evidence. patho-
physiology, nurs10g and pharmacology principles, and protocols for the neonate. 
Prerequisite(s): NRP (Neonatal Resuscitation) Certification, NR 605, NR 607, NR 652 
or permisston of 10structor. Fee reqUired. NOTE: Includes precepted clinical practice. 
NR 657. CLINICAL INTEGRATION FOR THE NEONATAL NURSE PRACTITIONER (6). 
Focuses on the integration of advanced perinatal and neonatal theory, skill competen-
cy, critical thinkmg and clin1cal management of the low and high nsk neonate and 
family Prerequtslte(s): NRP (Neonatal Resuscitation) Certification, NR 605. NR 607, 
NR 652, NR 653, NR 654, NR 656 or permission of tnstructor. NOTE: Includes pre-
cepted clinical pract1ce. 
NR 6901-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN GRADUATE NURSING {1-6). Topics by 
arrangement with individual faculty. Prerequisite(s): Majors only and permisston of 
opt1on chatr required. 
NR 695. CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN HEALTH CARE (3). Explores the components of 
cultural competence m health ca,re Issues related to cultural diversity in health and 
illness are discussed and analyzed The graduate component extends foundatiOnal 
knowledge through add1bonal readings, case analysis and/or applied project work. 
Cross list10g: NR 495 
NR 697A. MASTER'S THESIS I (3). Prov1des an opportunity for completion of a thesis 
represent10g anginal work as a result of research. Students must submit a written 
proposal for approval by the faculty chair of the thesis comm1ttee. Prerequisite(s)· NR 
602 and approval of the Coordmator of Graduate Education. Mators only. Permtsston 
of the Post-Licensure option chair required. NOTL An "IP" (in progress) grade IS 
assigned for NR 697A smce the thesis is designed to be completed over more than 
one semester. A letter grade is ass1gned after completton of NR 697B. Classroom-
based students only 
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NR 697B. MASTER'S THESIS II (3). Completion and defense of thesis begun in NR 
697A. Prerequtsite(s): NR 697A Permission of the Post-licensure option chair 
required. NOTE: A letter grade is assigned for both NR 697A and NR 697B after com-
pletion of NR 697B. Classroom-based students only. 
NR 699. COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION, MASTER OF SCIENCE (0). Required of all 
students in the graduate program 10 Nursmg. Consists of an oral component on spe-
Cialization specific course content. PrereqUisite(s): Completion of all graduate courses 
and approval of appropriate option chair required. Pass/No Pass grading only. 
************************* 
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The professional entry program is 110 semester hours of full-time 
study, offered in eight semesters over three calendar years. Upon 
successful completion of the program, graduates are awarded a 
Doctor of Physical Therapy degree. This degree prepares students 
to be autonomous general practitioners equipped with the neces-
sary tools to practice Physical Therapy in the 21st century. In 
addition, students are eligible to take the physical therapy licen-
sure examination. Graduation requirements include completion of 
a research project and a capstone portfolio. 
The Physical Therapy curriculum explores motor control and 
movement theory as foundation principles of PT education. 
Students study movement and its effects on each body system 
and how it relates to physical therapy management across the 
lifespan. Extensive study of the foundation sc ences is incorporat-
ed into the curriculum. Within an evidenced-based practice per-
spective, graduates apply the most current medical literature to 
daily clintcal decisions. This model enables students to successfu!-
ly link theory and applicatton to clinical practice. Numerous facul-
ty facilitated, small group activities are also included in the cur-
riculum. For example, in-depth clinical problems and issues are 
explored in small group tutorials offered each semester in the 
Professional Issues series of the curriculum. These tutorials serve 
to extend and integrate material discussed in other courses and 
foster students' ability to access and apply information. Tutorials 
also stress development of communication, teaching skills, and 
ongoing personal assessment. 
During clinical experiences, students have the opportunity to inte-
grate knowledge gained from courses and to refine thetr skills in 
examination, evaluation, diagnosis, prognosis. intervention, out-
comes, and communication with diverse populations. Participation 
in clinical rotations within the program necessitates travel to vari-
ous sites outside the Denver area and across the country. All 
expenses incurred during the clinical rotations will be the respon-
Sibility of the student. Students are expected to participate in a 
minimum of one rural experience and one out-of-state experience 
to facilitate an appreciation of various practice settings. Currently, 
the Department of Physical Therapy is affiliated with more than 
400 facilities throughout the country, and during any one rotation 
students are given choices within a select subset of these sites. 
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ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
The intent or the professional Physical Therapy program is to edu-
cate competent physical therapists who can examine, evaluate, 
diagnose, and establish interventions for the general population of 
acute, rehabilitation and chronic patients/clients in health care set-
tings. The observation, cognitive, affective, and psychomotor skills 
deemed essential to complete this program and to perform as a 
competent practitioner of physical therapy have been identified. 
If a student cannot meet these essential skills and abilities, it is 
the responsibility of the student to request an appropriate accom-
modation. The university will provide reasonable accommodation 
as long as 1t does not fundamentally alter the nature of the pro· 
gram offered and does not impose an undue hardship. The details 
of the Essential Functions are found in the Department of Physical 
Therapy Student Handbook. 
ADMISSION 
All applicants are reviewed by the Department of Physical 
Therapy Student Affairs Committee. At the discretion of the 
Committee, other faculty may be consulted. If students meet the 
following criteria to the satisfaction of the Department of Physical 
Therapy, they are considered for acceptance into the graduate pro-
gram and invited for a personal interview. 
1. Criteria for admission are as follows: 
Completion of a baccalaureate degree prior to matriculation 
with a major m a field other than Physical Therapy from an 
accredited institution of higher education. No academic major 
is given priority consideration during the selection process. 
Completion of prerequisite course work with a minimum 
grade of "B-" or above in each prerequisite course preferred 
(further details are listed under the "Admissions Prerequisites" 
heading in this section). Prerequisite course work must be 
completed prior to matriculation; however, course work may 
be in progress or planned at the time of application. 
Demonstration of an undergraduate cumulative grade point 
average of 3.000 on a 4.000 scale preferred. 
Demonstration of familiarity with the profession of physical 
therapy. 
Evidence of potential for success in graduate education. 
Evidence of potential for success as a professional in the field 
of Physical Therapy. 
2. Applicants must also have the following information on file: 
Official transcripts of all academic work since high school. 
Three letters of recommendation from persons well suited to 
evaluate qualification for graduate study and/or physical ther-
apy. One recommendation must be completed by a licensed 
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Physical Therapist and one recommendation must be com-
pleted by a college level faculty. Personal letters of recom-
mendation are not accepted. 
Official GRE Scores: Analyt ical Writing, Quantitative and 
Verbal. 
Course record form. 
Completion of prerequisites. 
3. Applicants are ranked for admission according to the following 
criteria: 
Prerequisite grade point average. 
Cumulative grade point average. 
Recommendation scores. 
GRE scores. 
Completion of highly recommended courses. 
Earned baccalaureate degree from Regis University. 
Regis University undergraduate students with an Exercise 
Science minor receive preferred admittance to the Doctor of 
Physical Therapy Program. 
4. Applicants with the highest rank are invited for an interview 
with members of the faculty. 
Since the number of qualified applicants exceeds available slots, 
the committee selects a diversified student group from the inter-
viewed applicant pool. Admission decisions are not based solely 
on final applicant rank. 
Regis University reserves the right to deny admission, continued 
enrollment, or re-enrollment to any applicant or student who 
would pose an unreasonable risk of harm to self or others, or any 
unreasonable risk of disruption to the academic or clinical 
processes of the Department of Physical Therapy, the Rueckert-
Hartman School for Health Profess1ons, or Regis University. Also, 
adherence to the "Code of Ethics, Guide to Professional 
Conduct," and "Standards of Practice for Physical Therapy" as 
described by the American Physical Therapy Association is 
required for all students in the program. 
NOTE: All documents submitted during the application process 
become the property of Regis University. 
Admission on Probation 
In rare cases, students are admitted to the program on probation. 
If this is the case, the student must follow the conditions listed in 
the Academic Standing section of th1s Bulletin. 
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Conditional Admission 
Students who may not have fully completed prerequisite course 
work at the time of admission may be accepted into the program 
pending successful completion of prerequisite courses with a 
grade of "8" or higher. Students must submit official transcripts 
demonstrating that the conditional requirements have been met 
prior to the first day of regular classes. 
PREREQUISITES 
Prerequ1site course work must be completed pnor to matriculation 
into the Department of Physical Therapy. The biological and phys-
ical science courses must be those designated for science majors. 
Descriptive and Inferential Statistics 
English Composition/Scientific Writmg 
General Chemistry (lectures and laboratories) 
General Physics (lectures and laboratories) 
Human Anatomy (lecture and laboratory) 
Human Physiology (lecture and Laboratory) 








Other courses that are recommended but not reqUired for admis-
SIOn include: Communications/Speech, Motor Control, Research 
Methods, Neuroscience, Advanced Statistics, Biomechanics, 
Exercise Physiology, Motor Learning, and Psychology of Sport. 
COMPUTER LITERACY 
Students need to be computer literate prior to entering the pro-
gram. These skills mclude the use of Windows word processing 
programs such as Microsoft Word; the use of spreadsheets, prefer-
ably Excel; and the use of data management programs such as 
Microsoft Access. Skills in the use of graphics programs such as 
Harvard Graphics or Sigmaplot are highly recommended. For stu-
dents unfamiliar with computers and software, courses can be 
taken through community colleges, continuing education programs 
at colleges, universities and neighborhood schools, or through pri-
vate companies. AlthouGh evidence of course work for academic 
credit is not required, it is highly recommended. 
Students are expected to have broadband (cable or DSL) Internet 
access at home and while on clinical rotations so that they can 
access multimedia files through the University system, along with 
a personal computer/printer and a personal digital assistant 
(PDA). All students/faculty/staff electronic communication is 
accomplished through an issued RegisNET e-mail account. Class 
notes, routme department communication, and class scheduling 
are examples of critical information that students will access daily 
through the Regis,NET account. The University has several com-
puter labs on campus that students may use, however, access 
from home and clinical rotation housing is essential. Consult the 
website for further information at www. regis.edu. 
NON-DEGREE SEEKING STUDENTS 





Provide official documentation of a baccalaureate degree and/or 
a Physical Therapy degree from a regionally accredited college 
or university when pursuing advanced study in physical therapy. 
Have appropriate work experience. 
Meet prerequisite requirements. 
A maximum of six semester hours may be taken. Courses can be 
taken either on a Pass/No Pass or graded basis. Additional semester 
hours may be taken with the approval of the department director. 
Non-degree seeking students are not eligible to receive financial 
aid or veteran's benefits. 
Courses taken by non-degree seekmg special students are for aca-
demic advancement and may apply to a degree offered by the 
Department of Physical Therapy only if the courses are appropri-
ate, taken on a graded basis and the student has approval of the 
department director. 
ADVISING 
An academic advisor IS ass1gned to all entering physical therapy 
students. The student and advisor sign a Degree Plan for the grad-
uate course work by October 15th of the student's first semester. 
Advisors must also sign the Degree Plan prior to the student's 
graduation to conf1rm that the student has completed the course 
work stated in the Degree Plan and is eligible for graduation. 
Advisors counsel students on meeting requirements for the gradu-
ate program and provide guidance and support for progression 
through the program as necessary. Students are required to sched-
ule appointments with their advisor on a semester basis to facili-
tate ongoing dialogue and address gradual on requirements 
throughout their studies. Advisors may or may not serve as the 
student's research project advisor depending on the topics of 
choice. Conflicts with the assigned advisor must be presented 1n 
writing to the department director. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
PROGRAM PROGRESSION 
A student needs a minimum grade of "C+" or better in each 
course in order to progress in the Physical Therapy Program. If a 
grade of "C" or "C-" is received in any of the course requirements, 
the student must remediate the course within the following semes-
ter in order to progress (for specifics, see Remediation). Students 
may participate in clinical education rotations during semester IV 
while remediating a grade of "C" or "C-". Doctor of Physical 
Therapy students may not participate 1n any subsequent clinical 
education rotation until remediation of a grade of "C" or "C-" in a 
previous semester course is completed. It should be noted that fail-
ure to participate in a clinical education experience may limit a 
student's ability to continue participation in the program within the 
present schedule. Since courses are offered once a year, this may 
necessitate stopping out until the next academic year. 
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ADD/DROP 
Students follow the add/drop policy dates published 1n the General 
Information section of th1s Bulletin. Requests to drop a course 
require the signature of the department director. Students who 
drop a course must understand that this jeopardizes their ability 
to continue in the program. 
REMEDIATION 
A grade of "C" or "C-" for a course must be remediated. The ini-
tial grade will be changed to a "C+" following successful remedia-
tion of the "C" or "C-" grade. Grades of "D" or "F" for a course 
cannot be remediated. Refer to the Academic Suspension section 
in th1s Bulletin for consequences. The process of remediation 
begins the first week of the semester following receipt of a grade 
of "C" or "C-". During this week, a remediation contract with 
input from the student and instructor is developed that outlines 
format, content and evaluation method for the remediation. This 
contract is finalized and signed by the student, instructor, and 
department director. 
The agreed upon remediation must be successfully completed by the 
end of the semester following the receipt of an unsatisfactory grade. 
Failure to successfully complete the remediation process by this time 
cancels the student's ability to participate in a clinical education 
experience. An exception to this policy is available during semester 
IV. Students may participate in OPT ?50-Clinical Education I while 
remediating a "C" or "C-" grade. Students may not participate in any 
subsequent clinical education rotations until remediation for a "C" or 
"C-" in a previous semester course is completed. 
Students should be aware that completion of a remediation must 
occur at least nme days prior to the start of the clinical education 
rotation. It should be noted that failure to participate in a clinical 
education experience may limit a student's ability to progress 
through the remainder of the curnculum. (Smce courses are 
offered once a year, this may necess1tate stopping out until the 
next academic year.) Students should refer to Progression and 
Retention for consequences. If the initial remed1ation is not suc-
cessful, one more remediation is allowed. However, this may also 
necess1tate stoppmg out until the next academic year if the reme-
diation is not completed by the end of the semester. If this reme-
diation is not successful, the student is considered to have an 
unremediated "C" or "C-" and is suspended from the program. 
COURSE OVERLOAD 
A student may participate in independent study as a course over-
load for any term with the permission of the faculty of record, the 
advisor and the department director. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Credit transfers are not accepted in the professional entry Doctor 
of Physical Therapy program. 
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ACADEMIC WITHDRAWAL 
A student who chooses to withdraw from the Doctor of Physical 
Therapy program should give written notice of this decision to the 
department director. In addition, a Withdrawal form must be com-
pleted by the student and signed by the department director. 
Any student who withdraws may be readmitted to the program 
Without reapplication and rev1ew if the following conditions are met: 
The student was in good academ1c standing before withdrawing. 
The student returns to the program within one calendar year 
of withdrawing. 
Students who meet the cnteria must submit a written request for 
readmission to the department director. Students may be required 
to pass a competency exam verifying retention of previous course 
material. If the stated conditions are not met, students must apply 
and be accepted for readmission to the program. Initial accept-
ance into the program does not guarantee readmittance. 
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
The following Degree requirements are effective for students enter-
ing the Doctor of Physical Therapy Program in fall 2006. 
Total Degree Reqwrements 110 SH 
YEAR I 48 SH 
Fall Semester 16 SH 
OPT 701-Human Anatomy and Histology 6 SH 
OPT 703-Biomechanlcs 3 SH 
OPT 70S-Management Applications of Physiology; MAP I 3 SH 
OPT 770-Professionallssues/Case Management I 1 SH 
OPT 776-Cnticallnquiry 3 SH 
Spring Semester 18 SH 
OPT 704-Neurosclence 4 SH 
OPT 705-Kinesiology I 3 SH 
OPT 706-Movement Sc1ence 2 SH 
OPT 710-Pharmacology 2 SH 
OPT 730-Physical Therapy Exammation 3 SH 
OPT 732-Management Applications of Physiology· MAP II 4 SH 
Summer Semester 14 SH 
OPT 707-Kmesiology II 4 SH 
OPT 714-Psychosocial Aspects of Healthcare 3 SH 
OPT 733-Musculoskeletal Management I 3 SH 
OPT 771-Professionallssues/Case Management II 2 SH 
OPT 790-Evidence Based Practice I 2 SH 
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YEAR II 42 SH 
Fall Semester 14 SH 
OPT 712-Diagnostic Imaging and Procedures 2 SH 
OPT 734-Musculoskeletal Management II 3 SH 
OPT 736- -Neurolog~cal Management I 3 SH 
OPT 750-Ciinical Education I 2 SH 
OPT 772-Professionallssues/Case Management Ill ISH 
HCE 709 Health Care Eth1cs for Physical Therapists 3 SH 
Spring Semester 17 SH 
OPT 735-Musculoskeletal Management Ill 5 SH 
OPT 737-Neurolog~cal Management II 5 SH 
OPT 738-Management Applications of Physiology: MAP Ill 5 SH 
DPT773 Professronallssues/Case Management IV ISH 
OPT 791 Evidence Based Practice II ISH 
Summer Semester 11 SH 
OPT 7l~Health Care Policy 2 SH 
OPT 731-Differentral Diagnosis 2 SH 
OPT 739 Advanced Exercise Prescnption 2 SH 
OPT 751-Ciinical Education II 4 SH 
OPT 774-Professionallssues/Case Management V ISH 
YEAR Ill 20 SH 
Fall Semester 12 SH 
OPT 716-Busrness Management 3 SH 
OPT 752-Ciinrcal Education Ill 5 SH 
OPT 775-Professional lssues/Case Management VI ISH 
DPO 780E-W-Topics in Physical Therapy I ISH 
OPT 781E-W-Topics in Physical Therapy II ISH 
OPT 792 Evrdence Based Practice Ill ISH 
OPT 799-Comprehensive Exam 0 SH 
Spring Semester 8 SH 
OPT 753- Clinical Education IV 6 SH 
OPT 793-Evidence Based Practice IV 2 SH 
OPT 796-Physical Therapy Capstone ISH 
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY COURSE 
.1?. .~-~-~-~!-~!!Q.~-~--( .I?.~!).,,,,,,,_,,, ............................................... . 
DPT 701. HUMAN ANATOMY AND HISTOLOGY (6). Examrnes normal gross anatomy 
and hrstology across the lifespan. Explores relationships of the musculoskeletal, nerv-
ous, rntegumentary, and cardiopulmonary systems at the cellular, tissue, organ, and 
system level. Neuromusculoskeletal embryology rs rncluded. Co-reqursite: OPT 770. 
NOTE· Laboratory includes cadaver dissection 
DPT 703. BIOMECHANICS (3). Investigates the structure and function of bone, carti-
lage. connective tissue, and skeletal muscle properties during the production of 
movement. Involves vtdeographtc and body diagram analysis to evaluate the kinemat-
ics and kinetics of movement. Co-requisite: OPT 770. 
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OPT 704. NEUROSCIENCE (4). Studtes the structure/function of the nervous system 
across the lifespan. Includes cellular, systemic, and clinical pathology dtscussions of 
peripheral and central neural components. Examrnes sensations, perceptions, cogni-
tion, and muscle control as well as introduces pathology and basic examrnations of 
these systems Prerequistte(s): OPT 701 and OPT 708. NOTE: Laboratory included. 
OPT 705. KINESIOLOGY I (3). Studies relattonshtps of kinemattc, krnetics and muscle -
function of single and multi-axis joints of the extremities and spine. Compares and 
contrasts joint structure verses connective tissue arrangements. Prerequisite(s): OPT 
701 and OPT 703. NOTE: Laboratory included 
OPT 706. MOVEMENT SCIENCE (2). Investigates the theoretical princtples of motor 
learnrng and motor control. Analysis of the motor behavior approach to movement 
science and clinical intervention is discussed. Co-requisite: OPT 704. Prerequisite(s): 
OPT 701. NOTE: Laboratory included. 
OPT 707. KINESIOLOGY II (4). Analyzes neural recruitment of muscle, kinematic and 
krnetic characteristics of multi-JOtnt movement patterns in the extremities across the 
lifespan Balance, upper extremity function, transttional movement, and gait are 
addressed. Co-requisrte: OPT 771. Prerequisite(s): OPT 705, OPT 706 and OPT 730. 
NOTE: Laboratory included. 
OPT 708. MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS OF PHYSIOLOGY: MAP I (3). Studies physi-
ologic pnnctples necessary for physical activity, physiologic changes and adaptations 
that occur with exercise and the associated effects of physical activity on health and 
wellness across the lifespan. Addresses measurement of fitness and development of 
training programs to improve phystcal fitness Co-requistte: OPT 770. NOTE. 
Laboratory rncluded. 
OPT 710. PHARMACOLOGY (2).1nvestigates pharmacokinetic and pharmacothera-
peutic principles in light of clinical application. therapeutic and adverse effects. and 
drug interactions. Emphasizes knowledge of the relationship between medications 
and physical therapy rnterventions to improve patient/client outcomes. 
Prerequisite(s): OPT 708. 
DPT 712. DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING AND PROCEDURES (2). Introduces the foundattons 
and pnnciples of diagnostic tmag~ng and procedures used rn clinical management to 
include radiographic imagrng, MRI and electrophystologic studies. Rationales and 
gUidelines for examination selection are drscussed. Performs nerve conduction and 
needle EMG studies. Examrnes basic interpretation of diagnostic tmag~ng as well as 
interpretation of EMG and nerve conduction studies. Co-requisite: OPT 772. 
Prerequisite(s): OPT 704. NOTE: Laboratory rncluded. 
OPT 714. PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF HEALTH CARE (3). Explores responses to ill-
ness and disabtlity as mfluenced by psychological, psychiatnc, social, cultural, ethnic 
and lifespan factors. Examines psychological behavior models including adherence, 
prevention, and behavtoral modification. Incorporates above principles into physical 
therapy management. Co-requisite: OPT 771. Prerequisite(s): OPT 730 and OPT 732. 
OPT 715. HEALTH CARE POLICY (2). Explores major forms of health care delivery 
and how they interact with physical therapy services. Investigates practice settings, 
organizational structures, reimbursement mechanisms, and the impact of managed 
care from a fiscal, quality, and legal perspective. Co-requisite: OPT 751 and OPT 77 4. 
Prerequistte(s): HCE 709 and OPT 773. 
OPT 716. BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (3). 1ntroduces principles of strategic planning, 
market analysts, personnel, fiscal, and total quality management through development of 
a busrness plan. Applies legal boundaries and ethical gwdelines related to service provi-
ston tssues Co-requisite: OPT 775. Prerequistte(s): HCE 709, OPT 715 and OPT 751. 
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DPT 730. PHYSICAL THERAPY EXAMINATION (3). Introduces physical therapy exami-
nation. evaluation. and diagnosis within a clinical dec1sion mak10g framework refer-
encing the Guide to Physical Therapist Practice. Co-requisite OPT 705. 
Prerequisite(s): OPT 701. OPT 703 and OPT 708 NOTE: laboratory 1ncluded 
DPT 731. DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS (2). Advances differential diagnosis skills with 
emphasis on patients/clients with complex presentatiOns. Explores the clinical deci-
sion making role of a pnmary care praclllioner by performing a thorough systems 
review to differentiate dysfunction within the scope of P.T. pract1ce from those that 
indicate referral to other practitioners. Prerequisite(s): OPT 735, OPT 737 and OPT 
738. NOTE: Laboratory Included 
DPT 732. MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS OF PHYSIOLOGY: MAP II (4). Studies phys-
iology and pathophysiology of the cardiOvascular and pulmonary systems across the 
lifespan. Incorporates physiologic pnnc1ples in the physical therapy management of 
patients with cardiovascular and pulmonary conditions. Co-requisite: OPT 710. 
Prereqwsite(s): OPT 708. NOTE. Laboratory included 
DPT 733. MUSCULOSKELETAL MANAGEMENT I (3). Initiates the examination, evalu-
ation and 10tervent1on strategies for patients/clients w1th musculoskeletal problems of 
the lower extremities. Discusses 10teNentions such as orthotics and bracing, thera-
peutic exercise. manual therapy, physical agents and electrotherapeutic modalities 
selected for a wide variety of conditions of the sp10e and peripheral joints. Co-requi· 
s1te: OPT 771. Prerequislte(s): OPT 730 and OPT 732. NOTE: Laboratory included 
DPT 734. MUSCULOSKELETAL MANAGEMENT II (3). Stud1es advanced principles of pre-
vention, exammation, evaluation, diagnosis, prognosis, mtervention, and outcomes as they 
relate to patients with musculoskeletal dysfunction of the lumbar, pelvic, and lower 
extremity across the lifespan. Topics 1nclude: amputations and prosthetics. Co-requisite, 
OPT 712 and OPT 772 Prereqwsite(s): OPT 707 and OPT 733. NOTE: LaboratOIY included. 
DPT 735. MUSCULOSKELETAL MANAGEMENT Ill (5). Studies advanced principles of 
prevenllon, examination. evaluation, diagnosis, prognosis, inteNention, and outcomes 
as they relate to musculoskeletal dysfunction of the upper extremity, cervical, TMJ 
and thorac1c spine across the lifespan. Topics include: women's health, emergency 
trauma care, and ergonomic assessments. Co-requisite: OPT 773. Prerequisite(s) 
OPT 734 and OPT 750. NOTE: Laboratory included. 
DPT 736. NEUROLOGICAL MANAGEMENT I (3). Studies the 10tervention for individu-
als w1th neurological dysfunction based upon neurophysiological and pathokinesiolog-
ical mechanisms resulting in pathology, impairments, functional limitations, and dis· 
ab11it1es. Emphasizes applicallon and integration of theoretical constructs, evidence-
based practice, exam10ation. evaluation, diagnosis, prognosis, 10tervention, and 
measurement of outcomes. Co-requisite: OPT 712, OPT 750 and DPT 772. 
Prerequisite(s): OPT 704, OPT 706 OPT 707 and OPT 732. NOTE: Laboratory included. 
DPT 737. NEUROLOGICAL MANAGEMENT II (5). Continues the study of interventions 
for md1viduals across a lifespan w1th neurolog~cal dysfunction based upon neurophysio-
logical and pathokinesiological mechanisms resulting in pathology, Impairments, func-
tJOnallimltations, and disabilities. Emphasizes evidence-based clinical decision making 
for exammation, evaluation, diagnosis, prognosis, interventiOn, and measurement of 
outcomes. Co-requ1s1te: OPT 773 Prerequisite(s): OPT 736. NOTE: Laboratory included. 
DPT 738. MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS OF PHYSIOLOGY: MAP Ill (5). Studies physi-
ology and pathophysiology of the gastro10test1nal, renal. endocrine. immune and 
integumentary systems across the lifespan. Incorporates identification of signs and 
symptoms associated w1th disease. Discusses management of patients w1th condi· 
lions, affect10g these systems or a combination of systems Co-requisite: OPT 773. 
Prerequisite(s): OPT 707. OPT 712. OPT 732 and OPT 750. NOTE: Laboratory included 
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DPT 739. ADVANCED EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION (2). Integrates individual exercise 
10teNenllons for optimal health across the lifespan Focuses on the identification, 
intervention. and progression of therapeutic exercises that supports interventions to 
reduce faulty movement patterns 10 patients with various systems 10volvemenl Co-
RequiSite: OPT 731 and OPT 774. Prereqwsite(s): OPT 735, OPT 737 and OPT 738. 
NOTE: Laboratory included. 
DPT 750. CLINICAL EDUCATION I (2). Focuses on examination. evaluation. and 
10terven!lon techmques 10 a climcal setting. U!llizes written and oral interpersonal 
communication skills with pallents/clients, family, and other staff. Emphasizes pro-
fessional socialization, seH-assessment, and critical thinking. Co-requisite: OPT 772. 
PrerequJSite(s): OPT 707, OPT 732 OPT 733 and OPT 771. Pass/No Pass grading only. 
DPT 751. CLINICAL EDUCATION II (4). Emphasizes application of comprehensiVe pre-
venbon, exammation, evaluation, diagnosis, prognosis, intervention, and outcome strate-
gies for clients with cardiopulmonary, musculoskeletal, and/or neuromuscular problems 
in a clinical setting. Requires refinement of interpersonal communication skills, role 
delineation, and professional behaviors. Co-requisite: OPT 774. Prereqwsrte(s): OPT 735, 
OPT 737. OPT 738. OPT 750 and OPT 773. Pass/No Pass grading only. 
DPT 752. CLINICAL EDUCATION Ill (5). Focuses on the integration and application of 
all prev1ous course and chmcal work in relationship to the development. enhance-
ment. and restoration of movement function, the prevention of movement dysfunction, 
and non-patient care opportumt1es. Prerequisite(s): OPT 751. NOTE: OPT 752 and 
OPT 753 are a 24-week combmed clinical experience. Length and timing of clinical 
placements at any one fac1hty may vary 
DPT m. CLINICAL EDUCATION IV (6). Continues the focus of OPT 752. In addition 
to the refinement of crit1cal th10kmg and clinical decision making. emphasizes the 
autonomous practice and professional socialization in the clinical setting. Non-patient 
care opportunities will also be included. Prereqwsite(s): OPT 752 NOTE: OPT 752 and 
OPT 753 are a 24-week combined clinical experience. Time may be divided into a 
number of clinical placements of vaned lengths and practice settmgs. 
DPT 760E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PHYSICAL THERAPY (1-6). Advanced study 
in specific topic of mterest in the areas of practice. research, or education developed 
by contract and conducted under the supervision of a faculty member. Th1s is an 
opbonal course that 1s offered with the permission of the faculty Prereqwsite(s): 
Graduate standing and permiss1on of instructor required. 
DPT 770. PROFESSIONAL ISSUES/CASE MANAGEMENT I (1). Begms a series of six 
courses. Introduces m1ss1on and philosophy, curriculum model, and service learning. 
Explores student values, pnnc1ples of teaching, learn10g and aspects of professiOnal-
ISm. Co·requ1site: OPT 701, OPT 703, OPT 708 and OPT 776. NOTE: Laboratory and 
service learning included 
DPT 771. PROFESSIONAl ISSUES/CASE MANAGEMENT II (2). Introduces health 
care delivery systems regulation of and legal reqwrements for clinical practice and 
documentation and the role of the physical therapist and physical therapist assistant 
Uses evidences from the literature and other available sources to discuss clinical sit· 
ualions in small group tutorials with faculty facilitation. These tutorials use problem-
based learning concepts. Expands application of communication and teachin~earn­
IOg theory. Co-requisite: OPT 707, OPT 714 and OPT 773. PrerequiSite(s) OPT 704, 
OPT 730, OPT 732 and OPT 770. NOTE: Laboratory and seN1ce learning 10cluded. 
OPT 172. PROFESSIONAL ISSUES/CASE MANAGEMENT Ill (1). Expands concepts of 
problem-based learn10g us1ng pabent scenarios. D1scusses aspects of diversity, scope 
of practice, and professionalism 10 the climcal setbng Co-requisite: OPT 712, OPT 734 
and OPT 736. Prerequisite(s): OPT 771 NOlL Laboratory and service learning included. 
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OPT 773. PROFESSIONAL ISSUES/CASE MANAGEMENT IV (1). Continues problem-
based learning usmg pabent scenanos to expand the application of communication 
and teaching/learning theory and the role of a doctoring profession. Jesuit mission, 
evaluatmg strategies for competency-based education, conflict resolution and clmical 
negotiation skills are integrated mto the tutonals. Co-requisite: OPT 735. OPT 737 and 
OPT 738. PrereqUisite(s): OPT 772. NOTE: laboratory and service learning mcluded. 
OPT 774. PROFESSIONAL ISSUES/CASE MANAGEMENT V (1). Addresses patient 
issues related to musculoskeletal. neuromuscular, and complex case management. 
Resume and interview skills are d1scussed. Reflection, during case presentations, on 
the opportunity to be change-agents m the PT profession for the OPT and the use of 
EBP will be performed. Co-requisite: OPT 731. OPT 739 and OPT 751. Prerequislte(s): 
OPT 773. NOTE: Laboratory and service learnmg mcluded. 
OPT 775. PROFESSIONAL ISSUES/CASE MANAGEMENT VI (1). Continues problem-
based learnmg usmg patient scenarios to further develop ev1dence-based clinical 
decision making skills. Methods to refine communication skills are explored. Co-req-
uisite: OPT 716 and OPT 780E-W. Prerequisite(s): OPT 774. NOTE: laboratory and 
service learning are required. 
OPT 776. CRITICAL INQUIRY (3). Explores research methodologies used in basic and 
clinical research in health care. Examines descriptive and inferential statistics w1th 
particular focus on statistical aspects of ev1dence-based practice Addresses litera-
ture searches and critical analysis of research reports Co-requisite OPT 770. 
OPT 780E-W. TOPICS IN PHYSICAL THERAPY I (1). Advances study m topics of 
interest related to physical therapy practice. PrereqUisite(s): OPT 735, OPT 737, OPT 
738 and OPT 751. 
OPT 781E-W. TOPICS IN PHYSICAL THERAPY II (1). Advances study in topics of 
1nterest related to phys1cal therapy practice PrerequJSite(s): OPT 735, OPT 737, OPT 
738 and OPT 751. 
OPT 790. EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE I (2). Introduces processes for clinical 
research outcome and practice pattern momtonng. Studies ethical constraints and 
obligations when conducting research. Provides practice of data analysis. selection of 
key examination and outcome measurement tools. lmtiates data collection process to 
be used during the first clinical experience. Prerequisite(s): OPT 776. 
OPT 791. EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE II (1). Examines individual and class aggre-
gate data collected dunng the first climcal experience Prepares and presents results 
in written and oral format. Develops new clinical questions that emerge from climcal 
performance to enhance future practice and clinical research. Explores the current 
best evidence for designated disorders 1n each of the management tracts. Produces 
new minimum data sets of exam, outcome, and practice pattern monitoring used dur-
ing the second clinical experience. Prerequisite(s): OPT 750 and OPT 790. 
OPT 792. EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE Ill (1). Examines mdividual and class aggre-
gate data collected during the second climcal experience. Prepares and presents 
results in a wntten and oral format Develops new clinical questions that emerge from 
clinical performance to enhance future practice and clinical research, and produces 
new minimum data sets of exam, outcome, and practice pattern monitoring for a spe-
cific clinical problem to be assessed during the third or fourth clinical experience. 
Identifies a health policy/busmess question, also to be addressed during the third or 
fourth climcal experience. Prerequisite(s): OPT 751 and OPT 791. 
OPT 793. EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE IV (2). Prepares and presents research from 
the third and fourth climcal experiences in public forum and submits fmal paper. 
Prerequislte(s): OPT 752 and OPT 792. 
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OPT 796. CAPSTONE (1). Focuses on the culmination of the student's climcal and 
professional development based on the portfolio presentation. Clinical education 
reflections and curricular review are also included in the capstone. Co·requisite: OPT 
753 and OPT 793 Prerequisite(s): OPT 716, OPT 735, OPT 737, OPT 738, OPT 775 
and OPT 799. 
OPT 799. COMPREHENSIVE EXAM (0). Administered following the completion of all 
academic requirements of the curriculum with the exception of completing clinical 
case reports, other clinical education reqUirements and capstone course. Serves as the 
component of the capstone experience that measures success of curricular outcomes 
and prepares the student for the licensure examination. Pass/No Pass grading only. 
************************* 
TRANSITION DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL 
THERAPY 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy program ranges from 
24 to 45 semester hours in length, depending on the student's 
degree status. The program has a rolling admission, allowing stu-
dents to enter into the program at vanous time points throughout 
the year. In addition, the courses are each three semester hours, 
have the flexibility of being offered primarily online, and can be 
taken in a variety of sequences. Upon successful completion of 
the program, graduates receive a Doctor of Physical Therapy 
degree, which prepares them to be autonomous general practition-
ers equipped with the tools necessary to practice physical therapy 
in the 21st century. 
The Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy curriculum is primarily 
focused on augmenting the knowledge and skills of currently prac-
ticing physical therapists to those at the professional entry Doctor 
of Physical Therapy level. A secondary focus of the curriculum 
incorporates the evidence-based practice model mto clinical deci-
sion making. This model allows clinicians to integrate theory and 
literature based evidence supporting clinical decision making into 
their already established patient management scheme. For exam-
ple, client/patient scenarios allow students to explore alternative 
approaches to daily clinical decisions. 
ADMISSION 
Prior to being formally admitted in the Transition Doctor of 
Physical Therapy program, a student may take up to six semester 
hours (two courses) at Regis University as a Special Student. To 
be considered for admission, the applicart must meet the follow-
ing minimum requirements: 
Completion of the tDPT appl1cat1on form. 
Evidence of current and valid Physical Therapy licensure in 
the United States. 
Evidence of current APTA membership. 
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Submission of offic1al transcripts indicating successful com-
pletion of an entry-level Physical Therapy degree from an 
accredited Physical Therapy program. 
Submission of two letters of recommendation. 
Submission of a one page essay that discusses how achieve 
ment of a Doctor of Physical Therapy degree is expected to 
change the applicant's professional practice. 
Admission on Probation 
Physical therapists can take up to two courses while in a Special 
Student status prior to being accepted into the program. 
COMPUTER LITERACY 
Due to the online format of the courses in the Transition Doctor of 
Physical Therapy Program, students need to be proficient in sever-
al areas of computer applications. In addition to the applications 
found in Microsoft Office Suite (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, 
Outlook), students are expected to be comfortable navigating web 
pages using common Internet browsers, attach documents to e-
mails, and participate in online discussion groups. Similarly, it is 
expected that students will have a home computer that has 
Internet access, preferable high-speed (broadband) Internet 
access. Potential students should consult with a department advi-
sor for more specific details. All students undertaking the 
Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy Program online must have 
ready access to a computer system compliant with RHSHP sys-
tems requirements and configuration for WebCT 4.0 (consult the 
website for further information at www.regis.edu). 
NON-DEGREE SEEKING STUDENTS 
Students seeking admission as a non-degree seeking student must: 
Provide official documentation of a baccalaureate degree 
and/or a Physical Therapy degree from a regionally accredited 
college or university when pursumg advanced study in physi-
cal therapy. 
Have appropriate work experience. 
Non-degree seeking students are not eligible to receive finan-
cial aid or veteran's benefits. 
Courses taken by non-degree seeking students are for academic 
advancement and may apply to a degree offered by the 
Department of Physical Therapy only if the courses are appropri-
ate, taken on a graded basis, and the student has approval of the 
Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy chair. 
ADVISING 
An academic advisor is assigned to all entering physical therapy 
students. The student and advisor sign a Degree Plan for the grad-
uate course work by the end of the student's first course tn the 
program. Advisors must also sign the Degree Plan prior to the stu-
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dent's graduation to confirm that the student has completed the 
course work stated in the Degree Plan and is eligible for gradua-
tion. Advisors counsel students on meeting requirements for the 
graduate program and provide guidance and support for progres-
sion through the program as necessary. Conflicts with the 
assigned advisor must be presented in writing to the Transition 
Doctor of Physical Therapy Chair. 
ACADEM IC INFORMATION 
The Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy program consists of online 
and weekend-based courses in an accelerated eight week model. 
CAPSTONE Project is required. 
MS graduates can complete this degree in 33 semester 
hours, and physical therap1sts with baccalaureate degrees in 
45 semester hours. A 24 semester hour accelerated track is 
available for Regis University graduates who imtiate the 
Transition OPT program within five years of graduation. Regis 
University graduates should contact the Department of 
Physical Therapy for specifics of this accelerated track. 
Opportunities are available for awarded credit based on previ-
ous career accomplishments. These are evaluated in light of 
previous educational experience, spec1alty certifications, and 
professional experience. 
Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy students are held to the 
same essential functions, academic progression, and standing 
requirements as the Doctor of Physical Therapy student. 
COURSE OVERLOAD 
Since students m the program are expected to be practicing as a 
physical therapist while in the program, students will typically not 
take more than two courses per eight-week sess1on. 
TRANSFER OF CREDITS 
It is likely that some individuals will be able to transfer credits 
from other universities. The Department of Physical Therapy con-
siders these requests using established Regis University guidelines 
that perm1t students completing graduate degrees to transfer in up 
to 20% of total credits toward a graduate degree. Maximum trans-
fer credit is allowed for the Transition OPT as follows: 
Three semester hours for Regis University Master of Science 
m Physical Therapy alumni-24 credit option. 
S1x semester hours for non-Regis University Master of Sc1ence 
Physical Therapy graduates-33 credit option. 
Nine semester hours for Bachelor of Sc1ence Physical 
Therapy/Certificate Physical Therapy graduates-45 credit option. 
AWARDED CREDITS 
Physical therapists with advanced national specialty certifications 
may be eligible for awarded credits applied to their degree in lieu 
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of transfer credit for up to 20% of the program. This credit will be 
held in escrow until the student has completed 75% of his or her 
specified Degree Plan. Examples of these certifications include 
APTA Specialty Certifications and National Manual Therapy 
Certifications. Awarded credit is determined by the Department of 
Physical Therapy on an individual certification basis, depending on 
rigor and appropriateness of match to the courses within the cur-
riculum. To assist in this process, the Department of Physical 
Therapy uses the APTA-developed Physical Therapy Evaluative Tool 
(PTET) to help ensure objectivity and efficiency in awarding credit. 
For additional policies related to Academic Progression, Academic 
Withdrawal and Academic Standing and Penalty students should 
refer to the Doctor of Physical Therapy section of this Bulletin. 
TRANSITION DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
Core Courses forMS Prepared Physical rherapist 
OPT 708T-Health and Wellness in PT Practice 
OPT 711 T-Essentials in Pharmacology and Rad1ology 
OPT 713T -Dynamtcs of Phystcal Therapy Practice 
OPT 731T ·Differenttal Diagnosis in PT Practice 
OPT 739T-Ciintcal Decision Making in PT Practice 
OPT 7 40T -Advanced Clinical Decision Making 
OPT 762T-Mentoring tn PT Practice 
DPT 770T Professional Development 
DPT 796T-Capstone Project 
HCE 709T-leadershtp and Ethics for Phystcal Therapists 
Core includes two of the following management courses: 
OPT 741T-Management of lumbosacral Dtsorders 
OPT 7 42T -Management of Cervtcal and Thoracic Disorders 
OPT 7 43T -Management of Neurological Disorders I 
OPT 7 44T -Management of Neurological Disorders II 
OPT 7 45T -Management of lower Extremity Disorders 
OPT 746T-Management of Upper Extremity Disorders 
Elecflves 
OPT 760T-Independent Study in Physical Therapy 
OPT 776T-Research Design and Biostatistics 





















NOTE: Physical Therapists who are Regts University graduates or who earned 
a Bachelor of Science tn Phystcal Therapy should consult the program chair or 
advisor for Core course requirements. 
TRANSITION DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
~.9.!:1.~~-~--~-~-~~-~-~~!_I_Q_~-~-.t~-~-T.L ...................................... . 
STUDENTS MUST HAVE A CURRENT liCENSE TO PRACTICE PHYSICAL THERAPY IN 
ORDER TO TAKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING TRANSITION DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL 
THERAPY COURSES. 
OPT 7081 HEALTH AND WELLNES IN PT PRACTICE (3). Incorporates the study of 
health and wellness for the purpose of risk identification. exercise prescnption, fitness 
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enhancement. and general health strategies Includes motivation and cultural consid-
erations that impact healthy lifestyle choices. NOTE: lntenstve laboratory included. 
OPT 711l ESSENTIALS IN PHARMACOLOGY AND RADIOLOGY (3). Expands the clini-
cal application of radiological and pharmacologtcal principles in the area of physical 
therapy practice. Investigates pharmacokinetic and pharmacotherapeutic principles in 
light of clinical application, therapeuttc and adverse effects, and drug mteracttons as 
they relate to physical therapy interventtons. Rationales and guidelines for radi-
ographic examination selection that augment diagnosis and collaboratton with other 
health care providers are discussed. 
OPT 7131 DYNAMICS OF PHYSICAL THERAPY PRACTICE (3). Integrates content rei-
alive to the phystcal therapist assumtng a position of leadership and autonomous 
practice tn an evolving health care system. Discusses roles, responsibilities and 
accountability considering ethical and legal analysts. health policy, and other relevant 
topics that advance practice. 
OPT 731T. DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS IN PHYSICAL THER'APY (3). Advances clinical 
reasoning and diagnosttc skills to gutde patient management decisions and indica-
tions for referral constdering evtdence and clinical experience. Revtews underlying 
biology and pathology of systems that must be considered in the role of a primary 
care practitioner. 
OPT 7391 CliNICAL DECISION MAKING IN PT PRACTICE (3). Advances the physical 
theraptst role as a primary care practttioner tn clinical dectston-making. Investigates 
cases using the preferred practice patterns described tn the Guide to Physical 
Therapist Practtce within an evidence-based practice framework 
OPT 7401 ADVANCED CliNICAL DECISION MAKING (3). Examtnes advanced deci-
ston maktng tn clintcal practtce. focusmg on evtdence· based practice, clinical predic-
tion rules. and practice guidelines. Emphasizes self-examination of clinical practice 
using outcomes assessment and discusses decision-making incorporating mechanis-
tic studies and applied sciences. Prerequisite(s): DPT 739T. 
OPT 7411 MANAGEMENT OF LUMBOSACRAL DISORDERS (3). Integrates mantpulative 
intervention techniques tn the management of tndividuals wtth lumbosacral disorders. 
Classtftcation systems. diagnosis and outcomes assessment tools. within the frame-
work of evidence-based practice are included. NOTE: Intensive laboratory included 
OPT 7421 MANAGEMENT OF CERVICAL AND THORACIC DISORDERS (3).1ntegrates 
manipulative intervention techniques in the management of tndivtduals with upper 
quarter disorders. Includes the application of diagnosttc imaging as a component of the 
diagnostic process Includes classificatton systems and outcomes assessment tools, 
wtthin the framework of evidence-based practice. NOTE: Intensive laboratory included. 
OPT 7431 MANAGEMENT OF NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS I (3). Studies motor 
leammg, motor control and motor development, muscle and neural plastlctty updates. 
Integrates evidence-based practtce wtth the Disablement Model, Elements of the 
PallenVCiient Management Model and The Gwde to Physical Therapist Pracflce. 
NOTE· Intensive laboratory included 
OPT 7441 MANAGEMENT OF NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS II (3). A continuation of 
DPT 743T. 
OPT 7451 MANAGEMENT OF LOWER EXTREMITY DISORDERS (3). Integrates manu-
al therapy and exercise intervention techniques in the management of individuals 
wtth lower extremity disorders. NOTE: Intensive laboratory included. 
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DPT 7461 MANAGEMENT OF UPPER EXTREMITY DISORDERS (3). Integrates manu· 
al therapy and exercise Intervention techmques m the management of individuals 
w1th upper extremity disorders. NOTE: lntens1ve laboratory included. 
DPT 760T. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PHYSICAL THERAPY (1-3). Advanced study in 
specrtic topic of interest in the areas of practice, research, or education developed by 
contract and conducted under the supervision of a faculty member. This is an option-
al course that 1s offered with the permission of the faculty. 
DPT 7621 MENTORING IN PT PRACTICE (3). Develops practitioners as educators 
within the context of physical therapy praclice, mcorporatmg teaching, learning and 
communicatiOn theory. Discusses applicalions w1thin the clinical, academrc, commu-
nity, and consulting envrronments, with emphasis on sensitivrty to the cultural and 
indrvidual needs of the learner. NOTE: Certrtication as an APTA credentraled clinrcal 
instructor rs mcluded 
DPT 7701 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (3). Explores foundations for developing 
as a refleclive practrtroner able to successfully expand personal roles, responsibili· 
ties, and accountabilrty consistent with a doctoring profession. Current guides for 
clinical practice, concepts of mformatics and clarrtication of professional identity, and 
incorporation of Jesuit values in developing personalized educational outcomes. 
NOTE: Intensive computer laboratory included. 
DPT 7761 RESEARCH DESIGN AND BIOSTATISTICS (3). Revrews basic research 
designs (qualitatrve, eprdemrological, quantitative). Application to clinical research in 
physical therapy practice through theory, design and evidence-based practice, includ-
ing computerized data analysis. 
DPT 7801 TOPICS IN PHYSICAL THERAPY: VIRTUAL ROUNDS (1). Advanced clinrcal 
practrce experience in manual physical therapy, integrating mentoring in an intensive 
online environment with the posting of patrent scenarios and clinical problems. 
Strategies are developed from input of fellowship mentors and student colleagues 
Emphasis is on advanced clinical decrs10n makrng. outcomes evaluation and 
autonomous patient management. NOTE. Fellowshrp in Manual Therapy students only. 
DPT 7821 TOPICS IN PHYSICAL THERAPY !DPT (1·3). Advances study rn topics of 
interest related to physical therapy practice, research or education. 
DPT 7901 CLINICAL FELLOWSHIP PRACTICUM (3). Advanced clinical practice 
experience m manual therapy Students are mentored man intensive one-on-one 
clinical model for a mrnrmum of 130 hours and supported by !herr designated men-
tor/s vra ongorng online dialogue. Emphasrs is placed on advanced climcal decision 
making, outcomes evaluation and autonomous patient management. NOTE 
Fellowship in Manual Therapy students only. Fee required. Pass/No Pass grading only 
DPT 7961 PHYSICAL THERAPY CAPSTONE (0). Focuses on completion of capstone 
expenences such as professronal socralizatron, case report presentations. and clinical 
applicatron of evidence based practrce. Pass/ No Pass grading only. 
************************* 
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TRANSITION DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL 
THERAPY FELLOWSHIP OPTION 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The Fellowship in Manual Physical Therapy is designed around 
the Regis University Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy 
Program. This program is largely distance based except for inten-
sive weekend sessions and structured mentoring time. The 
Fellowship is designed for physical theraprsts at three different 
educational levels: the BS-prepared physical therapist, the MS-
prepared physical therapist and the OPT-prepared physical thera· 
pis!. Fellowship students can concurrently work toward complet-
ing Transition OPT academic requirements and preparing to sit for 
their APTA specialty examinations in Orthopedic Physical Therapy. 
Upon successful completion of the Fellowship option (six courses: 
18 semester hours), graduates receive an Academic Certificate 
and will be eligible to apply for Fellowship status in the American 
Academy of Orthopedic Manual Physical Therapists (AAOMPT). 
The curriculum is focused on integrating the current best evrdence 
with clinical decision-making and manual therapy skills necessary 
for comprehensive patient management. During the course of the 
program admitted fellows will have a minimum of 130 hours of 
intensive one-on-one clinical mentoring as well as an additional 
440 clinical practice hours whrch are supported by a designated 
mentor(s) via ongoing online dialogue and weekly case presenta-
tions. Emphasis will be placed on advanced clinical decision-mak· 
ing, outcomes evaluation, and autonomous patient management. 
ADMISSION 
Admission to the Fellowship is granted on a competitive basis 
wrth selectrons made annually. The following requirements apply: 
Currently enrolled in the Regis University Transition OPT pro-
gram or evidence of D.P.T., D.Sc. or Ph.D. in a physical ther-
apy related field. 
Evidence of current and valid Physical Therapy licensure in 
the United States. 
Evidence of current APTA membership. 
One and a half years experience in orthopedrc (musculoskele-
tal) practice. 
Currently engaged rn full-trme clinical practice rn this area 
(thus board eligible for Orthopedic Clinical Specialist 
Certification Examinatron given by the American Board of 
Physical Therapy Examiners). 
Evidence of commitment to advanced musculoskeletal practice 
clinical research, and mentoring of physical therapy students. ' 
COMPUTER LITERACY 
Due to the online format of the courses in the Transition Doctor of 
Physical Therapy Program, students need to be proficient in sever-
al areas of computer applicatrons. In addition to the applications 
found rn Microsoft Office Suite (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, 
Outlook), students are expected to be comfortable navigating web 
pages usrng common Internet browsers, attach documents to e-
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mails, and participate in online discussion groups. Similarly, it is 
expected that students will have a home computer that has 
Internet access, preferably high-speed (broadband) Internet 
access. All students undertaking the online Transition Doctor of 
Phys1cal Therapy Program must have ready access to a computer 
system compliant with RHSHP systems requirements and configu-
ration the current online course management software (consult the 
website for further information at www.regis.edu). 
ADVISING 
An academic advisor is assigned to all entering Trans1t1on Doctor 
of Physical Therapy Fellowship students. The student and advisor 
s1gn a Degree Plan for the graduate course work by the end of the 
student's first course 1n the program. Advisors must also sign the 
Degree Plan prior to the student's graduation to confirm that the 
student has completed the course work stated in the Degree Plan 
and is eligible for graduation. Advisors counsel students on meet-
ing requirements for the graduate program and provide guidance 
and support for progression through the program as necessary. 
Conflicts with the assigned advisor must be presented in writing 
to the Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy chair. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
The Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy Fellowship program 
consists of online and weekend-based courses in an accelerated 
eight-week model. 
Fellowship requires a Capstone project and successful com-
pletion of DPT 790T -Clinical Fellowship Practicum. 
Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy students and Fellowship stu-
dents are held to the same academic progression and standing 
requirements as the Doctor of Physical Therapy student. 
COURSE OVERLOAD 
Because students in the Fellowship program are expected to be 
practicing as a physical therapist while in the program, students will 
typically not take more than two courses per eight-week session. 
TRANSFER OF CREDITS 
It is likely that some individuals will be able to transfer credits from 
other universities. The Department of Physical Therapy considers 
these requests using established Regis University guidelines that 
perm1t students completing graduate degrees to transfer in up to 
20% of total credits toward a graduate degree. Maximum transfer 
credit allowed for the Fellowship option is three semester hours. 
AWARDED CREDITS 
In general there are no awarded credits for Core Fellowship cours-
es. Please refer to the Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy sec-
tion of this Bulletin if concurrently enrolled in the Transition 
Doctor of Physical Therapy Program. 
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For additional policies related to Academic Progression, Academic 
Withdrawal and Academic Standing and Penalty students should 
refer to the Doctor of Physical Therapy section of th1s Bulletm. 
TRANSITION DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY FELLOWSHIP 
Core ReqUirements 18 SH 
OPT 741T-Management of Lumbosacral Disorders 3 SH 
OPT 7 42T -Management of Cervical and Thoracic Disorders 3 SH 
OPT 745T-Management of Lower Extremity Disorders 3 SH 
OPT 746T-Management of Upper Extremity Disorders 3 SH 
OPT 180T-V1rtual Rounds 3 SH 
OPT 790T-Ciimcal Fellowship Pract1cum 3 SH 
NOTE: Please refer to the Transition Doctor of Phys1cal Therapy section of this 
Bulletm for additional Core course requirements 1f concurrently enrolled in the 
TransitiOn Doctor of Phys1cal Therapy Program 
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R E GIS UNIVERSITY BULLETIN 
SCHOOL FOR PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
CAM PUS SITES -----------------------






Denver North (Lowell Campus) 
Denver Tech Center 
Fort Collins 
lnterlocken at Broomfield 
Longmont 
Las Vegas (Henderson and Summerlin Campuses) 
SPS CERTIFICATE AND DEGREE 
OFFERINGS 
UNDERGRADUATE 
SPS Undergraduate Program 
Regis University 
Adult Learning Center 
Mail Code: L-12 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, CO 80221-1 099 
303-458-4300 SPS Undergraduate Program 
1-800-967-3237 SPS Undergraduate Program (toll free) 
303-964-5539 Fax 
The School for Professional Studies offers undergraduate degrees with 
majors in the following areas. Students should consult a program rep-
resentative for available learning formats and campus locations. 
BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
Specializations 



























Academic Religious Studies 
Catholic Studies 



















Computer fnformatton Systems 
Specializations: 
Enterprise and Web Application Engineering 
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SPS Graduate Programs 
Regis University 
Adult Learning Center 
Mail Code: L-16 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, CO 80221-1099 
303-458-4302 SPS Graduate Programs 
1-800-727-6399 SPS Graduate Programs (toll free) 
303-964-5538 Fax 
The School for Professional Studies Graduate Programs offers 
seven graduate degrees and 23 graduate certificates. Students 
should consult a program representative for available learning for-
mats and campus locations. 
Each graduate degree is designed to address the educational 
needs of adult learners. The degrees vary in format, content, and 
delivery systems, but they share a common commitment to a high 
quality, value-centered educational experience for adults. 
Seven degrees may be pursued at the Regis University Lowell 
campus in Denver, at sites in addition to the Lowell campus, or 
online. One degree (MAl is non-campus based, but requires limit-
ed instructional time at the Lowell campus. The external Master of 
Business Administration, Master of Science in Computer 
Information Technology, Master of Science in Management, and 
the Master of Nonprofit Management may be earned entirely 
through distance technology. The Master of Science m Software 
and Information Systems is offered by Regis University and the 
National University of Ireland, Galway utilizing the online format. 
The history, objectives, format, and content of each degree are 
described in the sect1on for that degree. 
MASTER OF ARTS (MA) 




MASTER OF ARTS IN COUNSELING (MACP) 
Specialization 
Marriage and Family Therapy* 
Academic Certificate 
Post Graduate Marriage and Family Certificate* 
* Las Vegas, Nevada, campuses only. 
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MBA) 
Specialization 
Business of Government 
Electronic Business 
Finance and Accountmg 
General 









MASTER OF NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT (MNM) 
Academic Certificates 





Social Justice, Peace, and Reconciliation 









Database Administration with IBM DB2 'M 
Database Administration with Oracle 'M 
Database Development 
Enterprise Java Software Development 
Executive Information Technologies 
Information Assurance 
Software Engineering 
Storage Area Networks 
Systems Engineering 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT (MSM) 
Specialization 
Computer Information Technology 
Federal Leadership and Management 
Human Resource Management 
Organizational Leadership 
Project Leadership and Management 
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Executive International Management 
Executive Leadership 
Executive Project Management 
Strategic Business Management 
Strategic Human Resource Integration 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE AND INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS (MSSIS) 
TEACHER EDUCATION 
SPS Teacher Education Program 
Regis University 
Adult Learning Center 
Mail Code: K-10 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, CO 8022 1-1099 
303-964-5546 
303-964-5476 Fax 
The following licensure/certification options are available at the 
undergraduate and graduate levels: 






English Language Arts 




Speech Communication Arts 
Art 
Instructional Technology K-12 (pending State approval) 
Linguistically Diverse Education 
Music 
Special Education 
Early Childhood: Ages 0-5 
Generalist: Ages 5-21 (pending State approval) 
Reading Teacher (K 12, Elementary, Secondary) 
The following endorsement opt1ons are available at the Graduate 
level only: 
Early Childhood Special Education 
Instructional Technology K-12 (pending State approval ) 
Linguistically Diverse Education 
Principal Licensure 
Reading Teacher (pending CDE approval) 
Special Education, Generalist 
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MASTER OF EDUCATION (M.Ed.) NON-LICENSURE 
Specializations 
Adult Learning, Training and Development 
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SCHOOL FOR PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Policies in the General Information section apply to the School for 
Professional Studies (SPS) unless indicated in this section. 
MISSION 
The School for Professional Studies offers innovative, accelerated 
higher educat1on for adult learners to meet their academic, profes-
SIOnal and personal goals. 
In light of the Reg1s University Mission, which examines the ques-
tions "How ought we to live?" we inspire and challenge a diverse 
community of students, faculty and staff to: 
Th1nk skillfully, log1cally and critically, 
search for truth, values and a just existence, and 
gain knowledge and abilities necessary for distinguished pro-
fessional work and leadership in service to others. 
PURPOSE 
The School for Professional Studies develops and administers 
undergraduate and graduate degree programs, certificates, credit 
courses, and non-credit courses for both traditional and nontradi-
tional learners. These offerings tailor learning to the adult learner 
through classroom-based, guided independent study, or as dis-
tance learning delivery. The School for Professional Studies 1s 
structured to serve two general groups: those who wish to com-
plete a program leading to a degree and those who seek special-
ized traming or knowledge to increase their competence in the1r 
current occupation or profession or to prepare themselves for a 
new occupation or profession. 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The Regis University School for Professional Studies recognizes that 
lifelong learning is integral to professional growth. No longer can the 
working professional survive on the assumption that the completion 
of a formal program in a prescribed number of years is adequate 
preparation for a lifetime of work. This concept must give way to a 
concept of lifelong education as an integral part of a career. 
The teaching/learning theories and strategies of the School for 
Professional Studies are drawn from the growing field of andra-
gogy-the art and science of helping adults learn. In particular, four 
assumptions drawn from the work of Malcolm Knowles are imple-
mented in programs offered by the School for Professional Studies. 
Changes in Self-Concept: As people grow and mature their self-con-
cept moves from one of dependency to one of increasing self-directed-
ness. Adult learners are accustomed to making important decisions in 
their personal and professional lives. An educational program that 
see~s to meet adult learners on a psychologically sound and healthy 
bas1s must encourage increasing self-directedness. 
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Role of Experience: As individuals mature, they accumulate an 
expanding reservoir of experience that causes them to be increas-
ingly rich resources for learning. At the same time, this reservoir 
of experience provides them with a broadening base from which 
to relate new learning. Studies of cognitive changes in the adult 
years give evidence that both programmed and unprogrammed 
experiences produce deep-seated changes in the way adults 
approach their thinking. Accordingly, for adult learners, effective 
education demands increasing emphasis on experiential tech-
niques that tap this experience. 
Readiness to Learn: As individuals mature, their readiness to learn 
IS decreasingly the product of biological development and academ-
ic pressures and is increasingly the product of the developmental 
tasks required for the performance of their evolving social roles. 
Adults, then, develop as workers, spouses, parents, organizational 
members and leaders, leisure time users and the like. There is no 
assumption that one has to sit passively by and wait for readiness 
to develop naturally. There are ways to stimulate readiness to learn 
through exposure to better models of performance, higher levels of 
aspiration and self-diagnostic procedures. 
Orientations to Learning: Adults tend to have a problem-centered 
orientation to learning. While much of a child's education is one 
of postponed application, adults come to education because they 
are expenencing some need to improve their capabilities and 
demonstrate their competencies with some immediacy. Adult stu-
dents want to apply tomorrow what they learn today. 
SERVICE LEARNING 
Service Learning is a form of experiential education in which stu-
dents engage in activities that address human and community 
needs together with structured opportunities intentionally designed 
to promote student learning and development. Service Learning 
joins two complex concepts: community action, the "service" and 
efforts learned from that action and connect what is learned to 
existing knowledge, the "learning." Community service becomes 
service learning when it is connected to classroom curriculum and 
activities and contains opportunities for students to reflect on their 
experiences, thus allowing for consciousness raising and systemic 
change. This is particularly true for Jesuit education that has for 
centuries held a mission of forming men and women who seek to 
transform the world through service to others. 
The School for Professional Studies Serv1ce Learning program 
seeks to assist SPS faculty in integrating social justice and serv1ce 
learning concepts and activities across the curriculum 1n under-
graduate and graduate programs. The Service Learning program in 
SPS houses information regarding service learning opportunities 
for faculty, students and staff including a database of service 
opportunities and resources for curricular information. The SPS 
Office of Service Learning offers site referrals and consultation, 
faculty development, resource development, service learning 
newsletter, and evaluation . 
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STUDENT LIFE 
The following includes information specific for SPS students. 
illii..,""; Additional information in this area is located in the General 
Information sect1on of this Bulletin, under the same heading. 
UNIVERSITY MINISTRY 
University Ministry, with offices at the Denver Lowell campus, 
serves the entire University community. Its goal is to assist the 
members of the Regis community in their search for, experience 
with, and celebration of a life of faith. University Ministry strives 
to provide the following services: daily and Sunday celebration of 
the Eucharist, availability of tne sacraments, days and evenings of 
recollection, spec1al prayer and liturgical services, spiritual direc-
tion and advising, forums and interdisciplinary ventures, retreats, 
and assistance to persons experiencing grief. 
CAREER SERVICES 
The Career Services department at Regis University offers SPS 
undergraduate and graduate students a full spectrum of career 
services including resume crit1ques, job search strategies, career 
fairs, networking resources, and activities to assist in career and 
education decision making. Appointments at the distance sites are 
available. Workshops on JOb search topics are held each semester. 
For more information on these activities and to see our job list-
ings, go to our website at www.reg1s.edu. For an appointment or 
workshop schedule, call 303-458-3508. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
For information on student responsibility, types of credit accepted, 
and student records, students should refer to the Academic 
Information section in the Regis University General Information 
section of this Bulletin. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
The School for Professional Studies welcomes international stu-
dents. However, the curriculum places heavy emphasis on English 
reading, speaking and writing skills. No exceptions to degree 
requirements are made. 
Admission 
All international students must complete the general admission 
requirements for the program of interest and also the following 
requirements: 
Submission of an official score report of Test of English as a 
Fore1gn Language (TOEFL) with a minimum score of 550 
(paper-based) or 213 (computer-based) minimum essay 
(TWE) score of 5, or the approved web- Internet-based 
TOEFL total score of 82 with total minimum scores of: 24 
Writing, 20 Speaking, 22 Reading, 16 Listening. If the 
admissions officer determines through an alternate formal 
English language proficiency assessment that the student has 
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the necessary language proficiency, the requirement for sub-
mission of the TOEFL may be waived by the appropriate 
School for Professional Studies program dean. 
A course-by-course evaluation of all international academic 
credentials from a credential evaluation service approved by 
the School for Professional Studies. 
Submission of documentation to the program office of finan-
cial ability to pay one year's expenses, including tuition, fees, 
living expenses, etc., and demonstrate adequate coverage for 
Health Insurance in the United States, for issuance of an 1-20 
by the Registrar's office. An 1-20 cannot be issued until the 
student has been admitted by the University. 
Additional English instruction may be required on or after admis-
sion to the program to ensure success in completing course work. 
To ensure enough time for the processing of international student 
applications, it is recommended that international students apply 
no later than four weeks before the academic period for which 
enrollment is intended. Application received later may not be 
processed in time and may have to be held for the following aca-
demic period. All documents submitted during the application 
process become the property of Regis University. Additional infor-
mation on International Student Admission can be accessed at 
www.regis.edu. 
FINANCIAL AID 
For information on application, eligibility requirements, and avail-
able funding, students should refer to the Financial Aid 
Information in the Reg1s University General Information section of 
this Bulletin. 
PAYMENT OF TUITION AND OTHER CHARGES 
Registrat1on confirmations and invoices for related charges are 
mailed to students by the Student Accounts office. Payment of the 
charges is expected before the end of the first week of the academ-
ic period. There are several payment options, and Regis personnel 
are available at many Regis sites to collect payment. For payment 
option information, students may call 1 800 388-2366, Ext. 
4126, or locally 303-458-4126 or go to www.reg1s.edu for a copy 
of "Paying Your Tuition at Reg1s University." Additional information 
is also listed in the General Information section of this Bulletin 
under the "Tuition, Fees, Room and Board Charges" heading. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
An official evaluat1on of transfer credit will be completed only after 
all admissions requirements have been met, formal admission to the 
University has been granted, and the student has submitted the 
required official credentials. Any evaluation of transfer credit com-
pleted prior to meeting all these conditions is considered unofficial. 
Transfer cred1t policies vary for undergraduate and graduate pro-
grams in the School for Professional Studies. In order to ensure 
acceptance of transfer credit from other institutions once students 
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are enrolled at Regis Un1vers ty, all transfer courses need prior 
approval of an undergraduate faculty advisor, graduate faculty 
advisor or designee. Undergraduate transfer credit with a grade of 
"C-" or better is accepted in transfer toward an undergraduate 
degree. Graduate transfer cred1t with a grade of "B-" or better is 
considered for transfer toward a graduate degree. For additional 
mformation on transfer credit, students should refer to the Transfer 
Credit Information m the Regts University General Information sec-
tion of this Bulletin. 
REGISTRATION 
The course schedules in the School for Professional Studies are orig-
inated by the respective programs of the School. Course registration 
occurs through the Operations and Administrative Services 
Department. Students may register online via WebAdvisor, in per-
son, by phone, fax, e-mail, or mail. Students may register and pay 
at any Regis University site. Students registering for Online MBA 
courses are required to pay and register through University Alliance. 
ADD/DROP 
School for Professional Studies students may drop a course 
through the end of the published add/drop period via online, in 
person, by phone, e-mail, mail or fax at any Regis University site. 
When students drop a course within the add/drop period, the 
course does not appear on the transcript and tuition charges are 
credited to the account. Students that are registered for a course 
but are absent from the first c ass meeting without giving prior 
notice to the instructor may be dropped and students are notified 
by the SPS Operations and Administrative Services Department 
regarding their status. 
WITHDRAWAL 
Students are permitted to withdraw from an individual course, from 
all courses for an academic period, or from their program without 
academic penalty. Students may withdraw from a course(s) for the 
current term beginning the first business day following the 
add/drop deadline through the last day of class as determined by 
Regis University. If a student w,thdraws from a course(s), a grade 
of "W" is posted on the transcnpt but is not calculated in the grade 
point average. Tuition only (not fees and books) is refunded in 
accordance with University Policy. The date the Course Withdrawal 
form is rece1ved by Reg1s University or that a withdrawal request is 
rece1ved by phone will be used to determine that rate of refund, if 
applicable. Information about withdrawal procedures and tuition 
refund is available from SPS Operations and Administration 303-
458-7 420 or 1-800-568-8932. 
CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT IN OTHER REGIS PROGRAMS 
Concurrent enrollment is defined as taking courses simultaneously 
in more than one Regis University school. Students may take cours-
es m multiple programs within schools to fulfill degree requirements 
for graduation. Students wishing to cross-register within the 
University are not required to complete an application; however, 
updated information may be required at the time of registration. 
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School for Professional Studies students may register for courses 
offered in the other two Regis University schools without addition-
al application to Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Profess1ons 
or Regis College. Approval from academic deans or program 
designees is not requtred for most courses. Students must obtain 
approval of their faculty advisor to idenUy appropriate course 
work, ensure it meets program requirements and confirm that the 
student meets prerequisite requirements for the requested course. 
Tuition and fees are charged at the rate of the program offering 
the requested course. 
Some programs may have more restrictive requirements for cross-
registration. Refer to the program information in the appropriate 
degree program selection. 
CROSS-LISTED COURSES 
Some undergraduate courses are cross-listed by two or more 
departments. Students may choose course credit from only one of 
the departments listed, and they must register for the appropriate 
department in wh1ch they wish to receive cred1t. 
CLASS ATTENDANCE 
Students are expected to make every effort to attend all class 
meetings. Attendance standards for individual courses are estab-
lished in writing by the instructor at the first class session. 
Students unable to attend the first class must contact the instruc-
tor ahead of time. Students should refer to specific degree pro-
gram policies for further information. 
Students who do not attend the first night of class, or for online 
courses do not login within the first three days of the class ses-
ston, and do not notify the instructor in advance, risk being 
dropped from the course. 
ATTENDANCE AT FINAL EXAMINATIONS/CLASS 
Final examinations may be given at the end of each academic 
period. Students who miss a final examination, or who fa il to sub-
mit all required work without a JUStifiable excuse, are awarded a 
grade based on all course requirements. Students who are unable 
to take a final examination or complete final course requirements 
for a valid reason (i.e., circumstances beyond the student's con-
trol) must request in writing to the instructor a grade of incom-
plete (1). The "I" grade must be removed within a specified period 
of time or the alternate grade is assigned. More information can 
be found under the "Grade of Incomplete" heading in the General 
Information section of this Bulletin. 
GRADE REPORTS 
All grades are reported at the end of each academic period, at 
which time they become official and are entered on the students' 
permanent records. As of fall semester 2003, grade reports are no 
longer mailed to students; however, grades may be accessed 
online through the WebAdvisor link at www.regis.edu. 
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Additionally, students may request an official grade report via 
phone, fax, e-mail or online. The official grade report is mailed to 
the student's permanent address. Grades cannot be given over the 
phone or e-mailed to the student. 
APPEALS OF DISPUTED GRADES 
Students who wish to dispute a grade earned in a course should 
use the following procedures: 
The student contacts the instructor of the course to request a 
review of the issue. 
If the dispute is not resolved with the instructor, the stuoent 
submits a written request for review of the grade to one of 
the individuals listed below. The written request must be miti-
ated within 60 days after the last official day of the term in 
which the course in question was taken. The request must 
provide rationale indicating why the grade earned is not 
appropriate, and all relevant documentation must be included 
(course syllabus, copies of exams, quizzes, papers, presenta-
tion materials, etc.) The request must include the student's 
name, address, e-mail address, course number, instructor 
name and the term in which the course was completed. 
Graduate Students: degree chair of the Graduate 
Program in which the course was offered. 
Undergraduate Students: Assistant Director of Faculty 
and Curriculum. 
Teacher Education: Graduate or Undergraduate degree chair 
For Graduate students, the degree chair reviews all documen-
tation submitted. If needed, the degree chair contacts the 
student and the instructor to arrange a personal interview. 
The degree chair approves or disapproves the appeal. If the 
degree chair approves the appeal, a Change of Grade form is 
completed and submitted to the Registrar's office. The degree 
chair informs the student and the instructor in writing of the 
decision regarding the appeal. 
In the case of Undergraduate students and Teacher Education 
students, the assistant director of Faculty and Curriculum 
(undergraduate students) or the graduate or undergraduate 
chair (Teacher Education students) will evaluate the appeal. If 
he/she deems the appeal warranted, a review committee will 
be appointed to review the documentation. The committee 
will recommend the appropriate grade to be assigned, and 
this grade will be communicated in writing to both the 
instructor of the course and the student. 
If the grade dispute is not satisfactorily resolved, the student 
may appeal the decision to one of the following individuals as 
appropriate. This written appeal must be submitted within two 
calendar weeks of receipt of the decision in step 3 or 4 above. 
Graduate students may appeal the decision to the pro-
gram dean of Graduate Programs. 
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Undergraduate students may appeal the decision to the 
program dean of Undergraduate Programs. 
Teacher Education students may appeal the decision to 
the program dean of the Teacher Education Program. 
The individual named above will review the proceedings and any 
additional information provided by the student. The decision of 
the individual named above is final. 
GRADUATION 
For information on application, application processing, degree 
award, financial clearance, graduation honors and attendance at 
commencement exercises, students should refer to "Graduation" 
information in the Regis University General Information section of 
th1s Bulletin . 
SPS UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Unless otherwise noted, the School for Professional Studies (SPS) 
Undergraduate Program follows all policies and procedures as stat-
ed in the General Information section of this Bulletin. Supplemental 
information for SPS Undergraduate students is outlined in the fol-
lowing section and in the SPS Undergraduate Guidebook. 
LEARNING FORMATS 
Three learning opt1ons are available for students to earn Regis 
University credit: accelerated classroom-based, guided independ-
ent study, and online. 
ACCELERATED CLASSROOM-BASED 
Accelerated classes are offered in five- and/or eight-week academ-
ic periods. Some sites offer a weekend mtensive format. Most 
courses meet one or two days/evenings each week for a total of 
20 to 32 contact hours. Course learning format, selection, and 
availability vary by campus location. 
Students choosing th1s option usually study a single subject area 
for a concentrated period of time. This course format is based on 
a facilitative model of learning. 
Most accelerated classes require a minimum of 19-25 hours of 
combined study and classroom time each week, depending on the 
course content, course length and the student's learning style. 
While this model allows for degree completion in a shorter period 
of time, there 1s an increased expectation for independent learning 
outside the classroom. 
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GUIDED INDEPENDENT STUDY (GIS) 
In addition to completing courses in the classroom or online, stu-
dents may choose to complete a variety of undergraduate courses 
through an independent study format. In most cases, students will 
complete the same assignments - with a few revisions - as stu-
dents m a classroom-based course. Each course will be taken in 
an eight-week format. Instructors will be chosen from the affiliate 
faculty wi thin the School for Professional Studies. 
Students spend approximately 45 clock hours per credit on each 
course, including planning time, meetings with their instructor, 
and domg the course work. For a three-semester hour course 
completed during an eight-week academic period, this would con-
stitute a minimum of 17 to 20 hours each week. Selected courses 
are offered on the semester calendar. 
REGIS ONLINE 
Regis Online courses are generally offered in an accelerated eight-
week format over the Internet. These courses are des1gned to pro-
vide an interactive learning experience for students. Faculty and 
students communicate and collaborate through online discussions 
and e-ma1l. Course matenals generally include textbook(s) and 
online workshops. The followmg majors are offered online: 
accounting, business administration, communication, computer 
information systems, computer networking, computer science, 
finance, human resource management, organization development, 
and public admimstrat1on. Additionally, the Bachelor of Applied 
Science Business of Government and Management specialization 
is offered online. 
Lifestyle issues-includtng vanable work schedules, fam1ly respon-
sibilities, physical limitations or geographical inaccessibility-
make this a viable option for adults pursuing higher educational 
goals. Regis Online courses primarily focus on the completion of a 
degree however many of the courses may be approved to apply 
toward other majors. 
Online students need to have computer equipment and sk1lls at a 
specified minimum level. Please check with the Undergraduate 
Program for current requirements. Students should allocate a min-
imum of 20 hours each week for completing course assignments 
and participating in online discussions. 
CURRICULUM 
Regardless of format, each course offered through the School for 
Professional Studies Undergraduate Program focuses on course 
object1ves, required learning activities, and outcome evaluation. 
Close attention is given to the integration of theory and practice, 
as well as the opportunity to develop skills and abilities that pre-
pare students for changing demands of the workplace. 
Because effective written and oral communication skills are essen-
tial in both occupational and academic environments, the SPS 
Undergraduate Program emphasizes the development of these skills. 
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FACULTY 
Facilitators, independent study course instructors, and presenters are 
working professionals representing various corporations, businesses 
and organizations. All hold a master's or doctoral degree, and bring 
academ1c theory and current professional experience to the learning 
environment. An assessment process is employed to determine not 
only the knowledge base of each selected faculty member, but also 
his/her abi lity to facilitate the learntng of adult students. 
ACADEMIC ADVISING 
A unique feature of the SPS Undergraduate Program is its empha-
sis on individualized academic advising. Full-time faculty advisors 
are available to assist with course planning and degree develop-
ment as needed. Advisors provide assistance and recommenda-
tions to students from the point of admission through graduation. 
ETHICS STATEMENT 
An integral component of SPS Undergraduate Program courses IS 
student and facilitator/instructor self-disclosure and the use of per-
sonal experience for the purpose of facilitating course work. Each 
student 1s expected to honor confidentiality as it pertains to stu-
dent disclosure. No shared information, comments, or opinions 
expressed by another student or facilitator/instructor in the educa-
tional setting should ever be used in a manner which is intended 
to humiliate, embarrass, harass, damage, or otherwise injure the 
student in his/her personal, public or busmess life. In addition, 
confidentiality must be upheld by not disclosing any information 
which would identify a particular individual or organization. 
An additional integral component of higher education is challeng-
ing one's own perceptions and beliefs regarding the course con-
tent and integrating information as well as understanding oppos-
ing perceptions and beliefs. Thus, students have the right to 
choose how much they will disclose and must also accept the 
responsibility of respecting disclosure of other students and facili-
tators/instructors. 
REGIS UNI VER S I T Y B U LLETI N 
SPS UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM 
CHARGES FOR THE 2006-2007 
ACADEM IC YEAR -------------------------
TUITION 
Classroom-based (per semester hour) 
Guided Independent Study (per semester hour, 
includes course consultant stipend of 
$107 per semester hour) 
Online Courses (per semester hour) 
FEES 
Application Fee (non-refundable) Undergraduate 
degree and nondegree-seeking 
Challenge Exam Fee (per semester hour) 
CLEP Exam Fee (per exam) 
DANTES Exam Fee (per exam) 









The tuition, fees and other charges previously described are good-
faith projections for the academic year. They are, however, subject 
to change from one academic term to the next as deemed neces-
sary by the University in order to meet its financial commitments 
and to fulfill its role and mission. 
ADM ISSION --------------------------------
Degree-seeking applicants who wrsh to matriculate in the SPS 
Undergraduate Program must possess a high school diploma or its 
equivalent, a minimum of 30 semester hours of transferable 
course work from a regionally accredited college or university, and 
three years of post high school work experience to be granted full 
admission status. 
Applicants are required to submit: 
A completed application for admission and designated appli-
cation fee. 
Official copies of transcripts for evaluation of transfer credit at 
the time of application. Students must request official tran-
scripts from all institutions previously attended. Applicants 
are encouraged to submit copies of transcnpts with the appli-
cation for admission. 
Official high school transcripts or GED scores are required if 
the applicant is enrolling in college for the first time. 
If applicable, CLEP, PEP and/or DANTES scores, notarized mil-
itary records, training certificates, professional training licenses 
or certificates that have been evaluated by the American 
Council on Education or by the Drrectory of the National 
Program on Noncollegiate sponsored instruction (PONS!). 
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A writing sample within 10 days after the rece1pt of the 
application by Regrs University. 
FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS 
Applicants who do not possess 30 transferable semester hours of 
coursework from a regionally accredited college or university must 
be considered for admission as first-year students. First-year stu-
dents must meet the following requirements until the minimum 
30 collegiate semester hours have been met: 
Enroll in and successfully complete (grade "C" or better) EN 
200-Essentlals of Effective Writing or another appropriate 
writing course during the first three terms of attendance. (The 
appropriate writing course is determined from results of writ-
ing sample.) 
Enroll in and successfully complete (grade "C" or better) ED 
205-Adult Learnrng or equivalent course dunng the first 
three terms of attendance. 
Maintain a cumulative Grade Point Average of 2.000 or better. 
The Marketing and New Student Enrollment department will regis-
ter the student for his/her first course. All additional course regis-
trations will then be facilitated through the Undergraduate 
Advising department. First-year students are lrmited to enrollment 
in 200 and 300 level courses. 
When a student has met the minimum semester hour require-
ments, the student must contact Advising to request his/her 
admission status be amended from first-year to full acceptance. 
Appeal of Three-Year Work Requirement 
Students who do not meet the minimum work requirement may 
submit a letter of appeal to the undergraduate program dean. The 
letter of appeal should indicate the experiences that the applicant 
feels should be considered as equivalent to the work requirement. 
Upon review of the student's appea, the dean will either approve 
or the student's petition or the student will be denied admission. 
CERTIFICATES AND SPECIAL STUDENT ADMISSION 
Applicants seekrng a Certificate of Completion, an Academic 
Certificate, or specral student status rn the Undergraduate 
Program must submit a completed application for admission and 
the required fee. Additronal documentation rs not required. 
However, if the student intends to matriculate as a degree-seeking 
student, he/she must meet the requirements of degree-seeking 
candidates outlined above. 
RETURNING STUDENTS 
Students who have had to interrupt their Regis University educa-
tion, and who are in good academic and financial standing, may 
return at anytime. 
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For students who do not sign a Degree Plan and/or do not enroll 
in any Regis University courses within one year of acceptance, the 
application for admission expires. Reapplication 1s required; how-
ever no additional admiss1on fee is charged. 
Students who have taken courses and return to the University 
withm five years of leaving do not need to reapply. However, it is 
necessary to request that the student's file be activated by com-
pleting a School for Professional Studies Reactivation form. 
Students returning to the University after a five year or longer 
absence must reapply. No additional admission fee is charged. 
Policies and degree requirements current at the time of reapplica-
tion/reactivation pertam and a new Degree Plan 1s prepared and 
reviewed with the student. 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
SERVICEMEMBERS OPPORTUNITY COLLEGE (SOC) 
Regis University has been designated as an institutional member 
of the Servicemembers Opportunity College (SOC), a group of 
more than 400 colleges and universities providing voluntary post-
secondary education to members of the military throughout the 
world. As a SOC member, Regis University recognizes the unique 
nature of the military lifestyle and is committed to assisting w1th 
transfer of relevant course credits, providing flexible academic res-
idency requirements, and validating experiences as college-level 
traimng from appropriate military training. SOC has been devel-
oped jointly by educational representatives of each of the Armed 
Services, the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and a consortium 
of 13 leading national higher education associations. 
EARNING ACADEMIC CREDIT 
Toward completion of degree, certificate, or licensure/certification 
requirements, students may utilize a combination of the following 
methods for accumulating credit: 
REGIS UNIVERSITY CREDIT 
As defined under the Course Learning Formats heading for the 
SPS Undergraduate Program, students may complete Regis 
University academic course work through any or all of the follow-
ing learning formats: 
accelerated classroom-based courses 
gu1ded independent study (GIS) 
online courses 
Course work acquired through any of these learning formats, as 
well as courses available through Regis College or the Rueckert-
Hartman School for Health Professions, meet the definition of 
Regis University credit. 
All undergraduate students seekmg a bachelor's degree and/or 
teacher licensure/certification are required to complete a minimum 
of 30 semester hours at Regis University. 
:11232 
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CREDIT FOR PRIOR LEARNING 
Many adult students have extensive work or life learning that can 
be documented and evaluated for college credit. The School for 
Professional Studies offers two methods of assessing prior learning: 
Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) 
Regis University, like more than 1,500 other Amen can colleges 
and universities, awards credit for documented, college-level 
learning gained through experience, and/or on-the-job training pro-
grams. A portfolio of prior learning consists of one or more essays 
in which the student demonstrates the knowledge equivalent to 
that gained from a college course. PLA credit may be awarded for 
a wide range of areas of expertise. Students can petition to earn 
credit in any college-level subject area (e.g., business, computers, 
fine arts, creative writing, foreign languages, and photography). 
All students who wish to earn PLA credit must enroll in ED 202-
Prior Learning Assessment (3 semester hours). This course is 
available 10 the accelerated classroom-based format at selected 
Regis campuses or through Reg1s Online. Students also have the 
potential of earning a minimum of three PLA cred1ts at completion 
of this course. 
Students may petition for a maximum of 45 semester hours of 
PLA credit. Both the ED 202 course and subsequent portfolio 
credits are graded on a PasS/No Pass basis by faculty and or sub-
ject matter experts. Cred1ts earned through the PLA process do 
not apply toward the Reg1s University res1dency requirements (30 
semester hours). Students may obtam additional Information from 
the PLA office at 303-458-3531 or 1-800-967-3237 Ext. 3531, 
or our website at www.regis.edu. 
CREDIT BY EXAM 
Students' prior learning may also be assessed through several test-
ing options. Two nationally standardized exams are available: 
College Level Examination Program (CLEP) and Defense Activity for 
Nontraditional Education Support (DANTES). In add1t1on, students 
who have experience in the course content area may be awarded 
credit for courses offered at Reg1s University through Challenge 
Exams. While there is no limit to the amount of credit that can be 
awarded though these testing programs, these credits do not apply 
toward meeting the Regis University residency reqwement. 
Students are advised to review their previous college work with a 
faculty advisor and seek approval prior to taking any examination 
to avoid duplicate or unacceptable credit. 
College Level Examination Program (CLEPJ 
There are over 30 standardized CLEP exams in a wide range of 
academic areas offered nationally through the College Board. Most 
CLEP exams meet specific Regis University degree requirements. 
The most recent Official Handbook for CLEP Examination is avail-
able in most bookstores, mcluding the Regis University Bookstore, 
library and Regis website www.regis.edu. This guide should be 
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used as a reference in preparation for all CLEP exams. Minimum 
scores required for awarding credit are established by the 
University. Students who do not achieve a passing score must 
wa1t six months to retake the exam. 
Defense Activity for Nontradttional Education Support (DANTES) 
Dantes Subject Standardized Tests (DSST) were originally devel· 
oped for military personnel. They are similar to the CLEP exams 
but cover additional subject areas. 
Fact sheets for each DANTES exam are available from the Testing 
Center or Reg1s website. Mm1mum scores required for awarding 
credit are established by the University. Students who do not 
achieve a passing score must wait six months to retake the exam. 
Challenge Exams 
Over 30 exams have been developed by Regis faculty. Business, 
computer science, accounting and speech communications are 
examples of the subject areas offering Challenge Exams. Students 
who wish to take a Challenge Exam are required to have experi-
ence in the subject area that they want to "challenge." Exams are 
graded on a Pass/No Pass basis, and the grade is recorded on the 
student's academic transcript. Student who do not pass the 
Challenge Exam are not eligible to re-take the exam. 
Information for each exam may be obtamed directly from the 
Regis SPS(festing Center, room 103, Adult Learning Center or at 
www. regis.edu. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Reg1s University transfer policies are outlined under the Types of 
Credit Accepted heading in the General Information section of this 
Bulletin. 
The School for Professional Studies accepts credit toward Core, 
lower division major, general elective requirements, and up to half 
of the upper division semester hours required for the major and (if 
applicable) half of the upper semester hours required for the 
minor m transfer credit. A maximum of 98 semester hours may 
transfer toward an undergraduate degree. Once a Degree Plan is 
finalized, all remainmg upper division (advanced) course work 
must be completed at Reg1s. Specific question concerning the 
evaluation of credits should be directed to an faculty advisor. 
In addition to credit transferred from regionally accredited insti-
tutes of higher learning, the SPS Undergraduate Program has 
established provisions for the acceptance of military, business and 
industry training, and technical credit. 
Military Credit 
Credit is awarded upon recommendation of the ACE Guide for 
Educational Experiences m the Armed Services. 
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Business and Industry Training 
Credit is awarded upon recommendation of the American Council 
on Education National Guide for ACE evaluated courses in business 
and industry trainmg programs and The Directory of the National 
Program on Noncollegiate Sponsored Instruction (PONSI). 
Technical Credit 
Technical credit is defined as college-level credit in the practical, 
industrial or mechamcal arts or the applied sciences. The credit 
must come from a reg1onally accredited institution, or from mstitu-
tions with certain national accreditations. A maximum of 24 
semester hours of Technical Occupational Specialty (TOS) credit 
are allowed as transfer credit into the general elective portion of 
the Degree Plan. 
DEGREE PLAN 
The Degree Plan is a written agreement between the student and 
the appropriate SPS Undergraduate Program. It sets forth the aca-
demic requirements for the degree. The Degree Plan is signed by 
the student and an academic advisor. 
The Degree Plan specifies the amount of time during which the 
reqwrements for a particular degree must be completed. This peri-
od is determined by the SPS Undergraduate Program and is seven 
years (84 months) from the date the student IS accepted mto the 
Undergraduate Program. Dunng that seven-year period, students 
are permitted to benefit from any changes (e.g., transfer credit 
policy changes; does not include degree requirement changes) 
that were implemented since Degree Plan activation (date of 
acceptance into the program). If the Degree Plan expires before 
the student has completed all degree requirements, the student 
must sign the current Degree Plan and is held to any degree 
requirement changes associated with the current Degree Plan. 
Degree Requirement Categones 
Each Degree Plan is divided into four major categories of course 
work: Core Studies, maJOr, minor (optional) and general elective 
requirements. ' 
Core Studtes Requirements 
Candidates for baccalaureate degrees are reqUired to complete the following 
Core Studies reqwrements: 
Total Core Studies Requtrements 
Oral Communication Skills (pnnc1ples of speech. public speakmg, 
or rhetonc) 
English Composition (college-level composition or freshman wnting) 
Advanced Oral or Wntten Communication (advanced composition. 
advanced public speakmg, or advanced rhetonc) 
uterature/HumambeS (art, art hiStory and theory, film StUdieS, 
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Global Issues (cultural anthropology, cultural geography, 
non-U.S. h1story, foreign language, global area studies, 
comparative econom1c systems, global political economy, 
or intercultural communication) 6 SH 
Social Sciences * (anthropology, communications, current issues, 
econom1cs. education, ethnic studies. htstory, 
political science, psychology, geography, crimmal justice, 
or sociology) 6 SH 
Mathematics (college-level algebra or higher) 3 SH 
Natural Sc1ences (astronomy, atmospheric science, biology, 
biochemistry, chemistry, computer science. ecology, 
environmental sc1ence, geology, oceanography, 
phys1cal geography, or physics) 3 SH 
Philosophy (philosophy, epistemology, or ethics) 6 SH 
Rehgtous Studies (biblical studies. religion. religious studies, 
religion and culture, spirituality, or theology) 6 SH 
* U S. and Nevada Constitution course is reqwed for las Vegas, Nevada, students 
Major ReqUirements 42 SH 
Students must complete a minimum of 42 semester hours in thetr chosen 
field of study. At least 18 semester hours must be at the upper division level. 
Lower division (foundational) courses are designed to offer students a disci-
pline breadth in a particular subject area. These courses are usually taken at 
the freshman and sophomore levels (200 and 300 level). 
Upper d1v1sion courses are destgned to offer students greater depth on a spe-
cific top1c withm the maJor field of study. These courses are usually completed 
at the JUnior and senior levels (400 level) 
Specific requtrements for each major offered through the SPS Undergraduate 
Program are listed in this section of this Bulletin under the Program of Study 
heading. 
Mmor ReqUirements (Opltonal) 12 SH 
A mmor field of study consists of 12 upper division (advanced) semester 
hours from an area of study outside the major discipline. At least s1x of these 
semester hours must be completed through Regis University courses. 
Mmors are available for every approved SPS major listed in the SPS 
Undergraduate Degree Offering section of this Bulletin. In addition, SPS 
Undergraduate students may complete a minor 10 Health Care Admimstration 
(HCA) or Health Information Management (HIM) through the Rueckert-
Hariman School for Health Professions. 
General Elecltves 29 through 41 SH 
The remammg credits required to meet the 128 semester hour requirement for 
a bachelor's degree are known as general electives. This category may also 
be used to earn a second mmor or a second major. 
General electives may include transfer credit that dtd not satisfy other degree 
requtrements, or additional course work students select to complement or 
strengthen the degree program 
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BACCALAUREATE DEG REES 
MAJORS BY BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
For a list of approved Bachelor of Arts majors and Bachelor of Sc1ence 
majors, students should consult the SPS Undergraduate Degree 
Offerings list at the beginning of the SPS section of this Bulletin. 
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
In addition to the completion of the Core Studies academ1c 
requirements, the following are also required of each undergradu-
ate degree candidate in the School for Professional Studies: 
The completion of 128 semester hours of academic work in 
which the candidate has earned a mm1mum cumulative Reg1s 
University grade point average of 2.000. Thirty semester hours 
of the total 128 hours must be at the upper division level. 
• A minimum of 30 semester hours completed at Reg1s 
University. This does not include credits earned through Prior 
Learning Assessment (portfolio or credit by exam). Of these 
30 semester hours, 18 semester hours must be at the upper 
division course level (400 level). 
The completion of a major, consisting of a minimum of 42 
semester hours of courses 1n one subject area. Of the 42 
semester hours, a m1n1mum of 18 semester hours must be at 
the upper division course level (400 level). 
The completion of a minor area is optional. The minor consists of 
12 upper division (400 level) semester hours 1n a discipline out-
side the major that lends support to the development of the major 
and aids students in reaching their ultimate educational objective. 
A grade of "C-" or higher for credit to be counted in the major 
or minor areas. 
Students may transfer up to half of the upper division semes-
ter hours m the major and half in the minor. Once a Degree 
Plan is finalized, all remaining upper divtston (400 Ieveil 
courses must be completed at Regis University. 
Any course taken toward a major may also count toward the 
Core Studies requirements. A smgle course cannot, however, 
satisfy two Core Studies requirements. 
Upper division courses required to meet one major or mino~ 
cannot be counted toward a major or minor in another diSCI-
pline except under the following cond1t1ons: 
In the event the upper diviston requirements for a major 
exceed 18 semester hours, those excess hours may also 
be applied to another major or minor. 
In the event that the upper division requirements for a minor 
exceed 12 upper division semester hours, those excess 
hours may also be applied to another major or minor. 
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Courses that satisfy lower division prerequisites for more 
than one major or minor may be applied to more than 
one major or minor. 
Competence in oral and written communication skills is 
required. Students should be able to express themselves with 
clanty, precision and force, which comes only from a disci-
plined command of words, word usage and grammar. 
CHANGES IN REQUIREMENTS 
The reevaluation of requirements listed in this section is the 
responsibility of Univers1ty councils and the Board of Trustees, and 
is subject to revis1on. The Regis University Bulletin provisions in 
effect at the time of the Degree Plan signing by the student pre-
vail. Those students without a signed Degree Plan are subject to 
changes in policies and requirements as they occur. All students 
wishing to transfer from one major and/or minor to another must 
meet all requirements at the time the transfer is made. 
COURSE LOADS/OVERLOADS 
Students who wish to register for more than two courses in any 
f1ve- or eight-week term, or more than 18 semester hours in one 
semester must rece1ve approval from the SPS Undergraduate 
Advising department. Students must obtain and submit an 
Overload Request form 30 days pnor to taking the overload credit 
to the SPS Undergraduate Advising Department. Students attend-
ing the Nevada campuses should contact 702-990-0375. The 
faculty advisor will: 
Verify that students have a 3.000 grade point average or 
higher. 
Ensure that students have no incomplete grades pending. 
Contact students regarding approval or denial of the request. 
No further overloads are approved if students receive any incom-
plete grades and/or fall below a 3.000 grade point average. 
DEAN'S LIST 
For fall , spring and summer semesters, a Dean's List is created for 
School for Professional Studres undergraduate program students. 
A degree-seeking student who carries a semester load of nine or 
more graded semester hours and who earns a mrnimum semester 
grade point average of 3.850 1s placed on the Dean's List. A stu-
dent who is required during the semester to take a Pass/No Pass 
course-and who also carries six or more graded hours w1th a 
3.850 semester grade point average-is eligible for inclusion on 
the Dean's List. Students who are not required during the semes-
ter to take a Pass/No Pass course but request the PasS/No Pass 
grading option are eligible if they earn a grade of Pass in the 
course and earn a minimum of nine letter-graded semester hours. 
Student who earn a No Pass grade or an Incomplete grade are 
ineligible for the Dean's L1st. 
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ACADEMIC STANDING AND PENALTIES 
GOOD STANDING 
A School for Professional Studies undergraduate student must 
marntain at least a 2.000 cumulative grade point average to be in 
good academic standing. The cumulative grade point average is 
computed by dividing the total number of grade points earned by 
the total number of credit hours attempted. A grade of less than 
"C-" in an upper div1s1on course in the major or minor area is not 
counted toward completion of major of minor requirements. A 
grade of less than "C-" in other courses indicates an academic 
deficiency; however, these courses apply toward graduation. 
PROBATION 
The School for Professional Studies undergraduate student whose 
cumulative grade point average falls below 2.000 at the end of any 
given semester is placed on academic probation. During the next 
semester (fall, spring, summer) of enrollment, the University expects 
the student to raise his/her cumulative grade point average to a 
minimum of 2.000. If the cumulative grade point average remains 
below 2.000, the student may be academically suspended at the 
end of the probationary semester. The student must work closely 
with his/her faculty advisor to determine the number of semester 
hours to be taken during the probationary semester to maximize the 
possibility of earn1ng the required cumulative 2.000 grade point 
average by the end of the semester. Academic probation is recorded 
on the student's permanent academic record (transcript). 
Occasionally, a student's Regis University cumulat1ve grade point 
average is so low that the student finds it mathematically impossi-
ble to attain a 2.000 cumulative grade point average during only 
one semester. In this case, the student may enter 1nto an agreement 
with a faculty advisor of the School for Professional Studies to earn 
a provisional grade point average for the semester. The agreed-upon 
grade point average is set within a range that is a fair and reason-
able expectation for the student. If the provisional semester grade 
point average is earned for the semester, but the student's cumula-
tive grade point average is still below 2.000, the student may be 
permitted to continue on probation rather than be suspended. 
Undergraduate students accepted on probation by the School for 
Professional Studies may be suspended at the completion of their 
first semester of course work if they have not achieved a 2.000 
cumulative grade point average. 
SUSPENSION 
If a School for Professional Studies undergraduate student has 
been placed on academic probation and does not achieve a 2.000 
cumulative grade point average at the end of the next semester of 
enrollment, he/she is suspended. Academic suspension is recorded 
on the student's permanent academic record (transcript). 
Students who are notified of academic suspension for the previous 
semester and who are currently in attendance in a Regis 
University class may complete that class. Any additional registra-
tions will be dropped. 
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After a year, the student may reapply for admission by submitting 
the following: 
A letter requesting readmission and explaining the causes of 
the earlier academic difficulties; and 
An official transcript showing at least 12 semester hours of 
acceptable academic course work completed at a regionally 
accredited college or university. 
DISMISSAL 
Academic dismissal is action taken by Regis University by which 
the student is rendered ineligible to return to Regis Untversity for 
any program of study. For this action to be taken, an undergradu-
ate student must have been suspended, applied for and been 
readmitted to Regis University on academic probation, and failed 
to achieve either the required minimum 2.000 grade point aver-
age or an agreed-upon provisional grade point average. The provi-
sional grade point average is pre-determined by the student and a 
faculty advisor. Academic dismissal is recorded on the permanent 
academic record (transcript). 
SUSPENSION/DISMISSAL APPEAL PROCEDURE 
Upon being notified by letter of suspension or dismissal, students 
who wish to appeal should do the following: 
Write a letter to the program dean stating: 
a Why the student should not be suspended from the pro-
gram or dism1ssed from the University. 
b The student's honest and straightforward assessment of 
how the academ1c problems occurred. 
c Some indication that the student is ready to continue 
serious academic work. 
d Why the student failed to achieve the required grade 
point average. Were there, for example, any extenuating 
circumstances beyond the student's control. 
e The names of the student's advisor or faculty members 
from whom supporting statements may be solicited by 
the student. 
Submit the letter by the deadline stated in the letter of sus-
pension or dismissal. 
Contact the advisor, faculty member, doctors, etc. to discuss 
the case. Any supporting statements from them must be 
received by the same deadline. 
The program dean is mterested in any pertinent information which 
has genume bearing on the matter. The focus is on why the sus-
penston/dtsmissal action should be reversed and why the student 




PROGRAMS OF STUDY 
BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
Total Degree Requirements 128SH 
Core Studies Requirements 45SH 
Foundational Courses 18-36 SH 
Credits from the major area of study earned toward a completed Associate of Applied 
Sctence degree from a regiOnally accredited community college will be counted in the 
Reg~s Umverstly Bachelor of Applied Sctence foundational area. Examples of 
Associate of Applied Science degrees that qualify for transfer into the Bachelor of 
Applied Sctence degree include: 
AddictiOn Studtes 
Computmg and Information Technology 
Criminal Justice 
Emergency Management Planmng 
Fire Sctence 
Hotel, Restaurant and Casino Management 
Interpreter Preparation Program (Deaf Studies) 
Law Enforcement 
Mental Health/Developmental Disabilities 
Paralegal Studies 
Public Security Management 
NOTE: Earned Associate of Applied Science degrees wrth majors in applied occupa-
tional technical areas do not qualify for transfer into the Bachelor of Applied Science 
degree at Regis Umversity 
Upper D1v1s1on Requirements 
BA 407/COM 407-leadership Principles 
BA 411/COM 408--Conflict Management 
BA 479/CS 480-Managing Technology for Business Strategies 
or 
COM 406-Commumcation in a Technological Environment 
COM 400-lntercultural Commumcation 







Ftfteen semester hours selected from one of the following specializations: 
• Business of Government 
PA 400-Public Policy 
PA 410-Public Finance 
PA 430-Community Influences on Government 
PA 450E-W-Topics in Public Management 
PA 495F-Ethtcs m Government 
• Community Interpreting 
BA 462-Managmg Small Business 
or 
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COM 427-Communication Ethics 3 SH SO 476-Soclal Justice 10 the Workplace 3 SH 
COM 4 70-Dec1sion Mak10g and Problem Solv10g 3 SH SO 486-Mass Communication and Soc1ety 3 SH 
COM 487E-W-Commumcation Topics 3 SH 
COM 498N-W-Internshlp in Communication 3 SH Mmor (Optional) 0-12 SH 
• Criminology General Electives 23or35 SH 
COM 427-Communication Ethics 3 SH Thirty-five elective semester hours of general academ1c courses are required if a 
SO 427-Criminal Profiling 3 SH minor is not selected. Technical credits may be used to meetth1s requirement. 
SO 429-Family Violence 3 SH 
SO 433-Violence 10 the Workplace 3 SH BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION 
SO 451-Juvenile Delinquency 3 SH 
• Decision Making 
Total Degree Reqwrements 128SH 
Core Studtes Reqwrements 45SH 
BA 458-Project Management 
or Foundattonal Course 12SH 
COM 426-Group Dynamics 3 SH 
COM 427-Communication Ethics 3 SH COM 280-Communication Theory 3 SH 
COM 441-Team Leadership 3 SH COM 310--lnterpersonal Communication 3 SH 
COM 447 -lnterorganizational CommLnication 3 SH COM 381-Research Methods in Communication 3 SH 
COM 470-Declsion-Making and Prob1em Solving 3 SH COM 427-Communication Ethics 3 SH 
• Educational Interpreting Upper Division Requirements 33SH 
EDFO 405-Perspectives in Education 3 SH COM 493-Senior Capstone 3 SH 
EOFD 420-Teaching the Exceptional Child 10 the Regular Classroom 3 SH 
EDFD 431-Educational Psychology 3 SH Thirty upper division semester hours of Communication electives selected from the 
EOFD 440-Literacy Development 3 SH follow10g: 
• Homeland Secunty and Disaster Response COM 400-lntercultural Communrcabon 3 SH 
COM 401-Nonverbal Communication 3 SH 
SO 445-Homeland Security 3 SH COM 406-Communrcation in a Technolog~cal Environment 3 SH 
SO 446-Perspectives on Terrorism 3 SH COM 407-Leadership Principles 3 SH 
SO 447-lnterorganizational Communtallon 3 SH COM 408---Conflict Management 3 SH 
SO 448-Homeland Secunty Legal and Ethical Issues 3 SH COM 41 0-Strateg~c Leadersh1p 3 SH 
SO 449-Security and Vulnerability 3 SH COM 416-Public Relations 3 SH 
COM 418-0rganrzational Communication 3 SH 
• Management COM 420-Medlation 3 SH 
COM 426-Group Dynamics 3 SH 
BA 452· Management of Human Resources 3 SH COM 433 ·Internal Public Relations 3 SH 
BA 454 Orgamzallonal Behavior 3 SH COM 434 Wnllng for Public Relations 3 SH 
BA 461 Management 3 SH COM 435-Public Relations Campaigns 3 SH 
BA 485-Research Principles and Methods 3 SH COM 436-Event Planmng for Public Relations 3 SH 
BA 495E-Ethical Decision Making in Business 3 SH COM 437-PersuaSIOn.lnfluence and Mot1vat1on 3 SH 
COM 438-Crisis CommunicatiOn 3 SH 
• Pract1cal Psychology COM 441-Team Leadership 3 SH 
COM 44 7 -lnterorgamzabonal Commumcalion 3 SH 
PY 440-Professional Ethics in Psychology 3 SH COM 450-Servant Leadership 3 SH 
PY 441-Soclal Psychology 3 SH COM 451-lnterviewmg Theory and Practice 3 SH 
PY 462-Behavloral and Stress Manai;ement 3 SH COM 466-Negollation 3 SH 
PY 463-Psychology of Intimate Relationships 3 SH COM 470-DeciSIOn Making and Problem Solvng 3 SH 
PY 469-Lifespan Development 3 SH COM 4 7 4 -Advert1sing and Promotion 3 SH 
COM 486-Mass Communication and Soc1ety 3 SH 
• Social Justice COM 498N-W-Internship in Communicabon 3 SH 
COM 427-Communication Ethics 3 SH 
SO 350-Criminology 3 SH 
SO 472-Wealth and Power 3 SH 
2371t; 
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Specialization (Optional) Choose one course from the following: 
• Conflict Management 12 SH BA 495E-Ethlcal DeciSIOn-Making in Business 3 SH 
COM 427-Communication Ethics 3 SH 
COM 408-Contlict Management 3 SH PL 360-Ethics 3 SH 
Nine semester hours selected from the following: Upper D1v1sion Requirements 24SH 
COM 420 -Mediation 3 SH Upper Division Fine Arts, Humanities, literature 9 SH 
COM 426-Group Dynam1cs 3 SH Upper Division Social Science 9 SH 
COM 466-Negotiallon 3 SH HU 493-Senior Capstone 3 SH 
COM 470 Decision-Making and Problem Solving 3 SH Upper Division Elective 3 SH 
• Leadership 12 SH SpecialiZatiOn (Optional) 
COM 407-Leadership Pnnc1ples 3 SH • Catholic Studies 
Nine semester hours selected from the following: CAS 410S--The Arts in Catholic Tradition: Fa1th Traditions 10 L1terature 3 SH 
CAS 420H-Catholic Traditions/Society and Culture: Dimension of 
COM 410-Strategic Leadership 3 SH Contemporary Catholicism 3 SH 
COM 437-Persuasion, Influence and Motivation 3 SH CAS 440S--Catholic Religion and Spiritual Traditions: Jesuit Traditions 3 SH 
COM 441-Team Leadership 3 SH CAS 460S-Peace and Justice 10 Catholic Tradition: Peace and 
COM 450-Servant Leadership 3 SH Justice in Catholic Thought 3 SH 
• Public Relations 12 SH • English 
COM 416- Public Relalions 3 SH Twelve semester hours selected from the following: 
Nine semester hours selected from the following: Ell 405--Professional Persuasive Writing 3 SH 
Ell 435E-Exploration m literature: Women in Literature 3 SH 
COM 433-lntemal Public Relations 3 SH Erl 435F-Exploration in Literature: Fa1th Traditions in Literature 3 SH 
COM 434-Wnting for Public Relations 3 SH EN 435G -Exploration in Literature: Literature of Social Justice 3 SH 
COM 435-Public Relation Campaigns 3 SH Ell 4351-Exploration in literature: American Southwest 3 SH 
COM 436-Event Planning for Public Relations 3 SH Erl 435J-Exploration in Literature: The Bible as literature 3 SH 
COM 438-Crisis Communicalion 3 SH Erl 475-Business Writing 3 SH 
EN 483-Technical Writing 3 SH 
Mmor (OptiOnal) Oor 12 SH 
• lnsh Stud1es 
General Elect1ves 26or 38 SH 
Twelve semester hours selected from the following: 
Thirty-eight elective semester hours of general academic courses are required if a 
mmor IS not chosen. Technical credits may be used to meet this requirement. IRSH 410E-Introduction to Irish Studies: 
Early Christian Ireland 431-1169 3 SH 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN LIBERAL ARTS IRSH 410F-Introduction to Irish Studies: Medieval Ireland 1169-1603 3 SH 
IRSH 410G--Introduction to Irish Studies· 
Total Degree ReqUirements 128SH Early Modern Ireland 1603-1845 3 SH 
IRSH 410H-Introduction to Irish Studies: Modern Ireland 1845-1998 3 SH 
Core Stud1es Reqwements 4SSH IRSH 4101-lntroduction to lnsh Studies: Soc1al and Political 
Change in Contemporary Ireland 3 SH 
Foundallonal Courses 21 SH 
• Philosophy 
EN 325-Research Writing 3 SH 
Tl'telve semester hours selected from the following: HS 240E-W-Western Civilization 6 SH 
Pl250-lntroduction to Philosophy 3 SH 
3 SH SO 200-lntroduction to Soc1ology 3 SH Pl451E-Philosophical Perspectives: Perceptions of Death 
Natural Science/Mathematics 3 SH PL 451F-Philosophical Perspectives: Classical Philosophy 3 SH 
Pl451G--Philosophical Perspectives: Existentialism 3 SH 
Pl485F- Themes in Religion and Philosophy: Ph1losoph1es of Religion 3 SH 
PL 485R-Themes in Religion and Philosophy: Eastern Religions 3 SH 
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• ReligiOus Studies 
Twelve upper division semester hours of Religious Studies or Relig~on and Culture 
courses selected in consultation w1th an advisor. 
Mmor (Opttonal) Oor 12 SH 
General Electtves 26or 38 SH 
Thirty-eight elective hours of general academic courses are required if a mmor is not 
chosen. Technical credit may be used to meet this requirement. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ORGANIZATION 
DEVELOPMENT 
Total Degree Reqwrements 
Core Studtes Reqwrements 
Foundattonal Courses 
BA 215-Pnnclples of Budget and Finance 
BA 250-lntroduction to Busmess 
BA 315 Developing Management Skills 
BA 420-Marketing* 
BA 461 Management* 
BA 481A-Business law I* 
BA 485-Research Principles and Methods* 
EC 330-Principles of Microeconomics 
MT 270-lntroduction to Statistics 
* Lower d1v1sion course work acceptable m transfer. 
Upper D1vts1on Reqwrements 
BA 407-Leadership Principles 
BA 411-Conflict Management 
BA 426-Managing Cultural Diversity 
BA 452-Management of Human Resources 
BA 454-0rgamzational Behavior 
BA 479-Managing Technology for Business Strategies 
BA 493-Senior Capstone 
























Oor 12 SH 
20or 32 SH 
Thirty-two elective hours of general academ1c courses are required 1f a minor is not 
chosen. Technical credit may be used to meet this requirement 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN RELIGIOUS 
STUDIES 
Total Degree Reqwrements 128SH 
Core Stud1es Requirements 45SH 
Foundattonal Courses 
PL 360-Ethics 
RC 220A-World Religious Traditions I 
RC 22GB-World Religious TraditiOns II 
RS 200-lntroduction to Religious Studies 
RS 305-0id Testament Themes 
RS 306-New Testament Themes 
Upper Dtvtston Reqwrements 
RC 400E-Themes in Religion and Culture Religion in America 
RS 40&-Approaches to Biblical Literature 
RS 493-Semor Capstone 
Three semester hours selected from the followmg: 
RC 470E-Adult Spirituality: Adult Spmtual Life and Growth 
RC 470F-Adult Spirituality: Jesuit Traditions 
RC 470G-Adult Spirituality: Spintuality and the Family 
RC 470H-Adult Spirituality: Sp1ntuality and the Community 
RC 4701-Adult Sp1ntuality: Sp1ntuality and the Environment 
RC 470J-Adult Spirituality: Spirituality of Service 
RC 470K Adult Spirituality: Spirituality of Work 
RS 455-Women, Relig1on and Spirituality 
Eighteen semester hours selected from the followmg: 
RC 400E-W-Themes in Relig1on and Culture 
RC 410E-W-American Religious Trad1bons 
RC 412E-W-Themes in Religion and Philosophy 
RC 415-Peace and Justice in Catholic Thought 
RC 458-Judaism 
RC 459-lslam 
RC 470E-W-Adult Sp1ntuality 
RS 401E-W-TopiCS 10 Old Testament Stud1es 
RS 402E-W-Themes in New Testament Studies 
RS 407-Jesus Within Judaism I 
RS 408-Dimensions of Contemporary Catholicism 
RS 422-Jesus of Nazareth 
RS 424-Jesus Within Juda1sm II 
RS 455-Women, Religion and Spirituality 
Specialtzatton (Opftonal) 



































RC 458-Juda,sm 3 SH 
RS 401E-W-Topics in Old Testament Studies 3 SH 
RS 402E-W-Themes in New Testament Studies 3 SH 
RS 422-Jesus of Nazareth 3 SH 
• Catholic Stud1es 
CAS 410$-The Arts in Catholic Tradilion: Fa1th Trad11ions tn Literature 3 SH 
CAS 420H-Catholic Tradilions1Soc1ety and Culture: Dimension of 
Contemporary Catholicism 3 SH 
CAS 440S-Catholic Religion and Sp1ntual Trad1t1ons: Jesuit Trad1t1ons 3 SH 
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CAS 460S-Peace and Justice in Catholic Tradition: Peace and 
Justice in Catholic Thought 
Peace and Social Justice 
RC 410E-American Religious Traditions: Native American 
Religious Traditions 
or 
RC 410F-American Religious Traditions: African American 
Religious Traditions 
RC 415--Peace and Justice in Catholic Thought 
RC 470H-Adult Spirituality Spirituality and the Community 
RC 4701-Adult Spirituality Spirituality and the Environment 
• Spirituality 
RC 470E-Adult Spirituality: Adult Spiritual Life and Growth 
RC 470F- Adult Spirituality: Jesuit Traditions 
RC 470G-Adult Spirituality: Spirituality and the Family 
RC 4 70H-Adult Spirituality: Spirituality and the Community 
RC 4701-Adult Spirituality: Spirituality and the Environment 
RC 470J-Adult Spirituality: Spintuality of Serv1ce 
RC 470K- Adult Spirituality: Spirituality of Work 

















Oor 12 SH 
23 or 35 SH 
Thirty-five elective semester hours of general academic courses are required if a 
minor is not chosen. Technical credits may be used to meet this reqUirement 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Total Degree Reqwrements 
Core Stud1es Reqwrements 
Foundational Courses 
BA 495E- Ethical Decision Making in Business 
or 
COM 427-Communication Ethics 
EC 201-World Economic Issues 
EN 325-Research Writing 
or 
SO 280-Research Methods and Statistics for Soc1al Sc1ences 
HS 240E-W-Western Civilization 
SO 200-lntroducbon to Sociology 
Natural Science or Mathematics 
Upper DiVISIOn Requirements 
Upper Div1s1on Electives 
Upper DivisiOn History or Economics Electives 
Upper Div1s1on Sociology Electives 



















EC 400-Comparative Econom1c Systems 
EC 420-Money and Banking 
EC 440-Labor Relations and Econom1cs 
EC 481-lnternational Economics 
• History 






American Worker 3 SH 
HS 487F-Themes in Historical Perspective: Women in 
American H1story 3 SH 
HS 487G-Themes m H1storical Perspective: History of the 
American Southwest 3 SH 
HS 487H-Themes in Histoncal Perspective: United States 
Military H1story 3 SH 
• Sociology 
Twelve upper division semester hours of Sociology courses selected in consultation 
w1th an advisor. 
Mmor (Optional) Oor 12 SH 
General Eleclives 26or 38 SH 
Thirty-eight elective semester hours of general academic courses are reqUired 1f a 
minor is not chosen. Technical cred1ts may be used to meet this requirement. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING 
Total Degree Reqwrements 
Core Studies Reqwrements 
Foundational Courses 
AC 320A-Principles of Accounting I 
AC 3208-Principles of Accounting II 
AC 410A-Intermediate Accounting I* 
AC 4108-lntermediate Accounting II* 
AC 410C-Intermediate Accounting Ill* 
AC 440-Cost Accounting* 
BA 481A-Business Law I* 
EC 320-Principles of Macroeconomics 
EC 330-Pnnciples of M1croeconom1cs 
MT 270-lntroduction to Statistics 
* Lower division course work acceptable in transfer. 
Upper DIVISIOn Reqwrements 
AC 420-Advanced Accounting 
AC 450A- Income Tax Accounting I 
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AC 460-Governmental and Not-for-Profit Accounting 
AC 480-Auditing Principles and Procedures 
AC 493-Semor Capstone 





Students prepanng for the CPA Exam should complete the followmg 12 semester hours: 
FIN 400-Business Finance 
BA 461-Management 






Oor 12 SH 
20or32 SH 
Thirty-two elective semester hours of general academic courses are required If a 
minor is not chosen. Technrcal credits may be used to meet this requirement. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Total Degree Requirements 128 SH 
Core Stud1es ReqUifements 45 SH 
Foundaflonal Courses 15 SH 
PY 250-General Psychology 3 SH 
PY 280- Research Methods and Statistics for the Social Sciences** 3 SH 
PY 469-Life Span Development* 3 SH 
PY 470-Psychology of Personality* 3 SH 
PY 471-Abnormal Psychology* 3 SH 
* Lower division course work acceptable in transfer. 
** Th1s course w1ll not fulfill the core requirement for a course in mathematiCS. It 1s 
recommended that a student complete MT 270-lntermediate Stat1st1cs or a course 
with similar content. 
Upper DIVIsion Requirements 
PY 440-Professional Ethics in Psychology 
PY 481-Biological Foundations of Human Behavior 





Eighteen upper diVISIOn semester hours of Psychology selected from the following: 
PY 426-Psychology of the Cnmmal Mmd 
PY 427-Criminal Profiling 
PY 428-Children and Violence 
PY 429- Family Violence 
PY 430-Sexual Homicide 
PY 431-Personal Violence, Grieving and Survival 
PY 433-Violence in the Workplace 
PY 441-Social Psychology 
PY 444-The Family 
PY 454 -Cognitive Psychology 












PY 462-Behavioral and Stress Management 
PY 463-Psychology of lnt1mate Relationships 
PY 468-Psychology of Change 
PY 496H-Special Topics in Psychology: Addictive BehaviOr 
PY 496J-Speclal Topics in Psychology: Psychology of Gender 
PY 498N-W-Internship in Psychology 









Oor 12 SH 
29or41 SH 
Forty-one elective hours of general academic courses are required 1f a minor IS not 
chosen. Techn1cal credit may be used to meet this requirement. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
ADMIN I STRATI ON 
Total Degree Requirements 
Core Stud1es Reqwrements 
Foundalional Courses 
AC 320A -Principles of Accounting I 
AC 320B-Pnnciples of Accounting II 
BA 420-Markeling* 
BA 461-Management* 
BA 481A-Business Law I* 
BA 48S- Research Principles and Methods* 
EC 320-Pnnciples of Macroeconomics 
EC 330-Princlples of Microeconomics 
MT 270-lntroducllon to Stalistics 
* Lower division course work acceptable in transfer. 
Upper DIVISIOn Reqwrements 
FIN 430-Buslness Finance 
BA 452-Management of Human Resources 
BA 454-0rgamzabonal Behav1or 
BA 479-Managmg Technology for Business Strategres 
BA 493-Senior Capstone 




















A minrmum of nine upper divis1on semester hours rn an area of specialization are 
requlfed for the Business Administration major. At least one specializatiOn. selected 
from the following list. mu~t be completed. 
• ElectroniC Commerce 
Nine semester hours selected from the followrng: 
BA 406-Managrng Web Technologres 
BA 450-EiectronJC Marketing 
CS 445-Database Management 
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• Finance 
Nine semester hours selected from the followmg: 
EC 481-lnternational Economics 
FIN 420-Advanced Corporate Finance 
FIN 433-Money and Banking 
FIN 435-Fundamentals of Investments 
FIN 440-Financial Analysis, Forecasting and Planning 
FIN 450-Sources of Capital/Capital Markets 
• Human Resource Management 
Nine semester hours selected from the following: 
BA 411--Conflict Management 
BA 418-0rgamzational Commumcation 
BA 426- Managing Cultural Diversity 
BA 440-Labor Relations and Economics 
BA 446-lnterviewing Theory and Practice 
BA 466 Negotiation 
• Management 













BA 407-Leadership Principles 3 SH 
BA 411-Confhct Management 3 SH 
BA 437-Persuaslon, Influence and Mot1vation 3 SH 
BA 441-Team Leadership 3 SH 
BA 458-Pro,ect Management 3 SH 
BA 465-Strategic Management 3 SH 
BA 468-lnternational Business 3 SH 
BA 480E-lssues in Management: Changing Paradigms and Cultures 3 SH 
• Marketing 
Nine semester hours selected from the following: 
BA 416-Public Relations 
BA 421- MarketJng and Management Polic1es 
BA 425--Consumer Behavior 
BA 429-Advertising and Promot1on 
BA 450- Eiectronic Marketmg 
• Public AdministratJon 
EC 320-Principles of Macroeconomics 
PA 200-Government Role on Society 
PA 400-Public Policy 
PA 410-Public Fmance 
PA 430--Community Influences on Government 













There are no specific course reqUirements in the flexible specialization area. The student 
selects mne upper division semester hours of Business Admmistration courses in consultabon 




Students are permitted to earn a double specialization by completing the four upper 
diVISIOn Busmess Administration major courses with nine upper division semester 
hours of courses in each of any two of the five Business Administration specializa-
tio~s for a total of 18 semester hours (Electronic Commerce, Finance, Human 
Resource Management, Management or Marketing). 
Mmor (Optional) Oor 12 SH 
General Elecllves 11or 29SH 
Twenty-nine elective semester hours of general academic courses are reqUJred if a 
minor is not chosen. Technical cred1ts may be used to meet this requirement. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Total Degree Requirements 
Core Studies Requirements 
Foundational Courses 
CS 208--Computer Science Fundamentals 
CS 361--Control Structures 
CS 362- Data Structures 
CS 372 Advanced Programming and Algorithms 
CS 445-Database Management* 
CS 455- ·Management Information Systems* 
MT 270-lntroduction to Stalistics 
or 
MT 320-lntroduclion to Discrete Mathemat1cs 
* Lower division course work acceptable in transfer. 
Upper Div1sion Requirements 
CS 418-EthJcs for the Information Technology Professional 
CS 425-System Analysis and Design 
CS 432-0bject-Oriented Analysis and Design 
CS 450-Data Networks 

















Cofl1plete only one of the following specializations or 12 upper division semester 
hours of Computer Information Systems eleclives: 
• Enterprise and Web Applicahon Eng~neering 
CS 434-0bject-Onented Programmmg Using Java 
CS 459-Workflow Analysis and Groupware 
CS 482-Web Programming and Scripting 
CS 483-Enterprise and Web Application Programmmg 
• lnformabon Systems Security 
CS 430-Dperating Systems 
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CS 465-UNIX Operatmg System 
CS 468-Advanced UNIX 
• ObJect -Onented Programmmg 
CS 434-0bject-Oriented Programm1ng Using Java 
or 
CS 436-0bject-Oriented Programming Using C+ + 
CS 437-Advanced Data and File Structures 
CS 444 - Software Engineering 
Three semester hours selected from t1e following: 
CS 430-0perating Systems 
CS 440-Computer Organ1zation and Architecture 
CS 465-UNIX Operating System 
• Software Engmeering 
CS 444-Software Engmeenng 
CS 448-lnformation Technology Project Management 
CS 460 - Dec1sion Support Systems 
Three semester hours selected from the following: 
CS 434- 0bject-Oriented Programming Usmg Java 3 SH 
CS 436-0bject-Oriented Programming Usmg C++ 3 SH 












Twelve upper division semester hours of Computer lnformat1on Science courses 
selected from the following: 
CS 430-0perating Systems 
CS 433-Computer Systems Security 
CS 434-0bject-Onented Programming Using Java 
CS 436-{}bJect·Oriented Programming Using C++ 
CS 437-Advanced Data and File Structures 
CS 440-Computer Organization and Architecture 
CS 442-Database Programming 
CS 444-Software Engineering 
CS 447-Multi-Media Presentations 
CS 448-lnformation Technology Project Management 
CS 459-Workflow Analysis and Groupware 
CS 460-Decision Support Systems 
CS 465-UNIX Operating System 
CS 468-Advanced UNIX 
CS 482-Web Programming and Scripting 
CS 483-Enterprise and Web Applicabon Programming 
Minor (Optional) 
Choose one of the following Mmors (Optional): 
• Computer Networking 
CN 457-The Internet 
CN 458-lnternetworkmg Dev1ces and Concepts 
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CN 467-Deslgn and Management of Enterpr se Networks 
• E-Security• 
CN 460-Fundamentals of E-Security 
CN 461-Secunty Breaches 
CN 462-Countermeasures 







11 or 23 or 35 SH 
Thirty-five elect1ve semester hours of general academ1c courses are required 1f a 
minor is not chosen. Twenty-three elective semester hours of courses are required 
if a minor IS chosen. Technical credits may be used to meet th1s requirement. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER 
NETWORKING 
Total Degree Requirements 128SH 
Core Stud1es Reqwrements 45SH 
FoundatiOnal Courses 27SH 
CN 300-Fundamentals of Computer Networks 3 SH 
CN 31 0-local Area Networks 3 SH 
CN 315-Wide Area Networks 3 SH 
CN 320-Network Architecture 3 SH 
CS 20~mputer Science Fundamentals 3 SH 
CS 361-Control Structures 3 SH 
CS 362-Data Structures 3 SH 
CS 372-Advanced Programm~ng and Algorithms 3 SH 
MT 270-lntroductlon to Statistics 
or 
MT 320-lntroduction to Discrete Mathematics 3 SH 
Upper DIVISIOn Reqwrements 33 SH 
CS 418-Ethics for the Information Technology Professional 3 SH 
CS 425-System Analysis and Des1gn 3 SH 
CS 430-{)perating Systems 3 SH 
CS 440-Computer Organization and Architecture 3 SH 
CS 493-Senior Capstone 3 SH 
S1x upper d1vision semester hours of Computer Network1ng electives selected 
from the followmg: 
CS 406-Managing Web Technologies 
CS 432-{}bJect-Onented Ana~s1s and Des1gn 
CS 433-Computer Systems Secunty 
CS 434-{}bJect-Onented Programming Usmg Java 
CS 436-0bJect-Oriented Programmmg Us~ng C++ 
CS 445-Database Management 
CS 448-lnformabon Technology Project Management 
CS 455-Management lnformat1on Systems 
CS 459-Workflow Analysis and Groupware 
CS 465-UNIX Operating System 
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In addition to the requirements listed previous~. students must complete one of the 
following specializations: 
• Advanced Networking 
CN 457-The Internet 
CN 458-lnternetworking Devices and Concepts 
CN 466-Protocol Analysts 
CN 467-Destgn and Management of Enterprise Networks 
• E-Security 
CN 460-Fundamentals of E-Security 
CN 461 -Security Breaches 
CN 462 -Countermeasures 












Oor 12 SH 
11 or23 SH 
Twenty-three elective semester hours of general academtc courses are required if a 
minor is not chosen. Technical credits may be used to meet thts requirement. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER 
SCIENCE 
Total Degree ReqUirements 
Core Stud1es ReqUirements 
Foundational Courses 
CS 208---Computer Science Fundamentals 
CS 361--Control Structures 
CS 362-Data Structures 
CS 370--Assembly language 
CS 372- Advanced Programmmg and Algonthms 
CS 375-Computation Theory 
MT 320-lntroduction to Discrete Mathematics 
MT 360A-Calculus I 
MT 360B-Calculus II 
Upper Division Requirements 
CS 418- Ethics for the Information Technology Professional 
CS 430-Qperating Systems 
CS 432--{)b)ect-Oriented Analysis and Design 
CS 434--{)bject-Oriented Programmmg Using Java 
or 
CS 436-0bject-Onented Programmmg Usmg C + + 
CS 440-Computer Organization and Archttecture 
CS 444-Sottware Engmeering 
CS 450-Data Networks 
CS 493- Sentor Capstone 



























Six upper divisiOn semester hours of Computer Science electives selected from the 
following: 
CS 424--Computer Graphics 
CS 425-Systems Analysis and Design 
CS 428--Compiler Theory 
CS 433- -Computer Systems Security 
CS 437-Advanced Data and File Structures 
CS 442-Database Programming 
CS 445-Database Management 
CS 465-UNIX Operating System 
CS 468-Advanced UNIX 
CS 472-Aigorithms Analysis 
CS 4 73-Artificiallntelligence 
MathematicS Minor (Opttonal) 
MT 405-Numerical Methods 
MT 417 -Discrete Mathematical Structures 
MT 445-Advanced Ltnear Algebra 


















9 or 21 SH 
Twenty-one elective semester hours of general academic courses are required if the 
Mathematics minor or another minor is not chosen. Technical credtts may be used to 
· meet this requtrement 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FI NANCE 
Total Degree Requirements 
Core Studies ReqUirements 
FoundatiOnal Courses 
AC 320A -Principles of Accountmg I 
AC 320B-Princtples of Accounting II 
BA 420-Marketing* 
BA 461-Management* 
BA 481A-Business law I* 
BA 485-Research Principles and Methods* 
EC 320-Princtples of Macroeconomics 
EC 330-Principles of Microeconomtcs 
MT 270-lntroduction to Statistics 
* Lower divtsion course work acceptable in transfer. 
Upper Division Requirements 
FIN 400-Business Finance 
FIN 420-Advanced Corporate Finance 
FIN 433-Money and Banking 
FIN 435-Fundamentals of Investments 
FIN 440--Financtal Analysis, Forecasting and Planning 
FIN 450--Sources of Capttai/Capttal Markets 
BA 493-Senior Capstone 
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Mmor (Optional) Oar 12SH 
General Electives 20or32 SH 
Thirty-two elective hours of general academic courses are required 1f a minor is not 
chosen. Technical cred1ts may be used to meet this requirement. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HUMAN 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
--------------------
Total Degree Reqwements 
Core Stud1es Requirements 
FoundabonaiCou~es 
AC 320A- Pnnclples of Accounting I 
AC 320B- Princ1ples of Accounting II 
BA 250-lntroduction to Business 
BA 315-Developing Management Skills 
BA 420- Marketing* 
BA 461- Management* 
EC 330- Pnnciples of Microeconomics 
MT 270- lntroduction to Statistics 
* Lower division course work acceptable in transfer. 
Upper D1vision Requirements 
BA 418-0rgamzational Communication 
BA 426-Managing Cultural D1vers1ty 
BA 440-Labor Relations and Econom1cs 
BA 452-Management of Human Resources 
BA 454- 0rganizational Behavior 
BA 467- Employment law, Compensation and Policy 
BA 479- Managing Technology for Business Strategies 
BA 493- Senlor Capstone 
BA 495E- Ethical Decision Makmg m Business 
Three semester hours selected from the following: 
BA 447- Mulli-Medla Presentations 
BA 458- Project Management 
COM 411- Conflict Management 
COM 451- lntervlewing Theory and Practice 
COM 466-Negotiation 
FIN 400- Busmess Finance 

































Twenty-mne elective semester hours of general academ1c courses are reqwred if a 
mmor is not chosen. Technical credits may be used to meet th1s requirement. 
2006-07 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING 
Total Degree Reqwements 
Core Stud1es Requirements 
Foundational Courses 
AC 320A- Principles of Accounting I 
AC 320B-Princlples of Accounting II 
BA 420-Marketing* 
BA 461-Management* 
BA 48IA-Busmess Law I* 
BA 485-Research Principles and Methods* 
EC 320-Principles of Macroeconomics 
MT 270-lntroduction to Statistics 
* Lower division course work acceptable m transfer. 
Upper Drvis1on Requirements 
BA 421-Markehng and Management Policies 
BA 425-Consumer Behavior 
BA 429-Adverllsing and Promolion 
BA 454-0rganizational Behavior 
BA 465-Strateglc Management 
BA 479-Managing Technology for Busmess Strategies 
BA 493-Senior Capstone 
BA 495E-Ethical Decision Making in Busmess 
























Oar 12 SH 
20or 32 SH 
Th1rty-two elective hours of general academ1c courses are reqUired 1f a mmor is not 
chosen. Techmcal credits may be used to meet this reqUirement. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION 
Total Degree Requirements 
Core Stud1es ReqUirements 
Foundational Cou~es 
BA 461-Management* 
BA 485-Research Principles and Methods 
EC 320-Prmclples of Macroeconom1cs 
EC 330-Principles of M1croeconomics 
MT 270-lntroduction to Statistics 
PA 300-Government Role in Society 
PA 400-Public Policy 
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Upper Div1s1on Reqwrements 
BA 452-Management of Human Resources 
BA 454-0rganizalional Behavior 
BA 458-Project Management 
BA 4 79 Managing Technology for Busmess Strategies 
BA 493-Senior Capstone 
PA 410-Public Finance 
PA 430-Community Influences on Governments 
PA 450E-W-Topics in Public Management 














23or 35 SH 
Thirty-five elective hours of general academic courses are required if a minor is not 
chosen. Technical credtts may be used to meet this requtrement. 
ACADEMIC CERTIFICATES 
Federal Accounting 24 SH 
The Academtc Certificate in Federal Accounting is offered through a collaboration 
between Regis University and Management Concepts (a Vienna, Virginia based train-
ing and consulting firm). Designed to help federal staff working in accounting or 
auditing areas, this combination of courses will strengthen federal financtal manage-
ment skills and satisfy OPM qualification standards for GS-510s and GS-5lls. Reg1s 
and Management Concepts courses completed through this certificate program may 
be applied toward a Bachelor of Science in Accounting degree 
Reqwed Reg1s UmvefSity Courses: 
AC 320A -Principles of Accounting I 
AC 320B-Princtples of Accounting II 
AC 410A-Intermediate Accountmg I 
Six semester hours selected from the following: 
AC 410B-Intermediate Accountmg II 
AC 410C-Intermediate Accounting II 
AC 440-Cost Accounting 
AC 46~overnmental and Not-for-Profit Accountmg 








MC 5000-Preparing Federal Financial Statements I SH 
MC 5091-SFFAS: Statements of Federal Financial 
Accounting Standards 1 SH 
MC 5102-Accounting for Business Operattons in Government 1 SH 
MC Sill-Appropriations Law Seminar 2 SH 
MC 5113-Fundamental Accounting Procedures in Federal Agencies 1 SH 
MC 5115-U.S. Standard General Ledger 1 SH 
MC 5117-Federal Fmancial Management Systems Requirements 1 SH 




EC 320-Principles of Macroeconomics 
PA 300-Government Role in Society 
PA 400-Public Policy 
PA 410-Public Finance 
PA 430-Commumty Influences in Government 









A minor field of study consists of 12 upper divtsion (advanced) 
semester hours from an area of study outside the major discipline. 
At least six of these semester hours must be completed through 
Regis University courses. A split minor, 12 semester hours of 400-
level credit from two areas with six semester hours in each area, 
may also be earned in consultation with an academic advisor. 
Minors are available for every approved SPS major listed in the 
SPS Undergraduate Degree Offerings section of this Bulletin. In 
additron, students may complete a minor in Health Care 
Administration (HCA) or Health lnformatton Management (HIM) 
through the Rueckert-Hariman School for Health Professions. 
AVAILABLE RUECKERT-HARTMAN SCHOOL FOR HEALTH 
PROFESSIONS MINORS 
The Rueckert-Hariman School for Health Professions offers stu-
dents m the SPS Undergraduate Program an opportunity for a 
minor in Health Care Administration or a minor in Health 
Information Management. Cross-enrollment for courses offered by 
the Rueckert-Hariman School for Health Professions may be com-
pleted following appropriate consultation with a faculty advisor. 
The Health Care Administration minor is offered online. Whtle 
these mmors are especially complementary to the Business 
Administration major and the Public Administration major, they 
are options for any student. 
HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT MINOR REQUIREMENTS 12 SH 
Prerequ1s1tes 
HIM 313-lntroduction to Health Information Management 
MT 270-lntroductton to Statistics 
Upper DIVISIOn Requirements 
HIM 423/HCA 423-Legal Aspects of Health Services 
HIM 425/HCA 425-Quality Improvement in Health Care Settings 
HIM 450-Health Care Information Systems 
HIM 460-Health Stattstics and Research Methods 
HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION MINOR REQUIREMENTS 
HCA 408-Health Care Policy 
HCA 410-Health Care Delivery Systems 
HCA 423-Legal Aspects of Health Services 
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PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING 
TRACK/ MBA 
The Professional Accounting Track (PAT) constitutes a collabora-
tive effort among the faculty of the Regis College Division of 
Business and the School for Professtonal Studies. Thts program 
prepares students to take the CPA and/or CMA exam. By combin-
ing the resources (course offenngs and faculty) of Regis College 
and the School for Professional Studies graduate program, stu-
dents receive a Bachelor of Science in Accounting and an MBA 
degree upon completion of the program. 
ADMISSION 
Students are required to meet certain standards to complete this 
program. Upon r~aching junior standing, students are required to 
initiate a request (application) for continuation in this program. The 
application process includes the following minimum requtrements: 
A writing sample, 
grade point average review; and 
personal interviews with undergraduate and graduate advisors. 
Depending on the outcomes of these minimum requirements for 
continuation, other requirements may be necessary; for example, 
the GMAT, certain course work, or additional interviews. The stu-
dent's MBA advisor will make the final decision concerning the 
student's continuation. 
TUITION AND FEES 
The Regis College Undergraduate Program charges per semester 
are listed in the Regis College section under the Undergraduate 
Program Expenses heading of this Bulletin. MBA Program charges 
are listed in the SPS Graduate section under the MBA Program 
Charges heading. 
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING TRACIVMBA REQUIREMENTS 158 SH 
Total Undergraduate Requirements 128 SH 
Core Studies Reqwrement 
Foundational Courses 
AC 320A- Principles of Accountmg I 
AC 320B- Principles of Accounting II 
AC 410A- Intermediate Accountmg I* 
AC 4108-lntermediate Accounting II* 
AC 410C lntermedtate Accounting Ill* 
AC 440 -Cost Accounting * 
BA 481A - Business Law I* 
EC 320-Principles of Macroeconomics 
EC 330-Principles of Mtcroeconomtcs 
MT 270- lntroduction to Statistics 













Upper OIVISIOn Reqwrements 
AC 420-Advanced Accountmg 
AC 450A- Income Tax Accounting I 
AC 450B- Income Tax Accounting II 
AC 460-Governmental and Not-for-Profit Accounting 
AC 480- Audtting Principles and Procedures 
AC 493-Semor Capstone 
BA 495E-Ethtcal Decision Making in Busmess 
BA 420-Markebng 
















Twenty-three elective semester hours of general academic courses are required. 
Technical credits may be used to meet thts requirement. 
Total MBA Reqwrements JOSH 
In addttion to the requirements for the undergraduate accounting major listed previ-
ously, students tn the Professional AccountmgtMBA Track also complete the requtre-
ments for an MBA: Ftnance and Accounting Spectalizalion found under the MBA 
Degree ReqUirements sectton 10 thts Bulletin. 
SPS UNDERGRADUATE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS .......... . ......................... --....... ......................... ......... ..... .. ... . 
ACCOUNTING (AC) 
AC 320A. PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I (3).1ntroduces bastc accounting pnnciples 
and procedures for sole propnetorshtps. partnershtps and corporations. 
AC 3208. PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING II (3). A conttnualton of AC 320A. 
Prerequtsite(s) AC 320A. 
AC 410A. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I (3). Provides an tn-depth study of financial 
accountm& 101 luding theory and problems. Dtscusses recent developments tn 
accounting valuatton and reporting praclices prJmulgated by the leadmg accounting 
orgamzations. Emphastzes assets, ltabtlittes. shareholders equity, mcome determma-
lton and preparation and analysis of financial s:atements. PrereqUtsite(s): AC 320B. 
AC 4108. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING II (3). Provides an in-depth study of finan-
ctal accountmg toptcs. tncluding theory and problems. Prerequistte(s): AC 410A. 
AC 410C. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING Ill (3). A continuation of AC 410A and 410B, 
gomg beyond pre~rabon and analysts of financial statements. Focuses on accounting 
for penstons. accounting for leases, statement of cash flows. full dtsclosure of account-
ing transacltons and reporting accounbng mformation m light of changmg pnce levels 
(inflation. deflation. replacement cost. fluctuatmg dollar, etc.). Prerequistte(s): AC 410B. 
AC 420. ADVANCED ACCOUNTING (3). Accounttng principles and procedures as 
applied to spt~etal areas includtng partnerships, corporate liquidations, estates and 
trusts. foreign currency accounting. segment accounting. installment sales and con-
signments and home office and branch operalio1s. Prerequisite(s): AC 410C. 
AC 440. COST ACCOUNTING (3). Provtdes an in-depth study of cost and manage-
ment accounting procedures and techmques. Emphasizes current topics from CPA 
exammabons. Prerequisite(s); AC 320B. 
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AC 450A. INCOME TAX ACCOUNTING I (3). Studies rncome tax laws and regulations 
as they pertain to rndiv1duals. partnerships, corporations, estates and trusts 
Prerequis1te(sl: AC 320B. 
AC 450B. INCOME TAX ACCOUNTING II (3). A contrnuation of AC 450A. 
Prerequisite(s): AC 450A. 
AC 460. GOVERNMENTAL AND NOT-FOR-PROFIT ACCOUNTING (3). Accounting prin-
Ciples and procedures as applied to governmental and nonprofit organizations. includ-
ing hospitals. colleges and universities, and health and welfare organizations. 
PrereqUisite(s): AC 320B. 
AC 480. AUDITING PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES (3). Studies auditing pnnciples and 
objectives 1n relationship to auditing standards and procedures. Prerequisite(s): AC 410C. 
AC 493. SENIOR CAPSTONE (3-6). Provides the culminating experience of the major. 
focusrng on rntegration and application of theory through research. Must be complet-
ed as graded course work at Regis University. Prerequisite(s): Majors only and senior 
standing. NOTE: Successful completion of eighteen (18) upper division Accounting 
semester hours required. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (BA) 
BA 206. BUSINESS SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS (3). Introduces software typically 
used rn busrness or professional environments. Emphasizes the application of soft-
ware tools to busrness needs. Cross hstrng: CS 206. 
BA 215. PRINCIPLES OF BUDGET AND FINANCE (3). Explores development of budg-
ets. how to read and 1nterpret financial reports to better supervise departmental oper-
ations, control costs. set objective prionlles. and improve performance. 
BA 230. INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING (3). Introduces microcomputers and com-
puter systems. Covers categones of software includrng word processing, databases 
and electronic spreadsheets and rnvolves creating and manipulating files. Introduces 
the fundamentals of program design. Cross listing: CS 200. 
BA 250. INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS (3). Explores the contemporary business 
environment by rntroducrng fundamental business concepts rncluding eth1cs, rnterna-
tional business, management. marketing and finance. Provides a solid foundation for 
future business courses and will assist in understanding current business activities. 
BA 298E-W. PRACTICUM (2). Experience in roles or projects under the supervision of 
a professionalrn the spec1fied field to gain experience in a career field new to the stu-
dent NOTE: Portfolio Credit not availab e 
BA 315. DEVELOPING MANAGEMENT SKILLS (3). Introduces effective management 
skills and the1r 1mpact on organizational, team, and rndividual performance. 
Familiarizes students w1th the skills of management such as delegatrng, coaching, 
conflict resolution, stress management problem solving, and buildrng effective teams. 
BA 406. MANAGING WEB TECHNOLOGIES (3). Introduces the web development 
process and client s1de programmrng using Java scnpts. HTTP, CGI and Pert. Prov1des 
concepts of developing interactive web sites. Covers web secunty and e-commerce 
Cross listing: CS 406. 
BA 407. LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES (3). Examines evolution of leadership from a the-
oretical perspective with a focus on contemporary leadership. Topics rnclude: man-
agement versus leadership, gender differences, power and soc1al influence. ethics 
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and values. culture and the key communication competencies of leadership. Requires 
students to evaluate and enhance personal leadership skills and develop a personal 
model of leadership. Cross listing: COM 407. 
BA 410. STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP (3). Explores strategic leadership through discus-
Sion of vision, mission and values. Examrnes how a clear, compelling vision can move 
individuals and organizations towards desired goals. Evaluates strategies that trans-
late vision and mission into action. Cross listing: COM 410. 
BA 411. CONFLICT MANAGEMENT (3). Prepares students to identify. avoid, or man-
age common types of conflicts withrn organizations. Presents communicabon styles 
and strategies for working through conflict Cross listing: COM 408. 
BA 416. PUBLIC RELATIONS (3). Studies the history, purpose and processes of pub-
lic relations. Examines public rela!lons tools and practices. ranging from preparing 
and conducting a public relabons program, setting up a news conference. establish-
ing and running a speaker bureau, designing and producmg a b~chure and editing an 
employee newsletter. Cross listing: COM 416. 
BA 418. ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION (3). Surveys contemporary organiza-
tional communication theories and pract1ces. Investigates issues such as diversity, 
participation, technology. corporate ethics, the environment. and globalizatiOn. 
Cross listing: COM 418. 
BA 420. MARKETING (3). Studies the macro and micro marketing systems and insti-
tutions, domestically and internationally. Includes marketing's role in the global econ-
omy and marketing rn the Umted States emphasizing the development of marketing 
strategies and marketing m1xes 
BA 421. MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT POLICIES (3). Analyzes the use and 
1mpact of marketing procedures such as marketing research, non-price competit1on. 
price competition, advertisrng. selling policies and cho1ce of a channel of distribution. 
BA 425. CONSUMER BEHAVIOR (3). Students analyze tne factors that influence con-
sumer behavior and use th1s knowledge to develop sound marketing strategies for 
goods and services. Prerequisite(s): BA 420. 
BA 426. MANAGING CULTURAL DIVERSITY (3). Provides an in-depth exploration of 
diversity influences in organization. Includes stereotypes and other blocks to equal 
treatment, and the impact of increasing diversity on organizahonal objectives and 
career expectations. 
BA 429. ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION (3). Provides an introduction to advertising 
and promollon principles. Emphasizes personal selling. mass selling and sales pro-
motion. Prerequisite(s): BA 420. Cross lisllng: COM 474. 
BA 430. BUSINESS FINANCE (3). Introduces major topics in managerial finance 
essenllal for understanding how financial managers acqUire and manage a firm's 
assets and how they frnance these assets through debt and equity sources. 
Prerequisite(s): AC 3206. Cross listing: FIN 400. 
BA 433. MONEY AND BANKING (3). Studies the nature and funcllons of money and 
credit, rncludrng an understandrng of the variety and growth of banking functions and 
the influence on banks of Federal Reserve operallons. Examines the relationships 
among money, interest rates, business investment needs, government borrowing and 
the gross national product. Prerequisite(s): EC 320 and EC 330. Cross listing: EC 420 
and FIN 433. 
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BA 435. FUNDAMENTALS OF INVESTMENTS (3). Studies the relationship between 
risk and return in the management of mvestment portfolios. including the analysts of 
stocks. bonds and other securities. Prerequisite(s): BA 430 Cross listing, FIN 435. 
BA 437. PERSUASION, INFLUENCE AND MOTIVATION (3). Exammes the general the-
ones that explain persuasion and one's aoility to mfluence others. Discusses commu-
nication skills, att1tudes and competencies associated w1th persuasion, influence and 
motivation. Enables students to learn and practice powerful persuasion commumca· 
tion skills which will enhance both personal and professtonal success. Cross listing: 
COM 437. 
8A 440. LABOR RELATIONS AND ECONOMICS (3). Examines unemployment. emphastzmg 
1ts causes and possible cures. Prerequistte(s)· EC 320 or EC 330. Cross listing: EC 440. 
BA 441. TEAM LEADERSHIP (3). Examines leadershtp and 1ts 1m pact on team devel-
opment. commumcat1on. quality of dectston-making, and perfonmance. Includes 
course acllvtties and discussiOns that explore types of teams, leadership roles. mem-
ber select1on, team development and culture, trust and collaboration. barriers to per-
formance, performance feedback, and leadmg global teams. Cross listing: COM 441. 
BA 446. INTERVIEWING THEORY AND PRACTICE (3). Cons1ders current interviewing 
theones and techmques m vanous setttngs Includes laboratory experience. Cross 
listmg: COM 451. 
BA 447. MULTI-MEDIA PRESENTATIONS (3). Introduces techmcal appltcat1ons of the 
computer for visual multt· medta presentations that include proper screen design, 
operational effectiveness. visual appeal. and concise wntten and oral communicatton 
skills. Cross listing: CS 447 
BA 450. ELECTRONIC MARKETING (3). Provides in-depth exploration of marketing 
applications through the Internet and other electronic means. Includes web-based 
adverttsmg and promotion, transactton processing, interactive sales, customer serv-
ice, and ethical considerations. Prerequistte(s): BA 420. 
BA 451. PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES: SYMBOLIC LOGIC (3) Focuses on use of 
symbols, formal rules, and theorems m methods of analysts to understand deep 
structure of statements to reduce ambiguity often assoctated with analysts of logic in 
reasoning Cross listing: CS 461 and PL 451H. 
BA 452. MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES (3). Exammes the nature and chal-
lenge of personnel management from mechanics to social responsibility, the orgamza-
bon of a work force and the developmen: and management of human resources 
Studies creating a favorable work envtronment, including management and labor rela-
tions, remunerat1on and security for em~loyees. 
BA 454. ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR (3). Emphasizes organizational envtronment and 
behavior concepts. Focuses on human resources and system ideas, mobvabng employ-
ees. job satisfacbon. leadersh1p, manag~ng change. communication and group process-
es, employee counseling, and interpersonal and group dynamics. Cross listmg: PY 456. 
BA 457. PROJECT MAPPING AND IMPROVEMENT (3).1dentifies methods and tools 
used m the identification. examination a~d improvement of process wtthm an organi-
zation. Focuses on the involvement of vanous elements of an organization to identify 
customer requirements, evaluate current processes against those requirements. and 
lead the effort to make changes to processes. PrereqUtsite(s): BA 458 
BA 458. PROJECT MANAGEMENT (3). Identifies tools and processes of project man-
agement wtth emphasis on orgamzational structures and resources for successful man-
agement Includes tools and techmques for project planmng. staffing. and budgeting. 
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BA 461. MANAGEMENT (3). Provides comprehensrve coverage of managerial pnnct-
ples applicable to numerous activities through a study of fundamental functions of 
management Studies recent developments and their effect upon management and 
management techniques. 
BA 462. MANAGING SMALL BUSINESS (3). Emphasizes fundamental factors con-
cern ~d with the establishment and competent operation of small business. including 
flnancmg and sources of funds; organizmg the business and establishment of poli-
cies: factors in busmess success; and the future outlook of small business. 
BA 465. STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT (3). Explores the understanding of strategy for-
mulation and Implementation wtthm the competitive environment. Emphasizes the 
integration of knowledge acqUired 10 prevtous functional area courses. Prerequistte(s)· 
BA 420 and BA 430 and BA 461 NOTE Should be taken at the end of student's 
degree program. 
BA 466. NEGOTIATION (3). Focuses on theory and appltcation of distributive and mte-
grative bargammg strateg~es Emphasizes skills necessary to negotiate successfully 10 
both private, mterpersonal arena, and in organizational settings. Cross listing: COM 466. 
BA 467. EMPLOYMENT LAW, COMPENSATION AND POLICY (3). Surveys the tmpact 
of state and federal employment law on a personnel admimstration. Exam1nes appli-
cable leg~slat1on and case studies of relevant court and admmtstrative dectstons. 
technical reqUirements, personnel policies and procedures manuals, and state 
employment law Analyzes provisions of Title VII of the Civil R1ghts Act and other fed-
eral statutes. Prerequisite(s): BA 452. 
BA 468. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (3). Exarrmes scopes and challenges of doing 
businHss and marketing goods and servtces to fore1gn markets. Addresses cultural. 
legal, political, geographic, management, organizational, and marketmg practices. 
Reviews establishing markets, research, distnbution channels. and export processes. 
BA 471 BUSINESS WRITING (3). Introduces strategtes and styles used in prepanng 
effecbve busmess commumcatlon tncluding memoranda,letters. reports. and propos-
als. Examines 1ssues related to proper composition, style, grammar, tone. electromc 
information. and phys1cal presentation. Prerequ1site(s): EN 203. Cross listing: EN 475. 
8A 473. DECISION-MAKING AND PROBLEM SOLVING (3). Exammes involvement of 
stakeholders 1n dectston processes, models for dectston-making. decision trees, nsk 
ana~sis, and tssues associated with Implementation of dec~stons . Cross lis~ng COM 470 
BA 479. MANAGING TECHNOLOGY FOR BUSINESS STRATEGIES (3). Provtdes execu-
bve perspective on management information systems systems analysis and data-
base management Develops an understanding of strateg;c issues underlying infor-
matiOn systems, technicaltssues in developmg systems. strateg1c issues related to 
critical business success factors. Includes information's role in compet1tion. industry 
leadership. and business planning. Covers aHernative development methods and 
addresses issues of databases. projected management. and functional management. 
Cross listing: CS 480 NOTE. Not for CIS majors. 
BA 480E-W. ISSUES IN MANAGEMENT (3). Focuses on various aspects of manage-
ment Provtdes perspective on current tssues and practices 10 both for-profit and not-
for-profit organizations. Explores legal and ethiCal behaviOr, technology's 1m pact on 
management and operattons, changing cultures and organizat1onal structure, demo-
graphiC sh1fts. and international compet1bve forces. 
BA 481A BUSINESS LAW I (3). Explores the foundabons of law. Studies the funda-
mentals of contract law as applied in sales and employment contexts as well as 
agency law. 
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BA 485. RESEARCH PRINCIPLES AND METHODS (3). Introduces research design, 
data acqUisition and analysis. Focuses on problem definillon, research elements, and 
application of research for the dec1s1on process. 
BA 493. SENIOR CAPSTONE (3-6). Provides the culminating experience of the major, 
focus1ng on integration and application of theory through research. Prerequislte(s): 
Senior standing. NOTE: Recommended as final course. 
BA 494. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS (3). Examines the theoret1cal underpinnings of 
international econom1cs. Emphas1zes mternattonal trade theory, trade policy, 
exchange rate determinatiOn, factor movements, under-development. balance of pay-
ments. national tncome. the internattonal financial system and institutions and 
regional trading blocks. Prerequislte(s): EC 320 and EC 330. Cross listing: EC 481. 
BA 495E. ETHICAL DECISION MAKING IN BUSINESS (3). Focuses on eth1cal problems 
which anse in the business setting. Emphasizes the individual dec1sion maker in the 
entry-level position, as opposes to the managerial level. Studies the various philosophical 
and soc1aVpsychological decision systems which can be used to resolve eth1cal problems. 
Includes case stud1es. role play1ng and guest speakers from the business community. 
BA 495F. ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT (3). Focuses on ethical problems that arise and 
role of the tndiv1dual dec1s1on-maker 1n the entry-level position as opposed to the 
managerial level. Studies the vanous philosophical and sociaVpsycholog~cal decision 
making systems which can be used to resolve ethical problems. Includes case stud-
ies and role-playing in the government setting. Cross listing PA 495F. 
CATHOLIC STUDIES (CAS) 
CAS 410S-W. THE ARTS IN CATHOLIC TRADITION (3). Explores the relationship 
between Catholic tradition and the fine arts and the role of the arts m expressmg and 
enrichtng the life of faith. Focuses on the relationship between the sacred and the beau-
tiful, the h1story of Christian iconography, or specific media of expression (e.g., perform-
mg. visual arts, liturgical arts). Examines the spiritual power of the aesthetic expenence. 
CAS 420H. CATHOLIC TRADITION SOCIETY AND CULTURE: DIMENSIONS OF CON-
TEMPORARY CATHOLICISM (3). Introduces contemporary Catholicism with particular 
emphasis on United States Catholicism. Examtnes Catholic beltef and practice and 
recent changes and tensions within Catholicism 
CAS 440S-W. CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS AND SPIRITUAL TRADITIONS (3). Explores 
Catholic Chnstian spiritual experiences and practices focustng on particular contribu-
tors (e g., Benedict, Ignatius Loyola, Teresa of Avila), or particular forms of spiritual 
practice (e.g., mystical, monastic, lgnation) or particular spiritual disciplines (e.g, 
contemplation, activism, liturgical). 
CAS 460S-W. PEACE AND JUSTICE IN CATHOLIC TRADITION (3). Studies the 
sources and influence of Catholic soc1al teaching. Focus may tnclude themes (e.g., 
liberation. peace activ1sm, church-state relations, political freedom), f1gures who 
have enacted Catholic teaching (e.g .. Francis of Assisi, Dorothy Day), or issues (e.g., 
econom1c JUStice, military services, international aid). Exammes biblical, papal, con-
ciliar and theological documents. 
COMMUNICATION (COM) 
COM 210. SPEECH COMMUNICATI(!/1 (3). Prov1des an overview of the process of 
communication and introduces commumcat1on theory. Provides practical trainmg in 
the fundamentals of effective presentation for mdividuals tn both publtc speaking and 
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group communication settings. Emphasizes discuss1on of contemporary issues and 
the analysis of public discourse. 
COM 215. COMMUNICATING IN CYBERSPACE (3). Identifies the various levels and 
functtons of communicatton as they apply to des1gn and presentation of ideas in an 
en~ironment mediated by dig~tal technology Students will demonstrate appropriate 
and effective messages based on audience analysis, desired outcomes and goals. 
COM 280. COMMUNICATION THEORY (3). Surveys important theories of communica-
lton from ancient Greece to the post-modern world. Includes theories of speech 
acqUisitton. the psychology of spoken language and theories of human commumcation 
from interpersonal to mass media 
COM 310. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION (3). Studies interpersonal aspects of 
communication. Introduces concepts and related sk1lls that define communication tn 
a vanety of face-to-face contexts. Includes models of communication, language and 
meaning. nonverbal and verbal communication, perception, conflict and establishing 
pos ttve human relationships via communication. 
COM 381. RESEARCH METHODS IN COMMUNICATION (3). Surveys a variety of com-
muntcation research methods and gu1des students through the1r own research pro-
posals and/or projects. Students learn to wnte literature reviews, research questions 
and reports, observe, document and analyze communication. and conduct interviews 
and surveys. NOTE: Requ1red for all Communications majors. 
COM 400. INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION (3). Using readings. film, field experi-
ence and/or dialogue, the course investigates cultural identity. meaning, patterns, 
relationships and conflicts that arise as contact increases between people of dtfferent 
cultures in our global society. 
COM 401. NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION (3). Focuses on the human creation of mean-
ing through such nonverbal forms as facial expression, gestures and touch, vocal behav-
ior, dress, body movements, use of space and time. and use of objects and the enVIron-
ment Addresses the mternational differences and meanings conveyed nonverbally. 
COM 406. COMMUNICATION IN A TECHNOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT (3). Explores the 
impact of the computer culture on human communication. Identifies how the comput-
er culture has changed communication. norms. expectations and language. Practices 
key competencies associated with communication mteractton, including mterpersonal, 
organizational and conflict communicatiOn. Prerequislte(s): COM 210 or equivalent. 
COM 407. LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES (3). Examtnes evolutton of leadership from a 
theoretical perspective with a focus on contemporary leadership. Topics include: 
management versus leadership, gender differences, power and social tnlluence, 
ethics and values. culture and the key communication competencies of leadership. 
Requtres students to evaluate and enhance personal leadership sk1lls and develop a 
personal model of leadership Cross listing: BA 407. 
COM 408. CONFLICT MANAGEMENT (3). Prepares students to identify, avo1d, or 
manage common types of conflicts wtthtn organizations. Presents communication 
styles and strategies for working through conflict. Cross listing: BA 411. 
COM 410. STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP (3). Explores strategic leadership through dis-
cusston of v1s1on, mission and values. Examtnes how a clear. compelling v1sion can 
move tndiv1duals and organizations toward des1red goals. Evaluates strateg1es that 
translate vision and mission into action. Cross ltsting: BA 410. 
COM 416. PUBLIC RELATIONS (3). Studies the history, purpose and processes of 
public relattons. Examtnes public relations tools and practices, rangmg from preparing 
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and conducting a public relations program. settmg up a news conference. establish-
ing and running a speaker bureau. desrgn ng and producing a brochure and edrting an 
employee newsletter. Cross listrng. BA 416. 
COM 418. ORGANIZATIONAl COMMUNICATION (3). Surveys contemporary organrza-
tronal communrcatron theones and practrces Investigates 1ssues such as d1vers1ty. 
partrcrpatron. technology, corporate eth1cs. the envrronment. and globalization. 
Cross listrng: BA 418. 
COM 420. MEDIATION (3). Explores the communication process where a thrrd party 
helps parties nr _:otrate mterest-based soiJtrons to problems. Provides theoretical 
understanding and skill-based practrce to develop skrlls that effective mediators must 
possess. Includes discussion of factors that contnbute to successful medration. such 
as the Importance of context. overcomrng obstacles. motivating parties. mediator 
roles. mediatron processes, drafting agreements. and balancmg of power 
COM 426. GROUP DYNAMICS (3). Focuses on the theory and practrce of small group 
processes. Examrnes group development. roles. leadership, decrs10n-making. problem 
solvrng, conflict management and performance. 
COM 427. COMMUNICATION ETHICS (3). Explores theoretrcal and practrcaiJssues m 
the explanatrons of ethrcal opt. ns and de :isions in relatiOnal, organrzational, and 
mass communicatron contexts. Case stud es, practrcal analysrs, and current ethrcal 
drlemmas in communrcation are mvestrgated from multrple theoretrcal perspectives. 
Prereqursrte(s): COM 280. 
COM 433. INTERNAl PUBliC RElATIONS (3). Explores the role of public relatrons 
rnsrde the organization Discusses contnbutrng theory. rndividual style and organrza-
lion frameworks wrthrn whrch public relalions must operate. ldentrfres strateg~es and 
tactrcs for burlding and maintaming relationships. Prereqursite(s)· COM 416 or equrv-
alenl. Cross listing: MKT 433. 
COM 434. WRITING FOR PUBliC RElATIONS (3). Focuses on public relatrons mate-
rials prepared for the mass medra, specrfrcally new releases, fact sheets, media advr-
sories. feature artrcles and news stones. Analyzes purpose, style. format. content and 
distribution optrons. Prerequisrte(s): COM 416 or equrvalenl. Cross listing: MKT 434. 
COM 435. PUBliC RElATIONS CAMPAIGNS (3). Examrnes the basrc structure for 
desrgnrng and developing publrc relations campaigns. campargn budgets. organizatron-
al polrcy rssues, ethical issues. and medra relations. Topics rnclude campa1gn strategy, 
timing. and tactrcs. Prerequisite(s): COM 416 or equrvalent Cross listing: MKT 435. 
COM 436. EVENT PlANNING FOR PUBliC RElATIONS (3). Examines the secrets 
behind a successful public relations event Toprcs rnclude cultural sens1t1vrty, t1mmg. 
access, setting, statfmg, caterrng, permits securrty. budget. and the role of the media 
in promotrng the event Students develop an event checklrst and will identrty etfectrve 
ways to inform and persuade the audrence to attend. Prerequisite(s): COM 416 or 
equrvalent. Cross lrsting: MKT 436. 
COM 437. PERSUASION, INFlUENCE AND MOTIVATION (3). Examrnes the general 
theones that explam persuas1on and one's ability to influence others. Drscusses com-
munication skills. attrtudes and competencies associated with persuasion, influence 
and motrvatron Enables students to learn and practice powerful persuasron commu-
nicatron skills that wrll enhance both personal and professronal success Cross lrst-
mg: BA 437. 
COM 438. CRISIS COMMUNICATION (3). Focuses on the three P's of cnsrs plan. pre-
pare, and practrce Topics include what to do when unexpected trouble anses, making 
a plan, developing a crisis communication obJective. delrvenng the message. selecting 
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a spokesperson. etfectrve message delivery, rntormrng the media and managing a 
press conference. Prerequisrte(s): COM 416 or equrvalent. Cross listing: MKT 438 
COM 441. TEAM lEADERSHIP (3). Examrnes leadershrp and rts 1mpact on team 
development. communrcatlon. quality of decJSJon-making. and performance Includes 
course activ1tres and drscussions that explore types of teams, leadershrp roles. mem-
ber selectron. team development and culture. trust and collaboration, barrrers to per-
formance, performance feedback. and leading global teams. Cross listmg: BA 441. 
COM 447. INTERORGANIZATIONAl COMMUNICATION (3). Examines pnnc1ples and 
theories assocraled wrth breakmg down forma and rnformal communication barners 
between orgamzatrons and facilitating mteroperab1fity for groups in discussron, prob-
lem solving, dec1sion-makrng, and strategrc planmng processes Cross listrng: SO 447. 
COM 450. SERVANT LEADERSHIP (3). Defines and analyzes servantleadershrp as a 
subset of leadership theory and research. Students develop and practice the leader-
shrp sk1lls and behavior necessary to the performance of leadership w1thm the context 
of broader community interests and concerns. 
COM 451. INTERVIEWING THEORY AND PRACTICE (3). Considers current rnterv1ew-
ing theones and techmques in vanous settings. Includes laboratory expenence Cross 
listmg: BA 446. 
COM 466. NEGOTIATION (3). Focuses on theory and applrcation of drstnbutrve and 
integratrve bargainrng strategies. Emphasrzes skrlls necessary to negotrate success-
fully in both pnvate. mterpersonal arena, and 10 organizational settings. Cross listmg, 
BA 466. 
COM 470. DECISION MAKING AND PROBlEM SOlVING (3). Examrnes Involvement 
of stakeholders m dec1sion processes. mode fur 1eCISion-making. deciSIOn tress, 
nsk ana~s1s, and issues associated with Implementation ol decisions. Cross hstrng: 
BA 473 
COM 474. ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION (3). Provides an mtroducllon to advertis-
Ing and promotion pnnc1ples. Emphasrzes personal selling. mass selling and sales 
promotron. Prereqursite(s): BA 420. Cross listrng: BA 429. 
COM 486. MASS COMMUNICATION AND SOCiffi (3). Investigates and analyzes 
economrc, polrtrcal and rdeolog~ca d1mensrons of mass communrcatron, mass com-
mumcatron and soc1al control. and the develoJXTlent of mass media forms. Cross hst-
inl'· SO 486 
COM 487E-W. COMMUNICATION TOPICS (3). Examrnes selected toprcs 10 communi-
catron Topics include internatronal communicatiOn m addrtion to current trends and 
research in the held. 
COM 493. SENIOR CAPSTONE (3-6). PrOVIdes the culmrnatrng experience of the 
major, f1 u~ n~; on rntJgratron and application of theory. Must be completed as graded 
course work at Regis Universrty. Prereqursrte(s): Majors only and senior standrng. 
Successful completron of 18 Commun1catron Arts upper division semester hours of 
course work requrred 
COM 498N-W. INTERNSHIP IN COMMUNICATION (3). Involves placement in indus-
try, med1a orgamzalions. government or other 2g~ncy for on-the-spot traming and 
expenence. lnternshrps are for advanced Communrcatron students. Prerequis1te(s)· 
COM 280 or equrvalent. Junior standing and approval of Department Chair NOTE: 
Portfolio Credrt not available. 
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COMPUTER NETWORKING (CN) 
CN 300. FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS (3). Introduces the underlymg 
concepts of data networks. Focuses on the terrnmology and technologies 10 current 
networking environments. Provides a general overview of the field of networkmg as a 
basis for continued study in the field. 
CN 310 LOCAL AREA NETWORKS (3). Covers the latest concepts of l ocal Area 
Network (LAN) technologies. Provides a comprehensive introduction to the concepts, 
technologies, components and acronyms inherent in today's local networking environ-
ments. Prerequisite(s): CN 300 
CN 315. WIDE AREA NETWORKS (3). Provides a conceptual and working background 
of how local Area Networks commumcate over a wide area. Introduces telephony, the 
technology of switched voice communications. Introduces communication channels of 
the public switched telephone networks for data communications and how votce and 
data communications have become integrated. Prerequisite(s): CN 300. 
CN 320. NETWORK ARCHITECTURES (3). Exammes important networking architec-
tures mainly TCP/IP in current corporate environments. Discusses major components 
and functions of each of these architectures, and methods used to connect different 
architectures. Provides concepts that are important to the fteld of systems integration 
as well as a conceptual basis for understanding network architectures. 
PrereqUisite(s): CN 300. 
CN 457. THE INTERNET (3). Famihanzes students with the operation, function, com-
ponents and protocols of the Internet. Covers concepts necessary for establishing and 
maintainmg Internet connectivity. Incorporates tools used to navigate and access 
information on the Internet. Prerequisite(s): CN 300 orCS 450. 
CN 458. INTERNETWORKING DEVICES AND CONCEPTS (3). Enables networking pro-
fessionals and students who already grasp the general concepts of data communica-
tions and networkmg to build a more detailed understanding of lnternetworkmg. 
Presents techniques and components for managing network growth, and connecting 
disparate network architectures. Develops solutions to lnternetworking problems. 
Prerequistte(s): CN 300 or CS 450. 
CN 460. FUNDAMENTALS OF E-SECURITY (3). Introduces the concept of security 
management and addresses the ambient factors that constitute a sound organiza-
tiOnal security policy. Examines basic secunty management, security models, risk 
analysts, mtemal and external security threats, privacy tssues and secunty laws and 
regulations in an effort to provide a solid foundation for future e-secunty courses. 
Prerequisite(s): CN 300 orCS 450. 
CN 461. SECURITY BREACHES (3). Explores sources of network security attacks and 
the use of penetration testing to reveal system vulnerabilities. Examines hackers, 
crackers and script-kiddies and what impels individuals to create vehicles of cyber-
havoc. Focuses on mechanisms used to access an orgamzation's resources and sys-
tem vulnerability. Prerequisite(s): CN 460. 
CN 462. COUNTERMEASURES (3). Examines the need for buildmg a security infra-
structure, global in scope and matches an organizations information flow. Introduces 
stringent physical security and access control technologies such as b10metncs. 
access momtoring with honeypots and intrusion detection, firewall and router security 
issues, and disaster recovery planmng. Prerequisite(s): CN 460. 
CN 463. WEB AND E-COMMERCE SECURITY (3). Focuses on TCP/IP and other 
Internet protocols, web server hardemng and monitoring, and the smgular types of 
attacks that can be launched against servers facing the outside world. Addresses 
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unique secunty challenges presented by wireless commumcations and electronic 
monetary transactions on the Internet. Prerequtstte(s): CN 460. 
CN 466. PROTOCOL ANALYSIS (3). Enables networking professtonals and students 
who grasp the baste concepts of networking to receive more understanding of some of 
the major protocols controlling the flow of information between data communication 
layers and cooperating processes on network nodes. Trace and analysis tools are 
used to analyze the frames and packets traversing a network. Prerequisite(s): CN 300 
orCS 450. 
CN 467. DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT OF ENTERPRISE NETWORKS (3). Enables net-
workmg professtonals and students to analyze destgn, and manage LANs and point-
to-pomt networks. Exercises feature learning techniques used to design and analyze 
networks. Prerequisite(s): CN 300 orCS 450. 
COMPUTER SCIENCE (CS) 
CS 200. INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING (3). Introduces microcomputers and com-
puter systems. Covers categones of software mcluding word processmg. databases 
and electronic spreadsheets and involves creating and mantpulatlng files. Introduces 
the fundamentals of program design. Cross listmg: BA 230. 
CS 206. BUSINESS SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS (3). Introduces software typtcally 
used 1n business or professional environments. Emphasizes the application of soft-
ware tools to business needs. Cross listing: BA 206. 
CS 208. COMPUTER SCIENCE FUNDAMENTALS (3). Provides an introduction for 
Computer Sctence/Computer lnforrna!Jon Systems. Includes numbering systems. 
mathematical and logical b1nary operations, basic concepts of computer organization 
and operating systems. Introduces systems analysis and destgn. management infor-
mation systems, databases, networking, and program development. 
CS 241. CONTROL STRUCTURES (3). Discusses bastc concepts of computer organiza-
tion Develops a precise and logical methodology 10 reducmg complex and unformatted 
data to algorithmic format. Introduces the concepts and methodologies of structured 
programmmg and design. Explains the uses and abuses of control structures. 
Prerequisrte(s): CS 208. NOTE: Credtt may be awarded for CS 241 orCS 361. not both. 
CS 305. INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS: COMMUNICATING WITH 
PROGRAMMERS (3). Introduces programming for non-programmers and concen-
trates on the terminology of structured and object oriented programmers. Provides 
managers of programmers methodologies used to achteve programming goals. 
CS 320. "C" PROGRAMMING (3). Presents computer problem solving techniques 
using the "C" language as a tool. Includes data typing, assignments, flow control, 
repetition. modular programming wtth functions, arrays, strings, structures, data files. 
bit operations and comparisons with other high level languages. Prerequisite(s): CS 
341 or CS 362. 
CS 341. DATA STRUCTURES (3). Combines concepts discussed in CS 241, computer 
organization with structural programming and destgn, control structures, data struc-
tures, ftle organization and file processing. Emphastzes sound programming praclices. 
Presents algorithms used in problem solvmg. Prerequisite(s): CS 241. NOTE: Credit 
may be awarded for CS 341 orCS 362, not both. 
CS 361. CONTROL STRUCTURES (3). Discusses basic concepts of computer pro-
grammmg and destgn. Develops a prectse and logtcal methodology 10 reducing prob-
lems and unformatted data to algonthmic format. Introduces the concepts and 
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methodologies of structured programmmg and design. Demonstrates the uses. abus-
es. and best practices of control structures. Prerequistte(sl: CS 208 NOTE: Credtt 
may be awarded for CS 241 orCS 361. not both. 
CS 362. DATA STRUCTURES (3). Combines concepts dtscussed in CS 361 , computer 
programming and design, with structural programmmg and design. Exammes data 
structures includmg arrays. structures, linked lists, queues, stacks, file organization 
along with file processing and algorithms used in problem solvmg. Emphasizes sound 
programming practices. Prerequistte(s): CS 241 orCS 361 NOTE Credit may be 
awarded for CS 341 orCS 362, not both. 
CS 370. ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE (3). Descnbes the elements and techniques of 
assembly language programmmg for mtcroprocessors used in the IBM compatible 
family of microcomputers. Introduces computer architectures, and discusses the con-
cepts of data representations. processmg instructtons, addressing modes, macros. 
functions and procedures. and ftle 1/0 PrereqUisite(s) CS 362. 
CS 372. ADVANCED PROGRAMMING AND ALGORITHMS (3). Develops advanced 
programming skills. Pre• ents advanced features of program destgn and analysis, 
group programming, and large project design and Implementation. Exammes analysis 
of computer algorithms from an effictency pomt of v1ew. Prerequislte(sl: CS 362. 
CS 375. COMPUTATION THEORY (3). Provides the concepts of languages and lan-
guage analysis including lexical analysis, syntax analysis and regular expression. 
Introduces automata theory including determimstic and non-deterministiC finite state 
machines and parsing techmques. Prerequisite(s): CS 362 and MT 320. 
CS 406. MANAGING WEB TECHNOLOGIES (3). Introduces the web development 
process and client side programmmg usmg Java scripts. HTIP. CGI and Peri. Provides 
the concepts of developing interacttve web sites. Covers web security and a-com-
merce. Cross listmg· BA 406. 
CS 418. ETHICS FOR THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROFESSIONAL (3). 
Focuses on eth1cal probl1!ms that anse m the Information Technology world Explores 
the areas of IT crime, pnvacy, mtellectual property, software development. and 
employer/employee tssues. Introduces the codes of ethtcs for vanous IT profess1onal 
associations and organizations. 
CS 424. COMPUTER GRAPHICS (3). Provides an understanding of computer graphics 
emphasizmg graphtcs programmmg, geometnc objects and transformations, viewing, 
shadmg, and p1xel operat1ons. Includes implementation of a renderer and hierarchical 
and object modeling. Prerequisite(s): CS 372 and MT 415. 
CS 425. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN (3). Studies the analysis and design of 
computer based mformat1on systems. Constders transformatiOn processes and com· 
prehensive design. Includes advanced technology, emphasizmg expert and knowl-
edge-based systems Constders human resources, communications and computers m 
a systems framework. PrereqUisite(s): CS 372 orCS 484 (minors only). 
CS 428. COMPILER THEORY (3). Explores the concepts and theones used m the des1gn 
and Implementation of compilers. Studtes identification of leXIcal elements, syntax ven-
fication and code generation Discusses the concepts of finite state mach1nes. gram-
mars parsmg and oplimization related to compiler construction. Illustrates vanous parts 
of the comptlalion process. Prerequistte(s): CS 375. NOTE: Proficiency mat least one 
high order programmmg language and the use of complex data structures requtred. 
Knowledge of an assembly language desirable. but not reqUired. 
• CS 430. OPERATING SYSTEMS (3). Studies the organization and operation of com-
puter systems. Includes batch processing, interactive processing, multi-programming 
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systems, storage management, data sharing in main storage. resource control, file 
systems and processor scheduling. Prerequistte(sl: CS 372 and MT 270 or MT 320. 
CS 432. OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS AND DESIGN (3). Introduces the object-ori-
ented parad1gm for systems analysis and design. Develops an object model for use in 
object-onented programming. Topics include object modeling, UML, object-oriented 
analysis, and object-oriented design. Prerequisite(s): CS 362 and MT 270 or MT 320. 
CS 433. COMPUTER SYSTEMS SECURITY (3). Introduces the concept of secunty in 
computmg. Top1cs include cryptography, program secunty, operating systems protec-
tion, database security, and network secunty Explores current security models. inter-
nal and external secunty threats, pnvacy issues and secunty laws and regulations 
Prerequis1te(sl: CS 430 and CS 450. 
CS 434. OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING JAVA (3). Focuses on translation 
of ob1ect-onented analysts and design documents into efflctent Java code. Introduces 
Java control structures. data structures, file mput and output. applets. methods. 
classes and objects, inhentance, polymorphism, mulli-threading, graphics. and ani-
mation PrereQUISite(s): CS 372 and CS 432. 
CS 436. OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING C++ (3). Focuses on transla-
tiOn of obJect-oriented analys1s and des1gn documents mto eff1c1ent C++ code. Uses 
C++ programming to implement object-oriented programmmg techniques. 
Emphasizes methods, classes and objects. inhentance. polymorphism, message 
passing, mstantiation, and data hidmg. Prerequisite(s): CS 372 and CS 432. 
CS 437. ADVANCED DATA AND FILE STRUCTURES (3). Presents advanced features 
of data structures including linked lists. queues and trees. Studies files structures 
mcluding file processmg methods, sequential, indexmg, hashing and sortmg tech-
mques. PrereqUisite(s): CS 372 and MT 270 or MT 320 
CS 440. COMPUTER ORGANIZATION AND ARCHITECTURE (3).1ntroduces machme 
archtt .cture through t e traditional Von Neumann architectural schemes Features tra-
ditional register-to-reg~ster transfer log~c. ALU design. and BUS archttectures. Exammes 
disk dnve performance analysis, virtual storage, cache memory, ptpellmng, micro-code 
and btt-sltcmg. Examines several systolic architectures and their correspondmg parallel 
processmg environments. Prerequisite(s): CS 372 and MT 270 or MT 320. 
CS 442. DATABASE PROGRAMMING (3). Introduces the ANSI standard structured 
query language (SQl/PL). Includes vanous extens1ons to the language, design and 
implementation of a relational database. data manipulation. jommg tables, creatmg 
and usmg v1ews, use subqueries, data secunty and mtegnty. Prerequisite(sl : CS 445. 
CS 443. COBOL PROGRAMMING (3). Introduces computing with a structured 
approach to the COBOL programmmg language. Includes algorithms, designmg, cod-
mg. debuggmg. and documentation of programs. D1scusses sequential processmg. 
mdexed sequential processmg and COBOL subroutines. Introduces vtrtual storage and 
the use of Report Wnter feature of ANSI COBOL Prerequ1s1te(s): CS 341 orCS 362. 
CS 444. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING (3). Stud1es the d1fferent techniques used for 
sofrwar~ design, development. testmg, and the methods to manage software projects. 
Introduces both conventtonal and object-onented methods of software eng~neenng. 
PrereqUisrte(sl CS 372 and CS 432. 
CS 445. DATABASE MANAGEMENT (3). Introduces the theory of database design. 
Dtscusses techmques of database systems implementation, phys1cal file organ1zat1on, 
data mtegnty, secunty techmques, and management of the database environment. 
Explores data structures used in databases. database management, and data com-
munications. Prerequisite(s) CS 362 orCS 484 (minors only). 
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CS 447. MULTI-MEDIA PRESENTATIONS (3). Introduces techmcal applicabons of the 
computer for visual multi-media presentations that include proper screen design, 
operation effectiveness, v1sual appeal, and concise written and oral communication 
skills. Cross listing: BA 447. 
CS 448. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECT MANAGEMENT (3). Introduces man-
agement of Information Technology projects, mcluding management of personnel 
resources and materials resources. Techniques for establishing goals and realistic 
llmelines for delivery of an Information Technology project are also implemented. 
CS 450. DATA NETWORKS (3). Prov1des the concepts and terminology of data com-
mumcations and network des1gn. Includes transmission techniques, network topolo-
gies, protocols, security network control and network architectures. Prerequislte(s): 
cs 372. 
CS 455. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (3). Explores organizational and 
techmcaltheones of managementmformat on systems. Provides a framework for 
management theory and organization theory. Examines management informalion sys-
tem technology and its physical and logical components. Introduces decision support 
and expert systems. PrereqUisite(s): CS 362 orCS 484 (mmors only). 
CS 459. WORKFLOW ANALYSIS AND GROUPWARE (3). Defines and describes the 
processes and workflows within a busmess. The outcome is a definition of those 
business processes that are conduc1ve to Information Technology automation. 
Introduces groupware tools used to develop a collaboralive model of a business 
process. Prerequis1te(s) CS 372 orCS 484 (minors only). 
CS 460. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS (3). Stud1es decisiOn support systems repre-
senting recent advances m computer-based information systems. Studies how the 
decision support system-which is highly interactive, targets on top management. 
and undertakes to make relevant information available in a heuristic system from 
three different perspect1ves-d1ffers from earlier information systems. Analyzes the 
h1stonc development of information systems and the design and the implementation 
of decis1on support systems. Assesses decision support systems from the user's per-
spective. PrereqUisite(s): CS 362 orCS 484 (minors only). 
CS 461. PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES: SYMBOLIC LOGIC (3). Focuses on use of 
symbols, formal rules. and theorems m methods of analysis to understand deep 
structure of statements to reduce ambiguity often assoc1ated with analysis of logic in 
reasoning. Cross listing: BA 451 and PL 451H. 
CS 465. UNIX OPERATING SYSTEMS (3). Explores the architecture of the UNIX oper-
ating system Provides hands-on experience in file management, the UNIX shell, usmg 
filters. using and developing pipes, security, software development tools, text pro-
cessing tools and in-depth knowledge of how these aspects are incorporated into the 
UNIX system. Discusses how UNIX meets its des1gn objeCtives, its relative ments in 
comparison with other operating systems, and interoperability issues. Prerequisite(s): 
CS 372 and CS 430. 
CS 468. ADVANCED UNIX (3). Expands upon knowledge of UNIX systems. Introduces 
systems admmistralion tasks including software installation, system configuration. 
and managmg user accounts. Stud1es risks :aced by computer systems and UNIX 
security mechanisms. Explores UNIX system programming mcluding signal and inter-
process commumcation. Prerequislte(s)· CS 372 and CS 465. 
CS 472. ALGORITHMS ANALYSIS (3). Introduces designing and analyzing computer 
algorithms from an efficiency pomt of v1ew Introduces NP-complete problems and the 
algorithms that solve NP-complete problems. Prerequisite(s): CS 372. 
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CS 473. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (3). Reviews the arllficialmtelligence field. 
Introduces neural networks and examines the different propagalion algonthms, conver-
gence critena and neural network applications. Prerequislte(s): CS 208 and MT 415. 
CS 477. WORK FLOW ANALYSIS (3). Defmes and describes the processes and work 
flows withm a busmess, w1th spec1al attention to the mode of operation and manage-
ment. Defines processes wh1ch are conduc1ve to automation through groupware tools. 
CS 478. AUTOMATION AND GROUPWARE TOOLS (3). Builds on the workflow analy-
SIS completed in CS 477. Utilizes ··groupware" tools to develop a collaborative model 
of busmess process. PrereqUisite(s): CS 477 
CS 480. MANAGING TECHNOLOGY FOR BUSINESS STRATEGIES (3). Provides execu-
bve perspect1ve on management mformalion systems. systems analysis and data-
base management. Develops an understanding of strateg1c 1ssues underlymg mfor-
mation systems techmcal issues in developing systems. Covers strategic 1ssues 
related to cntical business success factors. Includes mforl'lation's role m competi-
tion, industry leadership, and busmess plannmg. Covers alternat1ve development 
methods and addresses 1ssues of databases, projected management. and functional 
management Cross listing: BA 479 NOTE: Not for CIS majors. 
CS 482. WEB PROGRAMMING AND SCRIPTING (3). lntro~uces Web-based applica-
tiOn development. Topics include various mark-up languages (XHTML, Dynamic HTML, 
and XML), several scnpting languages (JavaScript, Jscript, Perl. PHP and others), Web 
servers (liS and Apache), and relational databases (JDBC API, MySQL) and other 
skills needed to create Web-based applications. Prerequislte(s): CS 434. 
CS 483. ENTERPRISE AND WEB APPLICATION PROGRAMMING (3). Presents advanced 
Java top1cs for developmg scalable enterpnse applicabons. wreless applicabons, and dis-
tributed systems. Topics include Enterprise Java Architecture. Java 2 Enterpnse Ed1tion 
U2EEl technologies. Enterpnse JavaBeans (EJB), JavaServer Pages USP). servlets, Remote 
Method Invocation (RMI), JDBC, security, and design patterns. Students will develop a 
complete end-to-end e-business solution. Prerequisite(s): CS 434 and CS 482. 
CS 484. TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF CIS (3). Provides an executive perspective of sev-
eral techmcal aspects of the CIS enwonment. Includes hardware configuralions. soft-
ware classes, programming theory, file structures, technical database issues, funda-
mental operating systems theory and data commumcations basis. Emphasizes 
research into current publications and industry trends. 
CS 493. SENIOR CAPSTONE (3-6). Provides the culmmaling experience of the major, 
focusing on mtegration and application of theory. Must be completed as graded 
course work at Regis University. Prerequis1te(s): Senior standing and successful com-
pletion of 18 upper division CS, CIS or CN semester hours. 
ECONOMICS (EC) 
EC 201. WORLD ECONOMIC ISSUES (3). Introduces the structure and process of 
world econom1c interaction and develops an understandmg of the concepts and meth-
ods used to analyze world economic issues and problems. Students assess issues 
and ethical problems surrounding global economics and the growmg interdependence 
of the contemporary world. 
EC 320. PRINCIPLES OF MACROECONOMICS (3). Introduces macroeconomics, 
emphasizmg the forces that determine the level of nalional product and national 
income, and the fiscal and monetary policies that are designed to influence their 
level. Explores the areas of public finance, money and the bankmg system, economic 
growth and mternational trade. 
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EC 330. PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS (3). Studies microeconomics, supply 
and demand. Exammes the causes of diffe·ent market structures, the1r influence on 
market conduct and performance, and ISSues of public policy towards a vanety of dif-
ferent kinds of market behav1or. 
EC 400. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS (3). Compares and contrasts capital-
ism. socialism. and commumsm. Surveys the economic systems of various countnes 
to discover strengths, weaknesses and departures from the theoretical ideal. Includes 
the historical backgrounds of these vanous economic systems. 
EC 420. MONEY AND BANKING (3). Studies the nature and functions of money and 
credit. including an understanding of the variety and growth of banking functiOns and 
the influence on banks of Federal Reserve operations. Examines the relationships 
among money, mterest rates, busmess investment needs, government borrowing and 
the gross national product. Prerequislte(s): EC 320 and EC 330. Cross listing: BA 433 
and FIN 433. 
EC 440. LABOR RELATIONS AND ECONOMICS (3). Exammes unemployment. empha-
sizing its causes and possible cures PrereGUISite(s): EC 320 or EC 330. Cross listing: 
BA 440. 
EC 481. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS (3). Examines the theoretical underpmnmgs of 
mternational economics. Emphasizes mternational trade theory, trade policy, 
exchange rate determination, factor movements. under-development. balance of pay-
ments. national income, the international financial system and institutions and 
regional trading blocks. Prerequisite(s): EC 320 and EC 330. Cross listmg: BA 494. 
EDUCATION (ED) 
ED 202. PRIOR LEARNING ASSESSMENT (3). Assists students in assessing pnor 
learmng experiences to 1den!lfy learnmg that fulfills degree requirements. Students 
petillon for a minimum of three semester hours of cred1t for prior learnin~ 
ED 205. ADULT LEARNING (3). Examines and applies various theones of adult learn-
ing focusmg on d1fferent delivery models and learning strateg~es. Investigates issues 
facing adult learners m higher education and techniques for addressing those 1ssues. 
ENGLISH (EN) 
EN 200. ESSENTIALS OF EFFECTIVE WRITING (3). Stud1es the basics of grammar 
and punctuation, and composition of paragraphs of descnption, explanation, narra-
tion, causation and process. Develops methods for free wntmg and brainstorming. for 
maintaimng paragraph unity and coherence. and for critically rev1ewing. editing and 
polishing course work. Pass/No Pass gradmg ava1lable upon request. 
EN 203. INTERMEDIATE COMPOSITION (3). Studies expository wntmg. Concentrates 
on cntical and argumentative essays of 500-1.000 words. 
EN 325. RESEARCH WRITING (3). Explores all avenues of scholarly research avail-
able to liberal arts students including library, Internet. and primary resources 
Focuses on research writing. correct style an:l Citation requirements. 
EN 370E-W. DISCOVERING LITERATURE (3). Exploration of vanous genre of fiterature 
through cntlcal read1ng and writmg. 
EN 385. ELEMENTS OF SUCCESSFUL ARGUMENT (3). Explores techniques of wntten 
rhetoric and oral debate. Cross listing PL 385. 
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EN 405. PROFESSIONAL PERSUASIVE WRITING (3). Exammes contemporary rhetor-
ical strater es and critical thinking for enhancing professional and persuasive writing. 
EN 410E-W. WOMEN IN LITERATURE (3). Surveys women's literary achievement. or 
focuses on a particular h1stoncal period or cultural milieu, ethnographiC perspective 
or soc1al theme. Examines literary and cnticalworks focusing on women's v1ewpo1nts 
m soc1al. cultural, economic, and aesthetic contexts. 
EN 435E-W. EXPLORATION IN LITERATURE (3). Examines literary works produced by 
women authors and explores themes, style, and presentation of various literary genres. 
EN 475. BUSINESS WRITING (3). Introduces strategies and styles used m preparing 
effectlv, busmess commumcabon mcluding memoranda. letters, reports, and propos-
als. Exammes 1ssues related to proper compos1bon, style. grammar, tone, electroniC 
information. and phys1cal presentation. PrereqUisite(s): EN 203. Cross hstmg: BA 471. 
EN 483. TECHNICAL WRITING (3). Provides ha1ds on instruct10n in prepanng techm-
cal reference manuals, computer user gu1des, operations manuals, and system docu-
mentation; mstnucts students in using automated documentahon software and elec-
tronic document distribution v1a the Internet. Prerequislte(s): EN 203 or eqUivalent. 
FINANCE (FIN) 
FIN 400. BUSINESS FINANCE (3). 1ntroduces major topics 1n managenal fmance 
essential for understanding how financial managers acquire and manage a firm's 
assets and how they finance these assets through debt and equity sources. 
PrereqUisite(s)· AC 320B Cross lisllng: BA 430. 
FIN 420. ADVANCED CORPORATE FINANCE (3). Comprehensive study of how corpo-
rahons make mvestment dec1s1ons, ra1se capital to finance the1r investments and 
manage their financial affairs to create shareholder value Topics include cap1tal 
budgeting and the cost of capital, dividend policy, capital structure and fmancial dis-
tress. Emphasizes developmg analytical tools and problem solving. Prerequisite(s): 
FIN 400 or equivalent 
FIN 433. MONEY AND BANKING (3). Studies the nature and functions of money and 
cred1t, mcludmg an understandmg of the vanety and growth of bank1ng functions and 
the mfluence on banks of Federal Reserve operations. Exammes the relationships 
among money. mterest rates, business investment needs, government borrowing and 
the gross nat1onal product Prerequ1s1te(s)· EC 320 and EC 330. Cross listing: BA 433 
and EC 420. 
FIN 435. FUNDAMENTALS OF INVESTMENTS (3). Studies the relationship between risk 
and return m the management of investment portfolios, including the analysis of stocks, 
bonds and other secuntles Prerequisrte(s): BA 430 or FIN 400. Cross listmg: BA 435. 
FIN 440. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, FORECASTING AND PLANNING (3). Exammes the 
financial deciSIOn-making process w1th an emphas1s on analySIS. forecasting and budg-
eting techniques for both short-term and long-term resources. Prerequ1s1te(s): FIN 420. 
FIN 450. SOURCES OF CAPITAIJCAPITAL MARKETS (3). Reviews cost of capital with 
an enpha: .s on risk analysis and management Exammes sources of capital, includ-
ing money markets and cap1tal markets. lease financmg. venture cap1tal, and fore1gn 
markets PrereqUisite(s): FIN 420. 
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HISTORY (HS) 
HS 224. HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1865 (3). Studies the evolution of 
modern industrial United States from the end of the C1vil War to the present. 
HS 240E-W. WESTERN CIVILIZATION (3). Examines Specified historical eras to gain a 
better understanding of political. geographical, and social history of l~e in the 21st century. 
HS 245E-W. UNITED STATES HISTORY (3). Examines themes in United States History 
to ga10 a better understanding of political, geographical, and social history of life 10 
the 21st century, becoming better citizens in the process. 
HS 465. EUROPE SINCE 1914 (3). Studies the transformation of Europe following 
World War I emphas1z1ng econom1c, political and ideological developments. Includes 
Wortd War I, Versailles, the rise of totalitarianism, World War II, the collapse of the 
European empires and the loss of European preeminence. 
HS 487E-W. THEMES IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE (3). Focuses on various aspects 
of American and wortd history. Provides a perspective on the history of people and 
events in relation to social, political, and cultural influences. 
HS 4871. U.S. AND NEVADA CONSTITUTION (3). Studies the development and history 
of the United States and Nevada Constitutions. NOTE. Course required for all students 
attending Nevada Campuses. 
HUMANITIES (HU) 
HU 225E-W. HUMANITIES AND THE ARTS (3). Exammes themes in culture through 
art, literature, music, and other cultural manifestations. 
HU 421E-W. HUMANITIES IN CONTEMPORARY CULTURE (3). Examines modern cul-
ture topics in the Humamties mcluding art, literature, archrtecture. film, music, paint-
ing sculpture, philosophy, and religion. 
HU 435E-W. VOICES OF HUMANITY (3). Explores opimons, beliefs, and exhortations 
of human beings 10 vanous cultures through examination of art, literature, architec-
ture, film, music, painting, sculpture, philosophy, and religiOn. 
HU 493. SENIOR CAPSTONE (3-6). Culminating expenence of the major, focusing on 
integration and application of theory through research. NOTE. 18 SH of upper division 
liberal arts reqUired. 
IRISH STUDIES (IRSH) 
IRISH 410E-W. INTRODUCTION TO IRISH STUDIES (3). Studies academic facets of 
Irish culture includmg Relig1on, literature, h1story, and humamt1es. 
MARKETING (MKT) 
MKT 433. INTERNAL PUBLIC RELATIONS (3). Explores the role of public relations 
inside the orgamzation. D1scusses contributing theory, individual style and organiza-
tion frameworks w1thin which public relatiOns must operate. Identifies strateg~es and 
tactics for building and maintaining relationships. PrereqUisite(s)· COM 416 or equiv-
alent. Cross listmg: COM 433. 
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MKT 434. WRITING FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS (3). Focuses on public relations mate-
nals prepared for the mass med1a, specifically new releases, fact sheets, media advi-
sories, feature articles and news stories. Analyzes purpose, style, format. content and 
distribution options. Prerequisite(s): COM 416 or equivalent. Cross listing: COM 434. 
MKT 435. PUBLIC RELATIONS CAMPAIGNS (3). Examines the bas1c structure for 
designing and developing public relations campaigns. campaign budgets. organiza-
tional policy issues, ethical issues, and media relations. Topics include campaign 
strategy, liming, and tactics. Prerequisite(s): COM 416 or equivalent. Cross listing: 
COM 435. 
MKT 436. EVENT PLANNING FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS (3). Examines the secrets 
behind a successful public relations event Topics include cultural sensitivity, timing, 
access, setting, staffing, catenng, permits, security. budget. and the role of the media 
in promoting the event. Students develop an event checklist and will identify effective 
ways to inform and persuade the audience to attend. Prerequisite(s): COM 416 or 
equ1valent Cross listing: COM 436. 
MKT 438. CRISIS COMMUNICATION (3). Focuses on the three P's of cris1s plan. pre-
pare, and practice. Topics include what to do when unexpected trouble arises. making 
a plan, developmg a cris1s communication objeCtive. delivering the message, selecting 
a spokesperson. effective message delivery, informing the media and managing a 
press conference. Prerequisite(s): COM 416 or equivalent. Cross listing: COM 438. 
MATHEMATICS (MT) 
MT 101. MATH WORKSHOP (0). Provides a review of mathematics and bas1c alge-
bra. Fee ReqUired. Pass/No Pass grading only. 
MT 201. COLLEGE ALGEBRA (3). Includes algebraic operations, equations and 
mequalrt1es. functions and their graphs, solution of polynomial, exponential and loga-
nthmic functions and linear systems of equations. 
MT 204. CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICS (3). Presents topics in contemporary 
mathemattcs of mterest to the liberal arts student. Extensive use of technology to 
explore logic, matrices, probability, exponentials, graph theory, lmear programming, 
game theory and problem solvmg skill usable by a productive citizen. Prerequistte(s): 
Placement by Department. 
MT 231. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY (3). Presents trigonometric functions, relation and 
graphs, solution of triangles, solution of trigonometric equations and identities, appli-
cations. other topics as time permits. 
MT 270. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (3). Presents standard topics in mtroductory 
statistics for students whose major 1s not mathematics Topics include descriptive 
statistic, probability distnbutions, estimations, hypothesis testing, linear regression 
and correlation and other topics. 
MT 320. INTRODUCTION TO DISCRETE MATHEMATICS (3). Introduces mathematical 
tools used by computer scientists with an emphasis on developing problem solvmg 
abilities. Top1cs mclude machme logic, set theory, Boolean algebra. mathematical 
induction, and data structures PrereqUisite(s): MT 201. 
MT 360A. CALCULUS I (4). Treats standard topics of single variable calculus mclud-
ing limits, continuity, derivatives, applications of derivatives, and elements of integra-
tion. Prerequisite(s) MT 201. 
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MT 360B. CALCULUS II (4). Continues treatment of smgle vanable calculus including 
defimte and mdefimte mtegrals. appl1cations of integrals, transcendental functions. 
techniques of mtegration and rnfln1te series Prerequisite(s): MT 360A. 
MT 405. NUMERICAL METHODS (3). Uses computers in solving lmear and nonlinear 
equations, approximation theory, numerical integration and differentiation, numencal 
solution of differential equat10ns and linear programming. PrereqUisite(s): MT 3606. 
MT 415. LINEAR ALGEBRA (3). Studies vector spaces, linear transformations, matri-
ces, determmants, systems of equations, eigenvalues and characteristic matrices. 
Prerequisite(s): MT 3606. 
MT 417. DISCRETE MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURES (3). Presents tools used by math· 
ematic1ans and computer sc1ent1sts. Emphasrzes developing problem-solvmg ability 
Top1cs covered include logic, set theory, counting techniques. mathemat1calmduct1on. 
and properties of graphs. d1graphs and trees. Prerequisrte(s): MT 320. 
MT 445. ADVANCED LINEAR ALGEBRA (3). Continues the study of Matr1ces. determi-
nants, systems of equat1ons e1genvalues. characteristics matrices, and space matri-
ces. PrereqUisite(s): MT 415. 
MT 470A. MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS I (3). Introduces probability; distnbution 
functions and moment generatmg functions, correlation and regression; development 
and applications of binomial, normal. student's T, chi square, and F distributions. 
• Prerequisrte(s): MT 3606. 
NATURAL SCIENCE (SCI) 
SCI 205E-W. NATURAL SCIENCE (3). Focuses on the basic elements of the natural 
sc1ences to prov1de students w1th a broad understanding of various themes including 
Geology, Astronomy and bas1c Phys1cs. 
SCI410E-W. ADVANCED SCIENCE (3). Explores various scienlific disciplines and 
practices. as well as the applicahon of sc1ence in everyday life. 
PHILOSOPHY (PL) 
PL225. LOGIC AND REASONING (3). A basic logic course aimed at developmg the 
capacrty to th1nk clearly and critically and detect and deal with fallacious reasomng, 
unclear or m1sleadmg language, and manipulative techniques in various forms of 
human commumcahon. 
PL250. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY (3). Conveys a sense of what phrlosophy 
has been and engages students in a philosophical reflection on perenmal and con-
temporary issues. Emphasizes knowledge, freedom. value and society. 
PL360. ETHICS (3). Questions the foundahon of eth1cal judgment. Exammes key 
responses to thrs question and explores vanous issues (e.g. abortion. capital punish-
ment and the SOCIOeconomic order). · 
PL 380. CRITICAL THINKING (3). Provides a bas1c logic course armed at developmg 
the capac1ty to think clearly and critically; detecting and dealing w1lh fallacious rea-
soning, unclear or misleading language and mampulative techniques m vanous forms 
of human communication. 
PL385. ELEMENTS OF SUCCESSFUL ARGUMENT (3). Explores techniques of written 
rhetoric and oral debate. Cross listing: EN 385. 
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PL402. EASTERN RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHIES (3). Explores phdosoph1cal concepts. 
rehg1ous beliefs, and fa1th concepts of major Asian religions mcludmg Hindu1sm. 
Buddh1sm, Confucianism. and Taoism. Cross listmg: RC 402. 
PL451E-W. PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES (3). Explores various aspects of phi· 
losophy from the perspective of lime, soc1al phenomena and individual v1ewpomt of 
well-known thmkers. 
PL485E-W. THEMES IN RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY (3). Examines aspects of 
philosophical thmkmg about religion Includes philosophy of God, belief and unbelief 
and phenomenological approaches to religiOn. Prerequisite(s): PL250. Cross listing: 
RC 412E-W. 
PSYCHOLOGY (PY) 
PY 250. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Introduces the science of behavior and mental 
proc~;ses through a systematic study of representative areas of psychology. 
PY 280. RESEARCH METHODS AND STATISTICS FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (3). 
Provrdes an understanding of research methods mclud1ng quanlltative and qualitative 
des1gns and eth1cal and legal considerations in research. Exammes descnphon. inter-
pretation and application of research results and mcludes role of stallst1cs 10 mter-
pretmg stud1es. PrereqUisite(s): PY 250. Cross listmg: SO 280. 
PY 426. PSYCHOLOGY AND THE CRIMINAL MIND (3). Studies the psychopathology 
of the antisocial personality. Exammes theories of antisocial behavior as well as spe-
cific psychological prof1les of perpetrators who comm1t various types of cnmes. 
Prereqwslte(s): PY 250. 
PY 427. CRIMINAL PROFILING (3). Provides an mtroducbon to the sc1ence of cnminal 
mvestrgalive analysrs. wh1ch IS the process of mfernng dislincbve personality charac-
teristics of indiVIduals responsrble for committ1ng cnminal acts. Dtscuss10ns mclude 
wider societal contexts and implications. Prerequ1s1te(s): PY 250 Cross lisbng: SO 427. 
PY 428. CHILDREN AND VIOLENCE (3). Exammes ch1ldren as victims and perpetra-
tors from h1stoncal. chmcal and soctologrcal perspectives. Drscusses assessment and 
prevenhon of abuse and the effects of abuse as measured in long-term psychological 
1mpalfment and soctetalrmpact. Prerequistle(s): PY 250. Cross listmg: SO 428. 
PY 429. FAMILY VIOLENCE (3).1nvesligates rssues assoctaled wtlh the use of aggres-
sion agamst household members, aggression !halts agamst their wtll and detrimental 
to the1r physical, emotional and psychological welfare. Addresses soctal impact of vio-
lence as well as prevenlion. Prerequlstle(s): PY 250. Cross listing: SO 429. 
PY 430. SEXUAL HOMICIDE (3). Explores the psychologtcal mmd of sex cnme perpe-
trators and murderers. mcluding formative mfluences. conte~s of power. patterns and 
mot1ves. Uses case studies to probe into cnm1nal enterpnse. personal cause. group 
cause and SP.xual homicides Prerequis1te(sl· PY 250. Cross hsllng: SO 430. 
PY 431. PERSONAL VIOLENCE, GRIEVING AND SURVIVAL (3). Exammes the nature 
of personal VIOl· nee. mcludmg soc1al and psychotog~ral definitions and Circum-
stances Explores the rela!Jonships of SUICide to mental tllness, SUICide methods and 
places, the role and phases of grieving, as well as prevention. Prerequtstte(s): PY 
250. Cross listing: SO 43 L 
PY 433. VIOLENCE IN THE WORKPLACE (3). lnterdtsc1plinary exammation of and 
practical approaches to prevention. mtervenlion and dealing w1th the aftermath of 
vtolence in the workplace. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. Cross listmg SO 433 
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PY 440. PROFESSIONAL ETHICS IN PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prov1des an overview of perti-
nent issues related to eth1cs m the helping professions. Students formulate their own 
personal/professional ethics statements. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. 
PY 441. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Studies social behavior mcluding the soc1al self; 
attnbution theory; attitude formation and change; attraction, love and int1macy; 
aggression and altruism; and conformity and obedience. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. 
PY 444. THE FAMILY (3). Provides a comparative analysis of marnages, families, and 
domestic groups. Examines varieties of family life and their effects on men, women, 
children, and other social institutions. Prerequisite(s): SO 200. Cross listing SO 481 
PY 454. COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY (3). Focuses on psycholog~cal processes such as 
attent1on, memory, concept formation, problem solving and language. Examines cur-
rent research data, theories and applications. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. 
PY 456. ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR (3). Emphas1zes orgamzational environment and 
behav1or concepts. Focuses on human resources and system 1deas, motivating employ-
ees, job satisfaction, leadership, managmg change, commun1cation and group process-
es, employee counseling, interpersonal and group dynam1cs. Cross listing: BA 454. 
PY 462. BEHAVIORAL AND STRESS MANAGEMENT (3). Examines current techniques 
in the treatment of behavioral and physiological problems. Includes stress manage-
ment, relaxation therapy, biofeedback, desensitization, assertiveness trammg, cogni-
tive therap1es, modeling and other behavioral management techmques. 
PY 463. PSYCHOLOGY OF INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS (3). Explores the most recent infor-
mation regarding the factors leading to the success or failure of inbmate relabonships 
PY 468. PSYCHOLOGY OF CHANGE (3). Exammes change from personal and organi-
zational perspectives. Explores pnnc1ples of change, sources of resistance and strate-
gies for overcommg resistance. 
PY 469. LIFESPAN DEVELOPMENT (3). Analyzes human developmental stages from 
the perspectives of major theones of development-cognitive, learning, humanistic 
and psychoanalytic. 
PY 470. PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONALITY (3). Studies theones of development and 
organizatiOn of personality mcluding representative examples of class1cal and modern 
theones Prerequisite(s): PY 250. 
PY 471. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Uses the biopsychosoical model as the basis 
for explammg the cause, understanding and treatment of mental disorders. 
Emphasizes common disorders encountered in clinical practice and specific criterion 
necessary for making a diagnosis. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. 
PY 481. BIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR (3). Examines relation-
ships between activity of the nervous system, endocrine systems, and behav1or. 
Topics include sensat1on, perception, consciousness, sexual behavior, eatmg and 
drinking, sleepmg and dreaming, and learning. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. 
PY 493. SENIOR CAPSTONE (3-6). Provides the culmmating experience of the major, 
focusing on integration and application of theory. Must be completed as graded 
course work at Reg~s Umvers1ty NOTE 18 SH of upper division Psychology courses 
required. Recommended final course for majors 
PY 496E-W. SPECIAL TOPICS IN PSYCHOLOGY (3). Stud1es selected top1cs m psy-
chology through lecture presentation and research projects. PrerequisJte(s): PY 250. 
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PY 498N-W. INTERNSHIP IN PSYCHOLOGY (3). Provides an intensive work expen-
ence appropriate to the psychology discipline. Prerequisite(s) PY 250 and approval of 
Department Chair. NOTE: Portfolio credit not available. 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (PA) 
PA 300. GOVERNMENT ROLE IN SOCIETY (3). Examines the role and social responsi-
bility of vanous government levels in our soc1ety. Explores how the levels of govern-
ment (local, state, federal) are structured m prov1dmg serv1ces to 1ts Citizens and how 
citizen groups participate m that process. 
PA 400. PUBLIC POLICY (3). Investigates and analyzes how governments determine 
pnoribes and implement polic1es utilizing the mfluences from the private sector and 
c1tizen groups. Explores issues such as pnvatization. health care services, soc1al 
secunty, we~are and poverty and income d1stribut1on. 
PA 410. PUBLIC FINANCE (3). Evaluates how governments spend the taxpayers' 
morey and how they collect the revenue to carry out programs and services. Analyzes 
the various types of budgets utilized by governments. Explores how cost-benefit analy-
sis IS used for makmg allocation decisions in government. Practice how to set goals, 
develop pertormance criteria and evaluate pertormance of government programs. 
PA 430. COMMUNITY INFLUENCES ON GOVERNMENTS (3). Examines the tools nec-
essary to mteract successfully with the communities governments serve. Explores the 
concepts of marketing and public relations: how to build consensus, how to develop a 
value oriented management style. Develops an appreciation for the political process 
in a free open market soc1ety. 
PA 450E-W. TOPICS IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT (3). Explores concepts of innovatiOn 
and change, the use of conflict resolution for communicating while developing a 
model of strategic management 10 order to identify and evaluate opportunities. 
Diwelops an understanding and an appreciation for eth1cal decision-makmg in gov-
ernment using the above concepts. 
PA 495F. ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT (3). Focuses on ethical problems that arise and 
role of the individual decision-maker in the entry-level position as opposed to the 
managerial level. Studies the vanous philosophical and social/psychological decision 
making systems which can be used to resolve eth1cal problems. Includes case stud-
ies and role-playing in the government settmg. Cross listmg: BA 495F. 
RELIGION AND CULTURE (RC) 
RC 220A. WORLD RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS I (3). Introduces the basic concepts of 
Hmd01sm, Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism, and their values and practices. 
Emphasizes ennching the Western mmd and facilitating inter-cultural understanding. 
RC 220B. WORLD RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS II (3). Surveys the basic concepts. val-
ues and practices of Judaism, Christianity and Islam. Compares religions, their 
beliefs, behaviors, and affect on individual outlooks and cultural interaction. 
RC 400E-W. THEMES IN RELIGION AND CULTURE (3). Investigates the interrelation 
and interaction of religion as one aspect of human culture. Includes relig~on in 
America, Death and dying, and religious understandings of family life. 
RC 402. EASTERN RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHIES (3). Explores philosophical concepts, 
religious beliefs, and faith concepts of major Asian religions including Hmduism, 
Buddhism, Confucianism, and Taoism. Cross listing: PL 402. 
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RC 410E-W. AMERICAN RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS (3). Focuses on the religious prac-
tices and beliefs of vanous eth1c and cultural groups wh1ch comprise religious com-
munrtles in the Unrtes States. 
RC 412E-W. THEMES IN RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY (3). Examines some aspects 
of philosophical thmkrng about religion. Includes philosophy of God, belief and unbe-
lief, and phenomenological approaches to religion. Prerequislte(s)· PL 250. Cross list-
ing: PL 485E-W. 
RC 415. PEACE AND JUSTICE IN CATHOLIC THOUGHT (3). Stud1es the sources and 
influences of Catholic social teaching. Focuses on such themes as liberation theology, 
economic justice, war and peace, and workplace rights. Cross listing: CAS 460S. 
RC 458. JUDAISM (3). Studies Juda1c religious h1story and traditions. sacred scnp-
tures, key historic figures. and contemporary issues facing the local and international 
Jewish community as well as 1ts connect1on to and relationships with members of 
other faith perspectives. 
RC 459. ISLAM (3). Presents essential elements of Islam including practices, beliefs, 
and relatronsh1ps to other world religions. 
RC 470E-W. ADULT SPIRITUALITY (3). Surveys major themes of theory and practice 
in spiritual life Stud1es spirituality as it applies to contemporary themes. 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES (RS) 
RS 200. INTRODUCTION TO RELIGIOUS STUDIES (3).1ntroduces the academic study 
of religion and develops an awareness of the nature of religion, the way it functions 
and its role in human ex1stence. Highlights diversity of religious phenomena and uni-
versal human concerns. 
RS 305. OLD TESTAMENT THEMES (3). Surveys the history, cultural background and 
literature of the Old Testament focusing on specific Old Testament themes. 
RS 306. NEW TESTAMENT THEMES (3). Surveys the history, cultural background and 
literature of the New Testament. emphas1zrng the person of Jesus and the Gospels 
and wntrngs of Paul. 
RS 401E-W. TOPICS IN OLD TESTAMENT STUDIES (3). Investigates key themes m 
Old Testament literature, rnvolving study of the resources and methods of biblical 
scholarship. 
RS 402E-W. THEMES IN NEW TESTAMENT STUDIES (3). Investigates key themes rn 
New Testament literature, involvrng study of the resources and methods of modern 
biblical scholarship. 
RS 406. APPROACHES TO BIBLICAL LITERATURE (3). Surveys key themes in the 
Hebrew and Chnstian scrrptures, utilizrng the resources and methodology of contem-
porary biblical scholarship. 
RS 407. JESUS WITHIN JUDAISM I (3). Provides an historical introductton to the 
soc1al, political and cultural milieu of 1st century Judaism and the relatronship of 
Rabbi Yeshua ben Yoseph Uesus) to the Juda1sm of h1s t1me. 
RS 408. DIMENSIONS OF CONTEMPORARY CATHOLICISM (3). Introduces contem-
porary Catholicism with particular emphasis on United State~ Catholicism. Examines 
Catholic belief and pract1ce and recent changes and tensions within Catholicism. 
Cross listing: CAS 420H. 
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RS 422. JESUS OF NAZARETH (3). Studies the significance of Jesus of Nazareth's life 
and message in the context of his historical existence, and the faith traditions of 
Chrisllan peoples. 
RS 424. JESUS WITHIN JUDAISM II (3). A continuation of Jesus w1thin Juda1sm I. 
RS 493. SENIOR CAPSTONE (3-6). Culmmatrng expenence of the major, focusing on 
integration and application of theory through research. NOTE. 18 SH of upper division 
Religious Studies required. 
SOCIOLOGY (SO) 
SO 200. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY (3). Stud1es sociological perspectives, 
focusing on social groups and social interaction. Presents basic sociologrcal terms 
and concepts, and examines a variety of social rnstitutions and processes. 
SO 204. INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3). Introduces the meth· 
ods and theory of cultural anthropology through a theoretical and comparative exami-
nation of the role of culture rn human life. Includes the study of other cultures and 
field research on contemporary United States culture. 
SO 280. RESEARCH METHODS AND STATISTICS FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (3). 
Provides an understanding of research methods includrng quantitative and qualitative 
des1gns and ethical and legal considerations in research. Examrnes description, rnter-
pretation and application of research results and includes role of statistics m inter· 
preting studies. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. Cross listmg: PY 280. 
SO 340. WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY (3). Examines the relationships between 
reg1onal geography and 1ts 1mpact on cultural, economic and political development. 
Analyzes the influence of geographical features on global distributions of populations. 
resources. political alliances and social/economic stralif1calions. 
SO 341. COMPARATIVE FOREIGN POLICY (3). Examines different patterns of polrtical 
development. change, and power relationships in contemporary nation-states. 
Introduces tools, theories and concepts to analyze sources of the domestic political 
envrronment (national pnorities and objectives. policy-making processes, individual 
policy-makers). international factors. and future challenges. 
SO 350. CRIMINOLOGY (3). Analyzes social, political and economic forces that shape 
the nature, extent and defrnitions of cnme. Includes corporate and government cnme; 
the relationship of racism. sexism and drugs w1th crime; and imprisonment. 
Prerequis1te(s): SO 200 or permission of rnstructor. 
SO 427. CRIMINAL PROFILING (3). Provides an introductron to the science of crimi-
nal rnvesbgat1ve analysis, wh1ch IS the process of infernng distrnctive personality 
charactensbcs of rndividuals responsible for comm1ttrng criminal acts. Discussions 
1nclude w1der societal contexts and implications. Prerequislte(s): PY 250 Cross list-
rng: PY 427 
SO 428. CHILDREN AND VIOLENCE (3). Examines children as v1ctims and perpetra-
tors from h1stoncal clin1cal and socrologrcal perspectives Discusses assessment and 
prevention of abuse and the effects of abuse as measured in long-term psychological 
Impairment and soc1etal1mpact. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. Cross listing: PY 428. 
SO 429. FAMILY VIOLENCE (3). Investigates 1ssues associated w1th the use of aggres-
sion against household members. aggression that is against their will and detrimental 
to their physical, emotional and psychological welfare. Addresses social impact of vio-
lence as well as prevention. Prerequis1te(s): PY 250. Cross listrng: PY 429. 
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SO 430. SEXUAL HOMICIDE (3). Explores the psychological mind of sex crime perpe-
trators and murderers, including formative influences, contexts of power, patterns and 
motives. Uses case studies to probe into cnmmal enterpnse, personal cause, group 
cause and sexual homicides. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. Cross listing: PY 430. 
SO 431. PERSONAL VIOLENCE, GRIEVING AND SURVIVAL (3). Examines the nature 
of personal violence, including social and psychological delimtions and circum-
stances. Explores the relationships of suicide to mental1llness, suicide methods and 
places, the role and phases of grieving, as well as prevention. PrereqUISite(s): PY 
250. Cross listing: PY 431. 
SO 433. VIOLENCE IN THE WORKPLACE (3). Interdisciplinary examination of and 
practical approaches to prevention. mtervenlton and dealing with the aftermath of 
violence in the workplace. Prerequisite(s): PY 250. Cross listing: PY 433. 
SO 445. HOMELAND SECURITY (3). Introduces and defines Homeland Secunty and 
the terminology and concepts used by professionals in the field. ldent1f1es First 
Responders (i e., FEMA, Secret Service, police departments. etc.) and the challenges 
and problems associated With each. PrerequJsJte(s)· SO 200. 
SO 446. PERSPECTIVES ON TERRORISM (3). Explores current and historical socio-
logical, political, and religious climates. wh1ch contribute to acts of terrorism. 
Exam10es moltvation, direction, funding, responses. impacts and consequences. 
PrereqUisite(s) SO 200. 
SO 447. INTERORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION (3). Examines principles and theo-
nes assoc1ated with breakmg down formal and mformal communication barriers 
between organizations and facilitating interoperability for groups m discussion. problem 
solving. decision-making. and strategic planning processes. Cross listing: COM 44 7. 
SO 448. HOMELAND SECURITY LEGAL AND ETHICAL ISSUES (3). Identifies emerg-
ing legal and ethical implementation issues associated with actions taken by 
response orgamzalions and individuals withm those organJzatJons. Discusses new 
and emerging legislation PrerequisJte(s): SO 200. 
SO 449. SECURITY AND VULNERABILITY (3). Explores theories and practices behind 
security and vulnerability assessments. Examines existing security practices and 
assessment models used 10 orgamzatlons. Identifies emerging security concerns and 
solutions, including monetary resources. to counter potential threats. Prerequisite(s): 
so 200. 
SO 451. JUVENILE DELINQUENCY (3). Investigates Juvemle delmquency 10 the con-
text of soc1al and political authority, the operations of the criminal justice system, 
youth culture and youth subcultures, and related social issues Presents various soci-
ological theories of JUVenile delinquency, and examines vanous histoncal and contem-
porary mamfestations of juvenile crime and deviance. Prerequisite(s): SO 200. 
SO 469E-W. CONTEMPORARY CULTURES (3). Provides a comparative analysis of 
modern cultures and reg~ons, emphasizmg processes of social change. 
Prerequisite(s). SO 200 or permission of instructor. 
SO 472. WEALTH AND POWER (3). Provides a comparative exam10a!Jon of political 
and economic mstitut1ons, the groups that dommate these 10stitut1ons, the means by 
· which they exercise power and challenges to the exercise of power. 
SO 476. SOCIAL JUSTICE IN THE WORKPLACE (3). Examines the sociolog~cal aspects of 
work from the personal Viewpoint of the indiv1dual1n the workplace as well as the greater 
1mpact and implications of societal norms and expectations within the workplace. 
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SO 481. THE FAMILY (3). Prov1des a comparative analysis of marnages, fam11ies, 
and domest1c groups. Examines varieties of family life and their effects on men, 
women, children, and other social institutions. Cross listing: PY 444. 
SO 486. MASS COMMUNICATION AND SOCIETY (3). Investigates and analyzes econom-
IC, political and ideological dimensions of mass commumcabon. mass communication 
and soc1al control, and the development of mass media forms. Cross listing: COM 486. 
SO 493. SENIOR CAPSTONE (3-6). Culminating experience of the major, focusing on 
mtegration and application of theory through research. NOTE: 18 SH of upper division 
Social Science required. 
SO 496E-W. TOPICS IN SOCIOLOGY (3). Offers selected topics 10cluding sociology of 
medicme, community and urban studies. 
SO 498N-W. INTERNSHIP IN SOCIOLOGY (3). Prov1des an mtensive work experience 
appropriate to the sociology diSCipline. PrereqUJsite(s): SO 200 and approval of 
Department Chair NOTE: Portfolio credit not available. 
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SPS GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Since the mid-1970s, the Reg1s Un1versity School for Professional 
Studies (SPS) has been nationally recognized as a leader in educa-
tion providing adults with innovative, professional, collaborative 
educational programs Graduate study has a substantive tradition 
in SPS. Dating from 1978, when the first graduate degree was 
offered at Regis, SPS Graduate Programs has expanded its options 
for adults, now offering seven different graduate degrees and 25 
graduate certificates to well over 4,000 adult students. The follow-
Ing graduate degrees vary m content, delivery system and focus; 
however, they hold in common a commitment to serving adult 
learners with quality, value-oriented, relevant graduate education. 
Master of Arts (MA) 
Master of Arts in Counseling (MACP) 
Master of Business Administration (MBA) 
Master of Nonprofit Management (MNM) 
Master of Sc1ence in Computer Information Technology (MSCIT) 
Master of Science in Management (MSM) 
Master of Science in Software and Information Systems (MSSIS) 
LEARNING FORMATS 
A variety of learning formats and locations offer graduate students 
flexibility and options in completing graduate study. Among all 
degrees, close attention is given to the integration of theory and 
practice as well as opportunities to develop skills and abilities that 
prepare learners for changmg demands of the workplace. 
Graduate study is available via classroom-based, guided inde-
pendent study and distance technology formats. 
ACCELERATED CLASSROOM-BASED 
Most classroom-based courses are offered in an eight-week accel-
erated format. Some are offered in a 16-week academic period, or 
in a weekend intensive format. Most accelerated courses meet one 
evening a week for a total of 28-32 contact hours. Course instruc-
tion is based on a facilitative model of learning. 
GUIDED INDEPENDENT STUDY (GIS) 
For guided independent study, student's share the responsibility 
for course design with a graduate faculty advisor at Regis 
University, as well as an outside expert who serves as a course 
consultant. Plans for course study are formalized in a learning 
Contract. The Learning Contract is similar to a course syllabus, 
and includes clear statements of course objectives, required learn-
ing activities and method of evaluation. 
REGIS ONLINE 
Educational technologies like videotape, CD, e-mail, and synchronous 
and asynchronous web technologies offer learners convenience and 
flexibility as well as opportunities for learning any time and any place. 
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LEARNING FORMAT AND INSTRUCTIONAL 
SITES BY DEGREE 
All SPS graduate degrees are available at several campus loca-
tions, and via online technology. The following is a listing of 
instructional sites for SPS Graduate Programs. 
MA Seminars at the lowell and las Vegas, Nevada, campus-
es; non-campus based learning format; guided independ-
ent study; online technology. 
MACP Campus-based; semester and eight-week academic peri-
ods at the lowell, Boulder, Colorado Springs and las 
Vegas, Nevada, campuses. 
MBA Classroom-based; eight-week academic periods at the 
Lowell, DTC, lnterlocken at Broomfield, Fort Collins, 
Colorado Springs and las Vegas, Nevada, campuses. 
NOTE: External MBA Program offered via online technol-
ogy. 
MNM Accelerated classroom-based; eight-week academic pen-
ods at the lowell and DTC campuses. Also ava1lable via 
online technology in eight-week academic periods. 
MSCIT Accelerated classroom-based; eight-week academic peri-
ods at the lowell, DTC, Boulder, lnterlocken at 
Broomfield, Fort Collins, and Colorado Springs campus-
es. MSCIT online program is offered via online technolo-
gy. 
MSM Accelerated classroom-based; eight-week academic peri-
ods at the lowell, DTC, Boulder, lnterlocken at 
Broomfield, and Fort Collins campuses. Also available 
via online technology in e1ght-week academ1c periods. 
MSSIS Accelerated program offered via online technology. 
ADMISSIO.:..:N:..__ ________ _ 
APPLICATION DEADLINE 
Applicat1on materials for admission to graduate degree programs 
must be subm1tted 30 days prior to the start of courses. Students 
are encouraged to check specific degree program deadlines. The 
completed application form, application fee, student copies of 
transcript(s)- to be followed by official copies-and other desig-
nated documents must be submitted to the Graduate Marketing 
and Adm1ssion Office prior to the student starting classes. All doc-
uments submitted during the applicat1on process become the 
property of Reg1s University. 
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ADMISSION ON PROBATION 
Students who do not meet all academic admission criteria but 
demonstrate promise for the program may be admitted on a pro-
bationary basis. Under the probationary status, students must 
attain a grade of "B" or higher on the first nine hours of graduate 
course work. (A grade of "B-" is not acceptable.) Successful com-
pletion of the first nine hours of course work with a 3.000 cumu-
lative grade point average removes the probationary status and 
entitles students to good academic standing. 
EXPIRED APPLICATIONS 
Applications remain current for one year after submission. 
Students who do not sign a Degree Plan w1thm one year must 
reapply and complete the adm1ss1ons process under the policies 
and degree requirements in effect at the time of reapplication. 
RETURNING STUDENTS 
Graduate degrees are designed to allow flexibility in the comple-
tion of the course of study. Students may find it necessary to stop 
taking courses for a period of t1me. Students who have an active 
Degree Plan are not required to complete the admissions process 
again. They can restart at any time. 
NONDEGREE-SEEKING STUDENTS 
Students seeking admission as a nondegree-seeking, special stu-
dent must: 
Provide official documentation of a baccalaureate degree from 
a regionally accredited college or university. 
Have appropriate work experience. 
Meet prerequisite requirements. 
Have degree chair approval. 
A max1mum of nine semester hours may be taken. Additional 
semester hours may be taken w1th approval of the appropnate 
degree chair. 
Nondegree-seeking students are not eligible to receive financial 
aid or veteran's benefits. 
Nondegree-seeking students who wish to become degree-seeking 
must meet all the admission and degree requirements for that 
degree. Courses taken by nondegree-seeking special students 
apply to an SPS graduate degree only if the courses are appropri-
ate to the selected degree. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
All international students must complete general admission 
requirements as outlined under the "International Student" head-
ing in the SPS General Information section of this Bulletin. 
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Additionally, the applicant's undergraduate degree must be equiva-
lent to a four year bachelor's degree granted by a regionally accred-
ited college or university in the United States. Equivalency is deter-
mined by an approved credential evaluation serv1ce paid for by the 
applicant. In addition, applicants with an international background 
must demonstrate graduate level English writing skills. 
International applicants processing or seeking a student visa can 
only be considered for full acceptance (not conditional), and must 
maintain a full-time course load. International applicants are not 
eligible for Financial Aid. 
TUITION AND FEES 
Registration confirmations and mvoices are mailed to students. 
Payment of tuit1on and fees 1s expected dunng the first week of 
the academic period. There are several payment options, which 
are explained in the General Information section of this Bulletin 
under the heading of "Tuition, Fees, Room and Board Charges." 
Students are also urged to go to the Regis website, www.regis.edu 
for more information. 
STANDARDS OF CONDUCT 
SPS Graduate Programs' students and faculty share responsibility 
to maintaining an appropriate learning environment. This includes 
using information technology responsibly in online and other 
courses. In order for faculty members to provide and students to 
receive effective instruction in classrooms, laboratories, online 
courses, and other learning areas, the Graduate Programs and fac-
ulty expect students to conduct themselves in an orderly and 
cooperative manner and not engage tn disruptive behavior, disor-
derly conduct, or intentionally mterfere in th·e freedom of expres-
sion of others. 
"Disruptive Behavior" or "Disorderly Conduct" as applied to the 
academic setting, means behav1or that a reasonable faculty mem-
ber or student would view as intentionally or recklessly interfering 
with normal academic functions, University events, or University 
sponsored activities. Examples include, but are not limited to: per-
SIStently speaking or commenting without being recognized, or 
interrupting other speakers; behav1or that d1stracts the class from 
the subject matter or discussion; or in extreme cases, physical 
threats, harassing behavior or personal insults; refusal to comply 
with faculty direct1on including refusal to work in a group, using a 
cell phone or pager during a classroom sess1on; or behavior that 
has a negative impact in any learning environment. Disruptive 
behavior also includes any other behavior covered by the Regis 
Untverstty Student Code of Conduct. 
Students who fail to adhere to acceptable behavioral standards 
may be subject to discipline up to and including expulsion from 
the program. 
STUDENT ETHICS STATEMENT 
It shall be a violation of the ethical standards applicable to all 
Regis graduate students in all graduate course work for any stu-
dent to use information shared, or comments or opinions 
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expressed by another student during the course or class discus-
sions in a manner which is mtended to humiliate, embarrass, 
harass, damage, or otherwise injure other students in their per-
sonal, public or businesS/professional lives. 
Academic dishonesty also includes forgery and unauthorized alter-
ation or misuse of one's own or another student's academic 
records. It also includes knowingly furnishmg false information 
when seeking admission to Regis University. Students mvolved in 
such dishonest activity may be denied admission to the Program, 
expelled from the University, receive "F" grades for those courses 
in which academic record integrity was violated, lose academic 
scholarship awards for the next academic year, or receive other 
sanctions as deemed appropriate. 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS PLAGIARISM POLICY 
Plagiarism is defined as presenting as one's own the ideas, words 
or product of another. When a student submits work for credit 
that includes the product. words, ideas, or data of others, the 
source must be acknowledged by the use of complete, accurate, 
and specific references this includes copying and pasting from 
online media or from any website. By placing one's name on work 
submitted for credit, the student certifies the originality of all work 
not otherwise identified by appropriate acknowledgements. 
Sanctions for plagiarism may include: 
A failing grade on the assignment; 
failure of the course; or 
expulsion of the student from the course or the department. 
Procedures for Plagiarism 
An instructor who suspects that a student has committed plagia-
rism consults with the degree chair as soon as practical after the 
instructor develops the suspicion. Prior to consultation, however, 
the instructor may take action to prove, detect or preserve evi-
dence of plagiarism. In taking such action the instructor should 
minimize disruption and embarrassment to the student. 
The instructor and degree chair shall review the evidence. If the 
evidence warrants a claim of plagiarism, the student shall be 
informed of the charge and given an opportunity to state h1S/her 
case. The student shall be informed of the possible penalties that 
may be 1mposed or recommended. The instructor, with the 
approval of the degree chair, shall inform the student in person or 
by personal telephone call, and by certifying mail (to the local 
address on record in the Registrar's office) of the evidence, 
charges, and possible penalties. All written documents will be 
placed in the student file. 
Student Appeal Process 
The student involved may appeal any plagiarism accusation or 
sanction given in Graduate Programs. The written appeal must be 
made to the associate academic dean of Graduate Programs 
whose decision is final. 
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ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
STU DENT R ESPONSI B I LIT I ES 
Graduate students are expected to have college-level writing skills 
when they enter a graduate program. These skills include writing 
mechanics (grammar, spelling, punctuation, word usage and 
structure) along with analysis of issues, support of position, and 
clarity of thought. Each student is responsible for meetmg the 
wntmg standards designated by the degree program. 
For master's students, a personal computer with a modem is an 
indispensable management tool. The benefits of having full-time 
access to a personal computer far exceeds those obtained through 
sharing the limited amount of equipment in Regis' computer labo· 
ratories. Students are encouraged to have access to their own per-
sonal computer, either through personal ownership, rental, or 
arrangements made with their employer. 
ACADEMIC STANDING AND PENALTIES 
To sustain good academ1c standing at the graduate level, a cumu-
lative grade point average of 3.000 for 600-level course work is 
required. The cumulative grade point average is computed by 
dividing the total number of grade points earned in the 600 level 
courses, by the total number of semester hours attempted in those 
courses. No more than two courses with grades of "C" can count 
toward graduation requirements. A grade lower than a "C" (e.g. C-) 
is not counted toward degree requirements, but is included in the 
cumulative grade point average. 
PROBATION 
Graduate students whose cumulative grade point average falls 
below 3.000 for 600-level course(s} at the end of any given 
semester are placed on academic probation. After one semester 
on probation, a student's performance will be reviewed by the 
appropriate degree chair and the associate academic dean for 
Graduate Programs. Normally, students on probation are permitted 
to take only one course per term; students who are not successful 
in raising their grade point average to 3.000 will be considered for 
suspension by the degree chair and the associate academic dean 
for Graduate Programs. In addition, graduate students who receive 
a grade of "C" or less in two courses are subject to academic 
review. Students are formally notified of their academic probation 
in a letter from the associate academic dean for Graduate 
Programs, School for Professional Studies. 
SUSPENSION 
Students on probation who do not achieve a 3.000 cumulative 
grade point average are suspended. Academic Suspension is 
recorded on the student's permanent academic record (transcript). 
Students are formally notified of their suspension from Regis 
University in a letter from the associate academic dean for 
Graduate Programs, School for Professional Studies. 
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Students who are notified of academic suspension for the previous 
semester and who are currently in attendance in a Regis 
University class may complete that class. Any additional registra-
tions will be dropped. 
After one calendar year, the student may apply for readmission by 
fulfilling the followmg written requirements: 
Submit a letter requesting readmission and an explanation of 
Ule previous academic difficulties and how the problem(s) 
have been addressed. 
Submit a written contract, signed by the student and the appro-
priate degree chair, which states how the student will meet the 
required minimum 3.000 grade point average or an agreed-
upon provisional grade point average within a defined period. 
Applications for readmission are addressed to the associate academ-
ic dean for Graduate Programs, School for Professional Studies. 
DISMISSAL 
Academic dismissal IS act1on taken by Regis University m which 
the student 1s rendered ineligible to return to Regis University for 
any program of study. For this action to be taken, a graduate stu-
dent must have been suspended, applied for and been readmitted 
to Regis University on academ1c probation, and failed to achieve 
either the required minimum 3.000 grade point average or an 
agreed-upon provisional grade point average as predetermined by 
the student and the appropriate degree cha1r. Academic dismissal 
is recorded on the permanent academic record (transcript) . 
SUSPENSION/DISMISSAL APPEAL PROCEDURE 
Students who wish to appeal the1r suspension/dismissal must 
complete the following requirements within 30 days of the date 
on the letter of notification for Suspension/Dismissal. 
Write a letter or send an email to the associate academic dean for 
Graduate Programs, School for Professional Studies explaining: 
Why the student should not be suspended or dismissed from 
the University. 
What prevented the student from successful progress toward 
completion of academic goals. 
That the student is committed to and ready to proceed with 
serious academic study. 
The student will request an appointment with the associate 
academic dean for SPS Graduate Programs to discuss the 
terms for continuation in the student's academic program 
and/or Regis University. 
Decisions on Suspension/Dismissal appeals by the associate aca-





For information on grade reports, incomplete grades, change of 
recorded grade, and repeat for higher grade, students should refer 
to the University General Information section of this Bulletin . 
GRADE OF INCOMPLETE 
If a grade of Incomplete is approved by the instructor for an SPS 
graduate course, the incomplete grade assigned is "1/F". The length 
of time for completion is determined by the instructor but may not 
exceed the end of the following term. If the work is not completed 
by the deadline, the Incomplete will revert to a grade of "F". 
GRADE OF " IN PROGRESS" 
"In Progress" grades are given to students in the graduate cap-
stone project courses or practicum/internship courses where it 
may be appropnate for a student to take longer than the eight 
weeks or semester (if a semester-based course) provided for com-
pletion. If the course instructor agrees that the student should be 
given additional time, an "In Progress" grade can be granted for a 
penod of up to one year (12 months) to complete the capstone 
project course or practicum/internship. The grade to be recorded 
in the student's record is IP/F or IP/NP depending on whether the 
approved grade in a letter grade or Pass/No Pass. If the student 
does not satisfactonly complete the course within the one year 
period, the grade reverts to the "F" or "NP" grade. 
"In Progress" grades will only be given m the capstone courses or 
practicum/internship courses. "In Progress" is not appropriate for 
other courses where there is a definitive end date. In those cases 
if the student is unable to complete the course work for an 
approved reason and the instructor approves, the appropnate 
grade is lncomplete/F (IfF) and the student has no more than the 
eight weeks or equivalent term to complete the work. 
APPEALS OF DISPUTED GRADES 
For information regarding appeals of disputed grades, students 
should refer to the SPS General Information section of th1s Bulletin. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Transfer of credit is permitted for the MA, MACP, MBA, MNM, 
MSCIT, MSM and MSSIS graduate degree programs. or the total 
semester hours required for any one of these graduate degrees, no 
more than 20% of the total semester hours required may com-
prise transfer course work, or course work included in a previously 
earned graduate degree from another regionally accredited college 
or university or from Regis University. Graduate degrees with the 
total semester hours required equal to either 30 or 36 semester 
hours may transfer a maximum of six semester hours. Graduate 
degrees for wh1ch 48 semester hours are required permit nine 
hours of transfer credit. 
Course(s) considered for transfer must be graduate level and be 
equivalent to a course required for the degree or meet a degree 
requirement category (e.g., general elective). Students must have 
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earned a minimum grade of "8-" for the course(s) to be eligible 
for transfer and only credit completed within the last ten years is 
eligible for transfer consideration. Some graduate programs may 
have a more restrictive age limit for transfer credit than the 
University limit of ten years. Transfer credit is approved by a grad-
uate faculty degree chair or designee. 
Course work is eligible for transfer at any point in the Degree Plan 
unless otherwise stated. Graduate degree programs may have 
more specific or more restrictive transfer credit policies than these 
stated policies. Specific transfer credit policies are stated in the 
appropriate graduate degree section of this Bulletin . 
DEGREE PLAN 
The Degree Plan is a wntten agreement between the student and 
the appropriate graduate program. It sets forth the academic 
requirements for the degree. The Degree Plan is signed by the stu-
dent and a graduate faculty advisor or designee. 
The Degree Plan specifies the amount of time during which the 
requirements for a particular degree must be completed. This peri-
od is determined by each program and is listed in the degree 
requirements. During that period, students are permitted to benefit 
from any changes (e.g., transfer credit policy changes; does not 
include degree requirement changes) that were implemented since 
the Degree Plan signing. If the Degree Plan expires before the stu-
dent has completed all degree requirements, the student must 
sign either a new Degree Plan reflecting current degree require-
ments or request in writing an extension of the Degree Plan. A 
request for an extension is submitted to the degree chair who has 
final authority to approve or deny. The student must complete any 
degree requirement changes associated with the new Degree Plan. 
GRADUATION 
The Application for Graduation form must be submitted to the 
Graduate Program Office before eligibility for graduation can be 
evaluated. The Application for Graduation 1s required at the begin-
ning of the semester in which the student expects to complete 
graduation requirements or within approximately six semester 
hours of completing the degree requ1rements. Specific application 
deadlines are available from the Graduate Program Office at the 
Lowell campus or at other instructional s1tes. Failure to make 
application by the proper date may delay graduation. 
Students should refer to the General Information section of th1s 
Bulletin for additional informat1on on graduation, application process-
ing, degree award, diplomas, graduation honors, and commencement. 
GRADUATE ACADEMIC CERTIFICATE COMPLETION 
The application for Graduate Level Academic Certificate form must 
be submitted to the Graduate Program Office before eligibility for 
certificate completion can be evaluated. The Application for 
Certificate Completion is required at the beginning of the semester 
in which the student expects to complete the certificate require-
ments or within approximately three to six semester hours of com-
pleting the certificate requirements·. Specific application dead-
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lines are available from the Graduate Program Office at the Lowell 
campus or at other instructional sites. Failure to make application 
by the proper date may delay receiving the certificate. 
* Dependent upon how many courses per term a student is completing. 
PROGRAMS OF STUDY 
MASTER OF ARTS (MA) 
INTRODUCTION 
The Master of Arts degree provides students with an individually 
designed, multidisciplinary and academically rigorous program. 
The Master of Arts is a student-centered program that enhances 
students' educational choices for intellectual, professional, and 
personal growth. The degree is learner-designed and focuses on 
the achievement of the spec1fic learning objectives and outcomes 
of each student. It provides a framework for students to plan a 
course of study unique to the1r own graduate learning needs. 
Students, with faculty approval, designate an academic specializa-
tion that reflects the individualized course of study included in 
their Degree Plan. 
A strong collaborative working relationship with the faculty pro-
VIdes students with support and advice necessary to plan their 
individualized course of study. Students who prefer more structure 
may choose from an array of suggested academic specializations 
to support their career needs or to support their personal learning 
goals. Students whose learning goals go beyond the traditional 
graduate degree will find this degree to be relevant. 
In addition to the Master of Arts core faculty, the program draws 
professors from many departments throughout Regis University 
and from experts working within the community. Courses from 
other Regis SPS graduate programs are available for integration 
into students' specialized degree programs. At Regis University, 
the spiritual, ethical, and social development of the Master of Arts 
graduate student is of utmost Importance. Opportunities for self-
reflection, critical and creative thinking, community outreach, and 
service learning are foundational dimensions of this degree. 
ADMISSION 
Admission IS open to all men and women who have earned a bac-
calaureate degree in any field of study from a regiOnally accredited 
college or university. Applicants must demonstrate an ability to 
achieve graduate-level writing and critical analysis abilities before 
admiss1on to the Master of Arts degree program. 
The Graduate Marketing and Admissions Office must receive the 
following documentation from each applicant before an admission 
decision can be rendered: 
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A completed application form, which includes and non-
refundable application fee. 
• ' Official transcript{s) reflecting a baccalaureate degree awarded 
from a regionally accredited college or university and official 
transcripts for course work attempted or completed subse-
quent to baccalaureate degree completion. 
Completed admission essays. 
Two letters of recommendation. 
Current resume. 
Faculty interview. 
Once all documentation has been received, an Admission 
Committee reviews the application and makes an admission recom-
mendation. In some cases a student may be encouraged or required 
to complete preparatory graduate work prior to enrollment in the 
program, and/or attend a telephone or campus interview. 
WRITING SKILLS 
Since writing skills are critical to successful completion of the 
Master of Arts program, any student receiving an evaluation of 
"Limited" on either writing port1on of the essays submitted w1th 
the application will be required to complete MLS 500 and/or MLS 
501 or its equivalent prior to entering any graduate level courses 
in the program. 
Students receiving an evaluation of "Adequate" on the essays will 
be encouraged to complete MLS 500 and/or MLS 501 or its equiv-
alent prior to entering any graduate level courses in the program. 
MASTER OF ARTS PROGRAM CHARGES FOR THE 2006 -
2007 ACADEMIC YEAR 
Tuition {per semester hour 
Tuition, Las Vegas (per semester hour) 




The tuition, fees and other charges previously described are good-
faith proJections for the academic year. They are, however, subject 
to change from one academic term to the next as deemed neces-
sary by the University m order to meet its financial commitments 
and to fulfill its role and mission. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
The Master of Arts degree requires the successful completion of 
36 semester hours of graduate course work {600-level) in an indi-
vidualized Degree Plan. Core courses, research methods, and a 
master's research project are required. 
Students must maintain a cumulative grade pomt average of 
3.000 or better in all 600-level courses. A grade of "C" or higher 
is required in all 600-level courses. A maximum of two courses 
with a grade of "C" can be applied toward the degree require-




Students are considered to be enrolled full time if they are regis-
tered for six semester hours in one semester. Students who want 
to register for more than six semester hours in any semester may 
do so with the approval of the faculty advisor. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Acceptance of transfer work is based on a course content review. 
If approved, a maximum of six semester hours may be transferred 
from a graduate program of a regionally accredited institution. 
CROSS REGISTRATION 
MA Students 
MA Policy provides students with the opportunity to transfer grad-
uate course work into the MA degree plan. MA students may 
enroll in graduate courses in other Regis graduate programs while 
enrolled in the MA program and count the courses toward comple-
tion of the requirements of the MA degree under the following 
conditions: 
To register for non-MA courses, a student must meet all 
requirements of the program whose course work is taken. 
MA students must include all such course(s) in the degree 
plan and the course{s) must be approved by the faculty advi-
sor before the student registers for the course. 
Suitability of course work from other Regis graduate programs 
for the MA degree depends on several factors: relevance of 
the course to the student's needs and goals; compatibility of 
the course with MA mission and goals; fit of the course into 
the requirements of a student's field of emphasis. 
Other Regis Umversity Graduate Students 
Students enrolled in other Regis University graduate programs and in 
Good Standing may register for MA courses, either classroom-based 
or Guided Independent Study {GIS). To do so the student must: 
1 Have approval from hiS/her academic advisor in the program 
in which the student IS currently enrolled, and 
2 obtam written approval from the MA degree chair 
Courses eligible for cross registration include all MA courses for 
which there IS no prerequisite requirement. If a student wishes to 
enroll in a course for which one or more prerequisite courses exist, 
the student must satisfy all prerequisite requirements before 
he/she will be permitted to enroll. 
DEGREE PLAN 
Students must complete all degree requirements within SIX years 
{72 months) from the date of the signature on the Degree Plan. 
During that six-year period, students are permitted to benefit from 
any changes {e.g., transfer credit policy changes; does not include 
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degree requirement changes) that were implemented since the 
Degree Plan signing. If the Degree Plan expires before the student 
has completed all degree requirements, the student must sign a 
new Degree Plan and is held to any degree requirement changes 
associated with the new Degree Plan. 
Core Reqwrements 
MAPC 601- Graduate Research 
MAPC 602- Ethics and Multiculturalism 







Students select existing Regis University Graduate courses for which they have met 
prerequisites or design individualized study courses al1gned w1th their Degree Plan. 
Courses formerly listed under the Master of Arts in liberal Studies degree are eligible 
to be selected as specialization courses All courses must be associated with the stu-
dents approved spec1alizat1on 
Capstone Requirements 
MAPC 688-MA Capstone Plannmg 







Students may elect to complete the Master of Arts degree with 
two specializations. Each specialization must mclude a minimum 
of 15 semester hours of courses for each specialization. Courses 
for one specialization may not be applied to fulfill requirements for 
the second specialization. 
SECOND SPECIALIZATION 
A Regis University Master of Arts graduate who wishes to return 
for a second specialization must meet all the current core require-
ments and 15 semester hours for the new specialization. 
INDIVIDUALIZED GRADUATE CERTIFICATES 
Students may elect to complete a Graduate Professional Studies 
Certificate or a Graduate Liberal Studies Certificate. An mdiv1dualized 
Certificate Plan will be completed based on the student's specific 
goals. A specialization for the certificate will be proposed by the stu-
dent and approved by the faculty prior to enrollment. The specialization 
will appear on the student's academic transcript. A minimum of 12 
semester hours and a maximum of 15 semester hours are required. 
CERTIFICATE ADMISSIONS 
The Graduate Programs Marketing and Admissions Off1ce must 
receive the following documentation from each appl1cant before an 
admission recommendation will be rendered: 
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A completed application form, which mcludes a non-refund-
able application fee. 
Official transcripts reflectmg a baccalaureate degree awarded 
from a regionally accredited college or university. 
Two letters of recommendation. 




Graduate transfer credit is not accepted into the certtficate pro-
gram. All required hours must be earned through Regis University. 
CERTIFICATE REQUIREMENTS 
An academic certificate requires that students meet the following 
requirements in addition to the specified graduate hours: 
Candidates must maintain a cumulative grade point average 
of 3.000 or better in graduate level courses throughout the 
certificate program. 
A grade of "C" or higher is required for all certificate require-
ments. Grades lower than a "C" do not meet any requirement 
of the certificate program under any circumstance (i.e., a 
grade of "C-" 1s unacceptable). 
The certificate program must be successfully completed within 
four years (48 months) from the date of the student's signature 
on the Certificate Plan. Student signature on the Cert1ficate 
Plan must occur before the completion of the first course. 
Any course required to complete one certificate may not be 
used toward fulfillment of requirements for another certif1cate. 
MASTER OF ARTS COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
MASTER OF LIBERAl STUDIES (MlS) 
MLS 500. ESSENTIAlS FOR GRADUATE lEVEl WRITING (3). Develops wntmg profl-
ciencles for producing credible wntten documents at the graduate level. Through fre-
quent wribng exerc1ses w1th course consultant feedback, students learn to recogn1ze 
common grammattcal errors and to demonstrate prec1s1on, clarity, coherence and 
umty in wnting. Students master the elements of academ1c writing, mcludmg presen-
tation, expression, economy, prec1S1on, and documentabon. and culminate th1s knowl-
edge into a wntten graduate-level document Cross listmg: EDFD 500. 
MLS 501. CRITICAl THINKING SKillS (3). Exammes how to determine the differ-
ence btJtween good and bad ideas and how something does or does not "make 
sense". Studies the quality of thinking used 10 researchmg conclusions. Demonstrates 
how to th1nk crittcally and to evaluate information. 
MASTER OF ARTS CORE (MAPC) 
MAPC SOL GRADUATE RESEARCH (3). Explores strategies. methods and sk1lls for 
locatmg and evaluabng graduate research literature. Fam1lianzes students w1th spe-
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cialized academic journals and literature within specializations Explores graduate 
research methods, including qualitative and quantitative research paradigms. Cross 
listing: MSM 612. 
MAPC 602. ETHICS AND MULTICULTURALISM (3). Focuses on multicultural ethics. 
Introduces ethical theories for analyzmg eth1cal situations and for making eth1cal 
decisions within and across cultures. Explores role of ethics m various academic dis-
Ciplines and professional f1elds. NOTE: MA Program students only. 
MAPC 603. MA GRADUATE SEMINAR (3). Includes attendance and participation in 
graduate semmars, preparation and presentation of graduate portfolio, degree plan-
nmg, assessment of learnmg outcomes and documenting progress toward learmng 
goals. NOTE: MA Program students only 
MAPC 688. MA CAPSTONE PLANNING (3). Explores a vanety of research methodol~es , 
capstone proposal design, and facilitation of strateg~es for assessment, analysis and syn-
thesis. A proposal for a capstone project to thesis is to be submitted for faculty approval. 
PrereqUisite(s) Perm1ss1on of advisor required. NOTE. MA Program students only 
MAPC 696. MA CAPSTONE (3). Demonstrates mastery of the student's declared and 
approved specialization. Projects may include applied research projects, services 
learmng projects, Internship projects or other capstone projects as approved by the 
faculty. Prerequisite(s): MAPC 688. Approval of Capstone Proposal required. 
MAPC 697 A. MA THESIS A (3). Thes1s project part l: focuses on the introduction, lit-
erature rev1ew, and explanation of the methods used in the student's thesis. Co-req-
uisite: MAPC 6978. Prerequisite(s): MAPC 688. Approval of Thesis Proposal required. 
MAPC 697B. MA THESIS B (3). Thesis project part 2 focuses on results, analysis, 
discussion and conclusions of the student's thes1s. Co-requisite: MAPC 697A. 
MASTER OF ARTS: PROGRAM (MAP) 
MAP 690E-W. MA INDIVIDUALIZED STUDY (3). Provides an opportunity for faculty-
directed mdiv1dualized study 1n a field or top1c as designated m the Degree Plan. The 
goals, content, and outcomes and assessments are to be proposed by the student 
and approved by the faculty prior to enrollment. Prerequisite(s) Permission of advisor 
required. NOTE. MA Program students only. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN LIBERAL STUDIES (MALS) 
The Master of Arts in Liberal Studies program has been discontinued effective fall 
2006. The Master of Arts (MA) program has replaced the Master of Arts in liberal 
Stud1es program. 
ADULT LEARNING. TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT (MAAL) 
MAAL 602. INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES TO liBERAL STUDIES (3). Focuses 
on traditional and current theories based in interdisciplinary liberal studies from a 
holistic perspective that 10cludes the arts, natural and social sciences, and the 
humamties. Emphasizes human inquiry appearing 10 myths, symbols, and creativrty 
from a global perspective w1th spec1al attention to the emphasis areas in the Master 
of Arts in Liberal Studies program. Cross listing: MALC 602, MAPY 602 or MASO 602. 
MAAL 604. INDIVIDUAL IN MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY (3). Considers the role of the 
individual and the nature of multicultural societies from the perspective of a range of 
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disciplines represented in the emphas1s areas in the Master of Arts in L1beral Studies 
program. Cross listing: MALC 604, MAPY 604 or MASO 604. ' 
MAAL 652. LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (3). Provides students with leadership 
skills in adult training and development. Emphasizes mterpersonal communication 
and focuses on the learning environment. Includes communicatiOn styles. motivation 
of individuals, work force diversity, and evolutions of group cultures. Introduces lead-
ership theories and applications. The focus is on leadership development for commu-
nication consultants. adult educators, and trainers. Cross listing: MALC 652. 
MAAL 687. ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH METHODS (3). In depth exploration of ethnog-
raphy as a method of research, particularly 10 the context of service learmng. Provides 
basis for development of the capstone proposal design, and facilitation of strategies for 
assessment. analys1s and synthesis. Cross listing: MALC 687, MAPY 687 or MASO 687. 
MAAL 688. RESEARCH METHODS (3). Explores a vanety of research methodologies, 
capstone proposal design, and facilitation of strategies for assessment, analysis and 
synthesis. Cross listing: MALC 688, MAPY 688 or MASO 688. 
MAAL 690E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY: ADULT LEARNING, TRAINING AND DEVELOP-
MENT (1-6). Provides an opportunity for faculty-directed Independent research in any 
f1eld or top1c in adult learmng, training and development not covered in scheduled 
course offenngs. 
MAAL 696. RESEARCH PROJECT (3). Students identify a capstone project, initiate a 
research plan us10g appropnate research design, and present their finding in an inter-
pretive paper that may be supplemented by other media. Prerequisite: Any Research 
Methods course or concurrent enrollment. Note: IP Grading. May not be taken for 
credit with Thesis A or B. Cross listing: MALC 696, MAPY 696 or MASO 696. 
MAAL 697 A. THESIS A (3). Capstone project part l: the Introduction. literature view. 
and explication of the methods used in the student's thesis. Prerequisite: Any 
Research Methods course or concurrent enrollment. Cross list10g: MALC 697 A, MAPY 
697 A or MASO 697 A. 
MAAL 697B. THESIS B (3). Capstone project part 2: results, analysis. discussion. 
and conclus1ons of the student's thes1s. PrereqUisite(s): Thesis A or concurrent 
enrollment. Cross listing: MALC 6978, MAPY 6978 or MASO 6978. 
LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION (MALC) 
MALC 601. HISTORY AND METHODS OF LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION (3). 
Studies the structure and dynam1cs of language. Cons1ders the nature of language as 
a part of the communication process. Examines major theories, research methods, 
and philosophical perspectives critical to the understanding of the structure and 
dynamics of language and communication 
MALC 602. INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES TO liBERAL STUDIES (3). Focuses 
on traditional and current theones based 10 10terd1SC1plinary liberal studies from a 
holistic perspective that includes the arts, natural and social sciences, and the 
humanities. Emphasizes human inquiry appearing in myths, symbols, and creativity 
from a global perspective with spec1al attention to the emphasis areas in the Master 
of Arts 10 Liberal Studies program Cross listing: MAAL 602, MAPY 602 or MASO 602. 
MALC 604. INDIVIDUAL IN MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY (3). Cons1ders the role of the 
individual and the nature of multicultural societies from the perspective of a range of 
disciplines represented 10 the emphasis areas in the Master of Arts in liberal Studies 
program. Cross listing: MAAL 604, MAPY 604 or MASO 604. 
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MALC 605. THE WRITER 'S VOICE (3). Constders the presence and mfluences of the 
mdiv1dual wnter's voice in varied forms of writing from fiction, nonfiction. personal 
and political documents. Orgamzes around a senes of issues concernmg life and val-
~1--llllilrr"': ues related to our understanding of the self. ProVIdes an mtenstve study of the mdi· 
v1dual approaches to literature chosen for the1r impact on the human 1magina!lon. 
Emphasizes selected figures and schools of thought. 
!-.II~"'!!I.:J MALC 606. COMMUNICATION AND VALUES (3). Examines the soc1al context of lan-
guage and commumca!lon emphaSIZing 1ssues of values. change, conflict. diverstty 
and ethics. Constders ltterature and commumcatton. 
MALC 607. COMMUNICATION IN AN INTERDISCIPLINARY CONTEXT (3). Prov1des an 
interdisLiplmary approach to understanding language and commumca!lon. which 
~~llllilb' tncludes perspectives from areas such as psychology, biology and anthropology, as 
well as from linguistics and communication. Emphasizes current theoretical and 
interdisciplinary issues. 
MALC 630. TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE (3). Provides an 
10-depth study of technical commLmcabon. wtth an emphasis on technical writing and 
editing. Critiques and applies techmcal communication theory, technical research 
methodology, and effective technical wribng techniques. Emphasizes document and 
content for commumca!lon within government. scientific. industrial, and other agencies. 
MALC 634. LEGAL DIMENSIONS OF TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION (3). Focuses on 
the legal obligat1ons 10 the techmcal communication professiOn Analyzes. clanfies 
and defines obligations to the employer, the audience. and oneself. Includes such 
legal topics as: the basics of the United States and state legal systems. privacy, 
copyright and trademark laws, and defamation. 
MALC 636. COMPUTER MEDIATED COMMUNICATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE (3). 
Investigates how technical commJmcat1on IS part of the online env1ronment and how 
it differs from trad1t1onal methods. Assesses and uses a variety of multimedia and 
other software for technical communica!lon. Emphasizes project planning audience 
analysts. design, and other creati•1e applications. Explores theoretical and research 
implications of online commumcation. 
MALC 637. COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT (3). Analyzes techmcal communicatton 
systems within organizations. Emphasizes information flow. internal and external 
audiences, and organizabon cultures. Includes analysts and applica!lon through case 
studtes, theoretical implications and research methodologies. 
MALC 652. LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (3). Provides students with leadershtp 
skills in adult tratntng and development. Emphasizes mterpersonal communica!lon 
and focuses on the learnmg environment. Includes communtca!lon styles, motivatton 
of indtvlduals, work force dtverstty, and evolutions of group cultures Introduces lead-
ership theories and applications. The focus is on leadership development for commu-
nication consultants. adult educators, and trainers. Cross listmg· MAAL652. 
MALC 653. CREATIVE WRITING (3). The Creative Wnting course is designed to intro-
duce graduate students to fiction and nonfiction writing. This course helps students 
develop their sk1lls, to discover the1r dtstmc!Jve voices. and to give their creabve work 
their undivided attent1on. 
MALC 654. DEVELOPING THE CHARACTER IN THE NOVEL (3). Studies the vanous 
techniques used 10 creatmg and developing characters 10 a noveL Exam1nes pub-
lished novels. whtch have characters readers can identtfy as authentic. Students cre-
ate a portfolio of work. 
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MALC 687. ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH METHODS (3). In depth exploration of ethnog-
raphy as a method of research. par!Jcular1y the context of service leammg. Provtdes 
basis for development of the capstone proposa design, and factlitatton of strateg~es for 
assessment. analysis and synthesis. Cross listing: MAAL687, MAPY 687 or MASO 687. 
MALC 688. RESEARCH METHODS (3). Explores a variety of research methodologtes. 
capstone prop tsal destgn, and facthtabon of strategtes for assessment. analysis and 
synthests. Cross listmg: MAAL688. MAPY 688 or MASO 688. 
MALC 690E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY: LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION (1-6). 
Provides an opportumty for faculty-directed tndependent research in any field or topiC 
in language and communication not covered in scheduled course offenngs. 
MALC 696. RESEARCH PROJECT (3). Students identtfy a capstone project. inttiate a 
research plan usmg appropnate research design, and present their finding in an inter-
pretive paper that may be supplemented by other medta. Prerequistte: Any Research 
Methods course or concurrent enrollment. Note: IP Grading. May not be taken for 
credit wtth Thesis A or B. Cross listing: MAAL696, MAPY 696 or MASO 696. 
MALC 697A. THESIS A (3). Capstone project part I: the IntroductiOn, literature vtew. 
and explicahon of the methods used in the student's thesis. Prerequistte: Any 
Research Methods course or concurrent enrollment. Cross listmg: MAAL697 A. MAPY 
697 A or MASO 697 A. 
MALC 6978. THESIS B (3). Capstone project part 2: results. analysis. discusston. 
and conclusions of the student's thesis. PrereqUisite(s): Thests A or concurrent 
enrollment Cross hsting: MAAL697B, MAPY 697B or MASO 6978. 
PSYCHOLOGY (MAPY) 
MAPY 601. HISTORY AND METHODS OF PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prov1des an In-depth 
examinatt , of the development of psycholot:cal thought from its historical roots to 
the present. Includes discussion of the requirements of a general theory of 
humankind. and associated methods of research. in such areas as personality traits, 
motivation, values and psycholo~cal deviation. 
MAPY 602. INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES TO LIBERAL STUDIES (3). Focuses 
on tradttional and c trrent theones based tn trterdtsctplinary lill.!ral studtes from a 
holistic perspective that mcludes the arts, natural and soctal sCiences, and the 
humanittes. Emphasizes human mqutry appearing 10 myths. symbols. and creattvity 
from a global perspecltve wtth spectal attention to the emphasis areas in the Master 
of Arts in l tberal Studies program. Cross hsltog: MAAL602. MALC 602 or MASO 602. 
MAPY 604. INDIVIDUAL IN MULTICULTURAL SOCiffi (3). Considers the role of the 
tndtvtdual and the nature of multicultural soc1eties from the perspective of a range of 
disciplines represented 10 the emphasts areas m the Master of Arts in Uberal Studtes 
program. Cross listmg: MAAL604, MALC 604 or MASO 604 
MAPY 605. HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT (3). Provtdes an advanced study 
of normal human development from tnfancy throughout the life span, emphasizing 
tntegralton of theory and research appropnate to each hie phase. Considers the 
11m pact of cultural vanabon on hfe phases. 
MAPY 630. INTRODUCTION TO THE CATHOLIC TRADITION (3). Introduction to basic 
Roman Cat~ IL teac~1 tg for lay mtmsters and adm1mstrators. Topics include the 
Church's self-understandtng. sources of Catholic belief. social JUStice, Canon law, 
morality, liturgy and sacraments. Cross listing: MNM 604. NOTE· Pastoral 
Admtnistration or permission of mstructor. 
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MAPY 631. APPLIED ROMAN CATHOLIC TEACHING AND TRADITION (3). Focuses on 
Catholic teach10g and tradition in contemporary parishes. Includes Canon Law, 
Sacramental Theology, Liturgy, Moral and Soc1al Teaching and Tradit1on. Prayer and 
Spintuality, Ecumenism and Interfaith relationships, Church and State. Assists 
panshes in apply10g theological, ecclesial and non-profit management skills. 
Prerequisite(s): MAPY 630 or MNM 604. Cross listing: MNM 605. 
MAPY 652. PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE (3). Examines and analyzes 
psychological perspectives on the religious expenence, including human development, 
mystical experience, conversion, new movements and the personal spintual experi-
ence. Explores major research trends regarding religious behavior, personality, and the 
sp1ntual expenence. 
MAPY 653. JUNGIAN DREAMWORK (3). Follows the individuation process through 
messages delivered from the unconscious and particularly through dreams. Examines 
Jung's psychology as applied to dream work. 
MAPY 654. PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN (3). Examines and evaluates the psychology of 
women from several perspectives mcluding developmental concepts, social and polit-
icallssues, gender roles, and culture. Creates a forum for women's 1ssues with spe-
cial consideration toward counseling. 
MAPY 655. PSYCHOLOGY OF CREATIVITY (3). Examines creativity from a cross-cul-
tural perspective. Explores creative express1on as an essential element 10 the history 
of humankmd, as well as an important developmental factor 10 the individual. 
Includes a survey of current psychological theories of creativity. 
MAPY 656. ECOPSYCHOLOGY FOR PROFESSIONALS (3). Explores the earth-human 
relationship and its impact upon the well bemg of individuals. families. communities, 
and the Earth. Emphasis on professional leadership and global transformation. 
MAPY 687. ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH METHODS (3).1n depth exploration of 
ethnography as a method of research, particularly in the context of service learning. 
Prov1des bas1s for development of the capstone proposal design, and facilitation of 
strateg1es for assessment. analys1s and synthesis Cross listing: MAAL 687, MALC 
687 or MASO 687. 
MAPY 688. RESEARCH METHODS (3). Explores a variety of research methodologies. 
capstone proposal des1gn, and facilitation of strategies for assessment. analysis and 
synthesis Cross listing: MAAL 688, MALC 688 or MASO 688 
MAPY 690E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY: PSYCHOLOGY (1-6). Prov1des an opportunity 
for faculty-directed independent research 10 any field or topic in psychology not cov-
ered in scheduled course offerings 
MAPY 696. RESEARCH PROJECT (3). Students identify a capstone project, 101tiate a 
research plan using appropriate research design, and present their finding in an inter-
pretive paper that may be supplemented by other media. PrereqUisite: Any Research 
Methods course or concurrent enrollment. Note: IP Grading. May not be taken for 
credit with Thesis A or B. Cross listing: MAAL 696, MALC 696 or MASO 696. 
MAPY 697 A. THESIS A (3). Capstone project part 1: the Introduction. literature view, 
and explication of the methods used in the student's thesis. Prerequisite: Any 
Research Methods course or concurrent enrollment. Cross listing: MAAL 697 A, MALC 
697A or MASO 697A. 
MAPY 697B. THESIS B (3). Capstone project part 2: results. analysis, discussion, 
and conclusions of the student's thesis. Prerequ1s1te(s): Thes1s A or concurrent 
enrollment Cross listing: MAAL 6978. MALC 6978 or MASO 6978. 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE (MASO) 
MASO 601. HISTORY AND METHODS OF SOCIAL SCIENCE (3). Examines the history 
and research methods of the soc1al sc1ences with spec1al emphas1s on common theo-
retical perspectives among the soc1al sciences, while allowing students to explore one 
discipline in greater depth. 
MASO 602. INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES TO LIBERAL STUDIES (3). Focuses 
on traditional and current theories based in interdisciplinary liberal studies from a 
holistic perspect1ve that includes the arts, natural and social sciences, and the 
humanities. Emphasizes human inquiry appeanng 10 myths, symbols, and creativity 
from a global perspective with spec1al attention to the emphasis areas in the Master 
of Arts 10 L1beral Studies program. Cross listing: MAAL 602, MALC 602 or MAPY 602. 
MASO 604. INDIVIDUAL IN MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY (3). Cons1ders the role of the 
mdiv1dual and the nature of multicultural societies from the perspective of a range of 
disciplines represented in the emphas1s areas in the Master of Arts in Liberal Studies 
program. Cross lishng: MAAL 604. MALC 604 or MAPY 604 
MASO 605. SOCIAL THEORY (3). Examines the major figures and schools of class1c 
social thought in the context of modem disciplinary theory of the student's own choosing. 
MASO 631. GlOBAl JUSTICE (3). Analyzes the ethics of globalization. The phenome-
non of globalization 1s cntically exammed from economic, historical. soc1al, enwon-
mental, political, and other perspectives. Develops an ethical concept of JUStice 
designed to be applied globally and identify an appropriate theory and method of 
analysis. based upon the student's own conceptualization of global just1ce. 
MASO 632. POLITICAL VIOLENCE: THEORY AND CASE STUDIES (3). Addresses the 
problem of VIOlence from an mterdiSCiplinary perspect1ve. particularly political vio-
lence in the era of gfobalizalion. Students gain 10-depth knowledge of at least one 
major religious or other theoretical perspective on political violence; obtam a signifi-
cant broad understanding about political violence in the contemporary world, includ-
ing applications of the concept of Just War and means of countering violence. 
MASO 633. PEACE MOVEMENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS (3). Examines peace move-
ments and orgamzations 10 both the broad contexts m wh1ch they arise. and in the 
mechamsms and processes of the1r formahon. operation, and successes and failures. 
Examines issues related to peaceful and nonviolent movements vis-iHIS v1olent 
groups working toward similar goals. 
MASO 634. SOCIAL JUSTICE AND RECONCILIATION SEMINAR (3). Emphas1zes reflec-
tion, theory, knowledge, and practice. Concludes fulfillment of the learning object1ves of 
the Academic Certificate in Social Justice, Peace, and Reconciliation by student partici-
pation 10 a seminar and production of a major paper or project. Cross listing: MNM 687. 
MASO 687. ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH METHODS (3). In depth exploration of 
ethnography as a method of research. particularly in the context of service learning. 
Provides basis for development of the capstone proposal design, and facilitation of 
strateg1es for assessment. analysis and synthesis. Cross listing: MAAL 687, MALC 
687 or MAPY 687. 
MASO 688. RESEARCH METHODS (3). Explores a variety of research methodologies. 
capstone proposal des1gn, and facilitation of strategies for assessment. analysis and 
synthesiS. Cross listing: MAAL 688. MALC 688 or MAPY 688. 
MASO 690E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY: SOCIAL SCIENCE (1-6). Provides an opportu-
nity for faculty· directed independent research in any field or topic in social science 
not covered in scheduled course offerings. 
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MASO 696. RESEARCH PROJECT (3). Students Identify a capstone project. imtiate a 
research plan usmg appropnate research design, and present their fmdmg in an mter-
pretlve paper that may be supplemented by other media. Prerequisite: Any Research 
Methods course or concurrent enrollment. Note: IP Grading. May not be taken for 
credit with Thesis A or B. Cross listing: MAAL 696. MALC 696 or MAPY 696. 
___ ._.... MASO 697A. THESIS A (3). Capstone project part 1: the Introduction, literature view. 
and explication of the methods used in the student's thesis. Prerequisite: Any 
Research Methods course or concurrent enrollment. Cross listing: MAAL 697 A, MALC 
697A or MAPY 697A. 
MASO 6978. THESIS 8 (3). Capstone project part 2: results, analySIS, discussion, 
and conclusions of the student's thesis. Prerequisite(s): Thesis A or concurrent 
enrollment. Cross listmg: MAAL GHB, MALC 6978 or MAPY 6978. 
************************* 
MASTER OF ARTS IN COUNSELING 
(MACP) 
INTRODUCTION 
The Master of Arts in Counseling 1s des1gned to prepare profes-
sionals to work as counselors or marriage and family therapists in 
a variety of community based mental health counseling settings or 
private practice. 
The following programs and their locations include: 
MACP-Denver, Community Counseling Program 
MACP-Colorado Sprirgs, Community Counseling Program 
MACP-Denver, Post-Graduate Academic Certificate in 
Marriage and Family Therapy 
MACP-Las Vegas, Marriage and Family Therapy Specialization 
MACP Las Vegas, Post-Graduate Academic Certificate in 
Marriage and Family Studies 
MASTER OF ARTS IN COUNSELING-DENVER AND 
COLORADO SPRINGS 
COMMUNITY COUNSELING PROGRAM 
The Community Counseling Program course work fulfills the aca-
demic credit requirements of the State of Colorado Licensing 
Board necessary to apply for and sit for the examination for the 
Colorado Professional Counselor License 
(www.dora.state.co.us/mentalhealth/pcboard.htm). 
Students must be admitted to the MACP-Community Counseling 
Program and meet course prerequisites in order to enroll in cours-
es with the MCPY prefix except MCPY 600 is open to all SPS 
Graduate Students with the permission of the MACP degree chair. 
Course work for the program is offered on the Regis University 
Denver Campus in a variety of evening and weekend formats. The 
program is also offered at the Colorado Springs Campus on . 
evenings and weekends using a student cohort group progress1on 
model for admission and advancement within the program. 
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ADMISSION 
MACP-Community Counseling Program admission is open to all 
men and women who have earned a baccalaureate degree in any 
field of study from a regionally accredited college or university. 
Applicants must demonstrate an ability to achieve graduate-level 
writing and critical analysis abilities before admission to the 
MACP-Community Counseling Program. A background in 
Psychology is preferred for applicants seeking program admission. 
The Graduate Counseling Faculty admits students who have 
demonstrated a readmess for the program both academically and 
psychologically. Admission is competitive and limited by the 
Program's need to maintain appropriate clinical faculty/student 
ratios in the program. 
A faculty admissions committee carefully assesses each appli-
cant's appropnateness for the program through evaluation of 
application materials and assessments of the applicant during the 
admission process and admission interview. 
Good candidates for admission often have a background in psy-
chology demonstrated by several or all of the following: 
An undergraduate degree in psychology. 
Work experience related to psychology or helping relationships. 
Participation in personal psychotherapy and 
Personal like experiences that would indicate an ability for 
introspection, empathy for others, and psychological maturity. 
The Graduate Marketing and Admissions Office must receive the 
following documentation from each applicant before an admission 
decision can be rendered: 
A completed application form, which includes a nonrefund-
able application fee. 
Official transcript(s) reflecting a baccalaureate degree award-
ed from a regionally accredited college or university and offi-
cial transcripts for course work attempted or completed sub-
sequent to baccalaureate degree completion. 
Completed admission essays. 
Two letters of recommendation. 
Current resume 
Criminal background check 
After the application file is complete, other Program requirements 
for admission include the following: 
Attendance at an on-campus admission interview with pro-
gram faculty. 
M1mmum levels of technological competence and computer 
literacy including the following: knowledge of common com-
puting terms; thorough knowledge of word processing, includ-
Ing attachments, spell check, copy and paste, etc.; proficien-
cy with sending/receiving e-mail, including e-mail with 
attached files; students must have an e-mail address; profi-
ciency with web browser software; and familiarity with navi-
gating the World Wide Web. 
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Once all documentation has been received and the prospec-
tive student has attended a MACP-Community Counseling 
Program admission interv1ew, an Admission Committee 
reviews the application and makes an admission decision. 
Students may be admitted "unconditionally" or "conditional-
ly" or "provisionally". Students admitted "conditionally" or 
"provisionally" will be required to complete specific program 
requirements or course work prior to or during the course of 
the program. "Conditionally" and/or "provisionally" admitted 
students must apply in writing to the degree chair for 
"Unconditional Admission" prior to approval for Counseling 
Practicum placement. 
Admission applications and requirements can be found on the 
Regis web pages at www.regis.edu. 
The MACP-Denver Community Counseling Program offers 
prospective students opportunities to apply for admission three (3) 
times a year for the Regis University Denver Campus. 
The MACP-Colorado Springs Community Counseling Program 
offers prospective students opportunities to apply for admission 
one time annually prior to the fall term for the Colorado Spnngs 
Cohort Group. . 
ALL MACP-Denver and Colorado Springs Community Counseling 
Program applicants must submit all admiss1on materials prior to 
the admiss1on deadline and attend an on-campus admission mter-
VIeW in order to be considered for admission. All admitted stu-
dents must also attend a new student orientation prior to enrolling 
in course work. Admission deadlines, applicant interview dates, 
and new student orientation dates are published on the Regis 
MACP-Community Counseling Program web site at 
www.regis.edu. 
WRITING SKILLS 
Since writing sk1lls are critical to successful completion of the 
MACP-Community Counseling program, any student receiving an 
evaluation of "Limited" on either writing portion of the essays sub-
mitted with the application, will be required to complete MLS 500 
and/or MLS 501 or 1ts equivalent prior to entering any graduate 
level courses in the program. 
Students receivmg an evaluation of "Adequate" on the essays w1ll 
: be encouraged to complete MLS 500 and/or MLS 501 or its equiv-
alent prior to entering any graduate level courses in the program. 
MACP-DENVER AND COLORADO SPRINGS PROGRAM 
CHARGES FOR THE 2006 - 2007 ACADEMIC YEAR 




The tuit1on, fees and other charges previously described are good 
faith projections for the academic year. They are, however, subject 
to change from one academic term to the next as deemed neces-
sary by the University in order to meet its financial commitments 




Students are considered enrolled full-time if they are registered for 
six semester hours in one semester. Students who want to register 
for more than six semester hours in any semester may do so only 
with the approval of the degree chair 
CLINICAL COURSE WORK 
One semester of Supervised Counseling Practlcum and two semes-
ters of community-agency counseling internship (a total of 800 
logged hours) IS requ1red for the degree, taken sequentially over a 
minimum of three semesters. Student clinical placement in 
Practicum and Internship courses must be approved by the 
Clin1cal Coordinator prior to Counseling Practicum. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Nine semester hours of graduate course work my be approved for 
transfer from another accredited university if it is determined by 
the MACP-Community Counseling Program advisor and the degree 
chair that the course work meets program requirements. 
CROSS REGISTRATION 
MACP Students 
MACP Students may cross register for courses in other programs. 
However, due to the requirements of the MACP Degree Plan, 
those courses cannot be transferred into the MACP degree plan or 
certificate plans. 
Other Graduate Program Students 
Graduate students in Good Standing from other Reg1s University 
Graduate programs may register for MCPY 600 only with the per-
mission of the MACP degree chair. Only MACP students are eligi-
ble to register for other MACP courses. 
STUDENT COMPETENCIES AND REMEDIATION IN THE 
PROGRAM 
As a student progresses in the program, faculty will evaluate stu-
dent performance usmg the MACP-Community Counseling Student 
Performance Evaluation (SPE) at developmental points throughout 
the program. Students will receive feedback on the SPE regard-
ing their professional strengths as well as areas for growth. 
Students exhibiting unsatisfactory performance in any area will be 
referred by faculty to the MACP degree chair who will appoint a 
Faculty Review Committee to address the needs of the student. A 
specific remediation plan and/or a recommendation on progression 
or dismissal from the MACP-Community Counseling Program will 
be made to the degree chair by the Faculty Review Committee. 
Once approved, the recommendation of the committee will be 
monitored and proof of compliance must be demonstrated by the 
student prior to further progression in the program. 
R EG I S UNI V ERSITY BULLE T IN 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
The Master of Arts in Counseling- Community Counseling Program 
is comprised of 48 semester hours for degree requirements. 
Each MACP-Community Counseling student: 
Must complete the appropriate degree requirements as 
specified in this Bulletm. 
Must maintain a cumulative grade point average of 3.000 or 
better in courses required for the degree. In addition, a stu· 
dent who receives a grade of "C+" or less in two courses will 
be subject to academic review and may be suspended from 
the program. No grades in courses less than a "8-" will be 
counted toward degree requirements (e.g., "C+" or less). In 
courses that are graded with "P" (Pass) or "N" (No Pass), 
only grades of "P" will count towards graduation of master's 
degree requirements. MACP-Community Counseling candi-
dates must also maintain acceptable ratings on the MACP-
Community Counseling Student Performance Evaluation (SPE) 
throughout the program. Students who are rated below mini-
mum program requirements on the SPE may be subject to a 
remediation plan to address professional competency defi· 
c1enc1es. In some cases, suspension or dismissal from the 
MACP-Community Counseling Program may be determined. 
Is expected to attend MACP-Community Counseling program 
orientations and seminars. Attendance standards are estab-
lished by the MACP-Community Counseling Program faculty. 
Is expected to share in the responsibilities of his/her own 
learning in partnership with faculty advisors, instructors, and 
college students. 
DEGREE PLAN 
Students must complete all degree requirements within six years 
(72 months) from the date of the signature on the Degree Plan. 
During that six·year period, students are permitted to benefit from 
any changes (e.g., transfer credit policy changes; does not mclude 
degree requirement changes) that were implemented since the 
Degree Plan signing. If the Degree Plan expires before the student 
has completed all degree requirements, the student must sign a 
new Degree Plan and is held to any degree requirement changes 
associated with the current Degree Plan. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN COUNSELING - DENVER AND COLORADO SPRINGS 
Commumty Counselmg Program 48 SH 
MCPY GOO-Introduction to Commumty Counseling 3 SH 
MCPY 605-Human Growth and Development 3 SH 
MCPY 610-Theories of Counseling 3 SH 
MCPY 615-Culturallssues and Soc1al Jus!Jce 3 SH 
MCPY 620-Abnormal Psychology 3 SH 
MCPY 625-Professional Onentation and Eth1callssues 3 SH 
MCPY 630-Groups: Process and Counseling 3 SH 
MCPY 635-Counseling Techmques I 3 SH 
MCPY 636---Qlunseling Techmques II 
MCPY 640-Research Methods and Program Evaluation 
MCPY 645-Appratsal: Testmg and Measurement 
MCPY 650-Career Counseling and Development 
MCPY 692-Practicum: Clinical Supervision 
MCPY 693-Counseling Practicum 
MCPY 698A-Supervised Counseling Internship A 










Students enrolled in the MACP-Commumty Counseling Program must complete the 
Supervised Practicum and Supervised Internship placement at an approved site 
authorized by the MACP clinical coordinator. 
MACP-DENVER, POST-GRADUATE ACADEMIC CERTIFICATE IN 
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY 
The Post-Graduate Academic Certificate 1n Marriage and Family 
Therapy (MFT) is offered on the Regis Denver campus and is com-
prised of 18 graduate credit hours. The Post-Graduate MFT Certificate 
coursework is primarily intended for professionals in the community 
already having a Master's degree in Counseling and/or those who prac-
tice as licensed therapists in Colorado (Unlicensed Psychotherapists 
hav1ng a Master's Degree, Licensed Professional Counselors, Licensed 
Psychologists, or Licensed Clinical Social Workers). 
The MFT Certificate coursework is designed to assist individuals in 
meeting the licensure requirements for Marriage and Family 
Therapists 1n the Colorado. The MFT Certificate courses are also 
available to students who are in the MACP (Denver and Colorado 
Springs) Community Counseling Program who wish to enhance 
their degree plan and their clinical expertise when working with 
couples and families. 
ADMISSION PREREQUISITES 
Completion of a Master's degree in Counseling or a closely 
related clinical field from a regionally accredtted university 
Completion of a clinical internship within the Master's degree -
600 hours minimum supervised clinical experience within the 
·prior Master's degree program. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
The Graduate Marketing and Admissions Office must receive the 
following documentation from each applicant before an admission 
decision can be rendered: 
A completed application form, which mcludes and nonrefund-
able application fee. 
Official transcript(s) reflecting a master's degree awarded 
form a regionally accredited college or university and official 
transcripts for course work. Documentation of completion of a 
clinical internship may be required by admission committee. 
Completed admission essay. 
Two letters of recommendation 
Current resume 
Criminal background check 
2731t. 
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Once all documentation has been received the MACP MFT 
Certificate Adm1ss1on Committee makes an admission decision 
and notifies the applicant in writing. 
STUDENT COMPETENCIES AND REMEDIATION IN THE 
PROGRAM 
As a student progresses in the program, faculty will evaluate student 
performance using the MACP Student Performance Evaluation (SPE) 
at developmental points throughout the program. Students w1ll 
rece1ve feedback on the SPE regarding their professional strengths 
as well as areas for growth. Students exhibiting unsatisfactory per-
formance in any area will be referred by faculty to the MACP degree 
chair who will appomt a Faculty Review Committee to address the 
needs of the student. A specific remediation plan and/or a recom-
mendation on progression or dismissal from the MACP Program will 
be made to the degree chair by the Faculty Review Committee. 
Once approved, the recommendations by the committee will be 
monitored and proof of compliance must be demonstrated by the 
student prior to further progression in the program. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Transfer credit is not accepted into the Certificate Program. All 
semester hours required must be earned through Reg1s University. 
MACP-MFT CERTIFICATE REQUIREMENTS 
Each MACP-MFT Certificate student: 
Must successfully complete all certificate requirements withm 
four years (48 months) from the date of the student's signa-
ture on the Certificate Plan. The student must sign the 
Certificate Plan before completion of the first course. 
Must maintain a cumulative grade po1nt average of 3.000 or 
better in courses required for the certificate. In addition, a stu-
dent who receives a grade of "C+" or less in two courses will 
be subject to academ1c review and may be suspended from the 
program. No grades m courses less than a "B-" will be counted 
toward certificate requirements (e.g., "C+" or less). In cours-
es that are graded with "P" (Pass) or "N" (No Pass), only 
grades of "P" will count towards graduation of master's certifi-
cate requirements. MACP-MFT Certificate candidates must also 
maintain acceptable ratings on the MACP Student Performance 
Evaluat1on (SPE) throughout the program. Students who are 
rated below minimum program requirements on the SPE may 
be subject to a remediation plan to address professional com-
petency deficiencies. In some cases, suspension or dismissal 
from MACP may be determined. 
Is expected to share in the responsibilities of his/her own 
learning in partnership with faculty advisors, instructors, and 
colleague students. 
MACP-DENVER, POST-GRADUATE ACADEMIC CERTIFICATE IN MFT 
MFT Certtficate ReqUirements lBSH 
MCPY 664-Family Origins and Life Cycles 3 SH 
::11274 
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MCPY 665-Theories of Family Therapy 
MCPY 666-The Practice of Family Therapy 
MCPY 667-Marital Systems and Couples Therapy 
MCPY 668-Counseling Children and Adolescents in the Family 
MCPY 699-Supervised MFT Internship 
MASTER OF ARTS IN COUNSELI NG 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 






The mission of the MACP-MMFT Specialization is to provide a 
quality therapeutic training program that emphasizes the systemic 
approach to working with individuals, couples, and families, the 
uniqueness and diversity that individuals provide to the system, 
and the importance of the ongoing growth of a therapist's continu-
al search for truth, values and a just existence. 
The MACP Las Vegas MMFT Specialization is a 48 semester hour 
program. This coursework fulfills the academic credit requirements 
of the State of Nevada Board of Marriage and Family Therapist 
Examiners as detailed by NRS 641A.095 necessary to sit for the 
National Exam for Marriage and Family Therapy for Nevada 
Marriage and Family Therapy licensure. The program coursework 
also allows students to be eligible for Clinical Membership in the 
Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT). 
Students must be admitted to the MACP Las Vegas -MMFT 
Specialization and meet course prerequisites in order to enroll in 
any course with the MMFT prefix. Course work for the program 
is offered at both Reg1s Untversity Las Vegas Campuses in a vari-
ety of evening and weekend formats. 
ADMISSION 
MACP-Las Vegas MMFT Specialization admission is open to all 
men and women who have earned a baccalaureate degree in any 
field of study from a regionally accredited college or university. 
Applicants must demonstrate an ability to achieve graduate-level 
writing and critical analysis abilities before admission to the 
MACP-MMFT degree program. 
The Graduate Marketing and Adm1ss1ons Office must rece1ve the 
following documentation from each applicant before an admission 
dec1s1on can be rendered: 
A completed application form, which includes a nonrefund-
able application fee. 
Official transcript(s) reflecting a baccalaureate degree award-
ed form a regionally accredited college or university and offi-
cial transcripts for course work attempted or completed sub-
sequent to baccalaureate degree completion. 
Completed admission essays. 
Two completed recommendation forms. 
Current resume. 
Criminal Background Check 
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After the application file 1s complete, other program requirements 
for admission include the following: 
Attendance at an on-campus admission interview with pro-
gram faculty. 
Once all documentation has been received and the prospective 
student has attended a MACP-MMFT admission interview, an 
Admission Committee reviews the application and makes an 
admission decision. The admission decision may be "denial of 
admission", "unconditional admission", "conditional admission", 
or "provisional admission". Students adm1tted "conditionally" or 
"provisionally" will be required to complete specific program 
requirements or course work prior to or during the course of the 
program. "Conditionally" or "provisionally" admitted students 
must apply in writing to the MACP-MMFT Faculty Review 
Comm1ttee requesting "unconditional admission" status upon the 
completion of the specific program requirements or coursework. 
The MACP-MMFT Specialization offers prospective students 
opportunities to apply for admission three times per year. 
Applications and requirements can be found on the Regis 
web pages at www.regis.edu. 
Applicants must submit all admiss1on matenals prior to the 
admission deadline and attend an on-campus admission 
interview in order to be considered for admission. All admit-
ted students must also attend a new student orientation prior 
to enrolling in course work. Admission deadlines, applicant 
interview dates, and new student onentation dates are avail-
able from the Las Vegas Adm1ssions Office. 
WRITING SKILLS 
Since writing skills are critical to successful completion of the 
MACP-MMFT program, any student receiving an evaluation of 
"Limited" on e1ther writing portion of the essays submitted with 
the application, will be required to complete MLS 500 and/or 
MLS 501 or its equivalent prior to entering any graduate level 
courses in the program. 
Students receiving an evaluation of "Adequate" on the essays will 
be encouraged to complete MLS 500 and/or MLS 501 or its equiv-
alent prior to entering any graduate level courses in the program. 
MACP- LAS VEGAS PROGRAM CHARGES FOR THE 
2006 - 2007 ACADEMIC YEAR 




The tu1tion, fees and other charges previously described are good 
faith projections for the academic year. They are, however, subject 
to change from one academic term to the next as deemed neces-
sary by the University in order to meet its financial commitments 
and to fulfill its role and mission. 
OVERLOAD 
Students are considered to be enrolled full-t1me if they are regis-
tered for six semester hours in one semester. Students may not 
·enroll in more than 12 semester hours in one semester. 
2006-07 
CLINICAL COURSE WORK 
Three semesters of Supervised Marriage and Family Therapy 
Practicum (a total of 600 logged hours) are required for the 
degree, taken sequentially over a minimum of three semesters. 
Students must receive satisfactory ratings on all Student 
Performance Evaluations (SPE) and approval from the MACP-
MMFT Faculty Review Committee prior to being placed in each 
Superv1sed Practicum course. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
The coursework for the MACP-MMFT Specializat•on has been 
reviewed by the Nevada State Board of Marriage and Fam1ly 
Therap1st Examiners to meet specific licensing reqUirements. 
Therefore, only the following six semester credit hours are eligible 
for transfer: 
MMFT 605-Human Growth and Development 
MMFT GIG-Theories of Counselmg 
3 SH 
3 SH 
Requests to accept transfer coursework from another accredited 
university may be approved if it is determined by the MACP-
MMFT advisor and the program coordinator that the course work 
meets program requirements. 
STUDENT COMPETENCIES AND REMEDIATION IN THE 
PROGRAM 
As a student progresses in the program, faculty Will evaluate stu-
dent performance usmg the MACP-MMFT Student Performance 
Evaluation (SPE) at developmental points throughout the program. 
Students will receive feedback on the SPE regarding their profes-
sional strengths as well as areas for growth. Students exhibiting 
unsatisfactory performance in any area will be referred by faculty 
to the MACP-MMFT program coordinator who will appoint a 
Faculty Review Committee to address the needs of the student. A 
spec1fic remediation plan and/or a recommendation on progression 
or dismissal from the MACP-MMFT program will be made to the 
program coordinator by the Faculty Review Committee. Once 
approved, the recommendations by the committee will be moni-
tored and proof of compliance must be demonstrated by the stu-
dent prior to further progression in the program. 
Recommendations for program dismissal will be forwarded from 
the program coordinator to the MACP degree chair. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
The Master of Arts in Counseling- MMFT Specialization is com-
prised of 48 semester hours for degree requirements. 
Each MACP-MMFT student: 
Must complete the appropriate degree requirements as speci-
fied in the Bulletin. 
Must maintain a cumulative grade point average of 3.000 or 
better 1n courses reqUired for the degree. In add1tion, a stu-
dent who receives a grade of "C+" or less 1n two courses will 
be subject to academic review and may be suspended from 
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the program. No grades in courses less than a "8-" will be 
counted toward degree requirements (e.g., "C+" or less). In 
courses that are graded with "P" (Pass) or "N" (No Pass), only 
grades of "P" will count towards graduation of master's degree 
requirements. MACP·MMFT candidates must also maintain 
acceptable ratings on the MACP-MMFT Student Performance 
Evaluation (SPE) throughout the program. Students who are 
rated below mmimum program requirements on the SPE may 
be subject to a remediation plan to address professional com-
petency deficiencies. In some cases, suspension or dismissal 
from the MACP-MMFT program may be determined. 
Is expected to attend MACP-MMFT program orientations and 
seminars. Attendance standards are established by the 
MACP-MMFT program coordmator. 
Is expected to share in the responsibilities of his/her own 
learning in partnership with faculty advisors, instructors, and 
colleague students. 
DEGREE PLAN 
Students must complete all degree requirements withm six years 
(72 months) from the date of the signature on the Degree Plan. 
During that six-year period, students are permitted to benefit from 
any changes (e.g., transfer credit policy changes; does not include 
degree requirement changes) that were implemented since the 
Degree Plan signing. If the Degree Plan expires before the student 
has completed all degree requirements, the student must sign a 
new Degree Plan and is held to any degree requirement changes 
associated with the current Degree Plan. • 
Since this program is designed to meet Nevada MMFT licensing 
requ1rements, any changes in the l1censing standards may neces-
sitate a change to the degree plan. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN COUNSELING - LAS VEGAS 
Mamage and Family Therapy Specialization 
Core ReqUirements 
MMFT 605-Human Growth and Development 
MMFT 610-Theories of Counseling 
MMFT 615-MFT Counseling Techniques 
MMFT 620-Assessment and Diagnosis 
MMFT 625-Professional Orientation and Ethical Issues 
Professional Sequence 
MMFT 630-Human Sexuality 
MMFT 635-Family Systems Theory 
MMFT 645-Family Systems Therapy 
MMFT 650-Family Dynamics and Diversity Issues 
MMFT 655-Marriage and Family Therapy Couples 
MMFT 660-Substance Abuse Counseling 
MMFT 665-Marnage and Fam1~ Therapy: Children 
MMFT 698A- Supervlsed MFT Practicum I 
MMFT 6988-Supervlsed MFT Pracbcum II 






















Research Requirement 3SH 
MMFT 640-Research Methods and Program Evaluation* 3 SH 
* Course must be completed in the final semester of the program. Nine semester 
hours (three courses) of Supervised MMFT Practicum is required as part of the Reg~s 
Umversity program. There are 200 practicum hours reqUired for each of the three 
Reg1s University Supervised MMFT pract1cum course (a total of 600 hours.) 
The State of Nevada's post-masters internship and the Regis University superv1sed 
practicum courses are not related. Reg1s Umversity has no involvement in the State 
internships. 
MCPY 600. INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY COUNSELING (3). Examines the histori-
cal, philosophical, soc1etal, cultural, econom1c and political dimensions of, and trends 
in community human services/mental health. Explores foundations of counseling tra-
ditions including depth, scientific, humanistic. and post-modern approaches. NOTE: 
MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 605. HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVElOPMENT (3). Provides an advanced study 
of normal human development from mfancy throughout the life span. emphas1zing 
mtegrabon of theory and research appropriate to each life phase. Considers the 
impact of cultural variation on life phases. Cross listmg: MAPY 605 or MMFT 605. 
NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 610. THEORIES OF COUNSELING (3).1ntroduces the major historical and con-
temporary theories of counseling. Exammes techmques and styles of counselors usmg 
distinct approaches to counseling along with their application to case studies. Cross 
listing: MMFT 610. NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 615. CUlTURAl ISSUES AND SOCIAl JUSTICE (3). Examines the multicultural and 
SOCioeconomic Influences of psychology, personality development and perceptions of abnor-
mal behavior and counselor attitudes. Presents theories of multicultural counseling and 
competencies. Discrimination and oppression are considered from a soc1al justice perspec-
tive along with related strategies including advocacy. NOTE: MACP Program students on~ 
MCPY 617. GENDER, POWER AND SEXUALITY (3). Examines cultural and historical 
influences that shape att1tudes and construct gender roles, power. and sexuality 
Stud1es relational aspects of power and oppression, examining impact on md1V1duals, 
families, and couples. Emphasizes skills, techniques, and ethical concerns. NOTE: 
MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 620. ABNORMAl PSYCHOlOGY (3). Provides an m-depth exammation of 
abnormal psychological development and multicultural variations. Studies the theo-
retical approaches and treatments that flow out of various psychological paradigms. 
Cross listing: MMFT 620. NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 625. PROFESSIONAl ORIENTATION AND ETHICAl ISSUES (3). Examines ethi-
cal codes, standards, state statutes, pract1ce gUidelines. professional organizations 
and h1story. Focuses on ethical decision-making skills and contemporary ethical issues 
in the counseling field. Cross listing: MMFT 625. NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 630. GROUPS: PROCESS AND COUNSELING (3). Studies theones of group 
counseling mcluding group dynam1cs and leadership. Includes different types of 
groups and group compos1t1on. Experienballearnmg methods are employed. NOTE· 
MACP Program students only. 
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MCPY 635. COUNSELING TECHNIQUES I (3).1ntroduces the psychotherapeutic 
process and dynamics of the helpmg relationship. Focuses on developing basic coun· 
seling skills such as clinical interviewing, clinical record keeping and report wnbng, 
DSM-IV-TR diagnosis, assessment of various clinical issues, and treatment planning 
Assists students in preparing a professional resume, practicing interviews for a 
practicum position, and identlfymg s1tes for their pract1cum/internship experience. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): MCPY 605, MCPY 610, MCPY 620 and MCPY 625. NOTE: MACP 
Program students only. 
MCPY 636. COUNSELING TECHNIQUES II (3). Rev1ews current therapies used in com-
munity counseling settmgs, particularly depth psychotherapy, humanistic psychothera-
py, and community cultural therapies. Includes skill development through role plays and 
video taping. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 635. NOTE: MACP Program students only 
MCPY 640. RESEARCH METHODS AND PROGRAM EVALUATION (3). Prov1des an 
understanding of types of research methods mcluding quantitative and qualitative 
des1gns, bas1c statistics, and ethical and legal considerations m research. Principles, 
practices and applications of needs assessment and program evaluation are 
reviewed. Cross list1ng MMFT 640. NOTE. MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 645. APPRAISAL: TESTING AND MEASUREMENT (3). Focuses on the applica-
tion of basic concepts and statistics in the interpretation of tests and inventories uti-
lized by counselors. Explores testing methodologies, interpretive criteria, and ethical 
.. and multicultural implications from the psycholog;cal perspective. NOTE: MACP 
Program students only. 
MCPY 650. CAREER COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT (3). Develops a comprehen-
sive understanding of theones of career development and their application to diverse 
populations. Explores methods of effective career counseling, test administration, and 
interpretation of assessment tools NOTE· MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 660. SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING (3). Examines the psychological and 
behavioral effects of substance abuse in individuals and families; reviews assessment 
techniques and approaches to treatment of this population. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 605, 
MCPY 610, MCPY 615, MCPY 620 and MCPY 625. Cross listing: MMFT 660. 
MCPY 664. FAMILY ORIGINS AND LIFE CYCLES (3). An in-depth study of family life 
cycle including adult development The 1mpact of transitions such as career, marriage, 
divorce, and death at different stages of the fam1ly life cycle as guides to therapeutic 
understanding. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 635. NOTE MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 665. THEORIES OF FAMILY THERAPY (3). Explores the historical development 
of theories of family therapy which have grown out of the paradigmatic shift from 
focusing on the individual to focusing on the influences of the family system and larg-
er social contexts. Prerequislte(s): MCPY 635. NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 666. THE PRACTICE OF FAMILY THERAPY (3). Focuses upon the practice and 
techmques of variDUS approaches used to treat couples and families in therapy. 
Boweman, Structural, Strategic, Solution-focused, and Narrative therapies will be 
explored through role-playing and videotaping. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 635. NOTE: 
MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 667. MARITAL SYSTEMS AND COUPLES THERAPY (3). Provides an overview 
of theories of couple's therapy, focusing on the components of the marital system, 
covenng premantal factors, dysfunctional marital styles, the developmental cycle of 
marriage, marital crisis, and the therapeutic process and interventions. 
Prerequisite(s): MCPY 635. NOTE: MACP Program Students only. 
2006-07 
MCPY 668. COUNSELING CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS IN THE FAMILY (3). 
Examines theones and lechmques for counseling children and adolescents. 
Emphasizes individual and systemic techniques, assessment, and consultation skills. 
Prerequisite(s): MCPY 635. NOTE. MACP Program students only 
MCPY 670. CREATIVE PROCESSES IN PSYCHOTHERAPY (3). Explores interdiscipli-
nary theones of creat1v1ty and expressive arts as well as their therapeutic practices in 
the use of 1magery, storytelling, dance, mus1c, psychodrama. poetry, writing. move-
ment, dream work and visual arts. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 655. NOTE: Course is 
didact1c as well as experiential. MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 671. HUMANISTIC AND EXISTENTIAL PSYCHOTHERAPY (3). An m-depth 
exploration of Humanistic and Existential Psychotherapy. Emphasizes skill and tech-
niques using experiential and role-play methods. Includes ethical issues and applica-
tions to a variety of climcal populations. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 635. NOTE: MACP 
Program students only 
MCPY 673. SPIRITUALITY AND PSYCHOTHERAPY (3). Examines theories and method-
olog;es for mtegrating spirituality and relig1ous tradition m to the therapeutic process. 
Emphasizes processes for identifymg. articulating. and exploring spiritual and relig;ous 
values with clients. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 635. NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 674. GRIEF THERAPY (3). Explores theoretical frameworks for counseling 
clients who have suffered losses in their lives. Examines various clinical approaches 
and techniques through primary texts, demonstrations, case study and role play 
Prerequisite(s): MCPY 635. NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 675. GESTALT THERAPY (3). Explores the principles and therapeutic processes 
of Gestalt Psychotherapy Emphasizes awareness, contact processes, and therapeutic 
expenments w1th individuals, family relationships, and groups. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 
635. NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 676. ECOPSYCHOLOGY (3). Introduces Ecopsychology which views the human 
as in relat1onsh1p w1th an mter-connected world. Exam1nes both basic theory and 
therapeutic interventions of Ecotherapy. PrereqUisite(s): MCPY 610. NOTE: MACP 
Program students only. 
MCPY 678. PLAY THERAPY (3).1ncludes a historical and theoretical basis of play 
therapy. Emphasizes Child-Centered, Gestalt. Adlerian, and Filial play therapy. 
Experiential methods, role-plays and supervis1on of non-clinical play therapy cases 
are incorporated. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 636 and MCPY 668. NOTE: MACP Program 
students only. 
MCPY 679. SANDTRAY THERAPY TECHNIQUES (3). Introduces the use of Sandtray 
techmques for use with mdividuals and families. Exploration of theory, appfications, 
stages, and ethical issues. Emphasizes depth, Humanistic and RelationaVCultural 
approaches. Didactic and experiential methods used. Prereqwsite(s): MCPY 635. 
NOTE. MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 681. JUNGIAN DEPTH PSYCHOLOGY (3). Introduces the basic theoretical 
structure of classical Jungian psychology Focuses on foundational clinical practices 
of amplification, active 1magina!Jon, and dream work through pnmary source read-
ings. demonstrations, role play, and JOUrnaling. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 635. NOTE: 
MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 682. PERSONAL MYTHOLOGY (3). Examines how the personal life story gives 
symbolic form to a person's core values and meanmg. Emphasizes the relationship 
between personal myth and the therapeutic process. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 635. 
NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
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MCPY 683. ARCHETYPAL AND IMAGINAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Introduces a re-vislon-
ing of depth psychology wh1ch recognizes the role of cultural, religious, and mythical 
patterns in human experience and perceives human imagination and receptivity to a 
world en-souled as bas1c to psycholog~cal health. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 681. NOTE: 
MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 685. QUALITATIVE RESEARCH METHODS (3). Examines phenomenological 
approaches to research from the humanistic and "Human Science" tradition. Focuses 
upon a descriptive analysis of the meaning and value of everyday experience as 
'lived' phenomena NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 687. MYTH, STOR~ AND FAIRY TALE: CLINICAL USES (3). Examines how depth psy-
chology can explore universal patterns of experience symbolical~ through myth, story, and 
fa1ry tale. Focuses on recognizing universal themes which appear in therapeutic worll with 
clients' da1~ experiences. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 681. NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 689. JUNG AND THE SACRED (3). Presents lung's understanding of the basic 
human need for religious experiences (experiences of the numinous) and meanmg in 
life. Includes practice in recognizing and honoring the spiritual nature of the client's 
therapeutic process. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 681. NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 690E-W.INDEPENDENT STUDY: COUNSELING (1-3). Provides an opportunity for 
faculty-directed independent research in an approved topic in counseling not covered in 
scheduled course offerings. Prerequisite(s): Permission of degree chair required 
MCPY 692. PRACTICUM: CLINICAL SUPERVISION (3). Provides student in 
Practicum with individual and group supervision by program faculty. Co-requisite: 
MCPY 693. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 635. Permission of Instructor and Clinical 
Coordinator reqwred. Pass/No Pass grading only. NOTE: This course is for students 
who have a signed Degree Plan beginning fall 2006. 
MCPY 693. COUNSELING PRACTICUM (3). Offers milia! exposure to community 
counseling field placement. Emphasizes counseling role, agency function, and basic 
skills. Co-requisite: MCPY 692. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 635. Permission of Instructor 
and Clinical Coordinator required. Pass/No Pass grading only. NOTE: This course is for 
students who have a signed Degree Plan beginning fall 2006. 
MCPY 695E-W. SEMINAR IN COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY (3). Addresses current top-
ics relevant to professional counselors in a variety of settings. Content varies by term 
according to the changing concerns of practicing psychotherapists as well as current 
issues in individual, family, and group counseling. NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MCPY 698A. SUPERVISED COUNSELING INTERNSHIP A (3). Expands and enhances 
the training bewun during Practicum. Provides more in-depth clinical experience and 
helps to develop clinical skills. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 693. Permiss1on of Instructor 
and Climcal Coordinator required. Pass/No Pass grading only. NOTE: Comprises 350 
hours of supervised clinical experience at an approved training site. 
MCPY 6988. SUPERVISED COUNSELING INTERNSHIP B (3). Expands and enhances 
the training bewun during Practicum. Provides more in-depth clinical experience and 
helps to develop clinical skills. Prerequisile(s): MCPY 698A. Permission of Instructor 
and Clinical Coordinator reqwred. Pass/No Pass grading only. NOTE: Comprises 300 
hours of supervised clinical experience at an approved training site. 
MCPY 698C. SUPERVISED COUNSELING INTERNSHIP C (3). Expands and enhances 
the training begun during Practicum. Provides more in-depth clinical experience and 
helps to develop clinical skills. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 6988. Permission of Instructor 
and Clinical Coordinator requ1red. Pass/No Pass grading only. NOTE: Comprises 350 
hours of supervised climcal experience at an approved training site. 
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MCPY 699. SUPERVISED MFT INTERNSHIP (3). Clinical superv1s1on of individual, 
couple and family counseling which focuses on the pnnc1ples and practice of 
Marriage and Family Therapy. Prerequisite(s): MCPY 664, MCPY 665, MCPY 666, 
MCPY 667 and MCPY 668. NOTE: MACP Program students only. 
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY (MMFT) 
MMFT 605. HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT (3). Provides an advanced study 
of normal human development from 1nfancy throughout the life span,. emphasizing 
mtegration of theory and research appropriate to each life phase. Considers the 
impact of cultural variation on life phases. Cross listmg: MCPY 605. 
MMFT 610. THEORIES OF COUNSELING (3). Introduces the major historical and 
contemporary theones of counseling. Examines techniques and styles of counselors 
using distinct approaches to counseling along with their application to case studies. 
Cross listing: MCPY 610. 
MMFT 615. MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY COUNSELING TECHNIQUES (3). 
Introduces bas1c counseling skills used in marnage and family therapy, mcluding clin-
icalmterviewing, clinical record keeping. report writmg, DSMIV-TR diagnosis, assess-
ment, and treatment planning. Explores how gender, age, and culture impact the ther-
apeutic process. 
MMFT 620. ASSESSMENT AND DIAGNOSIS (3). Provides an in-depth examination of 
abnormal psychological development and multicultural variat1ons. Studies the theo-
retical approaches and treatments that flow out of various psychological paradigms. 
Cross listmg: MCPY 620. 
MMFT 625. PROFESSIONAL ORIENTATION AND ETHICAL ISSUES (3). Examines eth-
ical codes, standards, state statutes, practice guidelines, professional organizations 
and history. Focuses on ethical decision-making skills and contemporary ethical 
issues in the counseling field. Cross listing: MCPY 625. 
MMFT 630. HUMAN SEXUALITY (3). Explores theories and therapeutic techniques 
used to help clients deal with sexual issues. Intensive study of sexual disorders, 
including etiology, models of treatment, disorders of sexual desire, and ethical and 
cultural issues in sex therapy. 
MMFT 635. FAMILY SYSTEMS THEORY (3). Focuses on the theoretical foundations of 
systems theories used in family therapy. Examines different theoretical approaches as 
each pertains to marriage and family therapy. Prerequisite(s): MMFT 615. 
MMFT 640. RESEARCH METHODS AND PROGRAM EVALUATION (3). Provides an 
understanding of types of research methods including quantitative and qualitative 
designs, basic statistics, and eth1cal and legal consideratiOns in research. Principles, 
practices and applications of needs assessment and program evaluation are 
reviewed. Prerequisite(s): MMFT 698A. Cross listing: MCPY 640. 
MMFT 645. FAMILY SYSTEMS THERAPY (3). Focuses on various approaches used to 
treat couples and families in therapy. Explores the process of family therapy and ana-
lyzes each approach used when worlling with couples and families. Explores multicul-
tural issues in family therapy. Prerequisite(s): MMFT 615 and MMFT 635. 
MMFT 650. FAMILY DYNAMICS AND DIVERSITY ISSUES (3). Examines diversity and 
multiculturalism as it relates to couples and family therapy theory and practice. 
Explores theories of family interaction, multicultural counseling, and communication 
and how culture, gender, value differences, divorce, and abuse impact communica-
tion. Prerequisite(s): MMFT 615 and MMFT 635 and MMFT 645. 
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MMFT 655. MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY: COUPLES (3). Introduces the theory 
and practice of psychological assessment of adults m therapy Focuses on adult"s 
positton m, and impact upon, the family. Explores the mul!t-systemtc model used in 
assessment and treatment of couples. Prerequlsite(s): MMFT 615 and MMFT 635 and 
MMFT 645. 
MMFT 660. SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING (3). Exammes the psychologtcal and 
behavioral effects of substance abuse tn 10dtv1duals and families; reviews assess-
ment techniques and approaches to treatment of this population. PrereqUtsite(s)· 
MMFT 610 and MMFT 620. Cross listing: MCPY 660. 
MMFT 665. MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY: CHILDREN (3). Analyzes theory, 
assessment. and 10tervention techmques used with children and adolescents wtthin 
the famtly system. Explores the multi-systemic model used to assess and treat vari-
ous disorders that may 1mpact the family mtlieu. Prerequislte(s): MMFT 615 and 
MMFT 635 and MMFT 645. 
MMFT 698A. SUPERVISED MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY PRACTICUM I (3). 
Expands the knowledge learned tn prev1ous coursework, provtdes 10 ·depth clinical 
experience and develops clintcal skills. NOTE: Course compnses 200 hours of clinical 
experience at a counseling center and IS supervtsed by a licensed MFT. 
Prerequisite(s): MMFT 610 and MMFT 615. Fee reqUired 
MMFT 698B. SUPERVISED MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY PRACTICUM II (3). 
Expands the knowledge and climcal sktlls addressed 10 MMFT 698A. NOTE: Course 
compnses 200 hours of climcal experience at a counseling center and is supervised 
by a licensed MFT. Prerequ1s1te(s)· MMFT 698A. 
MMFT 698C. SUPERVISED MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY PRACTICUM Ill (3). 
Expands the knowledge and chmcal sktlls addressed in MMFT 698A and MMFT 6988. 
NOTL Course comprises 200 hours of cltntcal experience at a counseling center and 
is supervised by a licensed MFT. PrereqUtsite(s): MMFT 698A and MMFT 6988. 
************************* 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
INTRODUCTION 
The Regis University Master of Business Administration (MBA) 
program mission is to educate students for leadership in their 
organizations. The MBA program seeks to provide graduates who 
are able to inform management, influence management decis1ons, 
and contribute to their companies and their professions using 
tools for interpretation, analysis, and evaluation of bustness infor-
mation while integrattng values orientation into the decision-mak-
ing process. 
The Regis University MBA program supports academic rigor 
through defined course outcomes in classes facilitated by appro-
priately qualified practitioners in their fields. The MBA program 
provides a values centered education while seektng to inculcate 
students in life long learning in the Jesuit and Catholic education-
al traditions. 
The MBA program was f1rst offered at Regis in 1978 as a 
response to suggestions from business leaders in Colorado. Today 
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students can tailor the Regis University MBA to meet professional 
and personal needs. The degree provides opportunities for career-
oriented adult learners to develop the knowledge, skills and atti-
tudes that equip them to act creat1vely,•ethically and effectively in 
constantly changing complex organizations. 
The MBA program offers specializations in the following: 
Electronic Business 
Finance and Accounting 
General (no specialization) 




The online MBA program offers the Master of Business 
Administration via distance technology. Students follow the MBA: 
General, MBA: Finance and Accounting, MBA: Health Care 
Management or MBA: Marketing degree requirements and are held 
to the same admission requirements as classroom-based MBA stu-
dents. Academic periods are eight weeks in length. Courses are 
delivered through such flexible, multiple learning formats as video 
tutorials, audiotape, interactive software and multimedia CD-ROM. 
Students communicate with faculty, faculty advisors and other stu-
dents through e-mail, voice-mail, telephone and fax. The enhanced 
multimedia formats available through the online MBA affords Reg1s 
Un1vers1ty students contemporary teaming methods, greater con· 
venience, service and scheduling flexibi lity. 
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING/MBA TRACK 
The Professional Accounting/MBA Track (PAT) constitutes a collab-
orative effort among the faculty of the Division of Business at Regis 
College or the School for Professioral Studies Adult Undergraduate 
Program and the MBA Degree Program of SPS Graduate Programs 
of Regis University. This program allows students to meet the mini-
mum educational requirements set by the State Boards of 
Accountancy for those who wtsh to take the CPA exam. Students 
who complete this program receive a Bachelor of Science in 
Accounting degree and a Master of Business Administration degree 
with an emphasis in Finance and Accounting. 
Students who are accounting majors must apply for admission to 
the Professional Accounting/MBA Track when they achieve junior 
standing in the University. An advisor from the Reg1s University 
MBA program serves as the student's evaluator and makes the 
ftnal decision regarding admission to the Professional 
Accounttng.'MBA Track. 
Information regarding the qualifications, application procedures, 
and tuition payment are available from the student's undergradu-
ate accounting advisor. 
ADMISSION 
Admission is open to all men and women who have earned a bac-
calaureate degree in any field of study from a regionally accredited 
college or umvers1ty. Applicants must have two years of significant 
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full-time work experience prior to admission to the Master of 
Business Administration degree program. 
The Graduate Marketing and Admissions Office must receive the 
following documentation from each applicant before an admission 
decision can be rendered: 
A completed application form, which includes a non-refund-
able application fee. 
Offtctal transcnpt(s) reflecting a baccalaureate degree award-
ed from a regionally accredited college or university and offi-
cial transcripts for course work attempted or completed sub-
sequent to baccalaureate degree completion. 
An official score report for the Graduate Management 
Admission Test (GMAT) received within three months of 
application to the MBA program which includes an official 
score on the written portion of the exam, or two essays of 
approximately 750 words each on topics selected by the 
MBA program for purposes of evaluation. 
A current resume. 
Two letters of recommendation. 
Faculty interview. 
Once all documentation has been received, an Admissions 
Committee reviews the application, a faculty member conducts an 
interview and the commtttee makes an admission recommendation. 
WRITING SKILLS 
Since writing skills are so critical to successful completion of the 
Regts MBA program, any student receiving an evaluation of 
"Limited" on either the writing portion of the GMAT or on the two 
essays submttted with the application will be required to complete 
MLS 500-Graduate Writing or its equivalent pnor to entering any 
graduate level courses in the program. 
Students receiving an evaluation of "Adequate" on either the writ-
ing portton of the GMAT or on the two essays wtll be encouraged 
to complete MLS 500-Graduate Writing or its equivalent prior to 
entering any graduate level courses in the program. 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM 
CHARGES FOR THE 2006-2007 ACADEMIC YEAR 
1 Tuition (per semester hour) 
Tuition, Las Vegas (per semester hour) 
MBA External Tuition (per semester hour) 





The tuition, fees and other charges previously described are good-
faith projections for the academtc year. They are, however, subject 
to change from one academic term to the next as deemed neces-
sary by the University in order to meet its financtal commitments 





Students are expected to complete all 500·1evel requirements 
prior to taking 600-level courses. All other course sequenctng is 
indicated via prerequisites listed in course descriptions. 
RUECKERT-HARTMAN SCHOOL FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
COURSES 
MBA students have the option of taking select courses from the 
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health Professions. Contact the 




MBA policy provtdes students with the opportunity to transfer up 
to stx credit hours of graduate course work into the MBA degree 
plan. Generally this policy is used to accept course work complet-
ed prior to admission into the MBA Program. However, under spe-
cial circumstances, students have the opportunity to complete 
work in other Regis graduate programs while enrolled in the MBA 
Program and receive credit for the courses toward MBA degree 
requirements. To register for non· MBA courses, a student must 
meet all requirements of the program whose course work is taken. 
Suitability of course work from other Regis graduate programs for 
MBA credit depends on several factors: relevance of the course to 
the students needs and goals; compattbtlity of the course wtth 
MBA mission and goals; fit of the course into the requirements of 
a student's field of emphasis; and suitability of the course for 
credit in the area of Business Administration. Approval for trans-
fers under this policy must be obtamed from the student's aca-
demic advisor prior to registration. 
Other Regis University Graduate Students 
Students enrolled in other Regis University graduate programs and 
in Good Standing may register for MBA courses, either classroom-
based or online. To do so the students must: 
Have the approval from his/her academic advisor in the pro-
gram in which the student is currently enrolled; and 
obtain written approval from the appropriate MBA program 
chair. 
Courses eligible for cross registration include all MBA courses for 
which there is no prerequisite requirement. If a student wishes to 
enroll in a course for which one or more prerequtstte course extsts, 
the student must satisfy all prerequisite requirements before 
he/she will be permitted to enroll. Permission to enroll in MBA 
courses does not guarantee that the courses can be transferred to 
the student's primary degree program. 
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OVERLOAD 
Students are considered to oe enrolled full time if they are regis-
tered for six semester hours in one semester. Students who want 
to register for more than six semester hours in any semester may 
do so with the approval of the degree chair. 
WAIVERS 
Graduate Fundamentals (prerequisite) courses (500 level) may be 
waived by the Master of Business Administration degree chair, 
depending upon the student's previous educat1on. 
INDEPENDENT AND SPECIAL STUDIES 
Independent and Special Stud1es courses are available through 
consultation with MBA faculty and with the approval of the MBA 
degree chair. Independent and Special Studies courses are 
described in the General Information section of this Bulletin under 
the "Independent, Special and Extended Studies" heading. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
.. MBA candidates must complete a minimum of 30 semester hours of 
graduate courses (600 level), 24 of which must be taken with the 
Regis University Master of Business Administration degree program. 
GRADUATE FUNDAMENTALS COURSES 
Ten to 15 semester hours of Graduate Fundamentals courses per-
mit non-business managers the opportunity to acquire the infor-
mational background necessary to pursue advanced (600 level) 
courses. These courses are required for students admitted to the 
program who have not previously completed course work in the 
specific areas. Graduate Fundamentals courses may be taken on a 
Pass/No Pass basis. MBA students are required to earn a passing 
grade in all 500-level Graduate Fundamentals courses. 
MBAP SOI-Fmanc1al Accounting 
MBAP 502-Management Accounltng 
MBAP 504-Business Finance 







Students may complete MBAP 520A and MBAP 520B-
Essentials of Business Development online in lieu of completing 
these fundamental courses. 
Some or all of the courses may be waived for campus-based stu-
dents with sufficient educational background in the respective 
business areas covered. Campus-based students who are petition-
ing to waive MBA prerequisite courses must submit documenta-
tion showing successful mastery of the course content. Campus-
based students with experience deemed sufficient by the MBA 
degree chair may take a proficiency test for a particular 500-level 
course on a Pass/No Pass bas1s. Students who receive a grade of 
"Pass" obtain a waiver from that course. 
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PRIOR LEARNING ASSESSMENT (PLA) 
Regis University is a member institution of the Council for the 
Advancement of Experiential Learn ng (CAEL), an educational 
association for the purpose of fostering valid and reliable assess-
ments of prior learning outcomes. The University follows CAEL 
guidelines in its procedures for evaluating experiential learning. 
For more information regarding the PLA process for Graduate 
Fundamentals courses, students should contact the degree chair. 
CREDIT BY EXAM 
Information regarding procedures for earning credit by exam1nation 
for Graduate Fundamentals courses is available from Adult Learner 
Services or the Graduate Programs Office. 
NOTE: Students whose education and/or experiential backgrounds 
enable them to obtain the waiver of the Graduate Fundamentals 
courses can complete the degree in two years or less. Students 
who take the Graduate Fundamentals courses and the MBA can 
usually complete the degree in three years. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Acceptance of transfer work is based on a course content review. 
A max1mum of six semester hours may be transferred from a grad-
uate program of a regionally accredited institution. Normally, 
transfer credit is considered for work completed prior to beginning 
the MBA program. 
DEGREE PLAN 
Students must complete all MBA degree requirements within six 
years (72 months) from the date of the signature on the Degree 
Plan. During that six-year period, students are permitted to benefit 
from any policy changes (e.g., transfer credit policy changes, does 
not include degree requirement changes) that were implemented 
since the Degree Plan signing. If the Degree Plan expires before 
the student has completed all degree requirements, the student 
must sign a new Degree Plan and is held to any degree require-
ment changes associated with the new Degree Plan. 
DOUBLE SPECIALIZATION 
Candidates are perm1tted and encouraged to complete the Master 
of Busmess Administration with double specialization. Candidates 
must complete all the specialization requirements for each special-
ization and must complete a m1mmum of nine elective hours from 
each specialization in addition to the MBA Core courses. Electives 
taken to satisfy elective requirements for one specialization cannot 
be used to satisfy requirements for another specialization. 
SECOND SPECIALIZATION 
A Regis University Master of Business Administration graduate 
who wishes to return for a second MBA specialization must com-
plete another application, the required courses for the new spe-
cialization, and complete a minimum of nine semester hours of 
electives in the new specialization. A second degree option is not 
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available in the MBA program. A certificate for the specialization 
earned is awarded upon completion of the requirements. 
ELECTRONIC BUSINESS SPECIALIZATION 
Core Requtrements 
MBAC 600-The EconomiCS of Management 
MBAC 601-Ethical and Legal Environment of Business 
SpecJalizatJon Requirements 
MBAS 602-Systems Analysis, Des1gn and Implementation 
MBAM 609-ProfessiOnal Communication 
SpecJa/Jzalion Elect1ves 








MBAS 606-Managing Change 3 SH 
MBAS 609E-W -Seminar 1n Systems and Operations Management 3 SH 
MBAS 611-lnternational Technology and E-Busmess 3 SH 
MBAS 613-Technical Management 3 SH 
MBAS 614-Eiectromc Busmess Systems 3 SH 
MBAS 615-Strategles in Implementing Electronic Business Systems 3 SH 
MBAS 616-Pianning the Electromc Busmess System 3 SH 
MBAS 618-Managmg Proprietary Information 3 SH 
MBAS 619 - Internet Marketing 3 SH 
General Eleclives 6 SH 
Six semester hours of any 600-level courses selected from the MBA program. 
Capstone 
MBAC 695-Strategies in a Global Enwonment 
FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SPECIALIZATION 
Core Reqwrements 
MBAC 600-The Economics of Management 
MBAC 601-Ethical and Legal Environment of Business 
SpecJa/JzatJon Reqwrements 
MBM 602-lnterpretlng Accountmg Information 
MBAF 602-Fmancial Decision Making 
Specialization Eleclives 
Nine semester hours selected from the following: 
MBM 603-lntermediate Accounting Applications 
MBM 604-Energy Accounting and Taxation 
MBM 605-Advanced Auditing 
MBM 606-Fmancial Accounting Theory 
MBM 607- Accounbng for Not-for-Profit Organizabons 

















MBM 609-Case Stud1es 10 Management Accounting 
MBM 610-Controllership 
MBM 611-Tax Influence on Business Decision Makmg 
MBM 612E-W-Semmar in Finance and Accounting 
MBM 615-lncome Tax Research 
MBM 617-Accounting Systems 
MBAA 618-Advanced Cost Accounting 
MBAF 603-lnvestments and Portfolio Management 
MBAF 604-Money and Banking 
MBAF 605-lnternational Financial Management 
MBAF 606-Case Studies in Financial Management 
















Six semester hours of any 600-level courses selected from the MBA program. 
Capstone 
MBAC 695-Strategies in a Global Environment 
GENERAL (No Specialization) 
MBAC 600-The Economics of Management 
MBAC 601-Ethical and Legal Environment of Business 
MBAC 695-Strategies in a Global Env~ronment 
MBAF 602-Financial Decision Making 
MBA! 602-lssues in International Busmess 
MBAK 602-Marketing Management 
MBAM 604-Leadership/Management Challenge 
MBAO 611- lnnovation and Enterprise 
MBAS 606-Managing Change 
MBAS 614- Eiectromc Busmess Systems 













The General MBA-Focused Track is offered exclusively at sites apart from Regis 
Umversity campus locations. When an arrangement is made with an off-campus 
organization to deliver the program on s1te, the General MBA-Focused Track is used 
This track offers opportunities to customize the degree to address the needs of the 
orgamzation being served. 
MBAC 600-The Economics of Management 
MBAC 601-Ethical and Legal Environment of Business 
MBAC 695-Strategies in a Global Environment 
MBAF 602-Financial Decision Makmg 
MBAG 608E-W-Semmar 10 Current Business Topics 
MBAK 602-Marketlng Management 
MBAS 606-Managing Change 









HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT SPECIALIZATION (Offered 
Exclusively Online) 
Core Requirements 
MBAC 600-The Economics of Management 
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Spectaltzatton Reqwrements 21 SH Speaafllalion Electives 9SH 
MBAH 602-Health Care Policy 3 SH Nine semester hours selected from the followmg: 
MBAH 603-lssues in Health Care Management 3 SH 
MBAH 604-lnformation Management in Health Care 3 SH MBAK 604-lnternational Markellng 3 SH 
MBAH 605-Health Care Marketmg 3 SH MBAK 60)-.Market Research 3 SH 
~ MBAH 606-Health Care Finance 3 SH MBAK 606E·W-Semmar in Marketmg 3 SH 
MBAM 604 -Leadership/Management Challenge 3 SH MBAK 607-Advertising and Promot1on 3 SH 
MBAO 606-Managing Change 3 SH MBAK 609-Consumer Behavior 3 SH 
MBAK 617-Product Management 3 SH 
Capstone 3SH MBAK 619-lnternet Marketing 3 SH 
MBAC 69)-.Strategies in a Global Environment 3 SH General Electtves 6SH 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SPECIALIZATION S1x semester hours of any 600-level courses selected from the MBA program. 
Core Reqwrements 6SH Capstone 3SH 
MBAC 600-The Econom1cs of Management 3 SH MBAC 69)-.Strateg~es '" a Global Environment 3 SH 
MBAC 601-Ethlcal and legal Environment of Busmess 3 SH 
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT SPECIALIZATION 
Spectaltzatton Reqwements 6SH 
Core ReqUirements 6SH 
MBAF 602-Financial Decision Makmg 3 SH 
MBA! 602-lssues in International Business 3 SH MBAC 600-The Economics of Management 3 SH 
MBAC 601-Ethlcal and legal Environment of Busmess 3 SH 
SpectaluatJon Etecttves 9SH 
Spectaltzation Reqwrements 6SH 
Nine semester hours selected from the followmg: 
MBAM 609-ProfessiOnal Communrcat1on 3 SH 
MBA! 604-lnternational Marketing 3 SH MBAO 602--0perations Management 3 SH 
MBA! 60)-.Jnternational Financ1al Management 3 SH 
MBA! 606-lnternational Negotiation 3 SH Spectaltzation £1ect1ves 9SH 
MBA! 612E·W-Focus 1n Area Studies 3 SH 
MBA! 613E-W-Semmar 1n International Bus1ness 3 SH Nme semester hours selected from the following: 
MBA! 616-lnternallonal Operations 3 SH 
MBAI617-Giobal Management 3 SH MBAO 603-Project Management 3 SH 
MBAO 605-Applied Operations Management 3 SH 
General Electtves 6SH MBAO 606-Managmg Change 3 SH 
MBAO 609E-W-Seminar in Systems and Operat1ons Management 3 SH 
Six semester hours of any 600-level courses selected from the MBA program. MBAO Gil-Innovation in Operations Management 3 SH 
MBAO 613-Techmcal Management 3 SH 
Capstone 3SH MBAO 615-Project Management II 3 SH 
MBAO 616-lnternalional Operations 3 SH 
MBAC 695-Strategies in a Global Environment 3 SH MBAO 617-Product Management 3 SH 
MBAO 618-Quality and Process Management 3 SH 
MARKETING SPECIALIZATION 
General ElectiVes 6SH 
Core Reqwrements 6SH 
S1x semester hours of any 600-!evel courses selected from the MBA program. 
MBAC 600-The Econom1cs of Management 3 SH 
MBAC 601-Ethlcal and legal Environment of Business 3 SH Capstone 3SH 
Specializatton Reqwrements 6SH MBAC 695-Strategies 1n a Global Enwonment 3 SH 
MBAK 602-Markeling Management 3 SH 
MBAK 603-Marketing Strategy 3 SH 
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CERTIFICATE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Graduate Academic Certificates are also available through the Master 
of Business Administration program. Certificate candidates must sat-
isfy all MBA degree admission requirements and meet all of the 
foundation/prerequisite skills for entry into the Certificate Program. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Graduate transfer credit is not accepted into the Certificate 
Program. All semester hours required must be earned through 
Regis University. 
CERTIFICATE REQUIREMENTS 
An Academic Certificate requires that students meet the following 
requiremen~s in addition to the 15 specified graduate hours: 
Candidates must maintain a cumulative grade point average 
of 3.000 or better in graduate level courses throughout the 
Certificate Program. 
A grade of "C" or higher is required for all Certificate require-
ments. Grades lower than a "C" do not meet any requirement 
of the Certificate Program under any circumstance (i.e., a 
grade of "C-" is unacceptable). 
The Certificate Program must be successfully completed within 
four years (48 months) from the date of the student's signature 
on the Certificate Plan. The student's signature on the Certificate 
Plan must occur before the completion of the first course. 
Any course required to complete one certificate may not be 
used toward fulfillment of requirements for another Certificate. 
Total Certtficate Requirements 
• Accounting 
MSAA 605-Advanced Auditing 
MSAA 609-Case Stud1es in Management Accounting 
MSAA 617-Accounting Systems 
MSAA 619 -Forensic Accountmg 
MSAC 601-Ethlcal and Legal Environment of Accounting 
• International Business 
MBAI 602-lssues 10 International Business 
· MBAI 604-lnternational Marketing 
; MBAI 606--lnternabonal Negotiations 
· MBAI 616--lnternational Operations 
· MBAI617-Giobal Management 
• Project Management 
MBAM 609-Professional Communication 
MBAO 602-{)perations Management 
MBAO 603-Prorect Management 




















MBAO/MBAS 615-Project Management II 
MBAS 602-System Analysis, Design and Implementation 
• Technical Management 
Fifteen semester hours selected from the following: 
MBAI/MBAS 611-lnternatlonal Technology and E-Business 
MBAO 602--0perations Management 
MBAO 605-Applied Operations Management 
MBAO 611-lnnovation in Operations Management 
MBAO/MBAS 613-Techmcal Management* 
MBAO 620-Business Improvement Techmques 











MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION COURSE 
-~~-~-~~~-~!!.9..~-~--(~-~-~> ..... ..................................... ............. . 
MBA-ACCOUNTING (MBAA) 
MBAA 602. INTERPRETING ACCOUNTING INFORMATION (3). Focuses on the under-
standing of financial statement analysis from a managerial perspective. Presents 
standard accounting analysis and modern developments in a practical, intuitiVely 
accessible fashion. Emphas1zes cash flow analysis and the cash flow consequences 
of business activity. PrereqUisite(s): AC 340 or AC 440 or MBAP 502. 
MBAA 603. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS (3). Stud1es the theory and 
practice of advanced financial accountmg. Emphasizes recent developments in 
accountmg valuation and reporting practices. Prerequisite(s): MBAA 602. 
MBAA 604. ENERGY ACCOUNTING ANO TAXATION (3).1ncludes identification, under-
standing and mterpretabon of the accounting directives appropnate to 011 and gas 
accounting as promulgated by the various regulatory agencies. Addresses United 
States tax rules pertaining to the energy industry. Prerequislte(s): MBAA 602 or per-
mission of instructor. 
MBAA 605. ADVANCED AUDITING (3). Stresses the theory and practice of aud1ting 
manual and computerized accounting systems. Coms audit principles and stan-
dards, the process of determmmg audit obrectives and the des1gn procedures to 
accomplish them. Prerequisite(s): MBAA 602 or equivalent with faculty advisor 
approval. Cross listing: MSAA 605. 
MBAA 606. FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING THEORY (3). Studies the underlying concepts of 
contemporary accounting theory. Addresses all of the maror areas of accountmg from 
this perspective. Prerequisite(s): MBAA 603. 
MBAA 607. ACCOUNTING FOR NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (3). Prov1des 
ins1ght into the special problems posed to management of the not-for-profit organiza-
tion. Emphasizes the use of accounting informatior. to help idenllfy and solve prob-
lems frequently encountered in the management of these organizations. 
Prerequisite(s): MBAA 602 or permission of instructor. 
MBAA 608. INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING (3). Examines the enterprise operating 
Internationally. Emphasizes the uses of accounting information, techniques and theo-
nes to Identify and solve management and operational problems for the multinational 
firm. PrereqUisite(s): MBAF 602 and MBAA 602. 
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MBAA 609. CASE STUDIES IN MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING (3). Develops students' 
management accounting IE'C~mques aud sktls needed to make eth1cal prollt-maxi-
mlzmg decisions. Emphasizes data selection. analysiS, dec1s1on-making and evalua-
tion of results in complex. realistic s1tuabons. Prerequisite(s): MBAA 602 or eqUiva-
lent with faculty adv1sor approval. Cross listing: MSAA 609. 
MBAA 610. CONTROll ERSHIP (3). Exammes the function. role and responsibilities 
of the ch1ef accounting officer of a business organizalion. Considers both financ1al 
and nonfinancial aspects of the controllership function. 
MBAA 611. TAX INFlUENCES ON BUSINESS DECISION MAKING (3). Stud1es the 
structure of the tax code. pnnc1ples underlymg 1! and 1mpact on business transac-
tions. Emphasizes tax plannmg. 
MBAA 612E-W. SEMINAR IN FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING (3). Addresses current 
topics relevant to managers m the areas of finance and accountmg. Content varies by 
term according to the changmg concerns of managers in these areas and the sh1ftmg 
conditions m the business environment. Cross listing: MBAF 612E-W 
MBAA 615. INCOME TAX RESEARCH (3). Develops the ab11ity to research complex 
income tax questions. Exammes the basis of tax law. research materials and research 
strategies. Research IS completed using both manual and automated research sys-
tems. PrereqUISite(s): MBAA 602. 
MBAA 617. ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (3). Identifies and defines the manual and auto-
mated systems necessary to provide accounting information. Stud1es and compares 
systems to prepare financial accounting, cost accounting and tax documents. 
Develops efficient. controlled systems that prov1de both reqwred and management 
information. Prerequislte(s): MBAA 602 or eqUivalent w1th faculty adv1sor approval. 
Cross ilstmg: MSAA 617. 
MBAA 618. ADVANCED COST ACCOUNTING (3). Examines current top1cs in account-
ing for the cost of delivenng goods and serv1ces. Focuses on methods reqUired by 
government contracts. tax regulations. traditional cost accountmg and acliv1ty based 
accounting. Prerequisite(s): MBAA 602. 
MBAA 619. FORENSIC ACCOUNTING (3). Provides and opportumty to study contem-
porary fmancial statement fraud cases usmg a five-part fraud taxonomy: fraud perpe-
tration, fraud detection. fraud investigation, fraud prosecution and fraud prevenlion 
and the accountant's role. Prerequislte(s): MBAA 602 or equivalent w1th faculty advi-
sor approval. Cross listing: MSAA 619. 
MBA-CORE (MBAC) 
MBAC 600. THE ECONOMICS OF MANAGEMENT (3). Examines the range of econom-
IC assumptions for busmess and the federal government m an envnonment of rapid 
change from the perspective of the manager Utilizes methods, concepts and models 
deriving from microeconomics, macroeconomics and mternabonal econom1cs in 
quantitative and qualitattve aspects. Stresses the 1mpact of recent changes resulting 
from the convergence of economic system the increasrng Importance of reg~onailsm 
and the emergence of a truly global economy. Emphasizes areas of particular mana-
gerial concern mcluding national income determmation. econom1c growth, the theory 
of the f1rm, a changmg production process and global economics. NOTE: Th1s Core 
course should be taken m the f1rst 12 hours of the program. 
MBAC 601. ETHICAl AND lEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS (3). Exam1nes the 
soc1al and governmental structure w1t~ n w 1ch bus 1es 01 •rates. Focuses on effective 
and eth1cal strategies for addressmg 1ssues of public concern including labor and 
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employment law; admmistralive agency procedures; public 1ssues management prod-
uct liab1h!y, and social contract. agency and stakeholder models of corporate responsi-
bility. NOTE. This Core course should be taken m the f1rst nme (9) hours of the program. 
MBAC 695. STRATEGIES IN A GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT (3). Examines the influence of 
strate1 mternational econom1cs. polibcs. busmess and fmance in the transnation-
al firm. Students participate m a team Simulation managmg a transnabonal corpora-
tion demonstrabng the business results across product lines. seMces and conti-
nents. Prerequisite(s): Successful completion of all MBA foundation courses 
MBA-FINANCE (MBAFJ 
MBAF 602. FINANCIAL DECISION MAKING (3). Examines the use of financial theo-
nes and techmques m making fmanc1al dec1s1ons under conditions of uncertarnty 
Emphas1zes the cntical evaluation of concepts to assess the1r usefulness in praclical 
busrness stluations. Uses computer applicatiOns to solve practtcal problems. 
Prerequislte(s): MBAP 504 or BA 430. 
MBAF 603. INVESTMENTS AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT (3). Prov1des an under-
standrng of the kinds of analys1s and techmques used by mdiv1dual investors and 
professional money managers to decide on investment object1ves and select poss1ble 
investment alternatives. Prerequisrte(s): MBAF 602. 
MBAF 604. MONEY AND BANKING (3) Provides a framework for understandmg 
financial institutions and markets, and the effects of government policy on financial 
mslltutions, 1nterest rates and levels of economic activtty. 
MBAF 605. INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (3). Introduces fmanc1al 
management 1ssues confronting multinational firms. Includes foreign exchange risk 
management. pos1t10ning of funds and cash management. and cap1tal budgeting in 
the mternalional settrng Prerequistle(s)· MBAF 602. Cross l1s!lng MBAI 605. 
MBAF 606. CASE STUDIES IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (3). Students apply the 
pnnciples of business finance to busrness decision·makmg usmg the case method of 
instruct1on. Prerequislle(s): MBAF 602. 
MBAF 612E-W. SEMINAR IN FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING (3). Addresses current 
topics relevant to managers in the areas of finance and accounting. Content vanes by 
term according to the changmg concerns of managers in these areas and shiftmg 
condtlions in the business environment. Cross listing: MBAA 612E·W 
MBAF 617. PRODUCT MANAGEMENT (3). Focuses on management of new and exist-
ing products from a multifunctional point of view. i.e. markebng. operations and 
finance. Utilizes a large-scale, computer·based simulation package to underscore the 
Importance of multifunctional teams in product management. as well as Ito prov1de a 
hands-on learnmg format Prerequis1te(sl: MBAP 504 and MBAP 506. Cross listmg: 
MBAK 617 and MBAO 617. 
MBA-GENERAL (MBAG) 
MBAG 608E-W. SEMINAR IN CURRENT BUSINESS TOPICS (3). Concentrates on 
con!emporz 1 tl11rature in ·~I led areas 1ltnt rvst to na1 a~::ers . Content vanes by 
term, based on top1c's relevance to current busmess cond1!1ons. PrerequiSI!e(s); 
PermiSSIOn of mstructor. 
MBAG 690E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY (1-3). Covers any field or topic in busmess 
not addressed in an ext sling c:.urse Prerequtstle(s): Approval of degree cha1r. 
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MBAG 698E-W. INTERNSHIP: MBA (3). Under the supervision of a qualified MBA 
faculty member, prov1des an intensive internship appropriate for the Master of 
Business Administration Prerequisite(s}: Completion of all foundational courses and 
permission of faculty advisor requ1red. 
MBA-HEALTH CARE (MBAH) 
MBAH 602. HEALTH CARE POLICY (3). Explores the health care system in the Umted 
States focusmg on analysis and critique of for-profit and not-for-profit organizations, 
commercial vs. government payment mechanisms, national health planning. and use 
of DRG systems. Contrasts and compares the US system with health care systems in 
other key countries. Health care insurance, reimbursement methodology, and the eco-
nomics of the health care industry are also ana~zed and critiqued 
MBAH 603. ISSUES IN HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT (3). Analyzes the effects of the 
followmg on the health care industry venues for health care delivery, the pharmaceu-
tical industry, legal issues unique to the health care industry, the medical device 
industry and its effect on health care. Discusses the future of health care 10 the US. 
Explores 1atrogemc med1cme and alternatives to allopathic care. Prerequislte(s}: 
MBAH 602. 
MBAH 604. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT IN HEALTH CARE (3}. Emphasizes inter-
pretation, evaluation, and use of information management systems and outputs. 
Examines several models of information management, stressing their use as tools in 
business operations and health care management while enhancmg students' skills m 
using computer tools to develop, manage, and analyze information and data. 
MBAH 605. HEALTH CARE MARKETING (3}. Utilizes case analysis to explore how 
marketmg pnnc1ples apply to management dec1s1ons. Covers product development. 
pncmg and distribution, consumer behavior analysiS, market defimtion and forecast-
ing, and development of marketing plans focusing on application of these concepts to 
health care organizations. 
MBAH 606. HEALTH CARE FINANCE (3). Develops financ1al theones and techniques of 
financ1al analysis used to make fmancial decisions under conditions of uncertamty and 
cap1tal constramts. Emphasizes critical analytical skills in assessing business prob-
lems and opportunities, considers the financial analysis of th1rd party payer programs 
and government reimbursement plans. Utilizes computer simulations and models to 
analyze health care management and general business problems. Prerequlsite(s): 
MBAP 520A and MBAP 520B or both MBAP 504 and BA 430 or equivalent. 
MBA-INTERNATIONAl (MBAI) 
MBAI 601. GlOBAl BUSINESS ISSUES (3). Examines issues related to conductmg 
business 1n the global enwonment Includes the nature of international business, 
principal institutions, mternational risk analysis and market penetration methodolo-
gies appropriate to nsks identified. ' 
MBAI 602. ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAl BUSINESS (3). Examines issues essential to 
· an understanding of mternational business activity Includes the nature of internation-
al business, mternational economic institutions and issues, international monetary 
1ssues, government activity affecting international trade, social and cultural effects on 
international business. human resource management and other related 1ssues. 
MBAI 604. INTERNATIONAl MARKETING (3). Examines the 1m pact of conditions 
unique to international busmess on the marketing of goods and services. Includes 
government policies and regulations; cuttural differences in advertising, consumer 
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preferences and buying patterns; distribution and pricmg differences; exchange rates 
and other fmancial concerns. Cross listing~ MBAK 604. 
MBAI 605. INTERNATIONAl FINANCIAl MANAGEMENT (3). Introduces financial 
management 1ssues confronting multmational firms. Includes foreign exchange risk 
management, positioning of funds and cash management, and cap1tal budgeting in 
the international setting. Prerequisite(s): MBAF 602. Cross listmg: MBAF 605. 
MBAI 606. INTERNATIONAl NEGOTIATION (3). Focuses on the development of skills 
in negotiat1on and conflict resolution. Utilizes simulated negotiations for Business to 
Government, Business to Business, and Busmess to Vendor settings in the context of 
a mulli-cultural environment. 
MBAI 612E-W. FOCUS IN AREA STUDIES (3). Examines in deta1l the varying econom-
ic. cultural. soc1al. polit1cal. relig~ous a1.d env ronrrental relationships 10 selected 
reg1ons of the world. Reg~ons covered may include the M1ddle East. Europe. the Far 
East. Africa or latin America. Covers these areas on a rotating basis. 
MBAI 613E-W. SEMINAR IN INTERNATIONAl BUSINESS (3). Prov1des semmars in 
selected current top1cs affectmg mternahonal busmess 
MBAI 616. INTERNATIONAl OPERATIONS (3). Explores permutations in operatiOns 
present when a company begms to utilize the full capac1ty of the globalizing economy, 
operational parameters of international busmess, resource planning and ut1lizat1on, 
technology, production, marketing, finance and staffing. Prerequisite(s): MBAI 602. 
Cross listing: MBAO 616. 
MBA I 617. GlOBAl MANAGEMENT (3). Explores management and leadership issues 
associated with contract manufactunng agreements. JOint ventures. and strategic 
alliances m a global environment. Considers the commumcation and perfornnance skills 
necessary for managers responsible for associates located at considerable distances. 
MBA-MARKETING (MBAKJ 
MBAK 602. MARKETING MANAGEMENT (3). Uses case ana~sis to explore the appli-
cation of marketing pnnc1ples to the bas1c product and service decis1ons of the firm. 
Includes product development: pricing and distnbution; changing attitudes and habits 
of buyers market defimtion and forecasting; and the impact of such forces as prod-
uct technology, advertismg, and competitor behav1or on the product life cycle. 
Prerequisite(s): BA 420 or MBAP 506. 
MBAK 603. MARKETING STRATEGY (3). Examines the relationship of marketmg to 
corporate strategy, and the strateg1c pos1t1oning of individual product or service lines. 
Emphasizes an understanding of current tools in strateg1c market planning, and the 
planning and decision-making process itself. PrereQulsite(s}: BA 420 or MBAP 506. 
MBAK 604. INTERNATIONAl MARKETING (3). Examines the impact of conditions 
unique to internalional busmess on the marketing of goods and services. Includes 
government policies and regulations; cultural d1fferences m advertising, consumer 
preferences and buying patterns; distribution and pncing differences. exchange rates 
and other flnanc1al concerns. Cross listing: MBAI 604 
MBAK 605. MARKET RESEARCH (3). Prov1des a foundation in market research tech· 
mques for students mterested m a marketmg concentration in the MBA. Covers a 
repertoire of sampling and survey techmques, use of available data relevant to mar-
ketmg concerns and other fundamentals of this discipline. Focuses on how to design 
a valid research project in the marketing area including applied exercises and proj-
ects in students' present career fields. PrereqUisite(s): MBAP 505 and MBAP 506. 
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MBAK 606E-W. SEMINAR IN MARKETING (3). Addresses current topics relevant to mar-
keting mana rs. Content varies by term. based on student needs and changes in the 
marke~ng environment. Prerequtstte(s): BA 420 or MBAP 506 or permtsston of mstructor. 
MBAK 607. ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION (3). Exammes the development of 
advertising and promotional strategies, emphasizmg linkage with overall corporate 
P'!!!'-r· and marketing strategtes, including campaign execution and evaluation. 
Prerequistte(s): MBAP 506 or BA 420'or permission of instructor. 
MBAK 608. MARKETING PLANS DEVELOPMENT (3). Focuses on marketing skills, 
tools, and frameworks necessaty to develop a complete marketing plan. Emphastzes 
- understanding and development of an envtronmental audtl, competittve analysts, 
marketing strateg~es and goals, and tactics for implementation and evaluation. 
Prerequtslle(s) MBAP 506 or BA 420 or permtssion of mstructor 
MBAK 609. CONSUMER BEHAVIOR (3). Exammes tools and models for developing 
.., and understandtng consumer behavior. including processes by which indtvtduals, 
groups. and organizattons evaluate and select various products and services. 
Prerequistte(s): MBAP 506 or BA 420 or permission of instructor. 
MBAK 610. MARKETING TOOLS PRACTICUM (3). Examines tools, skills and frame-
work necessaty for developmg and tmplementing marketing strategies. Students will 
work directly wtth a client ftrm to conduct a marketing audit. compelttive intelligence 
- report, industty analysis, media plan, sales forecasting/pipeline report. and formal 
_ marketing plan. Prerequisite(s): MBAK 602. 
u.:.::..;~..,.. .. MBAK 617. PRODUCT MANAGEMENT (3). Focuses on management of new and exist-
ing products from a multifunctional point of view, i.e. marketing. operabons and 
liiio-"!!!IIIJ .. fmance. Ultlizes a large-scale. computer-based simulalton package to underscore the 
importance of multifunctional teams in product management. as well as to provtde a 
hands-on learning format. Prerequisite(s): MBAP 504 and MBAP 506. Cross listmg: 
.,_111!'!!11._ MBAF 617 and MBAO 617. 
MBAK 619. INTERNET MARKETING (3). ldenbftes issues and models for developmg 
... ..-.~ successful strategtes for marketing on the Internet and/or integra~ng Internet market-
ing functions into tradihonal marketing planning. Prerequistle(s): MBAP 506. Cross 
hsltng: MBAS 619. 
MBA-MANAGEMENT (MBAM) 
MBAM 604. LEADERSHIP/MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE (3). Provides students wtlh lead-
ership skills in managing work teams. Emphastzes interpersonal behaVIor and group 
dynamics and processes. Includes commumcabon, JOb destgn, role defintlton, mollvation 
of indtviduals wtlhin groups. work force diverstty and the evolution of group cuttures and 
norms in various kinds of work environments. Concepts draw from the fields of industrial 
psychology. industrial sociology and other behavioral sciences Cross listing: MSM 602. 
MBAM 609. PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION (3). Refines existing skills in written 
and oral commumcatton as effectrve business managers. Emphastzes an interactive 
approach to the fundamentals of commumcation, including the preparation of memo-
-----· randa.letters and reports. Examtnes oral presentation tools and methods, and per-
suasive public presentalions. 
MBA-OPERATIONS (MBAO) 
MBAO 602. OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3). Provides practtcal course studtes in 
Operattons Management fundamentals including quality management. forecasltng. 
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capacity plannmg, and geolocatron mventoty and production control, dtstribution sys-
tems. and planning and scheduling. Provides overvteWs and IOterrelationshtps of gen-
eral Operations Management subject areas. 
MBAO 603. PROJECT MANAGEMENT (3). Provtdes a comprehensive, untfted and prac-
ltcal descnption of the business of managing programs and proJects. Includes untfied 
coverage of basic management principles: charactenstics of programs and projects: 
umque roles of the program manager; and the organizattonal aspects of managing both 
stngfe and multiple programs. Emphastzes basic program management requirements 
for plann10g. work authorization and control, scheduling, evaluating. and reporltng. 
Prerequisite(s)· MBAO 602 or MBAS 602 or permisston of instructor 
MBAO 605. APPLIED OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3). Appltes the concepts and 
theories deftmng business operalions. Applies real worfd scenanos/ problems in the 
areas of product development. capactty plann10g. 10ventoty and supply-chatn man-
agement. quality control and the applicalton of emergtng technolog~es. PrereqUtstte(s); 
MBAO 602. 
MBAO 606. MANAGING CHANGE (3). Focuses on business industrtal change and 
control management. Explores change 10 industty standards through technology inno-
vations. markets and opportunities. corporate skills portfolios, and products and serv-
ices. ldentiftes methods available to plan. 10ittate and dtrect change for factlitating 
positive beneftts for future forecasts Cross listing: MBAS 606 
MBAO 609E-W. SEMINAR IN SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3). 
Presents current toptcs of major concern to systems and operations management 
Topics vaty by term but may include such areas as management of research and devel-
opment pro,ects. product and quality assurance management. team building, leader-
shtp, orgamzationaltransformation and management. Cross hsbng· MBAS 609E·W. 
MBAO 611. INNOVATION IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3). Presents concepts that 
wtll help identify and manage research and d velopm~nt tspectftcally the technology) 
as a strateg~c competitive weapon. Focuses on management of technology and the 
means to acquire it as 11 is connected to a f1rm's overall VISion and management phi-
losophy. Examines the relabonshtp between product and process mnovatton as non-
linear events. and attempts to reconcile tnnovabve dtsco~ety wtth the destre to Itt 
technology tnlo the orderly management of busmess. 
MBAO 613. TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT (3). Explores techntcal managementtssues 
common to both lnformatton Systems and Operations Management. Exammes mana-
genal pnnctples of planning, organizmg. momtonng and controlling Reftnes skills in 
managing work. managing systems and teams. dec1sion-makmg, negottating, molivat-
mg employees, as well as the development of organizabons. Cross listing: MBAS 613. 
MBAO 615. PROJECT MANAGEMENT II (3). Applies theoty of project management to 
a stmulated p OJect. Students will develop schedules. budgets. and techntcal perform-
ance measures U!iltzes Mtcrosoft Project software as a learn10g and apphcalion 
vehicle. Prerequtstte(s): MBAO 603. 
MBAO 616. INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS (3).1ntroduces the many permutations in 
operations that are present when a company begms to ulihze the full capacity of gfob-
ahzmg economy and the operational parameters of •nternabonal business including 
resource plannmg and uttlizatton, technology. production. marketmg. finance and 
staffmg. Prerequistte(s): MBAI602. Cross hstmg: MBAI 616. 
MBAO 617. PRODUCT MANAGEMENT (3). Focuses on management of new and exist-
ing products from a multifunctional pomt of VIew, i.e. marketmg. operations and 
finance. Utilizes a large-scale, computer-based stmulatton package to underscore the 
importance of multifuncbonal teams 10 product management, as well as to provide a 
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hands-on leammg format Prerequisite(s); MBAP 504 and MBAP 506. Cross listing: 
MBAF 617 and MBAK 617 
MBAO 620. BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES (3). Focuses on the techniques 
compames need to be financially solvent and competitive. The theory and practical 
implementation techniques explored mclude strategtc planniny'management, quality, 
Supply Chain Management, process assessmenVdesign, SWOT analysis, technology 
road-mapping. and resource assessment. 
MBA-FOUNDATION COURSES (MBAP) 
MBAP 501. FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (3). Introduces basic accounting principles and 
procedures for sole propnetorsh1ps, partnerships and corporations. Presents the complete 
accounting cycle, including an analysis of assets, liability and owner-equity accounts. 
MBAP 502. MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING (3). Analyzes accounting information, theo-
ry and systems as they are used m management decision-makmg. Includes decision 
tools and the effect on personnel and orgamzations. Prerequisite(s): MBAP 501, or AC 
320A and AC 3208. 
MBAP 504. BUSINESS FINANCE (3). Introduces the tools and techn1ques used by 
financ1al managers to anticipate financmg needs, obtam capital and effectively man-
age a firm's financ1al resources. Prerequisite(s) MBAP 502 or AC 340 or AC 440. 
MBAP 505. BUSINESS STATISTICS (3). Considers managerial applications of statisti-
cal mformat1on and use of statistical models m the decision-making process at 
length Emphasizes probability theory, estimation, hypothesis testing and regression. 
Introduces fuzzy sets. 
MBAP 506. MARKETING (3). Introduces the marketing process. mcluding the analysis 
of markets and consumer behavior, pricing, making distribution decis1ons and imple-
menting marketing programs. 
MBAP 520A. ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT I (3). Introduces students 
to basic concepts and principles of macro and micro economics. financial statement 
preparation and management information, key components of business and federal 
government environment. Topics include finance, financial statement analysis, capital 
n ---. budgetmg fundamentals, asset management techniques, the basics of cash manage-
ment. statistical modeling, probability theory, estimation and regression, principles of 
marketing, analysis of markets, and pncing and distribution decisions. 
MBAP 520B. ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT II (3). A continuation of 
MBAP 520A 
MBA-SYSTEMS (MBAS) 
MBAS 602. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION (3). Examines sys-
tems management fundamentals emphasizing Life Cycle Management, and systems 
design and development processes. Examines system reqUirements and viewpoints, 
analytical activities, standard system life cycles, and General Systems theory. NOTE: 
First of two foundation courses in Information Systems. 
MBAS 603. INFORMATION RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (3). Provides an overview of 
mformation systems technology and exammes functional approaches to information 
management and information engmeering. Integrates intellectual property manage-
ment and the ethics of information management. 
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MBAS 606. MANAGING CHANGE (3). Focuses on business and industrial change, and -...-1!1 
control management. Explores change in industry standards through technology inno-
vations, markets and opportunities, corporate skills portfolios. and products and serv-
ices. Identifies methods available to plan, initiate and direct change for facilitating 
pos1tive benefits for future forecasts. Cross listing: MBAO 606. 
MBAS 607. SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (3). Examines methods of system mtegration 
and the process of managmg mtegration activities by controlling Configuration Items 
from a business administrator's perspective. Focuses on requirements generation 
and analysis, Identification, specification and management of configuration items. 
and management of system mtegrat1on activities through the use of "three way" 
traceability. Prerequislte(s): MBAS 602. 
MBAS 609£-W. SEMINAR IN SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3). 
Addresses current top1cs of major concern to systems and operabon managers. Topics 
vary by term but may include such areas as management of research and develop-
ment projects, product and quality assurance management, team building, leadership 
and organizational transformation and management. Cross listing: MBAO 609E-W 
MBAS 611. INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND £-BUSINESS (3). Assesses the role 
of technology m a global competitive market. Cons1ders Implications of technology 
appropriateness, transfer and integrat1on from the perspec!ive of developed and 
developing econom1es. Discusses the history and role of technology m the production 
process. Cross listing: MBAI 611. 
MBAS 613. TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT (3). Explores technical management issues 
common to both Information Systems and Operations Management. Discusses mana-
genal principles of plannmg, organizmg. monitonng and controlling. Refines sk1lls m 
managmg work, managing systems and teams. decision-making. negot1ating. motivat-
ing employees. as well as the development of orgamzations. Cross hstmg: MBAO 613. 
MBAS 614. ELECTRONIC BUSINESS SYSTEMS (3). Discusses the differences 
between electronic business, traditional commerce, and how to use business value 
chains to 1dentify electromc business opportunities. Details network structures and 
systems used for electromc busmess and hardware requirements for typical electron-
ic business applications Illustrates and discusses the base funct1ons of an electronic 
business package. Prerequisite(s): MBAP 502. 
MBAS 615. STRATEGIES IN IMPLEMENTING ELECTRONIC BUSINESS SYSTEMS (3). 
Focuses on integration of electronic business systems into the corporate busmess 
strategy of a firm. Discusses concepts in Electronic Business Strategy: setting Initia-
tive; deciding the outsourcmg strategy for each competitive strategy and differentiation 
through electronic business systems and emerging technologies; mtegrating technology 
m1gration planning into corporate strategy. Prerequisite(s): MBAS 606 and MBAP 502. 
MBAS 616. PLANNING THE ELECTRONIC BUSINESS SYSTEM (3). Emphasizes the 
planning and manag~ng of electronic business systems implementation. Discusses 
setting EB systems objectives, project management and internal development versus 
out sourcing. Utilizes software tools that identify busmess system requirements and 
architectures for electronic business Prerequisite(s): MBAS 602 and MBAS 614 
MBAS 618. MANAGING PROPRIETARY INFORMATION (3). Focuses on protecting 
intellectual property and protecting electromc commerce channels of communication. 
Addresses legal and ethical enVIronments of electromc commerce m detail to include 
cultural language and mfrastructure issues. Compares and contrasts jurisdic!ion on 
the net and web site content to privacy rights. legal obligations and defamation. 
Defines taxation in electronic commerce environments. Prerequisite(s): MBAC 601. 
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MBAS 619. INTERNET MARKETING (3). ldenbhes issues and models for de~elop10g 
succe ;sful strategies for markeling on the Internet and/or 10tegrabng Internet market· 
ing funct1ons 10to trad1tional markebng planning. Prerequislte(s): MBAP 506. Cross 
listing, MBAK 619. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING (MSAA AND MSAC) 
MSAA 605. ADVANCED ACCOUNTING (3). Stresses the theory and pract1ce of audit-
lOg manual and computenzed accounting systems. Covers aud1t principles and stan-
dards, the process of determining audit objectives and the design procedures to 
accomplish them. Prerequisite(s): MBM 602 or equivalent w1th faculty adv1sor 
approval. Cross list10g: MBM 605. 
MSAA 609. CASE STUDIES IN MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING (3). Develops students' 
management a1 ~ounting techn1ques and skills needed to make eth1cal profit-maxl-
miZIOg deCISions Emphasizes data selection, analysiS, deCISion mak10g and evalua· 
lion of results 10 complex. realistic Situations. Prerequislte(s): MBM 602 or eqUiva-
lent w1th faculty advisor approval Cross listing: MBM 609. 
MSAA 617. ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (3). Identifies and defines the manual and auto-
mated systems necessary to prov1de accounbng information. Studies and compares 
systems to prepare financial accounting. cost accounting and tax documents. 
Develops efficient, controlled systems that prov1de both required and management 
informalion. Prerequisite(s): MBM 602 or equivalent with faculty advisor approval. 
Cross listing: MBM 617 
MSAA 619. FORENSIC ACCOUNTING (3). Provides and opportumty to study contem-
porary financial statement fraud cases using a five-part fraud taxonomy: fraud perpe-
tration, fraud detection, fraud investigation. fraud prosecution and fraud prevent1on 
and the accountant 's role. Prerequ Slte(s): MBM 602 or equivalent w1th faculty ad vi· 
sor approval. Cross listing, MBM 619. 
MSAC 601. ETHICAL AND LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF ACCOUNTING (3). Exam10es the 
legal and eth1cal1ssues affect10g the accounbng profession w1th an emphasis on SEC, 
GMP State and Association requirements. PrereqUISite(s): MBM 602 or equivalent 
with faculty adv1sor approval. 
************************ 
MASTER OF NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT 
(MNM) 
INTRODUCTION 
On any given day in the nonprofit community, people can face the 
despair of deep need, the exhilaration of united act1on, the rage of 
injustice, and the inspiration of service. Making a lasting differ-
ence m this chaotic landscape requires a diverse range of both 
leadership and managemert skills. The Master of Nonprofit 
Management program at Regis University is specifically designed 
to help nonprofit professionals become leaders who can change 
their world for the better. 
Through the active integration of theory and practice, students learn 
how to embrace their capacity to lead, apply the critical skill sets of 
~~~- successful nonprofit leadership and management, and incorporate 
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this knowledge into their careers and callings. Both students and 
faculty m the program are experienced professionals representing 
the wide spectrum of nonprofit organizations. Courses include the 
full range of skills needed to serve the sector more effectively. 
ADMISSION 
Admission is open to all men and women who have earned a bac-
calaureate degree in any field of study from a regionally accredited 
college or university. Applicants must have two years of profes-
sional experience in a nonprofit organization. Applicants who have 
not had the opportunity to gain this type of professional experi-
ence are required to complete a 400-hour practicum. 
The Graduate Marketing and Admissions Office must receive the 
following documentation from each applicant before an admission 
decision can be rendered: 
A completed application form, which includes a non-refund-
able application fee. 
Official transcript{s) reflecting a baccalaureate degree award-
ed from a regionally accredited college or university and offi-
cial transcripts for course work attempted or completed sub-
sequent to baccalaureate completion. 
A completed admission essay. 
Two letters of recommendation. 
A current resume. 
Faculty interview. 
Once all documentation has been rece1ved, an Admission Committee 
reviews the application and makes an admission recommendation. 
WRITING SKILLS 
Since writing skills are critical to successful completion of the 
MNM program, any student receiving an evaluation of "Limited" 
on the essays submitted with the application, will be required to 
complete MLS 500 and/or MLS 501 or its equivalent pnor to 
entering any graduate level course in the program. 
Students receiving an evaluation of "Adequate" on the essays will 
be encouraged to complete MLS 500 and/or MLS 501 or its equiv-
alent prior to entering any graduate level course in the program. 
MASTER OF NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM CHARGES 
FOR THE 2006 - 2007 ACADEMIC YEAR 
Tuit1on (per semester hour) 
Tuition Online {per semester hour) 




The tuition, fees and other charges previously described are good-
faith projections for the academic year. They are, however, subject 
to change from one academic term to the next as deemed neces-
sary by the University in order to meet its financ1al commitments 
and to fulfill its role and mission. 
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ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
ATIENDANCE 
Students are expected to attend every MNM class meeting, except 
when unavoidable circumstances occur. Due to the accelerated pace 
of MNM courses, absence from a single class meeting can result in 
students missing a substantial portion of course content as well as 
class participation. If students must miss the first class meeting, 
registration is allowed only with prior approval from the instructor. 
Students who m1ss the first class meeting without prior approval 
may be dropped from the course. Students may receive a failing 
grade if they miss any class meeting without completing the 
assigned make-up work m a timely manner, or if they miss more 
than one class meeting during the academic penod. Approval of 
absence, assignment of make-up, and assignment of grades 
affected by student absence are at the discretion of the instructor. 
COURSE AVAILABILITY 
Reg1s University does not guarantee that courses will be offered at 
the same campus location or on the same evening as they were 
offered for a previous academic period. A course is subject to cancel-
lation if the minimum student registration for that course is not met. 
COURSE SEQUENCING 
MNM 60l-H1story, Theory and Future of the Nonprofit Sector 
must be taken prior to any other 600-level course. 
CRITERIA FOR SUBSTITUTING CLASSES 
Consistent with adult learning theory, the MNM program encour-
ages students who already have been working m the nonprofit sec-
tor for many years to consider options for substituting core classes 
with other electives that are offered in the program. The following 
is the criteria for students that request a substitution of classes: 
Profess1onal experience on the job in a particular area of 
expertise such as program evaluation or finances; 
life long learning in particular subject area such as human 
resources or financial management; 
volunteerism on boards or in program areas related to a par-
ticular subject area. 
In order to make a formal request for substitution, students submit 
a one- to two-page letter wtth a clear rationale as to why a partic-
ular class should be substituted. Use the outcomes for the class 
as a template for describing prior experience. The rationale 1s then 
e-mailed directly to the degree chair who will give the final 
authorization or denial of substitution. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Umvers1ty policy allows for a maximum of six semester hours to 
be transferred into the program. Acceptance of transfer work is 




A student must submit the following information to the MNM 
degree chair for consideration: 
fficial transcripts of graduate credit courses equivalent to 
three or more semester hours from a regionally accredited 
college or university with a minimum grade of "8". 




MNM students are able to cross register into other graduate pro-
gram courses if they meet the requirements of that program. If the 
student plans to request that the course be treated as transfer 
credit, the student must obtain approval from the academic advi-
sor prior to registration. 
Other Reg1s Umvers1ty Graduate Students 
Students enrolled in other Regis University graduate programs and 
in Good Standing may register for MNM courses, either class-
room-based or online. Permission to enroll in MNM courses does 
not guarantee that the courses can be transferred to the student's 
primary degree program. 
DEGREE PLAN 
Students must complete all MNM degree requirements wtthin six 
years (72 months) from the date of the signature on the Degree 
Plan. Dunng that six-year period, students are permitted to benefit 
from any policy changes (e.g., transfer credit policy changes; does 
not include degree requirement changes) that were implemented 
since the Degree Plan signing. If the Degree Plan expires before 
the student has completed all degree requirements, the student 
must sign the a new Degree Plan and is held to any degree 
requirement changes associated with the new Degree Plan. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
The Master of Nonprofit Management degree requires the success-
ful completion of a total of 36 semester hours of graduate courses 
(600 level). The degree is designed to be completed in 24 
months, taking one course each eight-week academic period. 
Total Degree Reqwrements 36SH 
Reqwred Courses 30SH 
Thirty semester hours of MNM courses, which must include the following: 
MNM 60 1-History, Theory and Future of Nonprofits 
.MNM 612-Advocacy and the Third Sector 
MNM 620-Marketing and Orgamzational Commumcallon 
MNM 633-Human Resource Leadership in NPO's 
MNM 644-Financial Management of Nonprofit Organizations 
MNM 647-Program Development and Accountability 
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MNM 655- Leading From Within 
MNM 670-Financlal Resource Development 
MNM 677E-W- Service Oriented F1eld Expenence 






Six semester hours of MNM courses, other School for Professional Studies graduate 
level courses. or graduate level courses from the Rueckert-Hartman School for Health 
Professions selected in consultation w1th an academic advisor. 
PRACTICUM 
l.iiiiiiiiiiE- Students without two years of nonprofit experience are required to 
complete a 400-hour practicum (not for credit). Students for 
whom the practicum is not required may still elect to complete it. t3•- Practica are coordinated through an agreement between the stu-
dent, the executive director of the proposed nonprofit organization 
and the MNM degree chair. 
CERTIFICATE IN NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT 
The Certificate Program is also a conceptually based and applica-
tions-oriented course of study for individuals who seek new career 
opportunities or who are interested in developing or improving 
their skills in nonprofit organization management and leadership. 
CERTIFICATE ADMISSION 
l::i~·~ The Graduate Marketing and Admissions Office must receive the following documentation from each applicant before an admission 
decis1on can be rendered: 
A completed application form, which includes a non-refund-
able application fee. 
Official transcript(s) reflecting a baccalaureate degree award-
ed from a regionally accredited college or university and offi-
cial transcripts for course work attempted or completed sub-
sequent to baccalaureate degree completion. 
Two admission essays. One essay describes the applicant's profes-
sional goals and the second is related to a leadership question. 
Two letters of recommendation. 
A current resume. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Graduate transfer credit is not accepted into the Certificate 
Program. All semester hours required must be earned through 
Regis University. 
CERTIFICATE REQUIREMENTS 
An Academic Certificate requires that students meet the followmg 
reqUirements in addition to the specified graduate hours: 
1 andidates must maintain a cumulative grade point average of 
3.000 or better in graduate level courses throughout the 
Certificate Program. 
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2 A grade of "C" or higher is required for all certificate require-
ments. Grades lower than a "C" do not meet any requirement 
of the Certificate Program under any circumstances (Le., a 
grade of "C-" is unacceptable). 
3 The Certificate Program must be successfully completed with· 
in four years (48 months) from the date of the student's sig-
nature on the Certificate Plan. The student's signature on the 
Certificate Plan must occur before the completion of the first 
course. 
4 Any course required to complete one certificate may not be 
used toward fulfillment of requirements for another 
Certificate. 
• HUMANE MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION 18 SH 
MNM 60l-H1story, Theory and the Future of the Nonprofit Sector 3 SH 
MNM 695V-Sem~nar in Nonprofit Management. Humane Soc1ety Project3 SH 
Twelve semester hours selected from the following: 
MNM 612-Advocacy and the Third Sector 
MNM 620-Marketing and Organizational Communication 
MNM 633-Human Resource Leadership 10 NPO's 
MNM 644-Financial Management of Nonprofit Orgamzations 
MNM 647-Program Development and Accountability ' 
MNM 648-Governance and Organizational Change 
MNM 655-Lead~ng from W1th10 
MNM 670-Financial Resource Development 
• LEADERSHIP 
MNM 655-Lead~ng from Within 
MNM 684-Leadershlp and Organizalional Development 
S1x semester hours selected from the following 
MNM 603-Conflict Resolulion for Leaders 
MNM 674-Leadership Coaching 
MNM 677E-W-Service Onented Field Expenence 
MNM 678-Managing Diversity through Leadership in Nonprofits 
• PASTORAL ADMINISTRATION 
MNM 603-Conflict Resolution for Leaders 
MNM 604 -lntroducllon to the Catholic Trad1t1on 
MNM 605-Applied Roman Catholic Teaching and Trad1t1on 
MNM 633-Human Resource Leadership in NPO's 
MNM 644-Fmanc,al Management of Nonprofit Orgamzalions 
MNM 655-Lead~ng from W1thin 
• PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
MNM 633-Human Resource Leadership in NPO's 
MNM 644-F~nancial Management of Nonprof1t Organizat1ons 
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Three semester hours selected from the following: 
MNM 620-Marketing and Organizational Communication 
MNM 648--Governance and Organizational Change 
MNM 678-Managmg Diversity through Leadership in Nonprofits 
• RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
MNM 670-Financlal Resource Development 
Nine semester hours selected from the following: 
MNM 615-Nonproflt Enterprise 
' MNM 624-Grant Wnting 
MNM 627-Wealth and Philanthropy 
MNM 676-Grassroots Fundraising 
• SOCIAL JUSTICE. PEACE AND RECONCILIATION 
MASO 631-Giobal Justice 
MASO 634/MNM 687 -Soc1al Just1ce and Reconciliation Seminar 













MASO 632 Political Violence: Theory and Case Studies 3 SH 
MASO 633-Peace Movements and Organizations 3 SH 
MNM 672-Social Justice'. Community Organizing and Activism 3 SH 
MASTER OF NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT COURSE 
. r?. .~~-~-~~-~!!.f?..~-~--(-~-~-~-L__________ ___ _ ___________________________________ --
MNM 601. HISTOR'( THEORY AND THE FUTURE OF THE NONPROFIT SECTOR (3). 
Examtnes origtns and soc1etal roles of nonprofit orgamzabons tn a global environment 
including social, political, economic, cultural and 1deolog~cal issues. Addresses types 
and charactenstics of nonprofit organizations, and trends and projections for the 
future of the third sector. 
MNM 603. CONFLICT RESOLUTION FOR LEADERS (3). Examines the principles and 
practices of effective commumcatlon, with an emphas1s on understanding oral com-
munication styles. Explores techniques, tools, tactics and strategies on managing 
diverse communication styles tn nonprofit organizations. Examines theory and prac-
tice of resolving conflict, including understanding varying conflict management styles 
at the 10trapersonal, interpersonal and inter-group arenas. 
MNM 604. INTRODUCTION TO THE CATHOLIC TRADITION (3). Introduces basic Roman 
Catholic teaching for lay m101sters and admimstrators. Top1cs 10clude the Church's self-
understanding, sources of Catholic belief, soc1al justice. Canon Law, morality, liturgy and 
sacraments. Prerequisite(s): Permiss1on of Instructor. Cross listing: MAPY 630 or per-
mission of instructor. NOTE: Pastoral Administration students only. 
MNM 605. APPLIED ROMAN CATHOLIC TEACHING AND TRADITION (3). Focuses on 
Roman Catholic teachmg and tradition in contemporary parishes. Includes Canon 
Law, Sacramental Theology, Liturgy, Moral and Social Teaching and Tradition, Prayer 
and Sp1ntuality, Ecumenism and Interfaith relationships. Church and State. Assists 
panshes m applying theological, ecclesial and non-profit management skills. 
Prerequisite(s): MNM 604 or MAPY 630. Cross listing: MAPY 631. 
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MNM 610. LEGAL AND GOVERNMENTAL ISSUES (3). Examines and analyles legal 
issues signrticant to the management of nonprofit organizations 10cluding incorpora-
tion and by-laws. liabilities. contracts, personnel procedures. employee-management 
relations. tax exemption and reporting requirements. and political advocacy. Explores 
relationships among the third sector and federal, state and local governments. 
MNM 612. ADVOCACY AND THE THIRD SECTOR (3). Exammes the rights and respon-
Sibilities of nonprofit organizations in the governmental process Explores the impor- .,...-!1 
lance of government to the nonprofit organization's m1ssion. the legal parameters of 
nonprofit involvement and the proper techmques for establishing an effective pres-
ence m the political process. 
MNM 615. NONPROFIT ENTERPRISE (3). Analyzes ways 10 which a nonprofit maintains 
an entrepreneunal atmosphere to ra1se funds and to serves constituents. Identifies the 
ma)or eth1cal, legal and managerial issues that surround nonprofit enterpnse. 
MNM 620. MARKETING AND ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION (3). Focuses on 
marketmg and communications 10 the global Third Sector as essential for achieving a 
NPO/NGO's mission by infonming and influencmg individuals and collective behaviors 
within the context of soc1al enterpnse. 
MNM 624. GRANT WRITING (3). Prov1des an in-depth exam10ation of all aspects of 
grant writmg mcluding foundation, federal and corporate proposals. Examines the 
essentials of a successful grant writing strategy for nonprof1t organizations. 
MNM 625. PLANNED GIVING FOR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (3). Provides com-
prehensive 10struction as a development technique. Includes estate planning 
bequests. outright g~fts, recoverable gifts, life income gifts. special tax issues, ethical 
issues and implementation and marketing of planned g1ft programs. NOTE: Offered as 
spec1al study course only . 
MNM 626. ORCHESTRATING THE CAPITAL CAMPAIGN (3). Examines the nature and 
dynam1cs of campa1gn planning and implementation. Explores the respective roles 
and responsibilities of board members, staff, consultants and volunteers in the con-
text of successful strategic plann10g and evaluation. NOTE: Offered as special study 
course only. 
MNM 627. WEALTH AND PHILANTHROPY (3). Examines wealth and philanthropy 10 
Amencan soc1ety. Includes how wealth IS distributed; the patterns. practices, roles 
and functions of giving money: why and how wealthy people g~ve ; and how giving 
connects to other aspects of their lives. 
MNM 633. HUMAN RESOURCE LEADERSHIP IN NPO'S (3). Examines the effective 
management of people working in nonprofit organizations Includes hinng policies and 
practices. compensation. staff development, staff evaluat1on. collective bargaining, 
labor/management Issues and equal employment opportunity. Considers the role of 
volunteers: how volunteers are recruited. organized and managed in non-profits. 
MNM 644. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (3). Focuses 
on using financ1almformation management for budgetmg, fmance and investment 
decis1on-making in nonprofit organizat1ons. Topics mclude acquis1t1on. reporting, taxa-
tion, risk management and regulatory issues. Emphasizes umque problems of non-
profits in capital formation, generating earned income. managing endowments, gifts 
and tax plann10g. 
MNM 647. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY (3). Designs, evalu-
ates and analyzes programs through the utilization of research methods and best 
practices to determine the effectiveness of programs while at the same l1me provid-
ing accountability to the organization's mission. Utilizes evidence based and other 
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data to evaluate and develop techn1ques and strategies that can produce effectrve 
program measurement 
MNM 648. GOVERNANCE AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE (3). Examines and ana· 
lyzes the crit1cal dimensions of governance 1n nonprofit organ1zations with spec1al 
emphasis on governance by boards of directors. Considers compos1tion. functions. 
structure. roles and responsibilities of members. Explores orgamzational change as 
, governance structures decide upon structural changes within an organization as well 
l"'i!iiiii.ti::.J as theones of organ1zat1onal change within nonproflts and the life and growth cycles 
of orgamzations. 
MNM 651. RESEARCH METHODS FOR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (3) Focuses on 
the various techniques necessary for an effective investigation of social and organ1za· 
tiona! concerns. Includes use of library and computer searches; ava1lable resources 
1n the local, nat1onal and mternatloral community, interviewmg techmques: surveys 
and general statistical analysis NOTE: Offered as special study course only. 
MNM 655. LEADING FROM WITHIN (3). Explores the role of sp111tuality in leadership. 
Investigates various approaches to knowmg oneseij and drawmg from the mner soul 
to strengthen the objectives and performance of one's organization and commumty. 
MNM 670. FINANCIAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (3). Examines the princ1ples. 
strateg1es and techn1ques of resource development. Topics include an overv~ew of 
resource development from foundations, corporations, government and md1viduals. 
proposal writing and presentation, direct mail, conducting spec1al events, and ind1vid· 
ual ma1or gift programs. 
MNM 672. SOCIAL JUSTICE, COMMUNITY ORGANIZING AND ACTIVISM (3). 
Investigates the role of soc1al JUStice and change movements w1thm h1stoncal and 
contemporary contexts. Explores and dissects different movements in the 20th centu· 
ry: civil, women's, Ch1cano. disabled and religious rights. gay, union and neighbor· 
hood movements. Analyze and des1gn spec1fic community organizmg sk1lls relatmg to 
concepts of power. negot1ation, group processes. constituency, and leadership, using 
these techmques w1thm the context of a nonprofit organization to ra1se money and 
gam power and strength. 
MNM 673. NONPROFIT CONSULTING (3). Exammes the business of nonprofit con· 
suiting including analysis. current and future markets, public policy and ethiCS, and 
accounting and operations issues. 
MNM 674. LEADERSHIP COACHING (3). Examines core elements of leadership and 
life/career coachmg. Focuses on var ous internal resources available that impact the 
quality and performance of one's work and interpersonal relationships. Analyzes tech· 
niques for improvmg and motivating employees and volunteers. 
MNM 675. INTERNATIONAL THIRD SECTOR (3). Exammes the role of the th1rd sector 
throughout the world. Analyzes the l1·;al. political, econom1c, cultural and organiza-
tional climate of the sector in a variety of regions including Eastern Europe, Russ1a, 
Afnca and l atin Amenca Evaluates the cntical components of non-governmental 
organizat1ons (NGO) relative to nonP'oflls 10 the United States. 
MNM 676. GRASSROOTS FUNDRAISfNG (3). Focuses on the vanous techniques of 
raismg money from the commumty n•embersh1ps. dues. spec1al events. ne1ghborhood 
mstitutions. small donors and small earned income projects. Analyzes the differences 
and s1m1larities between fundra1s10g for a large nonprof1t and resource development 
for a small grassroots orgamzalion. 
MNM 677E-W. SERVICE ORIENTED FIELD EXPERIENCE (3). Exammes the h1storical 
factors, political climate, and umque contnbut10ns of the nonprofit sector 1n a vanety 
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of d1fferent national and mternational settings through .hands on expenence Students 
wtll travel in other countnes and/or regions. 
MNM 678. MANAGING DIVERSITY THROUGH LEADERSHIP IN NON PROFITS (3). 
Exammes theory and practice of managing d111ersity through leadership nonprof1ts. 
Emphas1zes management as it relates to interpersonal relat1ons w1thm an orgamza. 
lion. as well as providing culturally competent services to the customers. Critiques, 
analyzes. and places cultural differences mto functional management perspectives 
that can be utilized m everyday practical dynamics Cultural competency and other 
cultural management theories will be presented, d1scussed and placed w1th10 a 
framework of multiculturalism. 
MNM 684. LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (3). Explores and 
analyzes the concept of systems think1ng and how th1s parad1gm creates new models 
of leadership for nonprofit organizations. Investigates a d1verse range of 1deas, strate-
gies. and techniques that enable nonprof1ts to become learning organizations 
Emphasizes student's capac1ty to provide sustained. creative leadership w1thin the1r 
own nonprofit organizat1on. 
MNM 687. SOCIAL JUSTICE AND RECONCILIATION SEMINAR (3). Emphasizes 
reflection, t~eory. knowledge, and pracbce. Concludes fuH1Iment of the learning 
objectives of the Academ1c Certificate 10 Soc1al Justice, Peace, and Reconciliation by 
student part1c1pation in a seminar and product1on of a major paper or project. Cross 
hsting: MASO 634. 
MNM 690E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT (1-4). Provides 
an opportumty for faculty directed independent research in any f1eld or top1c in non-
profit management not covered in scheduled course offenngs. PrerequiSite(s): 
Approval of degree chair NOTE: Offered as spec1al study course only 
MNM 69SE-W. SEMINAR IN NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT (3). Prov1des an opportumty 
for faculty-d1rect~d ·~tensiVe research on a top1c relevant to current cond1bons 10 the 
nonprof1t sector. 
MNM 697. PROFESSIONAL PROJECT (3). Forms the capstone expenence represent-
ing the creation development. Improvement o· evaluat1on of a product or program m 
or entails the wnting of a thes1s. Provides immediate apphcabil1ty 10 a spec1hc non-
profit agency or sector of the nonprofit world 
*********************** 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (MSCIT) 
INTRODUCTION 
The Master of Sc1ence In Computer Information Technology focus-
es on the mtegration of management and the technological chal-
lenges of information resources. The MSCIT program as designed 
for the working CIT professional or the professional in any industry 
who needs to gain CIT knowledge ir order to achieve business 
goals. Students have the opportunity to generalize their course of 
study (self-selected) or focus the1r study in one of the following 
specialization areas: 
Database Technology 
Executive Information Technologies 
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The current and future needs of computer information profession-
als are addressed by providing curriculum with a solid foundation 
in computer hardware and software, systems engineering, com-
puter networking, communications and projecVteam skills for the 
rapidly changing computer environment. MSCIT faculty work full 
time in the industry, contributing a wealth of experience and 
knowledge to the classroom. Additionally, faculty have consider-
able teachtng experience with adult learners. 
MSCIT students make a final professional presentation of a project 
to peers, faculty and administrators. The project is designed to 
integrate learning with hands-on experience; students identify and 
solve a technological problem within an organization. 
The outcomes of the program are that graduates will have: 
Integrated technical and managerial theory into their current 
work context. 
Knowledge of the principles and methodologies of software 
design. 
Knowledge of cultural perspective divisions unique to the 
information technologies industry. 
Knowledge of the human, ergonomic considerations relevant 
to system design. 
Ability to analyze the CIT needs of business and development 
analyses in the form of information systems models. 
Ability to design systems solutions to meet business requirements. 
Ability to communicate technical materials to a technical or 
non-technical audience in both written and oral format. 
Knowledge of ethical concerns endemic to the CIT industry, 
tnvolving issues such as privacy, piracy, security, and quality 
and an awareness of eth1cal frameworks appropriate to their 
consideration. 
Familiarity with research methods supportive of an ongoing 
and contemporaneous awareness of developments in the 
computer industry. 
ADMISSION 
Admission is open to all men and women who have earned a bac-
calaureate degree tn any field of study from a regionally accredited 
college or university. The MSCIT degree requires students to have 
sufficient knowledge and/or experience in database applications, 
programming, computer networking, and systems analysis and 
design. This is assessed for each applicant during the admission 
interview. Knowledge and expenence can be supplemented by 
courses tn these prerequisite areas. Not all supplemental courses 
must be completed prior to applying to the program, but must be 
completed prior to taking the Core courses. 
The SPS Marketing and Admission Office must receive the follow-
ing documentation from each applicant before an admission deci-




A completed application form, which includes a non-refund-
able application fee. 
Official transcript(s) reflecting a baccalaureate degree award-
ed from a regionally accredited college or university and offi-
cial transcripts for course work attempted or completed sub 
sequent to baccalaureate degree completion. 
A current resume. 
Admission essay. 
Faculty interview. 
Once all documentation has been received, an Admission Committee 
reviews the application, a faculty member conducts an interview, and 
the Committee makes an admission recommendation. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM CHARGES FOR THE 2006- 2007 
ACADEMIC YEAR 
Tuition (per semester hour) 
Tuition Online (per semester hour) 




The tuition, fees, and other charges previously described are good-
faith projections for the academic year. They are, however, subject 
to change from one academic term to the next as deemed neces-
sary by the University in order to meet its financial commitments 
and fulfill its role and mission. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
COURSE AVAILABILITY 
Regis University does not guarantee that courses will be offered at 
the same campus location or on the same evening as they were 
offered for a previous academic period. A course is subject to cancel-
lation if the minimum student registration for that course is not met. 
ATTENDANCE 
Students are expected to attend every MSCIT class meeting, 
except when unavoidable circumstances occur. Due to the acceler-
ated pace of MSCIT courses, absence from a single class meeting 
can result in students missing a substantial portion of class con-
tent and participation. If students must miss the first class meet-
ing, registration is perm1tted only with prior approval of the 
absence from the instructor. It is the student's responsibility to 
contact the instructor for absence approval before registering for 
the course. 
Students who m1ss the first class meeting without prior approval may 
be dropped from the course. Students may receive a failing grade if 
they miss any class meeting without cor1pleting the assigned make-
up work in a timely manner, or if they miss more than one class 
meeting during the academic penod. Approval of absence, assign-
ment of make-up work and assignment of grades affected by a stu-
dent's absence are at the discretion of the instructor. 
R EGI S UNI V ERSITY BU L L ETI N 
COURSE OVERLOAD 
The MSCIT degree consists of 12 courses. Students may take 
three courses (nine semester hours) in any semester (there are 
two academic periods per semester), as long as all prerequisites 
are met. To take four courses (12 semester hours) during any 
semester (considered an overload) requires prior approval of the 
degree chair. Students may not take more than two courses per 
academic period. Overload is not permitted until the fourth 
course. Ordinarily, only students with a minimum cumulative 
grade point average of 3.500 and no grades of Incomplete are eli-
gible for an overload. Graduate Overload forms may be obtained 
through the Graduate Program Office. The upper portion of the 
form is to be completed by students and submitted to the 
Graduate Program Office at least 30 days prior to registering for 
the course. Students receive written approval or denial of this 
request. Requests to take three graduate courses during one aca-
demic period are not approved. 
PROFESSIONAL PROJECT 
The Professional Project IS a process designed to have students 
apply their course work to a meaningful, broad reaching project. 
The project should be of interest to the student from both a pro-
fessional and academic viewpomt. A range of flexibility is provided 
regarding what the project can involve. The student selects a pri-
mary faculty advisor based on the faculty's knowledge of and/or 
interest in the subject matter focus on the student's project. 
The paper that is produced by the student is an academically rig-
orous analysis of the student's project and should be on average 
between 40-100 pages of text that include illustrations, diagrams, 
etc. The paper is published in the Regis University Library and 
therefore information in the paper must be publishable. 
The presentation of the paper and project takes the student 
approximately 25-35 minutes followed by a 15-20 minute ques-
tion and answer period from a faculty panel. For online students, 
these time l1mits are redefined to more appropriately reflect the 
online environment. For online students, a faculty panel will 
review the~r presentation and submit questions to the student that 
the student will need to respond to within a given time frame. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Upon entrance, graduate level course work may be transferred 
toward program electives. A maximum of six semester hours may 
be transferred from another regionally accredited institution. 
Acceptance of transfer course work is based on a course content 
review; transfer course content must be equivalent to a Regis 
MSCIT course. Students must submit to the degree chair the fol -
lowing materials for transfer credit consideration: 
An offic1al transcript from each transfer institution, 
a Bulletin course description and a copy of the course syllabus, 
a copy of the table of contents of the text book used in the 




MSCIT policy provides students with the opportunity to transfer up 
to six credit hours of graduate course work into the student MSCIT 
degree plan. Generally th1s policy is used to accept course work 
completes prior to admission into the MSCIT Program. However, 
under special circumstances, students have the opportunity to 
complete work in other Regis graduate programs while enrolled in 
the MSCIT program and receive credit for the courses toward 
MSCIT degree requirements. To register for non-MSCIT courses, a 
student must meet all requirements of the program whose course 
work 1s taken. Suitability of course work from other Regis graduate 
programs for MSCIT credit depends on several factors: relevance 
of the course to the students needs and goals; compatibility of the 
course with MSCIT mission and goals; fit of the course into the 
requirements of a student's field of emphasis; and suitability of 
the course for credit in the area of Information Systems. Approval 
for transfers under this policy must be obtained from the student's 
academic advisor prior to registration. 
Other Regis University Graduate Students 
Students enrolled in other Regis University graduate programs and 
in Good standing may register for MSCIT courses, either class-
room·based or online. To do so the student must: 
Have approval from hiS/her academic advisor in the program 
in which the student is currently enrolled; and 
2 obtain wntten approval from the appropriate MSCIT program 
chair. 
Courses eligible for cross registratiOn include all MSCIT courses for 
which there is no prerequisite requirement. If a student wishes to 
enroll in a course for which one or more prerequisite courses exist, 
the student must satisfy all prerequisite requirements before 
he/she will be permitted to enroll. Permission to enroll in MSCIT 
courses does not guarantee that the course can be transferred to 
the student's primary degree program. 
DEGREE PLAN 
Students must complete all MSCIT degree requirements within six 
years (72 months) from the date of the student's signature on the 
Degree Plan. During that six-year penod, students are permitted to 
benefit from any policy changes (e.g., transfer credit policy 
changes; does not include degree requirement changes) that were 
implemented since the Degree Plan s1gning. If the Degree Plan 
expires before the student has completed all degree requirements, 
the student must sign a new Degree Plan and IS held to any 
deRree requirement changes assoc1ated with the new Degree Plan. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
The MSCIT degree requires the successful completion of a total of 36 
semester hours of graduate courses (600 level). Students can com-
plete the program in less than two years while working full-time. 
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PREREQUISITE REQUIREMENTS 
Flrior knowledge in programming, systems analysis and database 
applications or successful completion of the following courses are 
necessary before enrolling in MSCIT graduate level courses. 
Students may be required to take one or more from the following 
prerequisite courses: 
MSC 540-Computer Concepts and Architecture 
MSC 570-Survey of Programmmg Log~c 




Core Requirements must be completed before enrolling in elective 
or specialized courses. 
SPECIALIZATION AREAS 
MSCIT students select from five specialization areas of study. In 
addit1on to the required courses, students complete a minimum of 
12 semester hours identified as part of the specified specialization 
area. It is recommended that the student without a computer net-
working background, select MSCN 600-Networkmg Essentials as 
one of the elective courses if the course is not required as part of 
the specialization. Students are permitted to earn a double spe-
cialization by completing 12 additional semester hours in any two 
of the five specializations. 
DATABASE TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIZATION 
Core Reqwrements 
MSCC 610-lnformation Systems Concepts 
MSCC 630-lnformabon Systems Architecture 
SpecializatiOn Reqwrements 
MSCD 600-Database Architecture 
MSCD 610-Database Concepts 
SpecializatiOn Electtves 








MSCD 640-Database Admmistrabon 3 SH 
MSCD 642- Database Backup and Recovery 3 SH 
MSCD 644-Database Performance Tuning 3 SH 
MSCD 650-PL/SQL Programming 3 SH 
MSCD 670-Qracle 'g, lOg Application Server Portal Administration 3 SH 
MSCD 676-Enterpnse Portal Design Using XML 3 SH 
MSCD 680-Advanced Database TechnologieS Using OLAP 3 SH 
General Electives 12 SH 




MSC 697-Professional Project: Proposal and Development 




EXECUTIVE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES SPECIALIZATION 
Core Requirements 
MSCC 610-lnformatJOn Systems Concepts 
MSCC 630-lnformation Systems Architecture 
Spectalizalton Reqwrements 
MSCI 600-Strategic Information Technology 
MSCI 610-Ethics in Information Technology 
SpecializatiOn Electives 
Six semester hours selected from the following: 
MSCI 620-E-Commerce Technology Management 
MSCI 630-Knowledge Management 
MSCI 680-lnformation Technology Project Management 














Twelve semester hours of any 600-level courses selected from the MSCIT program. 
Professional Project 
MSC 697-Professional Project: Proposal and Development 
MSC 698-Professlonal Project, Paper and Presentation 
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING SPECIALIZATION 
Core Requtrements 
MSCC 610-lnformation Systems Concepts 
MSCC 630-lnformation Systems Architecture 
Spectalization Requtrement 
MSCS 600-Qbject-Onented Software Engineenng 
Specialization Electtves 
Nine semester hours selected from the followmg: 
MSCS 610-Software Requirements and Processes 
MSCS 620-Software Construction, Tools, Methods 
MSCS 630-Software Design 
MSCS 640-Software Quality and Test 
3 SH 
MSCS 645-Software Configuration Management, Maintenance 
MSCS 650-C++ Programmmg 
MSCS 652-Data Structures and Algorithms Using C++ 
MSCS 670-Java Programming 
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Twelve semester hours of any 600-level courses selected from the MSCIT program. 
Professional Pro1ect 
MSC 697-Professlonal Project. Proposal and Development 
MSC 698-Professlonal Project: Paper and Presentation 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SPECIALIZATION 
Core Reqwrements 
MSCC 610-lnformalion Systems Concepts 
MSCC 630-lnformation Systems Architecture 
Spec1alizat10n ReqUifements 








MSCT 600-Network Essentials* 3 SH 
MSCT 609-UNIX Concepts 3 SH 
MSCT 620-Access Networks 3 SH 
• MSCT 660-Supporting and Managing M1ddleware Systems 3 SH 
MSCT 662-Storage Area Networks 3 SH 
MSCT 664-Routing and Switching 3 SH 
MSCT 670-lnformation Enterprise Assurance 3 SH 
MSCT 672-Managmg a Secure Enterprise 3 SH 
MSCT 674-Pianmng and Implementing Architecture Secunty 3 SH 
MSCT 676-Secunng and Protectmg Systems, Applications and Data 3 SH 
MSCT 680-Enterprise Storage 3 SH 
General Elect1ves 12 SH 
Twelve semester hours of any 600-level courses selected from the MSCIT program. 
Professional Project 
MSC 697 -Professional Project: Proposal and Development 
MSC 698- Professional Project: Paper and Presentation 
* Recommended for students with mmimal Networking background. 
SELF-SELECTED SPECIALIZATION 
Core ReqU/fements 
MSCC 610-lnformation Systems Concepts 







There are no spec1fic course reqwrements in the seij-selected spec1ahzabon area 
Twenty-four semester hours of MSCIT courses are selected 10 consultation w1th an aca-
demic advisor. The seH-selected specializabon IS not posted on the transcnpt or d1ploma. 
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Capstone Project 
MSC 697-Professional Project: Proposal and Development 




CERTIFICATE IN COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
A candidate for one of the Academic Certificate programs must pos-
sess the prerequisite skills for entry into the Master of Science in 
Computer Information Technology degree program and the specific 
prerequisite skill~nowledge identified in each Certificate Program. 
Regis Graduate Academic Certificates are designed for students 
who wish to seek new career opportunities, enhance their work-
related knowledge and skills and to advance themselves educa-
tionally. The Graduate Academic Certificate represents a selection 
of courses from the MSCIT program. These courses could eventu-
ally be included in a Regis SPS graduate students' degree plan or 
stand alone as courses beyond the degree requirements. 
Certificate recipients may include 1) individuals who already hold 
an undergraduate or graduate degree in one area and want college 
graduate certification in another area (e.g., Computer Information 
Technology), but are not Interested in completing a second 
Bachelor's or Master's degree; 2) individuals who have completed 
an undergraduate degree, but are not sure initially if they want to 
enroll in a graduate level degree-seeking program. 
Specific parameters for MSCIT Graduate Certificates include: 
A minimum of 12 semester hours of credit. 
The courses offered within a given Certificate represent a 
coherent body of knqwledge chosen in consultation with rep· 
resentatives of appropriate academic disciplines. 
The Certificate Program identifies the description of the 
courses required for completion and the recommended 
sequencing of those courses. 
CERTIFICATE ADMISSION 
The Graduate Programs Marketing and Admission Office must 
receive the followmg documentation from each applicant before an 
admission recommendation will be rendered: 
A completed application form, which includes a non-refund-
able application fee. 
Official transcript(s) reflectmg a baccalaureate degree award-
ed from a regionally accredited college or university. 
A current resume. 
Adm1ssion essay 
Faculty interv1ew. 
Once all documentation has been received, an Admission 
Committee reviews the application, a faculty member conducts an 
interview, and the comm1ttee makes an admission recommendation. 
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TRANSFER CREDIT 
Graduate transfer credit is not accepted into the Certificate 
Program. All semester hours required must be earned through 
Regis University. 
CERTIFICATE REQUIREMENTS 
An Academic Certificate requires that students meet the following 
requirements in addition to 12 specified graduate hours: 
Candidates must maintain a cumulative grade point average 
of 3.000 or better in graduate level courses throughout the 
Certificate Program. 
A grade of "C" or higher 1s required for all certificate require-
ments. Grades lower than a "C" do not meet any requirement 
of the Certificate Program under any circumstance (i.e., a 
grade of "C-" 1s unacceptable). 
The Certificate Program must be successfully completed within 
four years (48 months) from the date of the student's signature 
on the Certificate Plan. The student's signature on the Certificate 
Plan must occur before the completion of the first course. 
Any course requ1red to complete one certificate may not be 
used toward fulfillment of requirements for another Certificate. 
PREREQUISITES 
The following prerequisites may be required based on an applicant's 
background and will be determined during admissions interview: 
MSC 540-Computer Concepts and Architecture 
MSC 570-Survey of Programming Logic 
or 
Similar programming logic courses 
or 
Perm1ss1on of mstructor or degree chair 
CERTIFICATE SPECIALIZATIONS 
• Database Administration with IBM DB2 
MSCD G82-DB2 '" Platform and Env1ronment 
MSCD G84-DB2 '" Fundamentals 
MSCD G8G-DB2 '" Database Administration 
MSCD G88-DB2 '" Advanced Database Concepts and Practices 
• Database Administration with ORACLE 
MSCD GOO-Database Architecture 
MSCD GIG-Database Concepts 
S1x semester hours selected from the following: 
MSCD G40-Database Administration 
MSCD G42-Database Backup and Recovery 
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MSCD G80-Advanced Database Technologies Using OLAP 
• Database Development 
MSCD GOO-Database Architecture 
MSCD GIG-Database Concepts 





MSCD G50-PlJSQL Programming 3 SH 
MSCD G70-0racle® lOg Applications Server Portal Administration 3 SH 
MSCD G76-Enterprise Portal Design Usmg XML 3 SH 
MSCD G80-Advanced Database Technologies Using OLAP 3 SH 
• Enterprise JAVA Software Development 
MSCS G30-Software Design 
MSCS G70-Java Programming 
MSCS G74-Enterprise Java Programmmg 
MSCS G76-Advanced Enterprise Java Programming 
• Executive Information Technologies 
MSCI GOO-Strategic Information Technology 
MSCI GIO-Ethics in Information Technology 
Six semester hours selected from the followmg: 
MSCIG20- E-Commerce Technology Management 
MSCI G30-Knowledge Management 
MSCI G80-lnformation Technology Project Management 
MSCT G72-Managing a Secure Enterprise 
• Information Assurance 
MSCT G70-lnformabon Enterprise Assurance 
MSCT G72-Managing a Secure Enterprise 
MSCT G7 4-Pianning and Implementing Architecture Secunty 
MSCT G76-Securing and Protectmg: Systems, Applications, Data 
• Software Engineering 
MSCS GOO-Object-Oriented Software Engmeenng 
Nine semester hours selected from the following: 
MSCS GIO-Software Requirements and Processes 
MSCS G20-Software Construction, Tools. Methods 
MSCS G30-Software Des1gn 
MSCS G40-Software Quality and Test 
MSCS G4S-Software ConfiguratiOn Management, Mamtenance 
MSCS G50-C+ + Programming 
MSCS G52-Data Structures and Algonthms Using C++ 
MSCS G70-Java Programmmg 
MSCS G72- Advanced Java Programming 
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• Storage Area Networks 
MSCT 620- Access Networks 
MSCT 660-Supporting and Managing M1ddleware Systems 
MSCT 662-Storage Area Networks 
MSCT 680-Enterprise Storage 
• Systems Engineenng 
Twelve semester hours selected from the following: 
MSCT 600--Network Essentials* 
MSCT 609-UNIX Concepts 
MSCT 620-Access Networks 
MSCT 660-Supporting and Managing M1ddleware Systems 
MSCT 662- Storage Area Networks 
MSCT 664-Routing and Sw1tch1ng 














MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER INFORMATION 
TECH_~OLq~V. .. ~.<?..Y.~~-~ DES_CRIPTIONS (MSC) 
MSC 540. COMPUTER CONCEPTS AND ARCHITECTURE (3). Examines basic con-
cepts and applicatiOns of computer hardware. operating systems. and software tech· 
nolog1es as they are used to des1gn and implement business Information systems. 
Prerequisite(s): Acceptance into the MSCIT Program. 
MSC 570. SURVEY OF PROGRAMMING LOGIC (3). Introduces bas1c programming 
skills and general programmmg concepts Topics include data types. variables. bas1c 
constructs of programming languages. control structures. data structures, document-
mg and wnting readable code. Requires students to develop programs in a command 
line programm10g environment using any standard C+ + compiler. Prerequisite(s): 
Acceptance into the MSCIT Program. 
MSC 69DE-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN MSCIT (1-3). Provides an opportunity for 
faculty d1rected independent research 10 any field or top1c in computer information 
• systems not covered in scheduled course offerings. Prerequisite(sl: Approval of 
degree chair. 
MSC 694E-W. TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR (3). Concentrates on fead10g edge technology 
in selected areas of 10terest to Computer Information Technology professiOnals based 
on top1cs relevant to current technologicafconditions. Prerequisite(s): MSCC 620 and 
MSCC 645 and MSCC 680. 
MSC 695E-W. TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR (3). Concentrates on leadmg edge technology 
1n selected areas of interest to C.•mputer Information Technology profeSSionals based 
on top1cs relevant to current technological conditions. PrerequiSI!e(sl· MSCC 620 and 
MSCC 645 and MSCC 680. 
MSC 696A. PROFESSIONAL PROJECT PROPOSAL (1). Introduces the bas1cs of prOJ· 
eel management and proposal and thesis wnbng. Students work extens1vely on devel-
oping and getting approval for a prorect proposal. wh1ch mcludes a h1gh-level project 
plan. Requ1res delivery of a prorect abstract. executive summary and e~panded out-
line along with an approved proposal Prerequ1s1te(s): MSCC 620 and MSCC 645 and 
MSCC 680 along w1th at least three (3) other MSCIT courses are reqUired before you 
may take this course. Pass/No Pass gradmg only. 
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MSC 696B. PROFESSIONAL PROJECT PAPER (1). Prov1des an opportun1ty for fme-
tunmg the proj1.ct paper from a grammar and structure perspect1ve following APA 
guidelines. Students ed1t lhe1r paper until a fmal approved paper IS delivered and 
submitted for binding and pubhcat1on m the Reg~s l1brary. PrerequiSite(s) MSC 696A 
NOTE: ReqUires approval. by the student's faculty advisor. of a f1rst draft of the 
Professional Proiect paper completed 10 MSC 696A. Pass/No Pass gradmg only. 
MSC 696C. PROFESSIONAL PROJECT PRESENTATION (1). Allows a student to cre-
ate and present their Professional Prorects Students work w1th faculty and students 
10 rev1smg and delivenng their presentat1ons until a fmal. formal presentabon 1s g~ven 
to the class, the faculty. the student's faculty adv1sor and other 1nv1ted guests. 
Prerequislte(s): MSC 6966. Pass/No Pass grading only. 
MSC 697 PROFESSIONAL PROJECT: PROPOSAL AND DEVELOPMENT (3). 
Concent:ates on prorect management proposal preparation. research and thesis wnt-
mg Deliverables 10clude abstract proposal. paper outline and research plan. Students 
research and develop prorect proposals that are then approved by the MSC 697 facul-
ty Prerequ1s1te(s): MSCC 610 and MSCC 630. NOTE: For students who started the 
MSCIT Program fall 2004 forward 
MSC 698. PROFESSIONAL PROJECT: PAPER AND PRESENTATION (3). Students fin-
i t II prole~ al prorect paper 10111ally defined 1n MSC 697. The final paper and 
presentation are graded by the MSC 698 faculty. NOTE: last course to be taken m the 
MSCIT program. Student presentat1on is open to public. Prerequisite(s): MSC 697 and 
all MSCIT degree course reqUirements. 
MSCIT - CORE (MSCC) 
MSCC 610. INFORMATION SYSTEMS CONCEPTS (3) Introduces informabon systems 
concepts, arch Jetlures. and technoiOI'Jes. Emphas1zes mformabon systems resources 
needed to meet orgamzabonal miSSIOn and obrechves. Focuses on 1nformabon sys-
tems from business v1ewpomt including processes. value propositiOn, and d1fferent 
types of 10format10n systems. Prerequ1s1le(s). Acceptance 1010 the MSCIT Program. 
MSCC 620. PRESENTATION OF TECHNICAL MATERIALS (3). Enhances sk1lls with 
k1 ow .Jge of the l!!i;hnolugy ap~ ropnate for commumcabng compte~. techmcal topics 
to non-tech01cal audiences by way of documents. graph1cs and oral presentalions. 
Provides a workshop-oriented expenence 10 developmg documents and delivenng 
presentations Integrates peer and facilitator cnt1ques shanng vanous technologieS 
for effective wntten and oral commun~cat10ns. 
MSCC 630. INFORMATION SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE (3). Exam1nes mformalion 
n~:ded to cr11ale adapt1ve strateg~es for successfully 1mplementmg enterpnse architec-
tures. Focuses on strateg~es that are based on expenences wilhm organ1zabons across 
multiple industry vert1cals_ Prerequisite(s): Acceptance 1nto the MSCIT Program. 
MSCC 645. APPLIED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS (3). Expands upon the foundat1on prov1ded 
by an undergraduate systems ana1Y' •s cc ur•.e by prov1ding add1bonal depth m a num-
ber of relevant top1cs includmg maJor analys1s tools and interface w1th users concern-
ing reqUirements. Focuses on effecbvely usmg systems analysis techn~ques to help 
build better information systems 
MSCIT • DATABASE (MSCD) 
MSCD 600. DATABASE ARCHITECTURE (3). Provides an introduction to the mternal 
structures and art lecture of database management systems Focuses on the 
Oracle9i ORDBMS architecture and associated processes and physical files Covers 
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general concepts such as des1gn, deployment, and operation. Prerequ1s1te(s): MSCC 
610 and MSCC 630. 
MSCD 610. DATABASE CONCEPTS (3). Explores data modeling, database design, 
management concepts, and SOL3 in-depth. Utilizes Oracle91 ORDBMS and Oracle 
command line interface, SOL*Pius for all lab work. Provides hands-on experience 
with an enterpnse class object-relational database management system. 
Prerequisite(s): MSCD 600. 
MSCD 640. DATABASE ADMINISTRATION (3). Examines key tasks and functions 
required of a database admimstrator m a production enwonment. Students create, 
start up, and manage a database. In addition, students implement data secunty and 
mtegnty measures and grant access pnvileges to individu~l database users. 
Prerequisite(s): MSCD 610. 
MSCD 642. DATABASE BACKUP AND RECOVERY (3). Studies the critical tasks of 
planning and implementing database backup and recovery strategies. Explores back 
up methodologtes based on busmess requ1rements in a typical enterprise and utilizes 
multiple strategtes to recover from different types of recovery failures Prerequisite(s): 
MSCD 640. 
MSCD 644. DATABASE PERFORMANCE TUNING (3). Stud1es database servers from 
the perspective of optimization and performance. Focuses on techniques for improv-
ing data access and storage, emphasizing performance diagnosis and resolution 
using real-world scenarios. Prerequisite(s)· MSCD 640. 
MSCD 650. PL/SQL PROGRAMMING (3). Studies advanced SOL and SOL *Plus con-
cepts and how to wnte PL/SOL procedures, functions and packages. Top1cs mclude 
extending statements to mclude Set Operators, and building correlated sub queries 
and hierarchical queries. Student creates and manages PL/SOL program units and 
database triggers as a basis for complex application development. Prerequisite(s): 
MSCD 610. 
MSCD 652. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT WITH ORACLE® FORMS (3). Explores 
the des1gn and development of GUI database applications m a distnbuted computer 
environment. Focuses on the use of Oracle Forms Builder Toolset and the Oracle 9i 
database management systems while studying application concepts and manage-
ment issues involved with the deployment and support of distributed applications 
Develops applicatiOns usmg Oracle Forms, Oracle Reports, Oracle Graphics and 
PL/SOL Prerequisite(s): MSCD 650. 
MSCD 654. ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT WITH ORACLE® FORMS AND REPORTS 
(3). Student creates multiple-form applications and learns how to manage multiple 
transactions across modules. Exammes concepts to enhance applications with cus-
tom menus, reports, and charts. Identifies benefits and disadvantages of vanous 
reportmg methods. Analyzes a variety of standard and custom reports using Oracle 
Forms Builder Toolset. Explores how to retrieve, display and format data identifymg 
appropriate uses. PrereqUisite(s) MSCD 652. 
MSCD 670. ORACLE® lOG APPLICATION SERVER PORTAL ADMINISTRATION (3). 
Exammes middleware Implementation of portals on Oracle's advanced lOgAS plat-
form. Focuses on design, development and administration of web based enterpnse 
portal technology Explores B2B applications, case studies, and Internet based access 
to the portal development tool Prerequisite(s) MSCD 650. 
MSCD 676. ENTERPRISE PORTAL DESIGN USING XML (3). Explores enterprise por-
tal design, beginmng with strategic plannmg, data modeling. Zachman Framework 
concepts. and various log1cal concepts leading into enterpnse portal development 
~amines portals using XML technology. Prerequisite(s): MSCD 670. 
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MSCD 680. ADVANCED DATABASE TECHNOLOGIES USING OLAP (3). Studies 
advanced relational theory and SOL Application Programming Interface (API) stan-
dards. Exammes data warehousing, OLTP and OLAP integration. and database-dis-
tributed architectures. Prerequisite(s): MSCD 650. 
MSCD 682. DB2 PLATFORM AND ENVIRONMENT (3).1ntroduces the operatmg envi-
ronment for the DB2 Umversal Database and the hardware and software platforms 
that accommodate the DB2 database server. Presents the installation and configura-
tion procedures for an IBM SYS390 with a Unux kernel operating system. 
MSCD 684. DB2 FUNDAMENTALS (3). Focuses on the architecture, basic logm, and 
admmistrative function of the DB2 Universal Database. Presents the installation and 
configuration of the DB2 database and administration of users. Includes schema and 
storage management. and security policies for the database. 
MSCD 686. DB2 DATABASE ADMINISTRATION (3). Covers procedures for administer-
ing a relational schema, managmg storage. interfacing wrth externa~ applications. and 
creating and admmistering users usmg profiles and roles. Presents concepts of back-
up and recovery of the database. transaction management. and concurrency control. 
MSCD 688. ADVANCED DATABASE CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES (3). Focuses on the 
operating performance of a DB2 database by tumng the database and optimizing the 
operating platform and applicalion enwonment. Covers query optimrzation, distnb-
uted storage environments, indexmg, petilionmg, and SOL tunmg usmg the DB2 lab. 
MSCIT - EXECUTIVE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (MSCI) 
MSCI 600. STRATEGIC INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (3). Presents the importance of 
information technology as a necessary component of a successful busrness. Focuses 
on the evolution of mformalion technology from an enabling tool to a competitive busi-
ness strategy. lllummates roles of CIO. Prerequisite(s)· MSCC 610 and MSCC 630. 
MSCI 610. ETHICS IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (3). Course illummates ethical 
rssues regarding mformat1on systems (access, data storage, and data utilization). 
Focuses on developing a set of ethical standards for professionals in information 
technology Prerequisite(s). MSCM 600. 
MSCI 620. E-COMMERCE TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT (3). Introduces concepts of 
electronic commerce and technologies employed. Covers catalysts fore-commerce 
(B2B and B2C), the convergence of technological challenges, legal and regulatory 
frameworks, behaviOr and educational challenges, organization and business barriers, 
and strategies fore-commerce. Prerequisite(s): MSCI 600. 
MSCI 630. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT (3). Presents detailed insights into knowl-
edge management focusing on concepts. theories and technologies that provide the 
foundation for knowledge management and on informatron technology as an Impor-
tant catalyst. Prerequisite(s). MSCI 600. 
MSCI 680. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECT MANAGEMENT (3). Covers the 
management of busmess/computer information development and the tradltionall~e­
cycle and cyclic development approaches. Includes technical aspects of project esti-
mation, scheduling usmg manual and automated project management tools in a sim-
ulated software project. Prerequisite(s): MSCI 600. 
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MSCIT - SOFTWARE ENGINEERING (MSCS) 
MSCS 600. OBJECT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING (3). Introduces basic 
obJect on nted concepts. and the object-onented software development process. 
Incorporates the best of current development processes. such as the Capab1hty 
Matunty Model (CMM), the Unrf1ed Software Development Process, Patterns. and 
Team Management. Prerequisite(s): MSCC 610 and MSCC 630. 
MSCS 610. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS AND PROCESSES (3) Exammes acqursl· 
tron, analysrs, specrfrcatron, validat1on, and management of software requrrements. 
Explores formal software processes. includmg the defrmt1on. implementatron. meas-
urement. management. change, and improvement of the software engineerrng 
process Prerequis1te(sl: MSCS 600. 
MSCS 620. SOFTWARE CONSTRUCTION, TOOLS, METHODS (3). Explores the con-
structron of working, mearungtul software through a combrnatlon of codrng. validation 
and testmg by a programmer. Exam1nes software development envrronments and 
software development methods. Prereqwsrte(s): MSCS 600. 
MSCS 630. SOFTWARE DESIGN (3). Descnbes architecture, components. rnterfaces, 
and other charactenstrcs of modern software systems. D1scusses desrgn pattern con-
cepts. software frameworks, and mrddleware technologies. Prerequrslte(s): MSCS 600. 
MSCS 640. SOFTWARE QUALITY AND TEST (3). Revrews the Software Quality 
Assurance (SQA) and Venficatlon and Validation (V&Vl processes. Addresses venfica-
tion of the behavior of a program on a set of test cases selected from the execution 
domam. Prerequisite(s): MSCS 600. 
MSCS 645. SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT, MAINTENANCE (3). 
Exammes th rdentrfication of the configuratron of systems for the purpose of control-
ling change. Addresses modrf1cation of software after delivery to correct faults. 
rmprove performance, or to adapt rt to new env1ronments. Prerequis1te(s). MSCS 600. 
MSCS 650. C++ PROGRAMMING (3).1ntroduces ANSI standard C++ tn a command 
line pro,.rammrng envrronment. A hands-on course req01nng a standard C+ + compder. 
Prereqursrte(S); MSCS 600. NOTE: Does not reqwre poor C programmrng knowledge. 
MSCS 652. DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS USING C++ (3). Advanced pro-
grammmg technrques usmg C Focuses on reuse, database connections, multr-
file programs, templates. container and collection classes. and exceptions. Introduces 
concepts related to data structures and algorithms. Prereqursite(s): MSCS 650. 
MSCS 670. JAVA PROGRAMMING (3).1ntroduces object-oriented programm1ng concepts 
usrng Java. Toprcs rnclude the Java environment classes and obJects. inhentance. rnterfaces, 
exceptions. file 110. and event-driven f)'aphrcal user rnterface prof)'ammrng usrng AWT and 
Swrng. Reqwnes students to develop several programs Prereqursite!sl: MSCS 600. 
MSCS 672. ADVANCED JAVA PROGRAMMING (3). Includes loptcs such as Java net-
workmg, Java Database Connecllvrty <JDBC), threads, RMI, and advanced user mter-
face programming usmg Swing. Requires students to develop several programs rn the 
Java programmrng language. PrereqUisite(s): MSCS 670. 
MSCS 674. ENTERPRISE JAVA PROGRAMMING (3). Continues programmrng usrng 
Java pro~;rammrng language. Topics mclude Enterpnse Java Archrtecture. Java2 
Platform and Java2 Enterprrse Ed1tron TechnologJes. EmphasiZes JSP and Servtets, to 
rnteract wrth browser based clients a1d building an enterprise solution usrng these 
components. Other toprcs d1scussed rnclude Session traclong. Custom Tag l1branes. 
JSP/ServleVJDBC integratron and rntroduction to EJB's. Requrres students to desrgn 
and code several programs. Prerequisrte(s); MSCS 672. 
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MSCS 676. ADVANCED ENTERPRISE JAVA PROGRAMMING (3). Continues program-
mmg usrng Java programmmg language. Topics mclude Enterprise Java Architecture. 
Java2 Platform and Java2 Enterpnse Ed1bon Technologies rncludmg Enterpnse 
Java Beans. Other topics discussed include enterpnse messagmg usrng JMS. Bean-
managed and Container-managed transacbons and J2EE secunty Prereqwsrte(s)· 
MSCS 674. 
MSCS 680. C# PROGRAMMING (3).1ntroduces the C# programmrng language. 
Topics i .lude developrng C# programs in the Microsoft Visual Studro.Net develop-
ment envrronment. C# data types and syntax, error handling. and object-oriented 
programming. Requires the student to develop several programs in C#. 
PrereQUtSite(s): MSCS 600. 
MSCS 682. PROGRAMMING .NET WITH C# (3). Focuses on programmmg on the .Net 
F ancwcrks usmg C#. Topics rnclude Windows Forms Development. protect deploy-
men~ data access wrth ADO. Net and XML, Web programmmg usmg ASPNet and Web 
Forms, OOP, Web Semces. and SOL Server or other ROB Prereqwsrte(s)· MSCS 680. 
MSCIT - SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (MSCT) 
MSCT 600. NETWORK ESSENTIALS (3). Provides an ovefVIew of local area networks, 
telephony, web basrcs. wrde area networkrng. etc Introduces concepts central to net· 
work design, architectures. standards and protocols. Prerequisite(s): MSCC 610 and 
MSCC 630. 
MSCT 609. UNI.X CONCEPTS (3). Stud res the fLndamentals and basrc concepts of the 
UNIX operatmg system. Utilizes the UNIX file system. shell programmrng, f1le and data 
man1pulat1on and tools. Prereqwsrte(s); MSCC 610 and MSCC 630 
MSCT 620. ACCESS NETWORKS (3). Emphasizes the application of networking archi-
l tur~ for Iran: ort of enterpnse data. Toprcs include network med1a. communications 
and protocols, architectures. operabng systems. admrnrstration and support 1ssues, diS-
tributed nelwofll enwonments and Inter-networking, Prereqwsrte(sl: MSCN 600. 
MSCT 660. SUPPORTING AND MANAGING MIDDLEWARE SYSTEMS (3) Emphasizes 
the need to understand applicabons runmrJ on a modern :ompl !X n twork Focuses 
on support of web llased applrcat1ons and hosted solubons supported on a variety of 
web service platforms. 
MSCT 662. STORAGE AREA NETWORKS (3). Examrnes storage attached network 
d~:v1ces through enterprise level SAN systems. Studies managed data transrtron and 
explores storage design rn busrness applications. cost, and systems admrnrstration. 
MSCT 664. ROUTING AND SWITCHING (3). Pro~rdes an rn depth understanding to 
networking students of how n twork protocols are routed and sw1lched. Examrnes 
modern routing protocols and the1r benefits to IT organizations, as well as router con-
frguration. Prerequrs1te(sl: MSCT 662. 
MSCT 670. INFORMATION ENTERPRISE ASSURANCE (3).1ntroduces the basic 
Information Assurance (lA) model: sec~; ry database, the application and the 
system. Examrnes current secunty standards, best pract1ces and aud1ting pract1ces 
PrereqUtsrte(s): MSCT 600 or eqwvalent background 
MSCT 612. MANAGING A SECURE ENTERPRISE (3). ProVIdes the knowledge of 
desrgnrng and managmg a sf!\. rb enterprise. Incudes aspects of enterprise security, 
physical secunty, d1saster-recovery plannrng. and business contm01ty plannmg 
Prereqursrte(s): MSCT 600 or equivalent background 
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MSCT 674. PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING ARCHITECTURE SECURITY (3). 
Explores security policy development. Implementation and standards compliance and 
testing on corporate systems, application and data Examines target architectures: 
telecommunications and w1reless enterprise corporate data network. Prerequisite(s): 
MSCT 600 or equivalent background. 
MSCT 676. SECURING AND PROTECTING: SYSTEMS, APPLICATIONS, DATA (3). 
Prov1des the knowledge of bu1ldmg and protecting enterprise infrastructure and pro-
prietary data. Topics include risk analysis, secunty policies, intrusion detection, dam-
age control and assessment. Prerequisite(s): MSCT 600 or equivalent background. 
MSCT 680. ENTERPRISE STORAGE (3). Prov1des the necessary skills to plan, design, 
manage and support distributed storage systems and dev1ces. Focuses on operating 
and managing a mixed platform, multi-vendor, mteroperable enterprise. 
PrereqUisite(s): MSCT 662. 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT 
(MSM) 
INTRODUCTION 
The Master of Science in Management is an intensive, accelerat-
ed, integrated learning experience that provides preparation for 
effective leadership in a rapidly changmg, global marketplace. The 
MSM program is designed for individuals who wish to cultivate 
the1r leadership skills and make a profound difference or institu-
tional change w1thin an organization. 
The program focuses on the qualitative issues of leadership, 
enabling students to become lifelong learners through the under-
standing of the following: 
Creativity and critical thmking 
Cultural and strategic change 
Developing effective teams 
Ethics and cultural diversity 
Futuristic leadership 
Global economics 
Management and leadership processes 
Oral and written communication 
Organization development 
Project leadership and management 
R1sk-taking and leadership 
Strategic leadership 
Team/project management 
Total quality management 
Human Resource Management 
MSM PROGRAM OUTCOMES 
The MSM Program challenges students to take responsibility for 
the1r personal learning experiences. Upon successful completion of 
the program learners will: 
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Understand and practice socially responsible leadership as a 
collaborative process 1n a changing global environment. 
Synergize the power of people by orchestrating, promoting 
and utilizing diversity and teams. 
Focus on quality and customer satisfaction as strategic 
processes for continuous improvement. 
Appreciate lifelong learning and critical thinking as tools for 
managing the certainty of change. 
Communicate succinctly and effectively. 
Lead the challenges in the evolving contemporary workplace. 
MSM PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP PROJECT CONTRACT 
The Professional Leadership Project Contract (PPC) IS a planning 
document used for completion of the Professional Leadership 
Paper/Presentation. Its purpose is to establish a frame of reference 
and time-line for the successful completion of MSM 693-
Contemporary Leadership Research and MSM 698-
Contemporary Leadership Project or MSM 696-Applied Act1on 
Research and MSM 697-Action Research Project. The PPC 1s 
signed by the student, a representative of the organization (for 
MSM 696 only), and the MSM project mentor. Students should 
refer to the guidelines outlined in the MSM 697-Action Research 
Project module for additional instructions 
PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP ACTION RESEARCH PROJECT 
The MSM Professional Leadership Action Research Project is an 
opportunity for a student to identify and develop a change plan 
within an organization, and is the basis for the Professional 
Leadership Paper/Presentation. The organization selected should 
be one m wh1ch the student is a stakeholder. It may be an 
employer, a civic group, or any other organization that a student 
knows well and 1n which a change is perceived to be of potential 
value. The Project consists of four distinct areas: 
Research: Action research, in which a researcher (student) inter-
acts with the organization to gather information, is combined with 
literature and industry research to analyze and diagnose an identi-
fied problem and develop potential solutions. 
Action Plan: Usmg mformation gathered in research, a student 
collaboratively plans and cntically analyzes a course of action. 
Paper: A student documents the Leadership Project in a paper. The 
paper is presented in a research format and includes the content of 
the project, the process used, and a reflection on the experience. 
Presentation: As a capstone to the MSM program, a student pres-
ents to faculty, a representative from the organization (from MSM 
696 only) and peers both the content and process of the 
Leadership Project. 
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CONTEMPORARY LEADERSHIP RESEARCH PROJECT 
The Contemporary Leadership Project provides an alternative for 
learners who are unable to conduct an action research project 
within an organization. The learner will write four papers. 
An action research proposal. 
One research paper that addresses an issue in leadership. 
Two research papers that address issues in the learner's area 
of emphasis. 
As a capstone to the MSM program, learners will present to facul-
ty and peers the content of the research. 
ADMISSION 
Admission is open to all men and women who have earned a bac-
calaureate degree in any field of study from a regionally accredited 
college or university. Applicants must have three years of manage-
ment·related experience before admission to the MSM degree. 
The SPS Marketing and Admissions Office must receive the fol-
lowing documentation from each applicant before an admission 
decision can be rendered: 
A completed application form, which includes a non-refund-
able application fee. 
•, Official transcript(s) reflecting a baccalaureate degree award-
ed from a regionally accredited college or university and offi-
cial transcripts for course work attempted or completed sub-
sequent to baccalaureate degree completion. 
Two completed admission essays. 
Two letters of recommendation. 
Current resume. 
acuity interview. 
Once all documentation has been received, an Admissions Committee 
reviews the application and makes an admission recommendation. 
WRITING SKILLS 
Since writing sk1lls and critical thinking skills are central to the 
successful completion of the MSM degree, applicants may be 
required to complete a writing or critical thinking course with a 
grade of "8" or better prior to taking courses in the program. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT PROGRAM CHARGES 
FOR THE 2006 - 2007 ACADEMIC YEAR 
Tuition (per semester hour) 
Online Tuition (per semester hour) 




The tuition, fees and other charges previously described are g~­
faith projections for the academic year. They are, however, subJect 
to change from one academ1c term to t~e next a~ deemed. neces-
sary by the University in order to meet 1ts fmanc1al comm1tments 
and to fulfill its role and mission. 
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ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
ATIENDANCE 
Students are expected to attend every MSM class meeting, except 
when unavoidable circumstances occur. Due to the accelerated pace 
of MSM courses, absence from a smgle class meeting can result in 
students missing a substantial portion of course content as well as 
class participation. If students must miss the first class meeting, 
registration IS allowed only w1th prior approval from the instructor. 
Students who miss the first class meeting without prior approval 
may be dropped from the course. Students may receive a failing 
grade if they miss any class meeting w1thout completing the 
assigned make-up work in a timely manner, or if they miss more 
than one class meeting during the academic period. Approval of 
absence, assignment of make-up, and assignment of grades 
affected by student absence are at the discretion of the instructor. 
COURSE SEQUENCING 
The first two courses (MSM 602 and MSM 612) must be taken 
one at a time, in any order, and prior to MSM 621. 
The five Core courses (MSM 602, MSM 612, MSM 621, MSM 
631 and MSM 661) are taken by all students. 
Any time after successfully completing six MSM courses (18 
semester hours) students select an Action Research Project (MSM 
696) or a topic for Contemporary Leadership Research (MSM 
693). Students register for the appropriate course, which initiates 
the capstone project. During the course students prepare the 
Professional Project Contract (PPC) with their project mentor. 
Students document the culmination of the action research project in 
a paper with a minimum length of 20 pages. The Contemporary 
Leadership research document minimum length is 75 pages. When 
students have completed all of the MSM course work, students 
enroll in MSM 697-Actlon Research Project or MSM 698-
Contemporary Leadership Project. Students will work w1th the MSM 
697/MSM 698 facilitator to complete the final paper. At the end of 
the course, students will formally present the action research project 
to the project mentor, the MSM 697/MSM 698 facilitator, the MSM 
degree chair, a representative from the organization in which the 
project was completed. and other MSM students. 
COURSE AVAILABILITY 
The Univers1ty does not guarantee that courses will be offered at 
the same campus location or on the same evening as offered for a 
previous academic period. Courses MSM 631 through MSM 691 
are subject to cancellation if the minimum student registration for 
that course is not met. 
COURSE OVERLOAD 
Students may take three courses in any semester (there are two 
academ1c periods per semester) as long as all prerequisites are 
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met. Taking four or more courses during any semester (considered 
an overload) requ1res prior approval of the degree cha1r. Students 
may not take more than two courses per academic period. 
Overload is not permitted until the fourth course. Ordinarily, stu-
dents with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.500 
and no grades of Incomplete are eligible for an overload. 
RUECKERT-HARTMAN SCHOOL FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
COURSES 
Students in the MSM program have the option of taking select 
courses from the Regis University Rueckert-Hartman School for 
Health Professions. Contact the degree chair to d1scuss how and if 
the selected class or classes fulfill degree requirements. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Acceptance of transfer course work is based on a course content 
review. A maximum of six semester hours of graduate credit may 
be transferred from a regionally accredited mstitution. 
CROSS REGISTRATION 
MSM Students 
MSM policy provides students with the opportunity to transfer up to 
six credit hours of graduate course work into the MSM degree plan. 
Generally this policy is used to accept course work completed prior 
to adm1ssion mto the MSM Program. However, under special cir-
cumstances, students have the opportunity to complete work in 
other Regis graduate programs while enrolled in the MSM Program 
and rece1ve credit for the courses toward MSM degree requtrements. 
To register for non-MSM courses, a student must meet all require-
ments of the program whose course work is taken. Suitability of 
course work from other Regis graduate programs for MSM credit 
depends on several factors: relevance of the course to the students 
needs and goals; compatibility of the course with MSM mission and 
goals; fit of the course into the requirements of a student's field of 
emphasiS; and suitability of the course for credit in the area of man-
agement. Approval for transfers under this policy must be obtained 
from the student's academic advisor prior to registration. 
Other Regis University Graduate Students 
Students enrolled in other Regis Umvers1ty graduate programs and 
1n Good Standing may register for MSM courses, either classroom-
based or online. To do so the students must: 
Have the approval from his/her academic adv1sor in the pro-
gram in which the student is currently enrolled ; and 
2 obtain written approval from the appropriate MSM program chair. 
Courses eligible for cross registration include all MBA courses for 
i which there is no prerequisite requirement. If a student wishes to 
enroll 1n a course for which one or more prerequisite course exists, 
the student must satisfy all prerequisite requirements before 
he/she will be permitted to enroll. Permission to enroll in MSM 
courses does not guarantee that the courses can be t ransferred to 
the student's primary degree program. 
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DEGREE PLAN 
Students must complete all MSM degree requirements within six 
years (72 months) from the date of the student's signature on the 
Degree Plan. During that s1x-year period, students are permitted to 
benefit from any policy changes (e.g., transfer credit policy 
changes; does not include degree requirement changes) that were 
implemented since the Degree Plan signing. If the Degree Plan 
expires before the student has completed all degree requirements, 
the student must sign a new Degree Plan and is held to any 
degree requirement changes associated with the new Degree Plan. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
The Master of Science in Management degree requires successful 
completion of a total of 36 semester hours of graduate course 
work (600 level). The degree can be completed in 24 months, 
taking one course each academ1c period . 
Students must meet the following degree requirements: 
Successful completion of required MSM 600-level courses. 
The first two courses MSM 602 and MSM 612 must be 
taken prior to MSM 62. MSM 697· -Action Research Project 
or MSM 698-Contemporary Leadership Project, is generally 
the last course taken. 
Mamtenance of a cumulative grade point average of 3.000 or 
better in graduate-level MSM courses at Regis University. 
Ability to show practical application of leadership and change 
concepts through the completion of the MSM Professional 
Leadership Project or Contemporary Leadership Project. 
Successful completion and presentation of the MSM Professional 
Leadership Project at the culmination of the program. 
Total Degree Reqwrements 
Core Reqwrements 
MSM 602-Leadership/Management Challenge 
MSM 612-Graduate Research 
MSM 621-0rganizatlonal Change 
MSM 631-Strategic Management and Financial Reports Analys1s 
MSM 661-Leading m Changing Economies 
Capstone Project 
MSM 69&-Applied Action Research 
and 
MSM 697- Action Research Project 
or 
MSM 693-Contemporary Leadership Research 
and 
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Spectalizatton Reqwrements 
Students select one of the followtng four spectalizabons: 
• Computer Information Technology 
MSCS G10-Software Requirements and Processes 
MSCD GOO-Database Architecture 
MSCT GOO-Network Essenllals 
MSM G57-Leading Projects 10 Contemporary Organizations 
MSM G72-lnformabon technology and E-Bus10ess* 
* Prerequtsite for all other courses 10 the spectahzation. 
• Human Resource Management 
MSM 635 -Strategic Human Resource Management 
MSM 636-Employment Law and Compliance 
MSM 637-Strategies in Compensatton and Benefits 
MSM 638 -Attracting and Retaimng Workforce Talent 
MSM 639-Employee Relations and Performance Management 
• Orgamzational Leadership 
Ftfteen semester hours selected from the follow10g: 
MSM 635-Strategtc Issues in Human Resource Management 
MSM 641-Leadmg Effecttve Teams 
MSM 651-Delivering Business Process Improvement 
MSM 657 -Leadtng Projects m Contemporary Orgamzallons 
MSM G71-Leadershtp for the Future 
MSM 672-lnformabon technology and E-Business 
MSM 681-Leadmg in the International Organization 
MSM 691-Managing Diversity 
• Project Leadership and Management 
MSM 641-Leading Effective Teams 
MSM 651-Delivenng Busmess Process Improvement 
MSM G57-Leading Projects in Contemporary Organizations 
.. MSM 658-Management of Project Performance 






























Students may acquire a double emphasis by completing additional 
emphasis specific courses as specified by the MSM Degree Plan. 
COLLEGE FOR PUBLIC LEADERSHIP 
The specialization in Public Leadership and Management is limtt-
ed to students who are federal employees who have completed 
the Management Concepts program. 
CERTIFICATE IN MANAGEMENT 
A candidate for one of the academic certificate programs must 
apply and be accepted into the Master of Science in Management 
(MSM) degree program. 
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Regis Graduate Academic Certificates are designed for adults who 
wish to seek new career opportunities, enhance their work-related 
knowledge and skills, and to advance themselves educationally. 
The Graduate Academic Certificate represents a selection of col-
lege courses from the MSM program that are offered for academtc 
credit. These courses could eventually be included in a Regts SPS 
graduate student's Degree Plan or stand alone as courses beyond 
the degree requirements. 
Certificate recipients may include 1) individuals who already hold 
an undergraduate or graduate degree in one area and want college 
graduate certtfication in another area (e.g., Project Management), 
but are not interested in completing a second Bachelor's or 
Master's degree; and 2) individuals who hold an undergraduate 
degree, but are not sure initially if they want to enroll in a degree 
seeking program. 
Specific parameters tor MSM Graduate Academic Certificates 
include: 
A minimum of 15 semester hours of credit. 
The courses offered wtthtn a given Certificate will represent a 
coherent body of knowledge chosen in consultation with rep· 
resentatives of appropriate academic disciplines. 
The Certificate Program identifies the description of the 
courses required for completion and the recommended 
sequencing of those courses. 
CERTIFICATE ADMISSION 
The Graduate Programs Marketing and Admissions Office must 
receive the following documentation from each applicant before an 
admission decision will be rendered: 
A completed application form, which includes a non-refund· 
able application fee. 
Official transcript(s) reflecting a bachelor's degree awarded 
from a regionally accredited college or university. 
Three years of management related experience (managing 
either people or projects, a management title is not required). 
Two completed admission essays. 
Two letters of recommendation. 
A current resume. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Graduate transfer credit is not accepted mto the Certtficate 
Program. All required semester hours must be earned through 
Regis Univers1ty. 
CERTIFICATE REQUIREMENTS 
An Academic Certificate requires that students meet the following 
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Candidates must maintain a cumulative grade point average 
of 3.000 or better in graduate level courses throughout the 
Certificate Program. 
A grade of "C" or higher is required for all Certificate require-
ments. Grades lower than a "C" do not meet any requirement 
of the Certificate Program under any circumstance (i.e., a 
grade of "C-" is unacceptable). 
The Certificate Program must be successfully completed within 
four years (48 months) from the date of the student's signature 
on the Certificate Plan. The student's signature on the Certificate 
Plan must occur before the completion of the first course. 
Any course required to complete one Certificate may not be 
used toward fulfillment of requirements for another Certificate. 
Total Certificate Requirements 15-18 SH 
• Executive International Management 15 SH 
The Executive International Management Certificate is designed to explore leadershrp 
and organizational changes associated with the international marketplace. The impact 
of diverse cultures on organizatiOns and culturally appropriate strategies for success 
are explored. 
MSM 602-Leadership/Management Challenge 
MSM 661-Leading in Changing Economies 
MSM 672-lnformation technology and E-Business 
MSM 681-Leading in the International Orgamzation 
MSM 691-Managing Diversity 







The Executive Leadership Certificate is designed for students who choose to build a 
philosophy and skills for becoming effective leaders. It focuses on contemporary lead-
ership theories, ethical leadership, and future leadership roles. 
MSM 602-Leadershrp/Management Challenge 
MSM 612-Graduate Research 
MSM 621-0rganizational Change 
MSM 671- Leadership for the Future 
MSM 691-Managing Diversity 







The Executive Project Management Certrflcate is desrgned to meet the needs of stu-
dents who require project management, leadership, and people management skills 
This Certrficate is designed for adults who wish to enhance their work-related knowl-
edge and skills and to advance themselves educationally. 
MSM 602-Leadershrp/Management Challenge 3 SH 
MSM 641-leading Effective Teams 3 SH 
MSM 651- Delivering Busmess Process Improvement 3 SH 
' MSM 657-Leadmg Projects in Contemporary Organizations 3 SH 
MSM 658-Management of Project Performance 3 SH 
MSM 659-Project Monitonng and Delivery 3 SH 
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• Strategic Business Management 15 SH 
The Strategic Business Management Certificate is designed for students to develop 
s~ills 10 strategic management with a focus on developmg leadership skills 10 manag-
ing project teams, process improvement plans, and achieving customer satisfaction. 
MSM 602-Leadershrp/Management Challenge 3 SH 
~SM 631-Strategic Management and Financial Reports Analysis 3 SH 
MSM 641-Leading Effective Teams 3 SH 
MSM 651-Delivering Business Process Improvement 3 SH 
MSM 672-lnformation Technology and E-Business 3 SH 
• Strategic Human Resource lntegratron 18 SH 
The Strategic Human Resource Integration Certrfrcate rs designed for students to exam-
ine strategies for transforming organizational culture. architecture and leadership, and 
to review the impact of the human resource functions on the total organization. 
MSM 602-Leadership/Management Challenge 
MSM 635--Strategic Human Resource Management 
MSM 636-Employment Law and Compliance 
MSM 637-Strategies in Compensation and Benefits 
MSM 638-Attracting and Retaming Workforce Talent 







MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT COURSE 
.I?..E~~~!-~J.!.Q.~-~ .. (~-~-~) .................. ·-······ .............. . 
MSM 601. LEADERSHIP: A PERSONAL CONTEXT (3). Exammes the relevance of 
human diversity within an organization building philosophies and skills to become 
effective leaders. Addresses personal development and diversrty, indivrdual change 
and basic change process theory. Introduces critical thinking. leadership theories and 
application, and paradigm shifts. 
MSM 602. lEADERSHIP/MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE (3). Provides students with 
leadership skills in managing work teams. Emphasizes mterpersonal behavior and 
group dynamics and processes. Includes communication, job design, role defimtion, 
motivation of mdividuals withm groups, work force diversity and the evolution of 
group cultures and norms in various kinds of work envrronments. Concepts draw from 
the fields of mdustrial psychology, industrial sociology and other behavioral sciences. 
Cross listing: MBAM 604 
MSM 611. ORGANIZATIONAl lEADERSHIP AND ETHICS (3). Explores the history and 
development of management and leadershrp focusing on the impact of leadershrp on 
organizational culture. Analyzes leadership actions within an ethical framework and 
present-day ethrcal challenges for the leader and the orgamza!IOn. Student's research 
and report on leadership philosophres, ethical dilemmas and orgamzational culture. 
MSM 612. GRADUATE RESEARCH (3). Explores strategies, methods and skills for locating 
and evaluating graduate research literature. Famrliarizes students with specialized aca-
demic journals and literature within specializations. Explores graduate research methods, 
mcluding qualitative and quantitative research paradigms. Cross listing MAPC 601. 
MSM 621. ORGANIZATIONAl CHANGE (3). Introduces the field of organizational devel-
opment (ODl Examines the history, foundations, and supportmg theories. Investigates 
Action Research and the role of the change agent. Organizational change concepts pre-
pare the student to lead 10 an environment of discontrnuous change. Develops strate-
gies for transformmg organizational culture, architecture and leadership. 
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MSM 631. STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL REPORTS ANALYSIS (3). 
ldent1fies strategic management areas for organizations and evaluates these rn terms of 
changing enwonments. Develops skills in strategic planning. alignment of ITUSSion. 
vis1on, strateg~es. goals and objectives. Evaluates finanCial statements as part of a 
competitive analysis. Examines these processes m terms of future opportumt1es and the 
realit1es of strategiC management PrerequJSJte(s): MSM 601, MSM 611 , and MSM 621 
MSM 635. STRATEGIC HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (3). ldenllf1es cribcal role of 
human r~. 1urr.e 10 strateg~cal~ plam ng and managing the workforce needs of the 
orgamzation m the global env1ronment Focuses on the function of human resources 
becom1ng a strategic busmess partner by workmg with semor management to plan and 
manage human capital to meet business requirements Topics include human resources 
as a strategic busmess partner, implementabon of HRM functions 10 staffing, trammg, 
motivating. and ma10tenance, legal and eth1cal1ssues: and alignment of workforce 
needs to busmess goals PrereqUJsite(s): MSM 601, MSM 611 and MSM 621 
MSM 636. EMPLOYMENT LAW AND COMPLIANCE (3). Identifies the federal and 
stat laws and regula!Jons that affect the employment relabonsh1p. Focuses on devel-
oping programs that help the orgamzation meet 1ts workforce needs m support of 
business reqUirements. while prevenllng lawsUitS from employees and federal agen-
cies. Topics include Title VI and VII of the C1vil R1ghts Act or 1965. Equal Employment 
Opportunity, Affirmative Aclion. Amencans with Dlsabilibes Act. and other federal 
laws and regulations. PrereqUJsite(s): MSM 601, MSM 611 and MSM 621. 
MSM 637. STRATEGIES IN COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS (3).1dentJfles a frame-
work for Implementing compen. at1on and benefits systems to attract and retam a 
h1gh performance workforce 10 a global env1ronment Focuses on the role of human 
resources in managing compet1llve rewards and pay plans. Top1cs 10clude compensa-
tion administration, job evalualion and pay structures. base and 10cenbve pay, 
1ncreases and bonuses. executive compensat1on. and employment benefits plans 
includmg reqUired, voluntary, and ret1rement options. PrerequisJte(s); MSM 601, MSM 
611 and MSM 621. 
MSM 638. ATIRACTING AND RETAINING WORKFORCE TALENT (3). ldenlllies a 
tram :work for acqUJrinf and mamtarnmg diverse and talented employees in alignment 
with busmess reqUirements of the orgamzation. Focuses on the recrUitment. selec-
lion, and development systems that are part of the human resources funclion. Topics 
include recrUitment. selecbon, and onentrng new employees; trainmg and develop-
ment; and workforce divers1ly. PrerequiSJte(sl: MSM 601, MSM 611, and MSM 621. 
MSM 639. EMPLOYEE RELATIONS AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT (3). ldentif1es 
proce ;ses used to mamtam effeclive relalionsh1ps between employees and manage-
ment. as well as to manage the performance of employees to meet the reqUirements of 
the organization Focuses on role of human resources in the med1ahon and negotiation 
of labor relabOns and settlement of employee d1sputes and g~nevances, and evaluation 
and feedback to help employees achieve higher levels of performance. Top1cs mclude 
collective bargarning. negotiations. alternat1ve d1spute resolution, and performance 
evaluabon. Prerequisite(s): MSM 601, MSM 611, and MSM 621. 
MSM 641. LEADING EFFECTIVE TEAMS (3). Explores the definrt1on and theones of 
developmg effect1ve teams. Utilizes a vanety of tools for fac1btating team growth, (i.e, 
process tools for decision makmg. plannmg, problem soiVJng. VIrtual teams. etc l 
Expenences vanous team development stages to assist 10 d1scovenng strateg~es to 
manage conflict, promote collaboration and develop self-managed teams. 
Prerequisite(s), MSM 601, MSM 611 and MSM 621. 
MSM 651. DELIVERING BUSINESS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT (3). Explores what 
busmess process 1mprovem nt a 1d value le.1d r .h1p 1re how to deliver ever-lmprov-
mg value to customers. how to 1mprove process performance, and how to prepare for 
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the changes occurnng in today 's global marketplace. Develops Busmess Process 
Improvement Plans to enhance the ability to Identify, plan, evaluate and ach1eve busi-
ness process Improvements that anhcipate, meet. and possibly exceed customers' 
expectations. PrerequisiteCsl· MSM 601, MSM 611 and MSM 621. 
MSM 657. LEADING PROJECTS IN CONTEMPORARY ORGANIZATIONS (3). Explores 
project managen•er from a strater c nanager .. ,t p.•rsJ)I..;t,ve, focusmg on develop-
ment of leadership skills 10 the management of project teams. Exammes the roles of 
the manager and management team; project selection. organizat1on. and planning 
process; communications and negotiations; and the tact1cal and strategic implica-
tions 10 a projeCt enwonment. Reviews management of busmess/computer mforma-
tion technology projects includ1ng development approaches, tech meal aspects of proj-
ect esbmation. and manual and automated project management tools. 
PrereqUISIIe(s): MSM 601, MSM 611 and MSM 621. 
MSM 658. MANAGEMENT OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE (3), Exammes aspects of 
project risk, cost and schedule management. ldenhf1es the management processes 
reqUired to ensure the project IS completed Wllhm budget and on schedule. Prov1des 
knowledge reqwed to cost a project. develop a pro1ect plan. and allocate the neces-
sary resources to manage a project analyze risks and opportumt1es w1thin projects. 
1denlify methods for reducing and mll1gatmg risks, manage project performance. 
mcludmg quahty. human resources, communicat1ons and procurement. 
Prerequisite(s): MSM 601, MSM 611. MSM 621 and MSM 657. 
MSM 659. PROJECT MONITORING AND DELIVERY (3). Exammes vanous interrelated 
functions 1mpactmg project dehvenes and how funclions contnbute to the strategic 
success of the enterpnse. Provides the advanced knowledge reqUJred to develop, 
analyze and change a project plan, determme nsk and allocate the necessary 
resources to effectively manage and complete a project in a s1mulated environment. 
PrerequisJte(sl: MSM 601, MSM 61 I. MSM 621, MSM 657, and MSM 658 
MSM 661. LEADING IN CHANGING ECONOMIES (3). 1ntroduces basic microeconom1c 
and .roeconomic concepts and exp ores I w ~ ' .omic events affect organiza-
t1ons. Focuses on the global economy and the role of bus1ness. Exammes econom1c 
forces for effects on public policy Students prepare an economic plan for a nation in 
1ts regional context. as well as an ana~s1s of a macroeconomic/fiscal policy problem 
facing the Umted States. PrerequiSJte(s)· MSM 601, MSM 611 and MSM 621. 
MSM 671. LEADERSHIP FOR THE FUTURE (3). Prepares students for the leadership 
challenges of generatmg, Jn1l1atmg. sustammg, redesignmg, and reth1nkmg future 
change 1mtiatives Exammes systems thmk1ng. trend Jdentihcahon and analysis, sce-
nano buddmg, and managing chaos and complexity Develops scenanos to expand 
ability to scan the honzon, thmk strateg1cal~ beyond the known. and pred1ct the 
1mpact of choices. Prerequ1s1te(s)· MSM 60 I, MSM 611 and MSM 621. 
MSM 672. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND E-BUSINESS (3). Explores the techm-
enges of computer ir Jr.,al .y .• tems ,J t ~~r fu· re prospects, concepts 
aod e!ements of hardware platforms, 1ntegrat1on of hardware and software. computer 
networkmg. object-onented des1gn, and clienVserver environments. Exammes 
human-computer mteraction and the application of systems analys1s techmques. 
focuses on leadersh1p, governance, competencies, and technology m thee-enter-
pnse, along w1th preparing an organizalion for e-busmess Jnlliat1ves. Prerequislte(s): 
MSM 601, MSM 611 and MSM 621. 
MSM 681. LEADING IN THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION (3). Explores leader-
•. 1p I orgamzational changes assoc1ated wtth shift fro ., a domestic to an 
mternational marketplace The nsks and opportumt1es 1n this vastly expanded operat-
Ing sphere create new paradigms of business pract1ces, organizational values. and 
leadership practices Investigates and formulates busmess plans and culturally 
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appropriate strategies and analytical competencies for success. Introduces the stu-
dent to the ever-changing marketplace in the international arena. Prerequisite(s): 
MSM 601, MSM 611 and MSM 621. 
MSM 691. MANAGING DIVERSITY (3). Develops an understanding and appreciation 
of the diverse cultures that contribute to organizations and communities. Explores the 
impact of cultural d1versrty on personal effectiveness from both a leadership and 
management perspective. PrereqUisite(s)· MSM 601, MSM 611 and MSM 621. 
MSM 693. CONTEMPORARY LEADERSHIP RESEARCH (3). Addresses areas perti-
nent to leadership, action research, and area of emphasis Student designs appropri-
ate comprehensive questions and wntes an action research proposal. Prerequisite(s): 
MSM 601, MSM 611 and MSM 621. Pass/No Pass gradmg only. 
MSM 694. PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP PROJECT (3). Forms the capstone experi-
ence to the MSM Program Students document 10 a professional paper the action 
research project or contemporary leadership research project and formally present the 
action research to a faculty comm1ttee for evaluation and feedback. Prerequislte(s): 
MSM 601, MSM 611, MSM 621, MSM 690, MSM 692 or MSM 693. 
MSM 696. APPLIED ACTION RESEARCH (3). Initiates applied action research proj-
ect Involves the study and application of behavioral science based action research 
methods and the design of a leadership project. Completes an approved written pro-
posal for an action project within an organ1za!lon. Prerequisite(s) MSM 601, MSM 
611, and MSM 621. Pass/No Pass gradmg only. 
MSM 697. ACTION RESEARCH PROJECT (3). The second and final course for the 
apphed action research capstone project reqUired to complete the MSM program. 
Involves completing the capstone project paper, and developing and gwmg an oral pres-
entabon of the project Prerequisite(s)· MSM 601, MSM 611. MSM 621 and MSM 696. 
MSM 698. CONTEMPORARY LEADERSHIP PROJECT (3). Forms the Capstone experi-
ence to Contemporary leadership Research Students document in a professional 
paper the contemporary leadershiP research project and formally present the 
research to a faculty committee for evaluation and feedback. Prerequislte(s): MSM 
601, MSM 611, MSM 621 AND MSM 693. 
************************* 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE AND 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MSSIS) 
INTRODUCTION 
The 36 semester hour online, 12 course program is offered jointly by 
Regis University and the National University of Ireland, Galway. The 
Program also mcludes specialized knowledge of specific Information 
Technology (IT) topics and provides students with the opportunity to 
develop advanced research and/or development skills. Graduates 
with this degree are likely to enter research and development careers 
within the software industry or in a broad range of other sectors. The 
academic content is provided equally by both institutions and draws 
on the strengths and expertise of both institutions within the 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) area. 
The eight-week long modules will be delivered via a variety of syn-
chronous and asynchronous online technologies, and will afford the 
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opportunity for face-to-face sess1ons by teachmg staff. Laboratory 
sessions will use thin-client technology, and Software Virtual Lab 
support will be provided by Regis University using the Academic 
Research Network (ARNe) system and the Regis Graduate Virtual 
Lab. Regis University will host the web support system. 
This degree has been accepted as a member of the Oracle 
Academ1c Initiative. During the program, students will have the 
opportunity to specialize in Oracle Certified Professional skills. 
ADMISSION 
Adm1ssion is open to all men and women who have earned a bac-
calaureate degree in any field of study from a regionally accredited 
college or un1versity. 
The Graduate Admissions Office must receive the following docu-
mentation from applicants: 
Completed application form. 
$75 non-refundable application fee. 
Degree-bearing transcript (official transcript sent within one 
month of application.) 
Current resume. 
Additional documentation will be required of non-Irish, non-
UK, non-US applicants. 
Once all required documentation has been rece1ved, an 
Admissions Committee reviews the application and the applicant's 
documentation and makes an admission recommendation. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE AND INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS PROGRAM CHARGES FOR THE 2006 - 2007 
ACADEMIC YEAR 
Tuition (per semester hour) $ 545 us 
The tuition charges are good faith projections for the academic 
year. They are, however, subject to change from one academic 
term to the next as deemed necessary by the University in order to 
meet 1ts financial commitments and to fulfill its role and mission. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
TRANSFER OR CROSSOVER CREDIT 
Upon entrance, graduate level course work may be transferred 
toward program courses. A maximum of six semester hours may 
be transferred from another regionally accredited institution or 
equivalent. Acceptance of transfer course work is based on a 
course content review; transfer course content must be equivalent 
to a MSSIS course. Student must submit to the degree cha1r the 
following materials for transfer credit consideration: 
An official transcript from the transfer institution, 
a catalogue course description and a copy of the courses syl-
labus; and 
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a copy of the table of contents of the text book used in the 
course for each course for which transfer is requested. 
COURSE SEQUENCING 
The MSSIS Degree is a tracked program which requires students to 
complete courses in the sequence stipulated on the Degree Plan. 
DEGREE PLAN 
Students must complete all MSSIS degree requirements within s1x 
years (72 months) from the date of the student signature on the 
Degree Plan. During this six-year period, students are permitted to 
benefit from any policy changes that were implemented since the 
Degree Plan signing. If the Degree Plan expires before that student 
• has completed all degree requirements, the student must sign a 
new Degree Plan and is held to any degree requ.rement changes 
associated with the new Degree Plan. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
Total Degree Requtrements 
Core Modules 
MGT 610-Software Engineering 
MCT 611-Computer Architecture and Operating Systems 
MGT 612 -ApplicatiOn Programmmg 
MGT 613-Database Architecture 
MCT 614-Database Concepts 
MGT 61)-0racle Database Admmistrat10n 
MGT 616-Oracle I Og AS Portal Server 













.. S1x semester hours selected from the followmg (Core Modules must be completed first): 
MCT 618-0bjeci·Onented Development 
MCT 619-0bject-Onented Programmmg 
MCT 620-Distnbuted Systems IntroductiOn 
MCT 621-Art1fic1allntelhgence 
MCT 623-Graphics Programming 
Capstone Module 
Select one of the following opt1ons: 
MCT 624A-Software Development ProJect and Thes1s I 
and 
.. MCT 6248-Software Development ProjeCt and TheSIS II 
or 
MCT 625A-Research Project and Thesis I 
and 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE AND INFOR-
MATION SYSTE~.~ CO~RSE DESCRIPTIONS .. (~£!)_ 
MCT 610. sonwARE ENGINEERING (3). Introduces comprehensive concepts of 
software engmeenng mclud1ng structured software analysis. design and management 
techntq~es, systems development lifecycle (SOLC), structured systems analysis and 
design techntques. Computer Atded software Engmeenng (CASE) tools, and software 
project management. Prerequisite(s): MGT 612. 
MCT 611. COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATING SYSTEMS (3) Explores the 
concepts of computer arct •lecture and op~•rabng systems mcludmg sy•,tem compo· 
nents, access methods, numbering systems. and dtg~tallog~c. Exammes operating 
system design mcludmg architectures, mpuVoutput, memory, process management. 
hie management and security. 
MCT 612. APPLICATION PROGRAMMING (3).1ntroduces foundational key concepts 
offuncttonal programming. Provtdes a solid foundation m applied problem solvmg 
skills and theorebcal concepts. Focuses speclftcally on the C programmmg language. 
MCT 613. DATABASE ARCHITECTURE (3). PrOVIdes an mtroduction to the tnternal 
structunes and arct 1tectures of database management systems. Focuses on the 
Oracle9t ORDBMS architecture and assoc1ated processes and physical flies. Covers 
general concepts such as design, deployment. and operation. Prerequistte(s): MCT 
611. Acceptance in the MSSIS Program reqUired 
MCT 614. DATABASE CONCEPTS (3). Explores data modeling, database design, man· 
agbn nt con~epts. and SQL3 m-depth. Utilizes Oracle9t ORDBMS and Oracle command 
line mtertace, SOL *Plus for all lab worll PrOVIdes hands-on experience with an enter-
pose class, object-relational database management system. Prerequislte(s): MCT 613. 
MCT 615. ORACLE DATABASE ADMINISTRATION (3). Exammes key tasks and func-
tions required of a database administrator 1 a product1on environment. Students cre-
ate, start up, and manage a database. In add1t1on. students implement data secunty 
and mtegnty measures and grant access pnvrleges to mdivrdual database users. 
Prerequistte(s): MGT 614. 
MCT 616. ORACLE 10& AS PORTAL SERVER (3). Examme m1ddleware implementa-
tion of portals on Or1" le's advanced 9tAS platform. Focuses on design, development 
and admtmstrahon of web based enterpnse portal technology. Explores 828 apphca-
llons. case studtes, and Internet based access to the portal development tool. 
PrereqUisrte(s): MCT 615. 
MCT 617. ENTERPRISE PORTAL DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT USING XML (3). 
Explores enterpnse portal des1gn, b."'lnnmg with strateg:c plannmg, data modeling, 
Zachman Framework concepts, and vanous l()£ical concepts leading in to enterpnse 
portal development Exammes portals usrngXNL technology PrereqUtsrte(s)· MCT 616. 
MCT 618. OBJECT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT (3). Introduces object onented analy-
srs and desrgn technrques and rndustry standard notation UML (Untfled Modeling 
Language). Students develop ana~sis and des1gn models usmg CASE tools trackrng 
systems from rncepbon through analysts, solution des1gn, and techntcalrmplementa-
lton. Prerequistte(s): MCT 610. 
MCT 619. OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING (3). Explores object modeling. class 
definrt on, mhentance, compos&!lon. encapsulation. polymorphtsm. abstract classes, 
and mtertaces Focuses on the Java programming language emphasizing applets, 
graph1cs. data storage. multi-threaded progra11mmg, and except10n handling. 
Prerequislte(s): MCT 612. 
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MCT 620. DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS (3). Investigates des1gn and Implementation of 
internet based distributed applications mcluding APis, frameworks, standard internet 
protocol stack, clienVserver architectures, network programmmg, Java, VO, multi-
threaded programming, Sockets, thin clienVweb server support, Servlets, JSP. EJBs 
and web serv1ces. 
MCT 621. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (3). Introduces the concepts and techmques of 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) mcluding use of the Prolog language, knowledge representa-
tion, machme learning, expert systems, uncertainty, neural networks, and real world 
application of AI techniques 
MCT 622. REAL-TIME SYSTEMS (3). Explores embedded real-time systems including 
foundations, des1gnmg and developmg software, implementation. and performance 
issues. Focuses on dependable software, design concepts, real-time operating sys-
tems (RTOSs), language selection, benefits, testing, static/dynamic analysis methods, 
tools, debuggmg, and documentation. Prerequisite(s): MCT 610 and MCT 611. 
MCT 623. GRAPHICS PROGRAMMING (3). Introduces theoretical concepts of modern 
graph1cs programmmg mcluding compromises and trade-offs. Hands-on expenence 
will be gamed in two graphiCS programming environments: Virtual Reality Modelmg 
Language (VRML) and Open Graphics library (OpenGL). Prerequisite(s): MCT 612. 
MCT 624A. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT AND THESIS I (3). Student will 
develop a software and information systems project and work under an approved fac-
ulty member attached to the Regis faculty or the Information Technology department. 
Prerequisite(s): Complet1on of First Year Modules and Permission of advisor requ1red 
Pass/No Pass grading only. 
MCT 6248. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT AND THESIS II (3). A continuation 
of MCT 624A. Prerequisite(s) MCT 624A. Pass/No Pass grading only 
MCT 625A. RESEARCH PROJECT AND THESIS I (3). Student will develop a research 
topic and work under an approved research director attached to the Information 
Technology department. Prerequislte(s): Completion of First Year Modules and permis-
sion of advisor requ1red. 
MCT 6258. RESEARCH PROJECT AND THESIS II (3). A continuation of MCT 625A. 
Prerequ1s1te(s): MCT 625A 
************************ 
TEACHER EDUCATION 
The School for Professional Stud1es offers the following options 
through the Teacher Education Program: 
Undergraduate Degree 
Graduate Degree 
Colorado Principal Licensure 
Colorado Teacher Licensure 
Wyoming Teacher Licensure 
Nevada Teacher Licensure 
Additional Endorsements 
Relicensure/Recertification Course Work 
Academic Certificate in Adult Learning, Training and Development 
Academic Certificate in Educational Technology 
Academic Certificate in Literacy 
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Students who do not currently have a baccalaureate degree may 
complete the courses required for licensure/certification as part of 
their degree program. Students who have completed a baccalaure-
ate degree may take additional courses required for licensure/certi-
fication. It is also possible for students who currently have a bac-
calaureate degree to combine the specific education courses with 
a Master's degree m Education (M.Ed.). 
Those who are currently certified or licensed may take additional 
course work for relicensure/recertification or to add additional 
endorsements. Individuals who are certified in another state may 
also complete course work required for licensure in Colorado or 
Nevada and/or certification in Wyoming. The State Department of 
Education should be contacted prior to enrolling in courses for 
relicensure/recertification or licensure/certification for those trans-
ferring from another state. 
INITIAL LICENSURE AND SECONDARY ENDORSEMENTS 
The following licensure/certification options are available at the 
undergraduate and graduate levels: 





English Language Arts 





K-12 Art or Music 
Special Education Generalist 
The following endorsement options are available at the Graduate 
level only: 
Early Childhood Spec1al Education 
Language Diverse Education 
Reading Teacher 
LEARNING FORMAT 
Course work in the Teacher Education Program is completed 
through the guided independent study (GIS) format, accelerated 
classroom-based format, and online instruction. 
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM CHARGES FOR THE 
2006- 2007 ACADEMIC YEAR 
Undergraduate 
Tuition, Classroom-based (per semester hour) $315 
Tuition, Guided Independent Study (per semester hour) $315 
Tuition, Online (per semester hour) $380 
Application Fee (non-refundable) $75 
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Graduate 
Tuition, Master of Education* (per semester hour) 
Tuition, Online (per semester hour) 







The Admissions Committee considers every candidate's qualifica-
tions for admission to the Teacher Education Program. Students 
may be accepted for Colorado/Nevada teacher licensure or 
Wyoming teacher certification. 
For undergraduate admission requirements, students should refer to 
the Undergraduate Admission information in the School for Professional 
Studies section of this Bulletin. Additionally, Teacher Education appli-
cants must meet the following admission requrrements: 
Completed Teacher Education Application for Admission. 
Non-refundable $50 application fee (waived if previously paid 
to Regis). 
Min1mum GPA of 2.500 from all previously attended col-
leges/universities. 
Official Transcripts from all previously attended colleges/uni-
versities. 
Three years work experience preferred. 
Two recommendation forms: 
One Confidential Recommendation form 
One Teacher Observation form. 
Review and clearance from any felony/misdemeanor offense. 
Undergraduate students must have the following items on file 
prior to enrolling in Teacher Education courses (not applicable 
to Las Vegas, Nevada students): 
Oath and Consent form 
Fingerprint Card* 
Praxis I** 
• * Students can be fingerprinted at the local police or shenff's 
department (call for hours of operation and fees). Enclose the fin-
gerprint card wrth the application packet, along with a check for 
$39.50 made out to the Colorado Bureau of Investigations, and 
mail to Regrs University. 
** Las Vegas, Nevada, students only. 
Some regulations concerning licensing or certificatron are mandat-
ed by the Colorado, Nevada, and Wyoming Departments of 
Education. Regis University changes its requirements as necessary 
to meet state regulations. 
Graduate 
When all admission materials have been received, graduate facul-
ty review each application for admission to the Master of 
Education (M.Ed.) degree program. Applicants are asked to pay 
strict attention to the application deadline tor the academrc term 
in which they wish to start. Applicants may apply for the M.Ed. 
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degree program with Colorado/Nevada teacher licensure or 
Wyoming teacher certrfrcatron, or they may apply for the M.Ed. 
Program wrthout licensure/certification. The following admissron 
requirements must be met before the applicant's file will be 
reviewed by faculty: 
Completed Teacher Education application for admission. 
Non-refundable $75 application fee. 
Degree-bearing transcripts. 
Transcripts reflecting all prior course work. 
Two to three admrssion essays. 
A current resume. 
Confidential forms 
M.Ed. with Licensure 
One Confidential Recommendation form 
One Teacher Observation form documenting 
students' expenence (prior to applying) in 
working with children of the appropriate age 
M.Ed. without Licensure and M.Ed. Adult Learning and 
Training 
Two Confidential Recommendation forms 
Teacher Licensure only (not applicable to Las Vegas, Nevada 
students) 
Oath and Consent form 
Fingerprint Card* 
Review and clearance from any felony/misdemeanor offense. 
Minimum 2.500 GPA from all previously attended col-
leges or universrties. 
Praxis I** 
* Students can be fingerprinted at the local police or shenff's 
department (call for hours of operation and fees). Enclose the fin-
gerprint card wrth the application packet, along with a check for 
$39.50 made out to the Colorado Bureau of Investigations, and 
marl to Regrs University. 
** Las Vegas, Nevada, students only. 
NOTE: The State of Colorado requires that all candidates for 
teacher licensure pass a state designated Content Area Exam prior 
to student teaching. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
TYPES OF CREDIT ACCEPTED 
Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) 
Teacher licensure students may be able to utilize the PLA assess-
ment process to evaluate prior learning at the undergraduate level. 
Regrs Unrversrty is a member institution of the Council for the 
Advancement of Expenentral Learning (CAEL), an educational 
associatron established for the purpose of fostering valid and reli-
able assessment of pnor learning outcomes. The University follows 
CAEL guidelines rn its procedures for evaluatrng experiential learn-
ing. No PLA credit is assessed at the graduate level. 
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Credit by Exam 
Teacher licensure students may be able to use DANTES and CLEP 
examinations to document credit for undergraduate level courses 
requir~d for teacher licensure. 
ELIGIBILITY/RECOMMENDATION FOR LICENSURE! 
CERTIFICATION 
After admission to the Teacher Education Program, students must 
successfully proceed through the program and meet all require-
ments for the state licensure/certification, including: 
Completion of 200 hours classroom work with students in 
the appropnate age group to be accomplished after admission 
to the Regis Teacher Education Program and prior to student 
teaching. At Regis University, this takes place throughout the 
Teacher Education Foundational and Professional Sequence. 
A minimum grade of "8-" for all Professional Sequence 
Teacher Education courses. 
Successful completion of student teaching and other field 
work requirements to total at least 800 hours. 
Continued evidence of effective communication skills, teacher 
competencies, characteristics, and professional dispositions. 
Successful completion of baccalaureate requirements. 
A mmimum cumulative grade point average of 2.500. 
Successful completion of all standardized assessments as 
required by Colorado, Nevada or Wyoming Department of 
Education. 
Successful completion of all required courses in the Teacher 
Education sequence, liberal arts and academic endorsement 
areas. 
Successful completion of Professional Teaching Portfolio, 
Colorado or Wyoming work sample content teaching field, and 
Standard Element Tracking Record (for Colorado students only). 
When students successfully complete these requirements, the 
Faculty Advisory Committee recommends students for state licen-
sure/certification. This Committee reserves the right to withhold 
recommendation on the basis of deficiencies in any of the charac-
teristics or professional dispositioning needed to become a suc-
cessful teacher. Licensure/certification is granted by the applicable 
state. For Nevada requirements, contact a Teacher Education advi-
sor m Las Vegas. 
Regis University provides assistance, but bears no responsibility, 
for student defic1enc1es or failure in complying with external regu-
lation, rules or laws. It is the responsibility of students to apply for 
licensure through the Colorado Department of Education, certifica-
tion through the Wyommg Professional Teacher Standards Board, 
or licensure through the Nevada Department of Education. 
Completion of the requirements for licensure/certification is noted 
on the Regis University Academic Transcript. 
Students recommended for licensure or certification must apply to 
the appropriate state agency within six months of receiving the 
recommendation. Students who fail to apply during this time 
frame may find themselves ineligible for a later recommendation 
from Regis University. State accrediting institutions may not issue 
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certificates or licenses to students who completed the program 
prior to the University's current accreditation. 
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE REQUI REMENTS 
LICENSURE/CERTIFICATION 
Licensure/Certification: 
Baccalaureate Degree plus Licensure (Min) 128 SH 
School for Profess1onal Stud1es Undergraduate Core 45SH 
Foundational/Advanced Requirements 42SH 
A minimum of 42 semester hours are required to complete a major and licensure/cer-
tification in an approved academic field. 
Professional Teachmg Sequence 48-54 SH 
48 to 54 semester hours are required. depending upon the type of licensure/certifica-
tion. Student teaching usually conststs of ten of these credits. 
Licensure Only: 
Uberal Arts Cred1ts 29SH 
licensure/certification only (Early Childhood or Elementary) requires at least 29 liber-
al arts credits in specified areas. 
Professional Teachmg Sequence 48-54 SH 
Specific courses to meet state requirements in the content area. 
48 to 54 semester hours are required, dependmg upon the type of licensure/certifica-
tion. Student teaching usually consists of ten of these credits. 
PROFESSIONAL TEACHING SEQUENCE 
Early Childhood 51 SH 
EDFD 401-Technology for Educators 3 SH 
EDFD 402-The Craft of Writing for Educators* 3 SH 
EDFD 405-Perspectives in Education* 3 SH 
EDFD 420--Teaching the Exceptional Child in the Regular Classroom 3 SH 
EDFD 430--Lifespan Development 3 SH 
EDFD 431-Educational Psychology 3 SH 
EDFD 440--Literacy Development 3 SH 
EDFD 441--Children's and Adolescent Literature 3 SH 
EDFD 445-Mathematics for Educators 3 SH 
EDEC 449-lnfluences in Early Childhood 3 SH 
EDEC 450--0rganization and Assessment of Learning: Early Chtldhood* 3 SH 
EDEC 451-Early Childhood Methods Primary* 3 SH 
EDEC 452-Early Childhood Methods Infant, Toddler, Preschool* 3 SH 
EDEC 490--Student Teachtng: Early Childhood* 10 SH 
EDFD 497-Professionalism in Educatton I 2 SH 
* Course must be completed through Regis Untversity. 
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~ .. Elementary 51 SH EDFO 44S-Mathemabcs for Educators 3 SH EDFA 45~rganization and Assessment of learmng: Fme Arts* 3 SH 
EDFD 401-Technology for Educators 3 SH EDFA 460-Secondary Methods 10 Art * 4 SH 
EDFD 402-The Craft of Wnbng for Educators 3 SH or 
EDFD 403-Cultural Competence in Education 3 SH EDFA 461-Secondary Methods in Music* 4 SH 
EDFD 405- Perspectives in Education* 3 SH EDFA 490-Student Teaching, Art* 10 SH 
EDFD 420-Teach10g the Exceptional Child 10 the Regular Classroom 3 SH or 
EDFD 430-Ufespan Development 3 SH EDFA 491-Student Teaching, Music* 10 SH 
EDFD 431-Educallonal Psychology 3 SH EDFD 497-Professionalism 10 Education I 2 SH 
EDFD 440-Uteracy Development 3 SH 
EDFD 441- Children's and Adolescent literature 3 SH * Course must be completed through Regis University 
EDFD 44S-Mathemallcs for Educators 3 SH 
EDEl450-0rganization and Assessment of learning: Elementary* 3 SH BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (Nevada Only) 
EDEl 460-Elementary Methods I* 3 SH 
EDEl461-Eiementary Methods II* 3·6 SH Total Degree ReqUirements 128SH 
EOEl490-Student Teach10g: Elementary* 10 SH 
EOFD 497-Professionahsm in Education I 2 SH SPS Undergraduate Core Stud1es ReqUirements (Nevada H1story 
or ConsbM10n reqUired) 30 SH 
* Course must be completed through Reg1s Umvers1ty. 
Foundatronal Courses 21 SH 
Secondary 45 SH 
Biolog~cal Sc1ence 3 SH 
EOFD 401-Technology for Educators 3 SH EDU 401-Computers 10 Education 3 SH 
EDFD 402-The Craft of Writing for Educators* 3 SH EDU 405-Foundations of Education 3 SH 
EDFD 403-Cultural Competence in Education 3 SH EDU 408-Nevada School law 3 SH 
EOFD 405-Perspectives in Education • 3 SH EDU 411-Eiementary Mathematics I 3 SH 
EDFD 420-Teaching the Exceptional Child 10 the Regular Classroom 3 SH EDU 412-Eiementary Mathematics II 3 SH 
EOFD 430-Lifespan Development 3 SH EDU 451-0rgamzabon and Assessment for Elementary 3 SH 
EDFD 431-Educat,onal Psychology 3 SH EDU 420-Excephonal Child Spec1al Educahon 3 SH 
EOFD 442-Readmg and Writing 10 Content Area* 3 SH EDU 421-Excepbonal Child Gifted 3 SH 
EOFD 44S-Mathemabcs for Educators 3 SH EDU 464-Educational Psychology 3 SH 
EOSC 450-0rganization and Assessment of learning: Secondary * 3 SH 
EDSC 490-Student Teachmg: Secondary* 10 SH Upper Drvrs1on ReqUirements 36SH 
" EDFD 497-Profess,onahsm 10 Education I 2 SH 
EDU 410-Current Issues 10 Educahon 3 SH 
One Methods course spec1f1c to subject area: EDU 42S-Professionalism 10 Educat1on 2 SH 
EDU 435NB-Student Teachmg 10 SH 
EG~G 461-Secondary Methods in Busmess* 3 SH EDU 440-llteracy 3 SH 
EDSC 462-Secondary Methods in Drama* 3 SH EDU 445--thlldren's and Adolescent literature 3 SH 
EOSC 463-Secondary Methods in English* 3 SH EDU 450-Methods of Teaching Readmg and Language Arts 6 SH 
EDSC 465-Secondary Methods in Foreign language* 3 SH EDU 455-Methods of Teach10g Science 3 SH 
EDSC 46&-Secondary Methods in Mathematics* 3 SH EDU 460-Methods of Teachmg Soc1al Studies 3 SH 
EDSC 467-Secondary Methods 10 Science* 3 SH EOU 465-Methods of Teachmg Mathemahcs 3 SH 
EDSC 468-Secondary Methods in Social Science* 3 SH 
EDSC 469-Secondary Methods in Speech* 3 SH General Electrves 11 SH 
* Course must be completed through Reg1s University. Spec1f1c courses may be requned to meet Nevada State reqUirements for Teacher 
licensure. 
Fme Arts: Art or Musrc * 49 SH 
GRADUATE DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
EDFD 401-Technology for Educators 3 SH 
EDFO 402-The Craft of Wntmg for Educators* 3 SH MASTER OF EDUCATION DEGREE (M.Ed.) 
EDFO 403-Cultural Competence 10 Educat1on 3 SH 
EDFD 405-Perspechves 10 Educat1on* 3SH Master of Education with Licensure 
EOFO 420-Teaching the Except1onal Child 10 the Regular Classroom 3 SH 
EDFD 430-llfespan Development 3 SH FoundatiOnal Courses 18·21 SH 
EDFD 431-Educational Psychology 3 SH 
EDFD 440-Uteracy Development 3 SH EDFO 600-Phllosoph1cal Foundations of EducatiOn 3 SH 
EDFD 442- Readmg and Writing 10 Content Area* 3 SH 
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EDFD 603-Multicultural and Ethical Perspecltves in Education 
EDFD 610-Current and Interdisciplinary PerspecUves in Education 
EDFD 620-Teaching the Exceptional Child in the Regular Classroom* 







EDFD 697 -Professionalism in Educalton I 
EDFD 698 Professionalism in Education II 
Research Requtrement 
EDFD 642-Research Methods 
EDFD 643-Research Project 
* Required 1f student has not recently completed 
Endorsement Requirements 






EDEC 650-Qrgamzation and Assessment of learning: Early Childhood 3 SH 
EDEC 660-Early Childhood Methods I 2-6 SH 
EDEC 661-Early Childhood Methods II 3 SH 
EDEC 690-Student Teaching: Early Childhood 5-10 SH 
EDFD 641-Children's and Adolescent literature 3 SH 
Elementary 
EDEl650 -Organizalton and Assessment of learmng: Elementary 
EDEl660-Eiementary Methods I 
EDEl 661 -Elementary Methods II 
EDEl 690-Student Teaching: Elementary 
EDFD 641-Chlldren' s and Adolescent literature 
Secondary 
EDSC 650-Qrgamzalion and Assessment of learning Secondary 
EDSC 652-Reading and Writing in the Content Area 
EDSC 661-669-Secondary Methods 
EDSC 690-Student Teaching: Secondary 
Fme Arts 
EDFA 650-0rganization and Assessment of learning: Fine Arts 
EDFA 660-Eiementary Methods 10 Art 
and 
EDFA 662-Secondary Methods in Art 
or 
EDFA 661-Eiementary Methods 10 Music 
and 
EDFA 663-Secondary Methods in Music 
EDFA 690/691-Student Teach10g 
EDSC 652-Reading and Wnting in the Content Area 
Early Childhood Special Education 














Spec1al EducatiOn 3 SH 
EDSP 630-language Development and the Young Special Needs Child 3 SH 
:II 
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EDSP 631-Psychosoclal Development of Young Special Needs Child 
EDSP 640-Emergent literacy: Reading and language Arts for the 
Young Special Needs Child 
EDSP 650-Educaltonal Assessment of the Young Special Needs Child 
EDSP 659-Methods of Teaching Young Special Needs Child 
EDSP 665-Consultation and Collaboration Skills 
EDSP 690-Practicum in Early Childhood Special Education 
Spec1al Education Generalist 
EDSP 643-Understanding Math Concepts and Instruction 
EDSP 651-Educalional Assessment of the Special Needs Child 
EDSP 652-Methods of Teach10g Reading and Wnt10g* 
EDSP 653-language and literacy: Development and Instruction 
for Students with Special Needs 
EDSP 660-Curriculum and Methods for the Typical 
Elementary Classroom 
or 
EDSP 661-Curriculum and Methods for the Typ1cal 
Middle and Secondary Classroom* 
EDSP 664-Behavioral Analysis and Intervention 
EDSP 667-Adaptive Technology 
EDSP 668-Assessment, Intervention and Program Planning 
for Students w1th Special Needs 
EDSP 669-Methods in Spec1al Education* 

















* EDSP 652, 660 and 661 may not be required for students who already have a 
Colorado prov1s1onal or professional license. 
MASTER OF EDUCATION: INSTRUCTIONAl TECHNOLOGY 36 SH 
Foundational Courses 9SH 
EDFD 630-Theories of Human Development and learmng 3 SH 
EDTC 609-lntroduction to Instructional Technology 3 SH 
EDTC 602-lnstructional Design 3 SH 
Research Requtrements 6SH 
EDFD 642-Research Methods 3 SH 
EDFD 643-Research Project 3 SH 
K-12 Track 21 SH 
Requtred Courses 12SH 
EDTC 614-lntegrating Technology 10to Curriculum 3 SH 
EDTC 615-Performance Improvement 3 SH 
EDTC 616-Designing and Developing Web-Based learning 3 SH 
EDTC 617-Developing and Evaluating Multimedia for learning 3 SH 
Elect1ves 9SH 
EDTC 612-Evaluabon of Educational Software 3 SH 
EDTC 613-Teaching and learn10g Uses of the Internet 3 SH 
EDTC 618-lntroduction to Distance learning 3 SH 
EDTC 620-Advanced Issues in Multimedia 3 SH 
EDTC 695E-W-Topics in Instructional Technology 3 SH 
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MASTER OF EDUCATION: LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE EDUCATION 37 SH 
(Added Endorsement Omy ) 
EDES GOO-Foundations of Language D1verse Educat1on 3 SH 
EDES 601-Social and Pohtical Perspectives m Language 
D1verse Educat1on 3 SH 
EDES 602-Cultural and Language D1vers1ty in Education 3 SH 
EDES 630-Linguistic Study of English and 1ts Classroom lmphca!Jons 3 SH 
EOES 631-First and Second language Acquisition 3 SH 
EDES 650- -Curnculum and Assessment ssues for Linguistically 
Different Students 3 SH 
EDES 660-lnstruc!Jonal Strategies. Tech~1ques and Practlcum 
for Teachmg Engl1sh as a Second Language 3 SH 
EDES 665-Skills and Strateg1es for Com11umcat10n and 
Human Relations 3 SH 
EDFO 698-Professlonalism in Education II I SH 
EDRG 604-Literacy for the Diverse Learner 3 SH 
Education Elective 3 SH 
Research Reqwrement 
- EDFD 642- Research Methods 
EDFD 643- Research Project 
3 SH 
3 SH ... 
_ * For students who want a second endorsement without the MEd., please contact 
your advisor. 
MASTER OF EDUCATION: READING 37 SH 
Foundational Courses 
(Elementary or Secondary) 9 SH 
Nine semester hours selected from the followmg: 
EDFD 600-Philosophical Foundations of Educallon 3 SH 
EDFO 603-Mulllcultural and Eth1cal Perspec!Jves in Education 3 SH 
EOFO 610--Current and lnterdJSCiplmary Perspectives 10 Education 3 SH 
EDFO 630-Theories of Human Development and Learning 3 SH 
Research Reqwrement 
EOFD 642-Research Methods 







EORG GOO-Foundations of Literacy 3 SH 
EDRG 602-Reading.ffln!Jng Connec!Jons 3 SH 
EDRG 603-Emergent Literacy 3 SH 
EDRG 604-Literacy for the D1verse Learner 3 SH 
EDRG 606-Assessment and Literacy lnstruc!Jon 3 SH 
EDRG 640-0rganiza!Jon and Management of School Literacy Programs 3 SH 
EORG 698E -Internship 10 Literacy: Elementary 3 SH 
Secondary 
Professional Sequence 21 SH 
2006-07 
EDRG 600--Foundabons of Literacy 3 SH 
EDRG 602-Readmg and Wnt1ng Connections 3 SH 
EDRG 604 -Literacy for the D1verse Learner 3 SH 
EORG 606-Assessment and Literacy lnstructi)n 3 SH 
EDRG 635-Strategies for Secondary Students 3 SH 
EDRG 640--Qrgamzation and Management of School Literacy Programs 3 SH 
EDRG 698F-Internshlp in Literacy: Secondary 3 SH 
K-12 
FoundatiOnal Courses 6SH 
SIX semester hours selected from the follow1ng. 
EDFD 600-Ph1losophical Foundallons of Educallon 3 SH 
EDFO 603-Mulhcultural and Ethical Perspecllves in Educahon 3 SH 
EDFD 610-Current and Interdisciplinary Perspect1ves in Education 3 SH 
EDFD 630--Theories of Human Development a1d Learmng 3 SH 
Research Reqwrement 
EDFD 642-Research Methods 






EDRG 600-Foundat1ons of Uteracy 3 SH 
EDRG 602-Readmg and Wnting Connec!Jons 3 SH 
EDRG 603-Emergent Literacy 3 SH 
EDRG 604 -Literacy for the Diverse Learner 3 SH 
EORG 606-Assessment and L1teracy Instruction 3 SH 
EDRG 635-Strateg~es for Secondary Students 3 SH 
EDRG 640--0rganization and Management of School Literacy Programs 3 SH 
EDRG 698E-Internship m Literacy: Elementary 3 SH 
EDRG 698F-Internship 10 Literacy: Secondary 3 SH 
Students earnmg licensure or cerbfica!Jon must also enroll 10 EDFD 698-
Professtonahsm in Educa!Jon Ill! SHJ to complete the portfolio 
MASTER OF EDUCATION: PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP 36 SH 
Foundational Courses 9SH 
EOFD 630--Theones of Human Development and learnmg 3 SH 
EDLS 670-lntroductJon to Educabonal leadership 3 SH 
EOLS 671-lnstructional Strategies 3 SH 
Research Reqwrement 6SH 
EDFD 642-Research Methods 3 SH 
EDFD 643-Research Project 3 SH 
Admmtstratlve Leadershtp Track (Wyommg Only! 21 SH 
Requued Courses 12-18 SH 
EDLS 680-School Law and Fmance 3 SH 
EDLS 681-Personnel Selection and Supervts1on 3 SH 
EDLS 683-Thmgs They Never Teach You 3 SH 
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Electives 
3-9SH 
Three to nine semester hours selected from the following: 
EDFD 609-lntroducllon to Educational Technology 3 SH 
EDFD 610-current and Interdisciplinary Perspectives in Education 3 SH 
EDLS 682-curriculum Content 3 SH 
EDLS 684-Curriculum Evaluation, Design, Selection and Implementation 3 SH 
• Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Leadership Track 21 SH 
Required Courses 
9SH 
EDFO 609-lntroduction to Educat,onal Technology 3 SH 
EDLS 684-Curriculum Evaluation, Design, Selection and Implementation 3 SH 
Elecflves 9-12 SH 
EDFD 610-Current and Interdisciplinary Perspectives in Educatton 3 SH 
EDlS 682-curriculum Content 3 SH 
EDlS 685-Peer Mentoring and Support 3 SH 
600-level Education courses selected in consultation wtth an academtc advisor 
• Space Studies Track 21 SH 
Reqwred Courses 
6SH 
EDLS 684 Curriculum Evaluation, Desrgn, Selection and lmplementallon3 SH 
EDlS 685-Peer Mentoring and Support 3 SH 
Elect1ves 
EDlS 650/651E-W-Astronomy Prtncrples for the Classroom 
EDlS 652/653E-W-Earth Systems Science 
EDlS 654/655£-W -Space Rocketry, Brology, History and law 
EDlS 656/657E-W- -Space Technology in the Classroom 
EDLS 658/659E-W-Biological and Physical Research 










EDLS 684-Curriculum Evaluation, Des,gn, Seleclion and Implementation 3 SH 
EDlS 685-Peer Mentoring and Support 3 SH 
Subject Area Certificate of Completion* 9-12 SH 
* Nine to twelve semester hours comprised of 600-level course work 10 a specific 
subject area or one of Reg~s University's Certtficate Programs 
Electives 3-6 SH 
EDFO 609-lntroduclion to Educational Technology 3 SH 
EDFD 610-Current and Interdisciplinary Perspectives in Education 3 SH 
:»316 
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MASTER Of EDUCATION: SELF-DESIGNED 36 SH 
Foundational Courses 12SH 
EDFO 600-Philosophical Foundatrons of Education 3 SH 
EDFO 603-Multicultural and Eth1cal Perspectives in Education 3 SH 
EDFO 610-Current and Interdisciplinary Perspectives in Education 3 SH 
EDFD 630-Theories of Human Development and Learning 3 SH 
Reqwed Courses 18 SH 
Eighteen semester hours of individualized courses designed by the student in consul- ~: :;:::~t 
tation with a faculty adv1sor. 
Research Reqwrement 6SH I 
EDFD 642-Research Methods 3 SH 
EDFO 643-Research Project 3 SH c I 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATI ON 
NEVADA ONLY I 
MASTER OF EDUCATION WITH LICENSURE (M.EO.) 39-48 SH 
Foundational Courses 12SH 
EDU 600-Philosophical Foundations of Education 3 SH 
EDU 61 0-Current and Interdisciplinary Perspectives in Educahon 3 SH 
EDU 620-Teaching the Exceptional Child in the Regular Classroom 3 SH 
EDU 630-Theories of Human Development and Learnmg 3 SH 
Research Requirement 6SH 
EDU 642-Research Methods 3 SH 




EDU 625-ProfessiOnalism 10 Education 1 SH 
EDU 635-Student Teaching: Elementary Education 8 SH 
EDU 645-Methods of Teaching Children's Literature 3 SH 
EDU 650-Methods of Teachtng Reading and Language Arts 6 SH 
EDU 655-Methods of Teach10g Health and Sctence 3 SH 
EDU 660-Methods of Teaching Soctal Studtes 3 SH 
EDU 665-Methods of Teaching Math 3 SH 
EDU 671-{)rgamzalion and Assessment for Elementary 3 SH 
Secondary 21 SH 
EDU 601-Technology for Educators 3 SH 
EDU 625-Professionalism in Educalion ISH 
EDU 636-Student Teaching: Secondary Education 8 SH 
EDU 670-Drganization and Assessment of Learnmg 3 SH 
EDU 675-Reading and Wriling in the Content Area 3 SH 
EDU 680E-W-Methods of Teaching (Content Area) 3 SH 
REG I S UNIVERSIT Y SUL.L.ETIN 
t... Spec tal Educatton Generaltst 33 SH 
EDU 601-Technology for Educators 3 SH 
EDU 625-Professlonahsm 1n Educat1on I SH 
EDU 632-Developmentallssues 10 Spec1al Educabon 3 SH 
EDU 63 7 -Student Teaching: Spec1al Needs 8 SH 
EDU 641-Methods of Teaching Reading. Writmg and Math 3 SH 
EDU 651-Educational Assessments of the Student with Special Needs 3 SH 
EDU 652-Reading Assessment and Intervention 3 SH 
EDU 662-Methods and Classroom Management for Special Education 3 SH 
EDU 663-Consultation and Collaboralive Sk1lls 3 SH 
EDU 664-Behavioral AnalySIS and lntervent1on 3 SH 
MASTER OF EDUCATION: ADULT LEARNING, TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 30 SH 
Foundattonal Courses 
EDAL60l-H1story and Methods in Adult Educabon 
EDFD 603-Multicultural and Eth1cal Perspectives in EducatiOn 
EDFD 630-Theones of Human Development and learnmg 
Professtonal Sequence 
EDAL631-Adult learmng and Development 
- EDAL632-Facilitating Adult learmng 











Six semester hours of elective course work selected in consultation w1th the student's 
faculty advisor. 
Capstone 
EDFD 642-Research Methods 
EDFD 643-Research ProJect 
MASTER OF EDUCATION NON-LICENSURE 







EDU 600-Philosoph1cal Foundations of Education 3 SH 
EDU 601- Technology for Educators 3 SH 
EDU 610-Current and Interdisciplinary Perspectives in Education 3 SH 
EDU 620-Teachmg the Exceptional Child in the Regular Classroom 3 SH 
EDU 630-Theones of Human Development and learnmg 3 SH 
ReqUired Courses 15 SH 
F11teen semester hours of mdividualized courses des1gned by the student in consulta-
tion w1th a faculty adv1sor. 
Research ReqUirement 
EDU 642-Research Methods 
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MASTER OF EDUCATION PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP 






EDU 681-lntroduction to Educational leadership 3 SH 
EDU 682-Schoollaw 3 SH 
EDU 683-Supervlslon of lnstruc!lon 3 SH 
EDU 684-Curnculum Evaluation, Des1gn. Selection and lmplementalion 3 SH 
EDU 685-Personnel Seleclion and Supervision 3 SH 
EDU 686--School Fmance 3 SH 
EDU 687-Peer Mentonng and Support 3 SH 
EDU 69(}-Admmlstration of School Operalions 3 SH 
lnternshtps 
EDU 691A-Admmistrative Internship: School Personnel 
EDU 6918-Admlmstrabve Internship: Instruction and Assessment 
Research ReqUirement 
EDU 642-Research Methods 








LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE EDUCATION 22 SH 
EDES 60(}-Foundat1ons of language D1verse Educalion 3 SH 
EDES 60 !-Social and Pollbcal Perspectives 1n laoguage 01verse Educabon 3 SH 
EDES 602-Cultural and language Diversity in Educat1on 3 SH 
EDES 63(}-linguisbc Study of English and 1ts Classroom lmphcat1on 3 SH 
EDES 631-first and Second language AcquiSibon 3 SH 
EDES 650-Curriculum and Assessment Issues for l!nguls!lcally 
Different Students 3 SH 
EDES 661-Practicum: language D1verse Educabon 3 SH 
EDFD 698-Professlonahsm in Education II 1 SH 
LITERACY 21 SH 
Elementary 
EDRG GOO-Foundations of L1teracy 3 SH 
EDRG 602-Readmg and Wnbng Connections 3 SH 
EDRG 603-Emergent l.Jteracy • 3 SH 
EDRG 604 -Literacy for the D1verse l earner 3 SH 
EDRG GOG-Assessment and l.Jteracy Instruction 3 SH 
EDRG 640-{)rgamzation and Management of School Literacy PTograms 3 SH 
EDRG 698E-Intemshlp in l.Jteracy, Elementary 3 SH 
EDFD 698--PTofeSSIOnafism in Education II* 1 SH 
* Students eammg licensure or cert1f1cation must also enroll in EDFD 698-
Professlona!ism m Education II (I SH) for complebon of the portfolio 
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Additional coursework in three of the followmg areas: 
Child and Adolescent Development 




Speech and Hearing 
Testing and Measurement 
Secondary 
EDRG GOO-Foundations of Literacy 3 SH 
EDRG 602-Reading and Writing Connections 3 SH 
EDRG 604-Literacy for the Diverse Leamer 3 SH 
EDRG 606-Assessment and Literacy Instruction 3 SH 
EDRG 635-Strateg~es for Secondary Students 3 SH 
EDRG 640-0rganization and Management of School Literacy Programs 3 SH 
EDRG 698F-Internship 10 Literacy· Secondary 3 SH 
EDFD 698-Professionalism in Education II* 1 SH 
* Students earning licensure or certtfication must also enroll in EDFD 698-
Professionalism in Education II ( 1 SH) for completion of the portfolio. 
Additional coursework in three of the follow10g areas: 
Child and Adolescent Development 




Speech and Hearing 
Testing and Measurement 
K-12 
EDRG GOO-Foundations of Literacy 3 SH 
EDRG 602-Reading and Wri!tng Connections 3 SH 
EDRG 603-Emergent Literacy 3 SH 
EDRG 604-Literacy for the Diverse Learner 3 SH 
EDRG 606- -Assessment and Literacy Instruction 3 SH 
EDRG 635- Strategies for Secondary Students 3 SH 
EDRG 640-0rgamza!ton and Management of School Literacy Programs 3 SH 
EDRG 698E-Internship in Literacy: Elementary 3 SH 
EDRG 698F-Internshtp in Literacy: Secondary 3 SH 
EDFD 698-Professionalism in Education II* 1 SH 
* Students earning licensure or certtficabon must also enroll in EDFD 698-
Professionalism 10 Education II (l SH) for completion of the portfolio. 
Addittonal coursework in three of the following areas: 
Child and Adolescent Development 




Speech and Heanng 
Testing and Measurement 
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CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION 
ADMISSION 
The Graduate Programs Marketing and Admissions Office must 
receive the following documentation from each applicant before an 
admtssion decision will be rendered: 
A completed application form, which includes a non-refund-
able application fee. 
Official transcripts reflecting a baccalaureate degree awarded 
from a regionally accredited college or u1iversity. 
Two letters of recommendation. 
CERTIFICATE REQUIREMENTS 
An Academic Certificate requires that students r.1eet the following re-
quirements in addition to the twelve specified graduate semester hours: 
Candidates must maintain a cumulative grade point average 
of 3.000 or better in all 600-level courses. 
A grade of "C" or higher is required for all certificate require-
ments. Grades lower than a "C" do not meet any requirement 
of the Certificate Program under any ctrcumstance (i.e., a 
grade of "C-" is unacceptable). 
The Certificate Program must be successfully completed within 
four years (48 months) from the date of the student's signature 
on the Certificate Plan. Student signature on the Certificate 
Plan must occur before the completion of the first course. 
Graduate transfer credit is not accepted into the Certificate 
Program. All twelve (12) hours must be earned through Regis 
University. 
ACADEMIC CERTIFICATES 
• Adult Learmng, Training and Development 
EDAL 601-History and Methods 10 Adult Education 
EDAL 631-Adult Learnmg and Development 
EDAL 632-Facilitating Adult Learmng 
EDAL 633-Program Planning for Adult Education 
• Educational Leadership 
Reqwred Courses 
EDFD 630-Theories of Human Development and Learn10g 
EDLS 670-lntroduction to Educational Leadership 
EDLS 685-Peer Mentoring and Support 










EDLS 671-lnstructional Strategies 3 SH 
EDLS 682-Curriculum Content 3 SH 
EDLS 684-Curriculum Evaluation, Design, Seleclion and lmplicatton 3 SH 
REGIS UNIVERSITY BULLETIN 
• Educational Technology 
EDFD 609- lntroduction to Educational Technology 
EDFD 612-Evaluallon of Educahonal Technology 
EDFD 613-Teachmg and learnmg Uses of the Internet 
EDFD 614- lntegrated Technology in the Curnculum 
• literacy 
Twelve semester hours selected from the following: 
EDRG 600-Foundations of literacy 
EDRG 602 -Reading Wntmg Connections 
EDRG 603-Emergent literacy 
EDRG 604 -literacy for the Diverse learner 
EDRG 635-Strategies for Secondary Students 
EDRG 641-Children's and Adolescent literature 
EDSC 652-Reading and Writing in the Content Area 
















Education: Adult Learning, Training and Development 












Education: Language Diverse Education 
Education: Fine Arts 




Educat1on: Special Education 
Educat1on: Instructional Technology 
Educat1on: Nevada Only 
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHER EDUCATION COURSE 
DESCRIPTIONS 
FOUNDATIONAL COURSES 
EDFD 401. TECHNOLOGY FOR EDUCATORS (3). Emphasizes use of technology as an 
mtegral element 1n curnculum and mstruct1on development. classroom research, lit-
erary expression and product development. Examines issues of appropnate usage, 
equipment management and communication protocols from both student and teacher 
• perspeclives 
EOFD 402. THE CRAFT OF WRITING FOR EDUCATORS (3) Exam1nes strategies for 
teachmg student wnting while also 1mproving sett wnbng skills. Addresses orgamzalion 
of thought. wntmR convenbons.1ournal use, and a vanety of styles and approaches. 
EDFD 403. CULTURAL COMPETENCE IN EDUCATION (3).1nvesbgates cultural diver-
sity 1ssues 1n educalion from historical, soc1al. and philosophical perspecbves. 
Explores implicalions for classroom commumcahon, curriculum, organizat,on. and 
management. Emphasizes student attitudes and insights. 
EDFD 405. PERSPECTIVES IN EDUCATION (3). Stud1es mteracbon of multiple educa-
tional v1ewpo1nts to enhance understanding and resolution of current 1ssues m the 
educational commumty. Exammes political, ethical, and legal perspecllves m hlston-
cal context. Stud1es teachmw'!earning models as they relate to these V1ewpomts 
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Reflect1ve practice w111 be modeled and discussed as personal professional philoso-
phieS are de~eloped and hne-tuned 
EDFD 411E-W. TOPICS IN EDUCATION (1-6). Pursues spec1hc topics m educat1on 1n 
a focused manne mdPr tr• guidance of a course consultant. Student research, con-
sultmg, wnling and product development are integral elements of every gwded Inde-
pendent study 
EDFD 420. TEACHING THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD IN THE REGULAR CLASSROOM (3). 
Explore• t mteracbon between educatJon for exceptional students and regular edu · 
cat1on students. Exammes teachers roles regardmg due process and parents' nghts. 
Emphas1zes analys1s of use of spec1al educat1on personnel, development of class-
room strategies and use of different delivery models. 
EDFD 430. LIFESPAN DEVELOPMENT (3). Addresses human developmental stages 
from the per•,pe lives of ma1or theones of development-cognitive, learning, humams-
tic, and psychoanalytic. Cross listmg: EDU 464 or PY 469. 
EDFD 431. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Addresses the impact of developmental 
psychology and h!arnmg theory in educat1on. Examines current theories of educat,onal 
psychological research and relates that mformat1on to teachmg. EmphaSIZes learnmg 
styles. diVersity, individual d1fferences, and adaptabons for students w1th spec1al 
needs. Cross hsltng: EDU 464 
EDFD 440. LITERACY DEVELOPMENT (3). lnvesbgates the process of hleracy devel-
opment among children. Exammes how humans acqUJre language. Defines the read-
ing process, emergent literacy, reading strategies. developing comprehension sk1lls, 
and mtegrallng approaches to reading and wntmg instrucbon. 
EDFD 441. CHILDREN'S AND ADOLESCENT LITERATURE (3). Studies the vanous 
genres of early ch1ldhovd. ch1ldren sand adolescent literature. Emphasizes the h1story 
of this literature, the analysis and evaluation of 1ts literary elements and the diSCUS· 
sion of the value issues raised 10 various literary p1eces. Includes the mtegrabon of 
literature in mstruct10n. Cross l istmg: EDU 445. 
EDFD 442. READING AND WRITING IN CONTENT AREA (3). Provides m1ddle school 
and secondary teacher educabon students knowledge of the readmg and wnbng 
process. strateg1es for mtegrating and 1mprov10g content readmg and research on 
read1ng and wnhng mstruction. 
EDFD 445. MATHEMATICS FOR EDUCATORS (3). Explores the diSCipline of mathe-
mabcs and 1ts mterd,scJphnary connections Ernphas1zes the development of mathe-
matically powerful students who understand a broad array of mathematical concepts 
and who develop and deliver a challenging and engagmg mathematical curriculum. 
Discusses National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Standards as they 
relate to meetmg state and d1stnct standards. 
EDFD 470. THE EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM (3). Explores the relalionsh1p of effective 
classroom management and the develo.., ... c t of an etfecbve classroom. Emphas1zes 
usmg pohetes and procedures 1nto development of classroom slrateg~es NOTE: 10 
spec1hc hours of held expenence requ1red. PrerequJSJte(s): EDFD 402. 
EDFD 497. PROFESSIONALISM IN EDUCATION I (2). Studies classroom manage-
ment, school and cJmmu ty commumcabon. worKmg w1th parents, adaptatiOns for 
inteMewmg for teaching jobs, legal and appropnate behaVIors, and other areas v1tal 
to f1rst year teachers. Prepares for final paperwork for the state credential. NOTE: This 
course IS the supporting semmar for student teachers. It is taken concurrently with 
EOECIEDEIJ£DSC 490. 
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PROFESSIONAL SEQUENCE 
EDECIEDELJ'EDFA/EDSC 450. ORGANIZATION AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING (3). 
Offers methods and strategies for organiZing the classroom for max1mum learning and van-
ous techniques for assessmg learning. Familiarizes students with both standardized and 
informal methods of assessments for the classroom. Conta1ns a practicum component. 
EDEC/EDELIEDFA 450-464. METHODS COURSES. Includes observing, helping, 
prepanng and teaching lessons as well as assessmg leammg. Prov1des the opportuni-
ty to work with students mdiv1dually, in small groups, and with the whole classroom. 
Requires a practicum component. 
EDEC/EDELIEDFA/EDSC 490 AND EDFA 491. STUDENT TEACHING (10). Requires 
work in a classroom full time (600 student contact hours) under the supervision of a 
licensed teacher of the same endorsement m an accredited school. Prov1des opportu-
mty to observe. develop lessons, assess learning, and teach large and small groups 
as well as individualized lessons. Student attends appropriate m-services or faculty 
meetings and become a part of the school commumty. 
EARLY CHILDHOOD (EDEC) 
EDEC 449l 1NFLUENCES IN EARLY EDUCATION (3). Explores strategies and 
resources for studymg early childhood education Including family systems, commumty 
networks, and support services, as well as 1ssues of cultural diversity and cultural 
norms. Examines the interaction among individuals who make up the commun1ty and 
the roles teachers play w1thm the community. Addresses major historical and current 
issues facing young children and families. 
EDEC 450. ORGANIZATION AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING: EARLY CHILDHOOD 
(3). Offers methods and strategies for orgamzing the classroom for max1mum learnmg 
and vanous techniques for assessmg learnmg. Familiarizes students w1th both stan-
dardized and informal methods of assessments for the classroom Contains a 
practicum component. 
EDEC 451. EARLY CHILDHOOD METHODS: PRIMARY (3). Applies theones of the 
trackmg/learmng process as 11 relates to literacy, social studies, fine arts, math, sci-
ence, health and physical education while observmg, assisting, prepanng, and teach-
mg lessons and assessing learning. Works with students individually, in small groups 
and with the whole classroom. Field experience required. NOTE, Completion of all 
courses in the professiOnal sequence except for Student Teachmg and 
Professionalism. May be taken concurrently with EDEC 450 and EDEC 452. 
EDEC 452. EARLY CHILDHOOD METHODS: INFANT, TODDLER, PRESCHOOL (3). 
Applies theories of the tracking/learnmg process as it relates to literacy, social stud-
ies. fine arts, math, sc1ence. health and physical education while observing. assisting. 
preparing, and teaching lessons and assessmg learnmg. Works w1th students mdivld-
ually, in small groups and with the whole classroom. Field experience required NOTE 
Completion of all courses in the professional sequence except for Student Teaching 
and Professionalism. May be taken concurrently w1th EDEC 450 and EDEC 451 
ELEMENTARY (EDEll 
EDEL460. ELEMENTARY METHODS I (3-6). Includes the theories of teaching read-
ing, language arts, soc1al studies, and expressive arts. 
,,.,.-... ~ EDEL461. ELEMENTARY METHODS II (3-6). Includes the theory of teaching math, 
sc1ence, health, and physical education. 
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FINE ARTS (EDFA) 
EDFA 460. SECONDARY METHODS IN ART (4). Includes the theories of teaching art. 
EDFA 461. SECONDARY METHODS IN MUSIC (4). Studies the theories of teaching music. 
SECONDARY (EDSC) 
EDSC 461-469. SECONDARY METHODS (3). Familiarizes student with new and tradition-
al methods of teachmg Examines methods such as lecturing, individualization, coopera-
tive grouping, Socratic seminars and journaling. Examines the curriculum and standards 
for top1c as well as for lesson plannmg. Each course conta1ns a practicum component 
EDSC 461. SECONDARY METHODS IN BUSINESS (3). Includes the curnculum and 
methods of teachmg secondary busmess. 
EDSC 462. SECONDARY METHODS IN DRAMA (3). Includes methods and strategies 
for leaching drama. 
EDSC 463. SECONDARY METHODS IN ENGLISH (3). Includes methods and strategies 
for teachmg drama. 
EDSC 465. SECONDARY METHODS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE (3). Includes methods 
and strategies for teachmg a fore1gn language. 
EDSC 466. SECONDARY METHODS IN MATHEMATICS (3). Includes the curriculum 
and methods of teachmg secondary mathematics. Rev1ews datly/umtlesson destgn 
and requ1res research and analysis of new theones m the field of mathematics. 
EDSC 467. SECONDARY METHODS IN SCIENCE (3).1ncludes methods and strategies 
for teachmg sc1ence. 
EDSC 468. SECONDARY METHODS IN SOCIAL STUDIES (3). Includes methods and 
strateg1es for teachmg soc1al studies. 
EDSC 469. SECONDARY METHODS IN SPEECH (3). Includes methods and strategies 
for teachmg speech. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION (EDSP) 
EDSP 453. LANGUAGE AND LITERACY INSTRUCTION SPECIAL EDUCATION (3). 
Language and literacy development using a vanety of methods/curricula for teach1ng 
reading and language arts. Studies effective assessment, instruction and materials 
for special needs students Prerequisite(s) EDSP 460 and all foundational course 
work. NOTE: 25 hour Pract1cum required. 
EDSP 460. METHODS FOR THE TYPICAL CLASSROOM (3). Provides an overview of 
curriculum, teaching methods, and classroom management in the regular classroom. 
NOTE: Contains a practicum component. 
EDSP 461. EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION (3). Prov1des 
knowledge of spec1al educalion mtervenlion and evaluat1on processes. Emphasizes 
assessment techmques, diagnosis, mterpretation, and application of evaluation. 
Prerequisite(s) EDSP 453 and EDSP 464 and EDSP 467 and completion of all foun-
dational courses. NOTE: Contains a pract1cum component. 
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EDSP 462. METHODS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3). Exammes teachmg strategies, 
methods. curricula, and classroom management for special needs students. 
Emphasizes specialization. modrfrcatron and/or adaptation of matenals and curncu-
lum as well as developing and teachmg rnd1vrduahzed rnstruchon programs. NOTE: 
Requrres theory knowledge and practlcum expenence. 
EDSP 464. BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS AND INTERVENTION (3). Analyzes student 
behavtor and intervention strategres for disruphve actions. Addresses normal and 
problem classroom behaviors. Emphasizes learning strategtes for working with spe-
cral needs students. Prerequisite(sl: Complet1on of all foundallonal and professiOnal 
sequence courses. NOTE: Practtcum component required. 
EDSP 467. ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY (3). Overview of adaphve technology and 
research for special needs students and challenges they face. Freid expenence with 
devices such as: screen text enlargers and reading systems, typrng enhancers, alter-
native keyboards, votce recognition systems, wheelcharrs, etc. requrred. 
Prerequisite(s): Completton of all foundational courses 
EDSP 468. ASSESSMENT INTERVENTION AND PROGRAM PLANNING (3). 
Assessment and program development for stud nts wrth iP\l(:ral needs. Emphasizes 
rnstruction and rntervention providmg students wrth the best learnrng enwonments rn 
the least restnctive settrngs. Prerequisite(s): EDSP 453 and EDSP 461 and EDSP 464 
and EDSP 467 plus completion of all foundatronal courses required. NOTE: Field expe-
rience includes elementary and secondary levels. 
EDUCATION (EDU) 
[Las Vegas, Nevada Courses) 
EDU 401. COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION (3). Emphasizes technology as an integrated 
• element in curriculum and instrucbon development. classroom research, hterary 
expression and product development Examrnes rssues of appropnate usage, equrp-
ment management and communicatron protocols 
EDU 405. FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION (3). Develops a personal and professional 
philosophy of education. Surveys the context of American educational history, beliefs. 
values and rdeologies. Explores multiCulturalism. educahonal philosophy, sacral prob-
lems in schools. curnculum, school reform, teacher and classroom excellence, and 
how educatron transmrts and renews American culture. Issues of licensure. ethics. 
technology and professionalism wrll also be addressed in this comprehensrve course. 
EDU 408. NEVADA SCHOOL LAW (3). Focuses on legal nghts, roles and responstbifi-
lies of educators in Nevada, emphasizrng obligatrons to students. admrnistrators. 
school boards and public. Exammes issues of school management. organization, 
frnance, child abuse and neglect and vtolence rn schools from the perspective of 
Nevada School Law 
EDU 410. CURRENT ISSUES IN EDUCATION (3). Addresses current issues In educa-
tion, rncludrng ethicalrs .• ues in the teachrng professiOn. Jegal1ssues affecting teach-
ers and students. and issues of drversrty rn the classroom. Explores the organization 
of traditional and alternative schools and current trends in education. 
EDU 411. ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS I (3). Examrnes the new Nevada Math coo-
tent curnculum at the elementary school level. emphasizing the structure of the real 
number system and early elementary math subJects. NOTE: Emphasrs wdl be placed 
on the standards for School Mathemabcs as desrgned by the National Council for 
Teachers of Mathematrcs. 
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EDU 412. ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS II (3). A conbnuatron of EDU 411 
Emphasizes later elementary and m1ddle school mathematrcs and math testing. 
Prereqursrte(s): EDU 411 
EDU 413E-W. TOPICS IN EDUCATION (1-6). Pursues specrfic top1cs rn educabon rna 
focused m ner under the gurdance of a cour•.e consultant. Requrres research. con-
sulting, wnting, and product development. 
EDU 420. EXCEPTIONAL CHILD: SPECIAL EDUCATION (3). Explores the interaction 
between special education and ref' I r edu aboo stude1 Is. Emphasizes the d1fferent 
charactenstics of students w1th drsabdilies and a variety of strateg~es to use w1thrn 
the classroom. Examrnes and drscusses the drfferent laws rnvolved, the legalitres of 
due process. and parent nghts. Introduces paperwork and appropnate steps rnvolved 
rn the specral educabon process. 
EDU 421. EXCEPTIONAL CHILD: GIFTED (3). Focuses on the philosophy and methodolo-
gy of meeting the needs of the gJftoo learner. Sludres charactenstics. identifrcation. and 
assessment of gifted students Addresses appropnate teachrng strateg~es and settings. 
EDU 425. PROFESSIONALISM IN EDUCATION (2). Provrdes an active forum for drs-
cussing the stude11t tea1 hrng situation and the transrtion from student teacher to pro-
fessional teacher Evaluates methods and technrques of teachmg. classroom manage-
ment. and communrcatron wtth students. parents. and school personnel. Revrews 
legal and ethical issues in school. Prepares student for mtervrews and the JOb market 
Prepares for being a licensed professional teacher. Pass1No Pass gradmg on~ 
EDU 435AIB. STUDENT TEACHING (10). Requires observmg, assistrng. planning, 
evaluatin :onferr g, a11d teachrna under the supervisron of a certlfred teacher and a 
Reg1s Un1versity superv1sor. The student spends a mrnrmum of 400 hours rn the 
school fulfilling duties as a teacher in the area of endorsement consistent wtth that 
sought by the student teacher. Pass/No Pass gradrng only 
EDU 440. LITERACY (3). lnvestrgates the process of literacy acquisrlion among young 
chrldren. Provrdes an understanding of how humans acqurre language and their per-
sonal readmg and wnting process Includes defrnrng the readrng process, emergent 
literacy, reading strategres. developing comprehension skills, and rntegratmg 
approaches to readmg and writ1ng mstructron. 
EDU 445. CHILDREN'S AND ADOLESCENT LITERATURE (3). Examrnes the vanous 
genres of early childhood chrldren's and adolescent literature. Emphasizes the history 
of thrs literature, the analysis and evaluation of Its literary elements and the discus-
Sion of the value rssues raised m vanous literary preces. Includes the integratron of 
literature m rnstructron. Cross Lrstrng. EDFD 441 
EDU 450. METHODS OF TEACHING READING AND LANGUAGE ARTS (6). Addresses 
the art and saence of teachrng elementary rea_ ,.. and langua1 a arts. Provides knowl-
edge of the organizatron of schools and classrooms and abdrty to assess learning 
through standards, scope and sequence. lesson plans, classroom management, discl-
pfine poliCieS, and assessment. Explores processes used by successful classroom 
teachers 10 choosmg curnculum deSigJO, planning, usrng a vanety of methodologies. 
manag~ng a classroom, creabng discipline. determrnrng assessment. gradrng, address-
mg learrung styles and accommodabng exceptionahties and drverstly. Requires a mrni-
mum of srxty (60) hours m the classroom working drrectiy wrth children. The student 
wntes a unrt plan m read1ng and language arts and teaches a lesson plan 10 each area 
EDU 451. ORGANIZATION AND ASSESSMENT FOR ELEMENTARY (3). Offers methods 
and strateg~es for organizrng the elementary classroom for maxrmum learnmg and 
vanous technrques for assessrng learnrng. Famrhanzes students wtth both standard-
ized and mformal methods of assessments for the classroom 
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EDU 455. METHODS OF TEACHING SCIENCE (3). Addresses the art and science of 
teachmg elementary sc1ence and health Provides knowledge of the process used by 
successful classroom teachers tn: choosmg curnculum des1gn, planning, using a vari-
ety of methodologies, managmg a classroom, creating discipline, determimng assess-
ment, grading, addressing learning styles and accommodating exceptionalities and 
diversity. Requ1res a minimum of thirty (30) hours in the classroom workmg direct~ 
w1th children The student wntes a unit plan in science and health and teaches a les-
son plan in each area. Additionally, the student submits a video of him/herself teach-
ing a lesson to a faculty advisor. 
EDU 460. METHODS OF TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES (3). Addresses the art and sci-
ence of teachmg elementary soc1al science/studies. Prov1des knowledge of the 
process used by successful classroom teachers in: choosing curriculum design, plan-
nmg, using a variety of methodologies, managing a classroom, creating discipline. 
determmmg assessment, grading, addressmg learning styles and accommodating 
exceptionalities and diversity Requ1res a minimum of thirty (30) hours m the class-
room working directly with children. The student writes a umt plan in social 
science/studies and teaches a lesson plan m each area. 
EDU 464. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Examines the theory of developmental 
psychology and learning theory and the1r 1mpact on education. Reviews current theo-
ries of educational psychological research and relates that information to teach mg. 
Explores the following areas: learning styles, diversity, individual differences, and 
adaptations for students with special needs. Cross listmg: EDFD 431. 
EDU 465. METHODS OF TEACHING MATHEMATICS (3). Addresses the art and sci-
ence of teachmg elementary mathematics. Prov1des knowledge of the process used by 
successful classroom teachers in: choosing curriculum design, plannmg. usmg a vari-
ety of methodologies, managmg classroom, creating discipline, determining assess-
ment. grading. addressmg learning styles and accommodating exceptionalities and 
diversity. Requires a minimum of thirty (30) hours in the classroom working directly 
with children. The student wntes a unit plan in mathematics and teaches a lesson 
plan in each area. 
EDU 470. METHODS OF ORGANIZATION AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING (3). 
Studies the orgamzation of schools and classrooms. Prov1des knowledge of the 
processes used by districts, schools and classroom teachers to implements and 
assesses learning through standards, scope and sequence, lesson plans, classroom 
management, discipline polic1es. and assessment. Requ1res a mmimum of forty (40) 
hours in the secondary classroom observing and assessing the vanous processes. 
EDU 480E-W. METHODS OF TEACHING: SECONDARY CONTENT AREA (3). Addresses 
the art and science of teaching secondary content area. Prov1des knowledge of the 
process used by successful classroom teachers in: choosing curriculum design, plan-
nmg, usmg a vanety of methodologies, managing classroom, creatmg discipline, 
determmmg assessment, grading, addressing learning styles and accommodating 
exceptionalities and diversity. Requires a minimum of forty (40) hours in the class-
room workmg d1rectly w1th children. The student submits a video of him/herself 
teachmg a lesson to a faculty adv1sor 
GRADUATE TEACHER EDUCATION COURSE 
DESCRIPTIONS 
FOUNDATIONAL COURSES 
EDFD 500. ESSENTIALS FOR GRADUATE LEVEL WRITING (3). Develops writing pro-
ficiencies for producmg credible written documents at the graduate level. Through fre-
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quent writing exerc1ses with course consultant feedback, students learn to recognize 
common grammatical errors and to demonstrate prec1s1on, clanty, coherence and 
unity in writing Students master the elements of academic writing, including presen-
tation, expression, economy. precision, and documentation, and culmmate this knowl-
edge into a written graduate-level document. Cross listing: MLS 500. 
EDFD 600. PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION (3). Traces the history of 
the development of educational theory Investigates leading contemporary and classi-
cal philosophical perspectives and implications towards pract1cal educational goals 
Analyzes educational values and practices and strategies for educational change. 
Cross listing: MLS 654E. 
EDFD 603. MULTICULTURAL AND ETHICAL PERSPECTIVES IN EDUCATION (3). 
Exammes the broad range of cultural competence focusing on implications in educa-
tion, tncludmg ethmc1ty, socioeconomic level and gender. Explores ethical issues m 
educatiOn and mvites students to develop a personal eth1cal stance regarding educa-
tion practice. Cross llstmg: MLS 654H. 
EDFD 609. INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY (3). Introduction to 
the vocabulary concepts, tools and techmques for the mtegrat1on of technology into 
learning environments at various scales and levels. Presents an overview of educa-
bonal and instructional technology Cross listing: EDTC 609 
EDFD 610. CURRENT AND INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES IN EDUCATION (3). 
Prov1des m-depth study of the role and soc1al context of schooling from an mterdiSCI· 
plinary perspective. Focuses on current issues, research and implications for learn-
ing. Cross listing: MLS 654F. 
EDFD 611E-W. TOPICS IN EDUCATION {1-6). Pursues specific top1cs 1n educabon 1n 
a focused manner under the gu1dance of a course consultant. Examines student 
research, consulting, wntmg and product development as mtegral elements of every 
gu1ded mdependent study 
EDFD 620. TEACHING THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD IN THE REGULAR CLASSROOM (3). 
Examines those students with spec1al needs mcluding the gifted and talented and 
how to educate them tn the regular classroom. Instructs how to idenllfy various 
exceptionalities. legal standards. and modification and adaptations for learning. 
EDFD 630. THEORIES OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING (3). Studies theo-
ries and principles of human development and learning, emphasizmg applications to 
teaching and practices in educational settmgs. Considers normal development and its 
conditions. Includes a systematic study of lifespan development. Emphasizes each 
specific level of teachmg. Cross listing: MLS 654G. 
EDFD 640. LITERACY FOR THE DIVERSE LEARNER (3). Examines current research 
and strategies for teachmg diverse learners who are multi-lingual, multi-cultural. or 
come from a disadvantaged environment. Also includes information on strategies for 
students with special needs Cross listmg: EDRG 604. NOTE: Includes field experience 
component. 
EDFD 641. CHILDREN'S AND ADOLESCENT LITERATURE (3). Stud1es the various 
genres of early childhood. children's and adolescent literature. Emphasizes the history 
of this literature. the analysis and evaluation of its literary elements and the discus-
Sion of the value issues raised in various literary p1eces. Includes the integratiOn of 
early childhood, children's and adolescent literature in instruction. 
EDFD 642. RESEARCH METHODS (3). Provides an opportunity to examine the pur-
poses of research, the methods and designs of quantitative and/or qualitative 
research, and the processes involved in research studies. Emphas1zes the develop-
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0 men! of sktlls 10 evaluating published research and formulating research problems. Culmmates 10 the preparalton of a research proposal. 
EDFD 643. RESEARCH PROJECT (3). Provtdes the opportuntty to execute the 
research proposal prepared 10 EDFD 642. Emphas1zes qual tty research at the gradu-
ate level. Includes projects that are f1eld based and have a pracbcal component 
Evaluates work based upon the Univers1ty outcomes and graduate level requirements. 
EDFD 697. PROFESSIONALISM IN EDUCATION I (2). Studies classroom manage-
ment. school and commun1ty commumcatton, r.orlong WJ!h parents. adaptations for 
lessons. mterv1ewmg for teaching jobs. legal and appropnate behaviors. and other 
areas v1tal to the ftrst year teacher. Prepares for final paperwork for the state creden-
tial. Th1s course IS the supportmg semmar for student teachers. 
EDFD 698. PROFESSIONALISM IN EDUCATION II (1). Studtes classroom manage-
ment. school and commumty commumcabon. workmg wtth parents. adaptations for 
lessons, mterviewmg for teachtng jobs, legal and appropriate behavtors. and other 
areas vital to the first year teacher. Prepares for final paperwork for the state creden-
ltal. This course IS the supporting semmar for student teachers. 
PROFESSIONAL SEQUENCE 
ADULT LEARNING, TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT (EDAL) 
EDAL 601. HISTORY AND METHODS OF ADULT EDUCATION (3). Analyzes philosoph!· 
cal politu:al and soc1olog~cal foundattons of educati •1 Exam nes h1story and methods 
of adult education and applies msights mto contemporary 1ssues m adult educatton. 
EDAL 631. ADULT LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT (3). Explores how adults develop 
cogmtively. emotionally and cu~urally. Bas1c concepts and research on theories of 
adultlearnmg, mot1vation and development are exammed. Students compare vanous 
perspecbves on adun learmng. 
EDAL 632. FACILITATING ADULT LEARNING (3).1n·depth study of effect1ve tnstruc-
bonal strategtes for enhancing aduH mobvabon and leammg. Applies adult learnmg 
theory, intrinsic mobvabon strategtes. tnstrucbonal design 
w1thm the context of culturally diverse adult learners. 
EDAL 633. PROGRAM PLANNING FOR ADULT EDUCATION (3). Explores how to con-
duct strategtc plannmg. conduct assessments. detect and solve performance prob-
lems. and market and evaluate programs. Examines effecbve programs for aduH 
learners m a vanety of soc1al and inst1tubonal settings 
EARLY CHILDHOOD (EDEC) 
EDEC 650. ORGANIZATION AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING: EARLY CHILDHOOD 
(3). Stud1es methods and strategies for orgamzing the classroom for max1mum learn-
mg and various techmques for assessing learmng. Famdianzes student w1th both 
standardized and informal methods of assessment for the classroom. Contatns a 
practicum component 
, EDEC 660. EARLY CHILDHOOD METHODS I (2-6). Studtes the theones of teachmg 
emergent literacy, reading, language arts. soctal studies. and express1ve arts. 
Provides opportumty for observmg. helpmg. prepanng and teachmg lessons as well as 
for assessing learnmg. Includes workmg w1th students mdtVldually, m small groups, 
and with the whole classroom ReqUires a practicum component 
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EDEC 661. EARLY CHILDHOOD METHODS II (3). Stud1es the theones of teachmg 
math. sc1ence. health, and phys1cal 1!1!1 auo and nutrition. PrOV1des opportunity for 
observmg. helpmg, prepanng and teachmg lessons as well as for assessmg learnmg. 
Includes working Wl!h students mdtvtdually, m small groups, and wtth the whole 
classroom. Requires a pracbcum component. 
EDEC 690. STUDENT TEACHING: EARLY CHILDHOOD (5-10). Requires workmg in a 
classroom full bme (300-600 student contact hours) under the supervts1on of a 
licensed teacher of the same endorsement in an accredited school. Provides opportu-
nity to observe. develop lessons. assess learning. and teach large and small groups 
as well as md1v1dualized lessons Attends appropriate m·services or faculty meetings 
and becomes a part of the school commumty. 
ELEMENTARY (EDEL) 
EDEL 650. ORGANIZATION AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING: ELEMENTARY (3). 
Studies methods and strategtes for orgamzmg the classroom for maximum learnmg 
and various techmQues for assessmg learnmg. Famdtanzes student WJth both stan-
dardized and mformal methods of assessment for the classroom. Contams a 
practtcum component 
EDEL660. ELEMENTARY METHODS I (6). Studies the theories of teaching readtng, 
L1n 11•~e arts, social studies. and express1ve arts. Provides opportumty for observmg, 
helpmg. preparing and teaching lessons as wen as for assessing learmng. Includes 
working wtth students individually, in small groups. and w1th the whole classroom. 
Requires a praclicum component 
EDEL661. ELEMENTARY METHODS II (3). Studies the theories of teachmg math, 
science. health. and p~y· teal education. Provtdes opportuntty for observing. helpmg, 
prepanng and teaching lessons as well as for assessing learning. Includes workmg 
w1th students indtvidually, in small groups. and with the whole classroom. Requires a 
practicum component. 
EDEL690. STUDENT TEACHING: ELEMENTARY (5-10). Requires workmg in a class-
rOI n fu lime 300-600 student ontact ~ours nder ·tJe supervtsion of a licensed 
teacher of the same endorsement m an accredtted school. Provides opportuntty to 
observe, develop lessons. assess learnmg. and teach large and small groups as well 
as indrviduahzed lessons. Attends appropriate in-seMces or faculty meebngs and 
becomes a part of the school commun1ty. 
EDUCATION: LEADERSHIP (EDLS) 
EDLS 670. 1NTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP (3). Emphastzes the dif-
ferent styles and strategtes of Leadershtp Includes t~·~nes of leadershtp, the change 
process. setting a mission, leadmg dtfferent generattons, working w1th different age 
groups, commumcallons, planmng and runmng meetings. and deahng w1th conflict. 
Prerequtstte(s); Graduate standtng. 
EDLS 671. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES (3). EmphasiZeS instructtonal strateg~es 
focusmg on how to teach coach. and 1mprove such techmques. Strong emphas1s 
placed on strategies that have proven highly effective in this research. 
Prerequistle(s): EOLS 670, EOFD 630 and Graduate standing. 
EDLS 680. SCHOOL LAW AND FINANCE (3). Exammes details of local. state and fed-
eral fu ~~ · · rent types of school funds. development of a Stte budget. election 
legalities and processes, laws and cases, and employee and student rights. 
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EDLS 681. PERSONNEL SELECTION AND SUPERVISION (3). Exammes skills and 
strategies m interv1ewmg. select1on, observation and evaluation processes, issues 
related to supervision of staff, the process of progressive discipline and due process, 
and writ10g memoranda of concern and repnmand 
EDLS 682. CURRICULUM CONTENT (3). Examines current theory of instruction in a 
variety of different sub)ect areas. Designed for secondary candidates to further devel-
opment content knowledge in different subject areas. 
EDLS 683. THINGS THEY NEVER TEACH YOU (3). Focuses on a variety of mundane 
and everyday strateg1es essential to successfully navigating building administration, 
including scheduling. facility management. multicultural strateg~es; discipline meth-
ods, and district and building politics. 
EDLS 684. CURRICULUM EVALUATION, DESIGN, SELECTION, AND IMPLEMENTA-
TION (3). Candidates exam10e processes by wh1ch ex1sting curncula IS evaluated and 
strateg1es for desigmng and/or selecting new curricula and plans for implementation. 
Prerequisite(s)· EDLS 670, EDLS 671, EDFD 630 and Graduate standing. 
EDLS 685. PEER MENTORING AND SUPPORT (3). Exam10es strategies for observing, 
feedback and support, and enhancing growth for teachers and classified staff m edu-
cational settings. Includes phraseo ogy, stages of group processes, skills of observing, 
how to deal with a vanety of people, the practical elements of working with individu-
als who are in diverse stages of growth. Develops skills for communicating in groups 
in an electromc environment Prerequisite(s): EDLS 670, EDLS 671, EDFD 630 and 
Graduate stand10g. 
EDLS 695E-W. JNTERNSHIP: SCHOOL PRINCIPAL (1-6). Provides on-srte experience 
and direct practice m the everyday 1ssues of the princ1palsh1p. 
EDLS 696E-W. INTERNSHIP: CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT (1-
6). Prov1des on-s1te expenence and direct practice 10 the everyday 1ssues of the cen-
tral office adm101strator. 
LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE EDUCATION (EDES) 
EDES 600. FOUNDATIONS OF LANGUAGE DIVERSITY (3). Traces the h1story, politics, 
and leg~slation of language d1vers1ty. Investigates leadmg contemporary and class1cal 
philosophical perspectives and implication towards practical educational goals. 
Analyzes educational values and strategies for educational change 
EDES 601. SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES (3). Prov1des an in-depth study 
of the social and political context of schooling for language diverse students. Focuses 
on current 1ssues, research and implications for learn mg. 
EDES 602. CULTURE AND LANGUAGE DIVERSITY (3). Examines the range of cultural 
competence focusing on Implications 10 language diverse education, 10cluding ethnici-
ty, soc1oeconom1cs and gender. Explores ethical issues in language diverse education 
and the development of a personal eth1cal stance regarding educational practice 
EDES 630. LINGUISTIC STUDY OF ENGLISH AND ITS CLASSROOM IMPLICATIONS 
(3). Provides an understandmg of language as a structural system. Emphasizes 
sound patterns, word format1on, meanmg. and sentence structure, as well as explor-
ing the use of linguistic error analysis and the use of linguistic skills for classroom 
problem solving. 
EDES 631. FIRST AND SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION (3). Provides an under-
standing of pnnc1ples of language acquis1llon. Focuses on both the theory and practice 
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of language acqu1s1tion. Explores the conlributlons of such fields as linguistics psy-
cholinguisllcs, soc1ology, psychology and anthropology on the area of language learnmg. 
EDES 642. READING AND WRITING IN THE CONTENT AREA (3). Introduces general 
information about the reading process and the methodologies used in the teaching of 
reading and writing at the secondary level. Focuses on the concept of content reading 
and on the writing process. Familiarizes student w1th how teachers teach their stu-
dents to effectively learn from expository text. Prov1des knowledge about some of the 
newer theories 10 content readmg and writing as well as those proven to be effective. 
Meets the state reqUirement for reading for secondary and m1ddle school teachers. 
EDES 650. CURRICULUM AND ASSESSMENT ISSUES FOR LINGUISTICALLY DIFFER-
ENT STUDENTS (3). Constructs and evaluates cumculum matenals. Analyses assess-
ment and evaluation processes. Emphasizes development of cumcula based on ull-
lizalion of knowledge of language development. community influences. and culture. 
EDES 660. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING ENG-
LISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (3). Develops the use of a variety of teaching meth-
ods for second language acqUisition. Examines the contributions of psychology and 
linguistics as they relate to the whole learning process. Demonstrates teaching 
strategies and ability to diagnose, prescribe. and evaluate student progress based on 
individual student needs. Requires a practicum component. 
EDES 661. PRACTICUM: LANGUAGE DIVERSE EDUCATION (3). Intensive pract1cum 
expenence learmng and usmg a vanety of assessments and teach10g strategies for 
second language acquisition; studies how to diagnose, prescribe, and evaluate stu-
dent progress based on individual needs. 
EDES 665. SKILLS AND STRATEGIES FOR COMMUNICATION AND HUMAN RELA-
TIONS (3). Focuses on the commumcation skills that are crit1cal to fostenng pos11ive 
relationships among students, teachers. parents, and the community in second lan-
guage settings. Emphasizes developing small group and interpersonal skills that will 
enhance cooperat1on, facilitate student development and provide soc1al support 
EDES 691. PRACTICUM IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (3-5). Student works 
in a classroom full time (200-400 student contact hours) under the supervision of a 
licensed teacher of the same endorsement in an accredrted school. The student 
observes, develops lessons, assesses learmng, and teaches large and small groups 
as well as individualizes lessons. Attends appropriate m-services or faculty meetings 
and becomes a part of the school community. 
FINE ARTS (EDFA) 
EDFA 650. ORGANIZATION AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING: FINE ARTS (3). 
Stud1es methods and strateg1es for organ1zmg the classroom for max1mum learmng 
and various techniques for assessing learning. Familiarizes student with both stan-
dardized and informal methods of assessment for the classroom. Contains a 
practicum component. 
EDFA 660. ELEMENTARY METHODS IN ART (3). Studies the theories of teaching art. 
Prov1des opportunity for observmg. help10g, preparing and teaching lessons as well as 
for assessing learning. Includes working with students individually, in small groups, 
and with the whole classroom Requ1res a practicum component. 
EDFA 661. ELEMENTARY METHODS IN MUSIC (3). Studies the theories of teaching 
mus1c. Prov1des opportumty for observing helping. prepanng and teaching lessons as 
well as for assessing learmng. Includes working with students individually, in small 
groups, and with the whole classroom. Requires a practicum component. 
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rT EDFA 662. SECONDARY METHODS IN ART (3). Stud1es the theones of teachmg art. 
I ~ Prov1des opportunity for observmg. helping. preparing and teaching lessons as well as 
for assessing learnmg. Includes worlung w1th students ind1v1dually, 1n small groups, 
and w1th the whole classroom. Requires a practicum component. 
EDFA 663. SECONDARY METHODS IN MUSIC (3). Stud1es the theones of teachmg 
mus1c. Prov1des opportunity for observmg. helpmg, prepanng and teachmg lessons as 
well as for assessmg learning. Includes worlung w1th students indlvtdually. 10 small 
groups, and with the whole classroom. Requires a practicum component 
EDFA 690. STUDENT TEACHING: ART (10). Requires workmg in a classroom full time 
(600 student coni ct hours) under the supervision of a licensed teacher of the same 
endorsement in an accredited school. Provides opportunity to observe, develop les-
sons. assess learning. and teach large and small groups as well as ind1v1dualized les-
sons. Attends appropriate in-services or faculty meetings and becomes a part of the 
school community. 
EDFA 691. STUDENT TEACHING: MUSIC (10). ReqUires workmg in a classroom full 
t1me (600 student contact hours) under the superv1s1on of a licensed teacher of the 
same endorsement 10 an accred1ted school. Prov1des opportunity to observe, develop 
lessons. assess learning, and teach large and small groups as well as individualized 
lessons. Attends appropnate in-serv1ces or faculty meetings and becomes a part of 
the school community. 
READING (EDRG) 
EDRG 600. FOUNDATIONS OF LITERACY (3). Examines historical perspecttves and 
fundamental aspects of literacy through current research in literacy development 
mcluding perception, cogn~llon, linguistics, developmental and cultural aspects. 
Emphasizes the basic understanding on the process of learning to read and wnte. 
EDRG 602. READING AND WRITING CONNECTIONS (3). Stud1es the readmg and 
writing connection different models of literacy process development. and how to 
teach in an mtegrated approach. NOTE: Field experience component included. 
EDRG 603. EMERGENT LITERACY (3). Studies the young learner as he or she learns 
to read and wnte. Emphas1zes early learnmg strategies and developmental theory. 
NOTE: Field experience mcluded 
EDRG 604. LITERACY FOR THE DIVERSE LEARNER (3). Examines current research 
and strategies for teachmg diverse learners who are multi-lingual, multi-cultural, or 
come from a disadvantaged env1ronment. Also 10cludes mforrnation on strateg1es for 
students wtth spec1al needs. Cross listmg, EOFD 640. NOTE: Field experience mcluded 
EDRG 606. ASSESSMENT AND LITERACY INSTRUCTION (3). Exam10es research· 
based strateg1es and programs for remediation of literature assessment and dtagnos-
.. tic tools along wtth appropnate intervention and Instructional strategies. Explores 
research-based strategies for remediation of literacy problems NOTE: F1eld expert· 
ence included. 
EDRG 635. STRATEGIES FOR SECONDARY STUDENTS (3). ReVIews basic literacy 
10structtonal practtces to help all secondary learners 10 thetr content areas as well as 
age appropnate remedtatton strateg1es for struggling readers. NOTE: Fteld expenence 
included 
EDRG 640. ORGANIZATIONAL AND MANAGEMENT LITERACY PROGRAMS (3). 
Ass1sts teachers. coordmators. and adm1n1strators 10 the admtnlstrati , of s~~ 101 
reading programs. Includes tnforrnation textbook adoptton, curnculum development. 
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staff tratning and development. evaluat1on and supeMsion of school readtng/wnting 
programs NOTE: Can be taken wtlh lnternshtp 
EDRG 653. LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE: DEVELOPMENT AND INSTRUCTION (3). 
Focu~es on language and literacy development as we as methoos and curn..ula for 
students w1th spec1al needs. Emphastzes 10tegrabon of assessment and mstrucbon. 
Note. Field expenence reqUired. 
EDRG 698E-W. INTERNSHIP IN LITERACY (3). Superv1sed mternshtp in the teachmg 
of readtl6 or readmg teacher/coordinator Instructs students as well as plans and 
coordinates readmg mterventton programs. 
SECONDARY (EDSC) 
EDSC 650. ORGANIZATION AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING: SECONDARY (3). 
Stud1es methods and strateg1es for organiZing the classroom for max1mum leam· '~'> 
and vanous techniques for assessmg learnmg. Familianzes student Wlth both stan-
dardized and mformal methods of assessment for the classroom Contams a 
pracltcum component. 
EDSC 652. READING AND WRITING IN THE CONTENT AREA (3). Introduces general 
mformalton about the reading process and the methodologies used m the teachmg of 
readmg and wnting at the secondary level. Focuses on the concept of content readmg 
and on the wntmg process. Familianzes student w1th how teachers teach thetr stu-
dents to effecltvely learn from expository text. Provtdes knowledge about some of the 
newer theortes 10 content readmg and writing as well as those proven to be effect1ve. 
Meets the state requirement for reading for secondary and middle school teachers. 
EDSC 661. SECONDARY METHODS IN BUSINESS (3). Studies the curriculum and 
metr•Kls of teaching secondary busmess. Provtdes opportunity to des1gn lessons. both 
dally and un~t. and have experience teaching them in the classroom. ReqUires student 
to be responsible for researching and analyztng new theones m the fteld of business 
and vocational educabon. Contains a practicum component 
EDSC 662 SECONDARY METHODS IN DRAMA (3). Stud1es methods and strateg1es 
for teachtng drama. Familianzes student wtlh new and tradtltonal methods of teach· 
mg drama Examtnes the curriculum and standards for drama as well as for planning 
lessons bao;ed upon the curriculum and standards. Contains a practicum component 
EDSC 663. SECONDARY METHODS IN ENGLISH (3). Studtes methods and strategies 
I te;, ~ El1l sh Famthanzes st1 Jent wtlh new and tradtbonal methods such as 
lectunng. individualizabon. cooperative grouping. SocratiC semmars, JOurnahng, and 
others. Examines the curnculum and standards for English as well as for planmng 
lessons based upon the cumculum and standards. Contams a pracbcum component. 
EDSC 665. SECONDARY METHODS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE (3). Studies methods 
and ,trategies for teachtng a fore1gn language. Famtlianzes student wtlh new and tra-
dtltonal methods such as lectunng. 1ndtviduahzat1on, cooperative groupmg, Socrabc 
semmars JOUrnaltng. and others. Examines the curnculum and standards for a for-
etgn language as well as for planmng lessons based upon the curnculum and stan-
dards Contains a pracbcum component. 
EDSC 666. SECONDARY METHODS IN MATH (3). Studies the curnculum and meth-
od of teaching secondary math•!maltcs Provtdes opportumty to design lessons, both 
da1~ and untl, and have expenence teachmg them in the classroom. Includes 
researchmg and anatyztng new theones in the fteld of mathemaltcs. Contatns a 
practicum component. 
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EDSC 667. SECONDARY METHODS IN SCIENCE (3). Stud1es methods and strategies 
for teachmg science Familiarizes student with new and traditional methods such as 
lecturing, individualization, cooperative grouping, Socratic semmars, journaling, and 
others Exammes the curriculum and standards for science as well as for planning 
lessons based upon the curriculum and standards. Contains a practicum component 
EDSC 668. SECONDARY METHODS IN SOCIAL STUDIES (3). Studies methods and 
strategies for teaching soc1al stud1es. Familiarizes student w1th new and traditional 
methods such as lecturing, individualization, cooperative grouping, Socratic semmars, 
journaling, and others. Examines the curnculum and standards for soc1al studies as 
well as for planning lessons based upon the curnculum and standards. Contams a 
practicum component. 
EDSC 669. SECONDARY METHODS IN SPEECH (3). Stud1es methods and strategies 
for teachmg speech Familiarizes student with new and traditional methods such as 
lectunng, individualization, cooperative groupmg, Socrat1c seminars, JOumaling, and 
others. Examines the curriculum and standards for speech as well as for planning 
lessons based upon the curriculum and standards. Contains a pract1cum component 
EDSC 690. STUDENT TEACHING: SECONDARY (5-10). Reqwres workmg in a class-
room full time (300-600 student contact hours) under the superv1s1on of a licensed 
teacher of the same endorsement in an accredited school Provides opportunity to 
observe, develop lessons, assess learmng, and teach large and small groups as well 
as individualized lessons. Attends appropnate in-services or faculty meetmgs and 
becomes a part of the school commumty. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION (EDSP) 
EDSP 600. INTRODUCTION TO THE YOUNG SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD FOR SPECIAL 
EDUCATION TEACHERS (3). Studies characteristics and diversity of needs in young 
children with special needs Focuses on procedures for diagnosis, referrals, and edu-
cational adjustments for these students. Includes issues about aux11ial)' serv1ces and 
parent interventions. 
EDSP 630. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND THE YOUNG SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD 
(3). Stud1es imtiation and onset of spoken language, the development of verbal and 
nonverbal communicative skills as well as the receptive and expressive needs of 
young children with spec1al needs. Focuses on developmentally appropriate 
approaches. Contains a practicum component. 
EDSP 631. PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNG SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD 
(3). Applies educational concepts to the physical, cognitive, affective, soc1al, and . 
language development of young children w1th special needs. Emphasizes matura-
tional, enwonmental, and heredital)' aspects affecting learning and development. 
EDSP 632. DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3). Focuses on 
speech, language, social and other developmental issues of students with moderate 
needs. Studies variations from normal development. Explores perspec!ives of learning 
and development and the effects of maturation, environment and heredity on physi-
cal, cognitive, social, and affective development. 
EDSP 640. EMERGENT LITERACY: READING AND LANGUAGE ARTS FOR THE YOUNG 
SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD (3). Studies the normal acquisition and development of reading 
and wnting among young children. Includes an emphasis on developmentally appropriate 
strateg~es for instructing children in literacy. Contams a practicum component. 
EDSP 641. LITERACY NEEDS FOR STUDENTS WITH MODERATE NEEDS (3). Focuses 
on learning a variety of methods and curricula currently used for teaching reading 
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and language arts (literacy) to students with moderate needs Emphasizes d1fferent 
teachmg methods, instructional and assessment strategies, and types of matenals 
that are effective with special needs populations Reqwres a practicum component. 
EDSP 643. UNDERSTANDING MATH CONCEPTS AND INSTRUCTION (3). Stud1es 
mathema!ical concepts appropnate to teachmg students w1th except1onalit1es. 
Examines how to design mathema!icallessons as well as how to assess. choose, and 
modify mathematical curricula to meet individual needs of students with special 
needs. NOTE: Field expenence required. 
EDSP 650. EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF THE YOUNG SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD 
(3). Studies assessment tools and techmques for young children w1th spec1al needs 
Focuses on the process of assessment. intervention, and evaluation. Emphasizes 
interpretation and application of assessment results through development of appro 
pnate educational programs for individual children. Contams a practicum component 
EDSP 651. EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF THE SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD (3). 
Prov1des knowledge of spec1al education mtervention and evaluation processes. 
Emphasizes assessment techmques, d1agnos1s, interpretation, and application of 
evaluation. Contams a practicum component. 
EDSP 652. METHODS OF TEACHING READING AND WRITING (3). Prov1des students 
with an understandmg of the variety of methods for teachmg readmg and language 
arts in the regular classroom. Emphasizes current methodologies. ReqUires a 
prac!lcum component. 
EDSP 653. LANGUAGE AND LITERACY: DEVELOPMENT AND INSTRUCTION (3). 
Focuses on language and literacy development as well as methods and curncula for 
students w1th special needs. Emphasizes mtegration of assessment and instruct1on. 
NOTE, Field experience required. 
EDSP 659. METHODS OF TEACHING THE YOUNG SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD (3). 
Studies strategies, methods, and curncula for teachmg young children with special 
needs. Emphasizes developmental approaches. which are age appropriate. Contams a 
practicum component. 
EDSP 660. CURRICULUM AND METHODS FOR THE TYPICAL ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM 
(3). Provides and overview of curriculum, teachmg methods, and classroom managemP.nt 
10 the regular classroom at the elementary level. Contains a practicum component 
EDSP 661. CURRICULUM AND METHODS FOR THE TYPICAL MIDDLE AND SEC-
ONDARY CLASSROOM (3). Prov1des an overview of the curnculum. teachmg meth-
ods, and classroom management in the regular classroom at the middle and second-
ary level. Contains a field experience. 
EDSP 662. METHODS AND CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION: 
ELEMENTARY (3). Emphasizes teaching strategies, methods. curncula. and classroom 
management for teaching students w1th special needs at the elemental)' level. Studies 
procedures for specialization, modification and/or adaptation of matenals and curricu-
lum for these students as well as learn how to develop and teach programs for individ-
ualized Instruction. Requires knowledge of the theory as well as practicum experience 
EDSP 663. METI!ODS AND CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION: 
MIDDLE AND SECONDARY (3). Emphasizes teachmg strategies. methods. curricula, 
and classroom management for teachmg students with spec1al needs at the middle 
and secondary level. Studies procedures for specialization. modification and/or adap-
tation of materials and curnculum for these students as well as learn how to develop 
and teach programs for individualized mstruction. Reqwres knowledge of the theory 
as well as prac!icum experience. 
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EDSP 664. BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS AND INTERVENTION (3). Focuses on analyzmg 
student behav1or and intervention strategies for disruptive acltons. Addresses normal 
behaviors as well as those that cause problems tn the classroom. Focuses on stu-
dents w1th moderate needs. Requires a pract1cum component 
EDSP 665. CONSULTATION AND COLLABORATION SKi llS (3). Emphasizes develop-
tng competency in the collaborative and co~sultat1ve skills necessary for effec!Jve 
relat1onsh1ps among spec1al educators. parents. and aux1liary professionals. 
EDSP 667. ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY (3). Stud1es current research on adaptive tech· 
nology as well as the challl'nt:es students w1th spec1al needs face. Field component 
contains experience w1th some of the various devices such as: screen text enlargers, 
screen·reading systems, typing enhancers. alternat1ve keyboard. voice recogmbon 
systems. and specialized wheelchairs. 
EDSP 668. ASSESSMENT INTERVENTION AND PROGRAM PLANNING (3) Focuses 
on language and literacy development as Vlell as methods and curncula for students 
w1th spec1al needs. Emphasizes mtegra!Jon of assessment and mtegrat1on. NOTE: 
Field expenence required 
EDSP 669. METHODS FOR SPECIAl EDUCATION (3). Emphasizes methods, curncu-
la, and classroom management for teaching students wrth spec1al needs. Includes 
procedures for specialization, modification and/or adaptation of matenals. NOTE: 
Field experience at both elementary and secondary levels IS reqwred. 
EDSP 690. PRACTICUM IN SPECIAL EDUCATION: EARLY CHILDHOOD (4-10). 
Reqwres worktng 10 a classrooM ful 11m (300-600 student contact ~· rs, under the 
supervision of a licensed teacher of the same endorsement in an accred1ted school 
Provides opportunity to observe, develop lessons. assess learnmg, and teach large 
and small groups as well as individualized lessons. Attends appropnate m-serv1ces 
or faculty meetmgs and becomes a part of the school community 
EDSP 691. PRACTICUM IN SPECIAL EDUCATION: MODERATE NEEDS (4-10). 
Reqwres worlong tn a cldssroom full hme :300-600 student contact hours. under the 
superv1s1on of a licensed teacher of the same endorsement 1n an accred1ted school. 
Provides opportunity to observe, develop lessons, assess learntng, and teach large 
and small groups as well as individualized lessons. Attends appropriate tn· services 
or faculty meetmgs and becomes a part of the school community 
EDSP 692. PRACTICUM IN SPECIAl EDUCATION GENERALIST (3-8). Partic1pabon m a 
student tea1.hmg expenen• P assPSsmg, twc• f\.. and program planning for students With 
special needs NOTE: Students must have experience with students With a vanety of needs. 
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY (EDTC) 
EDTC 601. EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY: THEORY AND APPLICATIONS (3). 
Emphasizes use of technology as an 1 1tegral elem1 I 1n c1 f' IC. Jn and mstrucllon 
development, classroom research. literary expression and product development 
Examines issues of appropnate usage, e(luipment management, and communicabon 
protocols from both student and teacher. 
EDTC 602. INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN (3). Stud1es the process of solving mstrucllonal 
problems by analyzmg and applymg mstructional design models and pnnc1ples to 
meet educat1onal and tra1mng goals tn both Kl2 education, h1gller education, and 
corporate education 
EDTC 609. INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY (3).1ntroducbon to 
the vocabulary, concepts. tools and techn1ques for the 1ntegrat1on of technology mto 
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leammg enwonments at vanous scales and levels. Presents an overv1ew of educa • 
tional and mstruct1onal technology. Cross hsttng: EDFD 609. 
EDTC 612. EVALUATION OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY (3) Prov1des and 1n-depth 
exammation of software des1 •n and 1ts appropnat~ne• for classroom instruction. 
Explores, compares and evaluates different types of software. Students design an 
educational module usmg educaltonal software. NOTE: Must have access to an IBM-
compatible or Macintosh computer and skills in basic microcomputer operations are 
required 
EDTC 613. TEACHING AND LEARNING USES OF THE INTERNET (3). Investigates and 
as:,esses top•r such as PC as a resource tool, search strale11es. copynght 1ssues. 
bookmarks, educational resources, student access, and basics of building a webs1te. 
Students conduct searches relevant to the1r mterests/subject areas to create a usable 
reference hst Students w1ll idenbfy Internet resources and ublize, evaluate and 
dec1de 1f 11 can be the bas1s of a teachmg module 
EDTC 614. INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGY IN THE CURRICULUM (3). Creates and 
assesses educat1onal projects by usmg vanous software packages. Students create 
two types of lesson modules, one that uses technology to present lesson content to 
students. and one that uses technology to present mformabon to the mstructortfaclh-
tator and others. NOTE· Must have the ability to evaluate and maintain a variety of 
hardware and software (e.g., HyperCard, PageMaker, PowerPoint, and PhotoShop). 
EDTC 615. PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT (3). Examines human performance 
improvement to focus on how mstructional des1g1 and instruclional technology can 
ident1fy and address knowledge or skill gaps and address life long learning in Kl2. 
higher educalion. and corporate education. 
EDTC 616. DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING WEB-BASED LEARNING (3). Exammes 
pn pies at,J techniqw.s for designmg and de~lo~mg Web-based learnmg envtron-
ments. Topics mclude authoring software, media product1on. and usability 1ssues 
EDTC 617. DEVELOPING AND EVALUATING MULTIMEDIA FOR LEARNING (3). 
Exammes pnnc1ples and techn1ques for developmg and evalualing the use of mulli-
medra tn learmng enwonments. Topics include instruct1onal message des~gn princi-
ples. issues mvolving design. development, delivery and usability. 
EDTC 618 INTRODUCTION TO DISTANCE LEARNING (3) An mtroduct10n to the his-
tory, metht.d. th· one related to drstance learntre 
EDTC 620. ADVANCED MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTION (3). Concentrates on des1gnmg. 
de'v ard a oess •g lead1~g mullin 'Ilia n .trurt1onal tools. 
EDTC 695E-W. TOPICS IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY (3). Concentrates on lead-
mg trends and is ues in ·~lei.l~d areas related to mstrucbonal technology 
EDUCATION (EDU) 
[las Vegas, Nevada Courses) 
EDU 600. PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION (3). Traces the h1story of 
the development f edt :aUon theory lnvest1gates leading contemporary and classical 
ph1losoph1cal perspectrves and rmphcaUons of those perspectiVes towards pracbcal 
educational goals. Analyzes educabonal values and praclices and stralegtes for edu-
cational change 
EDU 601. TECHNOLOGY FOR EDUCATORS (3). Emphas1zes the use of technology as an 
mtr e .,t CUr" IM a ,J ·~strucbn~ development. classroom research, literary 
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expression, and project development Examines issues of appropriate usage, equipment 
management, software/hardware applications, and communication protocol. 
EDU 610. CURRENT AND INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES IN EDUCATION (3). 
Provides in-depth study of the role and social context of schooling from an interdisci-
plinary perspective. Focuses on current and legal issues, diversity, research and the 
implications on learning. Emphasizes current federal and state laws. 
EDU 611E-W. TOPICS IN EDUCATION (1-6). Pursues specific topics in education in a 
focused manner under the guidance of a course consultant. Requires student 
research, consulting, writmg and product development. 
EDU 620. TEACHING THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD IN THE REGULAR CLASSROOM (3). 
Studies those students with special needs including learning disabilities, physical, 
mental, and emotional disabilities as well as gifted and talented. Explores how to iden-
tify these exceptionalities and how to educate all children. Exammes the referral 
process, federal and state legal standards, modifications and adaptations for learning. 
EDU 625. PROFESSIONALISM IN EDUCATION (1). Studies classroom management, 
school and community communication, working with parents, adaptations for lessons, 
interviewing for teaching jobs, legal and appropriate behaviors, and other areas vital 
to first year teachers. Prepares final paperwork for the state credentials. NOTE: 
Supportmg seminar for student teachers; it is taken concurrently with student teach-
ing. Pass/No Pass grading only 
EDU 630. THEORIES OF HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT (3). Studies the the-
ories and principles of human development with emphasis on their applications to 
teachtng and practices in educational settings. Considers normal development and 
the conditions affecting normal development. Systematically studies the theories of 
child and adolescent growth and development. Emphasizes learning in the student's 
specific level of teaching. 
EDU 632. DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3). Focuses on 
speech, language, social, physical and other developmental issues of students with 
spectal needs. Studies vanations from normal development. Explores perspectives of 
learning and development and the effects of maturation, environment and heredity on 
physical, cognitive, social, and affective development. 
EDU 635. STUDENT TEACHING: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (8). Requires student to 
work in a classroom full time (300-400 student contact hours) under the supervision 
of a credentialed teacher in an elementary school. Provides the opportunity for the 
student to observe, develop lessons, assess learning, teach large and small groups 
as well as individualize lessons. Attends appropriate in-service or faculty meetings 
and becomes a part of the school community. Pass/No Pass grading only. 
EDU 636. STUDENT TEACHING: SECONDARY EDUCATION (8). Requires student to 
work in a classroom full time (300-400 student contact hours) under the supervision 
of a credentialed teacher in the field of study. Provides the opportunity for the student 
to observe, develop lessons, assess learning, teach large and small groups as well as 
individualize lessons. Attends appropriate in-service or faculty meetings and become 
a part of the school community. Pass/No Pass grading only. 
EDU 637. STUDENT TEACHING: SPECIAL EDUCATION (8). Requires student to teach 
in a classroom full time (300-400 student contact hours) under the supervision of a 
credentialed teacher in the field of study. Provides the opportunity for the student to 
observe, develop lessons. assess learmng, teach large and small groups as well as 
individualize lessons. Attends appropriate in-service or faculty meetings and become 
a part of the school community. Pass/No Pass gradtng only. 
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EDU 641. METHODS OF TEACHING READING, WRITING AND MATH (3). Individually 
provides students with an understanding of the variety of methods for teaching read-
ing, language arts, and math. Emphastzes current methodologies and process learn-
ing. Requires a practicum component. 
EDU 642. RESEARCH METHODS (3). Provtdes an opportunity to examine the purpose 
of research, the methods and designs of quantitative and/or qualitative research, and 
the processes involved in research studies. Emphasizes the development of skills in 
evaluating published research and formulating research problems. Culminates in the 
preparation of a research proposal. 
EDU 643. RESEARCH PROJECT (3). Provides the opportunity to execute the research 
proposal prepared in EDU 642-Research Methods. Emphasizes quality research at the 
graduate level. Includes projects that are field based and have practical component 
Evaluates work based on the University outcomes and graduate level reqUirements. 
Pass/No Pass gradtng only 
EDU 645. METHODS OF TEACHING CHILDREN'S LITERATURE (3). Examines chil-
dren's and adolescent literature through various sources. Familianzes student with 
many different types and styles of writing as well as award winning books. Provides 
knowledge of how to integrate and use literature into various disciplines. 
EDU 650. METHODS OF TEACHING READING AND LANGUAGE ARTS (6). Student 
studies the theories of teaching reading and language arts and becomes familiar with 
several methodologies. Includes observtng, helping, preparing, and teaching lessons 
as well as assessing learning Provides the opportumty to work with students individ-
ually, 1n small groups, and the whole classroom. Focuses on classroom management. 
ReqUires a practicum component. 
EDU 651. EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF THE STUDENT WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 
(3). Provides knowledge of spectal education intervention and evaluation processes. 
Emphastzes assessment techniques, diagnosis, tnterpretation, and application of 
evaluations. Contains a practicum component. 
EDU 652. READING ASSESSMENT AND INTERVENTION (3). Focuses on learntng a 
variety of methods and curricula currently used for teaching reading and language 
arts (literacy) to students with special needs. Emphasizes different teaching methods. 
instructional and assessment strategies, and types of materials that are effective 
with populations with special needs. Requires a practicum component. 
EDU 655. METHODS OF TEACHING HEALTH AND SCIENCE (3). Studies the theories 
of teachtng health and science. Includes observing, helping, preparing and teaching 
lessons as well as assessing learning. Provides the opportunity to work with students 
indivtdually, in small groups, and the whole classroom. Focuses on classroom man-
agement. Requires a practicum component. 
EDU 660. METHODS OF TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES (3). Studies the theories of 
teachtng social studies. Includes observing, teaching lessons as well as assessing 
learning. Provides the opportunity to work with students individually, in small groups, 
and the whole classroom. Focuses on classroom management. Requires a practicum 
component. 
EDU 662. METHODS AND CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 
(3). Emphasizes teaching strategies, methods, curricula, and classroom management 
for teaching students with special needs. Examines procedures for specialization, 
modification, and/or adaptation of materials and curriculum for these students as 
well as learn how to develop and teach programs for individualized instruction. 
Requires knowledge of theory as well as a practicum experience. 
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EOU 663. CONSULTATION AND COLLABORATION SKILLS (3). EmphaSIZeS developmg 
competency 10 th1 collaborative and consultal ve sk1 Is nects. ary lor effective rela-
tionships among spec1al educators. parents, and auxiliary professionals 
EOU 664. BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS AND INTERVENTION (3). Focuses on analyzmg 
student behav1or and interven!lon strategies tor disruptive ac!lons. Addresses normal 
behaviors as well as those that cause problems in the classroom. Emphasizes learn-
ing strategies for working with students with special needs. ReqUJres a prac!lcum 
component. 
EDU 665. METHODS OF TEACHING MATH (3). Stud1es the curriculum and methods 
of teach1ng mathematics. Provides the opportun1ty to design lessons. both da1ly and 
unit. and have expenence teachmg them 10 the classroom. Reqwes responsibility for 
researching and analyzing new theones 10 the f1eld of mathematiCS. Reqwres a 
practicum component. 
r; EOU 670. ORGANIZATION AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING (3). Stud1es methods 
Li and strateg1es for orgamzmg the classroom lor maximum learmng and vanous tech-
niques for assessmg learning. Familiarizes student w1th both standardized and infor-





EOU 671. ORGANIZATION AND ASSESSMENT FOR ELEMENTARY (3). Offers methods 
and strategies lor organizing the elementary classroom for max1mum learnmg and 
vanous techmques for assess10g learning. Familiarizes students w1th both standard-
ized and informal methods of assessments lor the classroom. 
EOU 675. READING AND WRITING IN THE CONTENT AREA (3). Exam10es the readmg 
process and the methodologies used 10 the teachmg of reading and wntmg. 
Fam11ianzes the student w1th the strategies teachers use to teach the1r students to 
effect1vely learn from expository text. Reqwres students to become knowledgeable 
about some of the newer theories 10 content reading and wnting as well as those 
proven to be effective 
EOU 680E-W. METHODS OF TEACHING (3). Studies methods and strategies for 
teachmg m the student's field of study Familiarizes the student w1th new and tradi-
tional methods such as lectunng. md1V1dualizabon. cooperative grouping. Socrabc 
semmars, JOurnaling. and expenent1allearning as well as curnculum and standards. 
Conta10s a practicum component. 
EOU 68l.INTROOUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP (3). Stud1es the different 
styles and strategies of leadership, usmg current literature and case studies as basis 
for exammation Emphasizes the process of school improvement and staff development. 
EOU 682. SCHOOL LAW FOR ADMINISTRATORS (3). Focuses on the understandmg 
of requirements established for educat•o~ by federal and state law, as well as local 
and district policies. rules. and regulations regard1ng governance of schools 
EOU 683. SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION (3). Stud1es 10strucbonal strategies for 
10creasmg student ach1evement. Exammes the mne strategtes that accelerate learn-
ing. Emphasizes teaching techmques that apply to each mstruc!Jonal strategy and 
related administrative perspectives. 
EOU 684. CURRICULUM EVALUATION, SELECTION AND IMPLEMENTATION (3). 
Exammes the processes by wh1ch existmg curricula are evaluated, strategtes for 
des1gmng and/or selecting new curnculum, and plans lor Implementation 
EOU 685. PERSONNEL SELECTION AND SUPERVISION (3). Exammes skills and 
strateg1es 10 mterv1ewmg. selection. observalion and evaluahon processes. 1ssues 
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related to supervision of staff. the process of progress1ve discipline and due process, 
and wntmg memoranda of concern and repnmand 
EDU 686. SCHOOL FINANCE (3). Provides an understandmg of the bas1c concepts of 
educat1on finance and how these concepts are applied 10 practice, mcludmg Within 
the pohcy area 
EOU 687. PEER MENTORING AND SUPPORT (3). Exammes strateg1es for observmg. 
prov1d10g f!ll·dback and prov1d10g support for teachers. Focuses on role-playing and 
understanding theoretical background on the development of teachers. 
EOU 690. ADMINISTRATION OF SCHOOL OPERATIONS (3). Prov1des d1rect experi-
ence w1th eve.yday 1ssues of school admm1stralion. Focuses on the practice of vari· 
ous means of short and long-range plannmg. observation. evaluations. and process. 
Emphas1zes des1gn, 1mplementabon. and evaluat1on of school chmate. 
EDU 691A. ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNSHIP: SCHOOL PERSONNEL (3). Prov1des 
comprehensive held-based trainmg to develop competencies needed by school pnnci· 
pies w1th focus on personnel. 
EOU 6918. ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNSHIP: INSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT (3). 
ProVIdes on-s1te expenence g1v10~ focus to the everyday 1ssues of sc 1001 a mmstra-
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M A , Ph D , Universrty of Colorado 
IAN T. DAWE (2004) 
Instructor of Commumcatron 
B A .• M.A , Colorado State Unrvers1ty 
RONALD L DISANTO (1972) 
Professor of Philosophy 
B.A. Borromeo Semrnary College; STB, Gregonan 
Unrvers1ty, Rome: M A., Unrversrty of Dayton; Ph D., 
McMaster Unrwersrty 
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CHARLOTIE P. OONSKY (1965) 
Professor Ementa of Modern Languages 
Bacc., Cert de Licence, I'UniversiU de Paris; M.A., 
Ph.D .. University of Colorado 
STEPHEN C. D01Y (1982) 
Professor of Philosophy 
B.A., S.T.B., St. Mary of the Lake Seminary; M.A., 
Ph D., DePaul Umversity 
SUSAN D01Y (2000) 
Ass1stant Professor of Religious Studies 
B.A.. College of St. Teresa; M.A .• St. Thomas Seminary; 
Ph D., University of Denver/Iliff School of Theology 
JANAYY DOWNING (1969) 
Professor Ementa of English 
B.A .. M.A., Southern Methodist University; Ph.D., 
Umversity of Washmgton 
CALEB DUBE (2006) 
Ass1stant Professor of Soc1ology 
B.A., M.A .. University of Zimbabwe; Ph.D., 
Northwestern Umversity 
LINDA L. DUCHROW (1995) 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
B.A., M.A., University of Colorado; Ph.D., Umversity of 
Northern Colorado 
THOMAS A. DUGGAN (1975) 
Assoc1ate Professor of Philosophy 
A B, Ph L., M.A., STL.. Saint Louis Umversity; Ph.D., 
Temple University 
THOMAS D. EDMONDS (1986) 
Assoc1ate Professor of Accountmg 
B.S., Umversity of Colorado: M.S., Umversity of 
Northern Colorado; C.P.A. 
VIRGINIA BURKE EPSTEIN (1983) 
Professor Emerita of Education 
B S., Kansas State Teachers College; M.A., University 
of Colorado; Ed D., Umversity of San Francisco 
PAUL D. EWALD (2002) 
Academic Dean 
B.S , Creighton University; M.S., Eastern Illinois 
University; Ph D., University of Florida 
BARBARA A. FINNEY (1969) 
Assoc1ate Professor of Biology 
B.S , Eastern New Mexico University; M.S., Ph.D., 
University of Colorado 
JOHN L. FLOOD (1966) 
Professor Ementus of Business Administration 
B.S. Umversity of Denver; M.S., University of Oregon 
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MARIE-DOMINIQUE FRANCO (2001) 
Ass1stant Professor of Biology 
B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of Aix-Marseille II, France 
GLADYS M. FRANTZ-MURPHY (1990) 
Professor of History 
B A., University of Wisconsin: M.A., Indiana University; 
Ph D. , University of Michigan 
DEBORAH B. GAENSBAUER (1970) 
Professor of Modern Languages 
A B., M.A., Ph.D., University of Michigan 
GILBERT C. GARDNER (1987) 
Associate Professor of SociOlogy 
B.A .. University of Missouri Samt LOUIS; M.A .. PhD , 
Umversity of Missouri, Columbia 
LISA GARZA (2002) 
Associate Professor of Soc1ology 
B.A . M Ed , West Texas State University; Ph.D., Texas 
Women's Umversity 
MICHAEL J. GHEDOTII (1998) 
Assoc1ate Professor of Biology 
B.S., Umversity of Michigan; Ph.D., Umversity of 
Kansas 
JANNA L. GOODWIN (2004) 
Assistant Professor of Communication 
B.A., Hampshire College; M.A., Ph.D., University of 
Massachusetts 
ABIGAIL GOSSELIN (2006) 
Ass1stant Professor in Philosophy 
B.A., University of New Hampshire: M.A., Ph D., 
University of Colorado 
ELIZABETH GRASSl (2003) 
Ass1stant Professor of Education 
B.A., Pitzer College; M.A., University of Southern 
Mississippi; Ph.D., University of Colorado 
ARNE G'SCHWIND (2001) 
Assoc1ate Professor of Communication 
B.A., M.A., Colorado State University; Ph.D., Indiana 
University 
DENISE E. GUINN (1992) 
Assoc1ate Professor of Chemistry 
B.A .. University of California. San Diego; M A., Harvard 
Umversity; Ph.D., University of Texas, Austin 
JAMES B. GUYER, SJ (1982) 
Assistant Professor of History 




GARY W. GUYOT (1987) 
Professor of Psychology 
B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Colorado State University 
KIMBERLY A. HABEGGER (1999) 
Assoc1ate Professor of Modern Languages 
B.S., M.A., Ph.D., The Ohio State University 
TIMOTHY HARRINGTON (2004) 
Instructor of Business Administration 
B.A.. Saint Meinrad College; M.A., Bowling Green State 
Umversity 
DANIEL HATIRUP (2005) 
Instructor of Business Administration 
B.A ., M.B.A., Reg~s Univers1ty 
DAVID HICKS (2001) 
D1rector. Wnbng Program. Associate Professor of 
English 
B.A.. Nazareth College; M.A., Samt Bonaventure 
University; Ph D .. New York University 
JAN ELLEN HILL (1990) 
Professor of Communication 
B.A., Indiana State Umversity, M.A., Arizona State 
University; Ph.D. University of Oregon 
HARRY E. HOEWISCHER. SJ (1959) 
Professor Emeritus of Psychology 
A B. STB. M.A .. Ph.L., Samt Louis University; Ph.D. 
Boston College 
JOHN M. JEAN (2006) 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
B.S., Ph.D . Umvers1ty of Texas at Austin 
KAY L. JOHNSON (1971) 
Professor Emerita of Education 
B.A , Umvers1ty of Minnesota: M.A.. Umversity of 
Northern Colorado: Ph.D .. University of Colorado 
JOHN F KANE (1980) 
Professor of Religious Studies 
B.A , University of Dayton: SlB., I'Umversite de 
Fribourg Switzerland: M.A., Saint Louis University; 
Ph.D. McMaster University 
JOANNE B KARPINSKI (1983) 
Associate Professor of English 
B.A. Yale University; M.A , Ph D , University of Colorado 
WILLIAM P. KELLY (1983) 
Professor Emeritus of Education 
B S. Creighton University: M.A., Samt Louis University; 
Ph.D., University of Colorado 
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CATHERINE KLEIER (2006) 
Assistant Professor of Biology 
B.A., University of Colorado. M S., Oregon State 
Umvers1ty, Ph.D, Umversity of Californ1a 
KARl KLOOS (2006) 
Assistant Professor of Religious Studies 
BA, St. Olaf College; MA, Ph.D., Umvers1ty of Notre 
Dame 
ROBIN KOENIGSBERG (2004) 
Ass1stant Professor of Business 
BA, Umvers1ty of Maryland; M A., Ph. D. Umvers1ty of 
E Colorado .. 
ROBERT J LACEY (1962) 
~ Professor Ementus of Accountmg 
r 
I 
A.B., Rockhurst College; MA, Umversity ~f Kansas; 
CPA. 
JOSE MARCOS LAFOSSE (2003) 
Assoc1ate Professor of Psychology 
BA., Loyola Marymount M.A .. Ph.D., Umvers1ty of 
Southern California 
THOMAS B. LEININGER (2003) 
Assistant Professor of Relig~ous Studies 
B.A., Umvers1ty of Notre Dame; M.A .. Duke Umvers1ty, 
J D , Duke University School of Law Ph D , Graduate 
Theolog1cal Umon 
THRISHA LITZ (2005) 
Instructor of Computer Science 
BA, M.S., University of Colorado 
RANDOLPH F. LUMPP (1972) 
Professor of Religious Studies 
B.A., Seattle Umvers1ty; M.A., Marquette Unrvers1ty; 
Ph.D , Univers1ty of Ottawa 
SURENDRA N. MAHAPATRO (1989) 
Professor of Chemistry 
B S, Utkal Umvers1ty, lnd1a; M. S Utkal Umvers1ty, 
Ph D , Berhampur University 
ROBERT MARGESSON (2005) 
Assistant Professor of Commumcabon 
BA, Humboldt State Umvers1ty, M.A , Colorado State 
Umvers1ty 
ROGER D. MARTIN (1974) 
Professor of Modern Languages 
A.B., M.A., Ph D, Un1vers1ty of Colorado 
VICTORIA A. MCCABE (1986) 
D1rector. Commitment Program 
B.A., Umvers1ty of Southern Colorado; M.A . Western 
State College; Ph D. University of Denver 
CHRISTINA MCCALE (2005) 
Instructor of Busmess Adm1mstrabon 
B.A , M.A. Gonzaga Umvers1ty 
RONA J. MCCALL (1995) 
Assocmte Professor of Psychology 
B.A, Sk1dmore College. MA, Ph.D. Umvers1ty of North 
Carolina 
JAMES PHILIP MCEVOY 
Assistant Professor of Chem1stry 
M Chern , D Phd., Oxford University, U.K 
ELIZABETH R. MEDINA (1993) 
Professor of Modern Languages 
B.A., Wayland Baptist University; M.A., Texas 
Technological Umversity; Ph.D .• Un1vers1ty of Colorado 
WILLIAM I MILLER, SJ. (1961) 
Professor Ementus of Chem1stry 
AB., BS, Ph L., S.lL, Samt Louis Umvers1ty; Ph.D, 
University of Califorma, Berkeley 
LARA S NARCISI (2006) 
Assistant Professor of English 
B.A., Yale Umversity; M A , Ph D., New York Umvers1ty 
ELENIE OPFFER (2003) 
Ass1stant Professor of Commumcat1ons 
B.A. M A, San franc1sco State Un1vers1ty, Ph.D., 
Unrvers1ty of Colorado 
ANTHONY ORTEGA (2004) 
Ass1stant Professor of Fme Arts 
B.A , MFA., Umvers1ty of Colorado 
FRANCIS J OZOG ( 1950) 
Professor Emeritus of Chem1stry 
B.S • Umvers1ty of Detr01t. Ph D., Northwestern 
Umvers1ty 
DARYL W PALMER (2001) 
Assoc1ate Professor of English 
B.A • Washburn Un1vers1ty; M.A., Ph D, Un1vers1ty of 
Kansas 
EVE PASSERINI (2000) 
Associate Professor of Sociology 
B S. New College, Umvers1ty of Alabama. PhD , 
Umvers1ty of Colorado 
MICHAEL!. POLAKOVIC (1995) 
Associate Professor of Accountmg 
B S , Unrversity of Wyommg; JD , Umversity of Denver 
GARY l. RANCK (1968) 
Professor Ementus of Brology 
B.S, M.S. Ph D., Unrversrty of Utah 
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ALICE H REICH (1972) 
Professor Ementa of Sociology 
B.A • Pomona College, M A., Umvers1ty of Ch1cago, 
Ph.D. Umvers1t1 of Colorado 
THOMAS E. REYNOLDS (1987) 
Ass1stant Professor of English 
B.A., M.A • Loyola Umvers1ty; Ph.D., Un1vers1ty of 
California, Los Angeles 
JAMES S RICHARD (1979) 
Assoc1ate Professor of Econom1cs 
A B, A.M, Samt LOUIS Unrversity; Ph.D., Umvers1ty of 
Texas 
JAMES L. RILEY (1976) 
Professor of Pol tics 
B.A., MA, Ph D., Southern lllmois University 
JAMES G ROTH (1977) 
Associate Professor of Sooology 
B S • Bluffton College; M.A., Ph D, Stanford Umvers1ty 
NORBERT A. ROUGHTON (1971) 
Professor of Phys1cs 
B.S . M.S . John Carroll University; Ph D, Saint LOUIS 
Umvers1ty 
TERRY P. SCHMIDT 0978) 
Professor of Polrt1cs 
BA, Colorado College; MA., Ph.D, Un1vers,ty of 
Denver 
JAMES A. SEIBERT (2001) 
Assistant Professor of Mathemahcs 
BA, Linf1eld Co lege, MA, Ph D .• Colorado State 
University 
KENNETH C SEIDENSTRICKER (1960) 
Professor Ementus of Econom1cs 
B S , M.A , Marquette University 
LEE R. SHANNON (1978) 
Assoc1ate Professor of Business Admmistrat1on 
B.A , Pac1f1c Lutheran Umvers1ty; M.A • University of 
Colorado, Ph.D , Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado 
MICHAEL J. SHEERAN. SJ (1975) 
Professor of Politics 
A.B , Ph.L, A.M. S TL , Samt LoUis Umvers1ty; Ph D., 
Prmceton Umvers1ty 
CHARLES M SHELTON, SJ (1988) 
Professor of Psychology 
BA., M A, Samt LOUIS Umversity; M.Div, JesUit School 
of Theology. M A , Ph D , Loyola Umversity Ch1cago 
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JEAN M SPATH (1982) 
Professor Emerita of Mathematics 
B.S., Central M1ssoun State College; M.A.T., Rollins 
College; Ph D., University of Colorado 
RUDY W. SPORCICH (1957) 
Professor Emeritus of Busrness Administration 
A.B., M.A., Western State College; M.A., Columbia 
University 
JANET A. ST CLAIR (1990) 
Assocrate Professor of English 
B.A .• Western Washington Unrversity; M.A., California 
State University, Sacramento; Ph.D., Emory University 
DENNIS R. STEELE (1992) 
Assocrate Professor of Computer Science 
B.A. M.A .• San Diego State Universrty; Ph.D., Iowa 
State University 
THOMAS J STEELE. SJ (1968) 
Professor Ementus of English 
A B .• M.A., Ph.l., S.T.l., Saint louis University; PhD. 
University of New Mexico 
RICHARD H STEPHENSON (1981) 
Associate Professor Emeritus of Fine Arts 
B.FA., MF.A., University of Colorado 
EUGENE l. STEWART (1989) 
Assocrate Professor of Fme Arts 
B.A. St Thomas Semmary College, MF.A., University 
of Colorado 
WILLIAM SUITON (1996) 
Associate Professor of Fine Arts 
B A .• M.F.A .• Universrty of Colorado, Boulder 
ELEANOR l. SWANSON (1985) 
Professor of English 
B A., M.A., University of Southern Florida; Ph.D., 
University of Denver 
HARRY l. TAYLOR (1965) 
Professor of Brology 
B.S., Northeast Mrssoun State University, M.A., Ph.D, 
Umversity of Colorado 
TIMOTHY J TRENARY(2006) 
Assrstant Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., Universrty of lllinors; M.S., Purdue Unrversrty; 
Ph.D., Colorado State Universrty 
DONNELL VAN de VOORT (1977) 
Professor Emeritus of English 
A B , BirminghamSouthern College; M.A .• Ph D., 
Vanderbilt Universrty 
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DIANE M. WAGNER (1978) 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
B.A., loretto Heights College; M.A . Ph D .• University of 
Califorma, Berkeley 
KIMBERLY A. WALDRON (1995) 
Associate Professor of Chemistry 
B.S , Umversrty of Virginia; Ph.D., Medical College of 
Virginia 
DOREEN S. WATSON 
Instructor of Socrology 
B.A.. Universrty of Central Florida; M.A., Ph.D .. Texas 
Woman's University 
AIMEE K. WHEATON (1995) 
Associate Professor of Busmess Administration 
BB A .• University of Michigan; M.B.A., Florida Atlantic 
Universrty; Ph D , University of Hong Kong 
NAN WILLIAMS (2000) 
Assrstant Professor of Physical Education 
B.S., East Stroudsburg University; M.A., Georgian Court 
College 
TED S. ZENZINGER (1995) 
Associate Professor of Philosophy 
B.A., St. John's College, M.A , Dalhousie University; 
Ph D., Unrversrty of Kansas 
RUECKERT-HARTMAN 
SCHOOL FOR HEALTH 
PROFESSIONS 
LESLEY ABRAM 
Affiliate Nursrng Faculty 
B.S N., Regrs University 
MAUREEN ALLEN 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S., M.S., Umversrty of Colorado 
REBECCA ALLHOUSE 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
8 S., M.S.N., Umversity of Colorado 
HANNAH C. ANCHORDOQUY 
Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy 
B.A., Universrty of Colorado at Denver; B.A., M.A., 
Ph D., Unrversity of Colorado at Boulder 
KATHY ANDERSEN-FUJINAMI 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S., B.S.N , Regis University; M.S., University of 
Colorado 
TRACEY ANDERSON 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
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B.S., Northern Illinois Unrversity M.S.N DePaul 
Unrversrty 
SANDRA ANNES! 
Affiliate Nursrng Faculty 
B.S.N., Indiana Unrversity of Pennsylvania, M.S.N., 
Unrversity of Central Florida 
MELODY ANTOON 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N, Universrty of Southern Mississippi; M S.N .. 
Unrversrty of Southeastern Louis1ana 
KATHERINE ATHERTON-WOOD 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.A.. Pomona College: M.S.N .• Ph D, Umversity of 
Colorado 
MARY AUSENHUS 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N, Pacrfrc lutheran Unrversity: M.S.N., University 
of Wisconsin 
RITA l. AXFORD 
Professor of Nursmg 
B.S.N. M.S N., University of Californra; Ph.D. 
Unrvers1ty of Washington 
CATHARYN BAIRD 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.A .• Unrversrty of Miami: M.A .• Pacific lutheran 
University; JD., University of Puget Sound 
BETTY BAKER 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S.N., Umversity of Florida; M.S.N , University of 
Alabama 
JOANNE BAll NT 
Affiliated Physical Therapy Faculty 
B S , University of Miami, M.S .• Florida International 
Umvers1ty; M.SPT., Marymount Umversity 
CLIFFORD l. BARNES 
Assocrate Professor of Physical Therapy 
B S., Colorado State University; Ph.D., University of 
Iowa 
JACK l. BARR 
Affrliate Health Servrces Administration and 
Management Faculty 
B.S., Mrdwestern State Umversity; M.S., Regis 
University 
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LISA BASKE 
Affiliated Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado, M.S. Regts 
.,. Un1vers1ty 
RENEE BAUER 
Affiliated Nursmg Faculty 
B S N , Umversity of Wisconsin 
JULIE BAUMER 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S., Umvers1ty of Houston 
... MAUDE BECKER 
Affiliated Nursing Faculty 
.. 
B.S.N .• M S.N , University of Phoemx 
EDWARD BELDING 
Affiliate Phys1cal Therapy Faculty 
B.S .• Un1vers1ty of Colorado 
DEBRA l BENNETT-WOODS 
Assoc1ate Professor of Health Care Eth1cs 
B.S , MA, Ed.D. University of Northern Colorado 
JULIE BENZ 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., University of Illinois; M S N., Rush University 
JEAN BENZEL-LINDLEY 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
BA. Manan College; B.S.N • Umvers1ty of W1sconsm; 
MA, California State University, M.S.N, Umvers1ty of 
Phoenix; Ph. D., The University of Anzona 
CANDACE GEARING BERARDINELLI 
Professor of Nursing; Director. loretto Heights 
Department of Nurs1ng 
B.S.N Umvers1ty of P11tsburgh, MS. ~h D. Umvers1ty 
of Colorado 
BARBARA BERG 
Assistant Professor of Nursing 
B S N , University of Cincinnati: M N , Un1vers1ty of 
Flonda 
UNDY ANN BIGHORN 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N .• M.S.N, Un1versity of Phoemx 
DEBORAH BISHOP 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S.N., Texas Woman's College; M.S.N, University of 
Phoen1x 
AMY NOEL BOATRIGHT 
• Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.A., Brown Univers1ty; B.S N , Columb1a Univers1ty; 
M S N .• Case Western Reserve Umvers1ty 
NICHOLE K. BOBO 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N , Valpara1so Umvers1ty; M.S.N , The Un1vers1ty of 
Akron 
SUSAN BOSOLD 
Aff11iate Nursing Faculty 
B.S .• Umvers1ty of Wisconsin; M.S .• Un1vers1ty of 
Illinois: M S • Mich1gan State University; Ph D, 
American World Umvers1ty 
TRUDY BOULTER 
Aff1hate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.S, Colorado State Umvers1ty 
PATRICIA BOW 
Affiliate Health Services Admmistrabon and 
Management Faculty 
BA, Amencan University 
FARA BOWLER 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N , Un1vers1ty of Phoemx 
WENDY BRESEE 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N , Union College, M.S • Umvers1ty of Colorado 
KAREN l BREW 
Affthate Nursmg F acuity 
B.S.N. Un1vers1ty of Colorado. M.S., Regts Umvers1ty 
JERRI BROOKS 
Affiliate Health Serv1ces Admmistrat1on and 
Management Faculty 
B.S , Colorado Chnstian University, M A., Umversity of 
Northern Colorado 
FIDEllA D. BROWN 
AH1hate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N • M.S.N , Regts Umvers1ty 
JULIE WATSON BROWN 
Affiliate Nurs1ng Faculty 
B.A., Univers1ty of Colorado: M S N., N D, Un1vers1ty of 
Colorado Health Sc1ences Center 
DEBBIE BROWN-SHAW 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N, Reg~s Umvers1ty 
KAREN S. BRUMAGE 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N. Umvers1ty of Colorado 
JOSEPH BRYAN 
Aff1l1ate Nursmg Faculty 
B B A U mversity of North Florida, M B.A .• Regts 
Umvers1ty 
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KAREN BULIK 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N., M.S.N • Umvers1ty of Colorado 
JUDY BURLINGAME 
Aff1liate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B S., Un1vers1ty of Colorado; M.S. D.P.T, Regis 
Un1versity 
JEAN M. BURNKRANT 
Aff1liate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N , Regts Umvers1ty; M.S • The George Washington 
University 
MICHAEL CAHILL 
Affiliate Health Serv1ces Admmistrahon and 
Management Faculty 
B.S, Umvers1ty of Colorado at Denver; M.S • Regis 
Umversity 
LINDA CAMPBELL 
Ass1stant Professor of Nursmg 
B.S.N., Anzona State Un1vers1ty; M.S.N , Ph D. 
Un1versity of Colorado Health Sc1ences Center 
JUDITH CANNY 
Afftliate Nursing Faculty 
B A .• University of Tennessee; B S N , M.S.N • The 
Catholic Un1versity of Amenca 
ANNA CARDINELL 
Aff1liate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N, Regts Umvers1ty; M.S.N, Emory University 
SHEILA A CARLON 
Assoc1ate Professor of Health Serv1ces Admmistrat1on 
and Management. Dtrector, Department of Health 
Services Adm1mstrat1on and Management 
BA. St. Johns Univers1ty; B S • Metropolitan State 
College of Denver; M A .• San Jose State; PhD, F1eldmg 
Institute 
MARGARET CARRINO 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N, Beth-El College of Nursing and Health Sciences; 
MEd •• Spnngfield College 
NANCY CARTER 
Affiliate Nursrng Faculty 
B.S.N , Unrvers1ty of Colorado 
TAMMY CARTER 
Aff1liate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.A • Adams State College, M S • Reg1s Un1vers1ty 
KATHRYN CASEY 
Instructor of Nursing 
B.S.N. Paetftc Lutheran Umverstty, M.S, University of 
Colorado Health Sc1ences Center 
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BONITA CAVANAUGH 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
M.S.N., University of Colorado; Ph D .• University of 
Denver 
ROBIN CHARLTON 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., Regis University 
DEBORAH CHASE 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., University of Southern Colorado, M.S., Regis 
Umversity 
MELANIE CHATHAM 
Affiliate Health Services Admimstrabon and 
Management Faculty 
B S., University of Tennessee 
SOPHIA CHENG 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., Umversity of Colorado 
BARBARA CHEUVRONT 
Instructor of Nursmg 
B.S N., M.S., Regis University 
JOHN CHILDS 
Affiliate Phys1cal Therapy Faculty 
B.S., U.S. Air Force Academy, MPT, U.S. Army-Baylor 
Umversrty; M.B A., University of Anzona; Ph.D., 
University of P1ttsburg 
MARY CHRISTENSON 
Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy, Academic 
Coordinator of Climcal Education 
B A , University of Colorado at Boulder; BS., University 
of Colorado Health Sciences Center; M.S., Colorado 
State Umversity' Ph D., Umversity of Colorado 
LORA CLAYWELL 
Associate Professor of Nursing 
B.S.N., Deaconess College of Nursing; M.S.N., Ph.D., 
University of Missouri 
JOSHUA CLELAND 
Affiliate Phys1cal Therapy Faculty 
B.S. M.PT., Umversity of Notre Dame; D. PT., Creighton 
Umvers1ty 
ANNE CLOSSON 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N • University of Maine; M.S N • University of 
Pennsylvama 
CYNTHIA C. CLOYD 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N., Creighton University; M.S.N., University of 
Nebraska 
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MARY JO COAST 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S., Metropolitan State College of Denver; M.S., 
Umvers1ty of Colorado Health Sc1ences Center 
ELIZABETH COLBETH 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., M.S.N., Regis University 
CATHY COLE 
Affiliate Health Serv1ces Adm101stration and 
Management Faculty 
B.S., University of Tulsa 
STEVEN COLLIER 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N, Cleveland State Umversity 
DEBRA CONNELLY 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.H.A., Umversity of St. Francis 
SARAH COPE 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., Regis Umversity 
TERESA CORBISIERO-FINGER 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N , Wnght State University; M B.A. University of 
Phoenix 
MARIE CORKERY 
Affiliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B A., National University, M.H.S., University of 
Indianapolis 
SARAH CORNELSEN 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B S.N., University of Vermont, M.S N • University of 
South Carolina 
KENNETH E. COTION 
Affiliate Health Serv1ces Admmistration and 
Management Faculty 
B.A., M.A., M.PA., University of Colorado; M.B.A., 
University of Denver 
KASEY CRAIG 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., Creighton University, M.S.N., Reg1s Umversity 
ANN CREEL 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 




Assistant Professor of Nursmg 
B.S.N. University of Michigan, M.S.N., California State 
Un1vers1ty 
KRIS GROWER 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., Umversity of Northern Colorado 
PATSY MCGUIRE CULLEN 
Ass1stant Professor of Nursing 
B S.N , University of California; M.A., University of 
Kansas 
HEATHER N. DANESH 
Affiliate Health Care Ethics Faculty 
B A .• Point lorna Nazarene Univers1ty; M.A., lorna 
Unda University 
LINDA DANIEL 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S • Metropolitan State College of Denver; M.S , Ph.D., 
University of Colorado 
BARBARA DAVIS 
Affiliate Health Services Administration and 
Management Faculty 
B.A , Umversity of Iowa; MA. George Washington 
University 
SUSAN DEANE 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S.N . St. Joseph's College; M S.N., Umversity of 
Hartford 
THILSA-IBAL DEBOARTS 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N Rutgers Umversity 
B. NATALIE DEMERS 
Affiliate Health Care Ethics Faculty 
B.S., College of St. Francis; M.S., Central Michigan 
University; M.P.S., JD., Loyola University New Orleans 
ANNE DILL 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., Fanf1eld University; M.S.N., Reg1s University 
CATHERINE DINGLEY . 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N • University of Colorado; M.S.N., University of 
Northern Colorado 
CATHERIN DINGLY 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., University of Florida, M.S N., Midwestern State 
University 
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STEVE DIPAOLA 
Affiliate Phys1cal Therapy Faculty 
B.S . Umversity of New Mex1co 
JENNIFER DISABATO 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N., Sa1nt Mary's College, M S, University of 
Colorado 
LALANI DOCKTER 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N .• Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado; M.S., Regis 
Umvers1ty 
KATHLEEN DODARO 
Affiliate Health Services Administration and 
Management Faculty 
B.S, M.S, Regis University 
JOANNA DOMINICK 
• Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B S N., Un1vers1ty of Colorado 
DARCY DONALDSON 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.SN .• Umvers1ty of Colorado; M.S.N .• University of 
Northern Colorado 
GWENDOLYN DOOLEY 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., M.S .. Reg~s Umvers1ty 
AMY J DORAN 
Affiliate Nursing F acuity 
B.A , Colorado State University; B S N .• Reg1s 
University 
STEPHEN C. DOTY 
Affiliate Health Care Ethics F acuity 
B.A. S.TB , St. Mary of the Lake Semmary; M A .• Ph.D., 
DePaul Umvers1ty 
CAROL DOWDY 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., M.S.N., Reg~s University 
ELISA DOWNS 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N • M1ch1gan State University 
KATE DYKEMA 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N , Umvers1ty of Washmgton. M.S.N , Un1versity of 
Colorado 
TONI EASON 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N., Howard Umvers1ty; M S N., Umvers1ty of 
Maryland 
SUSAN M EDHOLM 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B A., College of St. Cathenne 
ADRIEN EDWARDS-GOODBEE 
Affiliate Nurs1ng Faculty 
B.S , Umvemty of Colorado: M S N UniVersity of 
Colorado Health Sc1ences Center 
WILLIAM EGAN 
Affiliate Phys1cal Therapy Faculty 
BA .• Rutgers College: MP.T., U.S Army-Baylor 
University OPT., Reg~s Um\ersity 
HEIDI JOHNSON EIGSTI 
Instructor of Physical Therapy 
B S PT.. Umvers1ty of Colorado 
SARAH ELLINGTON 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N , Umversity of Southern Colorado 
JAMES ELLIOIT 
Instructor of Physical Therapy Faculty-Academic 
Coordmator of Clmical Education 
B.A .• Umvers1ty of Denver, M.S P.T., Regis Umvers1ty; 
Ph D (c), Un1vers1ty of Queensland, Australia 
HEATHER EMMERICH 
Affiliate Nursmg F acuity 
B.S.N Oregon Health and Sc1ence Umvers1ty, M.S, 
Regis Umvers1ty 
ROXANNE ENGLAND 
Aff1liate Nursmg Faculty 
B S.N, Umvers1ty of North Dakota 
LOU ANNE EPPERSON 
Affifiate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N , Un1vers1ty of Colorado. M.S N , Reg~s Umvers1ty 
DIANE ERNST 
Ass1stant Professor of Nursmg 
B S.N, Un1vers1ty of Iowa M.S Northern lllino1s 
UniVerSity, M B.A , GeorgJa Southern UOJVeTSlty 
BARBARA A. ESSES 
Affiliate PhysiCal Therapy F acuity 
B.A , M.D , Umvers1ty of Colorado 
BETH ESTERL 
Aff1fiate Nursmg Faculty 
B S N , M S., Reg~s University 
KIMBELEE EVERTS£ 
Affiliate Numng Faculty 
B.S N Cahforma State UnJVerSJty, M S.N , Umversity of 
Phoen1x 
SABINE EXNER 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S, M.S., Un1versity of Colorado 
MARY JEAN FARLEY 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
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B.S.N , Metropolitan State College of Denver; MS., 
Univers1ty of Colorado; Ph D., Un1vers1ty of Denver 
TRACY FENNERN 
Affiliate HeaHh SeMces Admm1stra!lon and 
Management Faculty 
B.S , M.B.A • Reg~s Un1vers1ty 
MARY CAROl FERRERA 
Aff11iate Nursmg Faculty 
B S N., Marymount College, M.S. Umvers~ty of 
Colorado 
CHRISTINE K. FINN 
Affiliate Health Care Ethics Faculty 
B.S.N , Graceland Univers1ty; M A • Webster Umvers1ty, 
M.S N , Reg1s Umvers1ty 
ERICA FISCHER 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N . St. Olaf College, M S N., Regis Umvers1ty 
MIKE FISHER 
Aff11iate Health Services Admioistrat1on and 
Management Faculty 
B.A., San FranCISco State Umvers1ty; M.A .• Nova 
Southeastern Univers1ty 
SUSAN FlETCHER 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N, M.S.N St. loUIS Umversity: Ed 0 , Un1vers1ty of 
M1ssouri 
TIMOTHY W. FlYNN 
Assoc1ate Professor of Physical Therapy 
B.S, Marquette University; M.S, M1ch1gan State 
Univers1ty; Ph D, Pennsylvan1a State Umvers1ty 
CHERYL FOOTER 
Associate Professor of PhyStcal Therapy 
B.A , OCCidental College, M.S.P.T. Ph D. Univers1ty of 
M1am1 
PAnt FORTHOFER 
Affilrate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N., Umvers1ty of Toledo: M.S.N , Univers1ty of 
Phoenix 
JENNIFER FOSTER 
Aff1liate Nurstng Faculty 
B S N .• Umversity of Iowa 
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SUSAN FOX 
Affiliate Health care Ethics Faculty 
B.A., University of IllinoiS; M.A., Umversity of Leuven, 
Belgium; JD., University of Texas 
BRIAN P FOXWORTH 
Affiliate Health Care Eth1cs Faculty 
B.S., California Lutheran University; M.A., Lorna Linda 
University 
JULIE FRITZ 
Affiliate Phys1cal Therapy Faculty 
BA, Hope College; M.S .. Umversity of Indianapolis; 
Ph D. Umvers1ty of Pittsburgh 
DEE LUCKY GALLEGOS 
Instructor of Nursmg 
B.S.N , University of New Mexico; University of 
Colorado Health Sc1ences Center 
Mml GALLEGOS 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
BA, University of Colorado 
MARl GAMBOTIO 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N., Humboldt State Umversity, M.S.N .• Regis 
Umvers1ty 
ABBIGAST 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N , Millerville University 
WENDY GEIER 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S., Columbia University, M.S.N., Ph.D., Adelphi 
University 
DALIA GHOSH 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N .• Metropolitan State College of Denver 
MARCIA A. GILBERT 
Instructor of Nursing 
B. S., Umvers1ty of Wisconsin-Madison; B.S.N .• M.S.N., 
Regis Umvers1ty 
JANE GILLIS 
Affiliate Nursmg F acuity 
B.S.N., Regis University 
SHEILA G. GIROUE 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B S N , Briar Cliff College 
SHARON GLASS 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 




Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.A , University of Colorado, M.S., Reg~s University 
KATHLEEN GLATZ 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.A., Trenton State College; M.S.N., Oregon Health 
Sciences 
MICHAEL GOESS 
Affiliate Health Serv1ces Administration and 
Management and Nursing Faculty 
B.A. University of Mmnesota; JD, University of Denver 
JENNIFER GOLDSMITH 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N., M SN., Marquette Umversity 
ANGELA A. GOOD 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S.N., University of Tampa 
DEBORAH GOODWIN 
Affiliate Health Services Admmistrallon and 
Management Faculty 
B.S., University of Nebraska; M.S., Colorado State 
University 
JEAN GORDON 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N .• University of Miami; M.S., DB A .• Nova 
Southeastern University 
IRA GORMAN 
Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy 
B.S • State University of New York at Stony Brook; 
M.S P.H .• Umversity of Colorado 
PHYLLIS K GRAHAM-DICKERSON 
Associate Professor of Nursmg 
B.S., Boston College, M.S .• Lorna Lmda University; 
Ph.D .• University of Colorado Health Sc1ences Center 
ROGER GREEN 
Aff11iate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., Curry College; M.S.N., The University of Tampa; 
D N .• Rush University 
LOREnA M. GUISE 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S. Mount St. Mary 's College: M.S .• lona College 
LANIDA HACKrn-KUZMICH 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., Reg~s University 
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RUTH HADLEY 
Affiliate Health Serv1ces Admimstration and 
Management Faculty 
B.S • M S .• Regis University 
VICTORIA HALL 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., Metropolitan State College of Denver; M.S N., 
Un1vers1ty of Phoemx 
JANET HALLADA 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., Regis University 
SHELLY HALLET 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., Regis University 
CARA HAMMOND 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., M S N , Umvers1ty of Phoenix 
TRACY HARDY 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N .• Beth-El College of Nursing and Health Sciences 
CLARE HARRIS 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S N, Loretto Heights College; M.S.N . University of 
Colorado 
MARY BETH HAUGEN 
Affiliate Health Serv1ces Administration and 
Management Faculty 
B.S , St. Louis University; M.S., Reg~s Umvers1ty 
CLAUDIA HAVENS 
Affiliate Health Serv1ces Administration and 
Management Faculty 
B.S., Weber State University 
PAMELA HEABERHN 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., Texas Christian University; M.S.N .• University of 
Colorado 
SARA HENDERSON 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N Regis University 
SUE HERWIG 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., Cornell University; MA, Denver Seminary 
KAREN HILDEBRANDT 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B S N • M.S.N., Northern Illinois Un1versity 
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JUDY HILL 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B A., State University of New York: M.S , Central 
M1ch1gan Umvers1ty 
DEBRA HOFFMAN 
Affiliate Nurs1ng Faculty 
BS.N , Metropolitan State College of Denver; M.S., 
Reg1s Umversity 
JENNIFER HOLLOWAY 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S.N., UniVersity of Colorado 
MARY ELLEN HONEYFIELD 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B S.N .. Metropolitan State College of Denver: M.S., 
University of Colorado Health Sciences Center 
JANET L. HOUSER 
Associate Professor of Health Services Admm1strat1on 
and Management 
B S.N., P1ttsburg State Umvers1ty, M.S N P., Un1vers1ty 
of Kansas: M.S., Central M1ch1gan Univers1ty, Ph.D, 
Un1versity of Northern Colorado 
ANDREA HUTCHINSON 
Aff11iate Nurs1ng Faculty 
B.S., Umvers1ty of Colorado Health Sciences Center 
SUSAN HUYER 
• Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
M S., Texas A & M 
LYNN JACOBS-MALIK 
Affiliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.S., Iowa State Umversity; M.P.T., M1dwestern 
Umvers1ty 
SARA L. JARRETT 
Professor of Nursmg 
BS N., University of Oklahoma, M S, Umversity of 
Colorado, M.A., Ed D, University of Northern Colorado 
JULIE S JONES 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S, The Oh10 State Umvers1ty; B S, Umvers1ty of 
Mmnesota 
JOANNE R KALKHORST 
Instructor of Nursing 
B.S.N , M.S N , Umversity of Colorado Health Sc1ences 
Center 
SUSAN KANA! 
Affiliate Phys1cal Therapy Faculty 
B S, Lewis and Clark College, B S, Umvers1ty of 
M1ch1gan 
BRIAN KANE 
Affiliate Health Care Ethics Faculty 
B A , Manhattan College, M.T S , Boston Umversrty; 
Ph D , Marquette Umversity 
CLAIR KAPLAN 
Affiliate Nurs1ng and Health Care EthiCS Faculty 
B.S , Metropolitan State College of Denver: B.S N., 
Reg1s Umvers1ty; B S , M.S.N , University of Colorado 
Health Sc1ences Center; M.H S., UmverSity of Denver 
MICHAEL A KEIRNS 
Assoc1ate Professor of Physical Therapy 
B.S I Umversity of M1ch1gan; M.A., Ph.D I Umvers1ty of 
Denver 
CATHERINE KEISER 
Aff11iale Nurs1ng Faculty 
B.S N., M.S.N , Un1versity of Phoen1x 
HEATHER KEMPSELL 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
BS.N., Regrs Umvers1ty 
SANDIE L. KERLAGON 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S , Umvers1ty of Colorado: M.S., Umvers1ty of 
Colorado Health Science Center 
CHERYL ANN KING 
Aff1liate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N , M.S N , Umvers1ty of Colorado Health Sc1ences 
Center 
THERESA KLAUSNER 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S , M S, The Sage Colleges 
LINDSIE R. KUNGMAN 
Affdrate Nursrng Faculty 
BS , UniVersity of Wyommg 
SHARON M. KONECNE 
Aff11iate Physrcal Therapy F acuity 
B.A , Houghton College, M.H.S., Unrvers1ty of Denver 
NANCY E KREGER 
Affihate Nursrng Faculty 
B.S.N , Mount Mercy College, M.S N , Texas Woman's 
Uo1vers1ty 
LAURA LAPORTA KRUM 
Ass1stant Professor of Phys1cal Therapy; Academrc 
Coordmator of Chmcal Educat1on. Chau 
BS , Unrvers1ty of Colorado M.S , University of Mram1, 
Ph 0. Texas Women's Unrversity 
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BARBARA KRUMBACH 
Aff1hate Health Care Ethics F acuity 
B.S.N, Mount Mary College, M.S N, UnNersrty of 
Colorado Health Sciences Center 
JOANNE KUEHN 
Aff1hate Nursmg Faculty 
B S N .. Royal College of Nursing 
CHRISTINA R. KUEHSTER 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B S N .• UniVersity of Northern Colorado 
DEBORAH KUPECZ 
Aff11iate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N .• State University of New York: M S N., Un1vers1ty 
of Texas: Ph.D., Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado 
DIANE M. KYNCL 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S., Metropolitan State College of Denver 
PATRICIA A. LADEWIG 
Professor of Nursing: Academ1c Dean, Rueckert· 
Hartman School for Health Professions 
B S., College of St Theresa. M.S.N , Catholic 
University, Ph D, University of Denver 
LAURIER. LAHR 
Affiliate Nursrng Faculty 
B.S N., M.S , Regis University 
LORRAINE Y LANDRY 
Aff11iate Health Care Eth1cs Faculty 
B.A., Trent University: MA. PhD , Univers1ty of Toronto 
GARY LAUSTSEN 
AsSOCJate Professor of Nursmg 
B.S N , Regis Uoiversrty; M.S.N I University of Northern 
Colorado: M S • Southern Oregon University, Ph.D , 
Un1vers1ty of Colorado Health Sc1ences Center 
CHARLOITE LEDONNE 
Affrliate Nursrng Faculty 
B.S N., Boston Unrvers1ty M.A., Adams State College 
M. KAREN LEDUC 
Clrntcal Ass1stant Professor of Nursrng 
B.S I Uruvers1ty of Colorado. M.S N., Regrs Univers1ty 
MAD LEE 
Affiliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.S , M P.T , Unrvers1ty of Evansville 
BETH LEIGHTON 
Alf1fiate Nursing Faculty 
B S N, University of New Hampsh1re, M.S N., 
University of Colorado 
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KATHLEEN RUTH LEJAMEYER 
Afftliate Nurstng Faculty 
B.S N., Washington State Umversity; M.S., Regis 
Untverstty 
CYNDI LEPLEY 
Affiliate Nurstng Faculty 
B.S N., Loretto Heights College; M.S.N., University of 
Colorado; M BA., Wichita State Untversity; Ph D., Texas 
Women's University 
MARY KELLY LIEKIS 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., Lewis University; M.S.N Regis University 
LAURA LISICKI 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N, M.S.N., Russell Sage College 
B. CLAIRE LOUGHRY 
Afftltate Nurstng Faculty 
B.A , Regts College; B.S.N., Untversity of Colorado, 
M S.N , Regis Universtty 
DENISE M. LOWERY 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S N, Regis University; M.S.N., University of Northern 
Colorado 
LISA LUMLEY 
Affiliate Nurstng Faculty 
B.S.N., Regis University; M.S.N . Fairfield University 
JENNIFER LUND 
Afftliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., Regts Universtty; M.P.H., Lorna Linda University 
LISA LUNDGREN 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.A , College of Wooster: B.S.N., Boston Untversity; 
M.S.N., Universtty of Illinois 
MICHAEL LYNN 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
BA, University of Alabama; M.S N, Vanderbilt 
University 
SUSAN B. MALOTI 
Affiliate Nurstng Faculty 
B.S.N., Wnght State University 
BARBARA MANOR 
Affil iate Health Servtces Administration and 
Management Faculty 
B.S., Southwestern Oklahoma State Umversity; M.A., 
Webster University 
DONALD MARSH 
Affiliate Health Care Ethtcs Faculty 
BA, Columbia Union College; M.Div., Andrews 
University; D. Min., Fuller Theologtcal Semtnary 
DEE MARTINEZ 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., Loretto Heights College, M.S.N., Untversity of 
Colorado 
CATHERINE A. MASCARENAS-DUDLEY 
Affiliate Nurstng Faculty 
BS.N., M.S., Regis Umverstty 
WENDY MATHEWSON 
Affiltate Phystcal Therapy Faculty 
B.S., Umversity of Wyoming; MS., Regis Untverstty 
SHARON MCAFEE 
Affiliate Nurstng Faculty 
B.S.N , University of Kansas 
BRIAN MCCAFFREY 
Affiliate Health Care Ethics Faculty 
B.A., Concordia College; M.Div., Luther Semtnary 
MELINDA MCCLEERY 
Affiliate Phystcal Therapy Faculty 
B S., Umverstty of Oklahoma, M.S., D.P.l, Regis 
University 
MAUREEN S. MCGUIRE 
Assistant Professor of Health Services Administration 
and Management 
B.S., Colorado Women's College; M.A., Central 
Michigan University 
MELANIE MCKEE-SMITH 
Affiliate Health Servtces Admtnistration and 
Management Faculty 
B.S.N., Gwynedd Mercy College; JD., Widener 
University School of Law 
PENNE MCPHERSON 
Affiliate Nurstng Faculty 
B.S N., Regis University 
ELIZABETH MEDINA 
Affiliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B A., Wayland Baptist University; M.A., Texas 
Technological Untversity; Ph 0., University of Colorado 
CHRISTOPHER D. MELLEY 
Affiliate Health Care Ethics Faculty 
B A., Maris! College, M A., Columbta Umverstty; Ph.D., 
Umversijat des Saarlandes 
LANETTE MEYER 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
2006-07 
B.S., Kansas State University; B.S.N., Regis Umverstty· 
M.S., Umverstty of Kansas 
RICHARD MILLER 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S N .. M.S .. Regis Universtty 
SUE A. MILLER 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N M S N , Regts Umversity 
WIDAMILLER 
Affiliate Nurstng Faculty 
B.S.N University of Akron 
NICOL4E ANDRE MIRANDA 
Afftliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.A., Bucknell University; M.P.T., Hahnemann University 
SHARON MOONEY 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., M B A., Umversity of North Caroltna-Chapel 
HilL Ph D, Umversity of Rochester 
MICHELE MORO 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N , Russell Sage College 
SHEILA MUCKLOW 
Afftltate Nurstng Faculty 
B.S N , M.S.N., Universtty of Phoenix 
MARGARET MULHALL 
Assistant Professor of Nursing 
B.S N , University of Kentucky; M S.N., University of 
Evansville 
PATRICIA MULLEN 
Asststant Professor of Nurstng 
B.S., M.S N., University of Northern Colorado 
NANCY MULLIGAN 
Academtc Coordinator of Cltmcal Education-Physical 
Therapy 
B.S., Texas A & M Untversity; B.S., Untversity of Texas; 
D.P.l, Regis University 
LYNN MARIE MURPHY-BAXTER 
Affiliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.S , Universtty of South Carolina; M.S., Widener 
University; D.P.l, Temple University 
LANETTE MYER 
Affiliate Nurstng Faculty 
BS N., Regis University; MS., Umverstty of Kansas 
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BARBARA A. NELSON 
Assistant Professor of Nursmg 
B.S . Umvers1ty of Colorado; M S N., Umvers1ty of 
Nevada. Las Vegas; Ed.D. (c), UniVersity of Northern 
Colorado 
ERIKA NELSON-WONG 
Affiliate Phys1cal Therapy Faculty 
B S. Colorado School of Mmes; M.S , Regis University 
MARY NEUMANN 
Aff11iate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N , Un1vers1ty of Mmnesota, M.S N. Umvers1ty of 
Colorado 
LAURA NIBERT 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
.., B.S.N Beth-El College of Nursing; M.S., Reg1s 
University 
KATHERINE NORTON 
Aff1llate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N., Umvers1ty of St. Thomas; M S.N • Umvers1ty of 
Phoem~ 
JON TIMOTHY NOTEBOOM 
Assoc1ate Professor of Physical Therapy 
B.S. Umvers1ty of North Dakota, M.S, Umvers1ty of 
Kentucky; Ph D., University of Colorado 
ELAINE O'BLENESS 
~ Affiliate Health Services Adm1n1strat1on and 
Management Faculty 
B.S .• Wich1ta State University; MBA. Umvers1ty of 
Texas 
PATRICIA O'CONNOR 
Aff11iate Nursing Faculty 
M.S.N • Umvers1ty of Phoem~ 
KATHLEEN S OMAN 
Affiliate Health Care Ethics Faculty 
B.S N. Wayne State University, M. A, PhD . Umversity 
of Colorado Health Sciences Center 
DENNIS D. ONDREJKA 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S., M.S, Umvers1ty of W1sconsm-Mad1son, Ph D .• 
Umvers1ty of Denver 
SUZANNE ORAHOOD 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
BA. M.S N., Umvers1ty of Colorado 
ROBERT LEE PAGE 
Aff11iate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.S , Furman Un1versity; B.S. PharmD , Medical 
University of South Carolina 
JODYPANIAN 
Aff11iate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N , Reg1s Umvers1ty, M.S N , UmverSity of Phoenl( 
PAUL H PANICO 
Aff11iate Hearth Serv1ces Admi11stration and 
Management Faculty 
B.A, M.BA.. Umversrty of Delaware; PhD , Colorado 
State Unrvers1ty 
CONNIE PARDEE 
Assistant Professor of Nursmr; 
B S N. Nazareth College; M.S.N , Grand Valley State 
Unrversrty 
DENISE PARDEE 
Aff1hate Health Services Adminrstra!lon and 
Management Faculty 
B.S., Metropolitan State College of Denver, M.S.HA, 
Unrvers1ty of Colorado at Denver 
LINDA PEARSON 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N , M.S.N Umvers1ty of Washmgton; D.N.S, 
Umvers1ty of Tennessee 
KATHY M PEETERS 
Affiliate Health Serv1ces AdmmtStration and 
Management Faculty 
B.S , RegJs College, M.B.A , Reg~s Universrty 
KAREN S. PENNINGTON 
Ass1stant Professor of Nursmg 
B.S N .. Umvers1ty of lllmo1s; M.S . PhD, University of 
Colorado Health Sc1ences Center 
BARB PETERMAN 
Afftliate Nursmg Faculty 
B S N , Umvers1ty of Iowa 
MARSHA H PHILliPS 
Aff11iate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N , M.S N , Regis Univers1ty 
DAN PINTO 
Affiliate Phys1cal Therapy Faculty 
B S , Touro College 
DEBORAH POLING 
Ass1stant Professor of Nursmg 
B.S N , Purdue Un1vers1ty M.S.N , lnd1ana Umversity 
RALPH POLLOCK 
Affiliate Health Servtces AdmiOIStration and 
Management Faculty 
B.A , B S, Ohto State UnrverSity; M PH University of 
North Caronna 
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KRISTA PORTER 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B S.N , UnNerstty of Vennont 
MAURIE POTIS 
Aff11iate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N., M.S N., Regrs Umversrty 
JUUE·M. POWELL 
Aff11iate Nursmg Faculty 
B A., Univers1ty of Colorado; B.S.N , Regts Umvers1ty 
FRANCES NOBLE PRICE 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N., Maryv11ie College; M.S.N , Un1vers1ty of 
Colorado 
MARY PROKSCH 
Assoc1ate Professor of Nursing 
B.S.N, Viterbo College; M.S N .. Winona State 
Umvers1ty; Ed D , Umvers1ty of St. Thomas 
JENNIFER LYNN PROPST 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N , Un1vers1ty of Rochester, M.S , Umvers1ty of 
Colorado Health Sc1ences Center 
DEBRA QUACKENBUSH 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N. William Jewell College, M.S, Regts Umvers1ty 
WARREN K RACHELE 
Affiliate Health Services Admmistralton and 
Management F acuity 
B.S., Reg1s Umvers1ty 
KERRI J REID 
Affiliate Nursmg F acuity 
B S., Arizona State UniverSity; M.S.N , Unrvers1ty of 
Colorado Health Sciences Center 
DIANE REINHARD 
Aff11iate Nursmg Faculty 
B S N., M.B A., Un1versity of Phoen1( 
DESRA REWERTS 
Affu1ate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N, UnrverSity of Northern Colorado, M.S.N., 
Unrversrty of PhoeOJ( 
JUUA L. REYNOLDS 
Afftliate Nursmg Faculty 
B S N , Duquesne Umvers1ty; M.S, St Franc1s 
Unrvers1ty 
AMY RICHARDSON 
Aff1hate Health Servtces Admimstrat1on and 
Management Faculty 
B S., Regrs Unrvers1ty 
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MARGARET RILEY 
Affilrate Nursmg F acuity 
B.S.N., M.S.N., Regrs University 
MARYEllEN A RILEY 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S , Towson State Umversity; B.S.N., University of 
Maryland; M.S.N., University of Colorado 
KEllY RINKER 
Affiliate Health Services Adminrstration and 
Management Faculty 
B S , UniversitY of Phoenix 
M. ERIC RODGERS 
Affrliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N , University of Colorado; M.H A., Webster 
University, M.S.N, Regis University; Ph.D., University 
of Northern Colorado 
MERLENEJ RODGERS 
Affilrate Health Services Administration and 
Management Faculty 
B.S , Regis Universrty 
lUCillE CAPO ROME 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., Duquesne University; M.S.N University of 
Pennsylvania 
THERESA ROTH 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., The Ohro State University; M B.A., Ashland 
University; Ph D, Capella Umversity 
JEANINE RUNDQUIST 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N , North Dakota State Universrty; M.S.N., 
Umversity of Phoenix 
REBECCA RUSHING 
Affilrate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N., University of Nebraska Medical Center 
JUDY K. RUSSEl 
Affrliate Nursing Faculty 
B S N., Umversity of Phoenrx; M.S.N., Regis Umversity 
MICHELE RYAN 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., Beth-El College of Nursing and Health Sciences 
lAURA A. SAGE 
Affiliate Physrcal Therapy Faculty 




Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N. University of Colorado Health Scrences Center 
MARIANE SHERMAN 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
2006-07 
B.S N .• University of Phoenix; M.S., University of 
Colorado 
MARY AliCE SAWAYA 
Assistant Professor of Nursmg 
B.S., South Dakota State University; M.S .• University of 
Portland 
AMY SIMMONS 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.A .• Gordon College; M.S N., MGH Institute of Health 
Professrons 
AlliSON SCHATZ 
Affiliate Physrcal Therapy Faculty 
B.S .• Unrversrty of Puget Sound; M.S., D.P.T, Regis 
Unrversrty 
SUSAN A SCHERER 
Assocrate Professor of Physical Therapy 
B.S .• University of Maryland: M.A., University of 
Phoenrx. Ph D • Umversity of Colorado 
CANDICE J SCHOENEBERGER 
Associate Professor of Nursing 
B S • University of Connecticut; M.S., Ph.D., University 
of Colorado 
ANN SCHOMBURG 
Affiliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.S .• M.S .• University of Colorado: Ph.D .. Umversrty of 
Denver 
NICOllE SCHRAEDER 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N • University of Colorado Health Scrences Center 
JANE SCHURTER 
Affiliate Physrcal Therapy Faculty 
B S., M.S.PT Unrversity of Texas Medrcal Branch 
SUSAN J SCHWENZ 
Affiliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.S.; Unrversity of Maryland; M.S .• University of 
Colorado; Ph.D., University of Minnesota 
SUSAN SCIACCA 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.A .• Rutgers University; B.S N .• Regrs University 
TERRA SHARP 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S., Metropolitan State College of Denver 
DEBBIE BROWN SHAW 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N .• Regis Unrversity 
DEBORAH SHELTON 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N., Regis University 
CHERYl ANN SlAGLE 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
BS.N • East Tennessee State University 
BRITT SMITH 
Affil1ate Physrcal Therapy Faculty 
B.S. Northern Arizona Umversrty, M.S., Samuel Merritt 
College 
CHRISTY SMITH 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S N. M.S.N., East Tennessee State University 
KATHERINE DUCHEN SMITH 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.A .• University of Iowa; B.S N • Cornell University; 
M S , Colorado State University 
MARCIA SMITH 
Associate Professor of Physical Therapy 
B S., Ph D. Umversity of Colorado; M.S., Umversity of 
Southern California 
TODD SMITH 
Affiliate Physrcal Therapy Faculty 
B.S., Colorado State University; M.S .• Regrs University 
KATIE SNEll 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S C.N • University of Central England 
HEATHER C. SOISTMANN 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N , Loyola University of Chicago 
CHRISTINE A. SORENSEN 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S.N • loretto Herghts College; M S.N., Regis 
University 
CHARLOTTE SPADE 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B S., University of Northern Colorado; M.S., Umversity 
of Colorado Health Scrences Center 
PATRICIA STAPLES 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N., Regis Unrversity 
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JEANNE VENHAUS STEIN 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B S.N , SL Louis Umversity; M.S.N., Southern lllinors 
University 
MICHELLE STEINWAND 
Aff11iate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N., Universi ty of North Dakota. M.S., University of 
Colorado Health Sciences Center 
PAMELLA STOECKEL 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
BS.N , Texas Woman's Un1versrty, M.S.N, Unrversrty of 
Colorado Health Sciences Center; Ph D., Colorado State 
Unrversrty 
LISE STOllE 
Affrliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
M.P.T, Wichita State Unrversrty; D.Sc. Rocky Mountarn 
Universrty 
AMY STONE 
Affiliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.S., Miami Universrty; M.S, D P.T., Regrs Universrty 
TAMARA STRUESSEL 
Affiliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.S, Umversrty of Prttsburgh; M S , Rocky Mountarn 
University 
LOUISE SUIT 
Assistant Professor of Nursrng 
B.S.N , Ohro State Unrversrty; M.S.N, Wayne State 
University; Ed.D., Memphrs State Unrversrty 
MARY PAT SZUTENBACH 
Assistant Professor of Nursrng 
BS N, Marycrest College; M.S.N., Incarnate Word 
College 
HELEN TACKITT 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
BS.N., University of San Francrsco 
TANYA TANNER 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N , Westminster College; M.S, Umversity of Utah 
MARY TAYLOR 
Affiliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.A., Northern Anzona Universrty; M.S., D.P.T., Regrs 
University 
CATHERINE ANNE THACH 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S., University of Arizona. B S.N , University of 
Northern Colorado, M.S.N , Umversity of Colorado 
Health Scrences Center 
JACKI THOMAS 
Affiliate Phys1cal Therapy Faculty 
B.A , Pennsylvanra State Unrversrty; M.S , Regts 
University 
KATHERINE THOMAS 
Aftaliate Physical Therapy and Health Care Ethics 
Faculty 
B.A , University of Colorado, M S , Regis Universaty 
SHELENE THOMAS 
Affiliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B.A, Umversaty of Denver, D.P.T. Creighton Umversity 
DONNEAN THRALL 
Affrlrate Nursang Faculty 
BS. State Universaty of New York at Cortland; BS.N, 
Umversrty of Colorado 
CAROL ANN TOLBERT 
Affiliate Health Servaces Admrnastration and 
Management Faculty 
BB.A., Baylor Universrty; M.S , University of Houston, 
M H R .• Universrty of Oklahoma 
BARBARA A. TSCHOEPE 
Assocrate Professor of Physrcal Therapy; Darector, 
Department of Phys1cal Therapy 
B.S., Texas Woman's Unrversrty, Ph.D . Un1versrty of 
Colorado 
ANN TURNER 
Affdiate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., lndrana Universaty; M S N .• Unrversaty of Texas 
mNE H. TWINAM 
Affrliate Health Serv1ces Administrataon and 
Management Faculty 
BA , Regis Uruversaty, MS. Tulane University 
CHARLENE M URBANCIC 
Affiliate Physrcal Therapy Faculty 
BS., lndrana Unrversaty Indianapolis 
WILLIAM R. VAN OUSEN, JR. 
Affrliate Health Care Ethacs Faculty 
BA , M.A , Unrversaty of Colorado; J.D , Umversrty of 
Denver 
VANESSA VALENTINE-WERTHAN 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N , Unrversaty of Colorado 
SCOTT VANDAWALKER 
Affaliate Nursrng Faculty 
B S N , M S.N , Regrs University 
2006-07 
GITA VARAGOOR 
Assocaate Professor. Dr rector, Department of Distance 
Learnmg 
B A , M.A., Delhi Umversaty; M.A , The Claremont 
Graduate School, Ed D , Unrversaty of Houston 
ELIZABETH VARGA 
Affrliate Nurs1ng Faculty 
BS.N , Universlty of Arizona: M.S.N, Universtty of Wyornrng 
KAY VAUGHN 
Affrhate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., Universaty of Texas. Arhngton: M.S., Texas 
Women's Universrty 
MARGARET VER~ON 
Affrhate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N, Metropotitan State College of Denver: MA., 
Umversrty of No1hern Colorado 
DEBORAH VOGL 
Affaliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N., Montana State Unrversity, M.S.N, Unrversrty of 
Texas 
SCOTT M. WACKER 
Affrliate Physacal Therapy Faculty 
B S , D P.T., Regrs Unrversaty 
JAIMYWAHAB 
Affiliate Physrcal Therapy Faculty 
B S., Californra State Polytechnic Umversrty; M.S., 
D.P.T., Reg~s Unrversrty 
ROBERTS. WAINNER 
Aff1hate Physical Therapy F acuity 
BS , Umversrty of Texas Medical Branch, M S , 
Umversrty of Kentucky; Ph D, Unrversrty of Prttsburgh 
AMY WALLACE 
Affahate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N , M.S.N , Unrversaty of Colorado 
PHILIP WASHKO 
Affiliate Health Serv1ces Admrnastratron and 
Management Faculty 
B A, Cahfornaa State Unrversrty; MBA, M.S H A., 
Umversrty of Co or ado at Denver 
CAROL J. (SHARKEY) WEBER 
Professor of Nursmg 
B.S N .• Loretto Heights College; M.S.N. Unrversrty of 
Nebraska Medrcal Center; Ph.D., Case Western Reserve 
Unrversaty 
LAURA WEISS 
Aff11iate Nursrng Faculty 
BS N .• Loretto Heaghts College; M.H.S, University of 
Denver 
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LISA H. WELCH 
Affrliate Nursing Faculty 
B S.N • State University of New York at Buffalo; M.S.N., 
University of Colorado 
DEBBIE WELLE-POWELL 
Affiliate Health Services Administration and 
Management Faculty 
B A., Moorhead State University; M.P.A., University of 
Colorado 
RICHARD TODD WELTER 
Affiliate Health Services Admimstration and 
Management Faculty 
B.A . Fort lewis College 
KATHLEEN S. WHALEN 
Assrstant Professor of Nursing 
B.S.N. Northwestern State Umversity; M N., loursiana 
State University 
JOANNE l. WHIPPLE 
Affrliate Physical Therapy Faculty 
B S • Umversity of Connecticut 
BARBARA J. WHITE 
Professor of Nursing 
B.S N • Universrty of lllinors; M.S., Umversity of 
Colorado. Ed D., Umversity of Northern Colorado 
JULIE WHITMAN 
Assistant Professor of Physrcal Therapy 
B S • United States Arr Force Academy; M.P.T., D Sc., 
Baylor University 
GALLEN WIESE 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N • Metropolitan State College of Denver· M S.N., 
University of Phoenix 
MARGARET WIGTON 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N • Goshen College; M.S.N., Universrty of Phoenix 
MARSHA WILLIAMS 
Affrliate Health Servrces Administration and 
Management Faculty 
B S .• Kent State University M.D., Northeastern Ohio 
Umversrties College of Medicme 
SUSAN WILLIS 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B SW., North Carolina State Universrty, B S N , Georgia 
State University 
LYNN C. WIMETT 
Associate Professor of Nursing 
B S N .• M.S., University of Maryland, Ed D., University 
of Missouri 
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CANDACE l WINGROVE 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S N., Umversity of Nebraska. M.S., Unrversity of 
Colorado 
PATRICIA A. WINKLER 
Assrstant Professor of Physical Therapy 
B.S .• University of Michrgan; M.S., Unrversity of 
Houston; D.Sc., Rocky Mountam University 
JULIANA WISHER 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S.N • M.S.N .• Indiana University; Ph D .• The Union 
Institute 
CATHERINE WIIT 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S.N., Umversity of Northern Colorado; M.S .• 
University of Colorado Health Scrences Center 
WILLIAM E. YEAGLEY 
Affrhate Health Services Administration and 
Management Faculty 
B A .• Malone College; M.B A., Ohio University; 
M.S.H A • University of Colorado 
CAROLYN E. YELTON 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B.S .• Universrty of Northern Colorado M.S. Umversrty 
of Colorado 
SUSAN YOUNG 
Affiliate Health Services Administration and 
Management Faculty 
B.S., M.S., Regis Universrty 
LISA ZENON I 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 
B.S N • Universrty of New Mexico; M.S.N Regis 
Umversrty 
INGRID ZITO 
Affiliate Nursing Faculty 
B S • B S N • Emory Universrty; M.S., Regis University 
DEBRA ZUPANCIC 
Affiliate Nursmg Faculty 






M S .• Ohio University; Ph.D. University of Colorado at 
Boulder 
KAWEEDA ADAMS 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Universrty of New Orleans; M Ed. Unrversrty of 
Nevada, Las Vegas 
LAITINA ADAMS 
Graduate F acuity 
B.S • Columbia College; M.S., Regrs Unrversrty 
MARVIN ADAMS 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , Cameron Umversrty M.A • University of 
Oklahoma; M.P.A., University of Colorado 
REGINA ADAMS 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. Cheyney University of Pennsylvama; M.P.A., 
Golden Gate Umversity 
DAVID ADU-BOATENG 
Graduate Faculty 
MS., University of Maryland: M.S, Bentley College 
LOUISE ALDERSON 
Graduate Faculty 




B S., M.A., John F. Kennedt University 
PAUL K. ALEXANDER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Williams College; M.A , University of Colorado; 
D.Phrl , Unron Institute 
ABDELMUHDIA. AUARRAH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A .• MA. Yarmouk Unive•srty; M.A • California State 
Universrty; Ph.D., Colorado State University 
REBECCA ALLEN 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
MEd • Regis University 
WILLIAM G AllEN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A., University of Northern Colorado 
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(~ MARGO ALLENBACH MICHAEL E AVINA 
JUDITH BARROW 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty Graduate F acuity Undergraduate Teacher Educalion 
M A .• Lesley College B A , M A , UniVersity of Califorma. Los Angeles Ph D • University of Maryland 
ERICA ALLGOOD ANN B. AXELROD KURT BARTLEY 
Undergraduate Faculty Graduate Faculty Graduate Faculty 
BA, Umvers1ty of Pittsburgh; MA, Kent State Umvers1ty B S., Purdue Unrvers1ty; M Ed, JD , University of B.S., Purdue Un1vers1ty, MA, Loyola Umvers1ty, 
Hawau Chicago, M A., Reg1s Umvers1ty 
ASHRAF A. ALY 
Undergraduate Faculty STEVEN BABBITI ANDREA J BASANTE-ASSILA 
B.S. Cairo Un1vers1ty; M.S. Univers1ty of Colorado Undergraduate Teacher Education faculty Graduate Teacher Educalion Faculty 
M Ed , Un1Vers1ty of Wisconsin M.A., University of Colorado 
ROBIN N. AMADEI 
[ 
Undergraduate Faculty MARCUS A BAILEY VALERIE BASS 
BA. Umvers1ty of Massachusetts. J D., Umvers1ty of Graduate Faculty Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Seattle School of Law B.S. Umvers1ty of Houston, M.S , Univers1ty of B.A., Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado; M.S , Cre1ghton 
Northern Colorado; M.BA, Regis Umvers1ty University • 
ABRAHAM AMAYA 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty DONNA R. BAIOCCD DWIGHT BAUMAN 
B A., California State University Psy D , Ryokan College Graduate F acuity Teacher Education Faculty 
I B S, UniVersity of M1ssoun, M.A., St. Bonaventure M.A., Central M1ch1gan Umvers1ty JAMES B. ANDERSON Umvers1ty M.S.W, Unrvers1ty of Denver 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty GREGORY BEASLEY 
I 
B.A., University of California-Santa Barbara, MA, CATHARYN A. BAIRD Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
University of Colorado, M.A., Ph D, Claremont Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty B.A., M A , MBA .. Umvers1ty of Phoen1x 
Graduate School BA , MA, Pac1flc Lutheran University; JD., Umvers1ty 
of Puget Sound JEAN L. BEAUDONNET 
~ 
VICTORIA ANDERSON Graduate F acuity 
Teacher Educalion Faculty JONI E. BAIRD M.S., Purdue Univers1ty 
M.A , University of Northern Colorado Graduate Faculty 
B.S , M S .• Reg1s Umvers1ty HEATHER BECK 
DONALD E. ARCHER Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty DENNIS E. BAKER Ph.D, Umvers1ty of Denver 
B A., Columbia College; M B A .• Umvers1ty of Northern Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
Colorado; M S , University of Denver B.S , Oklahoma Chnstlan University of Sc1ence and HAYDEN BEHNKE 
Arts, JD , Oklahoma C1ty Umvers1ty Graduate Faculty 
LAWRENCE ARILLO B.A ., Vanderbilt Un1vers1ty MJM , Umvers1ty of Denver 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty GLENN BALANOFF 
B.A .. Montclair State Umvers1ty; M.BA, Unrvers1ty of Graduate Faculty PHILIP H BEHNKE 
Phoemx B S , Eastern lllmo1s Umvers1ty, M.S., RegJs Unrvers1ty Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Univers1ty of Iowa, M.B.A , Umvers1ty of Denver 
LAUREN ARNOLD MINGA J BANKS 
Graduate Faculty Undergraduate F acuity ZENAT SHARIFF BELKIN 
B.A., Dartmouth College; M A., Johns Hopkms E.E , B S , M.S., Umvers1ty of Louisville Graduate Faculty 
University, M.BA, Umvers1ty of Pennsylvania BA, Colorado Women's College; M.A., Monterey 
CHERYL BANN lnst1tute of lnternalional Stud1es 
AU ASGARI Graduate Faculty 
Graduate Faculty B A , B S., Umversity of Mmnesota M B A , Untversity ARTHUR SELLEN 
M B A., Umversity of Phoenix of St. Thomas Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., M.S, Unrvers1ty of Nevada 
PATRICIA ATWELL WAHAB BAOUCHI 
Teacher Education Faculty Undergraduate F acuity PETER BEMSKI 
MA. University of Northern Colorado B.S , Umversity of Colorado; M S., Unrvers1ty of Denver Graduate F acuity 
B A., Umvers1ty of Colorado. MA, Boston College; 
W LESLIE AVERY 'UDY A BARNETT Ph D , Umvers1ty of Colorado 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty Graduate Teacher Educa!Jon F acuity 
B.A .• Univers1ty of Toronto: M.D1v . Th M, ViCtona M A , Unrvers1ty of Colorado LARRY BENDER 
University; B.Ph., Umvers1ty of St. Andrews, Ph.D Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
Umvers1ty of Glasgow B.A., Northern IUinois Unrvers1ty. M PA , Dayton Umversrty 
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STEVEN B. BENNETT 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Drury College; M.A., Duquesne University; Ph.D., 
University of Dallas 
GREGORY J. BENZMILLER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., St Johns University; M.B.A., Regis University 
BERNADETTE BERGER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Colorado State University; M.S., Regis University 
NATALIE S. BERGER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., M.Ed., PhD, University of Pittsburgh 
STEVEN D. BERKSHIRE 
Assoc1ate Dean-SPS Graduate, Graduate Faculty 
B.A., University of Colorado; M.H.A., Indiana University 
School of Medicine; Ed.D, Boston University 
RICHARD I BERMAN 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Long Island University; M.S.W., Hunter College-
CUNY; M.A., Kent State University; Ph.D., University of 
Denver 
RICHARD H. BERRYMAN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, M S , University of Colorado 
CHRISTINE BEST 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M Ed .. Colorado State Un1vers1ty 
JOAN T. BIHUN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , Umversity of Michigan; M.A., Ph.D., Wayne State 
University 
MICHELLE BILLS 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M Ed , Umversity of Colorado 
DOLORES BILO 
Graduate Faculty 
B S , West Chester Umversity of Pennsylvania; B.M, 
M.B.A .• Villanova University 
THOMAS L BINNINGS 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Colorado College; M.B.A., Dartmouth College 
MICHAEL BIRD 
Undergraduate Faculty 




B.A., University of Colorado; M.S., Regis Umversity 
SHELLI A. BISCHOFF 
Graduate and Undergraduate F acuity 
B.A., M.A., Umversity of Colorado 
SARABETH BJORNDAHL 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , Metropolitan State College of Denver; M.A., 
University of Northern Colorado 
BRADLEY BLAKE 
Graduate Faculty 
B S , Colorado State University; M.S , Regis University 
RICHARD L BLUMENTHAL 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , Lock Haven University; M.S , Rutgers University; 
Ph.D., University of Colorado 
EDWARD R. BOCK 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Marquette University; M.A., University of Denver 
SHERRIE BODENSTAB 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., University of Nevada, Reno; MEd., University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas 
SONIA F. BOGUMILL 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Santa Clara University; MS., Ph.D, Pacifica 
Graduate Institute 
KEVIN J. BOGUSCH 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Umvers1ty of Central Florida; M.S., Regis 
Umvers1ty 
JOHN W. BOIS 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Wh1tworth College; M.A., University of Washington 
JAMES G. BOLICK 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., Colorado College, M.A., Colorado State University 
BRIAN W BOLLACKER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Franklin and Marshall College; M.B.A., University 
of Colorado 
TED J BORN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A., Northwestern Umversity; M.S., Ph.D., 




B.A., Carleton College; M.A., University of Ch1cago; 
Ph. D., Umversity of Denver 
JESUS G BORREGO 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S, California State University; M.S., Loyola 
Marymount University 
THOMAS W BOUCHER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., M.S , M1ch1gan State Umversity 
GEORGE BOUTIN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A., University of Califorma·R1vers1de: M.B.A, 
George Washmgton Um\ersity 
BRIAN BOWLES 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A .. University of Northern Colorado 
CHARLES F. BOWLES 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.B.A. Pacific Lutheran Umversity 
ROBERT G. BOWLES 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , M.B.A., Reg~s Umversity 
FAITH BOWMAN 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A., Umvers1ty of Colorado 
SANDRA HUGHES BOYD 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , Colorado College; M.LS., University of Minnesota 
CONNIE BOYER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., University of Colorado at Denver; M.A., University 
of Colorado at Boulder 
KRIS M. BRADLEY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., M.S, Umversity of Colorado 
KRISTINE M. BRANDS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., University of Rochester; M.B A. , Emory Umversity 
MATJAZ BREN 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., University of Minnesota; M.A., Amencan 
Graduate School of International Management 
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I TODD BRffi 
Graduate Faculty 
M.S, Regis University 
I LESLIE BREZINA 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Umversity of Denver, M.B.A., Reg1s Umvers1ty 
GERALDINE BREZINSKI 
Undergraduate Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
M.Ed., Colorado State Un1vers1ty 
SHERYL BRICKNER 
Graduate F acuity 
B A., Colorado Woman s College. M.A., Univers1ty of 
Northern Colorado; Ph.D , Trimly Theological Semmary 
MARIA CHRISTINA BRIDENBAUGH 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Holy Names College; M.A , Oh10 University; M S, 
Wright State Un1versity 
JOHN BROCK JR. 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., U.S. Ali Force Academy; M.B.A., Umvers1ty of 
Southern California: M.A., Ph D .. Cornell Univers1ty 
DON BRODIE 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A.. Ph D., Umvers1ty of Pittsburgh 
CHARLES BROWN 
Graduate Teacher EducatiOn 
Ed D, University of Missouri-Columbia, Ed S . Central 
M1ssoun State University 
CLAIRE l. BROWN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Umvers1ty of Colorado at Boufder, M.A, 
Umversity of Colorado at Denver, Ph D., Un1vers1ty of 
Denver 
JEFFREY A. BROWN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Colorado Chnstian University; M.S , Regts 
University 
KEN BROWN 
Teacher Education Faculty 
Ed D, Texas Southern Un1versity 
LINDA BRUCE 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ed D, The F1elding Graduate lnst1tute 
CYNTHIA BRUNTZ 
Undergraduate Teacher Education F acuity 
M.A., Grand Canyon Umvers1ty 
JAMES E. BRUNELLE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , lnd1ana University; M.S.M , RegtS Umverst!y 
PATRICIA BRUNELLE 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
B.S , lnd1ana Umvers1ty, M A , Un1verstty of Northern 
Colorado 
TIMOTHY BUCHANAN 
Graduate F acuity 
B.S, Colorado Chnstian Universt!y, M B.A., Reg~s 
Umvers1ty 
MARJORIE BUCHOLZ 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BA., Concordia College: M.S. Colorado State 
Umvers1ty 
DARIN BUCHTEL 
Graduate f acuity 
B.S , Regts Univers1ty; M.B.A., Umvers1ty of Denver 
JOAN l. BUCKLEY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Webster University, M.S., University of Utah: 
Ed D, Columbia University 
JO~N E BUHLER 
Undergraduate faculty 
B A , Regis Umverstly; JD., Georgetown University 
LESTER l. BUNDY 
Undergraduate F acuity 
BJA., University of Denver; M.A., Ed D, Untverstty of 
Northern Colorado 
DAVID D. BURGESS 
Undergraduate Faculty 
A B., Obertin College, M.S.W. Umvers1ty of Denve? 
TIMOTHY A. BURKE 
Graduate faculty 
B.S, M.S, Umvers1ty of P1ttsburgh; M.B.A., Umvers1ty 
of Colorado at Boulder 
ROY BURLEY 
Graduate Teacher Education faculty 
M A , Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado 
NAN WALLER BURNffi 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B. A , M A , Reg~s U mvers1ty 
EUSE M BURTON 
Graduate F acuity 
B.A , Barnard College, J D, University of Virg~ma 
MICHAEL W. BUSCH 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , M.S. Reg~s Umvers1ty 
HEINZ BUSCHANG 
Graduate F acuity 
2006-07 
B A., M.B.A., Unrvers1ty of Colorado. Ph D, Colorado 
State Umversity 
DON C. BUSH, JR 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BS , M.l.A , Southern Method1st Umvers1ty; MBA 
Northern Arizona Umvers1ty 
DON W BUSH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Southern Oregon State College: B S, Anzona 
State Umversity; M B A., Northern Arizona Umvers1ty 
RICHARD H BUSH 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S, U.S Air Force Academy, M.B A., Harvard 
Un1vers1ty; M A , University of Cahforma. Los Angeles 
GREGORY W BUTLER 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S , University of Wyoming, M.S , lesley College; 
Ph D., Utah State UniVersity 
JEANffiE CALKINS 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Northeastern State University; M.A , Un1vers1ty of 
Tulsa 
MARY WILSON CALLAHAN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Stanford Umverstty; M B A., Babson College, 
Ph D., Univers1ty of Georgta-Athens 
CHRIS CALVIN 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph.D, Texas A&M Unrvers1ty 
MICHAEL CAMEUO 
Teacher Educatton Faculty 
B.A., M A , Fort Hayes State Umvers1ty; Ed D, 
Unrverstty of Kansas 
BmYJ. CANNON 
Graduate Faculty 
Ph D , Co!umbta Pactfic Umvers1ty 
JAMES F CAPUTO 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A M.A , Adams State College 
JOSEPH l CARBONE 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S, M.B.A, fa1rteigh Dtckmson University 
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WENDY CARLSEN 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M S., Northwestern University 
TERRY CARLYLE 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Regis Umvers1ty, M S., Chapman College 
PETER CAROLE 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, Westminster Ch01r College, M S., Ph D, Nova 
Southeastern Umversity 
JOHN CARTER JR. 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , Washington State Umversity; M.A., Pepperdine 
University; Ph.D., University of Oklahoma 
NANCY CARTER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Mount Holyoke College; M.S Regis University 
TONY CASE 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., M S, Reg~s Umversity 
DEBORAH CATIIN 
Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph D., Umon lnst1Me 
JOHN CATIIN 
Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A., Reg1s University 
TOM CAVANAGH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Carroll College; M.S. Reg~s University; Ph D., 
Colorado State Umversity 
PATRICK CERCHIO 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , M B A., Fairle1gh Dickmson Umvers1ty 
LINDA CHAMPNEY 
Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph D., Umversity of Colorado 
DOMINGO CHANG 
Graduate Faculty 
BA, Florida International University; M.S., Regis 
Umversity 
JOSE (PEPE) CHARLES 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
I.E., Universidad Anahuac; M.B.A., London Graduate 




B.A., Western Michigan University; M.SW, Umversity 
of Denver 
MEI·YU CHEN 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., M.B.A , Regis University 
ESSREA CHERIN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., State University of New York at Albany; M.A., 
Umvers1ty of Denver 
PERl CHICKERING 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Antioch Umversity; M A., Ph.D., Fielding Institute 
BEVERLY A. CHICO 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., Boston College; M.A .• The Johns Hopkins 
University; D.F.A .• Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado 
LEONORA CHRISTOPHER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Loretto Heights College; MEd • Tulane Umvers1ty; 
MJA., Naropa University 
DOUGLAS CISNEROS 
Graduate Faculty 
B S • Metropolitan State College of Denver; M.B.A , 
Reg~s University 
JANET CLARK 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A., Umvers1ty of Colorado 
PATRICK C. CLAYTON 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Rider University; M.B.A., Regis University 
SANDRA K. CLAYTON 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S . M.S., Kansas State University 
MARK R. CLEMENTS 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A .• Central Connecticut State University; M.A .• 
University of Phoenix 
SAM CLOVIS 
Graduate Faculty 




B.A., University of Texas; J.D., Texas Technology School 
of Law 
JAMES D. COCKCROFT 
Graduate Faculty 
2 006 -07 
B.A , Cornell University; M.A , Ph D., Stanford 
University 
LANA G. COFFMAN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Colorado College; M.S., M.B.A., University of 
California 
RICHARD K. COLEMAN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S, US. Air Force Academy; M.B.A., Golden Gate 
Univers1ty 
RICHARD L. COLEMAN 
Graduate Faculty 
B S., Worcester Polytechnic Institute; M.S .. Reg1s 
Umvers1ty 
ROBERT D. COLLINS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., M.S, Fort Hays State Umvers1ty; Ed D., University 
of Kansas 
ROBERT M COLLINS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S. Park College, M.A., Webster Umvers1ty 
VALERIE A. COLLINS 
Graduate Faculty 
B A., Reg1s University; M B.A.. University of Phoenix 
JANET A. COLVIN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, MA, California State University-Northridge 
SAMUELS. CONN 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S., University of Phoenix; M.S., Regis University 
JOAN L. CONNERS 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A., Marquette University 
KAREN A. COOLEY 
Undergraduate and Teacher Education Faculty 




B.S , Metropolitan State College of Denver; M.A., Regis 
Umversity 
STEPHANIE M. COOK 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Loyola University at Chicago; M S., Regis 
University 
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- 1 ARTHUR COOPER 
1 Undergraduate Faculty 
B S .. M.A., Colorado Christian Unrvers1ty 
I BENJAMIN COOPER 
' Graduate Faculty 
B S., Colorado State University; M A., Umvers1ty of 
Denver: Ph.D., U.S. International University 
JOHN D COOPER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A I Rutgers Umvers1ty; M B.A., Indiana Un1vers1ty; 
Ph.D , M1ch1gan State University 
AHMET CORAPCIOGLU 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Turk1sh Naval Academy: M.S., Umted States 
Naval Post Graduate School, California 
KAREN CORDOVA 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., University of Northern Colorado, M.A , Kansas 
State Umversity 
DENISE A. COPE 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Ohio University: MJM , School for International 
Training 
DANA COTHAM 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., JD., University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
BLENDA L. CRAWFORD 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S B.A. Regis University; M B.A., Ph D, Umvers1ty of 
Denver 
MICHAEL L. CROSWELL 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BS, Lynchburg College, M.S., Colorado State Umvers1ty 
DAVID CROWELL 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., University of Toledo; M.S , Columbia Unrvers1ty 
DENNIS CRUMB 
Graduate Faculty 
B S., Californ1a Polytechnic State Umversrty, M B.A. 
Reg~s Umvers1ty 
S. TANGINIKA CUASURD-BLUMENTHAL 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA .• M.B.A., International Amencan Umvers1ty 
STAFFORD CUFFE 
Graduate Faculty 
I BH , C1ty College of New York: M.S , Central MiChigan Unrversity; Ph D, Walden Umvers1ty 
GERALD D'ANTONIO 
Graduate Faculty 
B S , Regis Un1vers1ty; M.S • Umvers1ty of Denver 
BARBARA M. DALBERG 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S, M.A. Unrvers1ty of Colorado at Boulder; Ph.D, 
Columb1a Pac1flc Un1versity 
DAVID G DALBOW 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Ph.D, Umversity of Oklahoma 
MATTHEW T. DALY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. Cre1ghton University, M.B.A., Regis Umversity 
JOSEPH P. DANECKI 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , Marquette University; B.S., M.B.A., Reg~s 
University 
ELDEN DANIEL 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ed D., Nova Southeastern Umvers1ty 
LEON DANIEL. JR. 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S • California State Polytechmc Univers1ty; M B A , 
Ph D., Umvers1ty of La Verne 
PHILIP J. DARCY 
Graduate Faculty 




Teacher Educabon Faculty 
Ph D • Umversity of Northern Colorado 
RITA A. DAVIDSOFER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA Clarke College, M.A., Un1vers1ty of Northern 
Colorado 
M. SUSAN DAVIES 
Teacher Educat1on faculty 
B.S, Southwest M1ssoun State M Ed , UniVersity of 
M1ssoun 
J MICHAEL DAVIS 
Graduate and Undergraduate and Teacher Education 
Faculty 
B.A , Gnnnell College, M A , PhD , Unmrstty of Flonda 
ANTHONY (TONY) DAVIS 
Teacher Education F acuity 
Ph.D, UniVersity of Denver 
2006 - 07 
JAMES R DAWDY 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S., Washmgton University; M.S • Umvers1ty of 
Southern Califom1a 
BILL M DECKER 
Graduate Faculty 
B A., SUNY at Bmghamton: M.B.A • International 
Erasmus School of Management 
ROBERT E. DEEMER 
Graduate F acuity 
B.A., M.A • Unrvers1ty of Redlands; 
MS., Colorado Technical Univers1ty; M.BA, Pepperdme 
Un1vers1ty 
KRISTEN DEFAZIO 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M. L. S., University of Denver 
KAREN DEGENHART 
Graduate Faculty 
M A., Governors Stale Un1vers1ty; M Div. Ch1cago 
Theological Seminary; Ph D. Romano Byzant1ne College 
RAMON DEL CASTILLO 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A. MS., Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado; Ph D., 
Umversity of Colorado at Boulder 
JACKIE DELAFOSE 
Undergraduate Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
M.A •• Umvers1ty of Denver 
VIVIAN DELGADO 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph.D, University of North Dakota 
MICHAEL DELHERY 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S, St John's UniVerSity, Slaten Island. M.B.A, Reg~s 
Umvers1ty 
JENNIFER ANNE DEMARO 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S. UniverSity of Maryland-College Park, M L.S., 
Umversity of South Carolina 
STEVE D DEPASSE 
Graduate F acutty 
B S, Oklahoma Chnstian Umvers1ty; M S., Un1vers1ty of 
Colorado 
MARY DOVE DEUTSCH 
Graduate Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
M.A., Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado 
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CYNTHIA A. DEUTSCHBEIN 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. M.S., University of Colorado 
TERRY L. DEWINTER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Regis University; M.A., Webster University 
PRAKASH DHEERIYA 
Graduate Faculty 
B.C., M.M, University of Bombay; Ph.D., University of 
Northern Texas 
STEPHEN J. DICROCE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., M.B.A., Regis Umversity 
ELIZABETH DIECKMAN 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ed D, University of Houston 
JOHN P. DIFALCO 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A., J.D., Ohio State University 
DREW DIGIOVANNI 
Graduate Faculty 
BA, Humboldt State University; M.P.H., University of 
Califorma at Los Angeles 
ROBERT DIORIO 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A, St. Mary's College (Mmnesota); M.A., University 
of Chicago; Ph.D., University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
JANICE DISANTI 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
MA, University of Phoenix 
RONALD L. DISANTO 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Borromeo College; M.A., Universrty of Dayton; 
Ph 0., McMaster University 
CYNTHIA A. DISCIPIO 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Universrty of Colorado; M.Th., Harvard-Radcliffe 
KATHLEEN A. DODARO 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , M.S., Regis University 
DAVID I DOLFINGER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A., Umversity of Northern Colorado 
PETER A. DOLPH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, Western Illinois University; M.S., Regis University 
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JENNIFER DOMANOWSKI 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.Ed., Azusa Pac1fic Unrversity 
JANET DOOLIN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., State University of New York; J.D., Western New 
England College 
RICHARD N. DOOLITTLE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., University of Maryland; M.A , University of Denver 
MARLENE DORHOUT 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Oordt College; M.A., Reg~s University 
CAROL DORRIS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Universrty of Georgia, Athens: M.A .. Southern 
lllinors Umversity 
SUSAN E. DOTY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., College of St. Teresa, M.A., St. Thomas Semmary 
EARL DOUGLAS 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.G.S., University of Nebraska; M.B A., Widener 
Umversrty 
TINA M DOWD 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., M.N.M., Regis University 
LISA DRANGSHOLT 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A., University of Northern Colorado 
KATHLEEN M. DUDEK 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Regis Umversity; M.A., Univers1ty of Denver 
KATHLEEN A. DUFFY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., University of Minnesota; M.A., Umversity of Denver 
THOMAS A DUGGAN 
Undergraduate F acuity 
B.A., M.A., L.TH., Ph.l, St. Louis University 
MARK DURAND 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., University of Colorado; M.B.I.B, American 
Graduate School of InternatiOnal Management 
GLORIA EASTMAN 
Undergraduate Teacher EducatiOn Faculty 
M.A., Southeast Missouri State University 
SAM CARL ECCHER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
2006-07 
B.S., Regis Umversity MA, University of Northern 
Colorado 
PAMELA ECKHARDT 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ed.D., Arizona State University 
THOMAS D. EDMONDS 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S, Umvers1ty of Colorado; M.S., Umversity of 
Northern Colorado 
BETTY R. EDWARDS 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Flonda State Un1vers1ty; M.B.A., Umversity of 
Colorado at Colorado Springs 
CHRISTOPHER J EDWARDS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S, Loughborough Umvers1ty-loughborough, England, 
M.S. Reg1s University 
DONNA M. EHRLICH 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Fnends Umversity· M.S., Nova Southeastern 
University 
HOLLY EICHER 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S, M.B.A. Franciscan Umvers1ty, J.D . Duquesne 
Univers1ty School of Law 
NATALIE EILAM 
Teacher Education Faculty 
B S., M.A , University of Colorado at Boulder; Ph D .• 
University of Denver 
VICTORIA W EISELE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Bethany College; M S , American College 
ANGELA L. ELLIS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S B.A , University of Missouri: M B.A., Northern 
Illinois University 
MARGARET G ELPHICK 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , M.A , University of Southwestern LoUisiana 
JOHN W ENSIGN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Kent State University; M.A., Central Michigan 
University, M.S., University of Colorado 
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LINDA ERICKSON 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A , Universtty of Northern Colorado 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, M.A , Umvers1ty of Nevada-Las Vegas 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, University of Pittsburgh; MA, Johns Hopkins 
Un1vers1ty 
r JANET l. EVANS 
l Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Iowa State University; M.S., Untversrty of l Colorado 
DOUG FAIN 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
I B.S., U.S. Atr Force Academy; M A , Georgetown Un1versity, M.S. Unrvers1ty of Southern California 
IRISH FARLEY 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A., Regrs Unrvers1ty 
JUDSON C. FAURER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., US., Military Academy, M.B.A., Oh10 State 
Umversity; Ph D., Umversrty of Denver 
THEODORE M. FAURER 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
SS, West Pomt. M.A., Stanford Unrvers1ty 
ROBERTS. FEINGOLD 
Graduate Faculty 
BBA. Umvers1ty of Miami: M.BA, DBA., Indrana 
J Universrty 
PHILIP J FEES 
Undergraduate Faculty J B.S., Moravran College: M.S .• Unrverstty of Central 
Flonda 
JAMES E FELL, JR. 
Undergraduate Faculty 
A.B. Colby College, PhD, Unrversity of Colorado 
NANCY J. FELL 
Graduate Faculty 
SA. DePaul Umvers1ty, MA Naropa Umversity 
ANNAMARIE FIDEL-RICE 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BA College of Santa Fe, MA, Unrversrty of Colorado 
at Denver, Ph.D , Pacrftca Graduate lnslltute 
ROBERT L FINKELMEIER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S., M Ed, Ed.D., Universrty of Cmcinnat1 
DAVID B. FINNEl 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , Un1verstty of California at Berkley, M A , Hebrew 
Umon College; M A .• Unrversrty of Southern Californra 
SHELLEY FISCHER 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , Fairle1gh Dtckmson Umversrty, M A., Umverstty of 
Nevada, las Vegas 
MARILYN FISHER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S. Umversity of Maryland, M.S , Amencan 
Untverstty, Ph.D , Capella Universrty 
MICHAEl FISHER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A • San FranCISCO State Umvers1ty; M.A , Ph D, Nova 
Southeastern Un1versrty 
MARTIN E FlAHIVE 
Graduate Faculty 




B S , Colorado Christian Untvers1ty; M.A. Southwest 
Btble College 
GARY M. FLORENCE 
Undergraduate faculty 
B S , M B A , Reg~s Umversity 
JIM FlORES 
Graduate and Undergraduate F acuity 
B BA , St. Mary's Umversrty, MBA, Unrversrty of St 
Thomas, M S • Reg~s Umversity 
mDITH FORBES 
Graduate F acuity 
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BA, M.S. Cahforma State Unrvers:ty, Fullerton; 
M.SA , Unrvers1ty of Southern Cabfornra Ph 0. The 
Claremont Graduate Unrversrty 
LEANNE FORBES 
Teacher Educalion Faculty 
M A., Umvers1ty of Colorado 
MARILYNN E. FORCE 
Graduate F acuity 
B S., M.B.A., RegJs Unrvers1ty 
MARK W FORSYTH 
Graduate Faculty 
B A., MA, Regis University 
ANTOINETTE FOWLER 
Graduate F acuity 
M.B.A., Umverstty of Phoemx 
BRUCE FOX 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., Howard Umvers1ty, M SA., Cornell Umvers1ty 
V MARIE FOX 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., B.S, M.S., Ph D., Unrvers1ty of Colorado 
SHAWN FREDERICKSON 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S, DeVry lnsbtute of Technology PhoentX; M.BA, 
l<eller Graduate School of Management 
JULIES FRESE 
Teacher Education Faculty 
B.S, M.S, Unrversity of Wisconsm·MadiSOn: Ph 0, 
Umversrty of Denver 
MARIE A FRIEDEMANN 
Assoc1ate Dean-SPS Undergraduate 
B.A • M A , Ph D , Un1vers1ty of Denver 
KEN S FRIEDMANN 
Undergraduate F acuity 
B.S , S M, S B, Ph.D. Massachusetts lnslltute of 
Tecllnology, M.S. Harvard Unrversrty 
RICHARD C FRIEDMANN 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S .. Northwestern Umvers1ty, M.S., Umvers1ty of 
Northern Colorado 
MATTHEW J FRIEND 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S • M S .• Reg~s Unrvers1ty 
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CHARLES J V FRIES. Ill 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A • Penn State Umversity; M.A., University of Denver; 
M.B.A , Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado 
HAL M. FRISKEY 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Columbia College; M.S., Regis University 
KRIST! FRUSH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , M.A., Reg1s University 
JOANNA GALLERS 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., New York University-Washington Square College; 
M.A .. New York University-School of Education Ph.D., 
Calrfornra School of Professional Psychology 
JANEEN GALLIGAN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, Universrty of Delaware; M.A., University of Denver 
MARYANN GALPIN-PLAITNER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Lindenwood Unrversity; M.A., M.S., Regis University 
CHRISTOPHER A. GANTZ 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Universrty of Denver M.S., University of Colorado 
WEI GAO 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Nanjung Institute of Meteorology· B.A., Anhui 
Normal University; M.S., Mississrppi State University; 
Ph D., Purdue Unrversity 
MICHAEL J GARCIA 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Metropolitan State College of Denver; M.P.A., 
Unrversrty of Colorado 
MONA J. GARDNER 
Teacher Education Faculty 
BA. Colorado State College; M.A., University of 
Northern Colorado; Ph D, University of Denver 
VIOLA GAUNCE 
Graduate Teacher Educatron Faculty 
M Ed • Reg~s Universrty 
JAMES GEFFERT 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Carroll College; M S. University of Wisconsin 
JOSEPH GERBER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., St. John's College; MS., Unrversity of Maryland, 
College Park 
BARBARA A. GETTER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Metropolitan State College; M.S., Regis Unrversity 
DEBORAH GffiEL 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.S., Indiana Unrvers1ty 
DAVID GIES 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Colorado State Unrversity M.S • DePaul 
Unrversrty M.P.A., University of Colorado at Denver 
KAREN D GIZZI 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Lewis University; M.N.M .. Regrs University 
MARITERESA GLASS 
Graduate Faculty 
B B.A., University of Texas at Arlington; M.B A., Regis 
University 
MICHAEL C. GOESS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., University of Mrnnesota; J.D., Unrversrty of Denver 
PAUL GOLDEN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA., St. Mary's Semrnary; M Div., De Andrers 




B.A., Yale University; M.A., Universrty of Colorado 
KATHLEEN GORYL 
Graduate F acuity 
B.S. Southern lllrnois University; M.B.A., Loyola Unrversrty 
CORY GRAHAM 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Lake Forest College; M.S., Regis University 
ERIC B. GREEN 
Undergraduate F acuity 
B.S , University of Colorado at Boulder; B B.A., 
Northwestern Unrversrty 
STEVE G GREEN 
Graduate Faculty 
B S • U.S. Air Force Academy; M.S., University of 
Southern Californra, DB A., U.S lnternatronal 
Unrversity 
DAVID GREENE 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., B.S., University of Utah; M A., Ph.D., California 
School of Professional Psychology 
PATRICIA A. GREER 
Graduate F acuity 
2006-07 
B.S. Metropolitan State College of Denver; M.B.A., 
University of Colorado 
CATHY A. GRIEVE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, Mount St. Joseph College; M.A., Ph D., Unrversrty liirril..,_~!ll 
of Denver 
KAREN Y. GROSSAINT 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , M.A., University of Northern Colorado 
PAMELA GROVE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, Universrty of California, M.BA, San Francrsco 
State University 
CHRISTINE GRUPP 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
MA. University of Colorado 
DERYL E. GULLIFORD 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S .• Oh1o State Universrty; M.S., Universrty of 
Cincrnnati 
WILLIAM H. GUTHRIE 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A .. Universrty of Kansas; M.BA., Avila Universrty 
KRISTIN GWYN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S .. Universrty of Colorado at Boulder; M.B.A • Regis 
Unrversrty 
ELIZABETH A. HALL 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A • University of Colorado at Boulder; A M.S. W., 
Universrty of Denver; M.A., Ph D .. Pacifica Graduate 
Institute 
JOHN E HALLEN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., M.S., Maryknoll School of Theology; M.ED., 
Columbia College 
ALISA HAKE;Y 
Teacher Education Faculty 
M A .. Regis Unrvers1ty 
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r MOHAMED N. HAMDY EDWARD J HARROLD WILLIAM HEDGES Undergraduate Faculty Graduate F acuity Undergraduate Teacher Educatton F acuity 
B.A., Ca1ro Umvers1ty; M.A., Universtty of Mmnesota, B S. Umvers1ty of South Flonda M.B.A • Regrs M.Ed • Plymouth State College 
Ph.D . University of P1tlsburgh Umversrty 
KYLA HEFUN 
NEZHA HAMID DOUGlAS I. HART Undergraduate Faculty 
Undergraduate Teacher Educalton Faculty Graduate F acuity B.A., Colorado Stale Umvers1ty; M.A. Untverstty of 
M.A .• Exeter University BS, Andrews Untverstty; Ph D. Colorado School of Colorado. M A., Umverstty of Northern Colorado 
Mtnes 
HEIDI S. HAMMERMEISTER SHARON HEINLEN 
Undergraduate Faculty DOUGLAS HARTMAN Graduate Faculty 
B.S., M Ed , Universtty of Colorado Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty B A , Graceland College, MS. Regis University 
B S. Umversity of Colorado: M.S , Webster Umverstty 
I 
CAROLE (CJl HANNON AMY HEINRICH 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate F acuity SHARON HARTMAN Teacher Education Faculty 
B.A., Ph D. Umversity of Oklahoma: M.A, Oklahoma Graduate Faculty B A., Colorado Slate Umversity; M.A .• Umvers1ty of 
State Umvers1ty B.S. Westmtnsler College. M.A .• Central M1ch1gan Northern Colorado 
Umvers1ty 
THOMAS W HANSON ROBERTS HEISER 
Undergraduate Faculty PATRICIA HARWOOD Graduate Faculty 
BS .• Rensselaer PolytechniC Institute, M.S, Southern Graduate Teacher Education Faculty B S., B S • Satnl Joseph's Un1Vers1ty; M B.A , St 
Methodist Untverstty; J.D, Untversity of Colorado M A • Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado Thomas Un1vers1ty, D Phil., New Mex1co State 
Umvers1ty 
BRENDA M. HARLEY COLBY R. HATFIELD 
Las Vegas Undergraduate Faculty Undergraduate Faculty IAN HELLER 
B.A., University of llltnois at Chicago; M.S. Chicago B.A, Clark Umvers1ty; M A., Ph.D .• Catholic Umvers1ty Graduate Faculty 
State University; M Ed., Governors State Umvers1ty- of Amenta B A., Roosevelt Umvers1ty, M.M.GT. Northwestern 
lll1nois Umvers1ty 
CHERIE HAYES 
MARLIN HARMON Graduate Teacher Education Faculty NIKKJ HEMMESCH 
Graduate Faculty M.A •• Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado Undergraduate Teacher Educatton Faculty 
B.S., M.S. Brigham Young Un1verstty; Ph.D, Purdue M.S., Boise State Untverstty 
University RICHARD HAYES 
Teacher Educat1on Faculty ANNE HENDERSON 
WILLIAM HARN M Ed . Northern Illinois University Undergraduate Teacher EducatiOn Faculty 
Graduate Faculty M.A • Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado 
BS . Montana State Umversity; M.BA, Regis STACY M. HAYGOOD 
Un1versity Graduate F acuity RUSSELL HENDERSON 
B.A • Southern MethodiSt UntVerstty, M A., Umversity of Graduate Teacher Educa~on F acuity 
CAROL A. HARRIS Colorado BA, M A. Universtty of Northern Colorado; Ed.D, 
Undergraduate Faculty Umvers1ty of Colorado 
BS. Reg~s Untversity; M.S. Chapman Un1verstty BRYANT HAYNES 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty DAVID E. HENNINGER 
CONNIE L HARRIS B A , Lycomtng College; M.C P., Pennsylvanta State Graduate Faculty 
Undergraduate and Graduate Faculty Umverstty BS., Sterling College, M.S.A.D , UniVerSity of San 
B.A., Universtty of California, M.S., UniVerstly of Francisco 
Colorado BETTY HAYNES-WAU<ER 
Las Vegas Undergraduate Faculty CHERYL HERBIG·KAPSAK 
GEORGE HARRIS B S. Wayne State Umversrty, M.A • M Ed • UntVersrty of Undergraduate Teacher Educalton faculty 
Graduate Faculty Nevada. Las Vegas M.A • Untversrty of Montana 
B.S., Campbell University; M.BA. Reg1s Untvers1ty 
DONALD L HAYNIE KIM HERFURT 
JACQUELINE HARRIS Graduate F acuity Undergraduate F acuity 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty B.S. M.S., Universtty of Colorado B.S.B.A , M.S.M • Regts Universtty 
B.A .. M.A .• Un1verstty of Nevada, Las Vegas 
LEE HAYWARD 
MERLELYNN HARRIS Undergraduate Teacher EducatiOn Faculty 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty M A • Unrverstly of Colorado 
B.A .• M S., Untvers1ty of Nevada Las Vegas 
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DOUGLAS HERING 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , Califorma State Umversity-Long Beach; M.A., 
Fuller Theological Semmary; M.B.A., Umversity of 
Colorado at Colorado Spnngs; Ph.D., University of 
Southern California 
ROBERTA G. HERMAN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Bradley Umvers1ty; M.B.A., University of Denver 
CYNTHIA HERRON 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S , M.S , Umversity of Nevada, Las Vegas 
STEVEN HERZOG 
Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph D., Anzona State University 
RUTH HICKERSON 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Regis Umvers1ty; M.A., Umversity of Denver 
CAROLINE HILL 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M A., University of Colorado at Denver 
DEBORAH HILL 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A., University of Colorado at Colorado Spnngs 
ROSALIE M. HILL 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S M S , Un1vers1ty of North Texas 
CHRISTINE HILL-SMITH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Tufts University; MA, Ph D, University of Denver 
JAMES HILTON 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ed.D., Umversity of Denver 
DAVID A. HIRSCH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA., Regts University; JD., University of Denver 
HOWARD A. HIRSCH 
Colorado Spnngs Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., Case Western Reserve Umvers1ty; M A.H.L., 
Rabbi, D D., Jewish Theologtcal Semmary 
M. JOSEPH HIRSCH, Ill 
Undergraduate Faculty 





BA, M.S.W., San Diego State University 
JONATHAN HOCHBERG 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Umversity of Colorado; M.B.A., George 
Washmgton University 
SONDRA F HOCHHALTER 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate and Teacher 
Education Faculty 
B.S., Texas Christian University; M.Ed., Boston 
Umvers1ty 
SALLY W. HODGES 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , Vanderbilt University; MBA., Regts Umversity 
GERALEE S HODNE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Sam! Mary 's College of California, M.A., 
Umversity of Denver 
TAMARA HOFFMAN 
Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A , University of Colorado at Denver 
ARTHUR W HOG LING 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Drake Umvers1ty; M Ed., Kent State University; 
Ph. D. , University of Colorado at Denver 
ROYHOHN 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph.D., Umvers1ty of Denver 
KATHERINE HOLDERITH 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A , Univers1ty of Colorado 
JOHN C HOLMES 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , M.S., Reg1s University 
KRISTINE F HOLMES 
Graduate faculty 
BS .. SUNY at Binghamton; M.B.A., Baruch College 
SUZANNE HOLMES 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A .. Brandeis University; M S., Syracuse Umvers1ty; 
Ed D., University of Virgtnia 
LINDA HOLMSTAD 
Graduate Teacher Educabon Faculty 
M A., University of Colorado at Denver 
DAVID L. HOOLEY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
2006-07 
B S, Case lnsbtute of Technology; M.S, University of 
Colorado 
WILLIAM L. HORN 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , U.S. Military Academy; M.S., University of Illinois; 
M.S., University of Texas 
C. ANN HORTON 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , M.S., Umvers1ty of Tennessee 
WILLIAM R. HORTON 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , New York Un1vers1ty; M.S., Ohio State Untversity 
SUSAN HOWARD 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph D., M1chigan State Umversity 
CYNTHIA HOWELL 
Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph.D., Northern Arizona University 
MARY JO HOYLE 
Teacher Education Faculty 
M.M.E., Manhattan School of Mus1c 
CAROLE HRUSKOCY 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph D., Purdue Umversity 
SUZANNE HUDSON 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , M.A., University of Colorado 
PAULA HUMPHREY 
Teacher Education Faculty 
BA, Umversity of Wyommg; M.A., U.S. International 
University, San Diego 
GERALD HUNSICKER 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S . St. Peters College; MA, University of Phoenix; 
Ph D., University of Sa1gon, Vietnam 
MARY J. HUPF 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A ., University of Nebraska; M.B.A., Indiana State 
Un1vers1ty 
SARA HUTH 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.Ed., Leslie Umvers1ty 
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KARIN D. HUXMAN 
Graduate Faculty 




BA. SUNY College at Oswego, M.S., Catholic 
Universrty of America 
C. RICHARD ICKRATH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Amerrcan International College: M.S , Unrversrty 
of Kentucky 
RICHARD IMON 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., MA. Calrfornia State Universrty, Fullerton 
DONALD J.INA 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Case Western Reserve Unrversrty; M.S . Regis 
Unrversrty 
LINDA N. IRWIN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S, Regrs Unrversity; MBA., Unrversrty of Phoenrx 
CELIA ISBELL 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BS., Ed.D., Bngham Young Unrversrty; M.Ed, Utah 
State Unrvers1ty 
KELLIE ISBELL 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Eastern llhno1s Un1vers1ty, M.A, Webster 
Un1versrty 
MYRA W ISENHART 
Undergraduate Faculty 




B.S, New Mexrco State Unrversity. MBA, Inter 
Amerrcan Unrversrty; Ph.D, Walden Unrvers1ty 
KENT JACKSON 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A , M.BA, Unrvers1ty of Northern Colorado; Ph D, 
Oregon State Unrversity 
CATHERINE JAMES 
Teacher Educatron Faculty 
B.A , Metropofitan State College; M.A , Unrversity of 
Colorado: Ph D. Walden Unrvers1ty 
MARK JAMES 
Graduate F acuity 
B S , McNeese State Unrvers1ty M S • M B A • Reg~s 
Umvers1ty 
DEMETRA D. JAQUET 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Augustana College, M.Drv, ll1ff School of Theology 
BEATRICE H. JENNINGS 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S. Reg~s Unrversity, M.A. Umversity of Phoenix 
GORDON JENNINGS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , Unrversrty of Utah: M.PA , Unrvers1ty of Colorado; 
Ph D. Unron Institute 
CLAUDIA JOHNSON 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate faculty 
B.A. National Unrvers1ty; MS .• Ed.D . Nova 




BA, Rhodes College; M.A., Tulane Unrvers1ty; Ph D. 
Unrvers1ty of M1chigan Ann Arbor 
LISA W JOHNSON 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate faculty 
B A , South Dakota State Unrversrty, J D. Umvers1ty of 
Washrngton 
DONALD JOINER 
Teacher Educatron Faculty 
B.A • M.A • Unrvers1ty of Colorado at Colorado Spnngs 
PAUL L. JONES 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. Mrss1ssrpp1 State Unrversrty M A • Umversrty of 
Nebraska 
TERRY JONES 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
B A M D , Unrversrty of Iowa 
DONALD JONKER 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S • Anzona State Unrvers1ty. M B A , Golden Gate 
Unrversrty 
PAT JONKER 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B A • Eastern New Mextco Unrversrty M A , Ph D • New 
Mexteo State Unrversrty 
2006-07 
LORNA JORDAN 
Graduate F acuity 
B.A • Calvm College, M.A, Colorado Chnstian 
Unrversrty, M.S, Duquesne Unrversity 
EILEEN E. JOSEPH 
Graduate F acuity 
BA. Bucknell Un1versrty; M A., University of V1rg1nra 
SUSAN JOSEPH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. Metropolitan State College of Denver. M.B A. 
Reg1s Universrty 
DON E. JOSLIN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S . Southern lllrno1s Un1vers1ty; M.S. South Dakota 
School of Mrnes 
TERRENCE D KAHLE 
Undergraduate F acuity 
B.S , M S • Reg~s Unrvers1ty 
CLAUDIA B KALANTAR 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BEd, M.Ed, University of Arizona: M.BA. University 
of Phoemx 
JOHN F. KANE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Unrversrty of Dayton; M.A, St. LOUIS Unrversrty, 
Ph. D., McMaster UnrverSJty 
LARRY KAPPEL 
Graduate Faculty 
B S., South Dakota State Unrversrty, M.S , Pace 




B S., M.A . San Drego State Unrvers1ty, Ph.D. Bow1rng 
Green State Unrversrty 
MARY S. KARLIN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A • Unrversrty of Colorado at Boulder. M.S, Umvers1ty 
of Denver 
ESTHER KASSOUF 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S • Barton College, MEd • Unrversrty of Nevada, las 
Vegas 
JANICE A KAY 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. Unrverstty of Maryland, M.A., Holy Name College 
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HAMID KAYHAN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., University of Nebraska, M.S., Reg~s University 
KEBRET KEBEDE 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
M.S., Haileserlassie Military Academy; M.D., Aristotles 
Umvers1ty Med1cal School (Greece) 
THOMAS KEEL 
Graduate Faculty 
B B.A., Amencan Intercontinental University; M.B.A., 
Regis University 
PHILIP V KEENAN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Umversity of Kansas; M A., Webster University 
FRANCES KEHOE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. E .. St. John College of Cleveland, M.A., LaSalle 
University; M.A , Regis Umversity 
BERNARD KELLEHER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Texas A & M; M.S., Troy State University; D.B.A., 
Nova Southeastern Umvers1ty 
JEFFREY W. KELLING 
Undergraduate Faculty • 
B.A , University of New Mex1co, MA., Aquinas Institute 
of Theology 
LYNN M. KELLY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Umvers1ty of Wyoming; Ph D., University of 
Denver 
MICHAEL C. KELLY 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 




B.A . Amencan University; M.A., University of Denver 
DENNICE 0. KERCHER 
Graduate Faculty 








Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate faculty 
B.A., Campbell College; M BA., Suffolk University 
DALE L. KEYES 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S .• Califorma Polytechnic State Umvers1ty-San LUis 
Obispo; M.I.M., Thunderbird Graduate School of 
International Management 
RAJENDRA P. KHANDEKAR 
Graduate Faculty 
Ph. D .• University of Kansas 
CATHERINE KIELTY 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph D., University of Colorado 
RICHARD KINANE 
Graduate Faculty 




B S., Wayland Baptist University, Texas; M.B.A., 
Oklahoma City University 
LESLIE J. KING 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Umvers1ty of Texas-Houston; M.S., Capella 
Umvers1ty 
WILLIAM L. KIRKLEY 
Graduate Faculty 




B.S, Colorado State Umvers1ty; M Ed., Umversity of 
Northern Colorado; M.A , Ed.D, University of Colorado 
at Boulder 
BRUCE R KLINE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., Carleton College; MM., Northwestern University 
BRYAN KLOTZ 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 




B.A., University of Hawaii; M.B.A., Willamette 
University 
TERESA A. KOCHER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., M.B.A., Ashland Umversity 
PETER A. KONRAD 
Graduate Faculty 
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B S , Metropolitan State College of Denver; M.S., 
University of New Hampshire, Ph.D., University of 
Northern Colorado 
ARLENE VIGIL KRAMER 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ed.D., Univers1ty of Colorado 
KAREN KRUPAR 
Graduate Faculty 
M.A., Ph.D., Umvers1ty of Denver 
DARL KUHN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S .. Bngham Young Umvers1ty; MBA., Colorado State 
Umvers1ty 
KATHRYN A. KUISLE 
Graduate Faculty 
M.A., University of San Francisco; Ph.D, Union Institute 
GEORGE M. KUWAMURA. JR 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Metropolitan State College of Denver; M.S , 
Umvers1ty of Denver 
JUSTINA KWAPY 
Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
M A., Reg~s University 
HENRY KYAMBALESA 
Graduate Faculty 




B.A., Excelsior College; M.S., Chaminade Umversity of 
Honolulu; M.B.A., University of LaVern 
JAMES LAMB 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Bradley University; M.B.A., Nat1onal University; 
M.A., Webster University 
ROBERT J. LANDER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S, Gannon Umversity; M.A., University of Northern 
Colorado 
SALLY A. LANDES 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., M.S., Reg1s Umversity 
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SHEILA LANDFAIR-MUELLER 
Graduate Faculty 
B S, M.A, University of Iowa; PhD , Colorado State 
Umversl!y 
LINDA S LANGE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, W1ttenberg Umvers1ty; M.S , Umvers1ty of 
Ptttsburgh. MBA., Umversity of Denver 
MICHAEL G. LANGELLO 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A , Umverstty of Denver 
NANCY LANTZ 
Graduate Faculty 




B A , Mount Holyoke College, M.S , Umvers1ty of Rhode 
Island 
TONI E. LARSON 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Colorado College; M.N M., Regts Umversity 
REID C. LAURENS 
Graduate F acuity 
BA., Georg~a State Untverstty, M.8 A, Regis Umvers1ty 
JOAN K. LAWSON 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , Bentley College; M S., Reg1s Umvers1ty 
SUSAN LAWSON-CAUTHON 
Graduate Faculty 
BA , Metropohtan State College of Denver; M.A., 
Colorado State Umvers1ty-8oulder 
JOHN W. LAY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Reg1s Un1versity; M.A , Umvers1ty of Dayton 
DAVID fl LAYNE 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , Umverstty of Phoemx: M.B.A , Regis UmverSJty 
SUSAN M. LE TERNEAU 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S .• RegiS Umversity; M B.A., Untverstty of Denver 
MURIEL LEFF 
Graduate Teacher Educat1on F acuity 
M.A., Untvers1ty of Colorado 
FRED A LENGERICH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B A , Umvers1ty of San Otego; M B.A , RegJs Unrversrty 
HAROLD f LENHART 
Graduate Faculty 
B S, Umversrty of Nebraska, M.S , Unrvers1ty of 
Mtnnesota: M.B.A, Umvers1ty of Colorado 
JOSEPH R. LENHOFF 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate F acuity 
BS., Unrvers1ty of New Mextco, M S Unrvers1ty of 
PhoeniX; M S , Air Force Institute of Technology 
TANIA LEONTOV 
Graduate F acuity 
B S , Columbta University, M.N.M , Regts Univers1ty 
RALPH LEPORE 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 




B.S, Nova Southeastern Umvers1ty, M.A., Naropa 
Umvers1ty 
MARILYN RICHARDSON LEWIS 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph.D, Untverslly of Colorado at Boulder 
MICHAEL LEWIS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , Park Untvers1ty; M B.A , Regrs Umvers1ty 
REGINA A. LEWIS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A, M A., Umvers1ty of Colofado 
DANIEL M. UKARISH 
Graduate F acuity 
B S , Un1vers1ty of Notre Dame: M.S , Un1vers1!y of 
Washtnglon: M S, Brown Un1vers1ty 
PATRICIA L ULUSTON 
Undergraduate Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
M.A , UmverSJty of Colorado 
THERESE LINCOLN 
Graduate Faculty 
8 A., Gonzaga Umvers1ty; M A .• George Washrngton 
Umvers1ty 
MUHRL L UNOUIST 
Undergraduate Faculty 
8 S, Unrversity of Northern Colorado, M BA., RegJs 
UnrverSJty 
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JO MARIE USA 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B A , Catfforma State Umvers1ty-Los Angeles, M A , 
Cahforn1a State Unrvers1ty-FuUerton, J D. Western 
State Umversity of law 
TRISHA K. LITZ 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BS. M.S, Un1verstty of Colorado 
JERRY LOCKHART 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S, Unrvers1ty of Nevada, las Vegas, M.B A, 
Umvers1ty of Phoemx, Ed.D, Nova Southeastern 
Umvers1ty 
RICHIE LOFLIN 
Undergraduate Teacher Educatton Faculty 
MEd , Lesley College 
CARMEN L LOFTEN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
8 A., M.A , Unrvers1ty of Iowa 
ALBERTA D LOGAN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A .. M.A, Umversity of Colorado at Denver 
DIANN A. LOGAN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , M A., Unrvers1ty of Colorado 
MARJORIE J LONG 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A , Umvers1ty of Colorado at Boulder, .M.N M., Reg1s 
Umverstty; JD, Un1vers1ty of Colorado at Boulder 
VICTORIA ANNE LONG 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S UnrverSJty of Houston; Masters in Taxalton, 
Umverstty of Denver-College of Law 
DANffiE L LOPU 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A, Alma College, M A., Northwestern Universtty 
SUZANNE LOSEE 
Undergraduate Teacher Educalton F acuity 
Ed D • Unrvers1ty of Northern Colorado 
MOHAMED A LOTFY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
8.S, M.S • Mthtary Techmcal College of Ca1ro Egypt 
AUSON LOWENTHAL 
Teacher Education Faculty 
M A , Umversrty of Northern Colorado 
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PATRICK R. LOWENTHAL 
Teacher EducatiOn Faculty 
B.A., GeorgJa State University; M.A., University of 
Colorado at Boulder; MA, Umversity of Colorado at 
Denver; Ph.D. (c), University of Colorado at Denver 
CAROLYN D LOVE 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Indiana State University-Terre Haute; M.N.M., 
Regis Umversity 
RICHARD LOY 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, Kansas Wesleyan: M.S . University of Iowa 
LAWRENCE U. LUCHINI 
Graduate Faculty 
BA, Alma College; M.A., Northwestern University 
BYRON EDWARD LUCKETT 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , Umted State Military Academy; M.Div., Princeton 
Theological Semmary; M.A., Claremont University 
RALPH E. LUFEN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BS , M S. University of Ch1cago 
RANDOLPH F. LUMPP 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Seattle University; M.A., Marquette University; 
Ph D., Umversity of Ottawa 
FAUSTINO (CHUCK) LUNA 
Teacher EducaUon F acuity 
Ed D., University of Northern Colorado 
JOHN C LUNDEEN 
Undergraduate F acuity 




B.A . Concordia College; M.B.A., University of Southern 
Califorma 
KAREN LUNDSTROM 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 
BF.A., University of Nebraska; M A., Chapman 
University 
JAMES A. LUNDY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S . Central Missouri State Umversity; M S., University 
of MISSOUri 
DANIEL LUTZ 
Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph.D , Umvers1ty of Denver 
EDWARD H LYELL 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., M.B.A , San Francisco State Umversity; Ph.D., 
University of Colorado 
WALTER LYON 
Graduate F acuity 




B.S., Umversity of Balllmore; M.A., John Hopkins 
University Press 
ANA B MACHUCA 
Graduate F acuity 




B.A., M.S, Umvers1ty of Central Florida 
JHOANNA MADDEN 
Graduate Faculty 
B BA. Florida International Umvers1ty; M.BA .• 
University of M1am1 
RICHARD I. MALE 
Graduate Faculty 




B S., M.A., Eastern New Mexico Univers1ty 
KATHLEEN L. MALONEY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Sonoma State University; MA. SUNY at Albany 
PEGGY J MALONEY 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Univers1ty of Colorado at Denver; MA. Regis 
University 
DAVID L. MANCINA 
Graduate Faculty 
B S, M.B.A., Wayne State Umvers1ty 
ROBERT MANDEVILLE 
Graduate F acuity 
B.S., M.B.A., Eastern Illinois University; M.B A., Regis 
Umversity 
2006-07 
ROBERT MAN FREY 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A., Santa Clara University 
ROBERTA MANTIONE 
Graduate Teacher EducatiOn Faculty 
M .A , University of Colorado at Denver 
GARY M. MARCINKOSKI 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S. Georgia Institute of Technology, M.BA, Univers1ty 
of Phoenix 
DONALD 0 MARCOTTE 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S B.A.. University of Colorado, M.B.A , Colorado State 
Umversity 
ROGER MARCUSSEN 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Augustana College; M.B.A., Umversity of 
California-Los Angeles 
DAVID L. MARFITANO 
Graduate Faculty 
BA. Western State College; M.S., Colorado State 
University 
DONNA B. MAROLD 
Graduate Faculty 




B.S., Northwest M1ssoun State University M.S. 
Un1vers1ty of Denver 
ELIZABETH JEAN MARTIN 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A . Florida Atlantic University; M.A., University of 
Nevada-Las Vegas 
MARY E. MARTIN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, University of Northern Colorado: M.S., Regis 
University 
CAROL A. J MARWITZ 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA. Colorado State University; M.F.A .• Umversity of 
Arizona 
BEVERLY T. MASON 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , Montana State Umversity; M.A., New Mex1co 
State University 
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JAMES A. MASON 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BEd., MBA , Colorado State Uni~ers1ty 
ROBERT T. MASON 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Um~rs1ty of Tennessee· Knoxville: M.B A , 
University of North Texas 
WILLIAM MASTERS 
Graduate Faculty 
8 A., SUNY College Buffalo; ME., Umversity of 
Colorado 
DAWN R. MATERA 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Radford University, M.SW., University of Denver 
MELISSA MATIHEWS 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A., University of Colorado at Denver 
ALFRED C. MAURER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., U.S. A1r Force Academy, M.A., Amencan 
University; M.S , Regis Umvers1ty 
KENNETH G. MAXEY 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 




B.S., Westminster College; M.S., Reg1s Umvers1ty 
ANGELA MAY 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Umversity of Phoenix: M S , Reg1s Umversity 
KEVIN MAY 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Umvers1ty of Colorado; M.N M., Reg1s Un1vers1ty 
NANCY MAY 
Undergraduate Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
M S., Umvers1ty of Colorado 
DENNIS A. MCCARTHY 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate F acuity 
B.A .. University of South Dakota. M S., Alfred Umvers1ty 
M. HEIDI MCCLURE 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate F acuity 
B.S., Cornell University; M.S., Umvers1ty of Colorado 
MARKS. MCCORMICK 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., M.B.A, Regts University 
JAMES R. MCDONALD 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
8 A , California State Univers1ty, M.B A , Loyola 
Umvers1ly·Ch1cago 
USA A. MCDONALD 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , Umversity of South Dakota, Ph 0, Colorado 
School of Mmes 
SANDRA MCKEE 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 




8 A., University of Colorado: M.S, Regis Umvers1ty 
JOHN E. MCKIERNAN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA , University of New Mexico; M S., Umvers1ty of 
Utah, Ph 0, Umversity of Iowa 
I<AREN MCKINNEY 
Undergraduate Teacher Educahon Faculty 
M A , Colorado College 
RICHARD B. MCKJTA 
Undergraduate Faculty 
SA, Wesleyan College, M.A., Duquesne Um~rs1ty 
TAMl JO MCKNIGHT 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S, Portland State Umws1ty, M.C.P., Umvers1ty of 
Nevada, Las Vegas 
DAMON Y MCLEESE 
Graduate Faculty 




BJ. Umvers1ty of Texas: M Ed , Anzona State 
Umvers1ty 
EMILY B. MCMULLEN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B A • M S , Texas Tech Uoiverslly 
AMI MCNALLY 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph 0, Nova Southeastern UruverSJty 
MARK MCPHERSON 
Teacher Education Faculty 
M A • Regis Unrversity 
2006 - 07 
CHRISTOPHER MEAGHER 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph 0, University of Colorado 
FRANKLIN P. MEDFORD, Ill 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Columbia Jnternabonal Umvers1ty; M 01v., Th.M., 
Umon Theological Semmary 
CHARLES S. MEDINA 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , Regts Umvers1ty; M.S 8 A. Boston Umvers1ty 
SONORA L. MEDINA 
Graduate Faculty 
8 S , Colorado State University; M S , Fuller TheofOgtCal 
Seminary 
ROBERT 0. MELVIN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A., Ph 0., Univers1ty of Denver 
ANN MEMBEL 
Graduate Faculty 
BE., Keene State College; M.Ed, Colorado State Umverstty 
CAROL MENOUK 
Graduate Faculty 




BA , Auburn Un1~ers1ty; Ph 0., Flonda State Um~ers1ty 
I<AROL MERTEN 
Undergraduate F acuity 
B.S., M.A, Umvers1ty of Kansas: Ph.D, Umvers1ty of 
Den~r 
LORI MESSER 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S, Umvers1ty of Nevada. Las Vegas. M Ed . 
Un1vers1ty of Phoemx 
JOHN METZ 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Teacher Education 
Faculty 
BA . Regts Unrvers1ty, M.A, University of Nebraska 
THOMAS MEZZACAPPA 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
8 A., lona College; M 8 A., ITI Techmcallnslitute 
~ANET MICKISH 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BA., Central State Umvers1ty; MA, Bowling Green 
State Umversity, Ph 0, Southern Illinois State 
Un1vers1ty 
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DANIEL J. MIHELICH 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , Creighton University; M S., The Johns Hopkins 
Un1vers1ty 
LYNN MILLAR 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.S., St. Cloud State University 
DAVID MILLER 
Graduate Faculty 
BA, Regis University: M.A., Fielding Institute 
DOUGLAS M MILLER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , Califorma Lutheran Umversity· M.S. Regis 
University 
JAMES C. MILLER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado: M.S , University 
of Utah 
TONIE MILLER 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Univers1ty of Utah; MA, University of Northern 
Colorado 
PAMELA MINGLE 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
MA. Univers1ty of Akron; M.L.S., Kent State University 
LISA MIRELES 
Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
M.A., Pepperdme Umvers1ty 
DAVID MIRICH 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph D., University of Denver 
RAYMOND M. MITCHELL 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , Oklahoma State Umvers1ty; B.S. B.A., M.B.A., 
Regis College 
NANCY H. MOKE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , University of Denver; M.A , University of Colorado 
TERESA J. MONGOLD 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA, Califorma State University; M.A., New Mexico 
State Umversity 
JACK E. MONINGER 
Undergraduate Faculty 




Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Augustana College; M.B.A., St. Ambrose 
University 
DAVID T. MOORE 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., MA, Reg1s Umversity 
ERIK MOORE 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Rochester Institute of Technology; M.F.A., 
Umversity of Florida; M.FA., Umvers1ty of Denver 
RICHARD A MORSE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S . University of Nebraska-Uncoln; M.B.A., University 
of Nebraska at Kearney 
MICHAEL MORTENSEN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Brigham Young University; M.S, Florida Institute 
of Technology 
JAMES A. MOSHIER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Montana State University; M A., Regis Umversity 
LISA MOST 
Undergraduate Teacher Educabon Faculty 
M.A., University of New York 
STEPHEN C. MOUNTJOY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., University of Wyoming: M.S. Colorado School of 
Mmes 
EILEEN A. MUENCH 
Undergraduate Faculty 








B.A., Baghdad University; M.A., Colorado State 
University; MA, London West University · 
KARLYE MULL 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., University of Nevada, Reno; M.Ed., University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas 
KIMBERLY MURPHY 
Graduate Faculty 
2 0 06-07 
BA .. Un1versity of Colorado: MA., Regis University 
LYNETTE K. MURPHY 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A , University of Colorado at Boulder 
WILMA MURPHY 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A, University of Texas 
JUDY MURRAY 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty ·~--lllllljiloiiiillll 
B.A., College of Arts and Crafts: M.A., Goddard College; = Wii!WI......iiiiio,..t• 
M A., Ant1och Un1versity; Ph D., Walden University 
JANICE MUSANTE 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S, St. Thomas Aquinas College; M.Ed., College of 
New Rochelle 
SANDRA M. NANCE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. University of Colorado; M.A., Reg1s University 
WARREN S NAPIER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., West Virginia Umversity; M. Div., Ph.D., Iliff 
School of Technology 
ROBERT NASSER 
Graduate F acuity 
BA., University of Denver; M.S., Regis University 
BRUCE NELSON 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , University of Nebraska, MA, Colorado State 
University 
THORVALD A. NELSON 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., St. Louis University; J.D., Georgetown University 
RONALD E. NEUFELD 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Califorma State Polytechnic University-Pomona 
PAMELA NEWMAN 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph.D., University of Denver 
MICHAEL D. NIMS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A , Western State College; M.S., Regis University 
PATRICIA B. NOONAN-CROSS 
Graduate Faculty 
BS., Post College; M.PA., San Diego State University 
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I MARIE B NORBY· LOUD KIMBERLY ORTIZ GEORGIA PAPPAS Undergraduate Teacher Educat1on F acuity Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty Graduate Faculty 
BS , Univers1ty of Mmnesota: M.A Ed D, Umvers1ty of M A , Colorado Chnsban Un1versrty B.S., Umvers1ty of Wyommg: M S , Regis Umversrty 
' 
Northern Colorado 
CYNTHIA OSBURN CONSTANTINA PAPPAS 
GWEN ELLYN NORDQUIST Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate faculty 
Undergraduate Faculty B.A , Arrzona State Umvers1ty; M Ed , Un1vers1ty of B.A , Umvers1ty of Cailfornta, Los Angeles: MEd , 
BA, Midland Lutheran College, M A., Untvers1ty of Nevada, Las Vegas Umversity of Nevada. Las Vegas 
Wyoming: Ph D, Umvers1ty of Colorado 
DAVID L OSBURN BETH ANN PARISH 
HOLLEY NORRIS Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty Undergraduate Faculty 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty B S. Bngham Young Umvers1ty: M.B A • Utah State B.A, Dartmouth College, M.B.A, Du~.e Umvers1ty 
M.A., Regis Umvers1ty Universrty 
I 
CHERRIPARKS 
PAULA J NOWFEL LYNEEN DSBURNE Undergraduate Faculty 
Teacher Education Faculty Graduate Teacher Education Faculty B.S., Empona State Umvers1ty, MEd, Ph D. 
I 
M.A., University of Northern Colorado M.A, Regrs Univers1ty M1ssiss1pp1 State Umversity 
EILEEN M. 0 BRIEN LINDA OSTERLUND MARTIN B. PARKS 
Undergraduate Faculty Graduate F acuity Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
I B.A., College of Mount Saint Joseph; M.A., Siena B.S. Univers1ty of Cabforma, Los Angeles, M A • Fuller B A • Ed , Eastern Washmgton State College; Ph D , The Heights College Theological Semmary Oh10 State Umversrty 
I 
VAL M. O'DAY ALAN OSUR TINA J PARSCAL 
Graduate Faculty Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty Graduate F acuity 
B.S, Umvers1ty of Maryland, M.B A , Reg1s Un1versity B.A., Rutgers Un1vers1ty, B S, Reg~s Umvers1ty; M A., B.A., Reg~s Umvers1ty; M.S., Umverslty of Colorado at 
Umvers1ty of Connecbcut. Ph D , Univers1ty of Denver Denver 
PATRICK J O'DONNELL 
Undergraduate Faculty KAY OWEN JOHN F. PASCENTE 
B.A .. St. Mary's College; M.A., Harvard·Radcl1ffe Graduate Teacher Educatton F acuity Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
Umvers1ty: S U., Catholic Umvers1ty of Amenca. M.A .. Umvers1ty of Denver B S , Umvers1ty of Denver; M S., Reg~s Umversrty 
S S L., Pontifical B1bllcallnstitute. Th D ,lltff School of 
Theology PATRICIA A. OWENS DELMAR K PATTON 
Graduate Faculty Undergraduate Faculty 
SUSAN J. O'DONNELL B.A • M B A , Umvers1ty of Pennsylvama B S, M.S, Umvers1ty of Arllansas, PhD, Univers1ty of 
Undergraduate Faculty South Carolina 
B.A., Hood College; M.S , Cleveland State Unrverstty, PRASAD V PABBATI 
M.B.A , Reg1s Untversity; Ph D. Colorado State Undergraduate Faculty CHARITY PEAK 
University B S~ Jawahartal Nehru Techmcal Unrversrty MS., Undergraduate Faculty 
Indian lnsbtute of Technology B.A , M1ch1gan State Un1vers1ty M L.S , Univers1ty of 
CHARLES C. O'LEARY South Carolina 
Undergraduate Faculty WILLIAM PADFIELD 
BA, Boston College. Ph D, Union Theologtcallnstitute Graduate Faculty JANE PECK 
B A , Umversrty of Northern, M S, Reg~s Unrvers1ty Graduate Faculty 
CLYDE O'QUINN B.A , Unrverstty of Southern Cahforma, M B A. 
Graduate Faculty EDWARD H PAETSCH Umvers1ty of Colorado 
B.S., Umversity of North Carolina at Greensboro, Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate f acuity 
M B A., Reg1s Universtty B Ed • Chtcago Teachers College, M Ed , Chtcago State KENNETH PERREAULT 
Unrverstty, Ph D • Loyola Unrversity-Ciucago Graduate Faculty 
ANGIE OCHSNER B A, Johns Hopktns Unrvers1ty; M B. A , University of 
Graduate Faculty LINDA PANTER Denver 
B S , Umvers1ty of South Dakota: M.S.W, Unrvers1ty of Graduate F acuity 
Denver: Ph D , The Umon Institute BA., Unrverstty of Cahfornta, M A. Reg~s Unrvers1ty SUZANNE M PERRY 
Associate Dean·SPS Teacher Educa!Jon and Graduate 
DWAYNE W. OCKEL ANTHONY PAPATYI and Undergraduate F acuity 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty A B , UnrverSJty of M1ch1gan; M.A , Ph D. Umvers1ty of 
B.A .• B S , Univers1ty of Colorado; M.S, Reg1s B.S., Southern llhnOJs Unrverstty, M BA, Ctlapman Denver 
University Un1versrty, MS., Air Force Institute of Technology 
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APRIL PETERSON 
Graduate Faculty 
B S .• MA. University of Colorado 
JEFFREY PHILLIPS 
Graduate Faculty 




B.S • Un1versity of Phoenix; M.S., Reg1s University 
ROXANNE PHILLIPS 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. M.BA University of Colorado 
RITA PICKERING 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A • Western Illinois University M.S • University of 
Nevada, las Vegas 
STEPHEN J. PIKE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., College of Saint Thomas; B.A .• University of Sarnt 
Thomas; Ph D .• University of Southern California 
KURTIS PILLARD 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. M.BA .• Reg1s University 
MARY E. PIPER 
Graduate Faculty 




B.A • Canisius College; M.A .• Brown Umvers1ty; Ph D. 
lnternabonal Un1versity of Kyrgzstan 
SHARI PLANTZ-MASTERS 
Graduate Faculty 
B A., M S • Umversity of Colorado 
BYRON l. PLUMLEY 
Undergraduate and Graduate F acuity 
B.A • University of Denver, M.A • St. louis Umversity; 
Ph.D., Union lnstrtute 
JEFFREY PlUMMER 
Graduate Faculty 
B A., University of Colorado: M.BA, Regis University 
RON POHLMAN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S. Iowa State University; M.B.A .• J.D .• Drake 
University 
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MICHAEL J. POLAKOVIC 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. University of Wyoming: J.D., Umversity of Denver 
KATHERINE PORTER 
Graduate Faculty 




M.S • Ph D .. Colorado School of Mines; M.S .• Reg~s 
Umvers1ty 
MIKE B. PRASAD 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S. Bangalore Universrty-lndia· M.S .• Universrty of 
Houston-Clear lake 
ERIC T. PRESS 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S., Reg~s Universrty; M.S .• University of California 
DANA B. PRINCE 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A .• Tufts University: M B.A.. Babson College; M S., 
Umversity of Colorado at Boulder 
ROBERT J. PRINCE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A. Sarnt lawrence University· M S. Umversrty of 
Colorado at Boulder 
lYNNE PROCTOR 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A .• University of Denver 
PEGGY PROESTOS 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S , M.A , University of Phoenix 
GROVER PROWELL 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S .• San Jose State University M.S .• University of 
Nevada. Reno 
JEFFREY W. PRYOR 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Colorado State University; M A., Ed D., University 
of Northern Colorado 
JULIANNE PUCHALSKY-SZABO 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S .• M.Ed., Umvers1ty of Nevada, las Vegas 
BRENT E. PULSIPHER 
Undergraduate Faculty 




Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 
BS • East Texas State University; M.A .• Webster 
Umversity 
KAREN QUINLAN 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A.. University of Northern Colorado 
JIM RAE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S • Metropolitan State College of Denver; M.A , 






B.A., University of Colorado: M.A .• Unrversity of Denv&r :::;:~11 
I 
MARl lYNNE J. RAMSEY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A. Umversity of Colorado; M SW. University of 
Denver 
CARLA RANDAll 
Graduate Teacher Educatron Faculty 
M A., leslie College 
TAMMI RASMUSSEN-JOHNSON 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , Univers1ty of Wisconsin; M.S • University of 
Nevada, las Vegas 
JUANITA RATNER 
Graduate Faculty 




B.S., University of Denver: M.B.A .• Regis University 
MOHAN REDDY-JUNNA 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S • APA University; M.S., Utah State University 
CYNTHIA l. REDIFER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., University of Oregon; M.A., Umversity of Denver 
KENNETH D. REED 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S .• Regis University; M.B.A .• University of Dallas: 
M.S .• Southern Methodist Umversity 
MICHAEl REILGOTSKI 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M A., University of Northern Colorado 
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BRIAN V REPSHER 
Graduate and Undergraduate f acuity 
BA, M.A , Umvers1ty of Colorado at Boulder; Ph D., 
University of North Carolina 
LAURA REY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S . Umvers1ty of Arkansas. B S., Ph1ll1ps Theolog1cal 
Semmary; B.S .• MA. Vanderbilt Umvers1ty 
JOLYNNE REYNOLDS 
Graduate Faculty 
B A., M.A , Ph 0, Un1vers1ty of South Flonda 
TOM E. REYNOLDS 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA. M.A. Loyola Umvers1ty, Ph.D, Umvers1ty of 
Californ1a·Los Angeles 
CECELIA LYNN RHONE 
Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
M.A., University of Denver 
VIRGINIA B. RICARD 
Graduate F acuity 
B.S., Marymount College; M.Ed. Colorado State 
Umversity; Ph.D . Umon Institute 
JAMES S RICHARD 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A .• Samt Louis Umvers1ty; Ph D., Umvers1ty of 
Texas-Austm 
GERY RICHARDS 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate Faculty 
B S. Purdue Un1vers1ty, M B.A, New Vorl! Umvers1ty 
JUDY L. RICHARDS 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., M B A , Reg1s Umvers1ty 
MARILYN RICHARDSON 
Graduate Teacher Education faculty 
Ph 0 . Un1vers1ty of Colorado 
DAVID M RICHERS 
Graduate F acuity 
B.S .• Pennsytvama State Umvers1ty; M S, Ph 0, 
University of Kentucky·lexington 
THOMAS A RIES 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A .. Umvers1ty of Wyommg: M.BA. Umvers1ty of Utah 
KIMBERLY G. RILEY 
Graduate Faculty 
BB.A.. Oh10 Umvers1ty, M B.A, Moorhead State 
Umvers1ty 
EUZABETH A. RIVERS 
Graduate F acuity 
B.S • Flonda State Umversily M B A , New Vorl! 
lnst1tute of Technology, M S N, Umvers1ty of M1ami, 
E D.O .• Nova Southeastern Umvers1ty 
CATHY ROBERTS 
Graduate Faculty 




B.S • Eastern M1chigan Umvers1ty MS. Reg~s 
Umvers1ty 
MATTHEW A ROBINSON 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A • Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado. M.S •• Reg~s 
Umvers1ty 
STEPHANIE T. ROBINSON 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BS , Umvers1ty of Houston Clear Lake; M Ed , M.S., 
Umvers1ty of Nevada· las Vegas 
ELISA S. ROBYN 
Graduate F acuity 
B.S., Northern Anzona Un1vers1ty; M A , Umvers1ty of 
Califorma. Ph 0, Un1vers1ty of Colorado 
LAWRENCE ANDREW ROOtS 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 








BA , Rutgers Umvers1ty; M.S, Umversity of Colorado at 
Boulder 
STEVEN ROGERS 
Teacher Education F acuity 
B.A • Reg~s Unrvers1ty, M.A • UnrversJty of Colorado 
SUSAN ROHNER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B A Regis UntverSity M A. Unrversrty of Denver 
RICHARD E ROKOSZ 
Graduate and Undergraduate faculty 
B.S B.A. M S M, Reg~s Umvers1ty 
MARY F. ROMANO 
Graduate F acuity 
BS, M B.A , Reg~s Unrverstty 
ANDREW J ROOB 
Undergraduate Faculty 
2006-07 
B S. Umvers1ty of W1sconstn; M A., Colorado State 
Umversity, Ph.D, Umvers1ty of Nebraska 
MARGO ROSENKRAN7 
Undergraduate F acuity 
B.S .• Simmons College: M S • Hunter College 
DEANNA ROSS 
Undergraduate Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
Ph 0 . Northern Arizona Umvers1ty 
USA S ROSS 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 




BA. The College of Wilham and Mary; M.H.S, 
University of Denver 
ALAN M. ROSSI 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , Wayne State Un1vers1ty, M.S . Central M1chigan 
Umvers1ty 
CELESTE J ROSSMILLER 
Undergraduate F acuity 




, B S, Oh1o State Umversity, Ph 0. Capella Un1vers1ty 
HARVEY D. ROTHENBERG 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B B.A., State Umvers1ty of Iowa; M.A , University of 
Northern Colorado, Ph D, Colorado State Umvers1ty 
FRANK RUBIN 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A, Vanderbilt Univei'Sity, M A, Umvers1ty of 
MJSsouu, Columbia, J.O. Washmgton School of Law 
PATRICIA A SABLATURA 
Graduate F acuity 
B A • Unrvers1ty of Texas·Austm, M.S , Wmona State 
UniVersity, Ph 0. Paafica Graduate lnslltute 
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DANIEL K. SAGE 
Undergraduate faculty DON SCHIERUNG 
B.A .• Graceland College; M.Div, Iliff School of Theology 
Graduate and Undergraduate F acuity 
B A .• Bethel College; M.A .. Chicago Theological 
Semmary MARVIN (NICK) SAINES 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S • Brooklyn College; M.S., University of Miam1, Ohio, 
Ph D., University of Massachusetts 
LEISA R. SCHIEVELBEIN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Chapman University; M.S.S.M., College of Notre 
Dame ARTHUR J. SALTARELLI 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S • State University of New York ; M.S., Penn State 
University; M.B A .• J.D , University of Denver 
SARA A SALTEE 
Graduate and Undergraduate faculty 
B.A. Swarthmore University; M.A., Ph.D . University of 
California-San Diego 
DAVID SANCHEZ 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A .• M.A. California State University, los Angeles 
RONALD E. SANDER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S • University of Colorado; M.S., University of Denver 
MARK S. SANDERS 
Graduate and Undergraduate faculty 
B.S., Reg1s College; M.A., Webster University, M.S., 
Reg~s University 
ROBERT C. SANDERSON 
Undergraduate faculty 
B.S . M.S . Ph D .• Iowa State University 
GAIL SANFORD 
Graduate faculty 
B.A. Western State College, M.A., Naropa University 
ROBERT H SANFORD 
Graduate and Undergraduate faculty 
B.S., University of Phoemx; M.B.A., Reg1s University 
DEBORAH SAXON 
Undergraduate Teacher Education faculty 
M A., M Ed., Indiana University 
SHARON B. SCHEAR 
Graduate and Undergraduate faculty 
B.S., Regis University; J.D .• Umvers1ty of Denver 
STEPHANIE J. SCHAFFER 
Graduate Faculty 
B A .• louisiana State University; M.S., University of 




B.BA., Walsh College, M S.A .• Central Michigan 
University; Ph D, Walden University 
JOANN B SCHLOSS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A .• University of Colorado 
JIM SCHOECK 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S., U.S. Air Force Academy; M.A .• Webster University; 
M.S , U.S. A1r Force Institute of Technology 
CATHERINE SCHOLTES 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Mount Mercy College, M.S., Northern Illinois 
University 
ANN l. SCHRADER 
Graduate and Undergraduate faculty 
B S. University of Northern Colorado; MAR., Iliff 
School of Theology 
GREGORY M. SCHULTE 
Graduate Faculty 




B.S .• University of Texas. Arlington; Ph.D , University of 
Buffalo 
DEBORAH SCHWEIKERT-CAITIN 
Teacher Education Faculty 
B.A., Fontbonne College; M.A., Western State College; 
Ph D • Union Institute 
LEE SCRIVNER 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A., University of Utah 
KATHRYN A. SEDLACHEK 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S .• University of Colorado at Colorado Sprmgs; 
M.B.A . Regis Univers1ty 
KATHRYN (LYNN) SEIBOLD 
Teacher Education faculty 
2006-07 
M.A., M.Ed., Texas A&M Univers1ty 
SUSAN J. SELBY 
Undergraduate Faculty 




B A., SUNY at Potsdam; M.PS . SUNY at Stony Brook; 
J.D., Ouinnip1ac College 
LEE R. SHANNON 
Undergraduate faculty 
B.A .• Pac1fic lutheran, M A , Umvers1ty of Colorado; 
Ph D • University of Northern Colorado 
JOSEPH R. SHAW 
Graduate Faculty 
BB.A. university of Texas-Austin; M N.M., Reg~s 
University 
ANGELA SHELMINE 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M A .• University of Northern Colorado 
MONA SHELTON 
Graduate Faculty 
BS, Texas A&M University; M.S., University of Texas. 
Arlington; M B.A, Reg~s University 
LYNN K SHEPARD 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., MBA .• Reg1s University 
CAROL SHEPHERD 
Colorado Springs Undergraduate F acuity 
B.A, M.A. Adams State College; M.A., Webster 
University 
ROBERT 0. SHERARD 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S • University of Wyommg; M.S., Montana State 
University, M.S • U.S. Army Command and General 
Staff College 
GREGORY S. SHINN 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
BS., Un1versity of Scranton; M.A.T Colorado College; 
M B.A , Reg~s University 
ROBERT l SHOOP 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Colorado College, JD. Santa Clara University 
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GREGORY D SHUBERT 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., lllino1s Wesleyan Umvers1ty; M.S , Cornell 
University 
THOMAS F. SHUGRUE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BJA., Umvers1ty of Colorado; M.R.E , Sam! Thomas 
More College 
DAVID SHULTS 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.A ., Northern Anzona Umvers1ty 
GILLIAN SllVER-ROOIS 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Stephens College; M A., Umversity of Phoen1x 
JOEl SILVERMAN 
Graduate F acuity 
B.A. Colorado College; M.A., Un1versity of Colorado at 
Boulder 
MAUREEN SIMMS 
Teacher Education Faculty 
B.S , University of Colorado at Colorado Spnngs; M.A., 
UniVersity of Colorado at Denver 
JANI SIMS 
Undergraduate Teacher Educallon Faculty 
MA. lesley College 
JOHN A. SIMS 
Graduate Faculty 
B S., llhnois lnst1tute of Technology; M.S, Stanford 
Umversity 
FRED P. SINGER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., long Island University, M.A, City College 
JAMES M. SIPOS 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 




B S , M S , University of Colorado 
KATHE SKINNER 
Undergraduate Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
M.A , Chapman Umvers1ty 
DAVID SKIPPER 
Undergraduate F acuity 
BA., M.A , University of West Flonda 
PAUL B SLAVEC 
Undergraduate and Graduate Faculty 
B.S, Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado, M B A~ Reg~s 
Umvers1ty 
JASON W SLOBODNIK 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BEd , The Umvers1ty of West Ronda, M Ed , Umversity 
of Nevada -las Vegas 
PAMELA M SMAllWOOD 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S , Umversity of Southern Cal1forma M S., Anzona 
State Univers1ty 
CHRISTINE Hill SMITH 
Graduate Faculty 
B A, Tufts Umversity, M.A , Umvers1ty of Denver: 
Ph D , Umvers1ty of Denver 
DOUGLAS SMITH 
Graduate F acuity 
B B.A , DB A , Western M1ch1gan Umvers1ty, M B.A., 
Nova Southeastern Umvers1ty 
GORDON P. SMITH 
Graduate Faculty 
BA, Colgate Umvers1ty; M B A • Umvers1ty of Colorado 
at Denver 
GREGORY W SMITH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S , US Military Academy at West Pomt. M S, 
Umvers1ty of Alabama 
Jill E. SMITH 
Colorado Spnngs Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S , Un1vers1ty of Colorado at Boulder, M B A , 
Umversity of Phoen1x Ph D The Union lnsbtute 
KATHRYN WIEDENFELD SMITH 
Graduate Teacher Educallon Faculty 
M A., San FranciSCO State Umvers1ty 
KEVIN W SMITH 
Graduate Faculty 
BS , Colorado State Umvers1ty, M.S., RegJs UniVerSity 
lANA SMITH 
Undergraduate Teacher Education F acuity 
M.A , Adams State College 
LYNDA SMITH 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate faculty 
8 S • SoulherAIIhnOis Umvers1ty, M Ed , Umversity of 
Nevada Las Vegas 
2006-07 
MARVIN SMITH 
Undergraduate Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
M.A Adams State College 
MICHAEL P. SMITH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. Umvers1ty of Colorado; M BA , Reg~s Umvers1ty 
MICHAEl R SMITH 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S, Umvers1ty of Phoemx; M S, Reg~s Umvers1ty 
MICHAEL R. SMITH 
Graduate Faculty 
BS , Bradley Umversity; M.B.A , Reg~s Un1versrty 
RONALD l. SMITH 
Graduate Teacher EducatiOn Faculty 
B.S , M.R.C., Bowlmg Green Umvers1ty; Ph.D, 
Umversity of Toledo 
BECKY SMITH·EGGEMAN 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , Umvers1ty of Evansville, M.S, Umversrty of 
LoUisville, Ph.D , Umvers1ty of Northern Colorado 
SUZANNE J SNIDER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., Metropolitan State College of Denver, M S , 
Umvers1ty of Denver 
H KIRK SNYDER 
Graduate Faculty 
B S , Umvers1ty of Kansas: M S, Univers1ty of Denver; 
J D , Washburn Un1vers1ty 
THEODORE SOPER 
Graduate F acuity 
B.S., Virgmia Tech: M B A , Reg~s Umvers1ty 
MICHAEL SPANGLE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , long Beach State Umvers1ty; M DIY Luther 
TheoiOgJcal Semmary, M S Ed , Kearney State 
Unrvers1ty Ph D • Unrverslly ol Denver 
Bill SPEERS 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate F acuity 
B.A , New Vorl< UniVersity, J D , Brooklyn law School 
ALBERTO C SQUASSABIA 
Undergradua!e F acuity 




B.A., Umvers1ty of Colorado. J D., Un1vers1ty of Denver 
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STEVE J STANTON 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., University of Utah; M.S.C., University of Denver 
TIM STARCK 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A., University of Northern Colorado 
LINDA R. STEELE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S., Umvers1ty of Colorado; M.C.I.S., University of 
Denver 
MARY L. STENGER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A • University of North Texas; M.A .. Texas Woman's 
University; M.A., Naropa University; M.S., American 
Umversity 
DAN STEPHENS 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., M S., Regis Un1versity 
KIRK STEWART 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., U.S. Atr Force Academy; M.S., Purdue University; 
M.S., University of Southern California; M.S., Ph.D., 
University of Colorado 
COPPER STOU 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph D., Umversity of Denver 
IRENE P STOLLER 
Undergraduate and Teacher Education Faculty 
B.A .• George Washington University; M.A., Ph.D., 
University of Colorado 
RENEE STOLLER 
Undergraduate Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
M.Ed , Temple University 
ELEANOR R. STOREY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., M.A • University of the Philippmes 
FRED STOW, Ill 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S., University of Delaware; J.D., Temple University 
JEAN A. STRACY 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A • M.A , Univers1ty of Denver 
JULIE A. STRAWBRIDGE 
Undergraduate Faculty 




Graduate Teacher EducatiOn Faculty 
M.A., College of New Rochelle 
MATIHEW R. STRICKROOT 
Graduate Faculty 
B.B.A., Grand Valley State University; M.B.A., Regis 
University 
DAVID E. SUITER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A .• Northwest Nazarene College, M.A., Iliff School of 
Theology; Ph D .• University of Denver 
LEWIS A. SUITER 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S .• Regis University; M.S .• Umversity of Colorado; 
Ph.D., University of Colorado at Denver 
EDWARD A SULLIVAN 
Graduate Faculty 
B S., University of Northern Colorado; M.B.A., Regis 
University 
JANE K. SUUIVAN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Reg;s University; M.S., Colorado State University; 
M.B.A • Umversity of Phoemx 
JENNIFER SULLIVAN 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.Ed., University of Northern Colorado 
TERI SULLIVAN-LUTZ 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Umvers1ty of Colorado; M.S. E., State University 
College-New York; M.A., University of Denver 
WALTER SULMEISTERS 
Graduate Faculty 




M.S, Ph D., Colorado School of Mines 
DAVID P SUTION 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S .• M.A , University of Northern Colorado 
CRAIG S. SUWINSKI 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., M.B.A., Wayne State Umvers1ty; Ph.D., M1chigan 
State University • 
KATHERINE SWANK-PLOESSEL 
Graduate Faculty 
BA, University of Northern Colorado; J.D., Drake University 
~ 
KJTTY C. SWEENEY 
Undergraduate Faculty 
2006-07 
B.S • Ohio State University M.S • Ph D., University of 
Denver 
ELISE S. SWEET 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Anzona State University; M.A., University of 
Denver 
SHARON D SWEET 
Teacher Education Faculty 
M U.S B., M.A., Ph D • University of Denver 
NANCY SYLVANIE 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S. University of Nevada. las Vegas; M.Ed , Leslie 
University; Ed D., Nova Southeastern University 
JEANNINE TALAR 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Marquette University M.S • University of Wisconstn 
KAY A. TANNER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., University of Colorado at Boulder; M.S., Regis 
Umvers1ty 
CYNTHIA TAYLOR 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., M.S. Northeast Louis1ana Umversity; JD. 
louisiana State Umvers1ty 
RALPH F. TAYLOR 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., M.A , Samt louis University 
WILLIAM TAYLOR 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A .• M.A., Umvers1ty of Nevada. Las Vegas 
NICOLE TEMBROCK 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., University of Denver; M N.M., Regis University 
MARGARET I. THAMS 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , Ohio State University; M B A , University of 
Colorado; Ph. D., Capella University 
LINDA THARP 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S , M.A .• University of Nebraska, Ed.D., Umversity of 
Northern Colorado 
DAVID F. THOMAS 
Graduate Faculty 
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MARK THOMAS 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A., Umvers1ty of Michigan; M A .. Florida State 
Umversrty; M S . Universrty of Nevada, Las Vegas 
EDWARD W. THOMPSON 
Graduate Faculty 
8 A., Unrvers1ty of Northern Colorado, M.S , Reg1s 
University 
STEPHEN R. THOMPSON 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BS, M.B.A., Regis University 
LONA THORSON 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., Regis University; MA, Un1vers1ty of San 
Francisco 
JERRY DALE THURBER 
Undergraduate Faculty 




BA, Indiana University; M.B.A., Umvers1ty of 
Pennsylvania 
WILLIAM M TOMOSCHUK 
Graduate Faculty 
BA, M.B.A .• Pennsylvania State Unrvers1ty 
PAUL TOVBIN 
Graduate Faculty 
M BA. Fordham University 
DOUGLAS TRASTER 
Graduate Faculty 
B S. Creighton University; M.BA • Regts Unrverstty 
ROBERT 8 TRUSCOTT 
Undergraduate Faculty 
SA. Rutgers University; M.A., John Hopkms Unrversrty 
RICHARD C. TRUSSELL 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BA. University of Calrtornia-Santa Barbara, M Drv , 
PacifiC Lutheran Theological Semtnary 
HENRI K. TSHIBAMBE 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S .. M.S., Regis Univers1ty 
ALEC TSOUCATOS 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 




B S, M A, Ball State Umversity, PhD, St Lows 
Unrvers1ty 
JUNE H TWINM1 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BA. Reg1s College, M.S , Tulane Umvers1ty 
MAUREEN V ULEVICH 
Graduate Faculty 
B A , Colby College, M.A • Soph1a Umversrty 
GARY A UPTON 
Teacher Educat1on Faculty 
B.S , Bradley Un1vers1ty, MS. Anzona State UniVersity; 
Ph D, Un1vers1ty of Colorado 
ANTHONY V UVA 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A • Hofstra Unrversity M BA, Umversrty of Colorado 
at Boulder 
PAUL F VACCARELU 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , C1ty College of New York, M B A , Reg1s Umversity 
FARZAD VALAD 
Graduate Faculty 
B S , M.S., VirgJma Tech 
DONNA VAN DUSEN 
Graduate Faculty 
8 A. M.A • Ph.D, Temple Unrverstty 
WILLIAM VAN DUSEN 
Undergraduate Faculty 




B.S., M A • US. Mil1tary Academy at West Pomt 
LARRY A VARYS 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , lllmors Wesleyan Untversity M.A , Northern 
IllinoiS Unrversrty 
MANUEL !MEU VELASQUEZ 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A • lnd1ana Unrverstty; MEd • Purdue Universrty 
ClARK VETIERUNG 
Graduate F acuity 
B S , M1ch~gan State Umvers1ty M S • Washington State 
Unrversrty 
2006-07 
MELINDA JEAN VIDAL 
Undergraduate Faculty 




B S , State Un1vers1ty of New York: M.S., Reg1s 
Umverstty 
LAWRENCE VIERRA 
las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 




B.A , Southern lowstana Umvers1ty; M.A , Umvers1ty of 
Southern M1ssiss1ppi 
SUSAN VODEHNAL 
Teacher Education Faculty 
B.S., Umvers1ty of Nebraska; M.A , Umvers1ty of 
Colorado at Denver; Ed D., Unrvers1ty of Colorado at 
Boulder 
lENA A VOLLMAR 
Undergraduate F acuity 
B.S . M B A., Regts Universrty 
CAROL VOTE 
Graduate and Teacher Educatton Faculty 




B.A., Bngflam Young Unrversity, M B.A, RegJs 
Untvers1ty 
ANNE M. WALKER 
Undergraduate Faculty 




B.S. Colorado Christian Untvers1ty, M.A . Umverstty of 
PhoeniX 
JEFFREY WAllMAN 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 




B.A WIChita State Unrversrty, M B.A , Untvers1ty of 
Denver 
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FRANK T. WALSH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A • Manhattan College; M.S , Umversity of Wisconsin 
JAMES P. WALSH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , Duke Umversity, M.A., University of Colorado 
R. WAYNE WALVOORD 
Graduate Faculty 
B A., University of Colorado: M.I.M., Thunderbird 
Graduate School 
SHAWNALEE K. WASHAM 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S., M.S., Ph.D .• Colorado State University 
KIMBERLY WASILKOWICH 
Graduate Faculty 
B S., Umvers1ty of Colorado; M.B.A., Regis University 
STEPHEN WASILKOWICH 
Graduate Faculty 
B S., University of Connecticut; M B A., Regis 
University 
ELLEN K. WATERMAN 
Distance Learning Faculty 
B A., Rosemont College, M.A., University of Colorado at 
Denver 
CHRISTINE L. WATSON 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B A., Middlebury College: MA. University of Denver 
ROBERT WEAVER 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S • Kentucky State University; M.S., Roosevelt 
Umvers1ty; C.PA • University of lll10ois 
SYLVIA A. WEDMORE 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S . M.A., Ed D., Umversity of South Dakota 
JAMES D. WEED 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S , University of Colorado; M.B.A., Regrs University 
RICHARD A. WEHMHOEFER 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BA., Umvers1ty of Colorado; M.PA .• Umversity of 
Colorado at Denver; Ph.D. University of Colorado at 
Boulder. J.D .• Umversity of Denver 
JAMES WEIMER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Kearney State College; M.A .• Azusa Pacific 




B.A., Wash~ngton University; M.A., Ph D., University of 
Colorado 
ERIC B. WELCH 
Graduate Faculty 
B BA., University of Texas-EI Paso; M.B.A., University 
of Dallas 
WILLIAM J. WELLISCH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A .. University of Minnesota; M.A., Umversity of 
Missouri 
GREGORY S WELLS 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B A .• Umvers1ty of Colorado; B S., M.S. Regis 
University 
WALTER T. WENDA 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S .• University of Minnesota; M S • University of 
Wisconsin; Ph.D., University of Minnesota 
JOHN A. WESSELS 
Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S • M.S., Carnegie-Mellon University; M.S .• Regrs 
Umvers1ty 
MARIE WESTMORELAND 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., M.B.A., Umversity of Phoenix 
THERESA N WESTOVER 
Graduate Faculty 




B.A., California State University, Sacramento; M.B.A.. 
Reg1s University 
SAMMYE WHEELER-CLOUSE 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
Ph.D .• University of Colorado at Denver 
TAMARA WHITE 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A , Clark University; M.SEd., C1ty University of New 
York 
BETTY J. WHITESELL 
Graduate Faculty 
B S .. MBA, Regis University 
KATHLEEN E. WHITESIDE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
2006-07 
BB.A • Umvers1ty of Iowa; M A., University of Denver 
PATRICIA WHITNEY 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A., Simmons College; M A .. Babson College; M.A .• 
Northeastern Umversity 
THOMAS WILCZEK 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S., Michigan State Umversity; M.S .• Unrversity of 
Colorado: J.D., Umvers1ty of Nevada, Las Vegas 
MARYANNE WILLEQUER 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B A , D'Youv1lle College; M S., Golden Gate Unrversity 
DOROTHY T. WILLIAMS 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
B S., University of Colorado; M.S .• San Jose State 
Univers1ty; Ph D .. Walden University 
RICHARD C. WILLIAMS 
Graduate Faculty 
M.A., Harvard Umvers1ty Div1mty School; Ph.D. 
University of Colorado 
TANYA WILLIAMS 
Colorado Spnngs Undergraduate Faculty 
B S, B.A., Oh1o State Umversity; M.B.A., University of 
Colorado 
DAVID C. WILSON 
Undergraduate Faculty 




B S., Christian Brother's Umvers1ty; M.B.A .. Regis 
University 
JIM WILTON 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B S., M10nesota State University; M.B.A., Pepperdine 
Univers1ty 
EDWARD B. WINCKLER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A • University of Denver; M S • Northern State 
University; Ph D .. LaSalle Umversity 
KIMBERLY WINCKLER 
Undergraduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M A .• Regis University 
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TONY P. WINGER 
Undergraduate Teacher Educallon Faculty 
M.A , University of Colorado at Denver 
mEN J WINIARClYK 
Graduate Faculty 
ME.N.S, Evergreen State College 
STEPHANIE WITWER 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., M.S., Umvers1ty of North Dakota 
RAYMOND J. WLODKOWSKI 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S . ME., Ph D., Wayne State Un1vers1ty 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BA., University of M1chigan: M.A., Eastern M1Ch1gan 
Umvers1ty 
D CHARLES WOLFE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
BS , St. Thomas Semmary; M Div , Washington 
Theological Coalit1on 
MAJOR K. WOODS 
Graduate Faculty 
B.S., MBA., Regis Umvers1ty 
TONI WOODSON 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
BA.. San Diego State Umvers1ty M R E., Seattle 
Umvers1ty 
SHAWN C. WORTHY 
Graduate Faculty 
M.A, Ph.D., Northern lllmo1s Un1vers1ty 
CAROLE WRIGHT 
Graduate Teacher Education Faculty 
M.A., Michigan State University 
EUGENE A WRIGHT 
Graduate Faculty 




B.S M.S. RegiS Umvers1ty 
ROBERT D WUERTH 
Graduate Faculty 
SS., Indiana State Umverslty; MAC., Umverslty of 
IllinOIS 
SYLVIA l WYANT 
Graduate F acuity 
B.A , M.A , Reg~s Umversrty 
DARRYL WYAn 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , M S., Ed D. Umvers1ty of Nevada, Las Vegas 
THOMAS J YAGOS 
Undergraduate and Graduate Faculty 
BA, Mans! College; M B A. Regis Umvers1ty 
JAMES W. YAMANE 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S • M B A • Colorado State Umversrty 
KATHLEEN M YATES 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A • Loyola Marymount Umversrty, M B.A , The 
Claremont Graduate Unrversrty 
MARJORIE ZARAGOZA 
Undergraduate Teacher Educat1on F acuity 
M A • Un1versity of PhoeniX 
JAMES M ZELENSKI 
Graduate Fatuity 
B S., Anzona State Umversrty: M S, Cornell Unrvers1ty 
TED S ZENZINGER 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.A • St Johns College; M.A , Dalhousie Umversrty; 
Ph D., Umversrty of Kansas 
JUDITH l ZEWE 
Graduate Faculty 
B.A • Mercyhurst Co lege, M S, RegiS Unrversrty 
lEE W ZIEROTH 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B S, M S, Colorado State Umversity, M B.A, Stanford 
Un1vers1ty, J.D , Stanford School of law 
MICHAEL J ZIMMERMAN 
Undergraduate F acuity 
B A. M1ch1gan State Unrvers1ty; M.A • Unrversrty of 
Colorado 
MICHAEL P ZIZZI 
Undergraduate F acuity 
B.A • State Unrversrty of New York M A , Unrversrty of 
Maryland 
SHAUNA ZOBEl 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergradwate F acuity 
B.S , M Ed , Unrversrty of Nevada, las Vegas 
2006-07 
VINCENT ZOCCO 
Las Vegas Graduate and Undergraduate Faculty 




B.S , Charleston Baptist College, M S, Cal~orn1a State 
Un1vers1ty 
F. LUJEAN ZWIRN 
Undergraduate Faculty 
B.S , M S , Regis Unrversrty 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIANS 
The year m parentheses followmg each name 10d1cates 
the year '" wh1ch the faculty member JOmed the Reg1s 
U mvers1ty F acuity 
LINDA BOURGEOIS !2005) 
Reference L1branan, Colorado Spnngs Campus 
BA, Umvers1ty of Colorado at Colorado Spnngs, 
M.L.S., Empona State Un1vers1ty 
ELIZABETH COOK (200 I l 
Umvers1ty Arch1v1st 
B.S., Columb1a Unrversrty, M.A , Umvers1ty of M1ssoun 
at Kansas C1ty, M L S, lnd1ana Un1verslty 
ANDREW R. DORFMAN (1986) 
Assoc1ate Professor of library Science, Med1a SeMces 
libra nan 
B A • Nasson College. M.S l S., Drexel Umvers1ty 
IVAN K GAm !2001) 
Dean of libranes 
B.A .. M.L S., M. Ed , Unrvers1ty of Alberta, M.D1v , 
Umversity of Saskatchewan, Th M , Unrvers1ty of 
Toronto, Ph.D, Unrversrty of Bntish Columbia 
MARTIN l GARNAR (1999) 
Assoc1ate Professor of L1brary Sc1ence. Reference 
Libranan 
B A., M A • State Unrvers1ty of New York at 
Bmghamton, M Ll S • Unrvers1ty of Denver 
RICHARD HMiSEN (1986) 
Reference I.Jbranan 
B A, North Parli College, M S L.s . Unrversity of 
Kentucky, M LA , UmverSity of Denver 
ANNE JAMES-HERRON (1989) 
Shde libranan 
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